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A CBITiaUE OF THE CHINESE NOTIONS AND
PRACTICE OF FITJATi PIETY.

Read before the Conference of Canton Misgionaries, April, 1879. (enlarged).

By Rev. Ernist Faber, of thk Rhenish Mission.

(Coyitinued from Page 428^.

^ ^ THE IDEA OF SACRIFICING.

1. The sacrifices (to ancestors) are not desirable too often, if

often they become troublesome, if troublesome they are irreverent.

Sacrifices are not desirable too seldom; if seldom they become neglected,

if neglected they are then forgotten. The superior man therefore,

accords himself to the course of Heaven, offering in spring the Joh—
in autum the Shang—sacrifices. When the dew falls as hoar-frost

the superior man, in passing through it, will feel sadness in his heart

not in regard to the cold (but to his ancestors). In spring when the

dew moistens like rain, the superior man, in passing through it, will

feel gladness in his heart as if he were about to see them. There is

joy in receiving the coming and sorrow in taking leave from departing

ones. Joh has, therefore, music, and Shang has none. (The departed

come and go with the life of nature).

2. The strict fasting (for three days) is for the inner (heart), the

broken or lenient fasting is for the outer (things). In the fasting days

one thinks on their abode, on their laughing and conversation, on their

intentions, on their propensities, on their desires. After fasting three

days one sees those for whom fasting is done, (because the thoughts

have come to the utmost ^ ^ Ig 1^ •&)•

On the day of sacrificing one enters the private-room and will

tenderly see their place, and going out the door in procession one
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will softly liear tLe voice of their figure ;* going out the door to

listen, one will hear lispingly the voice of their breathing. Hence

the filial piety of the former Kings did not loose their appearance

(colour) from the eyes, nor their (the ancestors) voice from the

ears, nor their hearf^s intentions and desires from the heart ; the

utmost love was preserved, the utmost honesty apparent ; appearance

and presence not being effaced from the heart, how could they have

been not respectful.

The superior man respectfully nurses them during life and

respectfully relishes them (after their) death, his purpose is all his

life long not to disgrace them. *

3. The superior man is in mourning all his life, is said of the

memorial days. The memorial days are not used (for other purposes)

not that it (to work) were unpropitious ; but it refers to the

intention aimed at in those days ; one does not dare to accomplish his

private wishes.

4. It is only the Saint who is able to relish God, and only the

filial son who is able to relish the relatives. Relishing means inclining

to them, inclining (cherishing), to them one can then relish them.

The filial son, therefore, goes down to the Shi (representative of the

ancestor) without perplexity. The lord leads the victim, the lady

brings the pitchers for the offering; the lord offers to the represent-

ative, the lady presents the vessels
;
governors assist the lord, noble-

women the lady; all-complete is their reverence, cheerful their

devotedness, assiduous their desire to relish them (the dead parents).

5. King Wen served the dead in his sacrifices as if they had

been living, he reflected on the dead as if not wishing to live. On
the memorial days he was surely grieving, he called the sacrificial

name as if seeing his parents, he sacrificed to them devotedly, as if

seeing what the parents loved, as if longingf for their features. Such

was King Wen ! The Ode ii 5 ii,J says :

" At dawnbreak not sleeping
The two parents are in my mind."

It is the ode of King Wen. At day-break sacrificing to them,
one does not sleep, then, after bringing them near by relishments,

reflection follows again. On the day of sacrificing pleasure and grief

are divided ; to relish them must be pleasing, after they have come
(and go to depart) it must be saddening.

JpJ • • • pg ^ hX fl* "ffi*} duriner the spreading out of the offering. After that
the door was shut for eating. Then the son goes out listening.

i wC "£« is differently explained, longing to see the colour of their faces, or longing
for gratification of beauty.

J The ode iis a satire on King Yeu ^.
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6. Confucius (Chung-ni) in presenting the offering at the autumn

sacrifice and advancing, his affection was sincere, his movement in

quick tempo. After the sacrifice was done Tsi Kung asked and said,

" According to the Master's words sacrificing is done heedfully and

elegantly ; how is it that your sacrificing is not heedful and not

elegant?" Confucius (Tsi) answered, heedful means that the attitude

is not familiar, elegant means that the attitude is restricting itself,

how can a communion with the Spirits be effected ? How then can

there be heedfulness and elegance ?
*

Returning the (cooked) food (viands) under the play of the full

orchestra, offering their plates of offerings in the order of ceremonies

and music, having all kinds of officers arranged—the superior

man exhibits his heedfulness and elegance. Why should he feel

anxiety ?—Have sayings perhaps only one bearing ?

7. The filial son when about sacrificing deliberates that nothing

is left unprepared ; at the fixed time none of the things must be

unready (so that) it can be managed with a tranquil (empty) mind.

The house and rooms are cleaned, the walls whitewashed, all kinds of

things kept ready, husband and wife fast and bathe, dress in full, take

oblations and present them, with gravity, with awe, as if not successful,

as if losing it ; their feelings of filial reverence are thus at the

climax. They offer their plates of offerings, have rites and music in

proper order (succession), all kinds of officers in readiness, they take

up the oblations and present them. Thereupon the intentions are spoken

out (by the priest).t By their anxiety to come into communion with

the Spirits, perhaps to relish them, is the intention of the filial sons.

8. The sacrifice of the filial son is perfectly sincere in its sincerity,?

is perfectly faithful in its faith, is perfectly respectful in its respect, is

perfect in its rites without excess or defect ; in advancing and retiring

there must be respect as of really hearing their command, as of perhaps

employed by them.

9. The sacrifice of the filial son may be known (by the following)

;

in his advancing, if he is reverently gentle, in his offering, if he is

reverently desiring ; he retires and stands there as if about to receive

orders ; after the removal (of the sacrifice) he retires, but the expression

of general reverence does not leave his face.

If the filial son in his sacrificing stands there without bending, it

is stiffness, if he advances without gentility it is strangeness, offering

* This great heedfulness would fit to strangers not to one's own relatives, where a
certain amount of familiarity ia allowed.

t After the plates of offerings he causes the priest to announce the intentions to the
Spirits.

J The heart is sincere and then the actions are sincere too.
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orfe™"!-/'''-^
^ T' °* '°™' '''''^'' '""'^^S and not as if receivingorders 18 pride; after removal to retire without the expression of

10. A filial son of deep love must have a peaceful temper; he who

JlliraSd^''^'
""" '"^ ' '""'' ^PP—

'
»- "-^ ^

the hTlt !ff!'-'"°;'5r'?
^^'™ •'^^"^ "^'^ f^'"^^ l*e holding

successful, as if losing it with earnest awfulness and strict reservation

11. The former kings governed the empire by five rules- thevesteemed the virtuous, they dignified the old, honoured the elde'r outsand sympathised with the younger ones. By these five (princ piesthe former kings settled the empire.
ynncipiesj

truth^^tlf'th^J- "T7 '^' "''*™"'
• ^^"""^^ ">^y "^ "««' to thetruth (tao), the dignified are near to the ruler. They esteemed theold ones, because they are near to the parents; they honou d the el eones, because they are near to the old brothers; they sympathi^d withfte young ones, because they are near to children, flfghest fi^^^al pT t!IS, therefore near to the king, for even the emperor wUI hive If fChighest brotherly behaviour is near to a lord of pltlt '

princes of state will have elder brothers. BelsfthTteacii g „ Zormer kings complies therewith without alteration, the stafes andfamilies of the empire are governed.

12. (Confucius) The master said, in order to establish love beginat the parents, it teaches concord to the subjects. In order to establkhrespect begin at the elder ones, it teaches the subjects subo^da^^'If taught by sympathy and concord, the subjects will esteem havk,;parents; if taught by respect to the elder ones the subjectrfl tsteemcompliance with orders commands). If thev are filiJ in M tl
parent, and subordinate in obeyLg orde;^^'" n„^i 7:^tunaccomplished in the empire.

13. That during the Border-sacriflce mourners do not dare towail, those in mourning dress do not dare to enter the gate of the state

itdst2:^;LfrthT:'
"' '"""' "" "'^^"^-^ -ificethe:

leads the victim, the successor answers the ruler, the governors followm their order. After entering the door of the tempi! [the vict m 1^tied to the stone-pillar, the governors strip up their sleev s and I"iethe out-stretehing hair of the bullock's ear they butcher it with tl^!
phoenix-knife, take the blood, and the fat from L iltinLHetur^:
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then steep the sacrifice in broth, sacrifice raw meat* and draw back.

This is the highest of reverence.

14. The Border- sacrifice is an acknowledgment to Heaven,f and

principally to the sun,+ associated by the moon. The rulers of Hia

sacrificed in their darkness (of sun and moon), those of Yin in their

brightness, those of Chow in early morning and dusk.

15. One sacrifices to the sun on an altar, to the moon in a hole,

thus distinguishing between obscurity and light, dealing with superior

and inferior.

One sacrifices to the sun in the east to the moon in the west
1|

to distinguish between outside and inside and indicate their position.

The sun rises in the east, the moon grows in the west, length and

shortness, ending and beginning of the dual-powers (In-Yang)

correspond to each other, accomplishing the harmony of the world.

16. An end of the rites of the empire is reverting to the begin-

ning, an end is the ghosts and spirits, an end is the harmonious

use, an end is righteousness, an end is humility, an end is reverting

to the beginning which enlarges its foundation, an end are the

ghosts and spirits which give honor to the superiors, an end is the

use of things which establishes the connections of the people (subjects),

an end is righteousness, those above and those below are thus not in

opposition to each other, and an end is condescendence which removes

quarrellings. Are these five ends united in governing the empire,

though there should be an inclination to the perverse and unruly it

will be trifling.

17. Tsai-go said : 1 have heard the names, 'daemon and spirits
'

and do not know what they mean. The Master answered, "the breath

is the receptacle of the Spirit, the animation is the receptacle of the

daemon (soul), to unite daemon (soul) with spirit is the culmination

of teaching. § (Comp. Tso-Chiu vii. 25, Sheung 29). Everything

living must die, the dead must return to the Earth, this is called

* The two kinds of meat were sacrificed together.

f Acknowledgment to all Spirits of Heaven for the produce of the year.

J Heaven has no form, but of the phenomena therein nothing surpasses the sun; it is

there fore the Lord of all Spirits, ^ jp^ j^ ^.
II
To the sun in the morning of the winter-solstice, to the moon in the evening of the
summer— solstice

§ ^ -ffi P Im ^ W ^' breathing in and out through the mouth. It has no

reason, "^ |f|, but reason is dependent on the breath. Man's intellect ^ @,
is therefore called Spirit. The hearing of the ears and seeing of the eyes is called

animationq^, it is the animated bodily organism,^ ff (in distinction from'g' J^.
We have thus the tritoniy of Western scholars, spirit, soul, body). Though
separated in death to unite them again in sacritice is the sublimest teaching of

the Saints. A Z X ^ ^^ $^ ^ ^ ^ "^ ^ M ' - ^ B M ^
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daemon, bones and flesh, decay in the dark place below and become

common soil. Their breath extends in the upper region and becomes

refulgent light, the rising odours (which may be) smelt—these are the

essences of the various things, the manifestations of Spirit.

To suit the essence of things to the highest degree of management,

the illustrious orders (are referred) to the Spirits to become the patterns

of the black heads (subjects),* all the multidudes of officers are thus

kept in awe, all subjects in submission.

The Saints holding these (proceedings) for insufficient built public

and private houses and erected temples to distinguish between

relations and strangers,, distant ones and near ones, they taught the

people to turn back to antiquity, to revert to the beginning and forget

not where they have, been born. The submission of the multitude

is from these causes, they therefore listen and with promptitude.

After these two dogmas (on hi and pali) are established, they are

complemented by two rites, the arrangements of the morning-service,

burnt-offering and incense mixed with the fume of artemisia to refresh

the Spirit (hi),t These the multitudes are taught, turning back to

the beginning.

By the offering of grain, viands, liver, lungs, head, hearty

accompanied with two jars of wine to which are added fragrant spirits

the soul is refreshed and the people taught to love each other, +

superiors and inferiors are moved by their feelings. This is the highest

point of propriety.

18. The superior man turns back to antiquity and turns to the

beginning ; he does not forget where he is born ; thereby he

tenders his respect, stirs his feelings, exerts his strength in attending

to his business in order to refresh his relations : he does not dare to

lack in thoroughness.

In former times the Emperor, therefore, possessing an aggregate of

1000 li with his crown tied by red strings, in person laid hand on the

plough. The princes of state, possesing an aggregate (of land) 100 li,

did so, the crown tied by blue strings, in order to serve Heaven, earths

mountains, streams, land, grain and the former ancients, producing

• If Spirit and soul of men and things were called strait forward 3^ p[^ the name
would not be honoured, they are therefore called by the name of honour kwei,

then. Blaekheaded the people were called because they wore a black cloth on the
head. This appellation became universal in the Tshin dynasty. Some critica

conclude from this point that this chapter of the Li-ki was written between
250 and 220 B.C.

t The Spirit is refreshed by raw meat called^ y^, the Soul by cooked things, ^^'
J Some Bay the fragrant spirits here are those which are, at the beginning of the

sacrifice, poured on the ground. The soul is also supposed to be below the earth.

Ja ^ ^ M T-
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sweet spirits, cream and cakes. Getting tliem in such a way (by one's

own labour) is the utmost of respect.

The ancient emperors and princes of state always kept a mansion

for rearing animals. The time of the year arriving, they fasted and

purified themselves and performed the morning-service in person. The

victims for the sacrifices of emperor and princes of state must be take

from it. This is highest respect. The ruler calls the cattle, receives

and inspects them. If propitious, they are then fed (separately,

fattened). The ruler wears the leather hat and plain dress on the first

and fifteenth of the month, when he brings out the victim, exerting in

such a way his strength. This is the highest point of filial piety. The

ancient emperors and princes of state kept certain a room for silk-

worms ; near a stream they built a mansion for them with a wall 10

feet high, thorns on it, outside closed. At the approach of first dawn
in the morning, the ruler in leather hat and plain clothes, divines about

the propitious first ladies and noble-ladies of the three palaces and

causes them to bring silk-worms in the silk-worm chamber. The eggs

taken up are washed in the river and brought to the mulberry trees

in the public plantation in an airy place to rear them. After one

quarter of the year the noble-ladies, having finished the (work for

the), silk-worms, take up of the cocoons and show them to the ruler,

then they present the cocoon to the first lady. The first lady says,

these serve to make sacrificial clothes for the ruler, then she, dressed

in queen's dress, receives them (the cocoons) and returns a sheep

as a compliment (for those noble- ladies and says) "did those who
presented the cocoons in ancient times use this kind ?

"

A good day having come the first lady reels, immersing thrice and

(drawing the thread) with the hand. She then distributes them to the

propitious of the first and noble-ladies of the three palaces, causes them

to reel and to colour, red and green, black and yellow to make gar^

ments embroidered with axes, quadrates and figures. After they are

completed the ruler dresses in them and sacrifices to the former kings

and former dukes—this is the highest respect.

19. The superior man says, propriety and music must not be

absent from our person for a moment. If music is brought to regulate

the heart, feelings of ease, rectitude, compassion and honesty are

exuberantly produced. Where this is the case there is joy, where joy

there is peace, where peace there is duration, where duration there is

heaven, where heaven there are spirits. Heaven does not speak and is

believed. Spirits show no anger and are feared (venerated). If Music

is brought to regulate the heart, propriety to regulate the body, there

will then be a healthy respect If that is the case there is earnest
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veneration. If there is for a moment no harmony nor joy in the heart,

mean and simulating feelings enter it. If the external appearance is

for a moment without vigour and respect, then a lazy and negligent

tendency enters it.

Music therefore rests on motion within, propriety on motion

without ; music is extreme harmony, propriety is extreme agreement

(obedience). If there is harmony within and agreement without the

people look up to the colour of their (ruler's) faces and do not quarrel,

they look at their deportment and the multitude does not become lazy

and negligent. Thus virtue gloriously moves within and none of the

poeple will not obey, principles come forth without and none of the

multitude will not agree (follow).

It is therefore said, bring to bear the tao of propriety and music

and the empire will be solid; raising up and throwing down is without

difficulty. Music moves within, propriety moves without. Propriety,

therefore, principally diminishes (negatives), music augments (is

positive). Propriety diminishes and advances, in advancing it beauti-

fies. Music augments and turns (to its key-note), beautifies in turning.

If propriety empties without advancement, dissolution is the result

;

if music fills without turning, dissipation is the result. Propriety

has therefore its complement (integration) and music its turning. If

propriety gets its integration, joy is the result, if music "gets its

turning, peace is the result. The sense of the integration relating to

propriety^and of the turning in music is the same.

§20-26 see Tsang Tsi iv. 1-12* Record. Vol. x. p. 169 ff.

27. In former times the Lords of Yu honored virtue and regarded

age ; those of Hia honored dignity and regarded age ; those of Yen
honored wealth and regarded age ; those of Chow honored relationship

and regarded age. Yu, Hia, Yen, Chow have given perfect kings to

the empire who did not neglect persons of age (years). To give honour

to the aged has been done long ago in the empire, it comes next to

serving the parents.

Preference is therefore given to age among those of equal rank at

court. At seventy (years of age) they wear a staff in court, if the

ruler asks them they sit down.f If eighty they do not attend to court.

If the ruler has something to ask, he repairs to them (to their re-

sidence). Brotherly behaviour thus pervades the court.

* The translation p. 169 §1 is not quite correct. It ought to be, There are three

degrees of filial piety; great filial piety makes.. ..As §10 really stands in the Li-ki

my remark p. 174 must be altered.

+ All oflBcers stand in the lower hall, if the ruler requires one, a mat is spread for

him in the upper hall and he sits dovm. If the ruler bowa he withdraws without
•waiting for the diemiBBal of all the court.

—
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Walking on their side one does not keep parallel (with them) but

either a little behind or following after. On seeing aged persons,

young ones, no matter whether in a carriage or on foot, will turn aside,

grey ones must not be burdened walking along the high-ways and

brotherly behaviour will pervade the high ways.

If the villagers dwell arranged according to age, and poor old

ones are not neglected in distress, if strong ones do not transgress

against weak Jones, and multitudes are not oppressive to small

numbers,—brotherly behaviour then pervades the towns and

villages.

According to the practice of the ancients men 50 years of age

were not used as footmen at hunting ; at the distribution of game all

elders received a larger portion—and brotherly behaviour pervaded

the spring and autumn-chases.

In the files of 10 and 5 of the army, among those of equal rank,

preference is given to age and brotherly behaviour pervades the army.

Filial piety and brotherly behaviour * thus issue from the court,

go on the highways, reach to the towns and hamlets, extend to the

chases and are cultivated in the army. The majority will die for

these tenets rather than dare to transgress them.

28. By sacrificing in the bright hall, filial piety is taught to

princes ; by entertaining the three kinds of aged persons and five kinds

of guards and (invalids) in the great college, brotherly behaviour is

taught to princes ; by sacrificing to the former meritorious persons in

the western college, \artue is taught to princes ; by agricultural work

entertaining (nursing) is taught to princes ; by attention at court tho

ministers of princes are taught their duties. These five rules are the

great subjects for teaching.

29. At the entertainment of the three kinds of aged persons and

the 5 kinds of invalids in the great college, the emperor turns up his

sleeves and cuts the victim, he takes the preserves and offers them,

takes the cup and pledges them, puts on his crown and wields the

shield (in dancing), thereby teaching brotherly behaviour to the

princes. Hence such regard is paid to age in the villages, that poor

aged persons are not neglected, that strong ones do not transgress

against weak ones, nor great numbers oppress small numbers—such

results come from the gi'eat college.

30. The emperor establishes the four colleges ; his first-born

must enter the college and be treated according to his age.f

* Brotlierly behaviour ib thus the natural consequence of filial piety,

t Tho prince imperial is entered among the other pupils only With regard to his age

without any other conoideration.
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31. "When the emperor goes on a tour of inspection, the princes

wait on him at the border (of their state). The emperor first visits

centenarians and even octo-and nonogenarians. Going to the East or

West he does not dare to pass those who go to the other side. If

the ruler wishes to talk (with them) on government business he may-

repair to them.

32. Those of one distinction are entered in villages according to

age, those of two distinctions (orders) are entered in their class

according to age, those of three distinctions are not (with the others

arranged) by age.* If a clan has septuagenarians one does not dare

to be before them. Septuagenarians do not enter the court except on

great occasions. If there is a great occasion and they enter the

court the ruler must do obeisance to them and then go on to those

of rank.

33. If the emperor has something good he yields the virtue to

Heaven ; if the princes have something good, they attribute it to the

emperor ; if governors have something good they ascribe it to the

princes ; if common people have something good, they find its root in

the parents, its presence in the elders ; emolument, honors and rewards

they get confirmed in the ancestral temple, thereby showing their

deference to them (to the deceased parents and ancestors).

34. Of old the holy men (sages) laid hold of the properties of the

dual powers, and of Heaven and Earth, and made the Book of Changes

(^I-king). The divinerf holds the tortoise with the face towards South,

the emperor (stands) invested with the crown with the face to the

North. + Though possessed with a clear intelligent mind, he must go

forth and decide about his intentions (by divination). He shows that

he does not dare to dignify himself but gives the dignity to Heaven
;

for everything good he praises other persons, for faults he charges

himself. He teaches not for his own merit but to honour the

excellent ones.

35. A filial son who is about to offer sacrifice (to his deceased

parents) must have his heart purified and strengthened to meditate

about the affair, to get ready garments and other things, to have the

house and rooms cleaned and manage all the duties.

When the day has arrived the expression of his face will be gentle,

his walking with fear as if afraid to fall short in love. When he offers

• The first are low oflBcers, they enter in the rank (places) of the villagers according
to age as all else. The second are a grade higher, they are not more equal to
villagers, bat to the members of their own clan. The third are high oflBcers, they
Bit as guests to the East, the faces towards West.

t The oflBccr ^ is in Chow-li called ;^ |> .

X The emperor's position towards the North ehows that he is ioferior to the Spirits.
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his libation his attitude will be gentle, his body bent as if speaking

(to the parents), yet never getting (an answer). Those invited all go

away, but he stands humble and quiet, keeping properly as if he did

not see it. After the sacrifice is over he goes slowly and reluctantly

as if about to enter again. Hence honest goodness is not relinquished

by his body, eyes and ears do not relinquish the heart, the thoughts

(sentiments) do not leave the parents. This is fixed in the heart,

manifested in the appearance (colour) and promulgated. Such is the

intention of the filial son.

36. Fixing the places for the gods of the State the right side is

given to the gods of the soil and of grain, and to the ancestral temple

the left side.*

(t) "We find in this chapter another Canon of filial piety but

treated more philosphically. Some of the views exhibited here are

remarkable indeed. I have never before met with such a theory that

in death not only the body is removed and given to corruption, but that

even soul and spirit become separated and goto opposite regions (§17).

As by the sacrifices of the descendants these two parts are united again

and refreshed (§§4, 17) by the offerings, we feel the great importance

attached to such offerings. No intimation is given that any articles of

clothing or other implements were burnt for the use of the departed

in the other world.

Another peculiar doctrine of this chapter, §2, is the connection the

departed are brought into with the life of nature around the living.

As, however, no details are given, we leave this point in its natural

obscurity. So much appears beyond doubt, that the departed are

considered as kosmical agents, if not for the protection of things

certainly to bring by their approach some blessings to their descendants.

There are other Spiritual agencies of nature mentioned as being

worshipped, as sun and moon, §§14, 15, mountains and rivers §§5, 18,

and the Spirits of land and grain §36, and other ancient persons §18.

"We know that the heavenly Spirits are put above the ancestors (see

Canon of Filial Piety, ix. 1, and Li-ki. xi. 21, and here we are told

(§36) that the ancestral temple has the place of honor before the

shrines of the terrestrial Spirits. Man is above them as he has a spirit

from heaven in addition to his soul from earth. As those terrestrial

spirits are also departed human beings it would be interesting to

learn whether their soul only is on earth and their spirit, as of other

departed men, in heaven or whether they keep for their of&ce sake,

spirit and soul together? It would certainly have been the most

* ^ ^ & ^t Chow g^re preference to the left side.
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convenlent arrangement for them. But as the text here says nothing

•we have to wait till we meet with some other passages.

The living descendants have on their part well to prepare them-

selves to insure the presence of the departed. Fasting is the most

effective means for this aim §2, then the memorial days (§3) during

which the mind has to be solely occupied with the memory of the

departed. A complete absorption of attention is also required for the

performance of all sacrifices and rites §35; the utmost sincerity, §8 and

reverence, §9, must fill the heart for the departed are treated as being

present (§5) and the desire of the officiating person must be to continue

his intercommunication with them. This intercommunication with the

departed, or Spirits, appears as the very basis of this kind of sacrifices

at least. The rites allow some familiarity as the departed are not

strangers but the nearest relations (§§6-10) and they are also addressed

in words (§7), and the attention must be such as if expecting an

answer (§35) .The actual performance of the sacrificial rites is related

with some details §§46, 7, 9, 17, 35.

From the Canon of Filial Piety we know already that worship-

ping the ancestors was connected with the Border-sacrifice in the

beginning of the Chow dynasty. In our chapter here this Border-

sacrifice is not to Shang-ti, but to sun and moon, to the dual powers

of nature §§14, 15. Productive labour is regarded under the religious

point of view §18. Some other governmental duties are also brought

in connection with this sacerdotaltreatment of filial piety, §§11, 14, 16,

27, 32, and music 19. The main points of interest from the observance

of sacerdotal rites connected with filial piety to the state-government

are stated in §16, as consisting in §5 ends or aims.

I do not enter here into a discussion on the principles of govern-

Inent as it would lead too far away from our present theme. I only

point to the fact that the tender care taken for aged persons is the

first and very remarkable benevolent institution of the world. As it

is kept in connexion with filial piety this virtue really becomes one of

the sources of humanity though not the only source, nor of humanity

as we understand it now in Christian countries.
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THE FAMILY SAYINGS OF CONFUCIUS.

By Rev. A. B. Hutchinson.

(Continued from Page 432).

Chapter IX.

—

the three cases of reciprocity.

/CONFUCIUS said, The superior man has three cases of reciprocity.

To have a prince you cannot serve, to have a minister yet seek his

service is not reciprocity ; to have parents you cannot reverence, to

have a child yet seek his requital (of your affection) is not reciprocity

;

to have an elder brother you cannot reverence, to have a younger

brother yet seek his obedience is not reciprocity. The scholar is able

to understand the ground of the three cases of reciprocity, that is to

say what is termed rectifying one'self.

Confucius said, The superior man has three cases of reciprocity.

It is not good to be unobservant of them. If when young you do not

learn, when old you will have no ability ; if aged you give no instruc-

tion, after death none will remember you; if you have yet do not give,

when poor none will save you. Therefore the superior man when young

reflects that he will be old and diligently studies; the aged reflects that

he will die and diligently imparts instruction ; he who has, reflects

that he may be poor and diligently gives. Peh Shang-k'ien asked

Confucius saying, Ki'en although an inferior officer of the state of

Chow, disregarding his inferiority wishes with northward face to serve

the superior man {i.e. you, Confucius). I venture to ask, (thus) The

correct doctrine which ought to make way, does not find acceptance in

this age [the correct doctrine to be carried out ; but the age does not

value it, therefore those who practise it are not acceptable to the age]

The putting away of the doctrine ought to obtain, but to this I cannot

give way, [the times being in confusion the putting aside the doctrine

should answer, but then likewise secret things cannot be endured];

now I wish both that I should not be out of office and that the

doctrine be not put aside. On what principle can this be effected."*

Confucius said, Capital is your enquiry ; Since K'ew has heard

(men) he has never (heard) the like of your enquiry. It is well

discriminated and set forth. K'ew has already heard what the

superior man says of doctrine. If the listener be not observant the

doctrine will not find entrance. If its remarkable things be not ex-

amined into, men will not believe the doctrine. [If those who listen

* North face because those in authority face the South. Their servants or pnpli*

must therefore face the North.
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to the doctrine cannot examine into the remarkable things it contains,

the doctrine will not be believed ; if there are no such people, the

doctrine cannot make progress] Moreover I have also heard what the

superior man says of business. If there be forming without any

taking of dimensions, things cannot be completed; if the government be

over exacting the people will have no peace, [if the government knows

too much and examines too closely into everything the people will

have no rest.] I have also heard what the superior man says of inten-

tions. The resolute being brittle cannot be carried to an end [cannot

fully develope their nature] those who make light of things are con-

stantly receiving injury [those who are trifling in their purpose

repeatedly injure good principles.] The very haughty cannot be loved

[the very haughty cut everything short, therefore lacking reverence

(or dignity) no one loves them.] Those who love profit, cannot but be

ruined [cannot last long]. I have also heard of the superior man who

improves the age, that the looking after that which is trifling must

not be first, and the looking after the important must not be last [in

taking trouble to succour the distressed and those in difiiculties the

trifling must bo put last, the important attended to fii-st ; these are the

improvers of the agej. He observes the law but will have no compel-

ling or forcing, he sets forth the doctrine but will not thwart the

people. These four things are what K'ew has heard.

Confucius was looking round the ancestral temple of Duke Siang

of Loo, (and saw) some vessels easily upset. Confucius asked of the

temple keeper saying, What do you call these vessels ? He replied,

It |is a vessel for * offerings to the seated ancestor. Confucius said, I

have heard, the right side sitting vessel, when empty stands uneven,

when half-full stands firmly, when full turns over; the illustrious ruler

regarded it as the best of warnings, therefore always placed it by his

side when seated. Looking round he spoke to his disciples saying, Try

it, put some water in it ; so they put some water into it. When half-

full it stood firm ; when full it turned over. Confucius gave vent to a

sigh and said, Ah ! In everything how shall we be full yet without

being overthrown ? Tsze-loo rose and approached saying, I venture to

ask whether there be a principle to control fulness ? Confucius said,

The man of quick apprehension, clear discernment, wide intelligence,

and profound wisdom, who holds himself as unlearned ; he whose

merits extend everywhere under heaven, who preserves a yielding

disposition ; he whose strength and courage startle the age yet who

keeps himself within the laws ; he whose wealth is the empire, yet

1^^^ ^ or simply, for putting on the right of the duke when seated.
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keeps himself humble ; this is what is called the doctrine of gradual

diminishing.

Confucius looked at the water flowing to the East. Tsze-kung

asked saying, Why is it that when a superior man sees a great flood

he looks at it ? Confucius said, Because it does not stop but goes

everywhere to all living things yet does not assert itself. Now water

may be compared to virtue. [Everything gratefully receives water and

then lives, water gives it life but claims no virtue to itself]. It flows

down to a low position, a haughty city must accord with its course
;

this is like manner (or mode). Yast as the heavens, there is no time

for its termination ; this is like principle (Tau). It flows down along

a course of a 100 yen (1000 feet English) yet it fears not; this is like

courage when it comes to dimensions (various heights) it certainly

levels them (covering them over ?) this is like the law; full it requires

not a level, this is like (self) rectification ; liberal and trustworthy it

permeates small things, this is like minute investigation ; starting

forth from its source it certainly goes eastward, this is like the bent of

(men's) minds ; its goes forth and enters, all things (the myriad of

things) are thus transformed and regulated, this is like skilfully

exerting a transforming influence. The virtue of water is of this kind

therefore when the superior man sees it, he contemplates it. Tsze-

- kung looked round at the Northern Hall of the ancestral temple of

Loo, then went out and asked of Confucius saying. Just now Tsze (I)

looked round the Hall of the ancestral temple. I did not see all but

turned to look at the roof on the north side, which was all broken.

There will be some reason for this will there not ? The builder must

have been in fault. Confucius said. In the case of the ancestral

hall the ofiicial employed a skilful builder, the builder employed

excellent materials, and put forth all his strength and ability. The

roof being costly should be enduring, certainly there must be a cause.

Confucius said, There is that at which I am ashamed, there is that

which I despise, there is that which is dangerous. The youth who

cannot diligently study, the aged who cannot impart instruction, I

am ashamed of these. He who casts away the rustic manners of his

earlier days {lit., the village ways of his country place) who serves

his ruler and obtains promotion, and suddenly meeting one of his

former friends will not in any way speak as of old (to him), I despise

that man. [That is meeting an old friend is not willing to assist

him.] If one dwells amongst mean men and cannot be an associate

with the worthy (or excellent), I regard this as dangerous. [To

have to leave the society of the good and to be intimate with the

mean, causes ones principles to be iu danger of destruction.]
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Tsze-loo paid a visit to Confucius. Confucius said, what sort

of men are the wise ? What sort of men are the benevolent ? Tsze-

loo replied saying, The wise are those who cause men to know them,

the benevolent are those who cause men to love them. The master

said, How do you describe learned men ? Tsze-loo departed and Tsze-

kung entered so he asked him the same thing. Tsze-kung replied

saying, The wise know men, the benevolent love men. The master

said. How do you define a learned man ? Tsze-kung went out, Yen-

hwuy entered. He put the same questions to him. (Yen) replied

saying, The wise know themselves ; the benevolent love themselves.

The master said, How do you define the learned superior man ? Tsze-

kung asked Confucius saying, If a son follows the commands of his

father he is called Filial, if a minister carries out the commands of his

sovereign he is called loyal; what is the idea involved? Confucius said

what a mean speech, why Ts'ze you do not understand it. Formerly an

illustrious monarch ruling a kingdom of 10,000 chariots had 7 official

as censors so that tlieir Lord might not transgress in what he did.

[The son of heaven had * 3 Kung and 4 Fu who acted as censors,

and corrected his mistakes. The 4 Fu were termed I, Ching, Fu,

Pat, corresponding to before, behind, left and right.] A state of 1000

Chariots had 5 officials as censors that so the f state might not be

endangered [every ruler of a state had 3 K'ing (Directors) and ' +leg

and arm' officials for the interior and exterior affairs of the court: thus

there were 5 men.] The House which kept 100 chariots had 3 officials,

censors. [A. i^-^ had an officer of the household ; a chief officer of

the family; and a chief minister of the city who were able methodically

to act as censors.] So its income and dignity were unchanged. The

father had sons who censured him and thus avoided falling into acts

of impropriety, the scholar had a friend as censor and thus avoided

acting improperly. [A scholar although he had a servant, the servant

was mean and low and could not employ right principles to rectify his

master, therefore a friend was required to act as censor for the scholar

who afterwards could not carry on improper affairs.] Therefore if a

son merely obeys his father's commands how can he be filial, if a

minister merely follows his sovereign's commands how can he be loyal ?

We must be able to investigate the nature of his obedience [investigate

into that which he ought to obey and which not] to pronounce him

* San kung in Chinese Sov. p. 14. No. 142, The three highesb ministers of state of

antiquity. For the Sz Fu, See Ch. CI. Vol. III. p. 446, note. This comment of

Wang Suh would go far to support the view Dr. Legge gives of the meaning from
the Le-ki, instead of that in Text. Cf. Le-ki comment, which is substantially

same as above.

+ Lit " The gods of the land and grain."

J Of. Cliinese Classics, Vol. III. p. 79, 80, notes.
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filial, or loyal. Tsze-loo put on a good dress to visit Confucius. The

Master said, Yew how is it you are flaunting about so ? Where th^

river first rises from the * Min mountains you can easily cross over

its source, but when it has come to be a deep river if you do not take

a boat, and do not avoid the wind, you cannot get across ; is not this

because the water flows down in abundance ? Now you are arrayed in

full dress and your countenance is as if self-satisfied ; who is there

under heaven will dare to tell you your faults ? Tsze-loo hastened

away, went out changed his dress and entered again, in his accustomed

way. The Master said, Yew you remember what I said to you.

Those who are wildly vigorous in speech, are (only) flowery [those

who make a great show in their talk are flowers without fruit.]

Those who make a show of energy in action and of ability are the

mean men. For when the superior man knows a thing it is called

wisdom, his speech is important. If unable he says I cannot, this is

the highest kind of action. The important part of speech is wisdom,

the highest thing in action is benevolence, (or virtue ^). Now if

there be virtue and wisdom, what is there deficient (in the man) ?

Tsze-loo asked Confucius saying. If there were a man hero

clothed in coarse cloth, bearing in his bosom a jewel, how would it

be ? The Master said, If bad principles prevail in the state to keep

private is good. If good principles prevail in the country one should

put on robes and crown (full dress) and grasp the jewel (sceptre)

[robes and crown= beautifully decorated apparel].

Chapter X.

—

loving to preserve life.

Duke Gae of Loo enquired of Confucius saying, Shun of old, was

crowned with what sort of crown ? Confucius did not reply. The

Duke said I have asked a question of you Master, and you do not

speak, how is this ? He replied saying. Because in what you my
sovereign enquire you do not put forward an important matter, there-

fore I am reflecting what answer to make. The Duke said, What is

important ? Confucius said. Shun was a sovereign who in his govern-

ment loved (to preserve men's lives and hated killing (men). He called

the excellent (worthy) to office but removed the degenerate. His

virtue was coextensive with Heaven and Earth, unruffled and devoid

(of evil). His influence was like the four seasons transforming things, so

that the four seas (China) received its effect. He brought into harmony

the stranger tribes [these are E, Teih, of the 4 quartersj. The Fung f

(bird Phoenix) hovered over him, the (Ki) lin came. Birds and

• A range to North of Sz'chuen, a spur of the Pih-ling.

t C£. Ch. CI., Vol. III., p. 89, notes.
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beasts yielded dutiful submission to his virtue, it was not otherwise,

the cause being he loved to preserve life. You, sire, reject this doctrine,

yet your enquiry is as to the crown he wore. This is why I delayed

answering. Confucius read the History to where * Ts'oo restored

Ch*in. [Hea-ch^ing Shoo, of Ch^in, murdered his ruler ; Viscount

Chwang of Ts'oo attacked him, invading Ch^in and annexing it. Sliuh

Shi, of Shin, remonstrated. Viscount Chwang followed his advice and

restored ChUn.] He breathed a sigh and said excellent of the King of

Ts'oo. He disregarded a State of 1000 chariots but prized the faith-

fulness of one discourse. If it had not been for the faithfulness of

Shuh, of Shin, he could not have displayed such principles. If King

Chwang had not been a worthy, he could not have received the

instruction (given by Shuh).

t Confucius having cast lots drew the Pe reed. He was distressed

and had a troubled appearance. Tsze Chang rising approached and

said Sze asks. Those who divine by drawing lots, consider it advant-

ageous to draw the Pe, but sir your countenance is troubled, how is

this ? Confucius Jreplied saying, because it uses the \\Le. In the §Yih

King of Chow Kung, the mountain having Fire under it is called Pe

[The Le is below. The II Kan is above, the Le is fire, the Kan is

mountain.] It is not a ** correctly coloured diagram. Now in the

natural constitution of things, white ought to be really white, black

ought to be really black. My now drawing the Pe is not a good omen

for me. I have heard that carnation and (lacquer) black need no

ornamenting, white gems need no carving; how is this ? Their substance

is so rich {lit.', excessive) that they require no adorning, this is the

reason.

Confucius said, By the ft " sweet pear tree" I perceive the

reverence due to ancestral temples is extreme. [Shaou pih heard cases

and decided them under a sweet pear tree ; the people loved him and

composed the sweet pear-tree ode.] " To think of the man is surely

to love his tree," To esteem the man highly is surely to reverence

his seat {i.e. in the ancestral tablet) this is right principle (Tau).

• Ch. Cl. Vol. V. p. 310, and p. 308.

t This process must be familiar to any one who has watcherl a fortune teller in China.

See Yih King, Canon McClatchie, p. 110 for this Diagram.

X ' Replied' liere must have crept in by mistake. It is never used in the case of a

teacher replying to a scholar, jlj. Instead of this ^ is used. Ch. Cl. Vol. I. p.

16 note.

1} Yih p. 109. § Yih p. 246. T Yih King 111.

** The correct colours are black, red, azure, white and yellow. M. M. p. 318.

tt The meaning seems to be that as the memory of the Chief of Shaou was connected

with this tree so that the tree recalled it to one's mind and therefore shared in

the reverence felt for the man, so it is with the ancestral temples. For details

see note, Ch. Cl. Vol. IV. p. 26, and Vol. V. p. 772.
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Tsze-loo visited Confucius clad in a suit of armour, and drew his

sword and flourished it saying, The superior men of old used swords

to protect themselves, did they not ? Confucius said, *The superior

men of old used sincerity as being essential, and benevolence (or virtue)

as their safe-guard ; they did not (need to) go out beyond the wall that

enciercled their dwelling, yet they knew all that took place within a

thousand /e (= 330 miles English). If there were unrighteous men
they used sincerity to reform them ; if violent and encroaching men
they used virtue (t) ^o restrain them ; what need was there to trust

to a sword ? Tsze-loo said, I (Yew) have now heard your discourse,

permit me f " to hold up my robe with both my hands " and receive

your instructions. [The tsze is a skirt not continuous] ; those who
receive instruction ascend the dais holding up their skirts].

Kung, the king of Ts'oo, having set out on a journey, he forgot the

"Wukao bow [the name of a famous bow]. His attendants on his righ^

and left begged (to be allowed) to seek it. The King said stop ! If

the King of Ts'oo has lost his bow, men of Ts'oo have it, and why
seek it ? Confucius heard of it (and said), How sad, he is not a great

(minded man) I Ho did not say if a man lost a bow, a man gets it, and

stop. AVhy must he say Ts^oo ? (and so limit it to his little state ? )

Confucius was muiister of Crime in Loo, and decided crimenal

and civil cases. In all cases he caused assessors to enter and enquired of

them saying How do you think it is ? Such a one, how do you think it

stands ? All answered thus and thus, then after this Confucius' said it

was right to follow either this or that one.

Confucius enquired of Tseih-teaou Pang saying, You have served +

Tsang "Wan secundus, || "\Yoo-chung and U-tsze-yung ; of these 3 great

officials AN hich was the best ? He answered saying. The family of

Tsang kept in the house a § tortoise named Ts*ai, "Wan-chung in

3 years only had one omen, "NYoo-chung in 3 years only had 2 omens

U-tsze-yung in 3 years had 3 omens. If Pang is to regard them

according to these events, and be asked concerning the worthiness or

unworthiness of the 3 men, it is what he dare not (profess to)

understand. Confucius said, Yerily a superior man, this scion of the

Tseih-teaou family. He says man's excellence is hidden yet displayed,

man's faults are minute yet manifest. If a man be wase yet deficient,

if he be intelligent yet cannot perceive things, can he be like this ?

Kung Sob of Loo was about to offer sacrifice, but missed the vic-

tims. Confucius hearing this said, In less than two years Kung Soh

* Cf Isaiah XI. Cli. 5 v. f For this expression see Ch. CI. Vol. I. p. 93.

t Ch. CI. Vol. I. p. 43. and Vol. V. p. 115. Par. 7. 1|
Ch. CI. Vol. I. p. 146.

§ For divination by tke shell of the tortoise see Ch. CI. Vol. V. p. 219.
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will be destroyed. A year after this lie was destroyed. A disciple

asked saying, Formerly Kung Soh missed the victims for sacrifice, and

.you, sir, knew that he was about to be destroyed. How was this ? lie

paid, Sacrifice is the filial son performing fully his duty to his

parents ; to be about to sacrifice, but to miss the victims, is to miss

what else he has besides. For it to be thus and yet for him not to

be destroyed, there can be no such thing.

* The two states of Joo and Juy had a quarrel about a field and

carried it to the Court. For some years they could not settle if, so

they mutually said Si Peh is a virtuous man [Si Peh is Wen Wong]
why not go to him and decide the case ? They entered his territory

and saw the ploughmen yielding the f path (between the fields), the

travellers yielding the road. They entered his city and saw the meu
and women keeping different sides of the road and the old people

neither lifting nor carrying. They entered his Court and saw the

inferior ofiicers giving way to the great ofiicials and these in turn

giving place to those above them. The Chiefs of Joo and Juy said

Hey ! we are mean little men, we have no right to travel on the road

of the superior man ; so they mutually felt and withdrew, agreeing to

^ake the land in dispute open ground. Confucius said, Let us use

this fact to show us that we cannot add anything to the doctrine (or

way) of Wen Wong. Without command men followed it, without

instruction they hearkened to it. It is perfection.

Tsaug-tsze said. Much playful familiarity means mutual rudeness,

great solemnity of manner prevents affectionate intercourse, there-

fore the superior man's familiarity is such as to make friendship

agreeable, whilst his dignity is such as to preserve due propriety.

Confucius having heard this speech said, You two or three remember

this. Who says that Sin does not understand propriety ? Duke Gae

enquired saying, Is wearing a sash with long ends and a cap of

ceremony of any advantage to virtue (fc) ? Confucius reddened a

little and replied. How is it Your Excellency speaks thus ? Those

who wear mourning and grasp the staff, their minds are not set on

music ; this is not because their ear does not hear it, but their garb

makes them thus. Those who wear the robes embroidered with

hatchets, symbols of rank and the crown, are not irreverent and un-

dignified in their demeanour ; this is not because they are dignified

and solemn by nature; their dress necessitates their being so.

Those who don armour and grasp the halberd are not of a timid,

* For this incident see note in Ch. CI., Vol. IV., p. 441.

t The path between the fields ia a constant source of dispute in China—the effort

being to encroach npou it from either sido and so throw it on to one's neighbour'a

ground.
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retiring spirit, not that they (in bodies) are very fierce, but their dress

makes them thus. Moreover your servant has heard that those who

love trading do not like losses, [that is those who go marketing can

not be disinterested] and the venerable do not go marketing [«.e. the

conduct of the venerable is not that of the buyers and sellers in the

market.] Now consider yourself whether there is an advantage or

not (in wearing good clothes) ; the superior man must know it.

Confucius said to Tsze-loo, There are those who, when they see

the venerable (i.e. their parents or teachers) do not say fully all they

have to say ; should there be wind and rain I would not enter the

doors of such people. For the superior man uses all of which he is

capable to show reverence to men, but the mean man is quite

otherwise.

Confucius, speaking to Tsze-loo said. The superior man lets his

heart (mind) guide his ear and eye establishing his principles and so

being brave ; the mean man lets his ear and his eye lead his heart

(mind) and takes his lack of modesty for * courage, therefore it is

said. Reject him yet he will not hate you, advance him and he will

follow you.

Confucius said. The superior man has three kinds of grief. If

none listen to him he is grieved at not obtaining a hearing. If listened

to, he is grieved at (the doctrine) not being learned; if it be learnt, he

is grieved that it cannot be practised. The superior man is ashamed

at having virtue but not being able to express it. He is also ashamed

at being able to express it but not being able to practise it. He
is also ashamed at having possessed it but having lost it. To have a

domain too thinly populated, is shame to the superior man. To equalize

the multitude and paucity of business yet to let anyone do twice as

much as himself is shame to the superior man.

There was a man in Loo who lived by himself in a house. As a

neighbour he had a widow woman who also lived alone in a house. At

night there came a tempest of wind and rain and the house of the

widow being destroyed she fled seeking shelter. The man of Loo

fastened his door and would not receive her. The widow woman

went to the window and spoke to him saying, "Why have you no

benevolence, and why do you not receive me? The man of Loo said,

I have heard that a man who is not yet 50 years old may not dwell

with one of the other sex {lit. not dwell mixed). Now you are young

and I am likewise young. She said, Why are you not like f Liu Hia

• Ch. ci., Vol. I., p. 194.

t M. M. p. 1,30. No, 103, where tbis incident ia related. Cf. Cb. CI. Vol. I. p.

1G3, 195,
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Ilwei wlio leant over a woman who could not reach her door, yet liis

countrymen did not accuse him of sin ? The man of Loo said, Liu

Jlia Hwei could do so, I could not ; I now use my inability and imitate

Liu Hai Hwei in what he could do.

Confucius hearing this said, Excellent, the desiring to imitate

Liu Ilia Ilwei. There is not another like this ; in order to be as

superlatively good he felt that he need not imitate his action ; we may
call this wisdom.

Confucius said. Trifling conversation injures ones principles;

frivolous speech destroys the doctrine (Tau). The *Kwau Tsui

alludes to a bird which the superior man praises, choosing this bird

because the cock and the hen dwell in pairs {i.e. as husband and wife).

The t Lull Meng alludes to an animal which the superior man extols,

choosing this one because when getting its food it calls its fellows (to

partake). If you dislike his using the names of birds and beasts

certainly nothing can be done.

Confucius speaking to Tsze-loo said, To be a superior man, yet of

resolute spirit is not to attain one's (appointed) death (time); To be a

mean man but of a resolute temper, is to have punishment, and death

constantly coming.

t The Odes of Pin say,

" Before the sky was dark with rain,

I gathered the roots of the mulberry tree,

And bound round my window and door."

[The owl, before the heavens rained ; stripped the bark of the

roots of the mulberry tree and mended the doors of its nest. The

parable is that our government undertook a great deal of labour and

endeavoured to perfect (the state) in like manner]
" Now Ye people below
Dare any of you despise my house ?"

[The now refers to the time of the Duke of Chow. It says an-

cestors to the present time, bestowed great labour and hard work, but

the inferior people dare to injure and despise my Chow way. Tho

rebellion of ||Kwan and Ts'ai must be put down and ended to preserve

the House of Chow.]

Confucius said § A prince who is able to govern his Kingdom is

like this, if you wish to insult him, can you do so ? H How Tsi tho

progenitor of the House of Chow undertook many things and various

* The Title of the First Ode in the Shi King.

t The Title of the First Ode of the Second part, Ch. 01. Vol. IV. p. 24.5.

X Title of Book 15, Ch. 01.- Vol. IV. p. 226. See Ode II. p. 231. Also Ch. CI. Vol.

II. p. 71.

II
Kwan Sbuh Sien aud Ts'ai Shuh Tu, sons of Si Peh, M. il. p. 91, Chow Kung

opposed their rebellion and killed Kwan.

§ Ch. Ch. Vol. II. p. 71. Wo find a similar sentiment ascribed to Mencius,

f M. M, p. 223, 710.
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labours and tbus obtained title and land. * Kung Lew continually

practised benevolence; On to the great fKing T^xn foo, who increased

in virtue and complaisance. It (the House of Chow) set its roots and

established its origin, and prepared to endure. At the first, King

+ T'ae had his city in Pin, and the barbarians of the North kept mak-

ing raids on it ; Pe presented them with skins and silk and still ho

suffered from them. He presented them with pearls and gems and

still he suffered from them. Thereupon he assembled the aged men and

announced to them saying, "What is wanted is my territory. I have

heard that the ruler does not injure his people with that wherewith

lie nourishes them. Why should you be troubled about having no

ruler ? so he withdrew with only his lady
|| of Keang, crossed the

mountain Leang and built a town at the foot of mount K'o. The

people of Pin said. The ruler is a benevolent man, we must not lose him.

Those who followed him looked like crowds hastening to market.

Heaven gave it to Chow, the people having long since left Yin {e.i.

deserted the house of Yin for that of Chow). There is no such thing as

being like this and not being able to obtain the Empire. Was § Woo
Kang able to insult such a one? [Woo Kang was the son of Show called

also Lull Fu ; He joined Kwan and Ts'ae in their rebellion.]

It says in the Odes of H P'ei

" The reins are in liis grasp like ribbons,

While the two outside hoi-ses move (regularly) as do dancers."

Confucius said. He who made this ode knew how to govern. Now
the weavers of * silk ribbons, with the fabric before them make
the pattern like that (which has already been jRnished); speaking of its

motion (of throwing the shuttle) it is close ; its progress, it is long

(distant). Lay hold of this principle and you may govern the people

(as you drive horses) . How shall you not transform them? The sincere

announcement of fKan Maow is most excellent [Kan Maow. This

ode is about loving to teach men good principles and silk ribbons and

good horses are used as illustrations.]

BND OF THE FIRST BOOK.

I regret having to suspend the translation at this point until my
return to China which I trust will take place (D. Y.) during 1880.

• Ch. CI. Vol. II. p. 38, note. t 39, Note.

t Ch. CI. Vol. II. p. 52.
II
Ch. CI. Vol. II. p. 40,

§ Ch. CI. Vol. III. p. 8. He was the son of the last monarch of the Shang or Yin
Dynasty.

f For this Title see Ch. CI. Vol. IV. p. 39, note. For the quotation p. 129. If Pei
were entrusted to Wookang there would be a latent fitness in adducing one of
these odes in this connection.

** Ch.Cl. Vol. IV. p. 86.

tt The name of the ode just referred to, I cannot, owing to the bad printing of my
copy make out what the ribbons and horses are to illustrate according to Wang
Suh—Probably the laws and the people.]
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CHRISTIAN GIVING.

llv Rev. John Butler.

rpHAT every Christian ought to devote some j^ortion of his income

to the Lord, is a truth that is fundamental in religion : and

although many in their practice ignore the duty, yet in theory nearly

all are substantially agreed : But when we come to the question how

much to give, there is a wide difference, both in the views and in the

practice of men. While we may get some knowledge on a subject of

this kind, from the history of the Christian Church, and from the

present custom of different religious bodies, yet the principal light

must shine from the "more sure word of prophecy," and to this there-

fore we will turn our attention, and endeavor to ascertain what direc-

tion God has given in regard to devoting our substance to His service.

In the Old Testament the system of tithes stands out conspicuous,

as a universal rule among God's ancient people. There were two

tithes, or two-tenths of his income required of the Jew.

The first tenth was devoted to the Lord, " And all the tithes of

the land, whether of the seed of the land, or of the fruit of the tree,

is the Lord's, it is holy unto the Lord." Lev. xxvii. 30. It included

a tenth portion of the products of the earth, of the fruits of his

orchards, and of his flocks and herds.

The fruits of the earth were brought by the owner to the receivers

of tithes, and deposited by them in the store-houses provided for

that purpose. The tithing of the flocks and herds took place under

the inspection of one of the Levites, who was set apart for the

purpose. In the operation of tithing he held in his hand a rod whose

end was dipped in vermillion, and as the animals passed out of the

pen in which they were enclosed, he touched every tenth one with the

end of his rod thus setting it apart for the service of the Lord.

Thus we get the expression "passing under the rod" (Leviticus

xxvii. 32) an expression, in its etymology and Scriptural associations,

that is not at all indicative of sorrow, except perhaps to those who
reluctantly parted with their property for the Lord's service.

The Second-tenth was given to bear the expenses of the yearly

feasts, and to cover the outlay of their family gatherings at Jerusalem.

Deut. XH. 6, 18. Even the Levites,—the ministers of the Sanctuary

who were dependent for their living upon the gifts of the other

tribes,—gave a tithe of their donations to the High Priest which was

the same as giving it to the Lord. ^Numbers xviii. 26, 28, In addition
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to the two-tenths of his property, the Israelite devoted to the Lord

the firstlings of his flocks and of his herds, and the first-fruits of the

ground. Besides these regular contributions, there were special ofPer-

ings—for sins against the Lord, and against his fellow-man

—

there were like-wise free-will offerings, thanks givingofferings, and

the devotion of certain things to the Lord in view of great

mercies received. In estimating the tithe as an offering by tho

Israelite for his religion, we should also take into the account the

other offerings which he made for religious uses. The principal

of these was his twie; and who in this practical age, whero

"time is money," will not say that the Jew, gave a most liberal

contribution to the Lord from his time. There was the weekly

Sabbath ; the three yearly festivals, requiring his attendance at

Jerusalem ; the seventh year when his farm must lie idle ; the Year

of Jubilee, every 50th year, when bondmen were liberated and

debts canceled. Besides the above, there was the time consumed in

making offerings for sins committed, and in free-will and thanks-

giving offerings. Considering the fact tliat they were an agricultural

people, and depended mainly upon the produce of their fields and

their orchards, their contributions of time and of goods to the Lord

bore heavily upon them. They felt what they gave, and the lesson

which Grod taught them in thus laying claim to a portion of their

time and their property, was that all which they possessed belonged

to Him.

How does the practice of the Hebrews apply to Christians in our

day ? Is tithing now binding upon Christians ? In order to help us

to arrive at a sound conclusion in regard to this subject, let us enquire

into the origin of the tithing of property for religious purposes.

According to some, the tit/ie is purely a Mosaic institution, and

therefore passes away with the laws which Moses gave to the Jews.

But we have traces, in the Bible, of tithing before the time of Moses.

Five hundred years before the time of Moses, Abraham paid tithes to

Melchisedec, and Jacob, at Bethel, vowed to devote a tenth to the

Lord. From the language which Jacob uses, it would seem that he

was but carrying out an ancient custom. "And this stone, which

I have set for a pillar, shall be God's house : and of all that thou

shalt give me I will surely give the tenth unto thee." Gen. xxviii. 22.

How came Jacob to know that a tenth of his property, rather than

some other fraction, would be pleasing to the Lord ? Tho strong

presumption is, that God at the first set the seal of ten upon man's

property as he set the seal of seven upon his time. If it be necessary

for man's own good, spiritual and physical, that he should consecrate
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a portion of his time to God, it would seem to be just as necessary

that he should devote a portion of his property to God, and it is in

accordance with reason and the analogy of faith, that God should, at

the beginning, have given to mankind direct instruction as to how
much of their property to devote to His service, just as He revealed

to them how much of their time belonged to Himself. In either

case it was not the exact fraction of seven or of ten which God
claimed for Himself—yielding all the rest to man—but He put

His seal upon man's time and property, teaching man that all

belonged to Him, by actually taking one-seventh of the one and one-

tenth of the other.

There are many evidences also in the history of other nations,

outside of Judea, which go to show that the number ten was con-

nected with the religious contributions of the people—as for example

Egypt, in the time of the seven years of famine—Joseph during the

years of plenty doubled the tax so that it became one fifth showing

that their usual tax was one tenth, and this, though used for purposes

of the state, was a religious tax, because the state officers were the

priests, just as among the Jews all the state officers were from the

tribe of Levi.

Then the history of the decimal system among the nations of the

earth, is very instructive. Why is it that nearly all the nations of

which history makes mention, have adopted the decimal notation ?

Says one writer who has carefully studied the subject,* " No nation,

ancient or modern, except a few that have fallen into the most

degraded ignorance, has used a ratio of any other number than ten in

its arithmetic." Thus we are led to the conclusion, that the use of

the number ten, in reference to property, was a part of the revelation

which God made to the first members of the human family.

In coming down to New Testament times, we find some reference

to the tithe, and so far as the custom is mentioned it is approved and

recommended. In the xxiii. chapt. of Matthew and the 23 verse,

Christ says, " Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites ! for

ye pay tithe of mint and anise and cummin, and have 'omitted the

weightier matters of the law, judgment, mercy, and faith : these

ought ye to have done, and not to leave the other undone."

Christ commended them so far as they lived up to the law in

paying a tithe even of their herbs, mint, anise and cummin. Their

fault was not in paying the tithe, but in omitting matters of more

importance, connected with their social and religious duties, " judg-

ment, mercy and faith."

• Rev. William Speer, D.D.
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Our Lord, on another occasion, recognized and honored the

religious tax, fixed by the Old Testament law. It was when the

receivers of cuBtoms at Capernaum came to Peter to know if his

master was in the habit of paying " tribute." ** Doth not your

master pay ^Ldpaxua ?" Peter told them he did. The word
" tribute " conveys to most readers the idea of a civil tax. Trench,

in his work on the Miracles, says, the word " tribute " used in our

translation " upholds an error "—and " leads men's thoughts in

the wrong direction. Instead of a tax to the state, it was a

theocratic payment due to the temple and the temple's God." Christ

was honoring the Old Testament when he paid the didrachma. This

was exactly the sum which we find mentioned in Ex. xxx. 11-16, as

the ransom of a soul, to be paid by every Israelite above twenty years

old, to the services of the tabernacle and afterwards to the temple.

The comment which Olshausen makes on this passage is, " The
Lord's words at the same time clearly prove, that he acknowledged

and honored the Old Testament order in general as a divine institute.

The piece of money afterwards, found in the fishes mouth, the

ffTaTTjp was exactly equal to one shekel, the tax required from two

persons, at the temple, which in this case paid for our Lord and his

Apostle Peter. It was clearly a religious and not a civiltax. We
see then that so far as the Old Testament measure of giving is noticed

in the New, it is with approbation.

The New Testament law of giving does not state what fraction

of our property we should give to the Lord. It is left with each

man's conscience. The law is in those words, " Upon the first daij

of the week let every one of you lay by him, in store, as God hath

prospered him." 1 Cor. xvi. 2. This does not conflict with the Old

Testament rule, as some might suppose. In the New Testament,

giving is voluntary, so it was in the Old Testament. There

was no compulsion from the state brought to bear upon delinquents,

or penalty inflicted for non-payment. " Of every man that giveth it

willingly with his heart ye shall take my offering," Ex. xxv. 2,

is the language of the Old Testament in regard to giving. " Every

man according as he purposeth in his heart, so let him give

;

not grudgingly, or of necessity : for God loveth a cheerful giver,"

2 Cor. IX. 7, is the language of the New. Many suppose that the

New Testament rule, " as God hath prospered " is not so exacting

as that of the Old Testament, less being now required of believers

than formerly. Such an interpretation of the New Testament rule

would, I venture to say, be entirely erroneous. This language

supposes a careful, minute calculation of all our income, and the sum
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we give to tlie Lord must be in proportion as He lias prospered us in

business. This method of giving to the Lord pre-supposes a plan

and may require more than a tenth, and even more than two-tenths,

from many Christians. There is nothing to show that less is required

of God's people now than in ancient times, but many considerations

go to show, that the requirements of God upon His people, advance

with their advancing privileges, intelligence and ability. How much
better off are Christians now than in Old Testament times ; how
much more intelligent ; how much better able to give for religious

uses, of their substance, and how much larger the field in which to

expend their contributions. How much more work is to be done.

While we see that the New Testament law of giving, requires a close

and careful computation of our income and expenses, and that there

must be a certain ratio between what we receive from the Lord, and

what we give to Him, yet no specific amount is mentioned. It is clear

that we ought to give a fractional part of our income to the Lord, but

the denominator of the fraction is not mentioned in the New
Testament. Now I venture to suggest, that this denominator

should bo 10 to begin with. I think it has been clearly made out

that the majority of Christians, at least, ought to begin with a

tenth, and then reduce the denominator of the fraction as the Lord

hath prospered them. Rules are made for the majority of cases,

and so the rule of giving a tenth would be no exception. There

are good Christians who doubtless could not give a tenth, and of

whom God would not require it—yet all of God's people are required

to give something, so that none shall appear before him empty. The

widow who cast in her mite gave more than they who gave of their

abundance—she felt what she gave, they did not. Every Christian

is a steward,—and the stewardship oi money is one of the most

responsible trusts committed to him.

The desire to get money is universal, but Christians at least,

should seriously consider the responsibility that comes with its poses-

sion. God has as much control over the property of the Christian as

He has over his time, or over his person.

New the question arises, how shall we make the free-giving

principles apply to Christians in China. By Christians in China, I

mean European as well as Asiatic Christians, and I would begin with

the Missionaries. " Like priest like people,"* is a proverb that has as

much truth in it in China as in any other country. Chinese Christians

need to be taught by example as well as by precept, in the " grace of

giving." The Missionary who gives at least a tenth of his salary to

* The Bible says " like people, like priest." Hosea IV. 9. Ed.
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the Lord, will not only feel richer himself—but he will also enrich

others—and his example will be sure to bear fruit in some who will

see his good works and follow him—and not only will he be enriched

himself, and set a good example to others by his liberality, but the

aggregate contributions from all the Missionaries in China, who would

give at least a tenth of their income to the Lord, would in itself make

a handsome sum, and be the means, under the divine blessing, of doing

a great work in the vineyard of the Lord. According to the statistics

published in the " Records of the Shanghai Conference," their were in

China in 1877, four hundred and seventy-three, 473, Missionaries

;

exclusive of missionaries wives there were 30L Say there are now 300

Missionaries in China who receive separate salaries, and that they

average $800 each. This would give a total of $240,000, and ten

per cent of this amount would be $24,000, a sum that would carry on

a work about as extensive as that now carried on by all the missions

in Ningpo. And though the individual donations of Missionaries are

not paid into a common treasury and used in one portion of this vast

field, where we could see the aggregate of the result, yet we may be

assured that if we give according to the divine law, and follow our

benefactions with our interest and our prayers, though they flow in

separate rills, they will carry blessings to thousands of benighted souls.

After the Missionaries, I would have all the other European

Christians in China give at least one-tenth of their income to

benevolent objects, and a larger fraction, according as the Lord has

prospered them. "With such living and present examples to appeal to,

the work of introducing systematic giving among the natives would be

greatly facilitated. I shall take it for granted that we are all agreed

as to the desirableness of having the native Christians connected with

our general missions excel in the "grace of giving ?" It is our duty,

as their teachers, to give them instruction on this important subject

and our teaching must be practical and definite. The majority of the

native Christians are as yet but children in spiritual matters, and

they need the precise instructions required by children. They need to

be told not only that they ought to give as Grod has prospered them,

but they need also to be told what fraction of this prosperity to give,

and thus when we are called upon to mention a specific sum,

we have the divine warrant for recommending one tenth. God
Himself put His seal of approbation upon this number, when He gave

it to His ancient people as the measure of their giving. It was still

in use after our Lord's advent to this world, and He honored and

approved the custom. It is practicable to introduce the system

among the Chinese Christians (1) because it is Scriptural, and (2)
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because it is suited to the circumstances of all. By this rule, the poor

and the rich give proportionally according to their wealth or income,

and thus every member of the church is reached, and the interest and

sympathy of all are aroused. Nor is this measure of giving altogether

unknown among the native Christians. I am happy to say that there

are quite a number connected with the Presbyterian Mission of Ningpo

who are now putting in practice this divine rule of giving. The native

preachers set the example in this direction, a majority of whom give a

tenth of their salary to the Lord ; a few give more, a few of the church

members also come up to this standard, but the mass fall far below.

In order to show that the aggregate contributions from all the native

Christians in China would amount to something considerable, I

may be allowed to mention, that the eleven churches connected with

our Presbytery of Ningpo, contributed last year $835. There

are in China, at present, not far from (20,000) twenty thousand

native Christians, making due allowance for the poor and the

helpless, we may assume that ten thousand of these could give

one tenth of their income to the Lord. Estimating the average

income of these ten thousand at $40 each a year, we get the

sum of four hundred thousand dollars, and one tenth of this

amount would give us $40,000. Add to this the $24,000 from the

Missionaries' salaries, and we get the sum of $64,000 directly from

the mission field. With a similar sum from the European Christians in

China, engaged in mercantile pursuits,—a very moderate estimate, if

each one gave a tenth of his income to the Lord,—and we would

have a total of contributions in China of $128,000, (if all the

Christians in China who are able to give would give according

to the Scriptural rule) a sum that is probably double the amount

the largest mission in China expends yearly in all branches of

its work.

THE ADVANTAGE OF GIVING ACCORDING TO A DEFINITE PLAN.

(1). There would be in the possession of the Church ample funds

for all religious and benevolent objects. If all Christians gave a tenth

there would be enough to pay pastors, build and repair churches, erect

school-houses, support home and foreign missions, and every other form

of Christian activity. Thus Christianity would be saved from the

reproach that is now constantly cast upon it by men of the world of being

ever begging for money, and the Church would be saved from the scandal

of having to resort to fairs, and raffles and other doubtful expedients

in order to raise money for it is uses. The occuptlon also of financial

iigonts, and of talented speakers, who have peculiar gifts for reaching
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men's pockets, would be gone, and Christian giving would no longer be

the creation of pitiful appeals, and special needs, but would be a part

of the worship of God, and one of the Christians most sacred duties.

The sum of money that would come into the treasury of the Lord,

if all His people would give a tithe of their income would probably

startle those who have not made some calculation on the subject.

Not having the statistics of Church members in my possession,

1 will give a few figures in regard to ministers of the Gospel to

illustrate the point under consideration. There are at present in the

Presbyterian Church of the Northern States of America, something

more than five thousand ministers. These 5,000 ministers, at an

average salary of $1,000 each, have an annual income of five millions

of dollars, and a tithe of this income would give 500,000, a sum

greater than that contributed by the whole Church for Foreign

Missions, and one-fourth of the sum expended by all of its seven

benevolent Boards. In the year 1878, there were estimated to be in

the United States of America, of all denominations, (50,000) fifty

thousand preachers. These at an average salary of $1,000, would have

an income of ($50,000,000,) fifty million dollars, yearly. A tenth of

this sum would give five million dollars, for benevolent purposes. In

comparison with these figures, all the Foreign Missionary Societies in

the United States, gave to the cause of Foreign Missions in the year

1875, $1,940,000. All the Foreign Missionary Societies in Great

Britian gave in the same year, $3,173,000, so that a tithe of the

salaries of the preachers in U.S.A. would equal the contributions of

both countries to the cause of Foreign Missions.

(2). But far above any pecuniary results, are the spiritual

advantages to the individual of giving of his substance to the Lord.

The man who sits down quietly, to calculate his income and his

expenses, and calmly under the eye of God, decides to set apart a

certain proportion, weekly, or monthly, or yearly, according to the

nature of his business, has found one of the secrets of religious joy,

and moreover the Christian who thus studiously and religiously sets

apart a definite portion of his income to the Lord, will be sure to take

more interest in the Lord's work, and to study what objects are the

most needy, and where the most good can be done. The most liberal

givers are not only the most devout Christians, but as a rule the

most intelligent, and active also. In order that the spiritual advant-

ages connected with giving may be realized, two things are necessary,

viz., tcillingness and liberality. " God loveth a cheerful giver."

2 Cor. IX. 7. " For if there be first a willing mind, it is accepted

according to that a man hath, and not according to that he hath
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not" 2 Cor. viii, 12. And to show the connection between liberally

giving to the Lord, and liberally receiving from him, the Apostle

adds, " He which soweth sparingly shall reap also sparingly ; and he

which soweth bountifully shall reap also bountifully. 2 Cor. ix. 6.

Tbe highest ground on which to place the duty of Christian giving, is

that of a means of grace and spiritual blessing to the giver. *' It is

more blessed to give than to receive."

A JOURNEY UP THE TS'IEN-T'ANG RIVER (^ $| Jl)

FROM HANGCHOW TO ITS SOURCE.

By Dr. A. W. Douthwaite, C. I. Mission.

ly/FY object in writing this account of one of the many journeys I have

taken up the Ts'ien-t'ang, is to supply information for the

guidance of any missionary brethren who may at some future time

desire to evangelize on this river. I shall therefore describe, somewhat

minutely, whatever I think may be interesting to any one unacquainted

with this part of Cheh-kiang. The accompanying map is, of course

far from perfect, but I believe it is, on the whole, correct enough for

all practical purposes.

Leaving Ilangchow early in the morning of Nov. 10th, 1878, we
proceeded along the seemingly interminable suburb of Kiang-t*eo

itL W)' ^^^^ ^^^^^' ^ ^^^S walk through its dreary, dirty streets we

were accosted by one of our boatmen, a sturdy luoking fellow, who

appointed himself our guide and led us through a narrow passage

down to the river where we found our boat awaiting us with its sail

all ready for hoisting and the men apparently preparing to start. The

boat was, I think, of a build peculiar to this river, being open at each

end during the day and having a passage through the centre along

which the boatmen are continually running to and fro. There were

four shelf-like berths on cither side, separated from each other by

boards, but open in front. So the traveller who desires privacy must

cany an extra blanket or curtain to hang before his berth.

Finding that all our luggage had arrived, we, of course, desired to

start off at once, but the head boat-man came up, and with a most

bewitching smile asked for a few dollars in advance for the journey,

but really, as I afterwards discovered, to purchase some native calico

and other excisable articles which he hoped to stow away amongst our

luggage and so get through without paying the Li-king tax. Hoping
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to hasten our departure, I gave him two dollars and he immediately

went ashore to make his purchases. Shortly aftwards one of the

" Ho-kis " suddenly remembered he had forgotten something, so he

also went ashore, then another said he would go and hurry up the

first and by-and-bye a fourth ran off to seek the other three and so on

till only three men were left. At length, after two hours absence,

they began to return and about the middle of the afternoon the sail

was actually spread and we were off. But after an hour or so the

sail was dropped, and the boat moored for the night although it was

only 4. p.m.

Near the place where we stopped we saw a large, strangely shaped

pagoda built on the side of a steep hill. It is called the Luh-ho-t'ah

(/\ fll ^) and has a very peculiar history, somewhat as follows.

About A.D. 1278, KUBLAi ("iS IE ^ iC ^ 1&)» t^iG founder of the Yuen
dynasty, dethroned the Emperor Ti-piug (^ i^), the last of the

southern Sung dynasty whose capital was in Hangchow. The Mongol

conqueror then, to show his contempt for the defeated monarch,

destroyed all the tombs of his ancestors, and caused their bones to bo

carried to the bank of the river and piled up in the form of a pagoda.

They were, however, secretly removed by some Jof the friends of

Ti-ping who cunningly replaced them by sheep and ox bones. These

were afterward destroyed by fire, and in their place the Luh-ho-t'ah

was built by the people of Hangchow, in memory of those whoso

bones had been desecrated.

Proceeding on our journey early the following morning, with

wind and tide both in our favour, we found ourselves about 10 a.m.

near the village of T^an-t^eo {{^ ^), 40 li from Hangchow. Here we
went ashore and called at the chapel of the English Church Mission.

Then we walked about 3 ii to, "VVan-kia-yen ^ ^ ig, a large village

or market town stretching three or four li along the bank of the

river. It is a very busy place doing a large export trade in salt, Shao-

hing whisky, grains, etc.

About 15 li farther on we came to another large village called

I-kiao (^ ;f§), just within the mouth of the Chu-ki river (^ §)•
This is a very important village, and one of the busiest places on the

Ts'ien-t'ang. It is the chief depot for the coal, charocal, Kiang-si

pottery, grass-cloth, varnish etc., brought from the cities up the

river ; and the opium, foreign goods, salt, whiskey, &c., from Ningpo,

and Shaohiug. The distance from I-kiao to Ningpo by canal, is 400 li,

to Shaohing 120 //. About 120 li up the tributary river on which it is

situated is the hien city of Chu-ki (^ g), where the English Mission

has recently met with remarkable success. Beyond this is another
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hien city called Pu-kiang (f^ JX)> but tlie river is not always

navigable so far. Continuing our journey we passed tbe villages

called Si-shan and Ta-yuen, each of which contains about 100

families, and in the evening arrived at Fu-yang-hien (^ |^), 120 U

from Hangchow, by water, but only half that distance overland. The

English Church Mission has an out-station here, and the good seed has

been sown abundantly by many labourers, both native and foreign,

during the last ten years, but so far the harvest has been very small.

The town is pleasantly situated on the north bank of the river, and

is almost surrounded, at a distance of several U, by high limestone

hills. Its chief trade seems to be in lime which is exported to

Hangchow, Shaohing and other places, and is considered the best in

this part of the province. The only village I could find of any impor-

tance near Fu-yang is Sing-kiao, 15 li across the plain on the highway

to Sing-chang-hien( §f Jjft ).

On resuming our journey the following morning (November 12th),

which we varied by walking across the fields, we noticed the

mulberry plantations and rice fields which abound between Hangchow
and Fu-yang were no longer to be seen, but plantations of tallow-trees

and fields of millet, maize, kao-liang, &c., occupied the narrow strips

of land between the river and the hills. 30 // above Fu-yang and 7

li up a small tributary stream is a large village called Chang-k'eo

(^ P). It is not visible from the main river so is seldom visited by

Missionaries or colporteurs. 10 li further up is another market town

called Tseh-k'i where boats usually stop to take in provisions. Near

this village, but on the opposite side of the river is the mouth of a

small stream which is sometimes navigable as far as Sing-chang-hien

(iff ^ M)-
About 4 p.m. we reached Tung-lli-hien (fl^ ^) a small dilapi-

dated place, which, I should judge, cannot contain more than 6,000

inhabitants. Near this town another tributary empties its waters into

the Ts'ien-t'ang. It is generally navigable by small boats as far as

Fan-shui-hien (^ 7|C), a small city in the Yen-cheu prefecture. We
remained but a short time at Tung-lii and by nightfall had arrived at

the first of the 100 rapids we had to pass over, about 230 li from

Hangchow. We thought wo should stop here for the night, but the

men preferred taking advantage of the fair wind to get over the rapid

before retiring to rest. Without the wind it would have been very

difficult to get the boat over, for even with its aid, it was no easy task

if we may judge by the yelling and howling of the men as they worked

away with their long poles. However, they got us over in about an

hour, and then turned in for the night.
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"When v:g awoke the next morning, we were sailing quietly up

the Ts'ih-li-Iung (^ H \^} a narrow winding gorge between two

ranges of lofty hills, through which the river runs for about 60 li.

The scenery in this * lung ' is really magnificent, especially in Spring,

when the hills are all ablaze with scarlet azalias, and in Autumn

•when the leaves of the maple and tallow-trees begin to fade, and their

dark-green gives place to various shades of brown, scarlet and yellow.

On the bank of the river, we saw several large stacks of brushwood

and small branches of trees and close by we noticed several sea-going-

junks laden with the same, which we ascertained they were conveying

to Hangchow Bay, for the purpose of repairing the stout

sea-wall composed of brushwood embedded in mud, which extends

from Hangchow to Hai-ning a distance about 90 //. On emerging

from the * Ts'ih-li-lung ' we came to the second rapid, at a sharp bend

of the river. AVe got over this in about two hours and shortly after-

wards arrived at ' Tung-kwan ' (^ ^), a U-king station at the mouth

of the Hwei-cheu river, 300 U from Hangchow and 3 U from Yen-

cheu-fu {^ jl\\ M), a city which was almost completely demolished

during the rebellion, and still presents a very pitiable appearance

though it can boast of some magnificent temples. A Mission station

was opened here two years ago, but as soon as the so-called literati

heard of it, they collected together a large mob and attacked the Mis-

sion premises which they soon unroofed. Then seizing the two native

evangelists in charge dragged them into a temple near by, beat them

severely, and compelled them to bow before the idol. Hearing that

the Foreign Missionary was in a boat outside the cit}' the mob rushed

in that direction and searched all the boats, calling out " kill the

foreign devil." But the said * devil ' was not there and it was well

for him he was not, for had he fallen into the hands of such a mob he

would have had a lively time. As the magistrates encouraged the

people in their riotous behaviour it was considered useless to attempt

further Mission work among them. This city would be a delightful

place for a foreigner to reside in, for the mountain scenery around is

splendid and the land dry. Moreover the river on which it is situated

is navigable as far as Hwei-cheu-fu (^ j+| ^) in the An-hwei
province. The chief export trade is in varnish, the sap of a species

oE sumach, probably the Rhuf^'Vernicifera, or Rlim-venenafa, which is

extensively cultivated in this neighbourhood.

We spent the night at Tung-kwan, and at 10 a.m. the following

day (November 14th) reached the village of Ta-yang {-^ ^), where

boats generally stop to take in firewood etc. 30 U beyond this village

is a long rapid called the T'ung-tsj-t'au which, when the water is low
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is a great nuisance to travellers, for at such times there is only one

narrow place in the middle of the river where the water is deep

enough to float a boat, and I have seen more than fifty boats waiting

to pass up and as many more endeavouring to come down. This of

course has often led to a quarrel, and sometimes to bloodshed and

loss of life. But now gun-boats are stationed there and at other rapids

to maintain order, and boats are only allowed to pass up and down on

alternate days. We got over the Tung-tsi-t^m about 3 p.m. and in

the evening arrived at Lan-k'i-hlcn (g^ '^), 390 // from Ilangchow, a

very important and thriving city, but a perfect den of wickedness.

The Inland Mission has been at work here for seven or eight years,

but so far the results have been anything but encouraging. The

city is built at the foot of a hill at the junction of the Tb'ien-t'ang

with the Kin-hwa river which rises in the hills beyond Tung-yang-hien

CM ^)> ^^^^ flows by Kin-hwa-fu (^ ^ Jj^), where it is joined by

another stream which is navigable as far as Wu-i-hien (|^ ^), and

sometimes to Yung-k'ang-hien (^ ^).
In Kin-hwa the American Baptist Mission has had an out-station

for several years, and in 1875 the Inland Mission commenced work

there ; I should say it re-commenced, for one of their Missionaries

rented a house in the city about 8 years ago, but through the hostility

of the officials was compelled to leave. , Now however the work

is very encouraging, and the Mandarins and people, though far

from friendly, allow the native evangelists to carry on their work

unmolested. At Lan-k'i we noticed a number of large M'ell-built

boats with glass windows on each side, which on enquiry we found

were inhabited by persons of questionable character, who, I have since

ascertained are some of the descendants of the nine generals of Chen-

yiu-liang (^ ^ p^) a rebel leader, who, towards the close of the reign

of Johan Tcmur obtained possession of several provinces but was defeated

in battle by T^ii-tsu (9^ -j^^ |j§), the founder of the Ming dynasty.

These nine generals were beheaded by the conqueror, their descendants

condemned to perpetual banishment and their property confiscated.

From that time until ten years ago they have been compelled to live

in boats. There are great numbers of them on this river especially at

Yen-chcu-fu where they are required to report themselves every year.

Some are pretty wealthy but most of them are very poor, and obtain

their living by fishing and trading on the small tributary streams. The

names of these once banished families are Chao (|§), Tsien (|^), Sun

m\ nil (H;), Su (t), Cheu y^^), rung(r^), Li (^), Ching(ES). At

Lan-k*i our boatmen got drunk, so instead of starting at daylight the

following morning (15th) it was nearly noon when we got off, A sail
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of about 20 // brought us to the mouth of a small stream near wliich

is a road leading through the village of Lo-p'u (H t|.) to T'ang-k'i-

hicu {^j ^) a small unwalled city 2o li from the maiu river and 50 It

from Kin-hwa. An immense quantity of sugar cane is grown in this

district from which an inferior kind o^f brown sugar is made, but most

of it is conveyed in small boats to Lan-k'i for exportation to Hangchow

and other places where it is eaten as a sweet-meat. Towards night we

reached a village called Yang-p'u (f^ i^) and the next day (Nov. ICth),

at noon arrived at Lung-yiu hien (§|{S^), or rather its Ma-t'eo, for the

city is 3 // from the river. It is not a large place, and its trade is

chiefly local except a little export in rice, millet, buck-wheat, etc.

Above Lung-yiu the country on cither side of the river has a rather

barren appearance, for the surface soil is thin and the red sand-stone

which lies immediately beneath, supplies ver}^ little nourishment for

the roots of trees, which are consequently very stunted, with

exception of a few huge Camphor trees which are planted near pools

of water. There are, however, extensive fields of ground-nuts which

yield a good profit to the growers, as the soil in which they grow

requires very little tilling. A sort of palm, is also largely grown here

on waste land and in the hedges of fields and gardens in the vicinity

of farmsteads and villages. It requires no attention and yields

annually on an average a catty of fibre which is used for making

ropes, mats, rain cloaks, etc.

The seventh day after leaving Hangchow, we arrived about noon

at a large village called Chang-shu-t'an {1^ f^ j5) which does an

extensive trade in charcoal and timber, especially in camphor wood,

which is obtained in the South-west of the province, and after heavy

rains is floated down a shallow stream which empties its waters into

the Ts'ien-t'ang near this village. A few li above Chang-shu-t^an is a

long and high rapid which is often very difficult to ascend, but having

a good wind wc got over in about an hour and about two hours after-

wards passed through the bridge of boats (the only bridge on the

Ts*ien-t'ang) which spans the river at the north-west comer of Kii-

cheu-fu {^ ^^^ ^) 460 // from Hangchow. Mission work was com-

menced in this city 8 or 9 years ago by the Revs. J. L. Stuart and

B. Helm, of the American Southern Presbyterian Mission, but after

labouring here for three years they withdrew and the Inland Mission

has since carried on the work. Kii-chcu is one of the very few cities

which succeeded in keeping the T'ai-ping rebels outside their walls, so

liere one's eyes are not offended by the ruins and heaps of debris which

abound in most cities of this province. About 100 families of the

descendants of Confucius reside here. The account they give of
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tliemselves is, that in the early part of the 12th century the frequent

invasions of the Tartars compelled them to leave their native province,

Shan-tung, and seek the protection of Kao-tsung, the first Emperor of

the southern Sung dynasty. They were sent to Kii-cheu for safety,

hut Avhen the country became again united under one sovereign the

greater portion of the family returned to Shantung, leaving behind them

the descendants of a younger son of the great Sage. They have a large

*' Tb^z-tang " or ancestral hall, made after the pattern of the original

building in Shan-tuug, also a stone engraving of Confucius cut from a

likeness they brought from their native place when they came South.

They guard the Ts'z-tang against intruders, almost as jealously as

the -Turks guard the tomb of Abraham, none but members of their

family and personal friends being admitted.

The journey I have thus far described ended at Kii-cheu, but

I have since made several trips further up the river both by boat and

by chair. The latter mode of travelling is much preferable, for

navigation becomes more and more difficult and tedious the nearer one

gets to the source of the river. Five U beyond Kii-cheu the Ts'ien-

t'ang is joined by the Kiang-shan river which rises in the hills on the

northern borders of Foh-kien province, near the source of the river

Miu. It is sometimes navigable by small boats as far as Iliah-k'eo (^ P),

a village on the borders 160 U from Pu-ching (ffff |(g), in Foh-kien

and during nine months of the year large boats ascend the river to

Tsing-wu(f|| J^), the port of Kiang-shan-hien (^ jlj), which is 3 U
from the river and 90 li from Kii-cheu. The hills around Kiang-shan

contain extensive beds of fine anthracite coal which have been worked

for several centuries and are the chief source of supply to the great

part of Cheh-kiang. With proper machinery an abundant supply

might be obtained, but the native method of working is so laborious

that even at the mDuth of the pit the best coal cannot be obtained for

less than 4 cash per catty and by the time it reaches Hangchow, or

Shao-hing the price is almost trebled. The women in this district

make very fine straw braid which they work up into fans, hats, etc^

It is equal to any I have seen in England and if a market were

opened they might be induced to engage more extensively in this

useful industry.

Resuming our journey up the Ts^en-t'ang we come to a large

n^arket town called IIang-pu(^ J^) 20 li west from Kii-cheu. Great

quantities of oranges are annually exported from this place which is

surrounded for a distance of several miles by orange plantations.

Pon^clos and lemons are also produced here but they yield less profit
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than oranges, so are not much cultivated. 25 U beyond Hang-pu is a

village called Chao-hien (f3 ^) ^^^^ another of those trade obstructors

the Li-king stations. A few miles from this village, on the opposite side

of the river, there is a bed of semi-bituminous coal, but it is not much

worked an account of the Fung-shui bug-bear. An inferior kind of co? 1

is worked in a neighbouring hill but it is only used for burning lime,

which is exported from this village. Above Chao-hien the country is

mountainous and barren, but in the valley there are some magnificent

Camphor trees, whose long arms stretching 30 or 40 feet on either

side of the trunk, form a pleasing contrast to the stunted fir-trees

on the surrounding hills. 80 U above Ku-cheu, we come to the Hien

city of Ch^ang-shan (^ jlj), one of the most important places on the

river, as it is the ' door ' through which all the commercial produce

interchanged between Kiangsi and Cheh-kiang must pass. The finest

specimen of road making I have seen in China, is the highway from this

city to Yii-shan-hien ( 3i llj ) ii^ Xingsi. It is composed of well set

boulders with a line of stone-slabs in the centre; it is twelve feet

wide and more than 30 miles long. A few years ago the traffic on this

road was enormous, but all wheel-barrows have been stopped because

they destroyed the road, and the Li-king tax has been increased so

that now the Kingsi producers find it cheaper to convey their merch-

andise to Shanghai, via Kiukiang, than by Hangchow, or I-k'iao as

formerly. Still there is trade enough to keep three or four hundred

mules and as many coolies at work all the year round, carrying salt

from Chehkiang, and tobacco leaf, grass cloth, pottery, cast-iron ware

&c., from Kiangsi. Coal and lime abound in the hills on the borders,

and near Yii-shan is a quarry of fine grained slate from which the

Chinese ink slabs are made. The Inland Mission has a station at

Ch'ang-shan, also in two of the villages on the great road between

that city and Yii-shan where the work has lately been most

encouraging. 50 U above Ch*a.ng-shan is a large market town called

Hwa-pu (^ i^) which some years ago exported a great quantity of

tea to Ningpo and Hangchow, but the heavy Li-king on this river

has turned the tide of trade towards Kiukiang. Large boats can

seldom go beyond Hwa-pu, but small craft ascend the river as far as

K'ai-hwa-hien (^ 4fc) * small thinly populated city in the Ku-cheu

prefecture, 720 U from Hangchow. One branch of the Ts'ien-t'ang

rises in the hills, on the Southern borders of Anhwui, another on

the border of Kiangsi, but neither are navigable above K'ai-hwa. The
cost of travelling on this river varies with the state of trade. I have

hired a large boat with 8 berths and 9 boatmen from Hangchow to

Kii-cheu, for $7, but at other times I have had to pay $15. A single
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berth may generally be obtained from Hangchow, or I-kiao to Lan-

k'i—for $1 and from that city to Kin-hwa the faro is 100 cash, to

Ki\-cheu 500 cash, to Kiang-shan or Chiang-shan 800 cash. The

down river fares are usually less by one-third. The average time from

Hangchow to Ku-cheu is seven-days.

EDUCATION OF WOMAN IN CHINA.

By S. Wklls Williams, LL.D.

rpHE Nii-'rh yii t^ ^ |§, or Word to Girls, by Siu-kwan H H,
formerly Governor of Kiangsi. A translation, with notices of

the education and legal rights of women in China.

The author of this primer must have been a man of kindly

feelings and sympathy towards girls, having a sincere desire to give

them good advice in sucli a form as they could easily commit it to

memory, and able to make his counsels so practical that their pai'cnts

would feel them to be worth teaching. Siu-kwan's fourth son, Yuh-ko,

in 18C0 filled the same post as his father, and the family has thus

liad a literary reputation. Tuis little book contains 228 lines, mostly

in tetrameters, numbering in all 967 characters, of which many are

repeated several times, so that the labor of memorizing it is not great.

It has no preface, and was published at the Wan-hiang Tse B^ ^ flJ-

Bookstore many years ago. It is a more profitable book to learn than

the San-tsz King, which boys are made to memorize, for its advice is

good and can easily be followed.

The Ti Taz Kwei^ -J* ^ or Rules for Sons and Younger Brothers

by Li Tsi-tsan of Kiang in the province of Shansi, is the counterpart

of this hornbook ; and Siu-kwan himself has also written a second

primer for boys. It is in irregular meter, and contains good advice in

the conduct of life, how to avoid the downward paths of vice, -and

how to keep high aims constantly before the mind. From his official

position, it may be inferred that he distributed copies gratuitously to

those who would be willing to teach them.

There are no divisions or headings in this primer for girls, but it

will be seen that from household cares it proceeds to speak of female

dress and manners, and the respect due to their seniors and husband.

The proper behavior towards secondary wives and sisters-in-law, the

care of children and intercourse with neighbors follow, and the whole

concludes with warnings to the indolent and scolding woman what her

end will be.
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N\J- RH TU, OR WORDS TO GIRLS.

When wivoa and girls are still in youth,

Much need they have of constant heed.

At mom their place is first to rise,

At evening last to seek their couch

,

To strive that all their work be done,

And yield till others' meals are o'er;

For if they're slack or dainty-monthed,

They'll tempt the men to downward paths.

Let rice and flour, let oil and salt.

Cups, plates,and spoons, the chopsticks too,

And everything of household gear.

Be nicely laid in their right place.

Practised in using each and all,

And apt in doing every work,

Still say, "I'm dim where men are clear ;

I'm quite abashed to see them near."

Her mouth should ever be well rinsed,

Her hands kept free from needless stain

;

What careless men have left in haste,

She must lay by in its own place.

Her hands and feet, her head and cheeks,

Require a woman's careful thought

;

The lass whose back-turned glance is rare^

Leads men t' admire her parent's care.

No pains she spares her dress to mind,

Her tea and rice are clean and nice
;

For sluttish trace in rooms or clothes,

A man despises or dislikes.

A peck quite full of pearls and gems.

For worth must yield to gill of rice

;

Embroidered gold, or flowers on silk.

Can't well be ripped and washed for use ;

—

What will you do, in case of need,

With pho9nix wings and argus phimea,

Whose brilliant hues have cost you dear

In aching eyes and sickly fi-ame ?

The sash which most adorns a dame

Is pure and neat, polite and chaste,

—

Shows more in faithful, honest life.

Than in grand style and showy dress.

A spouse whoso name is held in doubt.

Though clad in gold and 'tired in gems,

Is not like her, the loving wife,

Whose pin's a thorn, and skirt a shift.

Are unused food, or tea-grounds left,

She lays them by with careful thought

For those poor folk who come around,

Compelled to live on chaff and earth

;

Each grain of rice, each floss of silk,

Is just the blood and sweat of man,

Which used aright brings in reward,

But lays up wrath when spent amiss.

Raise not the voice in boist'rous shout,

But speak your words in subdued tones.

To curb one's spunk and mind one's work.

Are marks which prove the lady true ;

But ogling looks, the sidelong leer,

Humming a song for men to hear,

All lead astray, step after step.

To honor's grave and ill repute.

In olden time dames kept their rooms,

Each sex knew well its proper place.

Unless one shuns sour scandal's breath,

You'll sure invite men's carping words.

With filial duty serve the old.

As if they were your household lords

;

Help them in kindly, patient acts,

Without a word of grudging scorn;

If for her servant asks a dame,

Just carry out the word for him ;

And if he's not within your call.

Then go yourself and wait her words.

To senioi'S always yield your place.

And honor all whose rank is known
;

Help them to bear their ills and griefs.

But do not fret them with your freaks

;

Serve great and small with equal zeal,

And always let your will give way.

If lord or lady ask your help.

First with your husband counsel take.

For he to you must heaven be,

One whom you may not disesteem ;

—

For if this heaven should once fall down,

Where then, in sooth, would be your lot ?

Mind, scold not those whose help you seek,

Nor wasteful, aye, or cruel be.

A man who fears his wife's harsh tongue,

And she who makes her goodman shamed.

Are things at which men laugh and jeer.

A wayward spouse, with aims depraved,

Can oft bo urged to mend his way

By earnest words and constant talk.

And quickened thus to higher life :

Show him th' attention owed a guest.

And mutual faith duo to a friend

;

For wanton sports and cruel tricks,

Alike disgrace both man and wife.

If no male heir to you be given.

Beseech your lord to take a maid

;

And if she have a mother's joy,
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Yon, too, will not be desolate.

The concubines brought to the house,

Must straight be taught to keep the peace;

For neighbors, hearing all their broils,

Will laugh and hold you up to scorn ;

The more they scold the more they will,

And clamor leads to discontent.

Be chaste and kind in ev'ry act,

And all will praise your gentle name.

Let father's brothers, old and young,

Sisters-in-law of every name.

Each and all be daily served.

Lest in your woe you plead in vain.

One hundred years your age may reach,

And to the last they'll seek your face.

In thousand and ten thousand cares.

In patience still your poise maintain.

A household constant in its plans

Can't well be governed by two wills;

A seeming love, with strife within.

Will soon destroy your health and fame.

No cause for sneers from slanderous tongues

When household cares the mother bears.

And thrifty husband works abroad.

Words that are not both pure and true.

Degrade all dames who prize their fame;

While she who gently leads the base,

Proves by her lips her princely mind.

Who with quick wit detects the facts.

And clearly severs this from that ;

She never needs to change her tongue.

Nor mend her speech by other lies

;

For enemies, who're thus aroused.

Bring reddening shame and deep remorse.

Vile books should never meet your eye.

Nor filthy words defile your ear

;

Ne'er look on men of utterance gross.

Nor ti'cad t he ground which they pollute.

Keep back the heart from thoughts impure.
Nor let your hands grow fond of sloth ;

Then no o'ersight or call deferred

Willjwhen you're pressed.demand your time-

In all your care of tender babes.

Mind lest they're fed or warmed too much

;

The childish liberty first granted

Must soon be checked by rule and rein

;

Guard them from water, fire, and tools

;

Mind lest they're hurt or maimed by falls.

All flesh and fruits when ill with colds

Are noxious drugs to tender bairns

—

Who need a careful oversight,

Yet want some license in their play.

Be strict in all you bid them do,

For this will guard from ill and woe.

With neighbors and with kindred dear,

Let loving concord be the rule
;

Show kindly thonghts and warm regards.

With timely gifts from your full store.

Cheer other's progress with your praise,

Nor make their failings known abroad ;

And when they try to bring you round.

Just hear their words but argue not.

To those who're under your commands.

Weary and sad, hungry or cold.

Speak gently still, and help them too ;

In every work let mercy sway.

Beldames and strolling gipseys loud,

Should never come within your doors 5

They lead you on to do what's wrong,

And tempt men's hearts tobrawlsand strifes.

Whatever's said within your rooms,

Should always be with care discussed ;

Lest liangers-on should pass it round.

To cause a jeer or breed a grudge.

Your gates and doors should not swing wide,

Nor trunks and bureaus stay unlocked :

Both day and night with constant care,

Beware of thieves, beware of fire.

Lay up good works in liberal store.

But do not seek to hoard your wealth

;

For if your child and grandchild thrive,

The money spent will all come back.

To gossip much and gad about

Is like to bring regret and woe ;

To feign you're dumb, or ape the deaf

Is one device to get away.

Learn well your station to fulfill.

And this will check all angry pride.

E'en heaven itself is not quite round.

And earth too needs its gaps filled in.

The three accords and virtues four,

Should always be a wife's concern

;

If she give cause to be divorced.

She's still disgraced without a bill.*

The virtues which adorn a wife.

Are winning mildness, strict reserve,

A prudent care, a loving heart,

• NOTE in the text. " To be childless, or have an incurable disease (like leprosy),
is no disgrace or fault." The san tsiing or three accords, are those of a daughter
to her jfather, a wife to her husband, a widow to her sou. The sx teh, or four
virtues, are purity, conversation, deportment and skill.
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And when grown old, a sober mien.

The vices which disgi-ace a wife,

Are hatred, laziness, and lust,

A jealous heart, a gourmand's taste,

And lack of modesty and shame.

An honest and affectionate,

Chaste and filial wife and daughter.

Are honored still from age to age

;

But wanton and defiant girls,

Their one life passed, are soon forgot.

When a wife loves her ease, and thinks chiefly of eating,

Her husband will starve and her children may freeze ;

When her voice is too loud, and her tongue is too long,

Then they go to the bad, and the house is destroyed ;

When her cries fill the lanes and ring through the wynds,

The neighbours despise her, and call her an imp

;

Her goodman they ask why his girls act so vilely,

And refuse to believe what she says in excuse.

O woman, alas ! who with you wants to chide,

Since you never agree with what people say ?

Then try to amend, whenever you're wrong.

When parents or husband shall bid you obey,

No longer disdaiu their just wishes to meet.

For your life or your death still rest in their hands.

What good will it do, with your o'erweening pride

And obstinate will, to have your own way ?

Girls of culture and polish no low clans produce,

Their young and pretty ranks will brook no hoyden's place ;

When the wife of first rank loves the next " little wives,"

Her name is well known, the world gives her praise ;

When stepmothers' hearts yearn for all the old sons.

The country soon knows who they are and their homes.

The bride learns too soon of the task that's before her :

—

Such patience and tact, such skill and composure.

Such wisdom to join the stern with the gentle ;

—

But if she succeed her reward will be great.

For long as she lives the household reveres her.

The general purport of these counsels is creditable to their author,

and it may safely be asserted that the comparatively high position

among pagan nations which has been accorded to women in China,

even from its earliest history, has been due in a great measure to the

conviction that they must be properly taught. Look at their estima-

tion in Moslem countries. How much higher the wife and mother

stands in China and Japan than in Persia and India. It is an

influence which has done much to counteract the inherent evils of

paganism, and when Christianity comes in truth, among these eastern

Asiatics we shall find few obstacles to the highest elevation of the sex.

Luhchan, an essayist of note and a writer on female education in

1712, expresses the general opinion of his countrymen on the desirable-

ness of teaching women when he says, " The basis of the government

of the empire lies in the habits of the people ; and the surety that

their usages will be correct is in the orderly management of families,

which last depends chiefly on the females. If the curtain of the inner

apartment gets thin or is hung awry {i.e. if the sexes are not kept
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apart), disorders will enter tlie family, and ultimately pervade the

empire. Females are doubtless tlie sources of good manners ; from

ancient times to the -present this has been the case. The inclination

to virtue and vice in women differs exceedingly ; their dispositions

incline contrary ways, and if it is wished to form them alike, there is

nothing like education. In ancient times youth of both sexes were

instructed. According to the Ritual of Chow, B.C. 1200, the imperial

wives regulated the law for educating females, in order to train the

ladies of the palace in morals, conversation, manners, and work ; and

each led out their respective classes at proper times, and arranged

them for examination in the imperial presence."

Regulations like those here intimated involve the existence of

suitable books in which to train the members of the Chinese court, and

strengthen the inference that the education of girls among the people

at large must then have been common. This iuference is of the same

nature that we make in the two instances of Deborah and Hannah
about the same era, whose remarkable poems have been preserved, and

indicate some culture and literary taste, as well as piety, current among

the women of Israel. In estimating the position of women in China, it

is almost impossible to avoid comparing them with that of the sex in

Christian lands, M'here the highest examples of excellence are known,

the highest motives to strive to reach that excellence are taught, and

the highest rewards attainable here and hereafter set before every

woman. Such arguments have their weight in now teaching the

Chinese women those high principles, but they do not explain the

attainments made in this direction among them iii former times, and

they are worth bearing in mind when we read so much harsh judgment

on the degradation of the sex now.

Let us select a few notices from early records of the estimation in

which women were held in those days, days which we hastily conclude

were times of barbarism and ignorance because their books, their laws,

and their arts have perished in subsequent revolutions and ruin.

Those writings indicate that women were regarded as the objects of

care on the part of the state, and held a high position in the family.

In the SJin King, the eighth section of the Great Announcement of

Duke Chow gives as one reason why he regretted the necessity of

taking up arms to avenge the public wrongs, and calling off all the

able-bodied men, that this would ;dcplorably ajfflict widows and

widowers by taking away their natural supporters. The references in

the Book of Odes to the wife and mother also indicate that women

were honored in the family circle, and that the marriage relation was

defined by law and guarded by usage.
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In a pastoral Ode upon the joys of country life, among other

pleasing figures, is this one :

" Hark ! how the merry feast goes round !

The husbands' hearts with love abound

;

Their wives close by tlieir sides are found."

In another Ode, one stanza thus refers to gathering the harvest

:

" Patches of unripe grain the reaper leaves,

And here and there ungathered are the sheaves.

Handfuls beside we drop upon the ground,
And ears untouched in numbers lie around ;

—

These by the poor and widows shall be found."

As this whole Ode is regarded as describing the risks and duties of

husbandmen, this portion of it may be taken as indicating the customs,

if not the laws, which were in force in those times. Their similarity

to those promulgated by Moses in the 23d chapter of Deuteronomy,

about four hundred years before its supposed date, and most beautifully

carried into practice in Ruth's time, will strike every reader. It is

quite enough to convince one that they have not yet lost their force, to

make a journey through China during the harvest, and see the women
and children gleaning.

In another Ode, the inferior position and labors in life of daughters

arc described in contrast to those of sons ; but throughout these

scattered relics of ancient domestic life in China, we find no trace of

the practice of female infanticide, of suttee, or immolation of children

before the gods. In the Ode just referred to, the birth of daughters

to the rulers who were to dwell in the palace of the dukes of Wei,

just then finished, and celebrated by the writer, is thus anticipated :

*' Daughtei's shall be bom to Inm :

They will be put to sleep on the ground

;

They will be clothed with wrappers

;

They will have tiles to play with ;

It will be theirs neither to do wrong nor to do good ;

Only about the spirits and the food will they have to think,

And cause no sorrow to their parents."

The tile is here used as an emblem of w^eaving, because women
prepare the fibres of the nettle-hemp and grass-cloth plant for the loom

by rubbiug them on tiles, even to this day. The erroneous rendering

of this Ode by Dr. Morrison, who translated the fifth line by " She is

incapable either of good or evil," has been shown by Dr. Leggo ; but

it has been so often quoted by writers on the low position of women in

China, that it has done the Chinese some injustice.

Another song indicates the stringency of the laws and customs

relating to mariage in the twelfth century before Christ. It describes

the resistance made by a lady of one state to be married to a man
from another because his betrothal presents were not so complete as
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the rules required. When he wished to meet and convey her home

she and her friends refused to carry out the engagement. The other

party brought the case to trial, and the lady made this Ode, asserting,

that while a single rule of ceremony was not complied with, she would

not allow herself to be forced from her parents' house
;

" The dew thick on the wet pathi lay,

Thither at earJy dawn my way
I might have ta'en, ; but I said, ' Nay,
The dew is thick, at home I'll stay. '

"

" You say the sparrow has a horn,

—

How could it else bore through your house ?

You say this trial is a proof
That I exchanged betrothal vows.

But though you'v* made me here appear in conrt,

Yet at betrothal what you did fell short.

•* You say the rat's teeth are complete,—
How could it else bore through your wall ?

You say this trial proves my vows
Of plighted troth were perfect all.

But though to court you've forced me here to come.

My will is firm. I'll not with you go home."

— Lejge'a She king, 1876, pag« 70.

The influence of these utterances and examples upon the morals

and usages of the Chinese during the centuries which they have been

studied and memorized, can only be compared to that exerted upon our

own by the writings of Solomon, the dramas of Sophocles, and the

odes of Horace. They have given strength to the laws which still

form part of the Ta Tsing Liuh-li relating to marriage and the obliga-

tions connected with family duties. These are contained in Chaps, ci

to cxvii, and it is probably safe to say that no country, not Christian,

can show, in its legislation, more care in guarding the sacredness of

family ties, defending the purity of the weaker sex, and providing for

the maintenance of widows. This high relative position I ascribe to

the influence of the ancestral worship, in which the young are taught

to ascribe equal honor to the mother as to the father, and a child

grows up with the abiding impression that their protecting care over

him through life depends very much on the reverence and support he

gives their deified spirits.

Some of the most important regulations in the Penal Code may

be summarized to show Chinese ideas upon the duties, position and

safeguards of women as members of the state.

Chapter 101 contains eight sections defining the points on which

each party to a marriage contract shall inform the other ; and fixing

the penalties for deception in respect of age, health, presents, and

virginity; for affiancing the girl to a second man; for refusing to
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give her up at the set time of marriage ; or substituting another in her

place at that ceremony ; and lastly, stating when a marriage contract

can be annulled. It is well known that the language has one character

{^)ioTici/e; and quite another {^) for the other women brought

into the family. The relations between the two are acknowledged in

the eyes of Chinese law, but our terms of first and second wives or

wife and concubine, do not exactly convey the native idea. The tsieh,

^, is not a wife at all, of which there can be only one, even in the

palace. The relation between the two is like that of Sarah and Hagar

in Abraham's household, but the tsieh cannot be summarily ejected

with her children from the family. She is taken into it by a kind of

purchase and without the formalities of the first marriage, and while

the word /da j^ is usually translated to marry a wife the native idea

confines the act to taking a tsi ^ and never supposes that a tsieh ^
is intended, yet the children of the latter, like those of Bilhah and

Zilpah in Jacob's household, are regarded as having the same rights

as the wife's.

Section 102 forbids a husband lending his wife or daughter on hire,

and exonerates the latter from all responsibility and punishment ; if

he falsely represents one of his family as his sister and gives her in

marriage, he shall be beaten one hundred blows, and the consenting

woman eighty blows, and sent back to her husband, losing all the

presents. Most of the legal penalties which involve beating a woman
with a bamboo, as in this case, can be compounded by a fine, but this

depends a good deal on the judge.

Section 103 defines the punishment of a husband for degrading

his wife to an inferior position, and elevating the tsieh to be a tsi ;

both the women, too, must be replaced in their first positions. In
case a man becomes a bigamist, his second wife must be returned to

her parents. Cases under this statute probably very rarely occur ; and
then where the husband had long changed his domicile.

Section 104 stipulates that when a son-in-law has been received

for a time into his father-in-law's family, the latter cannot eject him •

and is liable to a hundred blows, too, if he tries to marry his daughter

to a second husband.

Section 105 forbids marriage during the legal period of mourning

for a parent or husband ; and a widow, who has received honorary rank

from the Emperor while a wife, is debarred from a second marriage

with any person. No widow can be forced to marry against her will

;

and even if the man die before his betrothal has been completed, the

girl is upheld by public opinion in resisting all attempts to make her

accept another husband, even to taking her own life to avoid it.
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After Ler marriage, a daughter is considered to bo as one dead in her

father's household, so far as tlie ancestral worship is concerned ; and

during mourning this worship is daily maintained.

Section 106 forbids a legal marriage of either kind, if at the timo

cither of tlie parties have a parent or a grandparent in prison for a

capital offense, unless his or her parent in prison expressly commands

it to take place ; only there must then be no feast or music at the

ceremony.

Section 107 declares a marriage between persons having the same

surname, null and void. This law is observed by all classes, and has

had great influence in maintaining the existence of the clans into

which the Chinese are divided ; the Manchus and Mongols do not

often intermarry with the Chinese. A woman usually writes her

maiden name after her married one to show her original family.

Sections 108 and 109 define the degrees of relationship within

which a mairiage is unlawful, and extends them farther than is done

in Christian countries, including even the daughters of a father or

mother's aunt, a son-in-law's sister, a grandson's wife's sister, or

a mother's sister's daughter. All these connections are null, ^>(;r se,

and the parties arc punishable with eighty blows. It is capital offense

for a man to marry any of his grandfather's or father's former wives,

or his father's sisters, or his brother's widow.

Section 110 regulates the punishments of any officer of govern-

ment who marries a woman living in his jurisdiction ; such marriages

are to be cancelled, and the woman restored to her family. One

object of this law is probably to prevent cabals and plots on the part

of the local rulers with the chief families in their districts.

Section 111 prescribes the penalty for knowingly marrying a

runaway female criminal to be the same as for the crime which she

had committed, excepting it be a capital one ; the marriage is also

a nullity.

Section 112 makes it a crime punishable with death, "whoever

confiding in his power and influence, seizes by violence the wife or

daughter of a freeman, and carz'ies her away to make her one of his

wives ;
" and the woman shall be returned to her home.

Sections 113, 114, and 115, forbid respectively the marriage of

officials with comedians, the marriage of priests, and the marriage of

free persons and slaves ; in each case nullifying the whole ceremony,

and sending the woman back to her family.

Section 116 gives the law of divorce ; but however just and ex-

plicit its provisions are to protect the weaker party, society in China

has not moral power to prevent many wrongs being done to wives,
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whose own petulance, idleness, wastfulnoss, and intrigues, more often

bring misery and beggary on themselves, than the caprice or vices of

their husbands. There are seven reasons for divorce, riz : barrenness,

lasciviousness, thievery, jealous temper, talkativeness, disregard of her

husband's parents and inveterate infirmity, by which is usually meant

leprosy ; and it is easy to see how much power they give to the

husband. As an offset, however, the same clause stipulates that if the

wife has mourned three years for her husband's parents, if his family

have become rich since her marriage, or if she have no parents to

receive her back, none of these seven reasons shall justify a divorce.

The parties are allowed to separate by mutual consent ; but if a wife

elopes and marries another she is to be strangled. His desertion for

three years absolves her from the alliance if she be ignorant of his

existence.

Section 117 prescribes punishments of various degrees for con-

tracting or assisting in unlawful mariiagcs, and insists particularly on

the necessity of the go-between in all legal espousals ; his punishment

in certain cases is the same as that of his principals. No penalty is

mentioned in cases of breach of promise, for all affiances are made by

parents and matchmakers, and the youthful parties to them seldom

see each other till the wedding day.

Sections 315 to 323, all relate to wives and children, inferiors

and equals striking and wounding their relatives and seniors. The
last one justifies and defines blood revenge for the murder of a parent

or paternal grandparent—an act Avhich is also extolled by the moral-

ists of China as proving the filial piety of a son or daughter in the

highest degree.

I have no means of carefully comparing these laws relating to the

rights and punishments of wives and women with those of other Asia-

tic nations in ancient or modern times ; but I think it will be found

that they are superior in most respects in regard to the former, and

are gentler in many sentences for crimes, because of their sex. These

are often much harsher than can be justified or than serves any

good purpose. Two things should be considered, however, in

making our judgment, viz : the Chinese authorities never desire or

design the good of the criminal in sentencing him but intend his

punishment only to preserve society from evil ; and further, that they

have no means or power at present to make imprisonment itself a

punishment. They could not possibly maintain their condemned

criminals in largo prisons, nor find any employment for them during

their terms of sentence, even if they could effectually confine them.

These extracts from the national code fairly show the best
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opinion of Chinese moralists respecting the rights and duties of

women. Archdeacon Gray has collected many examples of the savage

and unjust treatment which wives and handmaids endure from

vicious, cruel and lawless husbands : and the case only proves that

in this as well as in Christian countries, men know better than they do.

The few excellent and devoted women scattered over China at mission

stations are daily giving precept and example in every form to those

whom they can reach, and are showing the way which will lead and

help the wretched to bear their sorrows. It is not well to be dwelling

on all the miseries and ills in Chinese social life, for it tends to dis-

hearten and chill the sympathies ; and the condition of women in this

land has too often been described in terms calculated to convey an

unfair estimate. "We should not forget to bring in the cheerful parts

of their life and customs. No one assumes that women are treated as

they ought to be, but that does not involve the conclusion that they

are treated as bad as they can be ; nor does mission work require us

to dwell chiefly on the dark sides of native society.

Girls in China have less inducements to study than boys, and it

is something in their favor that an education in the classics is con-

sidered to be so great and desirable an accomplishment. This

sentiment has had an influence in preparing the way for foreign ladies

to open girls schools, and through their pupils obtain an entrance into

the domestic life of people, which otherwise might long have been

closed.

The name of one Chinese woman deserves to be mentioned in

connection with this subject, for her work has survived, and has been

held in repute during the ages since its publication. This cultivated

lady was Pan Ilwui-pan, Jj£'^,f^ or Pan Chao, ^ Bg who flourished

in the first century. She completed the Tsii'n Han Shu
"ilf ^ ^ or

history of the first part of the Han dynasty (b.c. 206 to a.d. 2(3),

which had been begun by her brother Pan Ku, JS M- ^^^^ father Pan

Piao, 1^ j^ discerning her abilities, gave her a good education. She

was married at fourteen to Tsao Sheu, "^ ^, a clever and rising

officer, whose early death left her a widow with young children. She

then came to live with her brother, and assist him in his literary and

official duties as historiographer. On the accession of the Emperor

Ho %i ^ (a.i). 89), he became implicated in the falling fortunes of

Tow Hien, a general of high repute, and was put in prison, where he

died. His unfinished national history was committed to her care to

complete, and the Tables and astronomical portions were her work.

In order to enable her to do this, the young emperor assigned her

apartments in the palace, with ample revenues and assistance, where
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she completed this valuable record, retaining her brother's name as its

author for he and her father had written most of it. It placed her on

the pinnacle of fame.

For some reason the emperor espoused a new empress, and as she

was still in her teens, he placed her under Pan Hwui-pan's instruction

in poetry, elocution, and history. In this new position, she deemed it

worthy of her best efforts to write the Nil Kiai ^ |jj Rules for

"Women, for the improvement of her sex at large, as well as her pupil.

It is comprised in seven chapters, which treat of much the same

subject that the mother of King Lemuel had written upon a thousand

years before. In the preface she says :
" Although I am not talented,

and my knowledge is limited, still my father spared no effort to instruct

me in letters and sciences, and ray mother early inspired me with a

love for my duties ; I cannot think, therefore, that I am unable to say

something useful for persons of my own sex. I have had much

experience in many things, and have learned the chief duties owed by

my half of the human race to the other." She lays the greatest stress,

therefore, on the domestic education of daughters by mothers who have

been fully educated. The headings are all that need here be cited to

show its character. 1st. The state of subjection and weakness in

which women are born. 2d. Duties of a woman when under tha

power of a husband. 3d. Unlimited respect due to a husband, and

constant self-examination and restraint. 4th. Qualities which render

a femal lovable, divided into those relating to her virtue, her con-

versation, her dress, and her occupations. 5th. Of the lasting

attachment due from a wife to her husband. 6th. Of the obedience

due to a husband and to his parents. 7th. Of the cordial relations to

be maintained with her husband's brothers and sisters.

I give a translation of the conclusion of this tract, which is, so

far as I know, the only treatise on female eduation in any language

that has come down to modern times from that early era. " Young

ladies, who still remain at home under your parents' eyes, faithfully

employ your time in thoroughly learning your present and prospective

duties. Young wives, who have already passed into your husband's

house, and have neglected before to learn the duties devolving on you

in your present state, hasten to repair a fault whose consequences will

be most serious. The careful study of these seven chapters will inform

you what are the most important things to be done, and what you

should most carefully avoid. Practice constantly what is here taught,

and your daily tranquillity will be assured, and you be fully fitted to

become good mothers. The example you will then set before your

children will be more incomparably powerful and salutary than all the
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precepts wliich they will receive elsewhere, and early inspire them

with the love of right and virtue. The filial piety growing up in their

.

hearts at the same time with right and virtue, will leave you nothing

to desire for the rest of your days. You will he recompensed for all

the pains you have taken, for all the humiliations you have suffered,

for all the chagrins that you have swallowed, and for all the victories

which you have achieved over yourself, and which have made you

what you ought to be."

Pan Hwui-pan lived to the age of seventy, honored and cheered

to the last by her relatives and countrymen. She held her brother's

office of historiographer many years ; and had a patent of nobility

granted her, styling her Tsao Ta Ku, "% '^^Si o^' ^^^ Great Lady

Tsao. She was cherished by her imperial patrons, who honored her

memory with a state funeral and a well-deserved eulogy. Her daughter-

in-law collected and assorted her writings, and thereby preserved the

memory of this remarkable woman. At the end of a long momumental

inscription cut on her tombstone, she exclaims :
" May this precious

souvenir of her virtues and merits cause her to live in coming ages,

and be known even to the very last of her descendants !
" Her high

reputation as a historian and scholar is probably unique in the annals

of her country, but her subsequent influence has been very much

owing, no doubt, to her unsullied character and good deeds as recorded

in her writings. It has been a great boon to her country women to

have had such a character as hers to refer to and copy. In the year

1721, Luhchau, a scholar of Fuhkien, issued a fuller work on female

education called Nil Hioh ^ J^ or Female Instructor ; in his preface

he refers to Lady Tsao's treatise as an excellent book, but

disparaged by students because it is so brief. He enumerates the

titles of seven other works on the same subject, and each one is

criticised for its defects or erroneous teachings. All of them are rather

to be compared to works like Sprague's Letters to a Daughter, or

Hannah More's Education of a Princess, than to what we call school-

books ; for such branches as Arithmetic, Geography, Ancient or

Modern History, Philosophy, or Physics, are not yet taught in any

native school in China. Luhchau gives in his preface a few hints

upon the importance of educating females as a reason for his own per-

formance, and describes his anxiety lest he should have said anything

likely to be detrimental to their progress. A review of the Nu Hioh

is to be found in Vol. ix. of the Chinese Repository.

I have referred to these two books of Pan Hwui-pan and Luhchau,

issued at an interval of nearly seventeen centuries, to show the

uniformity of Chinese ideas as to the best mode of training wives and
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mothers. These instructions and standards for conduct are far liigher,

indeed, than the attainments of the sex, hut it is a good thing for their

progress to have the highest teachings and examples in their own

literature constantly set before them. Many of thepai-faug and pai-Ieu

scattered throughout the country and in ihe cities were erected in

honor of distinguished women, whose memorials are there read by

myriads of their countrymen who would otherwise never have known

their virtues or heard their names.

NOTES FROM SHANTUNG.

What one gets to eat in a Shantung Inn.

AN the road from Chefoo to Tung-chow ; four dishes of some one

^ of the following articless viz : pork, scrambled eggs, cabbage,

vermecilli ; to this add a limited allowance of samshu, also wheaten

pancakes, raised bread, or unleavened biscuits ad libitxim are

offered. This is the regular bill of fare and the liquor is charged in

any case. The price is 120 cash a meal. On all the great roads you

can obtain such of the above dishes as you choose to order. Besides

these, in the larger inns you get dishes of Japanese gelatine. With
these richer dishes there is commonly a sauce of mustard, chives

or garlic. In the season it is the custom to eat raw onions, with the

tops, and even garlic. Two or three varieties of crab sauce are

used and several kinds of soy ; also pickled eggs, carrots, turnips

and a variety of salt condiments ; as drink, gruel in great variety,

rice, millet, sorghum and barley, all being used ; everywhere in town

and country the favorite Shantung dish. Mien. This is simply

flour paste drawn into long thin strings and boiled, something

analogoiis to Genoese paste or Maccaroni. In the large eating shops

a rich soup is added ; in the inns commonly a simpler dressing

with a little vinegar. Chives or Garlic are always used for season-

ing. The mixture is poked into the mouth with the chop sticks aided

by a timely inhalation."

If you wish it, meat pies, i.e., pastry stuifed with suspicious

varieties of meat and boiled like apple dumplings, are to be found in

the larger places only, except on feast days.

Finally, in the season, cherries, apples, pears, peaches, apricots

plums, persimmons and grapes. You buy these, however, on the

street, never of the Landlord. I submit that with clean cookery much
oi this food is not despicable.
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Carriage of farm products and merchandise in Shantung.

/?J.OING- about the country in the immediate region of Tung-chow
everything is carried by donkeys and mules on pack saddles.

Besides the above, the great road from Chefoo westward to Tsi-

nan-fu abounds in carts. Passengers are carried in immense lumber-

ing machines covered with matting and drawn by 5 or 6 animals.

Wealthier passengers and imported goods bound for the interior are

transported with a little more dispatch in the smaller carts. These

are covered carriages and drawn by two mules.

As you pass over the Jao-yuen hills down into the Ping-du plains

your ears are pierced with the endless creak of wheel-barrows. In all

that region and on to the west everything is carried by wheel-barrows.

The purchase of a farm cart about Ping-du indicates considerable

wealth, at least a high degree of prosperity. I saw there a whole cart

load of boys, some 12 or 15, riding to the harvest field and cart-loads

of sheaves returning much as in Britain or the United States.

What you meet on the roads in Shantung.

A T Ilwang-hien I saw large numbers of bales of raw native silk

neatly packed in bales covered by Shantung carpeting and on

its way from Chi-hia, where for the most part it is produced, to

Jeo-tsun, a busy mart beyond Ching-chow-fu where it is woven.

On the road past Hwaug-hien I met men with heavy wheel-

barrow loads of a grey clay. It is used in the place of starch for

giving lustre to white garments. Considerable quantities of braided

wheat straw, taken on pack saddles by mules to Chefoo, where Messrs.

Cornabe & Wilson, particularly, buy it up and ship it to Britain and

perhaps America are also met. This industry adds largely to tho

family income all about Lai-chow-fu, as all the women and children

ply the art of braiding. Small dealers go around and buy it up by

the ounce.

Numerous mules loaded with the Shantung Yermicelli going to

Chefoo for the southern market are to be seen. It is produced from

the Liu to, green bean, of Shantung, a bean or pea which is nearly

pure starch.

A jjeculiar local product of Shantung.

rpiIE writer of this, spent a week in November last, at a village in the

Jao-yuen District where chiefly centred a local trade of some

interest. As he entered the inn at the fair village of Pi-ko his

curiosity was excited by the general diffusion of a fine scarlet dust on

the floor and walls and brick-bed of one of the rooms through which we
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passed in going to our quarters. When preaching afterwards at tlio

fair, he saw four or five men moving about among the crowd whose

pants and coats were stained and their faces and hands dusted over

with some substance of a bright scarlet color. They carried baskets

of the same brilliant appearance. On inquiry I learned that a plant

called " purple grass " was cultivated in this district. The inn was one

of the places where it is stored and packed in bales, whence it is sent

mostly to the South, where it is used solely for coloring the red candles

with which we are all familiar. I was informed that it will color

nothing else but candles. What is it ? Is this statement correct ?

The Shantung Larh.

T DO not remember to have seen attention called to the fact that the

sweet singing English Lark, or a variety of it, abounds in

Shantung. On a late pedestrian tour up and down the Shantung

hills, I everywhere heard and greatly enjoyed its music. The

.Chinese appropriately name it the bird of heaven. It is a rude change

from this sweet songster suggested, by I know not what law of associa-

tion, to the saucy magpie, and a scene I witnessed on the 1st June,

on the road near Chefoo. It was a pitched battle between a raagpio

and a snake, I fancy each wanted to eat up the other. The

magpie seemed to be on the aggressive. My approach put an end to

the controversy. But the Magpie returned to it after I had passed.

I am curious to know which party got the good dinner.

Fung-shui in a Shantung Inn.

T?OOT SORE and weary, after a walk of 16 Eng, miles, having made
the ascent of one rugged hill and the descent of another since our

last stopping place, Mr. Lan and I gladly entered old Mr. Jao's Inn

at Jao-kiu for dinner. It was a fine large inn and apparently had

been used as such for more than a generation. The particular thing

that attracted my attention was this ; in the middle of the room fac-

ing the street, there arose from the earth floor, an elevation of some

30 inches with a circumference at the base of something over 4 feet.

On inquiry I found that this earth mound was nothing else than the

dirt brought into the inn on the shoes of countless travellers each un-

consciously adding his quota until the hillock had grown to its

present dimensions. The landlord had scrupulously hoarded these

gains and regards the presence of this mud-hillock in his kitchen as

securing every blessing to the family. The only explanation attempted

is, " It shows the Inn has good Fung-shui."

P.S.—The landlord told me he occaaionftlly saw a copy of The " Wan Kwo Knng
Pao." I wonder how how many years of that paper regitlax'ly taken in wonld
clear out that vilo accretion of ages.
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Cheap Church Bells.

T was greatly pleased on a late visit to the churclies in Ping-du to

find two of them provided with native bells which answered fairly

well for summoning the people to worship. Mr. Yuen, the Pastor, had

given the order and a native had cast them. They are of a particular

variety of iron called kwang tieh, which sounds almost as well as bell-

metal. Every Missionary must have felt the need of a bell in country

churches, the more as clocks do not abound. Mr. Yuen's bells arc not

large, and cost only a few hundred cash. They are not provided with

a clapper nor are they permanently mounted. At Sa-ko, Mr. Yuen
liung the bell at church time on the projecting ornament over the

church-door and struck it with a hardwood rod on the outer surface.

Have the country churches about Amoy and Fuchow used them ?

It is good for the Chinese Christians to have a Church bell; better to

rely on themselves in getting it.

^^Ilave you got rich this time ?'*

"WfEi had been away from home on a twenty days trip in the country.

We were now only 20 miles from home at Shi-sien, at the inn

waiting for supper. The inquirer was a young man also on his way

to the city. He had already had some conversation with the donkey

driver and knew from him the fact that we had visited Lai-chow,

Ping-du, Jao-yuen, and other places. He had inferred that we were

engaged in business of some kind and that it was' probably lucrative.

And so coming to the point at once he addressed me, "Aged Sire, have

you got rich this time ? " Mr. Lan and the donkey driver at once

explained matters to him. I was startled and silent. To me the

question had a deep spiritual significance. Have I got riches for Jesus

this time ? There are jewels here for Jesus' crown that will enrich

the gatherer to all eternity. Have I won souls for Christ ? Time is

precious. It may be now or never. Have I enriched myself, and have

I done it this time ? Brethren, venerable Brethren, have you enriched

yourselves this time ?

C. R. ^L
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MONGOLIAN RUINS.
By Hoinos.

"PUINS in Mongolia would be a more correct expression, for the
*- Mongols have hardly anything that could go to ruin. A tribe

of Mongols who inhabited any district, on abandoning their locality

would leave few traces of their occupancy. Immediately after their

going there would be scraps of felt, rags of skin clothes, and cotton

clothes, odds and ends of tent wood, mouldered fuel, circles of cattle

pens at first barren then luxuriant, a heap or two of ashes, and a well.

Twenty years later there might be a remnant of ashes and a slight

depression where the well had been, add a few years to that again

and it is questionable if even the filled up well would be discernable.

The only impression that a Mongol ever makes on a landscape, the

only impression that has anything lasting about it is the horse

enclosure, a circular earthen wall which is sometimes thrown up to

confine horses at night.

Whence then come the ruins in Mongolia ? The Mongols them-

selves have little or no explanation to offer concerning them. There

seems to be a sort of general tradition that once upon a time the

Chinese occupied a large tract of Mongolia, extending, according to

some versions of the tradition, as far North as Arga, and that they

were at last driven out of Mongolia by a victorious Mongol leader who

swept the land clear of the detested and despised Chinaman. At the

present day the same despised Chinaman is slowly working his way

up North, gradually displacing the sparse tents and the flocks and

herds of the Mongols, by fields of grain waving around numerous and

comfortable looking homesteads. The Mongol as he shifts back his

tent farther into the desert, heaves a sigh for his departed glory and

nourishes in his heart a prophecy said to exist, that in the future

there shall arise another great Mongol leader who will again sweep

the land clear of the intruder with the battle cry of Mongolia for the

Mongol.

The ruins are principally of two kinds—Cities and Mills.

The Cities are very numerous. Almost anywhere within eighty

or a hundred miles of the present Chinese frontier, these cities may
be met with. All that is now left of them are the the mud walls

crumbled and smoothed off into mounds, grass grown, and seemingly

nearly as durable as the natural features of the country themselves.

Some few of these walls having more perpendicular parts left, betoken
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an antiquity of no great ago, but most of them are crumbled

down to an angle of durability that seemingly would be little affected

by two or three hundreds of years. If it is true that earth mounds are

the most durable monuments that human industry can raise, some of

these cities may be of a very ancient date indeed.

In some few of these cities may be found a few bricks, a few;

peices of tile, or a block or two of marble, and near the entrance of

one city, till a year or two ago, might be seen standing a perpendicular

stone, which probably stood as it had been placed by the same hands

that raised the walls that are now represented by crumbled mounds.

It is probable that Chinese literature gives an account of the popula*

tion who built and inhabited those cities, but in the localities where

those cities stood, and among the present inhabitants of the place

who tend their flocks there, and ride up of an evening on to

these mounds to see if their cattle are coming home, no tradition

even of the people seems to be left. "Their memory and their

name is gone." The ruins of the cities are not at all strange.

They are just what might be expected, perhaps what Avould be

found some hundreds of years hence in a Chinese district if the

inhabitants were driven out and their country made into a sheep

walk tomorrow. But the mills are curious. They are in various

degrees of preservation. Of some there only traces left. Some

are preserved better, nearly half being left. Some again are perfect

and entire. They consist of two parts—a circular groove and a

great round stone with a hole in the centre. It is quite evident

that the circular stone ran on its edge in the groove. The stone

is about six feet in diameter and a foot more or less thick ; while

the groove describes a circle of about twenty six feet, in diameter.

The groove is very shallow, being only about seven or eight inches

deep. These mills are numerous in Mongolia. The groove stones

may be found put to aTariety of uses by the present Mongol. Are

stepping stones wanted for crossing' a stream, these old groove stones

are hunted up and brought into use ; is a big stone wanted for almost

any purpose, an old groove stone is most likely to be the first one

that offers ; does it happen to be necessary to make a run for the

water from the well to the watering trough, old groove stones

are placed with the curve reversed in alternate stones, the joints

made water-tight with a packing of old felt, and there is a conduit,

winding a little it is true, but more durable than the wooden trough

itself; and in not a few cases poorer Mongols do without a trough

at all, and water their few cattle from' a run of these same groove

stones placed end to end and joined as described above with felt.
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It is only in the less inhabited districts where no .one wanted

to use the stones that these rude mills can he seen entire. The ques-

tion arises what were they meant to grind ? It could hardly he

grain. For grinding grain the stone wheel seems superfluously heavy,

and the immense diameter of the groove incoveninently large.

What else could it be that these bye-gone people wanted so badly to

grind that tliey had to set up their cumbersome mills everywhere,

and whatever it was that they wanted to grind, whatever persuaded

them to give that mill so great a circumference, as about eighty feet ?

Would not a smaller circumference have done equally well ? Arc

there any such mills used for anything at the present day. Or were

these rude mills used by a semi-barbarous or half instructed people

who did not know enough to make more convenient mills ? Perhaps

some of the readers of this magazine in course of their Chinese

reading may have met with something that would throw light on

the builders and the use of these old mills. If so perhaps they will

let us know what they have found.

These old cities, these old mills call up sad thoughts in the breast

of the traveller in his lonely journey over the plain. They point

to the fact that the land that is now desolate, destitute in many parts

of cattle even, once was well peopled. Some ruthless foi-ce must

have violently set back the hands of progress. It is impossible to

sympathise with the Mongols who rejoice in their land reclaimed

from tho possession of the invader, and as the traveller sees his silent

string of camels winding along a road, in which with shuiSing feet

they tread on the now worn level foundations of the walls of houses,

it is impossible not to think how much more attractive the landscape

would look if thickly inhabited, even by a people who knew no better

than set up mills twenty odd feet in diameter and teach their

children to salute the traveller as " Foreign Devil."

COLOUR-NAMES IN MENCIUS.

TN reading over the works of this great man I have been struck by

the variety of expressions used by him to represent the changes

which he observed to pass over the countenances of men, indicative

of the condition of their minds. For a fuller appreciation of the

philosopher's minute observation of hutnan nature, which seems to

have jbeen his distinguishing trait, I have thought it well to make some

reference to the subject—^it having, so far as I an aware, never yet

been treated. He is remarkable for the fewness of his references
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to the 3£ &—the five colours
;
preferring to deal rather with qualities

than generalities. ^, White, occurs only in some half-a-dozen passages

;

f^. Green or Blue, is not found, though its derivative ^ in the sense

of clear occurs in Book IV., (Legge p. 175, to whom all future

references will be made), in the passage :

—

" There was a boy singing,
' When the water of the Ts'ang-lang is clear,

It does to wash the strings of my cap."

T|f, Yellow, occurs twice, ^ Black not at all, and ^, Carnation,

only in derived sense, to which I shall refer later on. Out of the

£ fe. I fijid then only two, viz : ^ White, and H Yellow, which

are used simply. Let us deal with these first, j^, White, occurs first

on page 4, in a quotation from the Book of Poetry, and is used of the

colour of birds

;

" The king was in his spirifc-park ;
•

The does reposed about,

The does so sleek and fat

;

And the xvhite birds shone glistening,"

In the next passage, p. 272-4. It is used (1) in the abstract, (2)

of a feather, of snow, and of a gem, (3) of the colour of a man and

of a horse. The passage reads :

—

" Do you say that by nature you mean life, just as you say that

white is ichite ? Yes, I do, was the reply, Mencius added, Is the

whiteness of a white feather like that of white snow, and the whiteness

of white snow like that of a tchite gem ? I consider him white. . .

.

There is no difPerence between our pronouncing a white horse to be

white and our pronouncing a white man to be white."

We thus see how white can embrace anything between the colour

of snow and the colour of a man. There are two more passages in

which the word ^ occurs in a more restricted sense, pp. 8, 25, but as

the second is merely a repetition of the first, it will be sufficient to

refer to the former. It is used of "gray-haired men", and the

expression is |^ ^ " gray-haired men will not be seen upon the

roads." It seems to be an expression which has acquired the meaning

here given, without giving us any key to the relation of to j^.

May the word ^ not mean he with a * large head * or else, as is

I think more probable, is for ^, whiskers; though in this case it is

difficult to know why the adjective ^ should follow the noun.

Vide ^ 3S^ sub voce.

The meanings assigned to j^ then in Mencius are (1) The colour

of birds (p. 4, and their feathers by direct specification in p. 272), (2)

the colour of snow (p. 272), (3) the colour of a gem (4) the colour of

a horse and (5) the colour of a man either (a) with reference to
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his skin or (b) his hair, (p. 8), in which latter case a qualifyiug

epithet is added.

^, Yellow, occurs twice, viz on page 161 to denote the coloui

of water, not perhaps of ordinary water, though in some parts of

China the water has always a yellowish hue from the nature of the

soil (cp. also " The yellow river "), but to denote the wayside pool in

which the earthworm delights to refresh itself :

—

" Now, an earthworm eats the dry mould
Above, and drinks the yelloiv spring below.

"

In another place, speaking of water (vide supra) he distinguishes

the clear from the muddy, using for this latter idea the word ^^, a

word in regular use to-day for muddy water.

" When the water of the Ts'ang-lang is muddy,
It does to wash my feet."

In the only other passage where it occurs it is used as if the noun

it qualifies were included.

" He gave tranquility to their people, who welcomed him with

baskets full of their black and i/el/ow si7/:s &c." Dr. Legge adds : It is

said
—

' Heaven is azure, and earth is i/clloir. King Woo was able

to put away the evils of the Yin rule, and gave the people rest. He
might be compared to Heaven and Earth, overshadowing and sustaining

all things in order to nourish men ' " (Page 150).

With reference to ^ the only other colour belonging to the Jl ^,
we have only to remark that it occurs (1) in the phrase ^ ^—" If an

Infant {^ ^) crawling about is on the point of falling into a well, it

is no crime in the infant," and (2) on p. 198 " The great man is be

who does not lose his child's heart {^ ^ ^ *&)•" Of course no

explanation is needed, the word referring to the colour of the flesh,

Comp. p. 83. For derivatives see below.

In the place of |B we find ^ in the passage above quoted

respecting silks, but it seems to have rather the idea of azure than

hlacli. On p. 114 we have however an expression which should be

noted as it contains a derivative of H viz. ^. " His face is of a deep

hlach." This is the more remarkable from its contrast to the clothes

worn during mouraing. The mourners clothes are white, his counten-

ance ' a deep black.' But before we pass on to the expressions denoting

changes of countenance we must examine one or two more expressions

applied to natural objects. On p. 21 Mencius is found asking the king

if he desires something so strongly, " Because he has not enow of

beautifully coloured objects to delight his eyes." The words are

$jj -g;, variegated, adorned with colours, cf : ^^'^ %^, ' splendidly

adorned is its dress ; '^said of a pretty fly (Williams). On p. 377.

Confucius is represented as saying. " I hate the reddish-blue, lest
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it be confounded with vermilion." The colour referred to is repre-

sented by the word ^, but as the expression is borrowed from the

Analects we will only refer to it here, leaving the explanation till

we have an opportunity of taking it up in its proper place. It

occurs no where else in Mencius, neither does ^ vermilion in the

sense of colour. In p. 131, we read of the dark valleys, but the

word is not so much one of colour as of secrecy, solitude and quiet.

Yet the same epithet is used on p. 169, of "a sovereign who carries

the oppression of his people to the highest pitch, lie will be

styled 'the dark' ^." A synonym of this word ([^) is used at p.

74, in a quotation from the Book of Poetry, "Before the heavens

were dark with rain" ([^), and yet another word is used on pp. 8,

229, in speaking of "The black-h&ired. people of the remnant

of Chow." The word ^ (closely connected with ^) has had a good

deal of thought bestowed upon it by philologists, Caldwell (Dravidian

Grammar), Schlegel, Chalmers, and others having suggested the

possibility of a connexion with the Sanskrit Ar or Ri—to plougli.

(Vide ' Origin of the Chinese ' where the learned author states that

" the character has etymologically nothing to do with black," which

may however, " have come to be its secondary meaning " p. 37).

We thus have some 5 terms denoting dark or Oiack, viz
; ^, ^,

1^) S> ^- I ^^ow come to the point on which I have already

laid stress, namely, a consideration of terms expressive of change of

countenance. The different feelings to which man is subject find ex-

pression in Mencius in three ways. These are ;
'

(1) By the use of epithets like the following, ^ ^ M^ V- ^^'

m m, p- ^^6, -B ^•. p- 67, mmm v- 83, ^^^ ^4 ^. p- 95, m m^
p. 162, M M' V- 329, ^M ^, P- 331, ^ ® f^. i^., p. 376, &c.

(2) By means of expressions such as angry, pleased, contented,

ashamed, &c., the most freely used being '^, ^g' ^ ^^-^ falling in

most cases under the radical i\j.

(3) By means of words expressing the change which passes over

the countenance. In this respect the word ^ retains, in Mencius, its

etymological meaning. The ^ % derives it from A and [7 , and

defines it by the two words |i ^. " the effulgence from the coun-

tenance " referring to the change of colour in the face (Williams).

We have already noted the expression used by Mencius to denote the

appearance of a mourner. " His face is of a deep blacky This is

followed by the remark " Those who had come to condole with him,

were greatly pleased with the dejection of his countenance H ^ ;2l M-"
The word ^ had so established itself as a word for colour that we find

it in the Shan dialects occupying the place which ^ usually occupies
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in Chinese. Hence the Shan words aneng, angpuck, etc., correspond

to Chinese || jfX, M 6' instead of ^X fe» I& '^. the adjective or

qualifjdng word following, not as in Chinese, preceding the word

qualified. The dissyllable |§ ^ occurs once more in Mencius simply

in the sense of appearance, the look of the face. The look or appearance

differs with circumstances, and Mencius proves often " the face is an

index to the heart." What can betray a man's nature more quickly

than the steady or restless look of the eye ?

" Mencius said, * of all the parts a man's body, there is none

more excellent than the |:upil of the eye. The pupil cannot hide a

man's wickedness. If within the breast all be correct, the pupil

is bright. If within the breast all be not correct the pupil is dull."

Another has said " The light of the body is the eye, &c." Matthew

VI. 22-3. The word for bright is 1^, for dull ^. The idea is further

developed by the philosopher (p. 336), in the words " What belong

by his nature to the superior man are benevolence, righteousness,

propriety and knowledge. These are rooted in his heart ; their

growth and manifestation are a mild harmony (^ expression, glow,

colour) appearing (g^ a synonym of ^) in the countenance." See

the commentaries. That the eye delights in colours was well known
to Mencius ;

" for . . the eye to delight in beautiful colours is natural,"

and it is not surprising that ^-f ^ should have come to possess the

meaning now by general consent attached to it. It seems to have

been a weakness of the Chinese to love beauty (sc. women), and

Mencius seems to some extent to justify it. " The king said, * I have

an infirmity ; I am fond of beauty.' The reply was, ' Formerly king

T'ae was fond of beauty and loved his wife ... If your majesty

loves beauty, let the people be able to gratify the same feeling."

Yet this does not satisfy the heart, for he says again " The possession

of beauty (-g; and see the commentary) is what men desire, and Shun
had for his wives the two daughters of the Emperor, but this was

not sufficient to remove his sorrow." But who can withstand the

temptation. "The desire of' the child is towards his father and

mother ; but when he becomes conscious of the attractions of beauty, his

desire is towards young and beautiful women." The philosopher

Kaou, though he draws swords with Mencius on some points is at

one with him here. He says " To enjoy food and delight in colours,

(g,) is nature."

Having thus far dwelt upon the words expressive of colour,,

especially the colour of the countenance naturally, let us now see how
pleasure, anger and shame are expressed. (1) Pleasure, although

generally expressed by such words as ^, is spoken, of in. one place
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as ^ ^. The people hear the noise of your carriages and horses,

and see the beanty of your plumes and streamers, and they all, with

joyful looks say to one another, " That looks as if our king were free

from all sickness.

(2) Anger is generally expressed by words such as /^ f^, &c.,

yet we read of passion displayed in the countenance. "Am I like

one of your little-minded people ? They will remonstrate with their

prince, and on their remonstrance not being accepted, they get angry,

and with their passion displayed in their countenances, they take their

leave." Unrest (whether from anger or desire) is similary spoken of.

" When Mencius left Ts'e, Ch'ung Yu questioned him upon the way,

saying, 'Master you look like one who carries an air of dissatisfaction

(^ ^ & ^) ill ^is countenance." (See further under Shame).

(3) Shame. This is sometimes from modesty, at other times from

a sense of guilt. In most cases it is attended with blushing. Now,
although some curious things have been written on the different ways

in which people blush, it is unquestionable that the Chinese formerly

(as well as now) manifested their shame by a change of expression in

the face. We will just gather up some of the cases in conclusion.

Mencius having an audience with King Hwuy of Leang said " Your

Majesty told the officer Chwang that you love music;—was it so? The

king changed colour, and said, I am unable to love the music of ancient

sovereigns." A new expression occurs on p. 57. " Do you give the

superiority to yourself or to Kwan Chung ? Tsang Se, flushed with

anrjer and displeased (^ f^ 7[^ ^) said, How dai-e you compare me
with Kwan Chung ? " A third expression occurs in the following

passage " Tsze-loo said, There are those who talk Avith people, with

whom they have no feeling in common. If you look at their counten-

ances (g.), they are full of blushes (f^ It ^)." P. 223 tells of one

who " Mushed deeply,'" p. 227 that " when Shun saw Koo-sow his

countenance became discomposed,'' p. 315 that Shin changed countenance''

&c. Lastly, in a quotation from the Book of Poetry we read " The

King blazed (Up) with anger." (Vide supra under anger.)

In a first attempt at an arrangement of synonymous and related

terms, one may be somewhat excused for want of arrangement and

conciseness, but if I should attempt another field, I trust I shall not

only be able to follow out more fully the order of thought, but to add

illustrations from other eastern and western sources.

F.
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MISSIONARIES AND THE <'TOERATION CLAtTSE."

rrHE time has come for Missionaries to inquire whether they overstep

the limits of modest propriety when they invoke, as they some-

times do, the protection of the treaties against persecution.

The occasion for this inquiry is found in the cropping out, here

and there, of a sentiment that toleration clauses are excrescences on

treaties, and interference with persecution an impertinence in diplomacy.

The most conspicuous display of this sentiment has been in the

Diplomatic Bureau. The pioneer exhibitor would appear to be the

late British Minister to Pekin, Sir Rutherford Alcock. The lamp of

Sir Rutherford's public life has ceased to burn and he himself has

passed away from the sphere of official activities. His diplomatic

productions, few in number, are preserved in the dry and dusty

catacombs of Downing Street where they rest in undisturbed repose

along with the political remains of much other quinquennial greatness

consigned to Blue Books and the worms. It is apparent from these

writings that Sir Rutherford was ready at any time to sacrifice the

well being of his Missionary countrymen in order to promote " the

interests of our trade and commerce," He improved his opportunities

to place upon record his antagonism to Missions, and while doing so

could not resist the temptation of blending with it an elaborated

expression of the Christianity of his native land.

We next have an exhibition of the feeling in a member, here and

^here, of the Consular body. To the honor of the service be it said it

is not found among them all. There are certain consular officers from

whom, when a Missionary goes to them with an appeal, he never ex-

pects to get a hearing until he has listened to a monody on the impro-

priety of "the missionary clause" already as familiar to him as a school

boy's declamation. He is told, for the twentieth time in his experience,

that such an unfortunate clause should not have been in the treaty.

With a marvelous obliviousness of official indifference to Chinese

predilections in other respects, he is told, we should not exact from the

Chinese that which they are not willing to yield. Forgetting that

their function is executive and not legislative, such officials evince a

purpose to carry out, not so much a treaty already existing, as one

which in their judgment ought to exist. When the Consular homily

is ended,'if anything is done in answer to the Missionary's complaint, it

is done much after the manner in which a lounger in the shade would

pitch a penny to a roadside beggar.
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Following in order we have the newspaper scribbler, the magazine

writer, and the man who publishes a book plentifully besprinkled with

flings at Missions, with now and then an acrid chapter wholly devoted

to the berating of Missionaries whom he never has seen, of religious

services he has never attended and of work he knows nothing about.

A striking uniformity of structure marks these articles. They begin

usually with an ostentatious profession of regard for "genuine mission-

ary work." The design of this is to produce, if possible, in the minds

of a credulous public, the impression that the writer is about to speak

as a friend and not as an insidious foe to Missions. Then follows,

with manifest relish, a waspish criticism upon the Missionaries them-

selves, given with much fatherly advice which reminds one of the pious

regret with which the Duke of Alva was wont to lash together two

and two, back to back, a company of Dutch burghers and pitch them

into the sea or perhaps of the pensive sadness with which, in the

stem discharge of painful duty. Judge JeflEries would sentence a

snivelling dissenter to the pillory and to prison.

Now in regard to all this it may be said, first of all, that the Mis-

sionary body can lay claim to as delicate a sense of honor as may be

possessed by any other class, whether connected with the civil or

military service or engaged in mercantile pursuits. If they had no

well-founded right to an anti-persecution clause in the treaty, they

would have the manliness not to avail themselves of the accident of

its being there. But they hold that it is proper that it should be

there. As a matter of expediency the majority of Missionaries think

it is better to avail themselves of that clause only in extreme cases.

But, considered as a question of right, they maintain that when they

do choose to make an appeal that appeal is entitled to at least a res-

pectful hearing such as is extended to other classes of their country-

men engaged in reputable pursuits.

It is true the extension of trade is very commonly the occasion

of a treaty being made. But it is an unfounded assumption that the

extension of trade is the only legitimate matter with which treaties

may deal. It is to the credit of enlightened peoples that, in adjusting

their relationship to other nations, they may and do, as occasion may

serve, rise above the operations of the bazaar—that they are capable

of discerning that a successful commerce brings with it a certain

amount of moral obligation and that it is incumbent upon them,

especially when making treaties with less advanced nations, to show

themselves as regardful of great principles of right as of great possibi-

lities of trade. On the other hand it is to the disgrace 6f a nation

when it is willing to make the sordid confession that in forming rela-
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tions with other States it has exclusive regard to its own factories and

that its interest in other peoples is dependent on the market they

afford—upon the number of cargoes that can be shipped in and the

boxes of Mexican dollars that can be carted out.

Occasionaly we find that when nations make treaties they have

regard to something else beside the loom and the anvil. Without

violating the independence of other States or insulting the self respect

of other peoples, they do, nevertheless, under appropriate circumstances,

take occasion to lighten the burden of the oppressed—they exercise

the privilege of giving expression to their disapproval of great wrongs

even when it is not wise nor expedient to give practical effect to their

protest. The history of Western treaties is a confirmation of this.

In this way we have seen the persecutions in Eoumania, Bulgaria, and

Bohemia made matters of cabinet consideration and treaty stipulation.

Just recently Sir Garnet Wolesly has seen fit, in a treaty, to incor-

porate a check to the cruelties arising out of Zulu superstition about

witchcraft.

Of England, more particularly, it must be said that one of the

distinguishing glories of her foreign policy has been, that her ascen-

dency among half civilized tribes has exhibited something else than

mere truculence to the interests of trade. Under judicious guidance

she has used her prestige for the shelter of the down-trodden and the

abatement of hoary-headed wrongs.

It is because England has done thus that the best men of other

nations, not benefitted personally and, possibly, a little injured by her

commercial pre-eminence, have nevertheless wished her Godspeed and

have invoked a benison upon her advancing flag. They have been

compensated by the conviction that British influence in the councils of

semi-civilized nations meant civil enfranchisement and social elevation.

It has been the distinguishing renown of England's Cabinet Ministers

that, while sedulously promoting the productive industries of their own
kingdom, and while seeking the largest outlets for them in other

lands, they have not been indifferent to the cry of weakness and

appeals for such help as could be rendered without involving the home
government in trouble. Those Cabinet offices have been honored, in

time past, by the incumbency of men who did not accept a bribe of

commercial gain and consent to be blind when the lash came down,

and deaf when the cry of the slave went up, and dumb when the piratical

dividends of the slave trade were being paid out. Accordingly there

are not now, and there never will be, any more radiant pages in the

history of English diplomacy than those iii which are recorded its

persistent efforts to stamp underfoot that iniquitous traffic. Thanks to
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tHat persistence, it is known to all the barbarous tribes of Asia and

Africa, that England possesses a culture as well as a commerce, and

that wherever her flag staff is planted human bondage must cease to

exist,

The so-called Toleration Clause in the treaties with China is an

expression of sentiment similar to that which made protests against

the slave trade. It is not intended to furnish efficiency to promote

Christianity which, like every other form of religion, must stand on its

own basis. It is simply a denial of the right of one man to hound

another man to death for opinion's sake—and indicates, what is

constantly being exhibited in the West, that the people of Britain

would not look with indifference upon religious persecution. That

clause is the one feature in the treaty which shows to the Chinese that

the English people to-day do value something else beside pounds,

shillings, and pence, It is the only clause which relieves the treaty

from being an utterance of unalloyed commercial selfishness.

And has England erred in this ? Who condemns her ? On the

contrary who does not congratulate her upon having a succession of

broad-minded statesmen leading the vanguard of human progress.

It is true that, now and then, one of these statesmen may be found

exceeding the limits of propriety, but so prompt is the criticism that a

rectification soon follows. Who says it was assumption in the English

people to protest against the continuance of suttee in India ? Who
says Sir Stratford De Redcliff did wrong to protest against wicked

intolerance in Turkey ? Who says it was an impertinence to protest

against the proposed ferocious treatment of Yacoob Begs' children ?

To the credit of the press in Britain and the United States be it

said, that against inhumanities of every description, against abuse of

power of every kind, they speak out with unhesitating emphasis not

abashed by the fact that these inhumanities and abuses may exist

across the boundary and under some absolute despotism. An illus-

tration of this is at hand in a recent number of the Hong Kong Daily

Fress. We quote it for the reason that, though an utterance in

Southern China, it expresses equally well the sentiments of people in

North China. Speaking of the Chinese Ambassador receiving the

protest concerning Yacoob Begs' children it says, " It is well that the

Marquis should be exposed to the full blast of public opinion at home

in Great Britain and learn how matters are canvassed there, how dark

deeds of cruelty in any remote corner of the earth come in for the'

righteous indignation of a free people, and thus, not infrequently, to

compel the wronger to render right to them whom he has cheated or

oppressed. The most anti-foreign officials among the Chinese are
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learning, though slowly perhaps, that China, like other nations, must

pay some attention to the voice of public opinion and she can no longer

afford to set it wholly at defiance." These remarks, so honorable to

the Editor of the Fress, express fairly a prominent side of the Missionary

position. China ought " like other nations " to pay some attention to

the voice of public opinion. Other nations disclaim the right to

persecute and China has no privilege in that dircetion which will pass

the tribunal of public opinion unchallenged.

But now here comes a small body of coast-port Consular officials,

said to be encouraged by sentiments from a high position in Pekin,

affirming that all this is wrong—the traditional policy of the govern-

ment is wrong—the opinions of the best of English statesman are

wrong—the instincts of the English people are wrong—such men as

Howard and Wilberforce Avere wrong—Stanley was wrong when he

argued with Mtesa in a way that has since led to the emancipation of

half a million of slaves. If the views of such persons are to be

accepted, then the only proper object of a treaty should be to " talk

shop." Any general interest of humanity should be ignored even

when the promotion of it is important and can be effected without

involving complication.

It has remained for China to develop a class of officials, the like

where-of cannot be found elsewhere in the whole foreign service of

Britain—men who advocate, as directly as they dare, the expunging

from treaty provisions of those clauses which help determine Eng-

land's right to stand in the foremost rank of national benefactors. Just

here we may be reminded of John Dunn, but he, though an English

subject, cannot be called an English official. According to them that

Diplomat or Consul best represents the culture and spirit of his nation

who, in all his official intercourse, is ready to declare himself indifferent

to all things under the sun but lekin and transit dues. Such a man

should at all times be ready for a discussion, say of the tariff suitable to

gunny bags and dried muscles. On no account should he allow the

interests of the great nation he represents to be imperilled in these

matters. But if at any time he should be impelled, by outside clamor^

to enter a protest against wrapping converts in oil-soaked quilts and

setting them on fire, he should do it with apologetic regret.

The name Diplomat, then, is a high sounding title for one who

wears a lace coat but is merely an avant courier for the tradesman

behind him, whom he disdains -to invite to his champagne dinners, but

for whose business prosperity he would not have champagne dinners to

give. Assurances of distinguished consideration are only stilted clap-

trap intended to smooth the way for a swap of commodities.
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Bufc we look at this subject from an additional point of view.

Who makes treaties with China ? An envoy we shall he told

commissioned for that purpose. But an envoy, considered as an

individual Englishman, has in himself neither force nor persuasiveness

enough to induce an exclusive nation like China to make a treaty.

He is hut a servant sent out to give expression to the behests of a

power behind him. So we go back of him, and back of the ministry

that sent him, and back of the crown that created the ministry, back

to Their Majesty The People of Britain. It is because of the

intelligence and wealth and influence of the people of Britain that

binding treaties are possible.

It is well that these Consular officers should be reminded of the

composition of that mass known as the people of Britain. There are

Manchester manufacturers among them, and there are Lancashire

men, and Birmingham men. But the people of England and Scotland

are not all of them engaged in sending out sheetings and woolens to

China. They are not all stockholders in the Oriental Steam-ship line.

They do not all do business on India "Wharf. Aside from those who

are thus engaged, there are some millions of other people who comprise

among themselves their full proportion of the wealth and influence of

the nation. There is a bench of dignitaries in the House of Lords

—

there are many seats in the House of Commons—there are many high

judicial positions filled with men who own no manufacturing stock.

They have contributed their full share to the enhancement of Eng-

land's greatness. They pay their share of the costly consular establish-'

ments in China. They help to furnish that moral stiffening without

which the bringing about of effective treaties would be impossible.

Now it so happens that this great portion of the population, though

not directly interested in trade, are interested in missions. In their

view the sending abroad of Bibles is as honorable as the sendiuS

abroad of bales of piece goods. It has not occurred to them that they

are guilty of presumption in asking for some little participation in the

benefits of a treaty for which they have paid so heavily. Especially

is this true when they consider how little it is they ask in comparison

with what is obtained by others. They do not ask that the home

government should become propagandists of every phase of religion and

every form ot philosophy that obtains within their borders. It would

be calumny to attribute such a design to them and Missionaries them-

selves would be the first to oppose such a thing. They ask for nothing

beyond the simple clause already there which recognises the common
right of humanity to freedom of opinion, on religious as well us on

other subjects, and the consequent denial of the right of the Chinese to
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persecute. This clause, it is now unblushiugly proposed to cancel.

It is true that suggestions in that direction have not found their way

1 public attention through any very responsible source. It is signifi-

cant however, that subordinates, forgetting their proper position, can

publish such things through partizan newspaper pages and yet escape

admonition from their superiors. It is time for members of the Mis-

sionary bodies to refer the subject home to know from authoritative

sources whether the constituency they represent are willing to acquisece

in that official arrogance which proposes to ignore them when treaties

are to be made, but to recognize them when treaties are to be paid for.

SurrBspiitinite.

To the Editor of the "Missionary Recorder."

Dear Sir,

The " Hangchow Tract Association" held its first meeting after

the summer on Sept. 29tb, when a translation, independent of those

already in existence, of the Native H ^ ^ was read by one of the

younger members and the general opinion of the meeting on the

merits of that handbook is contained in the following minute.

It was thought that the object of Ying Lin in compiling the

H ^ i^ viz., that it might be useful as a handbook for teaching

boys to read had been only partially attained, for although it had

existed for 600 years, yet as far as could be ascertained, it seems now
to have fallen into partial desuetude and even where it is still in use

no attempt is made to explain it—thus violating one of the express

rules of the compiler. It was supposed that the cause of this neglect

might be the " terse style" at which the learned author aimed, as

well as from the wide extent of history touched upon for the subjects

were at once too difficult and too deep for children.

The book, however, would seem to have a further use of which

Ying Lin never dreamt, for it was thought that the zi ^ W^ might

prove an excellent handbook for foreigners beginning the study of the

Chinese character and that if they were to follow in its lines—adding

information where it appeared meagre, tracing-out and remembering

the Dynasties alluded-to and storing-up the choice illustrations of

filial piety, industry and literary success it contains—doing in short

all that Ying Lin exhorts his pupils to do—they would at the end

know more than after a long course of study without such a guide.

It was also thought that Mr. Mayers' Manual would be an

invaluable aid in the study of this little classic.

Sincerely Yours,

The Translator.
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Shantung Presbytery.

Dear iSir,—
The Annual Meeting of Presbytery, in connection with the Pres-

byterian Church in Shantung Province, was held at the city of Tung-
chow last month. The written and verbal reports from all parts of

the field showed that the year had been one of trial, but on the whole
one of marked progress.

Many of the people have been impoverished by the Famine.
Business of various kinds has suffered so that many find it impossible

to get employment. Our Christians have also suffered so that they
find it extremely difficult, if not impossible, to meet their obligations to

support preachers and schools. The review of the Church records and
the discussion connected therewith disclosed startling facts in re-

ference to the extremely loose notions held in this Province on the

subject of second marriages. There seems to be little or none of the

sacredness with which first marriages on regarded. It was made plain

that this is a subject on which special instruction must be given.

Another fruitful source of a low state of morals is the intense opposi-

tion to the marriage of widows. This is held to be so disgraceful

that, as a matter of fact, no widows of respectability marry. We find

that our Christians are unable to act on the Scripture teaching on this

subject and lay aside all their early impressions and prejudices.

During the year both Missionaries and native preachers have been
able to spend more time preaching in new regions than any previous

year.

In certain districts the Grospel has been preached and books left

in every town and village. In a few places the open opposition was
buch that it seemed wisest to lose no time in passing to the next village.

The intense indifference to the truth in other places did not tend to

cheer the heart of the laborers. In some places, however, many, both

men and women, were not only willing, but anxious to hear. ISTot a

few who received copies of the Gospels and Christian books, in the

early part of the year studied them, so that they are now able to give

a clear outline of the life and work of Christ. A number desire bap-

tism. Little groups in different places meet regularly on the Sabbath
for worship and the study of God's Word. A year ago it was proposed

to disband one of the apperently lifeless Church organizations in the

interior. One man plead earnestly for longer patience. There are

now signs of new life in that place and a hopeful convert has lately

been baptized.

The reports from the Inland Churches all spoke with thankfulness

of a visit of two months, which two of the Ladies of our Mission were
able to make in the Autumn. They seemed to have done much to

cheer and strengthen the faith, especially of the children and their

mothers.

A marked change of progress is seen in the facility with which
Church discipline is now exercised. There is now a public sentiment

which makes men, not lost to all sense of shame, feel very uncomfort-
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able to be brought under discipline. This is very different from the

earlier stages of the work, when unworthy members treated with con-

tempt paiiishmeut unconnected with fines or beating. Daring the

year 82 were received into the Church on profession of faith. There

are now 613 communicants on our Church roll. There were less than

20, when the Presbytery was organized 14 years ago. Several mem-
bers have died strong in the faith, one of them aged 86 years. Their

dying testimony to the truth has strengthened the faith of those who
remain. After a pleasant meeting extending over five days Presby-

tery adjourned to meet at Chefoo, the 2nd Friday in December, 1880.

Yours truly,

Hunter Corbett.
Chefoo, 20th January, 1880.

Report from Shauicu.

Ed. Chinese Recorder :

—

When I wrote the report of the first year's labor in this place

I expected, in the future, to print an Annual Report in due form,

but I find that a brief statement is, perhaps, in better keeping with

the real extent of the work.

The " First Annual Report" closed with June 1878 and included

the first twelve months labor. This report includes eighteen months
of time but only twelve months of actual work.

The new building, combining hospital and dispensary, was opened

to receive patients and dispense medicine last April. The whole
number of patients recorded in the eighteen months is 2356. Of these

there are 466 old and 1890 new patients; there are 1590 men including

the 62 hospital patients, 78 women, 153 boys and 69 girls. Included

in the above number are 32 opium patients. The whole number of

patients from the beginning, May 1877, is 4656. Amount received for

medicine f 104,38. Amount received from the beginning $141.47.
The names of some of the most common diseases treated are :

—

Abscess, Ague, Bronchitis, Boils, Conjunctivitis, Diarrhoea, Dropsy,
Dysentery, Dyspepsia, Eczema, Elephantiasis, Enlarged Spleen,

Entropium, Injury, Lichen Tropicus, Opium Habit, Opacity of

Cornea, Phthisis, Pterygium, Rheumatism, Scabies, Scrofula, Suicide,

Ulcers and Worms. Some of the rarer forms of disease are :—Aphonia,
Bronchocele, Cancer, Epilepsy, Glaucoma, Haemoptisis, Insanity,

Leprosy, Lichen Circumscript, Lachrymitis, Poisoning, Pneumonia,
Tetanus, Burmese Ringworm (Tinia Imbricata), and Ovarian Tumor.

I dont know that there any cases worthy of particular mention.
Sungical operations are all included under " Minor Surgery." None
have been willing to submit to any operation requiring an anaesthetic.
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Tbe seven cases of attempted suicide by opium, were all saved. One
case of a woman eating leaded " Face Powder " I found dead on my
arrival at tlie house.

There has been a greater exhibition of friendliness on the part of

most of the highest officials and under officers during the past year
than there has been before.

After my return from Foochow, last March, I was called to treat

the Prefect for paralysis and also his wife and son and son's

wife, for other complaints. There have also been some from two
other Yamens to receive treatment. I have received polite visits

from the more respectable members of each of the Yamens who drank
our tea and coffee and ate our pie and cakes with as seeming good
relish as though received from their best native friends.

Among foreigners the above would not be worthy of mention,

and it becomes so now only because it is among the rarer civilities

shown to us by the upper classes in China. The work seems to be

spreading in all directions and the people hesitate less about coming

for treatment. All those who came to the hospital as in-patients

received more or less religious instruction. "When the hospital was

opened to receive patients we adopted the plan of holding the same
as family worship every evening and all who were willing took a

part in reading in the Bible and singing.

Aside from this they have been conversed with on the subject of

religion and religious books were given those who could read that

they might improve their time in learning the leading truths of the

Christian religion.

During the eighteen months which this report covers, sickness

among ourselves has hindered the work considerably in all depart-

ments. We each planned to increase our work, but each was obliged

to decrease it which only illustrates that man may propose, but God
will dispose. " It is not in man that walketh to direct his steps."

I am sorry to state that one of the families associated with us is

expected to return to America soon owing to impaired health.

The other family has returned to us somewhat recruited in health.

"We are trying to look forward to another year's labor with increased

hopes that the Lord will yet more fully make known His will on the

Upper Min.
Yours truly,

H. T, Whitney.
Shauwu, China, Zlst December, 1879.
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\\x\l% and PHrrin-geii.

BIRTHS.

At Shanghai, January 28th, the wife

of Rev. D. M. Bates Jr. Am. Prot.

Epis3opal Mission, of a daughter.

On December 18th, at the Wesleyian

Mission, Hankow, the wife of the

Rev. J. W. Brewer of a dau^ter.

MARRIAGES.

At H.B.M. Consulate Chefoo, Feb. 25th

1880, Mr. George Parker of the

China Inland Mission to Miss Minnie

Shao.
" At Canton, at the house of the Bride's

Father in the presence of F. D.

Cheshire Esq., U. S. Consul in

cliarge, by the Rev. H. V. Noye,

Mr. T. B. Cunningham of Kingston

Mass. to Miss. Lillie B. Happer of

the American Presbyterian Mission.

At the Cathedral, Shanghai, on Feb.

5th, by the Very Rev. C. H. Butcher,

D. T>. Rev. G. T. €andlin of the

English Methodist New Connection

Mission, Laoling, to Miss Alice E.

Evans, of Shropshires, England.

Arrived.—Per M. M. s. s. Irouaddj

Jan 15tli Rev. H. Sowerby .and Mr.

Pruen M. R. C. S. to join the China

Inland Mission.

The Rev. A. P. Happer, D.D. of

Canton, Missionary of the Presby-

termn Board of Foreign Missions,

has been elected President of tha

Chinese Religious Tract Society,

instead of the late Rt. Rev. W. A.

Russell, D. D.

Dr. Happer has been in China

more than thirty-five year His ex-

perience and erudition eminently fit

him for the position to which he

has been called.

SoocHOW.—Sometimes Missionaries

in China are discouraged by the mea-

ger results of their efforts to obtain

self-support in the native churches.

A striking example of libera,!ity has

helped our faith, which we confess

was only "as a grain of mustard

seed" on this point. A mason, a

Ningpo Presbyterian, handed me
ten ($10) dollars, saying that " he

had been at work here three months

and had given nothing and that he

saw our Mission had not much

money." This contribution en-

couraged the " feeble flock" and by

supplementing it they employed one

of their members to open a Book

and Reading Room at $2.00 per

month. On our brother's return to

Ningpo he was robbed on the

steamer of $60,—also when away

from home valuables were stolen.

He wrote back that " when here ho

had it in his heart to give some

clothes to the boys of Mrs. Da
Bose's Boarding School so they

could make a better appearance at

Church {their parents furnish cloth-

ing) but he had not done it, so the

Lord was punishing him and so he

sends forty ($40.00) dollars for the

poor boys.' I'm afraid to few-

foreign Christians grace would have

been given to this degree. It causes

the question to arise, How far the

liberality of the native Church is

paralyzed by the abundant expendi-

ture of Mission funds in the external

aspects of the Kingdom ?^
H. C. D.
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The China Bevieu/. Vol. VIII, No. 3. November and December, 1879.

Our esteemed contemporary did not

reach ua until Feb. 7th, 1880. It

opens with a continuation of Mr.

Watters article on " Fa Hsien and

his English Translators. " We
confess to a little pleasure at Mr.

Watters intrepidity in assailing that

inveterate and ungloved critic, Mr.

Giles. But the constant differences

in translation shown us by the three

writers Beal, Gilesand Watters, show

one thing clearly, most anything may

be made out of the same sentence.

Still we are free to admit that in

the sentences given, where the text

is supplied, Mr. Watters does seem

to be the nearest to the true mean-

ing. But we decline to say positively

that this is the case until some

one reviews Mr. Watters. A short

article on " The Lewchew Islands" by

H. J. Allen, has the second place in

the Review. This is followed by some

poetic curios purporting to be "The

Ballads of the Shi-king" by V.W.X
The rest of this number is taken up

with Translations of Chinese School

Books, a continuation from page 27;

Notes on the Corean Language

;

Notes onChineseGrammer,continued

from Vol. VII; Ancient Geograph-

ical Names in Central Asia ; A Chip

from Chinese History ; Notices of

New Books; (under this heading it

SI amusing to read the serious notice

of The Tribulations of a Chinaman

in China by Jules Verne. One would

suppose that the author of "A Voyage

to the Moon," "Around the world

in 80 days " etc. were well enough

known by this time. But the

reviewer doubtless has run across

this versatile writer for the first

time, quite recently.) Collectiana

Bibliographica, Notes and Queries,

Wants and Exchanges complete

the number.

An Index to Dr. Williams Syllabic Dictionary of the Chinese Language,
Arranged according to Sir Thomas Wade's System of Orthography. By
James Acbeson, Imperial Maritime Customs. Hongkong and Shanghai :

Messrs. Kelly & Walsh, 1879.

Mr. Acheson has published this in-

dex to assist those who are familiar

with Sir Thomas Wade's system of

orthography, and who find it difficult,

we might say impossible, to master

Dr. Williams. The difficulty has

been our own for some time. Indeed

there are some characters which we
can not possibly find without con-

sulting the index, except by remeui'

bering where they are. The character

^ is exactly in point. The first
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time wo met that character our|^

teacher pronounced it Shan. We said

that's simple enough, the tone is

Ch'ii. We looked through all the

Shans, and could not find it, then

thought, perhaps there is a ^ at the

end, so we turned up the Shang

family ; no7i est. Perhaps it is under

Shing; no it is not. Look at the

Index which refers us to page 752,

and there it is. But at the top of the

page is SJieii and under the chai-acter

is Shan. Naturally the first word

we looked for in Mr. Acheson Index

was the character Shan. We found

it the first time. Shan^ ^ 752 b.

which means the character is to be

found in Dr. Williams Dictionary

page 752, middle column. Mr.

Acheson has done a good service

in compiling this Index and if our

good friend Dr. Williams will allow

a suggestion from us, we would say
" Dr. please get Mr. Acheson's Index

for the new edition of your valuable

work." Any who cannot wait for

that edition had better expend $2.50

and get Mr. Acheson's Index now.

We are sorry a little longer margin

has not been left on the Index, as

,it could be easily bound up with

he Dictionary and thus avoid the

trouble of using two books.

Introduction to the Science of Chinese Religion, a critique on Max Miiller and
other Authors. By Eev. Ernst Faber, Khenish missionary in Canton.

VIZ. Nature of Religion, in which

Religion is defined not as a faculty

We gather from the Preface that

this pamphlet is intended to serve

as the introduction to a work on

Chinese Religion which the Author

has in hand. Those who heard two

of the lectures wished to see them

in print, hence the appearance of

the Introduction in advance of the

body of the work contemplated.

The Author informs us on page ix

that "it is my purpose to investigate

scientifically the Chinese religion.

I, as a missionary, want to under-

stand the religious state and condi-

tion of the people I have to deal

with, just as a physician must know
the nature of a disease, its origin

as Miiller calls it, nor a " relation

between man and the superhuman

powers in which he believes, accord-

ing to Tielle, nor " simply spirit

expressing its consciousness of rela-

tions other and higher ihan physical

and social," as Mr. Fairbairn teaches,

but according to our author " the

manifestation of a spiritual world

of which the human soul forms one

link—it is the shadow of eternity

cast upon earthlife." We ai"e un-

able to find much more light or

clearness in this definition than in

Miiller's. To call religion a shadow

and development, in order to bring ! is not to make it much more real

the organism agfain to the wished than to call it a "faculty."

for state of health."

The Introduction to this scientific

investigation in which we presume
our Author is now busily engaged,

is arranged in fourteen Chapters,

But Mr. Faber is not the only

man who has found trouble in defin-

ing religion. " Cicero refers it to

relegere," " Augustine to religare

;

thus there is difficulty in tracing its
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derivation. But it undoubtedly is

both subjective as expressing an

element or a faculty or a conscious-

ness in the individual which leads

hira to worship, and objective, as

referring to his forms of worship.

We should say, as concerns the

subject our author proposes to in-

vestigate, that Religion is the China-

man's faith and forms of worship.

At least these two points are what

we conceive to be Mr. Faber's aim

in his study of Chinese Religion.

But to proceed, we find further

Chapters on Religion in Fact ; Reli-

gion and Theology ; Religion and

Science ; Religion and Morals ; Reli-

gion and Law (and Politics); Reli-

gion and Civilization ; Religion and

the Arts ; Religion and Nature (and

History); Religion and Language;

Religion and Mythology ; Classifica-

tion of Religions ; True Religion
;

Divine Education ; and Conclusion
;

We have read portions of this

Introduction with much pleasure,

and hope, with the author, that it

will be of use to those who read it."

We shall look for the book to which

it is an Introduction and sincerely

hope it will be forthcoming shortly.

Such studies are of value to every

one who is interested in the Chinese,

not alone the missionary who must

know the religion he seeks to over-

throw, but also the student of na-

tions. We all know how powerful

religion is, whether false or true, and

thus the study of it must always be

interesting to those who desire to

know the power which moves the

machine.

We trust Mr. Faber will not be

disappointed in his hope that enough
" buyers will turn up to pay the

expenses " of his " costly pleasure."

To aid him in this respect we add
that the book costs $1.20 in Hong-
kong and Canton and probably 1.50

in Shanghai. It can be obtained, as

we learn from the advertisement on

the cover, from the German Mission

House, Canton, Lane, Crawford &
Co., Hongkong ; American Presby-

terian Mission Press and Messrs.

Kelly & Walsh, Shanghai.

Occasional Papers on CJiinese Philosophy. No. VI. The Chinese Bible. By
Clialouer Alabaster, Shanghai, North-China Herald Office, 1879.

Mr. Alabaster is one of the not-too-

numerous Consuls who is not satis-

fied with the accomplishment of his

official duties. Why more papers

connected with interesting matters

pertaining to China, her customs,

her language etc., should not issue

from the Consulates is unexplained.

With opportunities such as no other

class of men have, we do not see

why there should not be a constant

stream of profound and interesting

articles issuing from the Consulates

to the Review, Recorder and papers

whose columns are always open for

such matter.

The opening sentence of the paper

now before us is quite true. "If we
are ever to come to an understanding

of Chinese Philosophy and Religion

;

it must l.e by honestly searching

out the meaning and real sense of

what appears to us strange and new,

and not by misrepresenting or put-

ting aside as foolish and valueless

whatever does not tally with our
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preconceiv^ed ideas, however just

these may appear to us and however

closely we may cling to them." The

only objection we have to this open-

ing is that, by substituting some

other words for "Chinese Philosophy

and Religion " it might be used to

introduce a hundred other suLjects.

The main point of the first page

is that it is time to cease calling the

King and the Shoo, the Chinese

Classics and to begin naming them

the Chinese Scriptures or Chinese

Bible. But this is already done by

many Chinese Scholars, and so far

as we know it is common to speak

of them as the Sacred Books of the

Chinese. We admit what is said

on this point then. After this the

writer gives us a brief account of

the books which compose the Chinese

Canon, showing how such a Canon

was formed at the outset. The

brochure is valuable as giving us in

concise form, a little insight to the

Sacred Books, and thus probably

creating a desire for greater familiar-

ity. The necessity for better transla-

tions is also mentioned. About this

there can be no doubt. There is no

such thing as a faithful translation

of any of these books that we have

yet seen. Dr. Legge's translation

can not be called a literal transla-

tion. It is far from it and we know
of students of the Chinese language

who find themselves in difficulty at

once when they try to find exactly

what the text says, in the translation

beneath it. An exact translation of

these books is demanded at the pre-

sent time.

Transactions of The Asiatic Society of Japan. Vol. VIII, Part I, Feb. 1880.

Ths number before us is comprised

of three long and one short articles

and minutes of meetings. We notice

first "Yatsu-ga-take, Haku-san and

Tate-yama" by R. W. Atkinson. As

we learn from the paper, these are

the names of three mountains, and

are used as the title, the Author

says " because they stand out prom-

inently in my recollection " and
" because they may also serve to

mark the divisions of a journey" he

took during the past summer. The

account is interesting and contains

^' information of value to those

who may wish to visit any of the

places mentioned. Next in order

we find "Proposed arrangement of

the Korean Alphabet" by W. G-.

Aston. The arrangement is one

which the writer proposes to follow

in a Korean Vocabulary upon which

he is now engaged. Then comes an

extended paper by John Milne,

entitled "Notes on Stone Imple-

ments from Otaru and Hakodate."

This article is accompanied with

photographs of the implements

found in some mounds. We regret

that we are unable to speak of tho
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Merits of this paper, but the late

arrival of the number makes it

impossible. J. H. Gubbins gives us

" Hidiyoslu and the Sotsuma Clau in

the Sixteenth Century." Minutes

of meetings close a valuable number.

Note.— We are requested to state that it is Jwped to announce

the name of the Editor in the next number of the Recorder.

All articles or correspondence intended for insertion in the Recorder
should he addressed to the ^^ Editor of the Chinese Recorder, Presbyteria/n

Mission Press, Shanghai.
All communications on business matters should be addressed to the

*^Publisher of the Chinese Recorder, Presbyterian Mission Press, Shanghai."
The editor assumes no responsibility for the opinions or sentiments

expressed by corresponde?its.

All articles must be accompanied by the name of the writer, which will be

published in connection with them, unless the writer expressly directs otherwise.
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A iJISCOtTRSE 61^ ROM. I. 18-25.

TN order to establish the doctrine that no righteousness, hut that

which is of Qod by faith can avail to the justification of mankind,

the Apostle commences this Epistle by showing that all men are

alike sinners before God.

In proving the truth of this proposition he deals with the whole

world as known in his day, under two divisions only, viz ; that of

* Jews, " or the chosen people and Church of Grod, descended from

Noah, the Great Father of the present race of mankind ; and the

" Greeks, " or " Gentiles, " also descended from the same common
Ancestor. By the appellation " Greeks, " the.Apostle means Heath-

endom ; and by the phrase " Greeks and Barbarians " he means the

learned and the unlearned,- "the wise and the unwise" amongst them,

or, as Pope says, " the savages and the sage." The Romans are

included amongst the Greeks, because in the Apostle's day they were

Avell skilled in both the language and literature of the Greeks and,

hence the Apostle writes to the Church at Rome in the Greek and not

in the Latin tongue.

There was once a time in the long past, the Apostle intimates

,

when the Gentiles knew the true God Jehovah ; but when they

possessed this knowledge they did not give Him the honour due to

Him, but gradually withdrew their thoughts and their worship from.

Him, until, as the Apostle states, ver. 28, "They did not deem it tcorth

while to retain, the knowledge oi God." * Th«y gave tip that know-

ledge so completely, that, in the Apostle's day, he speaks of thena a«

" Gentiles which know not God :
" and we know that as a class, they

have novcr recovered this knowledge.

* See Grk.
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From these statements we observe that St. Paul speaks of the

Pagans as one entire class, or family, or line extending upwards from

his own time to that period when apostasy first commenced and

gradually obtained a climax. Also, he does not treat of the various

systems amongst the heathen nations of the world separately ; on the

contrary, he regards them as being fundamentally but one, charac-

terized throughout the Avorld of his day by the very same idolatrous

practices and theories. The term " Greeks " or "Gentiles " therefore,

as used by this Apostle, includes that great family or class of the

Postdiluvian race of mankind, the remote ancestors of which viz.

Noah and his family, knew and worshipped the true God, while their

descendants '' not thinking it worth while " to retain that knowledge,

deliberately, yet gradually, gave up this worship, and at last, as the

Apostle states, worshipped and served the creature Man, and other

objects, " in preference to " or " rather than " the Creator." *

The charges here brought against Heathendom in the Apostle's

day are very serious. He states, ver. 14, that they possess a know-

ledge of certain truths, handed down of course by tradition or in

written documents from remote antiquity, but unrighteously cover up

these truths under a mass of error. The " truth " here spoken of

must necessarily refer to the true doctrines and facts either known or

revealed to mankind in the earliest Patriarchal days ; as, for example,

the " truth " concerning the creation of the world and of Man, the

promise of the Messiah, and the Patriarchal ritual and history gener-

ally; all which truths, as they underlay a mass of error in the Apostle's

day, and as the Pagan world has not yet returned to its allegiance,

we also may expect to discover buried beneath this same mass of error

in the present day. In ver. 21 the Apostle charges the heathen with

refusing to give to the tnie God the glory due to Him at the time

when they knew and acknowledged Him ; in ver. 23, with deliberately

exchanging the glorious uncorruptible God for images of corruptible

Man and other objects of worship ; in ver. 25, with changing the truth

of God handed down from high antiquity into a lie by their additions,

or false interpretations, or omissions ; and lastly, in ver. 22, he states

that all this folly and apostasy of Heathendom was effected under a

pretence of the possession of superior wisdom in those who thus led

the multitude astray.

From these charges brought by the apostle, it is clear, 1. That

the early members of the great clan, on family, or line of Heathendom

knew the true God. 2. That the clan gradually and wilfully gave up

that knowledge, and in its place substituted the worship of Man, or An-

* See Grk.
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cestral worship, together with that of other objects of adoration ; aud,

3. That the means by which this apostacy was effected, was by

taking various truths and so distorting them ; as to turn them into

lying statements.

Much has been written, and many theories have been advanced

to account for the first introduction of Paganism into the world ; but

it will be found on examination that the apostle's statement on this

subject is the only on. which meets all the circumstances of the case,

viz, that Heathenism commenced by the taking of certain well known
truths of Patriarchism, and by distorting these, " changing the truths

of God into a lie ;" in fact burlesquing these truths, and adulterating

them ; and all this, under the pretence of profound wisdom and

superior scientific knowledge. This plain statement of Scripture as

to the origin of paganism is the only one which will solve, amongst

other difficulties, that most serious one of the supposed likeness be-

tween paganism and Christianity ; an apparent difficulty which no

other theory, invented to account for the origin of this great apostacy,

can possibly explain. This likeness in fact, (as for instance that alleged

between Buddhism and Christianity), does not exist, strictly speaking,

between paganism and Christianity, but between paganism and

patriarchism, from the distortion of which latter the former eventually

sprang, according to the plain statement of the apostle. Judaism had
its root in patriarchism, and Christianity sprang out of Judaism

;

hence the similarity between the three, patriarchism Judaism, and
Christianity. But paganism also sprang from patriarchism, being

gradually introduced by the distortion of the history aud ritual of the

latter ; and hence the likeness between paganism and Christianity.

Patriarchism separated from the protecting restraints of Revelation,

degenerated into absolute heathenism ; while under the fostering care

of Revelation, it developed into Judaism and Judaism found its per-

fection in Christianity. Thus two lines emerge from the same root ; the

one ending in heathenism, and the other in Christianity ; and all along

the pagan line we clearly see the proof of this in the truths underlying

the rubbish heaped upon patriarchism, while the presence of these

very truths are used by infidels at the present day as weapons against

Christianity itself. An undeniable proof that paganism thus owes its

origin to the rejection of Revelation may be seen by all unbiassed

minds in the fact that all the so-called scientific philosophical works
written against Christianity show a falling away in the authors to the
principal doctrines of heathenism (as for example, the eternity of

matter, &c.), as a consequence of the rejection of Revelation, Those
who refuse to admit the apostle's statement as to the origin of idolatry.
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it will generally be found, commence by the rejection of the Mosaic

history of the creation, and the deluge, and in too many cases bv the

denial of all Revelation, before they can establish some new hypo-

thesis ; thus clearly proving, in their own cases, the fact that the

rejection of Revelation, as in the case of the ancient pagans, neces-

arly leads down to heathenism.

We have already seen * that this apostacy from the worship of

the true God is clearly stated in Scripture to have emanated from

Babel Babylon ; and that the prophets, as the apostle here does,

attribute it to that assumption of superior wisdom and scientific know-

ledge which- characterises the pagan world even to the present day.

Noah like Adam was a worshipper of Jehovah and reintroduced a

golden age of the world
;
yet jn his family, wickedness again sprang

up. We know from analogy as well as from experience that the

tendency of evil is to increase, ancj not to diminish and finally dis-

appear ; and hence we find apostacy increasing from this point until

gradually, and after the lapse of years, the climax of iniquity was

reached, and that whole systsnv was completed, which was carried

from Babylon by the dispei'sed multitude, and the main features of

which with more or less distinctness we now find in every settlement

of their posterity.

The account given by the apostle, viz, that paganism was in-

troduced into the present world by the corruption of a more ancient

and purer system is fully borne ont (if such corroboration were

necessary) by the statements of ancient nistorians. The great

kingdom of Iran, the first and most powerful empire of ancient times,

lay between India, Arabia, and Tartary. Its boundary line, in its

greatest extent, followed the entire course of the Euphrates to the

Persian gulf, including some considerable districts and towns on both

banks ; then, coasting Persia proper and other Iranian provinces, this

line reached the delta of the Indus ; thence, it ascended with the river

to its sources in the mountains of Cashgar, whence, descending it

passed to the Caspian Sea, of which it skirted the whole southern

extremity ; it next extended along the bank of the Cur, or Cyrus, and

along the ridegs of the Caucasus down to the shore of the Euxine

;

and from thence, it returned by several Grecian Seas including lower

Asia, to the point of departure near the Mediterranean. In its

greatest extent, therefore, this kingdom of Iran comprehended within

its boundary, the empires of Assyria, Babylon, and Persia; and

coincided with the extensive Asiatic region which the Hindoos call

• Chinese Recorder, etc. Vol. VI., p. 68.
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Cuaha-dicip-wifhin, or the hitlior land of CihIi. * Tlic empire of

NiinroJ and his Cuslu'tes, or Cusha-dwip, included a considerable

portion of centrical Iran almost from its commencement, for Ptoses

tells us that " Cush begat Nimrod. . . .and the beginning of his king-

dom was Babel, and Erech, and Accad, and Calneii, in the Land of

Shinar." Thus the infant kingdom of this rebellious Sovereign con-

tained in this extensive district three subordinate cities, as well as the

metropolitan Babylon.

The primeval religon of Iran was that which Newton designates

the oldest of all religions. Mohsani Fani, quotes authorities in proof

that it consisted in " a firm belief that One Supreme God made the

world by His power, and continually governed it by Tlis providence ;

a pious fear, love, and adoration of Him ; a due reverence for parents

and aged persons a fraternal affection for the whole human species,

and a compassionate tenderness even for the brute creation." This

pure system of religon we are told was gradually corrupted, and Sir

Wm. Jones states on the authority of the Dabistan that the popular

worship of the Iranians under Hushang was purely Sabian." f

In his discourse on the Persians, Sir W. Jones claims to have

proved by clear evidence and plain reasoning that a powerful monarchy

was established in Iran long before the Assyrian or Pishdadi

Government ; and that this was in truth a Hindu monarchy, though,

adds this learned writer," if any choose to call it Cusian, Casdean,

or Scythian, we shall not enter into a debate on mere names."+

Mohsani states that the first monarch of Iran, and of the whok earth,

was Mahabad ; that he received from the Creator a sacred book in a

heavenly language, called " Regulations ;
" and that fourteen Maha-

bads had appeared, or would appear, in human shapes for the govern-

ment of the world. Sir W. Jones, commenting upon these statements

says, " Now, when we know that the Hindus believe in fourteen

Menus or celestial personages with similar functions, the first of whom
left a book of regulations or divine ordinances," which they hold equal

to the Veda, and the language of which they believe to be that of the

gods, we can hardly doubt that the first corruption of the purest

and oldest religion was the system of Indian Theology invented by

the Brahmans and prevalent in these territories where the book of

Mahabad or Menu is at this hour the standard of all religious and
moral duties." Hence, according to the same learned writer, the

history of the monarchy of Iran which lasted for many centuries has

been engrafted on that of the Hindus ; and the language was the

mother of the Sanscrit, and consequently of the Zend and Parsi as

Asiatic Researches Tol. n., p. 44. f Ibid. p. 58. t Ibi<}> ?• 64
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well as of Greek, Latin, and Gothic. From Iran also emigrated the

three races of men who possessed India, Arabia, and Tartary ; and

thus according to the Saxon Chronicle the first inhabitants of Britain

came from Armenia, while according to other authorities tlie Goths

and Scythians came from Persia, and both the Irish and old Britons

from the borders of the Caspian. This Iran, the same learned autho-

rity states, " was the true centre of population, of knowledge, of

languages, and of arts ; which, instead of travelling westward only,

as it has been fancifully supposed, or eastward, as might with

equal reason be asser ed, were expanded in all directions to all the

regions of the world, in which the Hindu race had settled under vari-

ous denominations." *

It is plain that this account of the primeval religion of Iran and

it's subsequent adulteration corresponds exactly with what may be

gathered from Scripture. The Bible history tells us that the prime-

val religion was precisely what the authorities quoted by Mohsani

stated that it was. And, as to the corruption of this pure religion,

what proves that this apostacy must have crept in gradually is the

well established fact that the first adulterators of the pure religon were

what has been happily styled " Apostate mental idolaters " as the

setting up of visible graven images belongs to a much later date than

the dispersion at Babel. The Scuthists or first apostates abominated

all graven images ; the Huksos or Shepherd kings destroyed the idols

of the Mizraim ; and many ages afterwards Xerxes destroyed the idols

of Greece. The Scuthists and Shepherd kings however, afterwards

became zealous worshippers of the image of Buddha.

Mahabad, we are told by Mohsani and his authorities was the

first Sovereign of the great empire of Iran, while as we learn from

Moses, Nimrod was the founder and ruler of the infant Kingdom.

But Mahabad is not only said to be the first monarch of Iran, but also

" of the xchole earth." This Mahabad therefore is evidently the man
whom Moses calls Noah, the First Man, Sage, and Sovereign of the

present race of mankind, and Nimrod is one of his thirteen followers

who like all the others is regarded as a reappearance of the first

Mahabad. But Mahabad literally signifies "The Great Buddha;"
hence, we have here the first or most ancient Buddha, that is to say,

the first Man and great Ancestor of the present human race (Noah, as

Moses calls him) exalted by the early pagan apostates into the place

of Jehovah, and by them worshipped and served " in preference to the

Creator." This is precisely the origin of Idolatry asserted by the

* As-Bes. Vol. II., p. 65. See also, Max Mailers " Bcience of Eeligioa " p. 161-5.
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apostle in the passage under coiisidcration ; this Man "being

subsequently worshipped under an image.

But, how could the early apostates so deceive themselves as to

imagine that a mere Man was the Creator of all things ? Noah, the

Great Father of mankind appeared as a man, how could he then he

placed by his posterity on the throne of the Most High and be worship-

ped and served rather than the Creator ? Heathen wisdom found no

difficulty here. It was true that the body of the Great Father of the

present race of men was the body of a Man, but the soul which animated

it was the Deity Himself. Afterwards the body of the Great Father

was said to be the whole world in miniature, and hence arose the

well-known pagan doctrine of " God, the soul of the jcorld."

Thus we arrive at one of the most important doctrines of Heathendom

by which the ancient pure religion was corrupted, viz : Avatarism,

according to which theory, the soul in man came to be regarded as

God, while this inward presence of the Deity was supposed to be

more clearly manifested in the bodies of rulers and benefactors of

the human race, than in others. Thus the object of pagan worship

ceased to be the true God, being deprived by these apostates of

His Personality. That this doctrine of Avatarism is clearly the

changing of Pati'iarchal " truth " into "a lie," will appear from the

following facts.

We know from the history of Patriarchism that Jehovah the

promised Messiah through whom sundiy revelations were made to

fallen man, frequently appeared to the ancients in human form. Im-

mediately after the fall we are told in the narrative that Adam and

Eve "heard the Yoice of the Lord God walking in the garden, in the

cool of the day." This language is peculiar ; for Moses does not say

that they heard the Lord God walking, but, that they heard the Voice

of the Lord God walking in the garden. This Voice then is that

heavenly Being who is styled "the Word" by St. John in the com-

mencement of his Gospel, and who, assuming a human form from time

to time, was the divine medium of intercourse between God and man.

The Targumists agree in rendering this passage, " They heard the

Word of the Lord God walking " &c., and the Jerusalem Targum

paraphrases the sentence "And Jehovoh God called unto the man &c.,

by, " The Word of the Lord called unto Adam " &c. By the Word
of^Jehovah the ancient Israelites, as appears from the, Targums under--

stood the great Messenger of the Covenant, who under the Christian

dispensation is regarded as the Messiah, who is God incarnate. As a

Yoice therefore cannot with propriety be said to " walk," this passage

must refer to that divine Messenger, the Word of God "w^o appeared-
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ill bodily shape,* and conversed with Adam, Cain, Xoah, and others,

and Who was regarded as the Deity in human form.

Now each of these manifestations is precisely what in pagan

language is called an Avatar, being regarded as a descent of the

3)eity to earth for the instruction and enlightenment of mankind.

Further, it was well known to the primeval patriarchs, and through

them to their posterity, that a descent of a more permanent descrip-

tion might be expected from the promise given at the fall, of a

deliverer, who should be the offspring and " seed of the woman"

;

and the speculative amongst them wore thus led to expect this mani-

festation in their own day. llitherto the divine Mcssnger, having

delivered his'he avenly communication, either vanished from the sight

of the beholder, or was received up into heaven ; bat now a more

permanent manifestation was expected. This expectation was not

without foundation in the patriarchal history, and seems to have been

the expectation of Eve herself^ for, when her firstborn Cain is born

she exclaims " I have gotten the Man, even Jehovah Himself ! t

Eve evidently regarded Cain as the ^Messiah, the promised seed of the

woman, and although she was mistaken, yet the saying was

handed down to her posterity, and afterwards formed the foundation of

grave error. Mankind began to expect, in accordance with the

promise of a Deliverer, more permanent manifestations of the heavenly

Messenger, who should dwell visibly on earth, and finally, as usual,

return to heaven when His Mission was fulfilled. This true narrative

of facts connected with patriachism was afterwards turned into "a

lie," and Man, as an Avatar or incarnation of Deity was at last

"worshipped and served rather than the Creator." Finally, as we know
to be the case to the present day, every benefactor or ruler of mankind

come to be regarded as an incarnation of Deity, and to be worshipped

as a God. And when this deification and worship of Ancestors in

preference to that of Jehovah was set up, the objects of that worship,

by whatever names they might afterwards be called by the various

succeeding nations of the earth, were undoubtedly the First Man, the

great Ancestor and Father of the human race, and his family ; Noah,

or the First Man of the postdiluvian world being regarded as a

reapearance of Adam, the First Man of the antediluvian world.

Adam was an Avator, and his three prominent sons, mystically called

his triplication were Avators, because the same divine soul, or the

Deity himself, was suposed to animate each ; and others, as times

advanced were added to the number. Further, as all these Avatars

* See D. Davidson's Common in loco. Also, Fab, Vol. iii. p. 609 and note,

t See To-vMiScnd's note ou Gen. iV. 1.
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were alike incarnations of the same Deity, they were naturally

regarded by these specnlatists as being a one yet many, many yet one;"

"which idea regarding the Gods is found in all known heathen systems.

Hence also we are told, as Sir Wm. Jones states, that 14 Mahabads

(Buddhas or Noahs) were believed to have appeared in human forms

for the government of the whole world.

Now Adam, or the older Mahabad or Buddha fulfilled in his

person the requisites necessary to constitute him an Avatar ; for,

Adam was born out of the Earth which was regarded as a Virgin

before it was ploughed and manured. Here then was the "seed of the

woman," (according to pagan notions), the incarnation of Deity, and

the promised Deliverer ; this theory being founded doubtless upon the

exclamation of Eve on the birth of her first-born. All language at

first must have been highly figurative, and that this figure of regard-

ing the Earth as a virgin mother is not strained, appears from the

remarkable saying of Job, " Naked came I out of my mother's womb,

and naked shall I return thither." The patriarch was bom from the

womb of his literal mother, and he here represents himself as return-

ing at death to the womb of a figurative mother, visr., the Earth, from

which he expected to be born again into a better aud happier world.

Further, Adam (or the older Buddha) was in this a type of the

promised Messiah ; for as Adam was born from the virgin Earth,

so our Lord was born from the Virgin Mary, and was in reality that

incarnation of Jehovah so long expected by mankind. "Adam,"

says a learned writer, " was born from the virgin Earth, having God
for his father ; Christ was born from the virgin Mary through the

miraculous conception of the Holy Ghost. Adam was the husband of

the universal great mother. Eve ; Christ is the husband of the

universal great mother, Church ; and the marriage of the former is

positively declared to be a type of the spiritual marriage of the latter.

Adam was stung to death by the infernal serpent ; Christ was stung

to death by the same malignant being. Adam finally triumphed over

it in the person of the second man, the Lord from heaven ; Christ was

that second man destined to repair the error of the first. Adam was

a king and a priest ; Christ was a king and a priest. Adam, if

we view the antediluvian world, the postdiluvian world, and the future-

celestial world, as constituting three great days of Jehovah, died on

one day, aud will rise again from the dead on the third day ; when

like the pagan universal father at the close of the same period he will

safely laud on the blissful shores of paradise- Clirist was put to death,

on one day, and rose agaia triumphant from the grave on the third
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day after his crucifixion. * In these statements, suhstitute the name
of the First Man " Buddha" for the name by which he is called by

Moses, " Adam" and the cause of the likeness between Christianity

and Buddhism which has led infidel writers to derive the former from

the latter, will be apparent. Buddhism is ancient patriarchism

travestied, and hence its similarity to Christianity.

But, the First Man, and universal monarch, or Buddha, also bears

the characteristics of Noah, his reappearance ; for, says the writer just

quoted, f " Adam was born from the virgin Earth ; Noah was

produced from his allegorical mother the Ark, without the cooperation

of a father. Each was a preacher of righteousness ; each dwelt upon

the paradisiacal mount of God ; each was a universal parent. If

Adam introduced one world, Noah destroyed that world and

introduced another ; and as the actual circumstance of two successive

worlds led to the doctrine of an endless mundane succession, each

patiiarch was alike viewed as a creator, a preserver, and a dissolver.

Nor was their resemblance to the character of the Deity in another

particular omitted. God is said to have moved upon the face of the

chaotic water ; Noah likewise moved in the Ark upon the face of the

deluge; and Adam was both feigned to have performed a similar voyage

from a more ancient world, and was viewed as floating upon t le great

deep in the larger ship of the Earth. Each therefore, like the Spirit

of Jehovah was Narayan or he that moves upon the waters ; and as

the word which expresses that motion conveys the idea of the flutter-

ing of a bird, the great father who is born out of the navicular egg,

is described as a beautiful sylph exulting in his golden wings."

It is a "truth of God" that Adam appeared after the subsidence

of a chaotic deluge of waters, and also that, in the tenth generation from

him, Noah appeared after a deluge which destroyed a previous world.

This " truth" the pagan speculatists " changed into a lie," by grafting

upon it the theory of a constant succession of similar worlds, thus

blending together chaos and the deluge, and consequently Adam and

Noah. The First Man, therefore, according to this corruption of

patriarchism, will always be found to be Adam-Noah. And in this

theory the future pagan world was confirmed when the destruction of

Sodom and Gomorrah by fire took place exactly in the tenth genera-

tion from the deluge by water. Adam begat three Prominent sons, and

Noah came out of the Ark with three sons ; both families appearing

on the "Mount of God." This still more confirmed the pagans in

blending these two families into one, and designating the three sons

* Fab. iii. 65S-7. t P- 613.
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the mysterious " triplication" of the great Father of mankind, viz.t

Adam-Noah. Thus again they changed the " truth" into a " lie,"

and rendered the Great Father eternal by his never-ending appearances

at the begining of each new world ; they thrust this Avatar into the

throne of the Most High, and worshipped and served this creature in

preference to the Creator.

If Adam was a type of Christ so also was Noah, for, " Noah was

the parent, the husband, and the sou of theArk ; which at once was the

great mother of paganism, and is a declared symbol of the Church.

His entrance into it, and his liberation from it, doubly typified the

burial and resurrection, and the baptismal submersion and emersion

of Christ ; whence these different circumstances are in Holy "Writ

perpetually spoken of by kindred terms ; that, baptism is a death

unto sin and a resurrection from the dead ; while again the sufferings

of our Lord are mystically described as a baptism of which all his

aposiles were designed to partake. Now Christ was buried on one

day, and rose again on the third ; agreeable to which his type Noah
according to the ancient custom of a year being reckoned for a day,

entered into his navicular tomb at the close of one year, remained in

it a single year complete, and was liberated from it in the morning of

the third year. This shadowed out the future humiliation and

triumph of the Redeemer ; but it also gave occasion to the imitative

rites of Osiris, * in which on the very same ancient principle of

figuratively computing years by days, the Egyptian god was placed in

his arkite coffiu on the evening of one day, was bewailed as dead

during the whole of another day, and was rejoiced over as restored to

life on the morning of the third day. The liberation of Noah from

the Ark, or his emerging from the waves of the purifying deluge, was

attended by a remarkable circumstance, which entered very promin-

ently into the Mysteries of the Gentiles ; I mean the flight of the

sacred dove, and it's descent upon the now baptized patriarch. This

is largely shown by Bochart to have typified the descent of the Holy

Ghost in the form of a dove upon our Saviour, when he emerged from

the baptismal waters of Jordan ; and to have further shadowed out

the resting of the same blessed Spirit upon the Church, as the dove

rested upon the Ark. He notices also with much propriety that as the

rainbow (another mysterious symbol among the Gentiles) was the taken

of God's covenant with Noah, so, with express reference to it, Christ is

described in the Apocalypse as sitting upon a throne encompassed by

a rainbow. It may be added that Noah was a king, and a priest, and

• The Egyptian name of the duified Noah.
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a prophet ; that he was pursued l^y a tremendous enemy * figuratively

represented as a great serpent
; f that he finally prevailed over that

enemy though it first occasioned his mystic death and burial
; + that

at the period of his new birth from the womb of his virgin mother, he

dwelt during his allegorical childhood amidst herds of cattle ; that he

was an eminent preacher of righteousness to an irreclaimable world
;

and that, although of a mild and benevolent disposition, he was con-

strained to assume the stern aspect of a dispenser of God's vengeance

and to pour destruction upon all those who were not sheltered by

the protecting Ark. In each of these points he resembles the great

father, whose character was transcribed from his character by the

apostate Gentiles ; but in each of them he likewise resembles the

Messiah, whom he was eminently ordained to typify. Hence we need

not wonder at the similarity of Christ to the principal hero-god of the

pagans
; |j when traced to it's origin, it proves to be nothing more

than the inevitable and natural consequence of the mode in which the

idolatry of Babel emanated from ancient Patriarchism. §

Thus Patriarchism and Paganism had in common the doctrine of

an incarnate God, and the Pagans in this respect turned the patj-iarchal

" truth of God, into a lie, " and setting up the man Adam-Noah as

this incarnation, worshipped and served this double-charactered Man,

rather than the true Creator of the universe. ^Each system also held

the tenet of a new birth, outwardly typified by water.

As to the Ritual of Patriarchism; from the slight glimpse of this

given to us in Biblical history we learn that when the universal father

Adam who presided over an entire world, was driven out of paradise

with the great Mother of mankind. Cherubim were placed in a

tabernacle at the east of the garden, or before the gate of Eden, to

guard the way to the tree of life. These Cherubim we may conclude

remained in the position in which they were placed until the era of

the deluge, as there is no mention of their removal. As to their form

Moses tells us nothing, but this must have been well known to the

Israelites at the time of the Exodus as appears from the fact that

those who were ordered to make Cherubim for the tabernacle in the

wilderness received no special instructions concerning their form,

neither did they ask for any. Their form was also well known to

the prophet Ezeklel, who having described the appearance of the

living creatures which ho saw in a vision, adds, " and I knew that

they were the Cherubim " (Ch. x. 20). From this prophet we learn

* The Deluge. t Typhon.

J lu his Ark or coffin. ||
E.gr. Buddha.

>§ Fab. iii, 657-8. •[[ See Heb. text.
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that their predominant shape was that of a bull, from which arose a

winged human body, surmounted with the faces of a man, a lion, a

bull, and an eagle. Such remarkable sacred hieroglyphics as these

could not easily be forgotten, and consequently all along the line of

paganism we not only find that the man, the bull, the lion, and the

eagle are esteemed sacred, and were frequently venerated separately

from each other, but also that the pagans constantly venerated

monstrous combinations exhibiting various animals joined together in

one form ; e. gr. the dog Cerberus had three heads with the body of a

serpent. In Greek mythology he was the assistant to Pluto ; and in

the Egyptian, to Serapis or the infernal Osiris or Noah ; in both he is

said to inhabit Hades or Tartarus, i.e. the gloomy interior of the Ark

into which the Great Father Osiris or Noah descends. The First Man
was eventually confounded with these hieroglyphics, and hence we

read of Gods with the head of an Ox ; and the Ox has always been

sacred to the chief God of every pantheon.

The last perversion of Patriarchism which I shall mention refers

to the formation of woman. The old Patriarchs were perfectly well

aware of the manner in which Eve was formed from the side of

Adam, just as Moses relates ; but this simple truth was perverted by

the conceited scientists of Babel. As the woman was originally

separated from the First Man, the latter was pronounced by these

savants to have been created androgynous, or both male and

female ; and hence, as this great father and ancestor of the human

race was deified and worshipped " in preference to the Creator," this

universal ruler of both Gods and Men, the chief God of every

Pantheon, has always been regarded by his votaries as being

both male and female. Thus the most simple " truths," of Patriar-

chism were, by these conceited speculatists of Babylon turned

into "lies" and they themselves, "professing themselves to be

wise, " only exhibited their own ignorance and depravity, and

became fools."
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EABLY REMINISCENSES OF FOOCHOW.*

By Rev. Stephen Johnson.

TN August, 1846, by direction of the American Board, myself and
*• Brother L. B. Peet and family, left Bangkok, Siam—long our

joint field of labor among the Chinese emigrants there—and by way

of Singapore, came to Canton, where we were cordially welcomed by

our missionary brethren, Messrs. Bridgman, Parker and Williams.

In leaving Bangkok, we left behind us dear missionary brethren and

the graves of loved ones—on my part that of two children of Maria,

and that of my dear wife, Mary, who left me for her better home on

the first of July, 1841, eight months after our marriage. As I had

long been familiar with the Araoy dialect (though latterly studying

and preaching in the Hakka), I expected that I might be stationed at

Amoy. In conference, however, with the Canton mission, I learned

that, on their part, there was a strong desire that a new mission should

be opened by the Am. Board at Foochow, a great and central city,

destitute of the Gospel and yet one of the five free Ports. The thought

of entering that new and vast field had not as yet so much as

crossed my mind. The brethren for some reason fixed on me as a

pioneer missionary. But I felt that the going thither was a serious

and solemn undcrtakiug, considering ray then feeble health, the

incipient raising of blood at Canton, which led me to think my end

might be near, and my feeble, broken voice, as being ill adapted to the

learning of a third and difficult dialect of the Chinese. Added to this

was the recent popular uprising in Foochow against foreigners, in the

persons of the opium dealers, whose property had been destroyed and

lives endangered while in the city.

I could not but feel that an attenpt to enter that field and

commence there a Christian mission was a hazardous, if not an

impracticable one. Difficult it must be. I must also enter it alone,

without even the presence of a wife, to create in my behalf some

little degree of popular sympathy. But there was this alleviating

consideration, that if I perished, I would perish alone, without

involving others in suffering and sorrow. I had no rational expectation

of there meeting with anything better than a cold reception, if not

violent opposition. Then too, on my entering the city, I must find

* [These reminiscences came to me in the form of a letter, whicli explains the
personal allusions made by the writer. He is a returned missionary, now 76
years of age, and is residing with his wife (formerly Miss Solmcr of Miss

Aldersey'a school iu Ningpo) at Govemour, N. Y.—C. 0. Baldwin].
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myself unable to hold any communication with a strange people

except in the language of signs, or through the medium of the Chinese

character. I anticipated myself, as among a dense multitude of

idolaters, an unprotected stranger, without home, or a single friend to

sympathize with me or lend me a helping hand. But I expected then

a short life and felt that the introduction of the glorious gospel into

Foochow was well worthy of its early sacrifice. In view of the

greatness of the field, its utter destitution of the gospel, its perishing

need of it, and the command of Jesus to preach it to every creature,

coupled with His promise to His disciples of His perpetual presence

with them—in view of these things I was constrained to put my life

in my hands and go forth from Canton, not knowing the things which

awaited me.

I set sail for Foochow, via Hongkong, accompanied by my
pious Chinese teacher, whom I brought with me from Bangkok.

After a brief detention in that city, we started for Foochow via Amoy:
but on that very day we were overtaken by a storm close under the

island and driven upon concealed rocks, from which with great

difficulty we escaped with serious injury to the vessel. Amid the

tempest, by the sudden shifting of the boom I was struck and hurled

partly over the railing, and had not the captain caught me by my
feet, as I hung partly suspended over it, I must have been swept

into the angry deep, probably to sink and rise no more. But Jesus

in mercy spared me to finish my appointed work. The vessel was so

much injured as to necessitate its return to the city for repairs. For

me it was well. I was so seriously injured by the accident as to make
me temporarily a cripple. Bev. Dr. William Dean, formerly of the

Baptist mission at Bangkok, a beloved brother who preached at

Mary's funeral, received me into his house and treated me with

brotherly kindness. He is now at Bangkok again. The necessary

repairs of our small vessel detained us some time in port, after the

the complettion of which we again set sail for Foochow. I was still

quite lame but felt that I must proceed on my mission, trusting in

God for grace sufficient unto my day. My beloved Chinese teacher

left for the shore (just after the ship set sail) to recover clothes left

behind and I did not see him again, until shortly after my arrival in

Foochow, the vessel not awaiting his return. My lameness compelled

me for some time to remain in my berth, so that I could take little

notice of our progress up the coast. Our vessel was a small opium

craft, armed with a heavy gun on a pivot amid ships, and our passage

was a rough and dangerous one. The crew were Lascars, one of

whom was thrown from the boom into the wild ocean amid the raging
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waves, and perished in the waters. In our perilous circumstances, no

help could be given him amid his struggles for lift among the billows,

and we were obliged to leave him behind, ere he sank to rise

no more.

"We ran into Amoy and there I once more met with congenial

spirits in its Christian missionaries. But our visit was a very short

one. Death has since made great changes in that mission. The be-

loved Pohlman and Doty have both gone up higher and the work is

carried on by other hands. On the 19th of December, 1848, Rev.

Mr. Pohlman left Amoy with a feeble sister for Hongkong, He reem-

barked for Amoy Jan. 2nd, 1849 in the schooner Omega, and on the

morning of Jan. 5th she struck on Breakers Point, about half-way to

Amoy. The sea rolled over her, and Mr. Pohlman and several others

were drowned by the capsizing of the boat in which they hoped to

reach the shore.

Leaving Amoy we reached the mouth of the noble and beautiful

Min on the 1st of January, 1847. On my way up the Chinese coast,

its denuded and rocky hills and highlands, to my eyes, gave the ap-

pearance of a country hoary with age, with little indication of its in-

land fertility and thorough cultivation and dense population. I could

not then appreciate the beautiful isles at the river's mouth, since

familiar to me but still more so to you and other missionaries, and so

justly valued now as a health resort during the hot season. On the

2nd of Jan. 1847, I book boat and baggage and sailed up the river

to Foochow. My boatmen were not a little alarmed at one point

in their progress upwards by the apprehension that we were being

pursued by pirates and forthwith made all possible haste to escape

them. Probably it was a false alarm ; but the subsequent attack on

brothers Fast and Elgquist on this river and the murder of the former

and narrow escape of the latter show that then its navigation by the

unarmed and feeble was not safe. My passage up the Min to the city

gave me my first vivid impression of the great fertility of the alluvial

plains oh either side of it, and of the laboriously terraced and care-

fully cultivated hills on their borders, the like of which I never before

had seen, and of the manifestly dense population, all struggling for life,

amid the deepest moral darkness.

My first resting place, on my arrival in the city, was in the house

on Tongchiu 4* |Hi [between the bridges] belonging then to Capt.

Roper, but subsequently the house of Brother Peet. I was kindly

allowed a home there by him. He was there only occasionally, his

vessel being anchored at the river's mouth, for opium was thou in

China a contraband article, and his business required his presence in
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his ship. Though I could not approve of the business in which
he was engaged, yet I could not but gratefully appreciate his

kindness to me, a stranger in a strange land; Wliat could I^

in my peculiar circumstances, have done without his gentlemanly

hospitality? The Lord, through him, provided for me a temporary

home unanticipated. On the following day, J-anuary 3rd) I passed;

on foot through the crowed and busy street, leading from Tong-

chiu, over the massive stone bridge (your feet and mine have-

since so often trod) to the city proper, your present home ; and called

on the then English Consul at this port, Mr. Jackson, and was very

politely received. His treatment of me was invariably gentlemanly

and kind, and to his pleasant home on Wu-shih-shan. I often went for

council and social enjoyment : for, aside from an occasional meeting,

with Capt. Koper and one other gentleman> of like occupation, the

Consulate was the only place in Fbochow, in which for eight months-

I met with one who spoke our mother tongue. Unlike the other free-

ports in China, no foreign merchant had yet settled in business here..

The Christian missionary was, in the good providence of Grod, ordained

to be the first permanent foreign resident in the city and so continued

until after my departure in- December 1852—how much longer i

know not. Thus, it was not the presence of the enterprising mer-

chant that attracted to it the missionary of the Gross ; but, we may
rather say, the advent here of Christ's messengers, who came to give

rather than receive, by their presence and reports, were an encourage-

ment to the subsequent entrance into Poochow of a large mercantile-

community. In other words, the priceless gift to this people, thea

sitting in darkness and the shadow of death, preceded the- advantages-

of trade with the resident foreign merchant.. The latter came not

to impart eternal life through the gospel, but in the hope of earthly

gain. How often has the gospel been the precursor and the hand-

maid of commerce ! "When China with its three hundred and fifty

millions shall become thoroughly Christianized, and rich in proportion,

to its increased knowledge and true piety, who can calculate how
vastly more profitable, commercially, it will be to the rest of the-

world ! Godliness hath the promise of the life that now is, as well as

of that which is to come. What inteDigent man knows not that the

great mass of the people in all heathen lands are miserably poor 2'

Such can not be the merchant's most profitable customers.

!My feelings on my arrival in Foochow, I think, were much like-

that of the apostle Paul in Athens, at the sight of the whole city

given to idolatry, but I could not, like him, in its temples and oni

its streets proclaim the folly of idol worship, and preach Christ andi
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the resurrection. My lips were sealed. My first work after my
arrival, in conjunction with securing a permanent home and learning

the Foochow dialect, was the exploration of this great field, to the end

that I might be able to make a faithful and truthful report of it to the

Am. Board, and through it to the churches, in the hope that soon a

goodly number of missionaries might be sent thither to preach Jesus

to the perishing hundreds of thousands, by whom I now found myself

surrounded, with none to aid me in the great work of making Him
known. The hope of doing this was the grand motive of my coming

Hther : for with feeble health and broken voice, and the probability

cf my remaining days being few, I personally could hope to do little

in the way of lifting the pall of moral death resting on this city and

its surrounding districts. Such a report I then endeavored to make.

Ifot that I was as well qualified for the work as many of my successors

here now are. The Lord entrusted me with it and I acted according

to the ability which He graciously gave me. I longed to give the

Christian world some feeble impression of the vast numbers here

perishing for lack of knowledge, the accessibility of the field, the

encouragement to sow therein the good seed of the gospel, and its

claims on the prayers and efforts of the churches, as being the only

one of the great five ports, into which the Christian missionary had

hitherto failed to enter. This Report was published in the Chinese

Repository at Canton, and (in part at least) in the Missionary Herald

—

how widely elsewhere is unknown. But subsequently, in the light of

eheering facts, I had the comforting assurance that my appeal to

God's people in behalf of Foochow was not in vain in the Lord. Of

the extent of its influence you ;now in this field are probably better

judges than myself. I have always regarded my poor self, as a very

liumble instrument in the Lord's hands for the fulfillment of His

purposes of love to that people. To be a pioneer missionary there did

not enter my mind when I met my Canton brethren. The Lord led

me in a way which I knew not. In my youthful and most solemn

consecration ot myself to the service of Christ on heathen ground,

even before I began my academical studies, I thought of the Sand-

wich Islands, or the West Coast of Africa, as perhaps to be my future

field of labor and early grave, for I looked not for length of days.

But God far otherwise appointed. I yet live, am now on the verge of

76, and shall die at home in all probalility and here be buried. In

His dealings with me before and since my return, He has humbled

every high aspiration and laid mc low. jMost of those whom I knew

and loved, as missionaries in Siaiu and Cliina, have preceded me to

heaven—most of whom were much youtiger thau myself.
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I chose a secluded house in Tongchiu as my home, deeming it

prudent to make very little display, lest I might awaken a popular

rising. I went softly to work in the study of the language and in

other labors, wishing that the way might remain clear for future

laborers. So soon as my small house was ready for occupancy, I

entered it, and, with my venerable Chinese teacher, I in good earnest

entered on the study of the Foochow dialect, which I found to be

widely different from both the Amoy and Hakka dialects in which I

had preached in Siam. The state of my voice was a serious obstacle

to accurate and rapid progress, requiring, as you know, the constant

reading aloud, as well as speaking with the teacher, in my own case

peculiarly difficult and laborious. But my early acquaintance with

the general laws of agreement and difference, between the characters,

as read and spoken in the Araoy and Foochow dialects, was an im-

portant aid to my memory : and my previous knowledge of the forms

and significations of the characters was a still greater help. It was

not as if I had been altogether a stranger to the genius of Chinese

enunciation. Two languages may very widely differ, and yet a knowl-

edge of the one be a great aid to the acquisition of the other. After a

few months study, I was able to converse with the people on common
subjects and to begin family worship in Chinese, including the reading

of the Scriptures in the vulgar language and prayer in the same. After

a few months I opened my house for Christian services in Chinese on

the Sabbath, and often had about as many hearers as could be

seated—from 30 to 40—and usually there was silence, and a respect-

ful and serious attention to the preached Word, mere so than is, or

formerly was in the wayside chapel.

In about six months after my arrival, I secured a house at A-to

T ^ [suburb of Foochow], perhaps one and a half miles down the

river from Tongchiu, amid a dense population, and therein began the

preaching of the Word on week-day evenings. The liouse was usually

crowded, but the noise and disorder were such at first, that prayer was

not attempted. My old teacher accompanied and aided me in these

services. Finally, I was dissuaded from holding evening services here

by information from my teacher that my life was tiircatened. A
Chinese school was opened under encouraging circumstances. I

engaged largely in tract distribution, in doing which I was at times

almost violently kept, by the anxious and eager multitude seeking to

snatch the books from my hands. JMy labors were confined to no one

locality. The effect of these ray early and imperfect efforts God only

knows. I can only say that I sowed in hope, but by reason of my
imperfect knowledge of the vulgar language, and the people's
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ignorance of the gospel, I greatly feared thati was little understood

by the multitude. It was not with me as to capacity of being under-

stood, as it would have been, had my missionary life begun iu

Foochow in my early manhood, like that of my younger brethren, my
successors in the mission, some of whom have since grown old with

the people, and in language become assimilated to them. These my
earliest efforts in the way of Chinese evangelization in the suburbs of

the city, except as a missionary reminiscence, are hardly worthy of

mention. Under that head, can hardly be classed my later labors and

that of my successors in the mission, like dear Brother Peet's in

Tongchiu and neighborhood ; Brother Cummings' on the hill (on which

stood his house), your own just beyond the great stone bridge in

Nantai and elseWhere. All these, so far as my cognisance extends,

were the initial of eur Christian labors, and but the glimmerings of

the long years of toil that have succeeded them, and brought forth

much fruit to the praise of divine grace. Brother Doolittle of

precious memory, who still lives, but in feeble health and almost worn

out by his various and arduous labors, began a good work at a later

period. I have just heard from him, through his wife : for great

debility and loss of memory disable him from writing, and nought but

entire rest from care and labor gives any hope of his restoration to

health and of the prolongation of his useful life.

Among the more pleasant recollections of missionary incidents,

previous to my return, is the fact of having early secured a missionary

cemetery, with the co-operation of Brothers Peet, White, and Collins,

one half of which belongs to our mission, the other half to the Me-

thodist mission, though it cost me the loss of my old teacher, in

consequence of his important agency in securing the lot and drawing

up the writings, by which it was understood it would be held.

The local government took umbrage at the purchase and

summoned to my house the original owners of the land. They were

filled with alarm at their action in the matter ; but, nevertheless,

—

though, as I think, the writings had to be surrendered—the plot was

secured to us in perpetuo, as a burial for our dead. There now sleep

four dear missionary sisters, Mrs. Doolittle, Mrs. 'Feet, Mrs. White,

Mrs. Wiley, and several missionary children. All await the resurrec-

tion morn, when Jesus shall reanimate their dust. To you and many

others this beautiful, retired spot, with its large, overhanging shade-

trees, is dear. This was the first foreign cemetery secured in Foochow,

a mission cemetery, and may be regarded as a sort of pledge of the

perpetuation and'ultimate triumph of the gospel in that great field. The

ground is held by the dead, and by Him who guards their fiaored dust.
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On the 7th of September, 1847, Rev. L. B. Peet, my beloved

missionary associate in Siara, after having stopped for some time in

Amoy, arrived in Foochow, and with him came from that city Rev.

Messrs. White and Collins of the Methodist Episcopal Mission. My
house was his home and that of his family, until our Methodist

brethren vacated the house on the river, which he subsequently

entered. On the 7th of May 1848, it was your privilege, together

with Rev. Messrs. Cummings and Richards, to reach us. Again my
loneliness was relieved by your and Mrs. B's presence in my house.

To me it was no small privilege for a season to grant a home to dear

missionary brethren. I enjoyed your presence until a larger and

pleasanter house was open for you in proximity to Brother Peet and

family.The next and last of our mission, to make my house his abode,

was Rev. Wra. Richards, son of Rev. "Wm. Richards of the Sandwich

Islands' mission. His presence with me for a short time was much

valued. You knew his great worth, and his great promise, as a

missionary. His progress in Chinese, during the short time God
spared him to us and to the Chinese, was remarkable, and, ere he

left us—soon to die—he accomplished a good work in securing to our

mission Ponasang, subsequently our home and that of Brother Doolittle,

finally of Brothers Hartwell and Peet. The ocean became his grave

off St. Helena, for from hemorrhage of the lungs, with which he was

here attacked, he never recovered. On the 5th of June, 1851, his

spirit fled from its frail tenement to be at home with Jesus. This

brother was the first to fall, or rather to rise to heaven, of our mission

and you and Mrs. B. are the only early members of it now in the

field. But, thanks be unto God ! others have been sent forth to fill

the places of those who have entered into rest, and of returned

survivors, whom probably you will see no more in this world. On
that blissful shore, whither we hasten, death cannot reach us, and no

stormy ocean can divide us from each other. Though so widely

separated, I trust we are still one in heart, devoted (to the same

good cause.

Just on the eve of our departure for America, we were, for a few

days, one household in the house built by me on Ponasang. This

occurred in December, 1852, six years, wanting a few days, from my
arrival in Foochow. To me it is no small pleasure, the remembrance

of having ministered to brother missionaries on their arrival in the

field. God sent me before them to provide for their comfort on their

landing in a heathen city. May Jesus remember me in the great

day, as one who had ministered to a few of His brethren in their

time of need.
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In closing this long letter, I cannot refrain from alluding to tlie

many precious seasons of united Christian communion, which in Foo-

chow I enjoyed. Up to the time of my departure the three missions

continued in mutual christian love, in a Sabbath service, and at the

Lord's table. The Lord grant that, among you and among the native

christians of the three missions, the same spirit of christian love may
ever prevail, to the glory of God our Saviour, and to the rapid

advancement of His kingdom in the midst and around you.

These my Early Reminiscences, of course, are but a very imperfect

exhibition of personal incidents, and are a still fainter portraiture of

the experience and history of my brethren in the field in their early

sojourn therein. I regret that I have occupied so much space in my
historical remarks. I seem to lack the talent of condensation of

thought. I am so dissatisfied with his letter myself, as to be in much

doubt whether my missionary reminiscences can be worthy of a

place in the Chinese Recorder or suitable for it. If you and your

mission think so, you are at liberty to publish them, but I shall be

well satisfied if the reading of them is confined to yourselves. I rejoice

to know that they relate only and faintly to the initink of the great

and good work, which has since, by able hands, been wrought, and so

much blessed in the conversion and sanctification of souls in and

outside of the city. When you compare what has been done with

what yet remains to be done, ere the hundreds of thousands by whom
you are surrounded are Christianized, you doubtless regard your work

as just begun, and deeply feel your need of being endued with power

from on high, and of the absolute necessity of the wonderful effusion

of the Holy Spirit to quicken the inert, perishing masses, which

throng the city and surrounding country. More laborers you need
;

but the great, the pressing need is the almighty and all pervading

influence of the Spirit of the Living God. This I felt when with

you, but not as I should have.

When I bade you farewell in 1852, about six years from my
entering the field, so far as we know there had not been one convert

from heathenism to Christ, but now Chinese christians in the three

missions are numbered by hundreds, if not by thousands. The power

and grace, that are equal to the conversion of one soul, are also equal

to the conversion of China's hundreds of millions of perishing souls.

God' is not straitened in His gracious work. It shall advance until the

kingdom and the dominion and the greatness of the kingdoms under

the whole heaven shall be given to the people of the saints of the

Most High, and all dominions shall serve and obey Him. Glory be

to His name. The Lord hasten His spiritual reign on earth.
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My pious teacher, wlioin I baptized in Siam (to whom I alluded

as having started with me for Foochow, but was left behind at Hong-

kong,) came to me soon after my arrival at F., but by my advice

went to Amoy, where for years he was a devoted evangelist, and

finally, in May 1853, was beheaded at Chiang Chan by the impe-

rialists, on suspicion of being associated with the Tai-ping insurgents.

He was the first Protestant christian martyr. I trust that I did not

in vain early consecrate my life, my all to the missionary work,

though it is 26 years since Providenco. recalled me from the field. But

He did not call me hence till I had fulfilled the mission for which

He sent me to Foochow. It was my happiness to leave you all in

pleasant circumstances, and with great prospective usefulness. My
hopes in regard to christion missions there have, I think, been more

than realized. My record of life and labor in your field is written on

high and cannot be reversed. It will be revealed more fully at the

great day.

THE BOOK LANGUAGE.
By Ket. C. Leaman.

npHE book language of China, if not the very oldest, certainly is

one of the oldest languages known among men. And still it

is a living language, and plays an important part, almost an exclusive

part among this great people, comprising a large portion of the popula-

tion of the earth. In its character and form, it is worshiped by more

than the number of those who worship the only living and true God.

It is mysterious in its origin, grand in its antiquity, and wonderful in

its conciseness, and doubtless it will always be a study and wonder of

the world. But there are plenty to speak its praises, I wish only to

consider its comparative value as an evangelizing agency in China.

Now I take it, all will agi-ee that the language we should

use in our work, first of all should be a universal language, if possible;

one that can be read in all parts of the Empire, and as far out of it

as may be.

Second.—It should be a developed language, if there is such an

one. One that is capable of expressing the divine truth in the best

possible manner.

Third.—It should be a definite language ; that is, what is written

should be Avrittcn, and as far as possible no two meanings should be

able to be taken out of it.
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Fourth.—It should be an easy language in every sense of the

term ; easily learned, easily read, easily understood.

Fifth.—It should be, if possible, the very tongue of the people

which is spoken in all its streets and throughout all the houses of the

Empire. This last characteristic, if it can be secured, makes the best

language for our purpose. And if there are no insurmountable diffi-

culties in the way it should be the only one used. That is, the Bible

should be in every man's tongue in \rhich he was born. More

particularly, the Bible, if it were possible, should be in the dialect

of every man in the vast Empire. I will not take, at present, any-

thing from this statement. Literally, it may not be desirable for

various and good reasons.

I think there is no one ort the mission field, or elsewhere, who

will object to these as being the marks of the language, we, or any

evangelizing body, should use, if it were possible to secure one with

such characteristics. So obvious are these remarks, that I will not

stop to explain them further. The Bible Christianity, in reformation

and evangelization, always taken these statements as axioms.

Now the questions arises. Is the book language of China such a

language and is it desirable to use it in our work of evangelizing this

great people ? Should it be used in translating the Bible, in our

schools, (r.icts, newspapers,-and wh.it not, with which we wish to instruct

the people ? Well, in a certain sense, the book language of China is

more a universal language than any other on the face of the earth.

That is, it is the written language of more people than any other on

the face of the earth. It is also capable of expressing, in a certain

concise way, all the thoughts that may be desirable to express in it,

and it is capable of developemcnt to any extent. But in any further

marks of a language suitable for Christian AVork, Christian work I

say, for I will speak of no other, it entirely falls short. When you

have said this you have said all. It is not an easy language. It is

not always definite, and it does not pretend to be the spoken language

of the people. When you have given it universality, and that in the

sense I will explain below, you have said about all that you can say

for the use of the book language of China as an instrument in Christ-

ian evangelization.

But I will try to state the case fairly, for this brings us face to

face with a question, which here in China, is as stubborn as the

superstition and idolatry. As you enter a temple you are met by two

immense idols, one with a hideous frown, and the other a simple smile.

Hence their name [if R& I^ 3? Hang-IIah Rh-tsiang, The Two
Frowning-Laughing Guards. So this question has its frown and smile,
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its black and white and no material advantage will be gained if we
consider the frown and disregard the smile, nor again if we look upon

the smile, overlooking the frown. For the story goes that these

frowning-laughing ones in ancient times guarded the entrance to

heaven. In more than a figurative sense, this great question of the use of

the book language in our work, guards the entrance to the true bliss

for millions and for myriads yet unborn and because at its portals

there are the frowning and laughing ones, we need not fear to enter

the temple of truth, knowing whatever smiles or frowns may be at

the entrance yet within is the abode of peace, the temple of The
Living God.

The use of the book language of China is exceedingly limited,

and comparatively worthless as an evangelizing instrument, outside of

eighteen provinces. But within those limits it may claim universality,

and there, at most, its use as a desirable, efficient instrument ceases.

It is then universal as to three or four hundred millions of people,

which is certainly a grand thought and inspiring to anyone who puts

a word into it. But we must consider in what sense the book lan-

guage is universal in order to determine how far it is useful as

an evangelizing instrument. Three considerations will help us to

determine in what sense the book language is a universal language :

How many can read and write it ? How long were they in learning

to read and write it ? Who are they who have attained unto this

proficiency ?

Now as to how many can read and write the book language in

any elegant way, there will be different answers according to the class

of readers and writers considered, and the experience and prejudices

of those making the conjecture. For it is but conjecture, but still the

truth can be approximately reached by comparing estimates, by

experience in mingling with the people, and by calculations from

ascertained facts.

Reading and writing Chinese, it must be remembered, are not

what reading and writing are in any civilized country with an alphabet-

ical language. In the sense that we say that in America every body

can read and write, there are the fewest number of the Chinese, who
can read and write It must be remembered also, that in China an

education consists almost entirely in learning to read and write their

books. That is, they are able to read and write just in proportion to

the degree of the education they have attained, while that is not the

case with us. It is not the university men, alone, that can read and

write, but, on the contrary, the ragged boy, unfamiliar with schoolroom

arts can read and write verses,, which live and edify the coming.
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generations. But in China you can prove a man's literary degree by

having hira write a half page, or read any certain portion you may
give him

;
you can tell the extent of his education by the number of

characters he can correctly pronounce and read if found in a book.

And so it may be fairly said, that a man who is not prepared to take

the second literary degree in China, does not know how to read and

write the book style, in the sense we speak of being able to read and

write in our own tongue, that is to be able to read books or newspapers

or what not, and to write all he may desire. So in this sense the

readers and writers in China may be, by a large estimate, numbered by

one in three or four hundred, or by a million or so in the whole

country, and this, by an estimation, we may get at pretty fairly. Thero

are about one hundred thousand who go up every three years to their

various places to be examined for the second literary degree. Now
supposing that this one hundred thousand was an entirely new hundred

thousand every three years, and that none of them died for the space

of sixty years, we will then have of those of this degree, two millions,

which includes all the men in the country who are properly worthy of

being called literary men, that is, men who can pronounce the words

and tell the sense of the reading in the way that readers in English

can do the same. But a more just estimate of this literary class will

be found by taking the half of this one hundred thousand who go up

to be examined every three years. For they are not an entirely new
party every year, but among them are some who go every year through

a life time, and many go often, and besides those who get the degree

are but a thousand or so, while those who are worthy of it are

certainly not more than one half of the whole number, and since men
on an average do not live to be quite sixty, the two million constitut-

ing this literary class may fairly be cut down to one-fourth, making one

in eight hundred or a thousand of tlie whole people, who in a certain

degree, have reached the literary attainment which, among ourselves,

we denominate the art of knowing how to read and write our own

tongue, that is one who is able to read the books that are printed

and the writings he may meet. We cannot say, for myself I do not

believe, that any outside of this number have mastered the art of

reading and writing the Chinese tongue as met in their books. But

their is still left a student class, more numerous than these, who in

various degrees of merit after a long struggle, have attained to the

iirst literary degree, which I have heard compared to our A.B. class

of graduates at home, which certainly gives a very erroneous impres-

sion. It really has no comparison with our literary degrees at home,

in Europe or America, that I am acquainted with, and iu the know-
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ledge of their book language does not compare with a boy at home
entering a grammar school. This class can be less accurately estimated.

But in the absence of any statistics the number may be approximated,

since all who try for the second degree must necessarily have passed

the first. It would seem a large allowance to say, that only one in

five or six try for the second degree. That would make the number
of those who attain to the first degree five or six times as many as

those who try for the second. That is ; counting the population at

four hundred millions, there are five or six millions, whose attainments

are very superficial, being perfectly barren of everything which

among ourselves we call knowledge, and as to reading their own books

are far from satisfactory, since they only know to a certain extent, five

or six thousand characters. Then there is still another class, com-

prising those who make a show of being students, but for lack of

ability and other reasons, have never taken the first degree. They

teach school and live in all kinds of pettifogging ways. From this

class, mostly, come our teachers. They know from three to five

thousand characters in a certain way, and as a whole are very

unsatisfactory in reading any book given them, and as to writing

they have to be watched and corrected on every page. But few of

them can read any difficult book, and a very small portion of them

can read such a book as *'The Evidences of Christianity. How many
there are of this class it is very difficult to say, but certainly they

will not reach the number of one in thirty or forty of the people mak-

ing ten or fifteen millions. All of these cannot be said to be able to

read and write, in any proper sense of those words. But still in this

connection we are willing to have it said that even this class are able

to read what is printed in the good book language. And then there

is still left another small sprinkling of shop-keepers, artizans and

women, whom the Chinese say themselves cannot read at all. But

still there are some of these, who, having been in good circumstances

in their youth, or by various means, have learned some few characters,

and can read some of the book, and some can even read a consi-

derable of the book. Now counting these with the class mentioned

above, they will not, in all, number more than one in twenty or

twenty-five of the people.

In answer then to the question, IIow many of the people

can read and write the book language ? We would reply that different

answers have to be given according to the class of the reader considered.

That of the class whom the Chinese themselves consider perfect in

reading and writing anything whatever, the number is exceedingly

small, and may be numbered by tens certainly by hundreds, in the
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•whole Empire, and even ;tliese do not know ten thousand different

characters. But of those who can read and write well and have gone

60 far as to he worthy of the second literary degree there are probably

six or eight hundred thousand in the Empire, at the present time.

But we have agreed to say, supposing that China has four hundred

millions, that one in three or four hundred can read and write the

book language. That those of the first degree who can read tolerably

well, there are five or six times as many, and of the remaining ones

who can read in a good, bad or indifferent way will not swell the whole

number of the readers of the Empire to more then one in fifteen or

twenty, and certainly one in ten is a very large estimate which we will

accept for our present purpose. That is, of our books written in the

elegant, concise book language there is one in ten of the people who

is able to read them, in the different ways spoken of above. This

I presume all will say is too large a proportion, but still we will leave

it at that, for we have no desire to exaggerate.

The time that a Chinese student is learning to read and write

is also a matter of great importance determining how far this book

language is a desirable evangelizing instrument. And this question

also is one which requires different answers according to the kind of

reading and writing you speak of. If the second literary degree be

the standard you can calculate twenty or more years. If the first

literary degree is considered, then from ten to twenty years will be

required ; but if only a superficial knowledge of the character, and

imperfect reading and writing are required, then fewer years, according

to the ability of the learner, and the degree of attainment in

reading. The general custom is for a boy six or seven years of age

to begin, and then for three years he memorizes characters, and is

supposed to know nothing of their meaning, but only to be able to

repeat them in the order he has learned. At the end of three years

the string of characters he has memorized are explained to him, and

so it depends upon the ability of the boy if in five or six years he may
be said to read and write a little. So to read our very common
wenli tracts, you must give to a boy seven to ten years to be able to

read them in any satisfactory way. That is, a school boy must be

twelve, fifteen or more years old before he can even pretend to

read a Christian or native book in the good book style. The
bearing this has on the book style as an evangelizing instrument

is very apparent, and is exceedingly important to be borne in mind
in our consideration of the book style as desirable in our

ueducating work.
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The reasons for this wonderful impracticability of the book style,

are the Chinese methods of teaching, coupled with the difficulty of

learning so many different characters. But we believe the greatest

difficulty, is in the fact, that the book is so different from the tongue

of the youth that it is pratically learning another language, and this

is so involved in new and difficult characters, that the learning of

their own book style is more difficult and requires more time than for

an English boy to learn both the Latin and Greek languages, or even

one of their number. One thing is certain that a Chinese child can

be sent home, and taught English and given quite a valuable educa-

tion, including a knowledge of the Latin and Greek languages, in the

same or less time than he would be able to understand or read in any

satisfactory way, the book language of his own tongue. I have known

of a young man who had been in America, but seven years, who could

speak the English very well, and had received through it quite a

good academic education, while if he had remained in his own home,

and labored hard, in the same time he would not be able to read and

explain their own most familiar books, no not the first book he memo-
rized as an infant scholar, nor write a respectable composition in the

book style, not to speak of his being perfectly void of all thought or

learning which a boy should have after seven years of training.

This matter of the time it takes to learn the book style is of vast

importance in determining its value as an evangelizing instrument.

And still another important consideration will help us to determine

the value of this style as an agency in our work, and that is the

moral condition of those who have learned to read and write this

book style. Who are they ? "What are they ? This answer also

depends upon the grade of education considered. For it may
fairly be said that his teachableness and acceptivity of the Gospel,

is inversely as the degree of the education of the individual. And
their obstinacy and impenetrability is directly as the number of

characters they know and their ability to read and write their own
admired book style. For in proportion to their education they have

set to their seal that God is a liar, and that His ministers, and

foreigners generally are but imps. They are the source of all our

trouble in China. They are the ones who instigate mobs and cause

some to be beaten, stone some, spit on and abuse others. They are the

only ones who can and do write placards against us. They are that

class who tear down and burn our houses, and bring the inmates

before mixed courts and foreign ministers to be rebuked and told to do

so no more. This zealous, persistent, ignorant and devilish opposition

is well known to all of us, and is caused and fostered by what they
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term learning, which, like all unsanctified learning, is deceptive and

devilish. A literary pride of heart developes from the fact that they know

a few characters, not essentially diflPerent from that state of heart which

we see arising from the fact that we know a little about the universe.

These know enough to write a flaming placard to set on fire the

ignorant multitudes, who, awed by the supposed learning of these

ignorant ones, are stirred up into ferocious mobs, while otherwise they

would be an innocent and tractable crowd, welcoming the glad tidings

and rejoicing that the mesengers have brought unto them a know-

ledge of the living and true God. There are a few exceptions to this

dark picture of the readers and writers of the book style, but not

enough to save them from the charge as dark and awful as any one

chooses to put it. It is these so-called "educated classes" after a period

of fifty years of labor among them and for them, who are called "The

best society in the land." Yes they may be after the manner of this

world, but not after the Gospel we preach. They are nothing but the

great wall of China, which separates the Middle Kingdom from the

rest of the world, from knowledge, from civilization, from Christianity,

from eternal life. And in our estimation of the book style as an

evangelizing agency, I say this is a very important factor for our

consideration, that all those who can read and write it are in one

solid phalanx against the Gospel which we preach.

We say then that if we consider that there is only one in four or

five hundred of the people of whom it can be really said that they can

read and write the elegant, concise book style ; and that there are five

or six times as many more who are tolerably able to read and write it

;

and that there is still another class who can but very imperfectly

read or write anything that may be given to them ; making in all not

one in ten who can be said in any way to read the book language

;

and knowing that to learn in this best manner is a severe task of

twenty or more years, and even in the most superficial way is a matter

of eight or ten years work, and, as added to this is the fact that this

learning only makes them less susceptible to the truth, and makes

instigators of all manner of evil and superstitions among themselves,

and opposition to the gospel, which is most desirable that the people

should know, wo say in consideration of these facts, and who can

deny that they are facts, we are enabled to understand how far the

book is a universal language within the eighteen provinces, and how
far it is available as an agency in our work of evangelization.

But as an instrument in our schools and Churches the book style

still more signally fails. Behold the folly of reading the book version

of the Scriptures before the people, or of singing in this unknown
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tongue ! How can the people exhor!; one another In it, and how can

those who hear say, amen ? But it is said in reading it is translated into

the spoken language. Well then you have every man his own

translator of the Scriptures, and we know how, for the most part, this

task must he performed. In doing so you have practically the Latin

read in the Churches, and every pastor dispensing as he pleases to the

sheep of his fold. It seems to me that the book breaks entirely

down here, even where the colloquial is the hardest to deal with.

There are some who would even defend this reading of the book, and

make a show of some very good reasons. But, my dear brother, surely

you are not going to argue that it is as good to read the book even if

well translated, as it is to read a good colloquial version ! Was the

Latin version as good as the English or German ?

But it is said to be of use in the schools. What use ? As an

instrument of conveying knowledge ? No, by no means ! Certainly not

to the women, for they cannot read it. Certainly not to the youth of

the land, for boys under fifteen and few under twenty can read it.

.

What is its use then ? Well I may as well give here the use of the

book style or of Chinese books in general. It has a use, and

the books have a use, to be sure, but that use is not in being an

instrument of conveying knowledge of any kind whatever, to the

people. The great Emperor Kanghi acknowledged this when he felt

he had something for the people and wanted them to understand the

reading, and gave the writing in the colloquial. The book style

never has been, is not, and never can be an instrument of instructing

the people in any knowledge whatever. I would like to emphasize

that truth, that absolute and demonstrable fact, so that it would

sink down deep into the ears and hearts of my missionary brethren,

and resound in all our work throughout the length and breadth of the

land. I submit it humbly, that the use of the book style as an

educator is one of the greatest mistakes of the Chinese missionary

field. It has come about in the most natural way possible. We
come and take what the people generally use and look no further.

In Rome do as Rome does. Can you better what the people have

wrought out for themselves in four thousand years ? and then there

is added to this the superstitious prejudice of the people themselves

for it. And to this very day all and every one of our helpers will

plead for it, and some of our oldest and best missionaries will make

dogmatical assertions in its favor, and all join in the popular cry that

the book style is elegant, concise and the only proper instructor. But

I beg leave to give expression to that secret feeling down deep in all

our hearts, that the book style is one oi the greatest obstacles in our
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Christian missionary work. We all feel this. "Women in their work

talk of it, and translators into the colloguial know it. But if it has

no use as an educator, what use has it ? Its use, in brief, comes out

of its long use, or rather long abuse. This use has been so long and

so constant, that the years of the language is wrapped up in the book

style, and any one who wants a critical knowledge of the Chinese

language must know it. And so its use becomes to the Chinese, what

our use of the classics at home is to us, to improve our language.

If you want a boy to read and write his own language, he must know it.

It must be worked into the fiber of his mental constitution. And because

missionaries never have it so worked into them by long years of labor,

is the reason why they must always have a teacher at their elbow.

This is the great, you might say the only use of the book style in

our schools. But philologically it is a grand source of developement

of the spoken langnage. A helper, to work easily, intelligently and

effectively mnst know the bookstyle, not for our present use of it, but

only to beautify his speech, and to fit him to fill up his colloquial

tongue with the proper words, in a proper and elegant manner.

We do not want to make the knowledge of the book indispensable to

the ministry, but certainly no leader in the Church should be raised

up who is not acquainted with their book style, and who cannot

repeat their classics, and be able to begin at the middle of them and

go out at each end. But still he is not instructed and has only

learned his A. B. Cs. These two, then, I take it, are the uses of the

book style, to teach the genius of the langauge, and as a source of

increasing the power and beauty of the spoken dialect. That is, it

use is strictly as a classic, and thus viewed the Chinese book style is

a mine of wealth, as rich and inexhaustable as the coal beds of their

native hills are in their material resources. Further than this we

have no use for the book style as an instrument of instructing this

people. To use it otherwise is just as absurd, and no less wrong,

than for the Church to use the Latin among an English speaking

people. As for myself I have no other use of the book style whatever,

either in my school, on the street, in shops or chapels, before

mandarins or kings. The language which I try to speak is a genteel

enough dress for all occasions, either in tongue or book, and it is

more exact and goes further by a dozen of times, than the book

style. I might stop to discuss the fact that this book style has never

been, is not and never can be an educator of the people, but I have

no time in this writing and it seems too obvious to need any dwelling

upon it. You need but to emphasize the word people, and it is all

clear enough. Certainly if only one in ten of the people are able to
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fead it then we think the conclusion is a matter of course. And
when the people of China get involved in this nineteenth century

whirl, I am sure the proportion will be reduced to one in a hundred

or may be a thousand. Nay, they cannot be caught in the whirl with

such a burden. Such a load will drive them to English or another

tongue, or leave them in the darkness of their ancestors.

But still, it may be asked, has the book no use in our evangelization

work ? Is there no room for it whatever ? To which it may be replied

Yes. It seems to be proper to gratify those who can read the book^

in giving them the Scriptures and some few important books in the

book style, which to them adds a superstitious attraction, and which

in itself is exceedingly concise and beautiful, and when once learned

most fascinating in every way. But we think this is already overdone*

"VVe have already two very passable versions of the entire Bible, at

which we understand there is a revision committee, a work for which

we can find no sympathy whatever, since it is perfectly worthless to

more than nine out of ten of the people, and which in due time must
certainly be laid on the shelf as a monument of the energy and faithful-

ness of the former Missionaries. We have already these two translations

of the Scriptures, and besides Evidences of Christianity, Commentaries

and Tracts in great numbers, and we feel sure there is enough for all

practical purposes for the small portion who can be benefited by them.

But if they will not hear these, neither will they hear though one rose

from the dead.

But some will say, make a good version of the book and then the

Colloquial versions can be translated from them by any competent

Chinamen. But this is exactly reversing the order. A good and

satisfactory version of the Bible, or any other book can never be

obtained in that way. "We take it that if this could be done, com-

mittees on the Shanghai and other colloquials would not labor for

years in order to get good colloquial versions, which are the ones that

should be good ; it is less important that the book version be accurate.

The reverse of this, however, is true^ and sufficiently so to be acted

upon, that from a good colloquial version, whether Ningpo or other,

a book version may be made by any competent hand, sufficiently accu-

rate to answer all the purposes of such a version. For it is not to the

book version that appeal should be made, but to a good standard

colloquial version. And whether or no, this is always the order, from

the colloquial speech into the book style, and the more accurate the

colloquial the better the book.

But if it is grantftd that but one in ten of the people can read th e

book, by what law of evangelization must we leave the nine and seek
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after the one ? It seems to me that fifty years of work on this class,

without any practical and satisfactory fruits, should suffice, and we
should now be prepared to say that we will turn to their more numerous

and worthy brethren, the illiterate, the poorly dressed, the women, the

young. We are sure that now the time has come when we should

bring our entire force, our literature, our preaching, our work, to

bear on the nine, and this way we are sure, will be the best to secure

the remaining one.

In view of such overwhelming facts against the use of the book

style in our teaching, and evangelizing efforts among and for the

people, it seems to me that there can be but two good reasons for

continuing in this way any longer, and one of these would be the

existing great, and ancient, and fixed superstitious prejudice of the

people in its favor. With such a 'universal superstitious prejudice,

created and enforced by four thousand years of practice, it is not easy

to contend, neither is their idolatry nor a hundred like customs.

And when all our native helpers, without exception, as far as I know,

are against us, in favor of the popular superstition, it looks as if we
might as well resign ourselves to what is unchangeable. It certainly

seems reasonable that a people should know best themselves in what
way, and in what style, books for them should be written ; but that is

not necessarily so, and education and circumstances may make it

absolutely untrue. We take it that China is in just these circumstances

and has had exactly that kind of an education as to unfit her for

judgment in this case, as in many others, for example, a case in point,

the Term Question. No ! They have no more right to decide on this

great question whether we should use a practically dead language in

our literature, than the pope has to decide in favor of the Latin tongue

for an English speaking people. This exceding great and appalling

difficulty has just to be met, and if we are going to be pushed to the

wall by any difficulty of this kind, we may as well acknowledge that

we are not equal to the task of coping with China's idolatry,

superstitions, and ignorance. But in this task we have an example, a

great and notable native example, and that is in the book known by

the name of "The Sacred Edict." The great Emperor Kanghi

wanted this book for the people. He felt he had something for them,

and he knew the book was not a fit instrument to convey it, and so

he writes two or three pages of the book stylo, and follows it with six

or eight of the colloquial, giving the emperor's meaning. It is from

this colloquial that we can learn a lesson, as well as find a model for our

book language, when we wish to instruct the people. If he had

something important to say to the people, how much more^ have we P
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If he could not shut up his words of exhortation In an unreadable book

style, how much less can we ? It is not from China's ignorant literary-

class that we are to derive our knowledge of the language we should

use in our books. But it is from such an example as this ; and if these

examples are few, may be this can be said to be the only one, yet it is

of more force on that account, because this book was written in this

style professedly for the people ; the other writings in the book style,

both Christian and heathen, are professedly for students. To follow

any other than the example of the great Emperor, is against the best

teachings of historical Christianity. It is against the gospel we preach.

For it is not the gospel to give to one in ten of the people. It is

not the gospel to preach to thirty or forty millions of the educated, well

dressed, proud, unteachable, and leave three hundred millions of the

best, of the poorest, of the most teachable, of the most willing, and

best prepared for the gospel. This is not our gospel ; If there come

unto your assembly a man with a gold ring, in goodly apparel, and

there come in also a poor man in vile raiment ; And you have respect

to him that weareth the gay clothing, and say unto him, sit thou here

in a good place ; and say to the poor, Stand thou there, or sit here

under my footstool." No ! But weave it into your garments, and

engrave it on the walls and door-posts of your houses, that in our

gospel the blind see, the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, the deaf

hear, the dead are raised, to the poor the gospel is preached. These

are, were, and ever shall be the characteristics of Christian work,

of the true Messiah.

But a brother will say, this surely, is the way we are working

!

Yes, it is true, we are working for other than this literary class, and

this in the most part is a necessity ; no missionary can do otherwise,

for the literary class will not join themselves to him. But in spite of

this providential necessity we are endeavoring to do otherwise, that is

by the use of the book style of literature, we are striving to work down
through the literary and official classes to the lower strata. But what

I want to say is that this order should be reversed, and that we should,

by our literature, and by all other means, endeavor to undermine from

the lower up. The whole aim and use of the book style is to work in

the opposite direction, which liowever proper to a limited extent,

should never be done exclusively or primarily. That this has been

the erroneous and unscriptural bearing of our work in ^tlie i)Jist, and

aim of many in the present, I quote a portion of a recent review of a
most excellent book, and which is made ten times more valuable for its

colloquial style :
—

" The Author, of course, intended, by presenting

the subject in the stylo of every day colloquial, to alleviate the toil of
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the teacher ; but he gains so little in tliis regard, that it is not worth

while to ofPend the taste of the educated classes. I would enter the same
caveat against the use of the Mandarin Colloquial in other school

books." Again the " book is worthy to appear in a more genteel

dress, and be introduced to the best society/ in the land ;" and again,

quoting from the minutes of the Conference Committee on a series of

school books ; that honorable body having under consideration this

same book, decided, " to arrange with the Author to change the

Mandarin style into Wenli. It would then be accepted and printed

by the Committee." I ask what direction this kind of talk is looking

to ? Is it not that even now our literature is aimed at that small

literary class to the disregard and neglect of the more numerous and

more worthy classes? We are called upon, not to have our literature

expressly for the people, for fear of offending the tastes of the literati.

It is this character of our evangelistic work that I speak against. I

would most emphatically say it is wrong, wholly wrong, and nothing

but wrong. We have arrived at a time when we can change this

aspect of our work, and make it appear emphatically that we are

working for the people, and not for any select class. The Conference

has their Committee to attend to a series of school books, and at this

new stage of our literature we might make a beginning in the right

direction. The whole Conference was for the people and not for any

literary classs, and neither in its records, nor in its unprepared talks,

committed itself to a book style of literature. And there is no good

reason for such a committal in any superstitious prejudice of the

people, however long standing, however universal, however obstinate.

There can be no reason for continuing the use of this unreadable book

style against all established principles of reformatory and evangelistic

effort except the single one reason, that there is no other way of

doing. If God has given us any other, any universal and usable

language wherein to write, we are robbing Him, wronging as well as

destroying the people, if we shut up the gospel in this unreada-

ble book style. But if there is no other usable style, then the

lovers of the book have the ifield. No, they have not ! Breaking the

country up, as to language, and using the dialects would be a hundred

times more orthodox and effective. Let every district, however large

or small, be bounded at once, and let us give the Scriptures to

every man in the tongue in which he was born and let us work

for the people, the whole people, and none but the people,

God's people.

But we think there is no need of this beyond a certain limit.

Ty^e believe heartily and entirely in the power of the mandarin to take
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the place of the book, now and ever}'where ; and of the dialects in

time, if not now, absolutely everywhere. I may not have the ability

or time, at this present, to make this perfectly plain to unwilling ears,

but the fact remains, and I repeat it, that the mandarin style can take

the place of the book in every place, and to be more particular it can

take the place of the book with every individual. That is, that every

one who can read the book can read the mandarin, and that statement

I make without exception. No matter in what city the man is to be

found, if he cannot give you the Emperor's meaning in the mandarin

of " The Sacred Edict" ^ H^ ^ Hfl, you can set it down beyond all

question, that he cannot read the book style. There would be a serious

difficulty in discarding the book style if it were not for this happy

providence. But more than this is true ; not only is it true that

absolutely all who can read the book style, can read the mandarin

style, but there are twenty, and this is a small proportion, twenty who
can read the mandarin style to one who can read the book style, and

I would like it to be very clearly observed that these facts must be

proved untrue, before any christian society is justifiable in putting

the Bible or any tract into the book style. There are those who have

been studying for ten or fifteen years, who cannot be said to be able to

read and write the book style, who can read with ease the Emperor's

meaning in the book mentioned and this you may test in Ningpo,

Foochow, or other places, where it is most confidently affirmed that there

mandarin is no use, and connot be read. I will say further that the

are shop keepers and artisans, in those very places, who do not pretend

to be students, or read the book, who can read the Emperor's meaning

in the mandarin of this " Sacred Edict." To be more particular,

there are numbers all around in stores and work-shops, who cannot

read a page of the Bible in the book style, or of the book style of the

" Evidences of Christianity," when they can read with comparative

satisfaction and profit, the mandarin Bible and books in the style of

" The Old Testament History" ff f5 i^ gj 1^ ^ and the " Method

of Salvation" ^ ^ ^ j^.

In still further comparing these two styles, and making good

my statement that the mandarin can be used in every case, and every

where, in place of the book, I will remark that a boy will be ten years

or more, that is from six to fifteen, before he will be able to work with

any kind of ease or satisfaction in the book style. While the same

boy in a few years, four or five at most, will be able to work in any

good mandarin that you give him with good satisfaction. I mean this,

also, in the hardest colloquial districts you can find. But there is no

consideration in which the maadaria more outstrips the book, than
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in its capacity for expressing thought. The book style may be charged

with inaccurac}'', and double meaning, and precision and exactness are

utterly impossible, without a commentary. And without such an aid,

I am free to confess my honest conviction, that no missionary, or

Chinaman, or both together, can write a theology in good, concise

book style that expresses to the Chinese mind anything like what is

intended. I mean by good, concise book, such a style as is found in

" The Evidences of Christianity," and when two missionaries cannot

read it together without disagreeing on some point, and almost

every page, how is the lofty, fine cut theological thought going to

appear in such a dress before the Chinese mind. I do not hesitate,

and I suppose no one who has read their books would hesitate, to

say that in this kind of writing where precision and accuracy are

everything, the book style entirely breaks down. But the same

theology can be put into a good Nanking or Peking mandarin dress,

and it can be read by book or mandarin readers, in the entire country

and they will know as much about the reading, as they can be expected

to know, or the Chinese language is capable of expressing.

I would like to take up the question of the mandarin taking the

place of the dialects everywhere, as a medium of instruction, but

I will only say as to where it can be so used, that I know it can bo

used everywhere north of the Yangtse kiang, and everywhere south of

that river, west of the coast provinces ; and I firmly believe every-

where in those coast provinces, but there are some good brothers who like

to say no, and so we give them the the benefit of the doubt. But still

I know it can be used in Canton, and it is known by experience that

it can be used in Ningpo. I am persuaded that the mandarin is the

only style that should be used in all our schools, for many and

obvious reasons, and I am more fully persuaded that the book style

completely fails as a teaching instrument in schools and everywhere,

for various reasons besides the fact that a boy should have passed

well through his course of trailing in the time it takes him to learn

to use the book style.

I would like to dwell more on the mandarin as an educator, but

I have not time at present, and besides I think its merits are

acknowledged and the growing mandarin literature shows that

workers who know it, feel its use and necessity, and it will be a blessed

day in our work in China, when the book style and the mandarin find

their respective positions, that reversed in the order of their present use.

It may be asked, then, what mandarin will we take? What

style is this that has this universal, and practical character about it ?

Is it that of " The Dream of the Red Chamber ? " No. I do not
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mean a bookish style of mandarin, but a colloquial pure and simple,

such as is found in " The Sacred Edict. " This style, for all practical

purposes, is the spoken language of two out of three in the whole

empire. It will go current in Peking, Nanking, and Sz-chwen, and

everywhere, except in two or three small districts, where the people,

by long established custom, have slightly changed the form of their

language. So the mandarin of "The Sacred Edict" is practically the

spoken language of the whole country. And as much of what is called

mandarin is not worthy of the name, we recommend this, for we must

have a standard, and this is a native standard and good mandarin, and

although written a couple of hundred years ago in Peking, is

substantially the spoken language of Nanking to day. It is this

mandarin that we contend can take the place of the book and more

than take its place. And inasmuch as it can be read by twenty

times as many of the people, and thus is by so much more a universal

language ; since it is eary to learn, easy to read, easy to understand
;

and since it is the very tongue of at least two thirds of the people

of China, its claims are good as an evangelizing agent, and an

instrument of instruction, and moreover it is the only one that should

be used in our work, notwithstanding the great and superstitious

prejudices of the people for the book style. But against all opposition

we would place the stubborn facts, which we do not think can be gain-

said or denied. As for myself I consider the book style utterly

worthless for any work I wish to do, except in a most limited way,

and in view of the fact that God has given us a written language,

used by and well known among themselves, and practically twenty

times more universal than the book, it is shutting up the counsel of

God from the people to use any thing else. And to write to the

people in an unknown and unreadable tongue, is against all the

teachings of the Scriptures and of our protestant Christian history.

" In the church I had rather speak five words with my understand-

ing, that by my voice I might teach others also, than ten thousand

words in an unknown tongue."
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th;e gospel in Mongolia.
By Hoiifos.

rpHE Missionary purchases, in some towns on the frontier hetween

China and Mongolia, tents, carts, utensils, flour, rice, grain, &c.,

then hires, from some friendly Mongol settlement, oxen to draw the

carts, and a couple of men to manage the oxen, set up the tents, and

do the work of the Caravan generally. "When a cluster of tents is

reached a halt is called, the tents are set up, the goods unloaded, a fire

of the quick argal is started, and soon master and men abandon them-

selves to tea drinking. Meantime natives of the place have gathered

round. Sometimes they are very friendly and assist in setting up the

tents, sometimes they stand by counting their beads and looking on,

hut almost always they are ready and willing to join in the tea-drinking.

Some of them are attracted by the medicine, which, they have heard

by report going before, is dispensed gratis, some are drawn merely by

idle curiosity, some few come in the hope of getting a Mongol book.

For the most part they are a little distant at first. Tea even fails to

thaw completely their reserve, and it is not till a case of Scripture

Pictures, gaudy with colours, is produced, that old and young find

their tongues and crowd around all eye and ear. A selection of the

pictures gives a good opportunity for stating the main doctrines of

Christianity, and in the case of the picture, the eye assisting the

ear, even people of small intellectual ability often apprehend clearly

the teaching and remember it distinctly. The pictures exhausted

then come the books. These comprise three or four tracts, some of

which have pictures, a catechism, and the gospel by Matthew. The
tract, being written in an easy style and free from proper names,

present no difficulty to a moderately good scholar, the catechism does

not run so smoothly, but when he comes to the Gospel, any but a very

exceptionally good reader stumbles badly and frequently lays down the

book, saying it is too much for him. Indeed long experience of many
different Mongol scholars attempting to read the Gospel in the tent,

leads to the belief that the portions of Matthew's Gospel of which an

unassisted Mongol can make sense at all are comparatively few. In

justice to the translators, of whom the present writer was not one, it

is only fair to state that the fault does not seem to lie with the trans-

lation. The difficulty seems to arise from the want of acquaintance,

on the part of the reader, with Gospel truths and doctrines, from a

slight indefiniteness inherent to Mongol writing, and, perhaps mainly,

from proper names, Old Testament references, and Jewish customs
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occurring or referred to in the said Gospel. From the combination

of all these causes it happens that a Mongol, even a good scholar,

seldom, even after a good deal of trj'ing, succeeds in extracting much
meauiug from Matthew's Gospel, and one is forced, rather unwillingly

it must be confessed, to the opinion, that in propagating Christianity

among the heathen, tracts and other books are, in the initial stages at

least, more useful than portions of the Bible itself. Of course after a man
has been taught somewhat of the doctrines and facts of Christianity,

the most useful book that can be put into his hands is the Bible,

but it seems very doubtful, if, in many cases, much good is accom-

plished by placing the Bible in the hands of a heathen as a first step

towards his enlightenment. This refers first and mainly to Mongo-

lia, but " sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander," and if

tracts, and treatises are understood more easily than the Bible in

Mongolia may not the same thing hold true in China ? Granting

that the Chinese language is free from the indefiniteness inherent to

the Mongol, do not heathen Chinese in reading the New Testament,

stumble at proper names, references to the Old Testament prophets,

and allusions to Jewish manners and customs ? In selling Bibles in

China, for the most part, the reader takes his purchase and

disappears, and the colporteur or missionary hopes the best from the

transaction ; but if, as in Mongolia, the missionary or colporteur had

the opportunity of sitting with the purchaser for half an hour or a

whole hour and helping him to read his book, it is just possible that

by-and-by the earnest Christian evangelist would hope more for the

spiritual enlightenment of the man who bought a ''Peep of Day" iov

example, than of the man who bought a Gospel or even a New
Testament. The great Bible Societies sell their Bibles far and wide

over China. They do well. But it is scarcely possible to escape the

convictions that they would do much better if they allowed their

colporteurs to sell tracts along with the Bibles. If the nature and

constitution of the Bible Societies make this impossible, could not it be

arranged that a Bible man and a tract man should go together ? It

is known and admitted that there are instances of men converted from

heathenism to Christianity, men who never met a Christian and

who never handled a Christian book except the Bible, but these men
are very rare, and in the general circulation of the Bible it would

very much increase the number of those who get to understand the

Sacred Word if it were accompanied by treatises and explan-

atory tracts.

But to return to the tent and the Mongol. After a Mongol has

received some idea of Christianity, he for the most part expresses
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hlmself entirely satisfied. lie says it is good- It is like his own
religion. It is the same. And he says this though what he has read

or what he has had told him includes prominent and pointed statements

of Christian doctrines diametrically opposed to the fundamental beliefs

of his own Buddhism. It is then necessary to go back with hira and

point out the differences, and if he at last understands that a man
can't be a good Buddhist and a good Christian at the same time, his

next thought is that it is quite superfluous to bring any other or

any new religion to him who is supplied with what he regards

as such an excellent one already. When a Mongol understands

that Christianity is intended to supersede Buddhism, his first thought

seem to be a tendency to despise the smallncss of our Scriptures as

compared with his own. Their Scriptures form a library of large

volumes which it takes a good string of camels to carry. The idea of

such Scriptures being superseded by a small book which a child can

carry in one hand ! When two it comes to a comparison of the

doctrines contained in the two Scriptures the Buddhist can, if he is

well up, produce no mean list of excellent doctrines, and when it comes

to miracles the Buddhist thinks that those he can quote are not a whit

behind those of our Scriptures. It is true that there is a vast difference

in the tone of the teaching, and the spirit, aim, and circumstances, of

the miracles in the two Scriptures. It is also true that a Christian

man, of fair intelligence, can see the difference of aim and bent and

tone of the inspired writing and the Buddhistic compositions, as

plainly and readily as an ordinary man of common intelligence can

tell a wall raised by the hands of a competent builder from the

attempted imitation of a bungling amateur. This is all true. And in

the case of a man educated in Christianity and intelligent as to

Buddhism, this palpable difference would carry ovewhelming weight

with it in favour of Christianity. But blindly and enthusiastically

bigoted for Buddhism as they are, the Mongols are hardly in a position

to feel the force of arguments drawn from this source.

It might be thought that the erroneous astronomy and geography

mixed up in, and forming an integral part of the Buddhistic Scriptures,

would lay these Scriptures open to successful attack. But the truth

seems to be that a devout Buddhist is no more disturbed as to the

reliability of his Scriptures, when their false geogrophy and astronomy

is attacked, than a devout Christian is alarmed for the stability of his

Bible when he heais a geologist lecturing on the first chapters of

Genesis.

Superadded to these intellectual difficulties which are met with

in attempting to propagate Christianity in Mongolia, is another diflBculty
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grosser in its nature and only less powerful in its operation than those

mentioned above. This is the almost all-powerful sway that Buddhism
has over its Mongol votaries, and the intesity of the bigoted enthusiasm

with which the Mongols cling to their religion. Considerable

acquaintance with Mongolia, with Mongols, and with Mongolian

habits and arrangements of life, lead to the conviction that any one

Mongol coming out of Buddhism and entering Christianity would lead

a very precarious existence on the plain, if in fact he could exist there

at all. It is perfectly true that were a Mongol really impressed

with the truth of Christianity he, like many other martyrs, would

not confer with flesh and blood, but still the hardship that would

follow a confession of Christianity must not be forgotten in

stating the difficulties that lie in the way of Mongols becoming

Christians.

But there is one point where the superiority of Christianity can

be made manifest to the Mongols, that is by its fruits. Buddhism is

an elaborate and in many respects a grand system, but in one thing it

fails signally, that is in producing holiness. A Mongol when attacked

on this point, for the most part, does not make much of a defence.

He knows and admits that his religion does not purify the heart and

produce the fruits of holy living ; on the contrary, the commercial view

taken of the relation of sin and merit, militates against morality, and

if he be not one of the ignorant devout, but a man of good informa-

tion he will admit that the temples are often little more than cages of

unclean birds. Here then is the hope for Christianity. If it can be

made manifest to the Mongols that Jesus can cleanse a man's heart

and reform his conduct, can make the vile man pure and the theif

honest, that would be an argument that they would find it difficult

to answer. Their own lamas make plenty of fuss and mystery over

their medical system, but there are things that with all their fuss and

mystery they cannot cure. And when a little foreign medicine is

applied and a cure follows, no carefully reasoned out argument, no

erudite chemical lecture is required to convince them of the efficacy

of the remedy. In the same way it is to be hoped that a closer

acquaintance with the effects of Christianity will, when they see its

purifying power, convince the Mongols of its superiority in a way

that arguments and discussions on its interna], external, and historical

evidences never could do. In this seems to lie the only hope for the

success of Christianity in Mongolia.

As yet the Mission with which the writer of this paper is con-

nected has no converts to report in Mongolia, and if the Chinese are

like the Mongols—more open to influence from facts than from
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arguments—it is hardly possible to escape the conviction, that, in

some cases, Christianity, in China would have grown faster in the long

run, had more carefulness been exercised at first in selecting men to

whom the name of Christian was extended. Perhaps the case may be

a little different in China, but in Mongolia to receive as a Christian

an unworthy man, would practically destroy the eflPect of almost the

only argument in favour of Christianity to which a Mongol is open,

namely, the argument from the power which union to Christ has in

renewing a man's heart and life.

COREAN TONE BOOK.

rTHE §fl^^^^tl^15!Iis ordained by royal authority to be

the standard in the literary examination, and is a companion to

^^6 3E ^ ^ iiGW and improved edition of which was published when

this book first appeared, in the reign which lasted from a.d. 1733-85.

The preface is by the royal hand and is at once brief and to the

point. It says the ancient tones were only three in number, 2]3, J^,

^ , to which at a subsequent period was added the \ ^ from the

elucidation of which four tones the book is called the ^ ^1 ^ ^J.

The *^ f^ or system of tones and ryhmcs has its origin in the six

Classics y^ ^ and was well known to the scholars both of the earlier

and later Han dynasty. By the time of '^ ^,^, who tabulated the

four tones as we have them, the ancient rylimes were lost, and the

earliest attempt to restore them was made by ^ ^Jj in his ^^ ^
which ^ ^ used in his treatise on the ^ .|§ (Dissipiation of sorrow,

a work written as early as b.c. 300—See Mayers and Wylie).

The book contains in all 13,345 characters, which are divided into

the three classes (1) words of one tone only 10,964
; (2) words which

occur in more than one column, 2102
; (3) forced rhymes 279. The

object of the compiler is to present at one glance all the possible

variations both in sound and tones of any one character, as also the

tonal variations of the same sound. To effect this the page is divided

from top to bottom into four nearly equal spaces marked ^ Ji ^ \
a deeper space being left for the P'ing as the more numerous. The

words in each of these classes are then arranged from right to left

in horizontal lines in such a way that when read perpendicularly the

eye is carried through various tone classes, a blank space being left

where the tone is wanting. The arrangement throughout is tonic and

not syllabic, a number of representative headings, ^ -^j being chosen
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as in the ^ |^ of which I have unfortunately no copy by me. The
headings are in white on a black ground, and are in number as

follows ;
2}i 30, J: 29, ^ 30, and A. 17, in all 106. Under each

such heading is stated the number of characters of the same tone under

it as C^) 153, (fi) 52, (Pf) 16. Throughout the book the pronounci-

ation of each word is given both as to its Chinese and Corean values,

the Chinese sound being written in Corean letters inside a circle

and the Corean pronounciation, where it differs from the above,

in a square Where the Corean follow the Chinese sound, only

the circle is used. Under each word also is written its definition

in Chinese, as in the 3S ^ which as I have said is a companion

volum, and where the tones are marked, is a white circle for the Z^

an opaque one for the Jl, a white semicircle for the ^and a

dark one for the \.
Considering the value attached by the Coreans to the ancient

pronunciation of Chinese, which is here declared to be the standard,

it may be useful to give these headings with their equivalent in Corean.

In order to a fair comparison I shall collate the sounds of "William's

Dictionary as given in the radical columns for Canton, Fokien and

Chekiang ; and in the transliteration of Corean sounds shall follow

"William's spelling—save perhaps in the vowel sounds. The vowels

which occur in this paper are a, e, i, u, with their continental values

;

e as in met of English ; e as in No.80 J@, of "Wade's syllabary ; o as

inEnglish word long pronounced sharply ; 6 as in No.158 ^ of "Wade's

syllabary ; io, oi, io, are pronounced according to the above powers of

the vowels, each element being distinctly heard.

The tables of sounds will read thus (1) the Chinese character
;

(2) the Corean pronunciation (3) ; and there upon the Canton. Fokien,

and Chekiang sound of William's Dictionary.
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^ 10 hoi; fui, hoe hwL

;J^ 11 chin; chan, chin, tsang.

^ 12 muu; man, bun, vang.

jC 13 uon; iin, gwan, nii".

^ 14 han; hon, han, ho.

jfH
15 san; shan, han, se^

^ 16 shion; sin, sian, si'*,

^ 17 shio; siu, siau, sio.

^ 18 hio; ngao, ngau«, yo.

^ 19 ho; h5, h6, ^o.

1^ 20 ka; ko, ho, ku.

Jg 21 me; ma, mo & ba, mo.

j^ 22 yiang; yeung, yong, yeung.

^ 23 kiong; kang, keng, kang.

W 24 fl'-'^'^^l ts'ing, ch'eng, ts'lng.
rJ ts^iong )

^ 25 tseng; ching, cheng, tsang.

j^i:
26 yiu; yau, m, yu.

m 27 f//j^l ts'Hm, chUm, t^^ng.
L* Isuni J

:f:
28 tam; l^im, I'am, de".

^ 29 yiom; im, yam, yi^

^ 30 ham; ham, ham, ye".

± '^^^
H I tong; t'ung, tong, dung.

jg 2 *f
"If }

Chung, chiong, tsung.

^ 3 kang; kong, kang, kong.

^ 4 chi; chi, chi, tsz.

J^ 5 mi ;
mi, bi, vi.

M 6 6; ii, gu,

]g 7 u; ii, gu,

-^ 8 che; tsVi, che, tsi.

^ 9 He; hai, hai, ha.

m 10 hoi; koi, kai, ko.

4 11 tin; ch'Sn, chin, tsang.

p^ 12 mun; man, bun, vSng.

nu.

nil.
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513

m

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22
23

24

25

26

27

28

29

uan;

han
;

tsam

;

shion

;

tio

;

kio;

ho
;

ka;

ma

;

yiang

;

kiong

;

hidng

;

yiu;

ch'Ing 1

ts^m J

kara

;

tarn
;

hiom;

un,

hon,

shan,

sill,

siu,

hao,

ho,

0,

ma,

yeung,

kang,

kwing,

yau,

ts'am,

kom,

lin.

guang,

han,

zan,

sian,

siau,

k'ao,

h6,

k'o,

ma,

yong»

keng,

heug,

iu,

ch'Im,

kam,

siam.

*

nil".

<6".

se".

si".

sic.

ch*o.

'o.

ku.

m6.

yang.

kang.

kiung.

yu.

ts'ing.

ke".

ye".

3^
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•^ 21 ko; ko, k6, ku.

|J| 22 ma

;

ma, ma, m6.

^ 23 yiang; y^ung, yong, yang.

j^ 24 kiong; king, keng, killng.

^ 25 kong; king, keng, kiang.

^ 26 yiu; yau, iu, yu.

fjjj>
27 shim

;

tsam, sim, sing,

^ 28 kam

;

kom, k'am, k'e *".

31 29 yiom

;

im, yam, ye°.

KS 30 ham

;

ham, ham, '^'*.

X •^^

M
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DOCTORING THE MONGOLS.
By Hoinos.

TiTONGOL doctors swarm in Mongolia, if swarm is a proper term

to be applied to any class of men in so sparsely peopled a

country. These native doctors are mostly lamas. There are a few

laymen who add medical practice to their other occupations, but the

great majority of doctors are priests. That this should be so is not

strange. In the first place the lama life is an idle kind of existence

affording opportunities of acquiring what medical knowledge is to be

had. In the second place a lama in riper years, being free from

family cares and government duty, has his time more at his own

disposal than in the case of the layman, and so can make more

opportunities of using his medical skill. In the third place, Mongols

seldom separate medicine and prayers, and a clerical doctor has the

advantage over a layman in that he can attend personally to both

departments, administering drugs on the one hand and performing

religious ceremonies on the other.

How much real knowledge Mongol doctors possess would be

difficult to decide. They seem to have rather an elaborate medical

system, but part of it at least has no better foundation than ignorance

or superstition.

One curious practice which Mongol doctors have, is that when

they have a man under treatment they go and live at the house of the

patient, remaining there till the cure is accomplished or the doctor

confesses he can do no more.

Mongols make, on the whole, good patients. They are credulous,

have great faith in medicine, are ready to swallow great quantities

of drugs, and the more nauseous the drugs are the more faith have

they in them. On one point Mongol doctors are sound and Mongol

patients are sensible. They believe greatly in the water cure. Mongol

doctors often advise their patients to try the effect of such and such

a hot or cold spring, and the celebrated springs in North China and in

Mongolia, count, among the sufferers that resort to them, large

numbers of Mongols. Some patients of course receive no benefit

from these rude hydropathic establishments, but the majority of

patients go away feeling benefitted, a fact not to be wondered at

when it is remenbered that a great proportion of Mongol suffering

arises from skin diseases, contracted or aggravated by want of

cleanliness.
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Tlie inhabitants of Mongolia are few and far between, and in

this sense Mongolia is not a favourable field for a foreign medical

missionary. But in estimating Mongolia as a sphere for a medical

missionary it miist not be forgotten that when at length you do meet

an inhabitant, he or she is almost sure to be suffering from some

disease or other, and it is almost true to say that the number of possi-

ble patients to be found in any one place is equal to the total

number of the inhabitants.

"When a foreign missionary, speaking Mongolian and carrying a

medicine chest, appears on any part of the plain the news spreads far

and wide. The story too gathers as it rolls and in a few days he is

credited with the most extraordinary powers of healing, the ex-

aggerated stories about his abilities being equalled only by the

exaggerated stories of the virtues of the medicines and appliances.

It is in vain that the missionary insists he has come not merely to

heal, but to teach Christianity. Christianity they can do without.

They dont feel the want of it. They are eager to get rid of their pains

and aches. They apply to the missionary in his capacity of doctor,

they talk of him as a doctor, and the real truth of the matter is, that

they want him at all only in so far as he is a doctor. In the case of

some places when Mongols are numerous, such as at populous temples,

government gatherings, and religious festivals, the number of patients

that present themselves in one day, is so numerous that while attend-

ing them very little religious instruction can be imparted. Some of

them have come a long way and can ill spare time and are in a hurry

to get home again ; some of them have run out in the interval between

services and must be back in time ; some of them have waited long

and patiently, or impatiently as the case may be, while earlier comers

were being treated ; and are eager to be attended to when their turn

comes ; and in those cases the "mmionanj" is in danger of being

swamped in the "doctor.'*

But the reception accorded to the missionary is not the same in

all places. In most cases when a locality is visited for the first time

there is a great crowd of people eager to be patients; but as a great

proportion of them have diseases which are incurable they soon learn

that the report that the foreigner can cure everything is not true, and,

finding he can do little or nothing for them, they gradually drop off.

Tlie second time the place is visited matters mend a little, and by the

third visit the people's ideas have become pretty correct, and for the

most part, only such cases as can be helped are pressed upon his

attention.
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For a man who carries medicines and can cure a few diseases,

and who lays himself out patiently and attentively to benefit his

patients; for one especially who without any shirking and shrinking

cleans and attends to neglected, loathsome sores on dirty unwashed

persons, showing the same attention to the poor as to the rich, for

such an one the Mongol admiration is unbounded. It is long before

they can convience themselves that money or recompense is not

wanted, and if they could only believe that these things were done,

as they profess to be, for nothing else but for Christ's sake, those who
saw them would be doubtless inclined to think highly of a religion

which produced such fruits. But, in the opinion of the Mongols, it

is too good to be true. They cannot believe it. That men should bo

sent out from distant lands, fitted out with travelling appliances and

furnished with medicines, and go about ready and willing to cure

and heal and want no money for it, no reward of any kind—a Mongol's

faith staggers at that. Explain to him the religious sanction and

motive for it all, the theory of such a thing he could understand, but

the thing in practice stagijcrs him. If he read it in his sacred books

as a thing related of old Buddhist saints, who lived in distant countries

and in old times, he would accept it, but to see it with his own eyes, in

this hii own time, and in his own country—that is too much for his

faith. So he sets himself to invent a reason. If he is near China,

or if himself or friends have had much intercourse with China, ho

perhaps has heard the stories of foreigners digging out people's eyes

to make photographic chemicals, or perhaps he has heard of the

operation of couching for cataract, perhaps he has seen it performed,

and though he himself may know and believe that it is all right, the

friends and neighbours, who did not see the operation but only heard

his report, find in it plenty to confirm their suspicions. A very

unfavorable impression was once produced in one part of the country

through a couching operation for cataract which a Mongol had gone to

Peking to have performed. This particular operation happened to bo

one of the small percentage of cases which are not successful. The

failure did not stagger the Mongols of itself. They are accustomed

to want of success in medical and surgical treabneut at the hand of

their own lamas. But the thing that raised suspicion in their minds

M'as the fact that the little lens that had, by the operation, been

removed from the eye was carefully taken up by a Chinese assistant

and put away in a bottle ! In this they saw at once their worst fears

confirmed. They been not astonished that the eye did not prove a

success. Was it for this—the possession of the lens—that the

operation was performed ? Gould not the foreigner make a mint of
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money out of that piece of eye ? And believing all this they could

understand how a missionary could travel about, taking no fees and

healing diseases gratuitously, at considerable cost to himself. Did
not he recommend cataract patients to go to Peking for treatment ? And
•when they went there did not the foreigner take out and preserve the

precious thing of the eye ? Probably had the Chinese assistant not

preserved the lens, or of he had given it over to the patients friends,

all the scandal caused by the case might have been avoided. Absolutely

no end of care is needed if a Mongol missionary wishes to avoid giving

rise to rumours among the Mongols which will prove prejudicial to his

influence and work.

On one occasion a missionary was living some weeks in a

Mongol's tent. It was late in the year. Lights were put out soon

after dark. The nights were long in reality, and, in such unsatisfactory

surroundings as the discomforts of a poor tent and doubtful com-

panions, the nights seemed longer were than they were. At sunrise

the foreigner was only too glad to escape from smoke and everything

else to the retirement of the crest of a low ridge of hills near the tent.

This, perhaps the most natural thing in the world for a foreigner, was

utterly inexplicable to the Mongols. The idea that any man should

get out of his bed at sunrise and climb a hill for nothing ! He must be

up to mischief ! He must be secretly taking away the luck of the

land ! This went on for some time, the Mongols all alive with suspicion,

and the unsuspecting foreigner retiring regularly morning after morn-

ing, till at length a drunk man blurted out the whole thing and

openly stated the conviction that the inhabitants had arrived at,

namely that this extraordinary morning walk of the foreigner on the

hill crest boded no good to the country. To remain among the people

the missionary had to give up his morning retirement.

On another occasion, another missionary, who had a turn for

geology, was in the hahit of strolling about on summer evenings after

sun-set and picking up a few specimens of stones. This gave rise to

the most wonderful stories that spread far and wide over the plain.

Among other thing the above mentioned missionary was actually

supposed to have discovered and dug out of the earth immense

masses of silver of almost untold value, and these stories obtained

such credence among the people, affording as they did a very plausible

explanation of how men could travel about healing and asking no fees,

that in one neighbourhood to which a missionary and his medicine

had been specially invited, no one would have anything whatever to

do with him, simply because these prejudicial stories had arrived a few

hours before the missionary himself.
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A year or two ago a missionary and his wife while encamped at

a large temple, after having their tent crowded with visitors and

patients all the hours of the long summer day, used to have their

horses saddled up and go for a short ride at sunset returning at dusk.

This, it afterwards appeared, produced a great ferment among the

the lamas who, volumnious with lies as usual, concocted and circulated

all manner of absurd reports about our searching for treasure in the

night ; so much so that after a few days a messenger appeared and in

the name of the government authorities and ruling lamas ordered us

to leave the place.

At first sight it might be supposed that a traveller would be so

free nowhere as in the thinly peopled, far reaching plains of Mongolia.

And, as far as a mere traveller is concerned, this is the case. But

with the missionary it is different. To have any prospect of success

among the Mongols the missionary must avoid raising suspicions, and,

if he is to avoid raising suspicions, he must climb no hill, pick up no

pebble, never go for a walk, and never manifest any interest or

pleasure in the scenery. If he does any of these thing, stories and

rumours are at once circulated, which effectually close the minds of

the inhabitants against his teaching. And thus it happens that, for

months together, a misssionary in Mongolia has to confine himself to

his tent. When he travels with his caravan he must confine himself

strictly to the track, when he goes to visit tents he must not deviate

from the straight line. He sees hills near him and would like to

climb them, but has to refrain, and when he wishes to take exercise,

the only safe thing he can do is to walk up and down the road he

travelled in coming to the place, or the road he travels in leaving the

place. The Mongols seem unable to understand taking a walk or

climbing a hill for exercise or for the sake of a view ; and if a

foreigner wishes to secure the good will of the Mongols he must, while

in their country, regard himself as in a kind of captivity and under

an unseen restraint. That the Mongols should imagine that we carry

off precious things from their land is not so much to be wondered at,

when it is remembered that, among the lying reports circulated about

foreigners, there is also this report that we have a looking-glass

which has the power of revealing all precious things within a certain

number of feet from the surface of the gronud.

Another thing that must be refrained from is writing. The

Mongols are very suspicious of seeing a foreigner writing. What can

he be up to, they say among themselves. Is he taking notes of the

capabilities of the country ? Is he marking out a road map so that

he can return guiding au army ? Is he as a wizard carrying off the
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good luck of the country in his note book ? These, and a great many

others, are the questions that they ask among themselves and put to

the foreigner when they see him writing, and if he desires to conciliate

the good will of the people, and to win their confidence, the missionary

must abstain from walking and writing while he is among them.

In both of these respects the minute the border is crossed and China

entered a delicious sense of freedom is experienced, and a man feels

that his legs and his pen are once more of some use to him again.

On another point, too, a missionary must be careful. He must

not go about shooting. Killing beasts or birds the Mongols regard as

peculiarly sinful, and any one who wished to teach them religious

truth, would make the attempt under great disadvantage, if he

carried and used a gun. This however is a prejudice that it is not so

difficult to refrain from offending. It is true that a gun would, on

many occasions, add a pleasant variety in the shape of ducks, geese,

and hares, to the pot, but for the most part, mutton can be obtained

without mucli difficulty, and as the wild deer are very difficult to

stalk on the open plain, the temptation to carry a gun is not so great

as might at first be supposed.

The diseases presented for treatment are legion, but the most

common cases are skin diseases, diseases of the eye, and teeth.

Perhaps rheumatism is the disease of Mongolia, but the manner of life

and customs of the Mongols are such, that it is useless to attempt to

cure it. Cure it to day, it is contracted again to-morrow. Skin

diseases present a fair field for a medical missionary. They are so

common and the Mongolian treatment of them is so far removed from

common sense, that any one with a few medicines and a little

intelligence has ample opportunity of benefitting many sufferers.

The same may be said of the eye. The glare of the sun on the plain

at all seasons except when the grass is fresh and green in summer, the

blinding sheen from the snowy expanse in winter and the continual

smoke that hangs like a cloud two or three feet above the floor of the

tent, all combine to attack the eye. Eye diseases are therefere very

common. The lama medicines seem to be able to do nothing for such

cases, and a few remedies in a foreigner's hands work cures that seem

wonderful to the Mongols. As to teeth, it is strange to see how

long Mongols will allow themselves to be troubled and pained by

decayed and loose grinders that want only a touch of the forceps to

remove them.

In many cases when a Mongol applies to his doctor, he simply

extends his hand and expects that the doctor, by simply feeling his

pulse, will be able to tell not only the disease but what will cure it.
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As soon as the doctor has felt the pulse of one hand the patient at

once extends the other hand that the pulse may he felt there also,

and great surprise is manifested when a foreigner begins his diagnosis

of a case by declining the proffered wrist and asking questions. No
less surprise is manifested when, in cases where it is necessary to feel

the pulse, the foreigner contents himself with feeling the pulse

at one wrist.

The question of " How did you get this disease ?" often elicits

some curiously superstitious replies. One man lays the blame on the

stars and constellations. Another confesses that when he was a lad

he was mischievous and dug holes in the ground or cut shrubs on the

hill, and it is not not difficult to see how he regards disease as a

punishment for digging since by digging, worms are killed, but what

cutting wood on a hill can have to do with sin it is harder to see,

except it be regarded as stealing the possessions of the spiritual lord

of the locality. In consulting a doctor too a ]\longol seems to lay

a deal of stress on the belief that it be his fate to be cured by the

medical man in question and if he finds relief often says that his

meeting this particular doctor and being cured is the result of prayers

made at some previous time.

One difficulty in curing Mongols is, that they frequently, when
supplied with medicines, depart entirely from the doctor's instructions

when they apply them ; and a not unfrequent case is that of the

patient who, after applying to the foreigner for medicine and getting

it, is frightened by his success, or scared by some lying report of

his neighbours, or staggered at the fact that the foreigner would not

feel his pulse or feel it at one wrist only, lays aside the medicine

carefully and does not use it at all.

In Mongolia, too, a foreigner is often asked to perform absurd,

laughable, or impossible cures. One man wants to be . made clever,

another to be made fat, another to be cured of insanity, another of

tobacco, another of whisky, another of hunger, another of tea,

another wants to be made strong so as to conquer in gymnastic

exercises, most men want medicine to make their beards grow, while

almost every man, woman, and child wants to have his or her skin

made as white as that of the foreigner.

When a Mongol is convinced that his case is hopeless he takes it

very calmly, and bows to his fate whether it be death or chronic

disease ; and Mongol doctors, and Mongol patients too, after a

succession of failures regard the afijiction as a thing fated, to be

unable to overcome, which implies no lack of medical ability on the

doctor's part.
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But Mongol patients are very credulous and fall an easy prey to

designing Chinese traders and doctors, who go about the districts

nearer China, vending plaisters many and various, of which they do

not scruple to tell round lies, warranting one plaister to preserve all a

man's teeth from decay for the whole period of his natural life, and

affirming of another that it needs only to be placed on the body of

the patient anywhere when it would of itself find out and move away

to the affected part and heal the disease. These plaisters cost a little

money but are harmless. A more serious case was that of a lama,

who, disappointed at a foreigner's refusal to perform in Peking an

impossible operation on the eye, went back indignant to his home in

Mongolia, and fell into the hands of a plausible Chinese doctor, who

took the lamas money, performed the desired operation and com-

pletely destroyed the eye. This lamas misadventure with the

Chinese doctor, raised his opinion considerably of the skilful foreigner

who pronounced the proposed operation impossible.

A few curious cases are met with now and again among the

Mongols. A woman afflicted with disease of the jawbone, had

allowed it to heal up in such a position that the teeth were tightly

closed. She could not open her mouth at all and for years she had

subsisted upon liquid food sucked into the mouth by way of the

interstices between the teeth. She wished one or two teeth removed

so as to allow of a free avenue for food entering the mouth. All the

teeth were well set and in beautiful condition, and the mouth was

so tightly closed that it was a work of some difficulty to get sufficient

hold of any one tooth, but the old woman's courage was good, and a

road was eventually opened for the passage of solid food for which

she had before longed in vain

An old man presented himself with a skin disease which required

so much scratching that the nails on the fingers of both hands were

worn down flat to the quick. The poor man had been in this state

for a year or two.

Another old man who was a very long distance from home, was

conspicuous as he rode about the country, by a curious stick hanging

from his saddle bow. It turned out that this baton was used

lever-wise, to reduce a rupture, and, by long habit, he had become so

accustomed to its use that he could operate quite deftly as he sat in

the saddle.

One old lama who had been severely bitten by a dog had stopped

the wounds with fur from the animals hide, evidently believing in the

healing efficacy of " a hair from the dog that bit him."
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Of all the healing appliances in the hands of a foreigner none

strikes the fancy of a Mongol so much as the galvanic hattery, and

it is rather curious that almost every Mongol who sees it and tries its

effect, exclaims, what a capital thing it would be for examining accused

persons. It would far surpass whipping, heating, or suspending.

Under its torture a guilty man could not but "confess." Some one in

England has advocated the use of the galvanic battery in place of the

cat in punishing crimiuids, and it is rather curious to note the

coincidence of the English and Mongol mind.

The Mongol doctors are not, it would seem, quite unacquainted

with the properties of galvanism. It is said that they are in the habit

of prescribing the loadstone ore, reduced to powder, as efficacious when
applied to sores, and one man hard of hearing had been recommended

by a lama to put a piece of loadstone into each ear and chew a piece

of iron in his mouth

!

In Mongolia, Mongols are often eager to have the foreigner doctor

sick cattle, and an amusing story is told of a Mongol, in Peking, who
hearing of a western medical man's fame sent him a valuable opium

pipe, which had got awry, hoping that the foreign doctor would be"

able to straighten it out

!

Divination is another point on which Mongols are troublesome.

It never for a moment enters their head that a man so intelligent and

well-fitted out with appliances as a foreigner seems to them to be,

cannot divine. Accordingly they come to him to divine for them
when they should camp to be lucky and get rich, when a man who has

gone on a journey will return, why no news has been received from a

son or husband who is serving in the army, where they should dig a

well so as to get plenty of g.;od water near the surface, whether it

would be fortunate for them to venture on some trading speculation,

whether they should go on some projected journey, in what direction

they should search for lost cattle, or more frequently than any of the

above, they come, men and women, old and young, to have the general

luck of their lives examined into. Great is their amazement when
the foreigner confesses his ignorance of such art, and greater still is

their incredulity. They simply disbelieve him when he says he

cannot divine and think that he is merely lazy or disobliging, and

return again and again to the charge, begging and entreating, hoping

thus to overcome his unwillingness. One foreigner, not a missionary,

tells the story of himself, that yielding to the Mongol importunity, he

consented to divine for lost camels, and, judging that the beasts must

have retreated before a gale of wind the previous day, sent the

Monijols to look for them in that direction. The camels were
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actually found there and the foreigner's reputation established for

divination.

In conclusion the great obstacles to success in doctoring the

Mongols are two :—First : most of the afflicted Mongols suffer from

chronic diseases for which almost nothing can be done ; Second : in

many cases, where alleviation, or cures are effected, they are only of

short duration, as no amount of explanation or exhortation seems

sufficient to make them aware of the importance of guarding against

causes of disease. In extenuation however of this last peculiarity of

the Mongols it should be remembered that their tents, clothes, and

customs, are such as to make it very difficult for them to " take care

of themselves." But notwithstanding all this many cures can be

effected on favourable subjects, and the fact that the missionary

carries medicines with him and attempts to heal and that without

mony and without price, aids the missionary cause by bringing him

into friendly communication with many who would doubtless hold

themselves aloof from any one who approached them in no other

character but that of a teacher of Christianity.

As to the absurd and damaging stories circulated as to the motives

and doings of the missionary, there seems no cure for these hut

patience and perseverance in well doing.

EDUCATIONAL WORKS FOB. THE CHINESE.

IVriNUTES of Meetings of the Committee for the jmhUcation of "A
Series of School and Text-books," held at the London Mission,

Shanghai, 15th, 16th and 17th March, 1880.

OPENING OF FROCEEDINGS.

Rev. Dr. A. "Williamson, Rev. Dr. Y. J. Allen, Rev. W. Muirhead,

Rev. T. Taylor, and Mr. John Fryer were present. Dr. Williamson

was asked to occupy the Chair, and Mr. Fryer to act as Secretary.

The minutes of the last meeting were accepted as read and were

formally passed.

STATE OF FUNDS.

Tbe Treasurer, Mr. Muirhead, laid on the table a statement of

the funds in his hands, showing an actual balance of Taels 1,683. 87,

which, with sums not yet received, would be increased to about Taels

1,720. When subscriptions, which are expected from Peking,

Hongkong and other places have been received, the total funds at the

disposal of the Committee will, it is hoped, amount to over Taels 2,000.
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A letter was read from Dr. Martin, showing that he had not yet

collected any subscriptions in Peking. In view of his early departure

for America, it was decided to write and ask him to take immediate

steps in this matter.

Dr. Allen reported that there had not been sufficient time for him

to receive an answer from his Board to which he had promised to

write for funds ; but he hoped for a satisfactory reply shortly.

A letter from Mr. Drew at Ningpo, with offers of assistance, and

others of a similar character, were read, from which the Committee

were glad to find that considerable interest is taken in the work they

have in hand.

Dr. Williamson reported that Mr. Holcombe had promised to

represent the interests of the Committee on his return to Peking, and

read a letter from the Rev. J. Hoare, consenting to do the same at

Ningpo. It was hoped that subscriptions would soon be forthcoming

from these places ; and that when the new prospectus was completed

and forwarded to the agents appoin ted in the out-ports, the funds would

be considerably increased.

Dr. Willamson proniised to bring the claims of the Committee

before the notice of societies and individuals in England during his

stay there.

THE PREPARATION AND PUBLICATION OF BOOKS.

Br. Osgood's Anatomy.—Specimens of the engravings already

prepared were shown and highlyapproved of. Dr. Osgood has obtained

from America a series of blocks required fen- printing the better class

of the illustrations, and is prepared to publish the work from his own

resources. The Committee agreed to purchase 300 copies when it /

completed.

Dr. Graves* Topography of the Holy Land, and his Sacred

Geography for the Young.—These works were laid on the table and

accepted. Dr. "Williamson represented that he had laid the matter of

their publication before the American Heligious Tiact Society, and

hoped that Society would defray all the expenses. It was agreed that

Dr. Graves' offer to get both works published at Canton under his

superintendence should be accepted.

Mr. Faher's Letter Writer.—This work, while excellent of its kind,

did not appear to the Committee to differ from many native works

already existing of the same class. There was nothing in it, apparently,

to render it particularly useful to Christian converts, for whom such a

book is needed. Mr. Muirhead was asked to write to Mr. Faber,

pointing out the requirements which are not satisfied in this work, and

asking him to make the necessary alterations.
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Dr. Martin's Political Economy and Jurisprudence.—These works

are finished, and a supply will be brought to Shanghai shortly.

His Mental Pliilosophy, and Mathematical Pht/sics are in progress,

and will be completed on his return to China after his approaching

visit to America.

Mr. Fryer's Elementary Chemistry.—The manusci'ipt was laid

before the Committee and accepted. He was asked to proceed at once

"with its publication.

Mr. C/iapin's Geography and Maps.—A letter was read to the effect

that his work on Geography was completed, and he wished to -fkint

and publish his maps during the present spring at T'ungchow. Dr.

Williamson promised to write to him and explain that the Committee

did not object to his going on with them at once on his own responsbility.

Zoology.—Mr. Fryer read a letter from Messrs. F. AVarne & Co.,

the publishers of a series of cheap coloured zoological pictures, to whom
he had been asked to write for an estimate. Their offer to supply a

thousand copies on reasonable terms was accepted. While they were

being printed in England, Miss Williamson at Chefoo would prepare

a translation of the letterpress, which could be printed and bound up

•with them on their arrival.

Bishop Burdon's Works.—A letter was read in which the Bishop

undertook the responsibility of their publication at Hongkong.

Dr. Farnham's Elem,entary Natural Philosophy.—A letter was

read, in which funds were asked for the engraving of the illustrations.

It was agreed that when the work or a specimen of it should be laid

before the Committee, the matter should have full consideraticm.

Mr. Mateers Work on Vocal Masic.—It was remarked that for

the mere purpose of teaching children in mission-schools to sing

hymns to foreign tunes the book was well suited ; but that it could never

be regarded as a treatise on Vocal Music calculated to be of general

use. The Sol-fa system being entirely ignored in it was also con-

sidered as an objection. The Committee agreed that it should be

printed ; and hoped it would be supplemented by a work of a more

general character.

Mr. Scarborough's Elementary Geography.—Mr. Chapin's and

other criticisms were read, and it was arranged for its revision by

correspondence through Mr. Muirhead.

History ofEngland.—Mr. Muirhead promised to revise his History

of England, and have it ready for publication in three months.

Modern History.—Mr. Rhein having offered to translate an

elementary work on Modern History on the basis of the " Historical

Primers," his offer was accepted.
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Wall Charts.—The accounts for carriage and mounting of these

charts were presented and allowed. Wlien the Chinese names have

been affixed to them, copies are to be sent to Mr. Holt and to other

agents for exhibition, with a view to obtaining purchasers. It was

agreed to ask Dr. Mollendorf to give the names for those on Natural

History. Dr. C. C. Baldwin and Rev. N. Sites had previously under-

taken those on Astronomy.

Mr. Corhett's C/inrch History.—This book as well as Mr.

Chapin's Geography being ready for the press, it was considered

inadvisable to wait any longer till the nomenclature could be deter-

mined for the proper names in them. The writers were therefore to

be asked to commence printing at once, the Committee agi-eeing to

take 300 copies of each work.

Size of Books.—It was decided that the larger works and text-

books should be of uniform size with the Kiangnan Arsenal publica-

tions, i.e. twenty-two characters to a column, and ten columns to a

page. The " readers" and elementary school-books are to be of

smaller size both as regards page and type, and are to have twenty

characters in each column, with nine columns to each page.

Other works of the Series.—Most of the remaining works of the

series are in progress, and the Committee are anxiously waiting to

receive the manuscripts.

NOMENCLATURE.

Mr. Muirhead proposed that the characters used for persons and

places in the "VYen-li translations of the Old and New Testaments

published by the British and American Bible Societies should be

adopted. This was unanimously agreed to.

Dr. Williamson proposed that the lists supplied by Mr. Wylie,

in Mr. Doolittle's vocabulary, should be adopted, viz, 1.— Mathemati-

cal and Astronomical terms. 2.—Terms used in Mechanics. 3.—List

of Fixed Stars. Also t ^at the list of Buddhist words and phrases by

Dr. Edkins, and of Taouist words and phrases by Dr. Chalmers, both

published in the same vocabulary should be accepted. These

propositions were carried.

Dr. Allen laid on the table a list of persons and places occurring

in Japanese history, with their Chinese equivalents. He was asked

to go on and complete it as far as possible, with a view to its adoption

by the Committee.

Mr. Fryer showed specimens of various lists of scietific terms and

proper names which he had been accumulating for several years past

from all available sources. He hoped to have some of these lists
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ready for publication during tlie present year ; but as they have to be

done at leisure moments, it would be impossible to make rapid pro-

gress. He was advised to write to Peking and Yeddo for lists of the

Chinese terms employed in the translation of foreign books at the

Universities of those places, so as to accumulate materials for a

Translator's Vade Mecum, which the Committee hoped he would place

in their hands for publication.

With respect to proper names a list of above 25,000 geographical

terms in most frequent use, drawn up by II. E. Li Fung-pao, the

present Chinese Minister at Berlin, with the assistance of Dr. Kreyer

and Dr. Allen, was brought before the notice of the Committee by

Mr. Fryer. This list is the basis upon which a large atlas of the

world on Mercator's projection has been prepared, and is being photo-

liohographed at Berlin. It also represents the nomenclatuie employed

by Dr. Kreyer in a translation of Daniel's Geography, a large

standard work in sixteen Chinese volumes. After a long discussion,

the following seven resolutions were passed :

—

1.—That geographical terms in general and long-continued use

are to be retained.

2.—The characters used in the list drawn up by Li Fung-pao are

to be employed for all other terms as far as they go.

3.—Such new terms as do not appear in that list are to be

rendered by means of a syllabary to be afterwards determined upon, so

as to secure uniformity.

4.—That Li Fung-pao's I'st be harmonized and printed for

circulation as a portion of the proposed Vade Mecum.

5.—That Mr. Muirhead and Mr. Fryer be constituted as a sub-

committee to agree upon a syllabary for rendering geographical names

•and names of persons into Chinese.

6.—That Mr. Butler be asked to revise his list of scripture

geographical names, and add to it a list of names, so that it may be

printed by the Committee without delay.

7.—That Mr. Fryer be -authorized to engage the services of a

Chinese copyist to assist in preparing the various lists of terms for

publication.

PROSPECTUS.

Mr. Fryer laid on the table the draft of the portion of the

prospectus referred to in the minutes of the meeting of 31st October.

He explained that he had been kept waiting for the Chinese names of

the various books of the series, as well as of the writers. He also

required the subscription list, with the Chinese names of subscribers.
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and of the various agents appointed at the ports and inland stations.

Without these data he had been unable to proceed further with the

work. Dr. "Williamson promised to supply these names as far as

possible, and it was hoped that a prospectus in Chinese and another in

English would be ready shortly.

ACl'lXG SECRETARY.

It was arranged that during the absence of Dr. Williamson in

England, all communications respecting tlie work in hand should be

addressed to the Treasurer, the Rev. Wm. Muirhead.

MINUTES.

A proposal from Dr. Williamson that the minutes of the meeting

should be published was agreed to. The meeting was then brought

to a close by prayer by the Rev. W. Muirhead.

©jjrrespiibfnte.

The Kii J^i Examination.

Dear Sir,

In the account of the work done in Tai Yuen-fu, Province of

Shansi, during the Ku Jan Examination in the eighth month of last

year, and published in your Nov.-Dec, number, your readers may
remember that beside the distribution of Tracts, each candidate

was supplied with a list of questions, bearing upon the following

subjects—six in all ; Revelation, Holiness of heart, Atonement for sin,

Prayer, Idolatry, and Opium smoking, and prizes were offered for

the best Essays on these subjects, such essays to be sent in on or

before the loth of the 12th moon.
The result of this effort to awaken thought on these momentous

subjects, has been on the whole so satisfactory, and has opened so

v\'ide a field for future work, that I can not refrain from sending

you a brief summaiy of it.

We received in all, upwards of 110 essays varying widely both

as regards quantity and quality. Some would cover as many as 20 or

'30 pages, some not more than 2 or 3, some altogether ignored the

Christian teaching communicated to the writers in the Tracts they
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received, others, and I am happy to say the best, introduced more or

less of Chrifjtian truth. Some, thougli only a few, were written in

simple, almost colloquial style, by fur the greater majority in good

wenli.—Some, perhaps the great number, were superficial and
unsatisfactory ; not a few however dealt in a thorough, and in some
instances, a masterly style with the subjects they handled.—They
came from districts far and near, chiefly from the South, where we
are more widely known through the Famine Relief work, about 20
Hien in all being represented. The districts north of Tai-Yuen-fu,

supplied hardly any. Difficulties of communication would no doubt

prevent many writing who otherwise would have done so.

2. Of the subject matter of these essays, it is no easy task to

give a proper idea.—They were, as may readily be supposed, for the

most part, thoroughly Confucianistic, both as regards tinge of thought

and mode of expression, but the questions were so framed as to give

scope for the introduction of Buddhist, Taoist, Mahommedan and
Christian teaching,—lines of thought, excluded from the Govern-
ment examinations but of importance for the purpose we had in view.

Touching on llevelation, the best essays place Jesus Christ on a
par with their sages, none higher. All bemoan the destruction of the

ancient classics by T.s'in Shi Hwang, and whilst accounting for the

introduction and spread of Buddhism and Taoism by this fact, they

suggest the insufficiency of their teaching to meet the moral wants
of man. On holiness of heart, none refer to the need of the agency
of the Holy Spirit, though several do speak of the duty of living con-

tinually as in the presence of God, and all make true sincerity the

great essential in the pursuit of holiness ; on the subject of atonement
for sin, hardly a single one has grasped the divine idea of the sacrifice

of Christ, "the just for the unjust, that he might bring us to God."
And that altlumgh each one was supplied with a Christian Tract, in

which this doctrine was plainly taught,—a fact worthy the considera-

tion of Tract and Bible distributors throughout the Empire. On
prayer, the almost negative influence of the example of Confucius

is hardly balanced by that of the Emperor T'ang ; though as regards

idolatry, testimony is almost unanimously given aginst it, as inconsis-

tent with the teaching of the Emperors Yao and Shun, whilst with

reference to opium smoking, I need hardly say, that, as with the voice

of one man, they deplore the flood of evils which it has brought upon
the country, in some cases depicting these in the most touching

language and with full bitterness of soul. A variety of plans are

suggested for the suppression of the evil and the need of moral

power, of Divine assistance, is expressed again and again.

This hasty glance at some of the salient features of these essays

is all that time or space will allow me to indulge in, though a long

and very instructive chapter might be based upon them. I must
leather hasten on to some practical considerations they give rise to.

The first is, that these Conipctitive Examinations offer one of the

best methods possible for knowing the mind of the people on the most

vital subjects. The moral pulse of the nation may here be felt as it

can be nowhere else. And if we would in our Preaching and Tract-
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making not spend our strength in beating the air, we cannot afford to

overlook, nay we shall rejoice to avail ourselves of, this method of

diagnosing the disease, we hope, by the help of God, to cure.

Again, it may be made the means of bringing us into personal

contact with some of the serious, and some of the ablest minds in the

country. I have heard one of the most successful Missionaries now
in China, more than once deplore the fact, that Christianity has not

laid hold of the intellect of the nation, that there is not a single man
of outstanding intellect and mental force to be numbered amongst us.

One such man would be a host in himself. Here, quite as much as

in the West, intellectual greatness wields almost unlimited sway.

And to win such men to the side of Christ is no mean ambition. And
as things are constituted in China what plan more feasible and more
promising than the one suggested to us, as we believe of God, in the

Province of Shansi ? But further, our greatest preliminary difficulty

in China both as regards the spread of religion, and the extension of

commerce, is the prejudice against foreigners existent in the minds of

the literati. It is this whieh has thwarted many an earnest effort

and blighted many an incipient work, and an}' thing which rightly

tends to allay this, and bring us nearer to the people, will be hailed

by all true hearted men, and of human agencies, I know of none so

well adapted to this end—none so thoroughly in accord with the

instincts and tastes of the educated Chinese, as that of seizing on their

cherished and time honoured system of competitive examinations

and employing it as a means of mutual good- will, of freer inter-

course, ajid of a more through understsanding the one of the other.

But I might write whole pages on the advantages which by the

blessing of God, would accrue to our work in China, by availing

ourselves of literary examinations in the chief centres of intellectual

activity in the Empire, provided always that they are conducted with

judgment and care and in the spirit of Christ. Suffice it to say, that

both Mr. liichard and myself have been impressed, as never before,

Avith the importance of this method of missionary work. It has

brought us into living sympathy with the minds of men we should

otherwise have never met, it has thrown light upon the views they

liold on the most vital questions, it has supplied us with a series of

valuable essays on these subjects written in a style thoroughly Chinese,

and in some instances by really able men, and it has in many minds,

I doubt not, led to wider views of truth, to a more earnest discussion

and more testing scrutiny of the tenets held, and by a previous study

of the books distributed, it has led to a more intelligent appreciation

of the teaching of Christ than ever before.

All this ferment of thought is so much to the good, for there is

no surer way of winning the Kingdom for Christ than by placing

Confucius, Buddha, Lao Tsz and Mahomet side by side with Jesus

Christ, and showing that as humble seekers after truth, we enter the

arena without a shadow of doubt as to the result.

Should the matter be taken up in other places, it may be well to

add a few of the details of our work. To make the result as

satisfactory as possible to the essayists, we thought it well to engage
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the services of three native gentlemen, two of whom had held office

as Kiao Kwan, and tlie other a gentleman, who is a Kii Jan of Tai

Yuen-fu. They carefully looked over the essays, and wrote a ^{; on
each one, which we keep hy us, should any question arise as to the

fairness of our adjudication. The Prizes offered, were for the 1st,

Taels 20, for the 2iid Taels 10, and for the 3rd Taels 5, according to

the original pi'ospectus, but finding so many, which must have cost

the authors no little time and trouble, we added 15 more names to

the list, giving Taels 2 to each man, and awarded the same amounts
both in Tai Yuen-fu and Ting Yang-fu. But if any of the readers of

this article wish for fuller information on the subject, or would like to

see a copy of the /?^ |^ either Mr. Richard or my self will only be too

glad to supply them believing as we do that by the blessing of God,
which we here devoutly acknowledge to have rested upon us in this

matter, this department of christian work, carried on in connexion

with Tract distribution and colportage may be made a means of

influencing rightly the thinking men of Cliina, one-third of the literati

of the world, to a mighty and marvellous extent.

David Hill.
Tai Yuex-fu, Shaxse, February, 1880.

27ic Soocliou- Ileathen Tract Sociefi/.

Dear Sir,

Once a month, near the full moon, some of the foreign residents

of this city meet to consider a native tract which has been translated

by one of our number. The field is a very wide one. These smaller

books reflect the views of the people and are what they princi-

pally read.

At the second meeting a translation of the two first chapters

of the ^ y^ n^ 1$ or "Domestic Instructions " was read by the

Rev. A. P. Parker. It is well known to colloquial students in central

China, and should be mastered by all during their second year. It

is mostly written in sentences of four characters which are so familiar

to the people that they are equivalent to words of four syllables.

Chinese "Rhetoric " perhaps consists mostly in these four character

combinations.

The book was wa-itten by a physician named Loh-yih-ding and
was found among his papers after his death. The MS was mutilated

and somewhat fragmentary but the papers, ten in number, were rev-

ised by his son while practicing medicine in T^n-U^ong and published

in the city of Fao-s/tan near Shanghai, in 1806. During the T'ai-

])'ing rebellion the blocks were burnt but a few years ago a man
named Wu-von-pao published a thousand copies. It isf divided into

29 precepts, such as the Conservation of the Heart, the Establishment

of the Character, &c. The woik will no doubt be fully noticed in

u future number of the Recorder.
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Anotlier meeting wns devoted to the :^ 1§ |^ or "Rules of

Merit and Demerit." It was given to the writer when on a colportagc

trip near the Hangchow Bay. Along the main street of a town a

gentleman bought a copy of each book ; I stepping back into a shop

he came out with the handful of religious tracts and said, "You see

I have bougJit your books ; this (the ^ j*§ ^) is one of our books,

I present it to you." His gift is appreciated to this day. It has a

list of deeds of merit, and the valuation of each and a list of sins, with

the degrees of guilt, attached. A good Chinaman keeps a daily

account, with each action under its respective head of "Dr." & "Cr."

and burns it the first day of every moon in the Temple of the God of

Literature.

The "Rules " are prefaced by "General Directions." The object

of the record is to atone for sin by the process of elimination ; also re-

cording faults will prevent the repetition of the same. Murder and the

like are not included in the category. The important rule is stated

that for the worship of Heaven—(Heaven is written with an empty

space just before; thus honored and perhaps personified) and for

lionoring father and mother, there is no merit as these are duties. Not

to avenge an adversary is meritorious ; if you forget the adversary of

your parents it is a sin. For Mandarins there is another set of Rules

as their actions are more potent either for good or evil. It is an ex-

cellent work to show how men may " measure themselves by them-

selves." Also to illustrate the text," tithing the mint and the anise."

A portion of the Buddhist Ilell has been translated by the

Rev. Mr. Fitch and will be noticed in the next Recorder.

H.C.D.

The Toleration Clause.

Dear Sir,—
The reading of the article on " Missionaries and the Toleration

Clause " has afforded the writer very much pleasure. Its author

writes like one who is sure of what he is saying, and his deductions

from this assurance are logical and sound, and on rising from its

perusal one is disposed to cling with greater tenacity to his legal rights

and Treaty privileges.

I have thought that the Missionary Community and their friends

were sometimes perhaps a little too hard on their respective Represen-

tatives at the Ports, that they scarcely appreciated the difficulties of

a Consul's position when appealing to tiie latter to redress cases of

perscution of native Christians. The undefined dread some of tho

Consuls have in taking upon themselves the responsibility of redress,

tends to make them talk and act in the manner so graphically de-

scribed by B. E, R. For having once entered upon a case, they feel

bound—for the honour of the Flag they represent, to carry it right

through to its legitimate issues at all hazards. There are gentlemen
in the Consular Body, who, on hearing the recital of cases of persecu-

tion and oppression, feel their sense of common humanity stirred to

its very depths, and who fain would—so far as they themselves are
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concerned—redress the wrong-doing at once, and deliver the weak and
helpless out of the hand of the oppressor. But they are restrained

from taking official active measures hy instructions from " higher
quarters," and their sense of justice and the hotter feelings of the
man, are violated and stifled by that wretclied policy of " expediency"
forced upon them hy their superiors in office. This being the case,

the writer—who has had many cases of persecution to deal with— has,

whenever possible, avoided an appeal to the Consul, and gone straight

to the Acting Magistrate of the district, and represented the case to

him; at the same time avoiding as much as possible, the introduction

of " Treaty Rights," and only appealing to his sense of justice and
pity. Not because he felt he had no claims to " Treaty Rights," but

for the simple reason that he has found the first form of appeal to

succeed well. But there are some officials who are so obstinate and
overbearing that nothing will avail but an appeal to " The Toleration

Clause," and giving notice that you will apply to your Consul fo r

redress. And I cannot say that the success, where the first form of

appeal was used, was not due to the fact of the Magistrate being aware
that I had Treaty rights to lay claim to.

Notwithstanding all this, the article by B. E. R. is most timely.

The lucid manner in which he has dealt with tbe subject, makes the

duty and privilege of Missionaries as plain as a. b. c, and calling to

mind the extent

—

through the negligence of the Church of Christ in

Christendom—to which cruel persecution and diabolical outrages have
reached in Turkey, and remembering that there are many j)oints of

resemblance in the administration of the governments of the two
countries, it behooves Missionaries and their friends to take the advice

of B. E. R., and represent their case to the proper authorities, and
not to leave their poor sheep as prey for the wolves of Ciiinese official-

dom, nor to expose them to the fury of every excited and unreason-

able mob, that might take it into their heads to attack them.

The writer is no " Alarmist ;" he presumes that, come what will,

he can get along with his flock as well as most folks ; he also firmly

believes in the special providence of God, but he likewise believes that

the " Toleration Clause " is jxirt of that providence, and we have no

right to throw away negligently the privileges we now enjoy, and

thus to tempt that providence. In conclusion, dear sir, I have

never before heard of B. E. R. and cannot find those initials published

in the " List of Protestant Missionaries in China, Japan and Siam "

for 1874. And although B. E. R. may not care one straw for the

thanks of a plain man, still, I cannot forego the pleasure of tender-

ing him my sincere thanks for his most opportune paper ; its arguments

are so forceful, its statements so clear, its demands so modest, its style

so chaste and lively, and its subject of such tremendous importance

to Missionaries and their flocks in China, that were I in a position

to do so, I would print it in pamphlet form and distribute it by

thousands in Europe and America.
Yours truly,

I. M.
March IBlh, 1880.
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Baptism.

Dear Sir

In the fall of 1878 copies of a circular containing six questions

were sent to 49 missionaries connected with various Protestant

Societies in China.

The six questions were as follows :

—

" I.—Has your mission any definite period of probation through
which candidates for baptism have to pass ?"

" II.—Has your mission any definite standard of Christian know-
ledge or Christian character to which candidates must attain before

being admitted to the rite of baptism ?"

" III.—In your mission does the fact of baptism admit to the

Lord's Supper and to the other privileges of full communion ?"

" IV.—For how long a period has your mission had a settled

practice with regard to these three points ?"

" V.—Speaking roughly, about how many converts in your
mission received baptism during the years 1876, 1877, 1»78 till date.

" VI.—Could you suggest for us anything which you would deem
an improvement on your own practice ?"

In all 41 replies were received, and as various friends at the

time and since, have expressed a desire to know something of the

results of the inquiry, I avail myself of the pages of this magazine as

the best means of communication with the numerous brethren who
may be interested in the subject.

Let us take the questions in order,
'•'

I.—Has your mission any definite period of probation through,

which candidates for baptism have to pass ?"

In answer to this, the great company of the Methodists reply that

they have a definite minimum probation, in some places of three

months in other places of six months. Sometimes, in special cases

this period is shortened a little, but in other cases it is extended to

any period within two years.

In addition to the Methodists there are one or two missions of

other societies who have a definite minimun probation, and of those

who have not got it there are several who express a leaning towards

such an arrangement.

At the other extreme stand a few who do not at all believe in

keeping candidates waiting, but who prefer that the missionary should

baptise freely all honest inquirers.

Between these two extremes, of a definite minimum probation on
the one hand, and free baptism on the other, stand perhaps the majority

of missionaries, who, having no definite minimum probation, and not

binding themselves to conform to one uniform practice, yet, with few
exceptions, defer baptism till the character of the candidate becomes
apparent through obseveration and intercourse extending over a

period of from two or three months to a year or two.

One brother says that in the early days of his mission he, having

little else to rely upon, relied to some considerable extent on time in

proving a candidate, but that now, having around him native
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Chrlstlans on whom lie feels that he can rely, he has ahout entirely

discarded the element of time in probation, and trusting to the native

Christians to judge of the candidates sincerity, and himself testing the

candidates knowledge of Christianity, he baptises applicants without

much reference to time, not a few almost instantaneously and finds

that some of his best men in every respect arc among those about

instantaneously baptised.
" II.—Has your mission any definite standard of Christian

knowledge or Christian character to which candidates must attain

before being admitted to the rite of baptism ?"

The answers to this question are generally " iVo."

In some few cases candidates are required to commit to memory
certain portions of Scripture, catechism, &c ; but in the great majority

of cases the missionary seems to rest satisfied with finding that the

candidate has a fair knowledge of the main doctrines of Christianity,

and that he conforms his life to some extent to these doctrines, much
more being expected, as far as knowledge is concerned, of the learned

than of the ignorant.
" III.—In your mission does the fact of baptism admit to the

Lord's Supper and to the other privileges of full communion ?"

In the great majority of cases Baptism admits to the Lord's

Supper and to all the privileges of full communion, but a few missions

or missionaries rather, insist upon a further course of probation and

instruction before admitting a convert to the privileges of full

communion.
" TV.—For how long a period has your mission had a settled

practice in regard to these three points ?"

" V.—Speaking roughly, about how many converts in your

mission received baptism during the year 1876, 1877, 1878 till date?"

The answers to these two questions do not require to be specially

noted here separately. These two questions were inserted, mainly,

with the view of assisting the Committee, at whose request and for

whose benefit the investigation was undertaken, in determining the

relative importance to be attached to the opinions and practice of

the various brethren who kindly replied to the circular, it being

deemed right that the weight attached to opinions and theories

should depend somewhat on the experience of the missionary and
the extent to which the theories had been tested in practice.

I may be allowed, however, merely to note that one Baptist

hrother clamis that the practice he follows has been the practice of

his Church in all ages ; and that another Baptist brother dates the

establishment of the practice he follows from the time when John the
Baptist said " bring forth therefore fruits meet for repentance."

" VI.—Could you suggest for us anything which you would
deem an improvement on your own practice".

Under this head an experienced missionary remarks that
" Sudden changes of practice, and different practies from those of

other missions in the same town are undesirable."

Two other missionaries belonging to one and the same society,

but working in fields remote from each other join in bearing testimony
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to the effect that rules, regulations, methods, and systems don't

amount to much. According to them what is wanted is enthusiasm

for Christ and practical common sense. The man who has this

enthusiasm and sense will get on Avell enough witli any system, the

man who lacks these qualifications wont be helped much by any
methods and systems however good.

Other two old and experienced missionaries after stating their

own experience and practice remark that they conceive cases in which
they would deem it wise to vary their pi-actice.

Another experienced brother is of opinion that if more care were

exercised in seeing that only good Christians were admitted there

would be fewer cases calling for discipline.

One brother suggests that more intimate acquaintance with

candidates would be an improvement, and another brother after

advising less hesitation in baptising the wives and children of Church
members, goes on to desiderate some arrangement in our households

by means of which we could bring our Chinese friends into social

intercourse with us. " In fact until something in this direction is

done I fear there is little hope of attaching to us many of the

respectable classes. Human nature is the same all the world over,

and the social barriei-s which now separate us from the better

classes in China would have the same effect elsewhere. But how
they are to be removed I hardly know."

Another brother says " We arc now more strict in admitting

members than formerly, as our experience leads tis to believe that

a pure and self supporting church will come sooner from a few living

Christians than from a good many dead ones."

In the same strain another missionary writes, " we have learned

that numbers do not constitute a church in the true sense."

Another, whose system of admission soems very deliberate, says.

"An improvement on our present plan Avould be to give more
instruction and more time for manifesting fruit of a thorough

change. It is possible to err both in admitting members too soon,

also in too long delay—but the injury unconverted members do

the cause makes it imperative to use great caution and not open the

door too wide. ****** ^^y niethod by which candidates

could get clear and enlarged views of the inestimable worth of the

gospel, and of the great honour and privilege of being a Church
member would be of great service especially to all who live far

from Church and other Christians."

A veteran missionary suggests that more prayer on the part of

of ourselves and our converts would be an improvement on the present

state of things and then adds, " Further, I would have no treasury

of foreign funds, not a dollar, for the employment of any native in

any kind of religious work. I would even withdraw the thougJd of

such a thing from their minds. Let Christianity in China grow on
spiritual food."

Oue of the oldest missionaries in China inclines to advise delay

before administering baptism, and to guard against every thing that

would give the impression that there was any efficacy iu baptism to
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wash away sin or secure salvation. " But when any one comes and

applies to bo received into the Church of Christ and gives some

evidence of love to the Saviour and a desire to profess his name
before men out of lov^e to him, I feel that as a shepherd of the

sheep I have no right to refuse his application.'^

One Methodist friend says tliat before baptism all candidates are

required to answer in the affirmative the following question ;
" Will

you contribute of your earthly substance, according to your ability

to the support of the gospel, and the various benevolent enterprises

of the Church."
A Presbyterian friend suggests the addition of two questions to

to the above mentioned six, namely.

(a) " How much money has your mission given to converts in

the way of loans or friendly help &c,"

(/>) Of those baptised how many have afterwards eaten the

food of the mission, that is, have been taken into mission employ ?"

A missionary who seldom baptises applicants under a year of pro-

bation, writes, " We are more and more persuaded that muck
caution is required in the admission of candidates to baptism and

other church privileges."

A Presbyterian brother holds language which seems to mean
that it is almost as useless to attempt to improve on his Presbyterian

system as on the liible, but another Presbyterian brother, belonging

to the same mission too, though located in a different field, adverting

to the number of members expelled from the Church in one year adds

"We have little reason to plume ourselves on our superior methods."

An English Church missionary says he " feels increasingly

the difficulty of laying down or abiding by any hard and fast rule."

A missionary who works on the six months probation system

writes, " I would suggest that my experience of upwards of 25

years teaches me more care in receiving applicants for Christian

baptism. That they should be known by native and other evidence

to be really seekers of salvation. We have received our converts

with great care, and have had few failures and few excommunications.

Weakness, and in some instances, very low moral attainments

follow hast// baptisms and often distressing cases of apostasy and

failure. Work on our part carefully and prayerfully done best repays

the churches who support us, and I would in my own practice

add to rather than diminish the carefulness exercised in receiving

candidates for baptism."

A missionary of even longer standing than the last quoted says
** I would suggest that the foreign missionary should devote more
time and attention to the careful teaching in classes of those who are

admitted to Church membership. As the Chinese are not in the

habit of much consecutive thinking, they learn very little that

is definite from the best pulpit ministrations. And a multitude even

of baptised heathen is not a good argument for the pure, elevated,

and holy Gospel we preach. The effect of the example of a

partially taught multitude drivien back into fathomless heathen

drrkness many who approach us with the best intentions.
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Whereas if our poorest disciples are well grounded in the truth,

they will ever be ready to give a reason for the hope that is iu

them, and will always be ready to say somethiug that will instruct

an inquirer after truth. This desirable end can be attained, I think

only by catechetical teaching by the Foreign Missionary."

Readers will please note that in this paper I am not giving any
views of my own or founding any reasoning on other peoples views

;

my aim is merely to ^iwc an impartial statement of some of the more
important communications contained in the answers received to the
circular.

I also take this opportunity of thanking, in my own name and
in the name of the Committee on whose behalf the questions were
circulated, the forty one brethren who at considerable trouble to

themselves, so courteously supplied so much valuable information.

Some apology is due too for the tardy appearance of this paper which
should have been written and forwarded twelve months ago.

PsKiKO, ilarch, 20th, 18S0.

James Gilmouk.

ixsifluary %i\&%.

^\x% and Parriagj.

BIRTH.

At Peking February 18th, Charles

Kussell, youngest child of Kev. D. C.

and Mrs. McCoy, American Presby-

terian Mission.

MARRIAGE.

On Tlmrsday, the 8th instant, at Trinity

Cathedral Shanghai, by the Very
Bev. Dean Butcher, D.D., Horace
Andrews Eandle to Ellen, fifth

daughter of Alexander Boyd, Esq.,

Kensington; both of the China
Inland Mission

Departed.—Per Kaisir-i-Hind, on

Friday, March 19th, Eev. A.

Williamson, LL.D., of the United

Presbyterian Church of Scotland

Mission, Chefoo.—Home address,

U. P. College, Buildings, Castle

Terrace, Edinburgh.

Per City of Peking about March

21st, Rev. N. J. Plumb and

family. Am. M. E. Mission, Foo-

chow, aTid Rev. J. B. Blakely

and family, A. B. C. F. Mission,

Foochow, for U.S.A., Rev. N. J.

Plumb'^s home address is Columbus,

Ohio, U.S.A.

Rev. J. B. Blakely's home address

is Pine River, Waushara Co, Wis-

consin, U.S.A.

On Friday, March 26th, Per

M. M. s.s. Bjemnah, Rev. A. W.
Nightingale, Wesleyan Mission,

Hankow, for England, and Rev.

S. J. R. Hoyt, Am. P. E. Mission,

Wuchang, for U.S.A.
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CmcFOG.—During Dr. Williamson's

absence, all conomuincations con-

cerning the School and Text Book
Series, sliould be addressed to

Rev. W. Muirbead.

%*
HoNQKONG Rev. R. Lechler, Basel

Mission, sends us the following in-

formation concerning the work of

hj^ mission. The whole number of

members in 1878, was 1827; in 1879,

2001 ; Gain 174. Of the total 1246

are communicants, 44 non com-

municants, 711 children. There are

354 pupils in the higher and 25

in the middle school ; 3 in the

Seminary for Teachers ; 1 7 in the

Theoglogical school.

*

Tientsin.—Rev.C. A. Stanley, writ-

ting on the 6th of April says

;

*' I returned from the country on

the 3rd, having been absent 2

months ; I baptized 77 on profes-

sion and 8 children, and cut off 13.

On the whole our work is in a heal-

thy condition. One new village is

opening. I visited it once and
baptized one man.

I took a run to Chi-nan while out

—had a very pleasant visit—found
them all well and happy. It, is two
days from our place.

We go to Peking next week to

attend ouft* Annual Meeting. Ex-
pect to be absent until Btbout the

20th of May. "

****
Shanghai.—At the meeting of the

Shanghai Missionary Association

held recently, the question of the

expediency of expending the money
of the Home Churches in teachiue-

the Chinese Classics in our Day

and Boarding Schools was discussed.
The question was regarded from the

stand point of evangelization,and the

schools were considered as evange-

lizing agencies, in this discussion.

Other aims of schools did not enter

into the question under debate.

The opinion was quite general that

in order to make the schools subserve

evangelistic purposes, the Classics

must be taught, at present. There

was dissatisfaction expressed that

the necessity seems to e?fist, but it

appears to be necessary. Among
the heathen, instruction in the Clas-

sics serves as an inducement

to parents to send their children to

the Mission Schools. Without

some inducement children could

not be secured. Money would doubt-

less answer the same purpose, but

to offering a pecuniary induce-

ment, thei'e are many and serious

objections. In the Training and

other schools it seems necessary to

give instruction in the Chinese

Classics, that those who become

teachers and preachers may be

acquainted with the secret spring

of Chinese thought and life. As
long as a heathen education is

limited to the Classics a Christian

education must embrace a compre-

hensive knowledge of the same. It

occurred to some present that it

would be worth while to see what

could be done to form schools in

which the Classics should not be

taught. The question is of a very

practical nature, and bears directly

on the present and future conditions

of school work. It would be of

interest to know what the practice

is in other parts of China.
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atix$2 iif %m\il luWicatifliis.

RE VIE W.

A new edition of the New
Testament in xVlandarin, about to

be issued under the auspices of the

Scottish Bible Society, presents

some features of ge»ieral interest.

These consist chiefly in a com-

prehensive and ehiborate introduc-

tion prefixed to each book, and a

running analysis printed at the top

of each p«ge.

These are the best substitute for

a commentary which the circum-

stances of the case admit ; and how

sorely the Chinese reader requires

a clue to the meaning of the text is

known to every one who has had

any experience in missionary work.

After all the labours of our

translators, he is still liable to be

left in the dark for the want of a

few hints on geography, history,

and the general scope of christian

doctrine.

To the question, TJnderstandest

thou what thou readest ? he might

make the reply of the Ethiopian

eunuch. How cau I except some

man should guide me ? But we

are bound to say that if the eunuch

had held in his hand a copy of

Isaiah provided with an introduc-

tion and headings, such as those of

this New Testament, he would not

have needed to ask ' Of whom
speaketh the prophet this, of him.self

or of some other man ?
'

It is much to be regretted that

our Bible Societies feel themselvjes

restrained from publishing the

Scriptures with the accompaniment
of a regular commentary. In their

zeal to shut out sectarian colouring,

and so render the spiritual telescope

achromatic, they fail to admit a

sufiiciency of light for the necessities

of distinct vision. The pi-actice of

introducing prefaces and headings,

is an attempt to obviate this

difficulty, but why explanatoiy

hints are accepted in that form
which would be rejected if written

between the lines, it is not easy to

say. Let us hope that the day will

come when they will see their way
to the adoption of a more liberal

policy while in the meantime we
make the best of the situation by

improving to the utmost the limited

facilities which are at present

conceded.

The prefaces and headings in thd

edition to which this notice refers,

were prepared by the Rev. G.

Owen, assi!?ted by the Rev. S. E.

Meech, both of the London Mission-

ary Society. The principles on

which the work was undertaken,

and tlie pains with which it has

been carried out, are well exhibited

in the following extracts from a

letter of Mr Owen.

L—" The introductions are in-

tended to give the reader, whether

Chi'istian or heathen, a fairly just

idea of ilie wvitcij and .of the
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character, object, and contents of

the several books.

(1.) The introductions to the

Gospels and Acts, contain therefore

a brief notice of each writer ; tlie

distinctive characteristics of each

Gospel ; and an outline of contents

together with the probable date

when written. (Christian era and

the corresponding Chinese date.)

(2.) In the introduction to the

first Epistle of each writer, is given

a short biographical sketch ; and in

the introductions to other Epistles

there is a brief account of the place

and persons addressed, the occasion,

purpose and time of writing, and

an analysis of contents.

(3.) These introductions have

been take for the most part from the

admirable work by Dr. Angus,

author of the Bible hand-book

given in the annotated Paragraph

Bible published by the English

Religious Tract Society, supple-

mented or modified by reference to

Alford's Greek Testament, Webster

and Wilkinson's Greek Testament,

and other works.

(4.) The introductions being in-

tended for general readers, only the

results of modern criticism are

given, not the methods by which

those results have been obtained.

II.—The headings are not a bare

index of contents, but an analysis

and summary of the subject matter

of each book.

(1.) Vague and general phraseo-

logy have been avoided as far as

possible, and an earnest endeavour

made towards accuracy and preci-

sion of language.

(2.) We have striven to preserve

in the headings the logical connec-

iton of the text.

(3,) As a specimen of the treat-

ment of nai'rative I may instance

Matt. 1st—4th chapter; for parables,

Matt. 13th chapter, or Luke 15 and

16 chaps.; for doctrinal subjects,

the epistle to the Romans or

Galatians.

(4.) The headings have been

taken for the most part from the

able analsyses given in the foot notes

of the Religious Tract Society's

annotated Paragraph Bible. Al-

ford, Lange, and Webster and

Wilkinson, have also been constantly

consulted. On the books of which

they respectively treat, much help

has also been obtained from Hodge

(Romans), Stanley (Corinthians),

and Ellicott, and from Conybeare

and Hovvsoii's Life and Epistles of

St. Paul. We are much indebted

also to the Peking version of the

New Testament with Headings,

published by the American Bible

Society, which we have had lying

open before us, and have consulted

regarding every heading ?

The version which is now re-

printed with these important im-

provements is not in our judgment

the most eligible. Its dialect is too

provincial and, being based on the

Delegates version, it is rather a

paraphrase than a translation.

Happily however, the introductions

and analytical headings, to which

we have drawn attention are not

inseparable from the text and might

with the consent of the authors, be

readily transferred to any other

version of the Scriptures whether in

the ancient style or in the modern

dialect.

W. A. P. M.
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The China Review. January and February, 1880.

other Articles are " Translations

from the Lii-li ; Fa-Hsien and his

English Ti-anslators ; Notes on the

Our Contemporaby seems to have

grown slow with advancing years,

as this part did not come to hand
until near the close of March. It

is made up of continuations from

former numbers, for the most part.

The only new Article is a "Syllabary

of the Hak-ka Language or Dialect"

by Edward Hooper Parker, The

Corean Language. The remainder

of the number is devoted to notices

of Books and Literary Intelligence,

Correspondence, Notes and Queries,

Errata, Wants.

Japanese Chronological Tables. By William Bramsen, Tokio, 1880.

The Author has given ns in this

well printed volume the result of no

small amount of labor, and he is

doubtless quite right in saying

" To many it may appear, that to

compile tables like those here given,

was a task involving more labour

than the subject deserved." How-
ever he has followed this opinion by

affording ample reason for the task

when he says " yet there are not a

few cases in which the Historian,

the Astronomer, the Seismologist,

and other Students of mattei'S per-

taining to Japan generally, may
desire to ascertain the exact date of

an event. To them, at least, I hope

the work will be welcome." Un-
doubtedly it will, and we commend
the volume to those lovers of earth-

quakes, their causes and effects who
are to organize the Seismological

Society of Japan. The book before

us will be invaluable to them should

they desire to ascertain the date of

each shock which has caused the

quaking islands to tremble. The
book contains chapters on Japanese

Chi'onology and Calendars, in which
we find detailed the four systems

by which the Japanese count years,

as well as their sub-divisions of the

year, and further the division of

time prior to the introduction of

Chinese Calendai"s. This portion

of the book is of general interest

and will repay a perusal. Directions

for the use of the Tables is an im-

portant Chapter. We further find

"How to calculate theE-TO" (name

given to a year accoi-ding to the

Sexagenary Cycle) "Alaphabetical

Index to the Tables." "Index ar-

ranged according to the Chinese

Characters Nen-Go (:^ gg ;) Tables

from A.D. G45-1873, and a compara-

tive Table for the 9th :Month of the

10th Year of Ten-Sho, (Jl IE)."
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-

Report of the Medical Missionary Hospital at Swatow in connection with tlis

Presbyterian Church of England, under the care of Wm. Gauld M. A.,

M. D. for 1879.

Thk aim of this Hospital work

to which we have referred in former

yeai's, is well set forth in the sen-

tence near the opening of the Report

now on our table ;
" Heal the sick,

•—and say unto them the Kingdom

of God is come night unto you."

In pursuance of the 6rst object,

we find that 2,028 patients have

been treated in the Wards of the

Hospital and 1,080 out-patients

ha%'e received aid. Of these 157

were lepers, f of them being farmers-

There have been G86 surgical opera-

tions besides the extraction of teeth,

opening abscesses, etc. 470 opera-

tions were upon the eye. To
promote the second object, members

of the Mission have given their aid

in preaching services, morning and

evening Worship have been main-

tained. Tracts, and other books have

been disti'ibuted. Ten of the patients

have become converts, and have

received baptism.

At the close of the Report we
find it stated that Dr. Scott has

given valuable professional aid, the

ladies of Swatow have sent in

material for dressings, and the Com-
munity in general has made gener-

ous contributions in money.

During Dr. Gauld's absence on a

visit home, the Hospital will be in

the Charge of " Dr. Alexander

Lyall, a distinguished graduate of

Edinburgh University."

Hiitory of Corea Ancient and Modern with description of manners and
customs, Language and Orography : Maps and Illustrations, by Rev.
John Ross. Paisley; J. R. Parlane. London: Houlston Sous.
Hougkoiig and Shanghai : Kelly and Walsh. Yokohama : Kelly & Co.

Mr. Ross is well known to the

readers of the Recorder to whose

pages he has been a valuable con-

tributor upon topics connected with

Corea. He has had very good oppor-

tunities to study the subject about

which he treats in this volume, and

having before him the failings of

other writers, which he isquick to

note, we have a right to expect

something of value. In the Preface

is a reraai'k with which we entii*ely

agree, and its truth is borne out by

nearly every book of travels or books

by travelers. We quote,—" a visit

to the Celestial Empire no more

entitles a man to write on this

people than the knowledge of simple

arithemtic warrants a man to enter

the arena of the most abstruse pro-

blems of mathematical astronomy."

A case in point, is that of a clebrated

writer who made the tour of the

world, stopping as travellers usually

do, at the gi-eat places, seeing all

he could and then writing all he

remembered. He said the city

gates of Chinese cities will not

admit a horseman and the Chinese

are so merciful that even pigs are

carried in baskets so as do them no

harm. Both these statements ara
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absurd to one who has ridden into

Chinese cities andwho has witnessed

the merciful mode of tying together

the four legs of swine and swing-

ing them over a pole for easy

transportation. A little further on

in the preface Mr. Ross states his

object in writing this book. " The

present work is an attenpt to show

what China is, by drawing from

Chinese national history, as life-like

a representation as the author is

able to present of the exact position

in the human family which we must

assign to the Chinese people."

This confuses us. The book is

called a history of Corea, but the

author's aim is an attempt "to

show what Chiyia is." Are we
to infer that this volume is but an

introductory one and other volumes,

containing a history of China are

to follow ? This seems probable,

for we read, " But in preparing

this history, it was found so inex-

tricably blended with the history of

Liao-tnng, where it originated, and

this again so indissolubly connected

with Corea that it is deemed advis-

able to give the history of Corea

and Liao-tung in a separate and
introductory form." Again our

author recommends " the reader to

begin with Chapter X. and become

somewhat familiar with the Corcan

people, before beginning their past

history " under other Chapters.

We took this advice and found in

the chapter referred some very in-

teresting matter concerning the

social life of the Coreans. But the

difficulty which arose thereafter

was that we disliked to turn back
to the drier details of history after

learning about those customs and
habits which concern every day
life and which every one is in-

terested in knowing. However, wo
do not mean to say that the first

nine chapters are devoid of interest.

Indeed quite the contrary is true

especially if any one is interested

at all in historical studies. Mr.
Ross' China readers, however, will

stumble at the romanization to be

met with all through the volume.

For he is the author of the Rosson-

ian system of romanization, which,

so far as we know, is used by no
one except Mr. Ross. However a

study of his Mandarin Primer

which explains his system will help

to clear up the names, and a little

familiarity will also prove benefi-

cial, although it will not result in

admiration of the system.

The book is now on sale at Messrs.

Kelly & Walsh's book store, Shang-

hai, and we recommend our readers

to send for a copy.

All articUs or correspondence intended for insertion in the Becorder
should be addressed to the " Editor of the Chinese Becorder, Presbyterian
Mission Press, Shanghai.

All cntmnunications on business matters should be addressed to the

*'Publish(r of the Chinese Becorder, Presbyterian Mission Press, Shanghai."
The editor assumes no responsibility for the opinions or tentiment$

expressed by corresjyotiderits.

All articles vitist be accompanied by the name of the writer, wJii^h will be

publitlied in connection ivith them, unUss the writer expressly directs otlurwise.
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The Publishers of the Chinese

Recorder are happy to announce

to the subscribers that, while they

are unable, in the present number,

to mention the name of the future

Editor, still arrangements are so

far completed as to make it certain

that he will commence the duties

of his office with the May-June

number, after which time it is

lioped that steps will be taken to

greatly increase the usefulness

of the Recorder. They wish also

to state that however able the

Editor may be, a large share of the

responsibility for the prosperity

and success of the Recorder rests

upon the Missionary Body and

others interested in their own work

or special departments not only,

but also in the general well being

of the Chinese nation. This

magazine is the Chinese Recorder

as well as the Missionary Journal.

The large amount of its space

which has always been devoted to

Chinese topics should claim for it a

hearty support and frequent con-

tributions from those who, while

they have an interest in China do

not care much for Mission work.

Under the latter portion of the

title there is also abundant reason

for the enlistment of the friends of

Missions, who see in the spread

of Christianity the only solution

of the problems which now occupy

diplomatists and philanthropists

in connection with this Empire.

It is to be hoped there will be no

dearth of articles upon the many

important subjects upon which

many people are bestowing their

best thoughts.

The interest of the Recorder

would do ubtlessbe increased largely

if more frequent contributions

oould be secured for the Missionary

News columns. The Publishers are

in the habit of selecting whatever

bears upon this topic from their

ordinary correspondence with the

various missionaries. But the

supply from this source is exceed-

ingly limited, as former numbers

show. Can not more be done

hereafter ?

Further the Publishers wish to

repeat that they will gladly, give

each contributor 10 copies of hia

article, not of the Recorder, as some

have understood it, when such

copies are desired. The request

should be sent to the Publishers,

and not to the Editor. Any con-

tributor who desires an extra

number of his article, may obtain

them, by giving early notice, at a

merely nonimal charge to cover

the cost of the paper and print-

ing.
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A LETTER TO PROF. F. MAX MULLER ON THE
SACRED BOOKS OF CHINA,* PART I.

The Shu King, Sluh King, and the Hsiao King.

PsoF. F. MAX MULLER, A.M.

I Chert!«h a veiy Ligh rsspecfc for yua as a scholar evA a

mpv. ' am mucli i'ldebted to you ror voir tvan'slatons fro'n i^lie

iSaasoiit ; a;\d for your vfla<\ble contribuLioiis to the SLiily ot coin--

parative religion. .!^very one highly appreciates the fairness ol the

principle which as editor you have presented for the guidance of those

who a-e the translators ol the Sacred books o? the several religious

of the East—vl^ :
•' that the object is to give translations of these texts

w'thoat any coloaring in the first phice I'roin the v'ews o? the i ans-

lators ;'' but that they J.iould correctly express the meaning ol the

origin?ls. The translations of the Chinese books of which Vol. v \ of

this series is a reprint in part, by Rev. Prof. Legge, have been

published so long that Chinese scholars have expressed their opinions

i 1 regard to ihein.

They have received a good degree of approval as fair translations

Ol the originals, except in one particular viz^ in regard to the manner
in which Dr liegge has expressed the Chinese woi-ds TI and Shangti

in the translation. He himself was cognizant of the fact that in this

particular there is a disapproval of his translation, as he says "he
examined the matter again. He considered the question whoLhor lie

* The Srcied books of the East, translated by vaiious oriental scholars aid
Edited by F. Max Mnlle., Vol. III.

TheSviCx. 1 books or China. The. test of Confucianism. Translated by James
Legge. T'art I. The Sim king, Shih King. TheHsiao King, Oxford, at the
Clarenden Press 1879.
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should leave the names Ti and Shangti untranslated ? or whether

he should give for them, instead of God, the terms Ruler and

Supreme Ruler. After a full reexamination," he says " he had

determined to retain the term God for Ti and Shangti in this

volume." Dr. Legge had present to his mind the objections to his

retaining the term God in this volume ; for in his preface he refers to

the object in view in publishing these Sacred Books as above referred

to, and says, " A reader confronted everywhere by the word God
might be lead to think more highly of the primitive religion of China

than he ought to think." As a preliminary point, in entering upon

the discussion it becomes a matter of the first importance to settle in

what particular sense Dr. Legge uses the term God in this English

version of the Sacred Books of the ('hinese, as the equivalent of Ti

and Shangti of the original. Webster in his English Dictionary, which

is accepted as an authority in Great Britain, as well as in the United

States of America defines the word God as follows
; (1) " The Supreme

Being : Jehovah ; the eternal and infinite Spirit, the Creator and the

Sovereign of the Universe." (2) " A false God ; a heathen deity ; an

idol.." (3) "A prince: a ruler" «S;c. I suppose Dr. Legge uses the

word in the^rs^ of the senses above given for he expressly repudiates

the use of it in the other senses as unsuitable to translate Ti and

Shangti. I am confirmed in this view of his meaning by repeated

declarations made by him. In the preface to this volume, p. xxiii, he

says, " More than twenty-five years ago I came to the conclusion

that " Ti " was the terra corresponding in Chinese to our " God,"

and that " Shangti," was the same, with the addition of " Shang,"

equal to " Supreme." In the paper prepared by him for the General

Conference of Missionaries in Shanghai, in 1877, on " Confucianism
"

he says, on p. 3 of the pamphlet edition, " All the members of the

Conference will not agree with me, when I repeat here my well

known conviction, that the Ti and Shangti of the Chinese Classics is

God—our God—the true God. " This language is clear and explicit.

It was addressed to a body of Christian Missionaries from Great

Britain, the United States of America and Germany, who are

engaged in making known the God of the Sacred Scriptures among

the Chinese people. The God wliora this body of Missionaries regard

as " God—our God—the true God " is Jehovah. " God over all

blessed forever."

Dr. Legge herein declares his conviction, which he has held for

twenty-five years, that Ti and Shangti of the Chinese Classics is the

true God, the "Our God" of Christianfj, who is Jehovah. In these

Books Ti and Shangti are interchanged very frequently with " Tien
"
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which Dr. Legge translates by its proper English equivalent Heaven.

This constant interchange in use of Ti and Shangti with Heaven

makes it evident that Ti and Shangti are synonymoufi with Heaven

and they always refer to the Being who is called Heaven. On
this point Dr. Legge says on p. xxiv, " The term Heaven is used

everywhere in the Chinese classics for the supreme poxcer, ruling and

governing all affairs with an omnipotent and omniscient righteousness

and goodness ; and this vague term is constantly interchanged in the

same paragraph, not to say the same sentence, with the personal

names Ti and Shangti;" p. xxv.—"Here then is the name Heaven,

by which the Supreme Power, in the absolute, is vaguely expressed

;

and when the Chinese would speak of it by a personal name they use

the term Ti and Shangti. " In his translations of the Shu King,

published in 1865, Dr. Legge says p. 198—" The name by which God
was designated (among the Chinese) was Ruler and the Supreme Ruler

(Ti and Shangti), denoting emphatically his personality, supremacy

and unity. We find it constantly interehanged with the term Heaven

by which the ideas of supremacy and unity are equally conveyed."

Heaven is the absolute name of the Being referred to ; and Ti and

Shangti are terms used very frequently to this Being. By the

language, which I have quoted above, as used by Dr. Legge in the

preface to his books, and in his paper on Confucianism, I understand

Dr. Legge to imply that the Being referred to in the Chinese classics

by the terms Heaven, Ti, and Shangti is the True God, the Jehovah

of the Sacred Scriptures. This understanding of his meaning is

further confirmed by what is found at page 478 of this volume when

Dr. Legge says in a note, " Since Heaven and God have the same

reference, why are they here used, as if there was some opposition

between them ? The nearest approach to an answer to this is found

also in the extensive explanation " Heaven (Tien) just is God (Ti).

According to this view. Heaven would approximate to the name for

Deity in absolute,—Jelwcah^ as explained in Ex. xv. 14 ; while Ti is

God, our Father in Heaven :
" Dr. Legge has also expressed his

belief that the Being worshipped by the Emperor of China, at the

Temple of Heaven in Peking, at the winter solstice, is the True God.

In his Book " the notions of the Chinese concerning God and spirits
"

at p. 81 after quoting from some of the prayers and odes which are

used in that service he says " Let the descriptions which are contained

in these sacred songs be considered without prejudice, and I am not

apprehensive as to the answer which will be returned to the question,"

Who is He, whom the Chinese thus worship ? I am confident the

Christian world will agree with me, in saying, "This God (viz.,
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Shangti) is our God." His full Lelief in this conviction was

expressed in actions by Dr. Leg-o wlier; he visited the altav to

Heaven in Jacking shortly before he \eh (^bina in 1874. As stated

bv (lev. ])r. Nelson in his paraplilet in review oi Dr. Leg'^e's

paper on Confucianism—p. 3 "he (Dr. Legge) visited the &\tav to

tieaven when taking off his shoes, he ascended the steps of the

altar and sang the ((/hristian) doxology," recognizing thus Lhe

worship of God as handed dovv^n for 4000 years." I am thus

particular to give a full and clear statement of Dr. Legge*s views

in his own language that I myself and all others may understand

cleai-iy what they are. I understand Dr. Legge to say thai: he

holds that the Chinese in the Chinese Classics write about the true

God, Jehovah, ihat they use Tien, Tieaven, as the absolute term

to designate Jehovah, and Ti and Shangti are used when referring

to God as synonomous with Heaven. Dr. Legge is accountable

to God for his opinions on matters of faith. But when these

opinions are printed in a series of transh'tions which are publi.><hed

under your editorship, and with a statement that implies

that the translation "is icithoiit any colouring in the first place

from the views of the translator," it is incumbent on tliose who

do not concur in the views tlius expressed to declare their

dissent thereh-oni ; and to show that the translation of the

Chinese text, as published in vol. iii of "The Sacred Books of the

East," is very seHously coloured by the views of the translator. I,

having studied the subject, herei)y declare my dissent from the

opinions expressed by Dr. Legge. And I respectfully request

your consideration of the reasons which I set before you in this

letter, to show that the translations, as published under your

editorial care, is not made in accordance with the principle you pre-

sented for the guidance of the translators ; but that it is coloured very

greatly by the view^s of the translator.

As Dr. Legge has referred in his preface to a controversy

which has been long pending in China and known as " the term

question" {i.e. what is the proper word by which to translate Eloliim

and Theos into Chinese in the translation of the Sacred Scriptures in

this language) I declare in advance that the matter now at issue

has no necessary connection with the "term question." What is now

under consideration is 1st a matter oifact; in regard to the religious

belief and worship of the Chinese—and 2nd of the faithfulness of the

translation of two words of the original in which this fact is stated.

1st.—The matter of fact under consideration is this, n-Jiat

Being is designated Tien,—Heaven, in the Chinese classics? Dr.
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Legge expresses liis full belief that the Being tlius desiguated, and

which lias been the chief object of tlie Chinese worship since the

earliest reco7-d—and which Being is still worshipped by tlie Emperor

at the altar to Heaven in Poking, a!" the winter solstice, is the True

God—is Jehovah. From this view I differ entirely, and before

proceeding further I will first state some points on which we entirely

agree. I agree wh.ich Dr. Legge in the opinion that by the w«n"d

Tien, TTeaven, the ( 'hinese, in their classics or so called Sacred Books,

designate the Being whom they suppose is the Supreme Power in

China ; a Being exercising power and control, setting up and dis-

placing Kings and Rulers. To this Being tliey attribute manif divine

attributes and woiks. lie is the chief object of reverence and

woiship. f agree with Dr. Legge that tliis Being is also frequently,

in these Books, called Ti and Shangti—that these words are designa-

tions of the same Being who is called Heaven. But I differ from Dr.

Legge on this fundamental point as to what Being is called Heaven
in these Book—my belief is that the Being thus reverenced and

worshipped by the Chinese and called Heaven—is deified Heaven, the

vmble Heavens considered as a god—as the chief god of the Chinese.

The object 1 hnve in view in writing this letter, my dear Sir, is

to present to you the reasons which lead me to hold this belief.—But
before giving the reas(ms for this belief, I wish to state what I mean
when I say this Being is deified Heaven. My idea is this—The Chinese

regard the visible Heaven as the external form of a god—just as they

regard the clay or wooden image as the external form of the god of

war, Kwan-ti. But as this image of Kwan-ti is supposed to be per-

vaded by a living, intelligent and powerful spirit, so the visible

Heaven, in their opinion, is pervaded by a living, intelligent and all-

powerful spirit, which exercises power and control over all things.

This spirit may be considered as powerful and widely ruling as any

one pleases to consider it. And just as intelligent Chinese do

not worship the carved image of the idol god, but the intelligent

spirit which pervades it, so it may be understood, or said that Chinese

do not worship the inert matter which composes the visible Heaven

but that they worship the powerful and intelligent spirit which they

suppose pervades the Heaven. Yet common language speaks of

idolaters as tcorsldp^nng tlie image \ which they do, in the sense of

worshipping it as the visible representation of the invisible spirit ; and

they regard any injury or indignity done to the wooden image as done

to the invisible spirit—So it may properly be said that the worship is

rendered to Iho visible Heaven, though the more proper and distinctive

manner of speaking would be to say they worship the invisible spirit
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pervading the Heaven. It is not a matter now under consideration

whether the Chinese may not have intended at first to designate the

true God by the visible Heavens as a symboJ. The simple question

now is what Being or object do they worship when they worship

Heaven. I maintain that they worship the visible Heaven regarding it

as a god) prevaded by a powerful intelligent spirit which exercises

supreme control or rule in China. This supreme god of the Chinese

has had attributed to him as many of the divine attributes and works

as their knowledge of natural Theology enabled the Chinese to assign

to him. It is freely admitted that the Chinese have preserved among

themselves an extensive knowledge of the divine nature and power,

and that tliey have attributed to their chief god more of the attributes

and works of Jehovah, and with less mixture of error, than other

heathen people have done in ascribing attributes to their chief gods.

This of course is a very interesting and important fact in the study of

comparative mythology to those interested in the subject.

My first proposition in conducting this discussion is, that the

proper name of the chief god of " the Sacred Books of the Chinese
"

Tien, is Heaven ; the second proposition is, that the plain obvious sense

of the Chinese text of the Sacred Books, and the general consensus or

agreement of the Chinese commentators makes it clear, that the chief

power designated Heaven, is no other than the visible Heaven regarded

as a god: and third, that the sigmficauce of the designation Heaven,

in the mythology, in the state worship, and in the ritual, ctmcurs in

showing that this chief Power is the visible Heaven regarded as a god.

And the fourth is, that the concurrent opinion of the Christian mis-

sionaries in China, for the last 300 years, including the Roman
Catholic, the Greek Catholic, and Protestant, with but few exceptions,

is that Heaven does not designate the true God. I will now proceed

to establish these fundamental propositions by the production of clear

testimony. The first proposition would appear to be a self evident

statment; and yet it is not readily, or clearly admitted by Dr.

Legge. He says " The term Heaven is used everywhere in the Chinese

Classics for the supreme power, ruling and governing all the affairs

of men with omnipotent and omniscient righteousness and goodness

:

and this vague term is constantly interchanged in the same paragraph,

not to say, the same sentence, with the personal names Ti and

Shangti :" preface to Sacred Book p. xxiv. In another place he

says, " The name by which God was designated (among the Chinese)

was the Euler and the Supreme Ruler ;—denoting emphatically his

personality, supremacy and unity. We find it constantly interchanged

\yith the term heaven, by which the ideas of supremacy and unity
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are equally conveyed, while that of personality is only indicated

vaguely and by an association of mind." Shii King Prologomena p.

193. My proposition is, that the absolute name of their chief god is

Tien, Heaven, and that whatever of supremacy, unity, and personality

belong to him are comprehended to the fall by that name. No other

title or name can increase them. The character and attributes of

every Being are inherent in the Being. No name or title can make

any Being any more real or personal than he is in his own nature.

A designation or title may direct attention, or give prominence to

some particular attribute or relation of a Being, who posseses many

attributes ; but it can not increase such attributes. The absolute name
comprehends the whole of the attributes. These remarks are true of

Jehovah as a Being possessed of all excellencies. "When we use the

name Jehovah we use the absolute name of the one living and true

God, who is possessed of all excellencies and who has many relations

to his creatures and his works. "When we designate Jehovah as the

Supreme Ruler we dL'signate him by one of the relations which he

contains to the universe. They are true of man as a Being having

many relations. Man is the absolute name. Father expresses only one

of the relations he may sustain. Tien, Heaven, is the absolute name

of the chief god of the Chinese. This is evident because it is the

name by which he is most frequentI// spoken of in the classics ; it is the

name which is used when it is stated that he performs his various

works ; and because the other designations of this Being are spoken

of, or explained as referring to Heaven. In the Shii King, as Dr.

Legge says " the most common use of the word Heaven is for the

supreme governing power, understood to be omniscient, omnipotent

and righteous. It is employed in this way more than 150 times." p.

664, under the word Heaven. A reference to the Index, or a read-

ing of the text of all the other classics makes it evident that the name
Heaven is used with a like freqiienecy in speaking of their chief god, in

all the classics. The same thing occurs in their worship of Tien,

Heaven. The altar at which the worship is performed, is the altar to

Heaven ; and the same phraseology is used of all the different build-

ings connected therewith. The following are a few passages in which

Heaven is used in the Sacred Books on p. 47. " Great Heaven

regarded you with its favours and bestowed on you its appointments,"

p. 51. Heaven is sending down calamities upon him, "p. 52. It is

virtue that moves Heaven, p. 181. "Great Heaven having given this

middle Kingdom with its people and territories to the former Kings,"

&c., p. 86. " Oh ! Heaven gives birth to the people with (such)

desires, that without a ruler they must fall into all disorders ; and
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Ileaven again gives birth to tlie man of intelligenco to regulate them,"

p. 90, " The way of Tleaven is io Lloss the ^ood and make the had

misci'iible." "Ili^h llouven truly shows its favor to the inferrior

people. What Heaven appoints is without error." >Sach passages

might be quoted to any extent. Thev arc sufficient to show tbat the

exercise oE will and of power, the rewarding the good, and punishing

the bad, the disposal ot" all the affair; pertaining lo China, as the

appointments ol Emperors, the inflicting of pauishments, sending cal-

amities are all ascribed to Heaveu.

When the designations Ti, and Shangti, are defined or explained

in Dictionaries or Commentaries, thoy are denned a". " referring

to Heaven" as " being the same as IToavca " or ^' anocher name of

Heaven. " It is nowhere said, that Heaven is another name or

designation of Ti or Shangti. This clearly shows that tlie proper name

of the Being referred to, is, Heaven. In Kang Hi's Dectionary the

explanation of Shangti is that " he is Henven. " In the Hook of

History it is said '' Shangti is Heaven" In the Fung-shiu Book, it is

said "Shangti is another na?ne for Heaven." Ii Hev. l^r. Med hurst

" Inquiry " &c. p. 6, he quotes from Kong Hi a statement as follows,

" He who in virtue is united to Heaven is called a Ti " and another

"TI is one of the Hf I/nes oi Heaven.' Dr. Modhurst on p. 7, after

quoting some other passages says, " From the above it appears that

Ti was one of the najiies of Heaven. A. name is tliat by which a thlag

is called, the apellation of the being referred to ; that Being is Heaven,

the Diviniti/ in the estimation of the Chinese." Quotations irora the

classics, rituals, and other Books might be multiplied ad Ub'dmn, in

which Heaven is the absolute name of the chief god ; and the

statement that Ti or Shangti is one of the names of Heaven. But

these will be sufficient, except as they occur in the discussion of the

other propositions. In the face of such clear and distinct repi-esenta-

tion of the Chinese text, referring to Ileacen, as possessing the

attributes and exercising the power of a god ; it appeai^s strange chat

there should be any controversy on this proposition, to use the

language of the late Dr. Medhurst, that "Heaven is the Bkiniiij, in the

estimation of the Chinese "—and this is all the more strange, seeing

that the worship of the deified objects of natuj-e, as Heaven, Earth,

Sun, Moon and Stars, was one of the earliest forms of idolatry, as we!l

as one of the most wide spread forms of worship. When the worship

of the earth, the sun, the moon and stars, still continues in China,

why is it so difficult to admit tbat the worship of deified lie iven

existed in China in ancient times ; and that it still exists here ?

The explanation in my opinion is this. In our Christian literature
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we are so accustomed to see Heaven used as the symbol of the true

G-od, that when we see the same word used in another language and

with a meaning so near to that in our own, by the association of

ideas, we affix to it the same meaning as we have been accustomed to

give it in our language. One example of its use in our language in

this sense occurs in The Edin burgh Review; for October, 1879

page 578, in the Review of " Fronde's Caesar, " Those who believe,

that Providence is always to be found with the big battalions have

recognized in Caesar an instrument of Heaven." Heaven is of course

used here in the sense of God. It is a common and recognized use of

the word in the English language. And it has become fixed in our

minds as used in that sense. The fact that Heaven is used in this

sense by our Blessed Lord in the parable of the Prodigal son, is

referred to by Dr. Legge as sustaining his opinion that Tien Heaven

in the Chinese Sacred Books refers to the true God. This use of the

word Heaven in the Sacred Scriptures and in Christian literature is

readily admitted. But it gives no support to Dr. Legge's opinion.

The use of it by Christian writers is perfectly congruous with the

Bible and Christian idea of God. In the scriptural idea, God is

conceived of as an Eternal, self-existent, spiritual Being, without any

visible appearance or material form, the Creator and preserver of all

material objects, while entirely distinct and separate from them.

Heaven being the most observable and impressive of all objects is

symbol of the invisible God, without any fear of being misunderstood

or causing confusion of ideas. The Chinese conception of their chief

god is very different from this. Heaven or Tien is to them the most

grand and majestic object. To their conception it is uncreated. It

overshadows and influences all things. Heaven is supposed to be

pervaded by an intelligent and powerful spirit. This is the Divinity of

the Chinese. The visible object is as much a part of it, as the body is a

part of the compound being, man ; or the image is a part of an idol

god. According to this conception of their god. Heaven can be used

as a symbol of the divinity, because it is an integral part of the

Being. These considerations prove that in the Sacred Books of the

Chinese, Tien, Heaven is the proper name of their chief god, as

truly as Jehovah is the proper name of the God of the Hebrew

Scriptures. For as the name Jehovah occurs several thousand times in

the Hebrew Scriptures—so the name Tien occurs several hundreds of

times in the so called Sacred Books of the Chinese ; but Tien, Heaven,

is as different and distinct from Jehovah, as Zeus the chief god

of the Greeks, or Jupiter, the chief god of the Romans, or Varuna

the chief god of the Hindoos, is different and distinct from Jehovah.
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I proceed now to establish the oth^r propositions that the obvious

meaning of the Chinese text and the general agreement of the

Chinese commentators, and the position and significance of this god

in their mythology and worship, all concur in making it evident that

it is the visible Heaven regarded as a god, that is designated Tien,

Heaven. The simple word Heaven is not the only word which is used

in their Sacred Books and rituals in speaking of their god. He is

often styled " Azure Heaven," " Heaven above," " Azure above,"
** High canopy," " The canopied azure," " The Imperial canopy

"

" The azure canopy," " The glorious azure," " Heaven above, azure."

The altar to Heaven is round, made so expressly to represent Heaven,

the object which is worshipped. The building in which the tablet to

Heaven, before which the offerings are placed at the time of the

sacrifice, is deposited for safe keeping is round, and is styled "the

circular Hall of the Imperial canopy." The jade stone gem, which is

one of the offerings placed before the tablet at the time of sacrifice is

required to be round and azure colored to resemble Heaven. The

building called " the altar for prayer in behalf of grain," at which

prayer is offered to Heaven is of a dome shape and of a blue color.

If there was any intimation that these were used as symhols of a purely

spiritual being, these varied and particular descriptians would serve to

particularize the symbol, but when in connection with the absolute

name of the Being these other designations and resemblances are used

to represent the external form of the Being who is worshipped, they

serve to identify ihat object beyond all possibility of mistake or doubt

as visible Heaven. But besides these expressions particularizing the

color and shape of the object, we have a full and clear statement in

regard thereto, some of which read as follows.* " Heaven's merit is

that it overshadows all things." When we speak in reference to its

overshadotving all things, we call it Heaven ; When we speak in

reference to its ruling and governing, we call it Ti, Ruler. In the

Books whether it is styled Heaven or Euler, the one or the other is

used according to tvhat is I'^ferred to, and these designations are alike

honorable. Another part of the commentary on the Shu King in

explanation of the use of the two names Heaven and Ti says :
—

" On

account of its form and substance it is called Heaven, and on account

• This letter is intended particularly for those who do not read the Chinese

Language. I therefore onait the Chinese Character in giving quotations from

Chinese Authors, only giving the English translation of their statements.

I refer those who wish to compare the translation with tlie original Chinese of

the quotations, and those who wish to see the subject more fully discussed to

the pamphlet by Inquirer, on the question, " Who is Shangti in the Chinese

Classics, and in the ritual of the State religion of China ? " ; which may be had

of Messrs. Kelly and Walsh, Booksellers, Shanghai and also at the American

Presbyterian Mission Press.
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of its ruling and governing it is called Ti, Ruler. In the Chow Book

of rites, in explanation of the sacrifice to " great Heaven, the Roller

above " it is said " Heaven and Ti, Ruler, is one and the same,—He-

aven speaks of his substance. Ti, Ruler, speaks of lordship or rule^"

and again, " Because the primordial substance is so great and vast

therefore it is called great Heaven ; because the seat of his rule is

above therefore he is called Shangti, Ruler above." Ching Tsze in an

explanation of the Shi King says " In reference to Us form and

substance we call it Heaven ; in reference to its ruling and governing

we call it Ti, Ruler." As Dr. Legge states at p. 816 of the Shi King,

as published in Hongkong in 1865 that this explanation of the meaning

of Heaven and Shangti Ruler above, as given by Ching Tsze,

is accepted by Choo and all subsequent writers it is not necessary to

quote more passages on that point.

In the Chinese Three character classic, which is the first book

placed in the hands of Chinese children. Heaven, Earth and Man are

styled the " Three powers." In the earliest mythology of the Chinese

all the objects of worship are divided into the three categories of

Heaven, Earth and Man, as they may belong to one or the other of

these categories. The spiritual beings supposed to be connected with

each category have a distinct designation ; those connected with Heaven

are called " shin," those connected with earth are called " Ki," and

those connected with man are called " Kwai." These different words

are singular or plural as they refer to one or more beings. In the

progress of time it became a matter of less concern to the people to

distinguish to which category any being belonged ; and two of these

words were joined together as one word, to express these kind of

spiritual beings. By joining the third and first word we have a most

common compound word to designate spiritual beings which are

worshipped, viz: "Kwai-shin." By the joining of the first and

second words we have another very common designation of the objects

of worship viz. " Shin-ming." This is very commonly used in the

Chih-kiang Province. In this expression "ming" is used as the

synonym and in the place of " Ki." " Shin " is used very frequently

for Heaven itself, as an individual object of worship. Heaven, " shin
"

is used in the plural as comprehending the sun, moon, stars, winds,

thunder as objects of separate worship, or joint worship. So it is with

** Ki." It is used in the singular to designate the earth itself, as an

individual object of worship. It is also used as the plural to designate

the hills and mountains, the streams and seas as the objects of either

separate or joint worship. "Kwai" is used to include ancestors, or

benefactors as the objects of worship. This system of mythology has
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been persistent through the long years of this peoples existence. There
has never been any dispute in regard to the words Earth and Man in

this system. It has been accepted as corrvct that they refer to the

objects which are usually styled Earth and Man. The integrity and
consistency of this system of their earliest known mythology requires

that the word Heaven as used in connection with Earth and Man be

understood also to refer to the visible Heaven, as the object of worship

as a whole ; and when its several comjwnent parts, as the sun, moon
and stars, and the powers of nature—the wind, the clouds, rain and

thunder are intended.

At the capital of the Empire there exists a system of nature-

worship which is an integral part of the state religion. In connection

with this there is an altar to Heaven, on the South side of the city
;

there is an altar to the Earth on the North side of the city—There is

one to the Sun on the East side, and to the Moon on the West side of

the city. Sacrifices are offered at each of the altars at stated times by

the Emperor in person or by his deputy. Every body accepts it as a

fact that at the altars to the earth, the sun, the moon, the worship is

rendered to the object of nature thus designated, regarded as a god, a

nature god ; and this worship is considered as coming down from the

oldest antiquity. Seeing that the worship of Heaven is a part of this

general and homogenous system, every principle of consistency and

coherency in a mythological system, requires that the worship at the

altar to Heaven should likewise be regarded as rendered to the visible

Heaven regarded as a god. This is all the more evident, seeing that

when Heaven is worshipped at this altar to Heaven, at the winter

solstice, the sun, moon, and stars, the wind, rain, clouds, and thunder

which are styled Heaven " shin " are worshipped conjointly with

Heaven, they being counted as secondary objects of worship at that

time. If in a ceremony of worship when all the objects of worship

are designated by the names of different objects of nature, it should

be considered that the other names all refer to the natural object so

styled, it would be most inconsistent and absurd to contend that the

name Heaven should refer to a spiritual Being having no connection

with the natural object by which he is designated.

In connection with the two points already noticed, there is a still

further intimate connection and relation in this nature worship of the

Chinese, which, if possible, sets forth more clearly the fact that it is

the visible Heaven deified which is the object of worship. This is the

fact which runs through the whole system and forms an integral part

of that system—that Earth is so intimately connected with and joined

to this worship of Heaven. It is also associated with Heaven in the
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care and the nurture of all things. In the Shu King at page 125,

of this edition it reads "Heaven and Earth is the Parent of all

creatures :
" at page 485 in the classic of Filial Piety it reads " When

Heaven and Earth were served with intelligence and discrimination

the spiritual intelligences displayed (their retributive power)." Dr.

Legge in a note to this passage says " the spiritual Intelligences here

are Heaven and Earth conceived of as Spiritual Beings. " On page

485 it reads " The master said, anciently, the intelligent kings served

their fathers with filial piety and therefore they served Heaven with

intelligence ! they served their mothers with filial piety, and therefore

they served Earth with discrimination." On these passages of the

Shu King quoted above, Dr. Legge remarks in the first edition of his

translation of 1865 page 283, " There can be no doubt that the deification

of Heaven and Earth which appears in the text took its risefrom the

Yik King, of which King Nan may properly be regarded as the author."

On these two passages from the Book of Filial Piety Dr. Legge says at

p. 484, " Heaven and Earth appear as tico Powers, or as a Dual Power,

taking the place of Heaven or God. The spiritual intelligences here

(i.e. of the text) are Heaven and Earth conceived of as spiritual Beings
*' i.e. as deified. From these remarks by Dr. Legge it is clear that

Dr. Legge came very near accepting the same conception of their

mythology as the one I am now presenting. His expression in the

notes to the passage from the Shu King, about " the deification of

Heaven and Earth" is just the view which I hold which is simply

this that they regarded Heaven and Earth as gods. In other expressions

" Spiritual Intelligences " and " Spiritual Beings " are a repetition of

the same idea under different forms of expression. I, of course, hold

that the idea of the Heathen is that these visible objects are each

animated by an intelligent spirit ; and that without that they would

not be regarded as gods having power and intelligence. Neither is

there any limit to the power or intelligence which they may attribute

to them. To all their idols the heathen virtually attribute omniscience

and omnipresence by the fact that they worship them : for only

Beings possessed of such attributes could hear and answer prayes. In

one of the native commentaries on the Shu King the following passage

from the Yih King is quoted in explanation of the passage quoted

from page 125. "How great is the originating virtue of Heaven, all

things have their beginning from it. How great is the originating virtue

of Earth, all things were produced by it ; it is the complaisant help-

mate of Heaven." The manner in which these two powers are

spoken of in the Yik King, which is one of the oldest of the classics,

2 s as follows. " Tien is Heaven therefore we style it Father : Kwan
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is Earth therefore wc style it Mother." " First there are Seaven and

Earth, then all things are produced." Heaven and Earth exert their

influences and all things are produced." The great virtue of Heaven

and Earth is to produce." " Heaven and Earth nourish all things."

The Tso chuen says " Imperial Heaven and sovereign Earth truly

hear what the king says." Chantsz, says, " When Heaven and Earth

are propitious all things will be prosperous ; therefore the " shin
"

and the " ki " will be gracious." The Sz-ki expresses this idea thus,

" When Heaven and Earth are happily harmonious, and the " yin
"

and the " yang " mutually efiicacious, then the vivifying warmth and

the substance overshadow and nourish all things." In the commentary

on this passage it is said," that Heaven and Earth by their fructifying

effects overshadow and nourish all things." Such passages as these

could easily be indefinitely multiplied- Here the divine works of

producing and nourishing all things are ascribed to Heaven and Earth
;

sometimes jointly, and sometimes separately, but in such a way that

the production of things is ascribed to Heaven, and the nourishing of

things to Earth. The Book of Rites says " Therefore the Emperor

sacrifices to Heaven and Earth." The commentary on this passage

says " Heaven has the merit of overshadowing all things ; Earth has

the merit of containing all things. The Emperor with Heaven and

Earth is a Trio, therefore the Emperor sacrifices to Heaven at the

round hillock and to Earth at the square pool." This refers to the

sacrifice to Heaven at the winter solstice, and to Earth at the summer

solstice. The " round hillock " is the designation of the place of the

sacrifice to Heaven and " square pool " the place of sacrificing to

Earth as given in the rituals. In the Book of Rites it is said

" according to Heaven serve Heaven ; according to Earth serve Earth."

The commentary thereon reads, " according to Heaven^s elevation or

Earth's depression. Heaven should be served with flaming burnt

offerings, and Earth should be worshipped by burying the victims

in the ground, as at the winter and summer solsititial sacrifices."

In the Filial Piety classic at p. 496, it reads. The master replied ;

"

of all creatures with their different natures produced by Heaven and

Earth, man is the noblest." These quotations are taken from the

Chinese classics. They are standard and authoritative. Similar

quotations might be multiplied to any extent, from the rituals, from

state papers, Imperial rescripts, &c., If these passages do not make it

manifest that the Earth is considered as an object of worship jointly

with Heaven, it is impossible that language could express that fact.

And if these passages do not make it clear beyond all possibility of

contradiction that it is the visible Heaven deified which is the object
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referred to by the term Heaven, then it is difficult to conceive what

language could express that fact. Besides the many passages, in

v?hich the words Heaven and Earth are thus used in conjunction,

there is a passage which gives the reason for the worship of each

separately, as two separate Beings, and powers, each having its

respective characteristics, merits and functions. The passage is from

the Bool^ of Rites giving the reason why the sacrifice to Earth should

be the same as the one to Heaven, and it reads thus ;
" This is by

reason of considering Earth the same as Heaven or as "shin". Earth

contains all things, Heaven presents the appearances; supplies are

obtained from Earth, rules are obtained from Heaven; hence we
ought to honor Heaven and love Earthy and thereby teach the people

to increare the thank offering." The explanation reads, "We
speak of recompensing the Earth's abundance because it (earth) has

the same merit as Heaven. To make greater the thanksgiving

ceremonies is to increase the recompense. The containing things,

shows that the merit of Earth is the same as that of Heaven ; therefore

they appoint the sacrifice to Earth, and make it equal to the sacrifice

to Heaven at the winter solstice, and thus give a worthy recompense

to the [Earthi god." The Tsieh-chi on the same passage says, " If

we obtain supplies, we have wherewith to nourish. Nourishing is a

mother's function ; if we obtain rules, we have wherewith to teach
;

teaching is a Father's function. That which Heaven and Earth

manifest to men is excellent, therefore we ought to recompense them

with that which is excellent." The ivord in the above passage

translated " considering the Earth the same as Heaven " is the word
" shin " used as a verb i.e. to "shin " the earth. Heaven is styled in

Chinese specifically the "Shin." The exact meaning then of "Shin"

as a verb is to make earth a shin as Heaven is—to make Earth equal in

dignity, merit, and worship with Heaven. The functions of each is

then stated—Earth contains all things—Heaven presents the ap-

pearances, supplies are obtained from Earth, rules are obtained from

Heaven. The fact that earth contains all things, shows that the merit

of Earth is the same as that of Heaven—therefore the " shie " sacrifice

to earth at the summer solstice is made equal to the " kiau " sacrifice

to Heaven at the winter solstice—As the earth is thus spoken of as

equal in merit and sacrifice to Heaven it is called a " shin "—the

same designation which belongs to Heaven. The other commentator

says, " If we obtain supplies we have wherewith to nourish, nourish-

ing is a mother's function ; if we obtain rules we have wherewith to

teach, teaching is a Father's function. I submit the matter to all

candid scholars if this passage does not incontestihly establish these
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two points, 1st that the Chinese when referring to Heaven and Earth

as objects of worship and sacrifice refer to two different and distinct

objects having their respective characteristics, properties and functions.

Earth contains—furnishes supplies—nourishes. Heaven presents

appearances, furnishes rules, teaches ; though thus distinct and

different their respective merits toward mankind are equal, and

therefore they should each be served with the same equality of

sacrifices. 2nd. It being thus clear that two objects are referred to, it

is equally clear that the objects referred to and to which sacrifices are

offered are the visible Earth and visible Heaven regarded as gods.

This is manifest not only from the fact that the words which refer to

these objects which are sacrificed to, are those which are constantly

used in speaking of the natural objects, but the characteristics and

functions ascribed to each respectively are those which are regarded

as belonging to these respective objects ; the Earth contains all things,

furnishes supplies for the support of man and animals out of its

abundant fertility, and thus nourishes all living things. The Heaven

in its wide spread canopy gives the appearances. By the appearances

of the sky and of the sun, moon, stars, clouds, and winds which are

regarded as component parts of Heaven it affords rules to men for the

direction of their affairs, and for knowing the seasons, and thus it

teaches man kind. That such a discussion in regard to the respective

merits and sacrifices of Heaven and Earth could occur on any other

supposition than that Heaven meant the visible Heaven regarded as a

god is simply impossible.

In nearly all the passages in which Tien occurs referring to the

Supreme Power Dr. Legge translates it Heaven, in accordance with

the fact, which he states correctly, that " the most common use

of Heaven in the Chinese classics is to designate the supreme govern-

ing power :
" yet in several he very inconsistently departs from this

usage in his translations. The phrase "Wang-tien Shangti" occurs

several times. This is the word Tien Heaven with the adjective

Imperial prefixed, with the designation Shangti following it, which

Dr. Legge says is very frequently used as the synonym of Tien. In

accordance with this most common use of the words this expression

means the chief power which is called Heaven, and here styled

Imperial Heaven, and then followed with the synonym Shangti in

apposition with the commonly used name Heaven thus " Imperial

Heaven. " The Rules above," Dr. Legge in disregard of this common
principle of translation renders this passage thus, " Shangti of the

imperial heaven. " This changes the word Heaven, which throughout

the whole book is so frequently used to designate the chief Power,
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and which is the principal predicate of the sentence, to signify a place,

and it changes it from being the predicate of the sentence to be a

mere qualifying clause. Such a change is not justified by any

rule of grammar, or by any thing in the connection of any of the

sentences in which it occurs. There is however one passage from a

standard collection of writings, in which this phrase occurs, to which I

invite the attention of Chinese scholars. This sentence is of such a

character as to afford a sure criterion as to the correct translation of this

expression ; and to make clear its true meaning—The passage which

is taken from a woi'k that dates before the Christian era, reads thus :—
" For a long time the " Tien " [i.e. Heaven) has been styled " " Wang
" Tien Shangti, the great one, and its altar is called the great altar,

—

While " Ti-ki," the Earth god, is spoken of as sovereign Earth—Now
the " Ti-ki " ought to be styled "Wang Ti Shangti " and its altar be

called the broad altar." From this passage it appears clear that the

object of the memorialist was to receive from the Emperor a title for

deified Earth, of the same dignity as the one which Sea'ven had. He
states the title of Heaven, and asks that a corresponding title be given

to Earth. It is evident beyond all controversy that these titles, the

one of the " Tien " Heaven and the other of the " Ti " Earth, are of

the same grammatical construction, and must be translated by the

same rules of grammar. I regard the words Heaven in the one, and

Earth in the other phrase, as the predicate o/the verb^ and the other

noun in each phrase is in apposition with its respective noun and the

phrase will read in the one part " Imperial Heaven, the ruler above,"

and in the other it will read " Imperial Earth sovereign Producer."

But according to Dr. Legge, the first part should read, " The Supreme
Ruler of the Imperial Heaven/' and the other, if translated according

to the same grammatical rules, would read " Sovereign Producer of

Imperial Earth." In more than one hundred and fifty passages of

the Shu King, Dr. Legge says:—" Heaven means the supreme Power "

that is, it designates the Being which exercises dominion and rule

over all things ; and yet in this phrase, where it has the honorable
prefix of Imperial, it would, by this translation, be displaced from its

high meaning of chief Power, and represented merely as a place ruled
over by Shangti ; which word, in all other passages, is used only as a

designation of Heaven exercising the function of jtilinff. By reason

of the Christian conception of the true God, Jehovah, as ruling over the
material heaven, the incongiuity of this representation of the matter
as connected with the Chinese idea does not strike our minds. But
when we consider the parallel phrase as applied to the Earth, the
incongruity is most manifest. Earth, as a god, is represented as the
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producer of all things, and the translation " Imperial earth, sovereign

Producer " is congruous with the Chinese opinions and statement in

reference to that matter. But to translate it, as Dr. Legge translates

the corresponding phrase, in reference to Heaven, would require it to

be translated, thus:
—

" Sovereign Producer of Imperial Earth," which

would make earth to be the producer of itself, this is too absurd a

rendering to be accepted by any one, as a correct translation of the

Chinese text. In connection with the Chinese conception and belief

that Heaven is the chief power, to translate the other phrase " the

supreme Ruler of Imperial Heaven " is equally as incongruous as the

other one in reference to the Earth, for it would make the chief

power which is Heaven * rule over itself However little the incongruity

may strike us, it is equally absurd in a Chinese point of view to

speak of Heaven ruling over itself as it is to speak of Earth

producing itself. With the translation which I contend for, the

prayer of the memorialist asking that a title might be given to

Earth of equal dignity with the one which Heaven has long possessed,

is coherent and appropriate. In an ode to the Earth, which is sung

at the time of the sacrifice to it, at the summer solstice there is an

expression which corresponds to the expression applied to Heaven in

the above quotation, that it is " the great one "—viz " Earth is equal

to the Imperial azure ; it is one of the two great ones," of course by
" the two great ones," Heaven and Earth aro meant. A commentator

on this very phrase " Wang tien, Shangti " says, " Heaven and

Shangti are the same ; in consideration of the vastness of its substance

it is called Tien, Heaven : in consideration of its seat as lord being

above, it is called Shangti, Ruler above."

This demonstration that the word Heaven in these passages

means the visible Heaven, can not be set aside by attempting to show

that while Heaven in these passages refers to tlie visible Heaven, yet

that in the great number of passages in whicli it occurs in the sacred

Books and Rituals, it refers to the true God. For the sacrifice

whieli is referred to in the first of the above passages, in which

Heaven is compared to Earth, is the veri/ sacrifice which is oflfered

Tearly to Heaveii, at the altar to Heaven in Peking, and which Dr.

Legge has declared his belief is offered to Jehovah. The words"

Wang- ti Shangti, in the second quotation, are the very words which are

* Wen Siang, the late distinguished Chinese statesman said to a friend of mine,

"How is it that you Foreigners understand so little of of our opinions ?

You print in your books that Shangti created heaven. We believe that Heaven
and Shangti are the same. When you say that Shangti created Heaven it

mahe-i Heaven create itself." This anecdote was related to mo by the gentleman

to whom the remai'k was made.
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incribed on the tablet to Heaven, which is placed on the altar at the

time of that sacrifice. This I know certainly, because I saw tJm very

tablet myself. Hence the word Heaven in these passages, applies to

the very same Being that is meant in all the passages, where Heaven

is used to designate the chief power.

Understanding their system of mythology in its obvious meaning,

viz ; that the Chinese regard Heaven and Earth as gods, the one the

counterpart of the other ; each having its appointed worship, titles and

sacrifices ; makes their whole system consistent and intelligible—Dr.

Legge's opinion that the Being the Chinese style Heaven, is the same

as Jehovah, renders their mythology confused and incongruous, and

much of it absurd. Having thus established the truth of the second

and third propositions, viz, that the text of the sacred Books, and the

general agreement of all the commentators on them ; and that the

significance of Heaven in the mythology, in the state worship, and in

the rituals, all agree in showing that this chief Power is the risible

Heavens, regarded as as god, I close this part of the discussion.

I will be very short in the fourth proposition which is this, the

concurrent opinion of the Christian Missionaries in China for the last

three hundred years, including the Roman Catholic, the Greek

Catholic and the Protestant, with but few exceptions, is, that Heaven

does not designate the true God. The opinion of the Roman Catholic

Missionaries is best expressed in the language of the decree of

the Pope Clement xi. which reads thus, "That to express our

idea of the most high and good God, the name Tien must bo

absolutely reijected. That for this reason it must not be permitted

that tablets bearing the Chinese inscription "King Tien," 'adore

Heaven ' should be placed in Christian churches." Hue's Chris,

in China Yol. iii p. 411. This prohibition of the use of the word

Heaven, in referring to the true God, was because it was decided, in

view of all the facts placed before those who considered the subject,

that the object designated as Heaven in the sacred Books of the Chinese,

was the visible Heaven regarded as a god. This is the testimony of

the Roman Catholic church till this present time. With this opinion

the Greek Catholic church is understood to agree entirely. Their

Missionaries in China refrain entirely from using the word Heaven
and its synonym Shangti in seeking to propagate Christianity. I am
privately informed that the late erudite Archimandrite Palladius, held

very decidedly the opinion that Heaven in the classics referred to

deified Heaven. His opinion, as expressed to nie by a personal

acquaintance, was this, " He held that the religion of the ancient

Chinese was the same as that now held by them ; that tlieir chief god
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was a personification of Heaven, and was the same as " Tien laou ye
"

"venerated Heaven " of the common people, who also personify the sun

as " Tai yang ye " " venerated great light." The titles here ai)plied

to heaven^ and the sun, in the common parlance of the northern peo pie

of China, are those which are applied to the officers of government-

Dr. Legge's opinion that Heaven in the classics refers io the

true God has heen published in China since 1852 ; and notwithstand-

ing all the prestige of his learning, the number of Protestant

missionaries who agree with him in this opinion, so far as they have

made it known, may be counted on the fingers of one hand. All the

others hold to the opinion that Heaven in the classics does not

designate the same Being as our God.

In addition to these testimonies from the different ecclesiastical

bodies I now present the opinion of one of the most learned Sinologists

in official life in China. This distinguished civilian in a recent

conversation, after referring to the fact that Shun, one of the early

Rulers of China, when he received the government Sacrificed " to the

hills and rivers after he had sacrificed to Shangti or Heaven, said

" this statement shows that from the very earliest date Shangti was

regarded as the head of a Pantheon." The record of this early form

of worship will be found at page 39 of this volume, and reads as

follows. Shun sacrificed specially, but with the ordinary forms to

(Shangti) God : sacrificed with reverent purity to the six Honored

ones ; offered their appropriate sacrifices to the hills and rivers ; and

extended his worship to the hosts of (shin) spirits" In a note to this

passage Dr. Legge says " Who the six Honored ones were cannot be

determined with certainty. Ankwo thought they were the seasons,

cold, heat, the sun, the moon, the stars, and drought, that is certain

spirits supposed to rule over these phenomena and things." On the

same page we read, " In the second month of the year Shun made a

tour of inspection eastwards as far as Shaiyung where he sacrificed to

Heaven, and sacrificed in order to the hills and rivers ;
" Heaven in

this passage is the same as Shangti of the passage above.

These testimonies afford you, my dear Sir, the data on which to

form your judgment, whether the opinion on this point which Dr.

Legge has put into his translation is an individual or a general one.

Having thus established the main point in this discussion that

the Being which is designated Heaven in the Chinese sacred Books, is

deified Heaven, it follows as a matter of course, according to our

Christian system of faith on this matter

—

that the chief god of the

Chinese is a false god. The fact that many of the attributes, works,

and worship which properly belong to Jehovah are ascribed to Heaven
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does not make it the same Being as the true God. The very essence of

idolatry is the ascription of the attributes, work and worship which

belong to God, to some other Being. In this view of the subject,

there were two courses open to Dr. Legge in making his translation,

as he himself has clearly stated the matter. He could have left the

words Ti and Shangti untranslated ; or he could have translated them

by the words " Ruler " and Supreme Ruler ;" as he translated the

absolute name Tien by its proper equivalent Heaven, it would have

been in the same line to have translated these designations of Tien.

Either course would have been satisfactory, and it would have been

in accord with the principles which you laid down as a guide to the

several translators. Dr. Legge had in a measure before his mind
the great and fundamental objection to his doing as he has done ; as he

says " A reader confronted every where by the word God, might be

led to think more highly of the primitive religion of China than he
ought to think." Pref. xxiv. This is only part of the truth—by
nsing the word God applied to the chief god of the Chinese sacred

Books the reader is in danger of being misled entireh/ as to what
Being is their chief god. Trusting to the guidance and learning of

the Translator and the reputation of the Editor, which he supposes

guarantees the accuracy of the translation, by seeing the word God
used in the translation he of course understands that the Being
spoken of in these Books is Jehovah ; whereas I have proved beyond

all successful denial that the Tien of the Chinese text is no other

than deified Heaven, a false god. Dr. Legge, in following his own
particular belief and opinion has on this point been guilty of giving

a gloss and not a translation of the Chinese text, The whole agreement

of the Chinese Dictionaries and commentators in regard to the mean-

ing of the word Ti is that it means Ruler. The same meaning is

given to it by Foreign Dictionaries and Translators. In this opinion

Dr. Legge himself concurs, as in the preface at p. xxiv, he says

" should I give for these the terms ' Ruler ' and " Supreme Ruler."

He has expressed his views more fully on this point in the Prolegomena

to his Translation of the Shu King as published in Hong Kong in

1865. thus, at p. 198, " The name by which God was designated

was ^ The Ruler,' and 'The Supreme Ruler ^ denoting emphatically

His personality, supremacy and unity." In this quotation, " The

Ruler " is the translation of Ti, and " The Supreme Ruler " is the

translation of Shangti. The charge that in using God to represent Ti

and Shangti, Dr. Legge has given a gloss and not a translation of

these words, is established hy his o>cn statement of what is the proper

equivalent of the Chinese words Ti and Shangti, So that even if Dr.
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Leggo's opinion that Heaven of the Chinese Classics means the true

God were correct, the use of God to represent Ti and Shangti would

not be a translation of these words. But when the correct opinion

isthat the Being designated Heaven in the Chinese Sacred Books is

the visible Heaven deified, then the use of God to designate that false

god " is a crime as well as a blunder."

I now proceed to notice some of the arguments which Dr.

Legge presents in justification of his giving the gloss instead of

a translation of Ti.

I.—He says " our word God fits naturally into every passage

where the character Ti occurs in the old Chinese classics " Preface p.

XXV. I admit this statement as a general one. But it is very strange

that Dr. Legge does not see that it is a very flimsy sophism—Idolatry

consists in the ascription of the attributes, works and worship which

belong to the true God, to a false God. Is it not evident then that in

every case when such attributes, works or worship of the true God are

ascribed to a false god, the word God can be substituted for the name

of the false God and make sense, or " the word God fit naturally into

the sentence " ? Let us try it with the name of the idol " Goddess of

mercy." " The goddess of mercy hears the prayers of the suffering."

** The goddess of mercy succours the distressed." " The goddess of

mercy heals the sick." In all these sentences we can substitute the

word God with propriety and say " God hears the prayers of the

suffering." " God succours the distressed ", " God heals the sick."

But does that prove that the goddess of mercy is the same as " Our

God " ? By no means ; neither does the fact that " God fits naturally
"

into the sentences when Ti occurs prove that Ti is the same as

*' Our God." But let us try this a little further. On the supposition

that Ti is " Our God," then of course Tien, Heaven, in the Chinese

classics is the same as Jehovah, and therefore, according to this

principle, Jehovah " will fit naturally into all the passages where

Tien occurs in the old classics." In many passages it will, viz ; in

all the passages where the attributes and works of Jehovah are ascribed

to Heaven. But there are many in which it will not fit appropriately.

Thus we find such passages as these " Heaven and Earth are the

Parent of all things," " Heaven and Earth produced all things." In the

Book of Rites it is said " According to Heaven serve Heaven, according

to Earth serve Earth " The commentary says " According to

Heaven's elevation and Earth's depression. Heaven should be worshipped

with flaming burnt offerings; and Earth should be worshipped by

burying the animals in the ground, as at the summer and winter

solstitial sacrifices." The Chan Rites says " Use jade stone and make
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six vessels and offer to Heaven, Earth, and the/p?/;* quarters ; the azure

jade offer to Heaven, and the yellow to Earth." The explanation says

"the jade should be in shape exactly round and azure to resemble

Heaven. The yellow jade should be in shape eight cornered and yellow

to resemble JE'ar^/j." It is said "Heaven is azure, and Earth is yellow.

King Woo was able to put away the e\als of the Yin rule, and give

the people rest. He might be compared to Heaven and Earth,

overshadowing and sustaining all things in order to nourish men."

Let us try to substitute Jehovah in these passages for Heaven—
" Jehovah and Earth are the Parent of all things." " Jehovah and

Earth produced all things " " according to Jehovah serve Jehovah,

according to Earth serve Earth—according to Jehovah's elevation,

and Earth's depression." But it is not necessary to reproduce every

sentence—Each reader can do it for himself—I only write out two

more sentences—" The jade should be in shape exactly round and

azure to resemble Jehovah." "Jehovah is azure, and Earth is

yellow : This is blasphemy. It shows that the ' principle that the

name of "our God" "fits naturally" into sentences applies on///

when the attributes, works and worsoip which belong to the true God
are ascribed to the false god—And all this principle proves in the matter

is this, not that the Being to which such attributes, work and worship

are ascribed is " Our God " but that the attributes, works or worship,

tchich belong to our God, have been ascribed to the said Being which-

ever one it may be, whether Heaven, the goddess of Mercy or Buddha.

II.—Dr. Legge at page 530 of the Translation of the She King

as pubKshed in 1871, in reference "to the saying that Heaven is

the Lord and Ruler," says " to say so is to my mind exceedingly

unnatural," all forms of idolatry are to a Christian instructed mind

unnatural. But this is what the heathen mind in its blindness does

—

it ascribes divine attributes to objects which are not gods—It is no

more unnatural to ascribe divine attributes and works to a deified

object of nature, as the Heaven, earth or sun, than it is to ascribe

them to a deified man—and the testimony of history is that the

worship of the objects of nature was the earliest and most widely

prevalent form of idolatry.

III.—In the She King at page 316 of the edition of 1871,

Dr. Legge quotes the explanation given by Ching E—of the use

of the two names Heaven and Shangti—viz " With reference to

its form we speak of Heaven ; with reference to its Lordship and

rule we speak of Ti "—and says " this explanation, which is accepted

by Choo and all subsequent writers, is absurd; We are as good judges

oi what is meant by Heaven, as a name for the Supreme Power as
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Chlng E was : and however the use of it may be explained it

certainly carries our thoughts above and beyond the visible sky."

This last assertion that the word Heaven carries Christian minds

beyond the visible sky is no doublt correct. But that is not the

question under consideration. The question is what did the Chinese

mind understand by Heaven ? Ching E and Choo and all subsequent

uriters, Dr. Legge tells us, say it referred to the visible Heaven deified,

Dr. Legge says such a statement is absurd to his mind. I suppose

most persons will accept the testimony of the Chinese writers as to

their otcu conception and understanding of the matter. They will also

willingly accept Dr. Legge's statement that such a conception appears

absurd to him. But we are noic anxious to know how the Chinese

understand it. When a translator evidently seeks to make the

writers whom he is translating express the sentiments he thinks they

ought to express, he gives the most grave occasion to watch his transla-

tions and this state of mind very naturally leads to using a gloss on

that point, rather than a translation.

I will only notice one of the many ways in which this gloss of

Dr. Legge is calculated to mislead. It falsifies history.—By tha

general consent of the writers of all countries all other nations of

antiquity are represented as having worshipped false gods as the

Babylonians, Phoenicians, Hindoos, Egyptians, Greeks, Romans,
Etrurians &c., and it has been considered by most writers that the

Chinese have done so also. But Dr. Legge by this gloss conveys the

idea that the Chinese preserved the knowledge and worship of the

true God, as the chief object of worship in their state religion

through all the 4000 years of their national existence—while the

simple fact is that deified Heaven has been the chief object of

worship—and it has been worshipped by the Emperor conjointly

with the sun, moon, and stars, and the powers of nature. This state-

ment of the nature of the early religion of the Chinese shows that

they fell into the same form of idolatry as the other nations of

antiquity, viz ; the worship of the objects of nature. The Chinese

selected the same object for their chief god, as did the Hindoos, Greeks

Romans, Etrurians and other nations, viz. Heaven—The Hindoos

called it is Dyaous Piter (and Varuna) and the same name is

continued in Jus-piter or Jupiter of the Romans. The Chinese also

call Heaven Father—and earth Mother. This identity of religious

conceptions and worship among the nations of antiquity, is, if possible

more manifest as it concerns the Etrurians and the Chinese. For
according to the statements of Rev. Isaac Taylor in his Research on
Etrurian antiquities, in their language, which appears to be cognate

with the Chinese, their chief god was Tina, Heaven, and was regarded
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by their neighbours the Latins as the same with Jupiter. Every one

must see how near Tina is to Tien. Receiving the statements of the

Chinese in their proper sense, we have the history of all the nations,

as to their religious notions, congruous and consistent.

IV.—There is another argument which Dr. Legge has used very

frequently, and upon which he lays great stress. It is a sentence found

in Confucius, " Doctrine of the Mean" at page 26H of Vol. I. of

" Chi Clas." 1861, and it reads as follows, " By the Kiau and Shie

sacrifice they served [Shang-ti] (3-od." The Kiau sacrifice is the one,

to Heaven at the winter solstice ; the Shie sacrifice is the one to

Earth at the summer solstice. I have clearly proved, what Dr. Legge,

also states, that Shang-ti is the designation of Heaven. If we

substitute in this passage the absolute name of the being referred to

Lo. Heaven, it will read, " By the Kiau and Shie sacrifices, they

served Heaven." Heaven is the name commonly used in the books

referring to this fact. That " Kiau is the sacrifice to Heaven," can

be found scores of times in the Chinese -classics. Dr. Legge states in

iiis notes cm this passage that two of the most distinguished Chinese

commentators think that " Sovereign Earth is to be understood after

'Shang-ti to complete the sense making the sentence read, By the

Kiau and Shie saerifecc they served Skang-ti and Sovereign Earth."

T^'his reading is in full accord with all statements in standard authors

in regard to these sacrifices. It also accords with the immediately

bellowing context -of this book which reads " by the ceremonies at the

ancestral temple they sacrificed to their ancestors. He who under-

stands the ceremonies of sacrifiees to Heaven and Earth, and the

meaning of the several sacrifices to ancestors, would find the govern-

ment of a kingdom as easy as to look into his palm." The immediate

context tlms presents the generally prevailing objects of worship

Heaven, Earth and ancestors.—Hotv^ absurd to say that two of these

natural objects refer to the spiritual Being Jehovah : and the third of

the series refers to natural men as objects of worship. Dr. Legge's own
mind has been the victim of a mere illusion. Some thirty years ago,

in the early period of his Chinese studies, he adopted the view that

Shang-ti of the chissics is God '; and finding this one sentence in which

Confucius uses Shang-ti instead of Heaven in speaking of this sacrifice,

he said " here is the indubitable proof that the Emperors, when
worshipping at the altar to Heaven worship God ; Confucius says so"

—

whereas Confucius says no sttch thing ; Confucius simply says, as do

scores of other writers, that in the Kiau sacrifice they served Heaven.

The argument in Dr. Legge's mind rested on the wrong meaning
which he himself has put upon the word Shangti. When that word
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s proved, as it has been, to refer simply to deified Heaven the

argument from this passages of Confucius falls to the ground.

It is not my purpose. Dear sir, to enlarge upon the wrong done
to the science of comparative mythology by Dr. Legge's disregard of

the principle which you had presented for the guidance of the several

Translators, in giving a gloss instead of a translation on one of the

most fundamental points in the Sacred Books of the Chinese. I

consider that I have done my work in calling your attention to the

matter, and presenting to you the undeniable proofs that Dr. Legge
on this point is wrong, philologically, mythologically, logically

and historically wrong. He presents to the Readers of his transla-

tions, with the sanction of your respected name, that the chief

god of the Chinese is the same Being as the God of Christians

when in truth the Chineae themselves understand their chief god

to be the visible Heaven deified. In thus presenting the subject

he not onhj hinders the object you had in view in having this

series of Books published, but he does that which is directly calculated

to entirehj nmlead in the prosecution of the study of comparative

mythology. For as a matter of course, the readers of tliis Book,

who do not know the Chinese language, will accept this translation

from the learned Professor of Chinese, in Oxf(jrd University,

having your name as Editor in the Title page, as a faithful translation

of the original, and will accept of his opinion on this fundamental

point as correct : when the facts submitted to your consideration show

it to be merely an individual opinion. It, of course, does not pertain to

to me to suggest what a regard for your own reputation as an

advanced Teacher of comparative mythology, and as the Editor of

this series of Books, may require you to do in the matter. That can

be safely left to your own consideration. But you will permit me

to say that however this gloss, appearing under such circumstances

may hinder a correct understanding of the subject in Europe the fact

remains every where apparent in China. The abundant literature of

the Chinese on the subject in their Sacred Books, their commentaries,

and their rituals together with the phraseology of the spoken lan-

guage make it clear that the chief god of this people is deified Heaven.

The imposing state worship in the Capital of the Empire, the magni-

ficient dome that is visited by all visitors to Peking, and the im-

pressive altar to Heaven all declare with a concurrent testimony that

Heaven, deified Heaven is the chief god, of the state religion of China,

With great respect for your varied learning and for your efforts

to promote a study of the various systems of religion that have

prevailed in the world, I am, yours very faithfully,

Ij^WlRER,



APPENDIX TO LETTER TO PROF. F. MAX. MULLER.

T HEPlEWITH append some passages from Clilnese authors wliich

are not in the pamphlet on Shangti. With the translation I also

give the Chinese text. " The great Shun looking at the regular

position of the sun, moon and five planets, saw that the decree of

Heaven was with him. Upon this, having undertaken to discharge

the duties of the son of Heaven [i.e. Emperor] and to manage the

afPairs, he sacrificed to Heaven and Earth at the round Hillock, and

stated the reasons for undertaking the government. Because of this

he looked up and considered, this azure heaven, its original matetial

so bright and vast, how can it be there is no lord and sovereign t

manage the decree ? He determined to confer an honorable title and

designated it, ' Imperial Heaven, the Euler above,' again ' Heaven

Lord the great Ruler, thus corresponding to the title Heaven above."*

"Ti is one of the names of Heaven ? the reason why it is named Ti

is that Ti means to judge. Representing that Heaven is impartial

without limit, does not distinguish between itself and others ; that

Heaven examines and judges with the utmost justice and intilligence,

for these reasons, it is styled Ti. The principles of the five Emperors

(,. Ti) were the same as these ; they were able to examine and judge

therefore they had the designation Ti. Heaven and Ti are one and
the same. The Lords of men can be designated Ti but they cannot be

designated Heaven ; because Heaven is so designated according to its

substance. The Lords of men cannot be of the same substance as

Heaven."t

"At the round hillock to sacrifice to expansive Heaven, the

Ruler above, is to recompense our origin. Thus to recompense our
origin, is because of the deifying of Heaven." +

^.5tMmf^.m:k.-^ ±^nn ^^.m ± ^- ^ h -^^ ^

±
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A DISCOURSE ON ROM. I. 18-25

(Cotitinued from Page 93^.

T?ROM what has been already stated it will be readily seen that the

Pagan systems throughout the world are all fundamentally one

and the same, the first ancestor of mankind being worshipped by

all, under different names, as their chief Deity ; and, that this

apostacy was gradually introduced by taking the truths of Patriarchism,

and, as the apostle states, turning them into a lie, under an assump-

tion of superior wisdom and. scientific knowledge.

Two./orws of worship appear to have existed in this apostacy,

from the building of the tower to the dispersion of the then one

family of mankind ; and these two forms of idolatry were those which

are now so well known under the names of Buddhism and

Brahminism. The evidence for the remote antiquity of these two

sects, is, that there is scarcely a country in which we do not find them

either separate or blended together. Buddha, under his various

names of Buddha, Saca, Taut, Teut, Thoth, Bod, Wod, Hermaya,

Hermes, or Mercolis, has been worshipped from Japan in the east to

Ireland in the west * In the west the two sects seem to have been

early blended together and even in India, although the Brahminists

regard the Buddhists as heretics, yet, as Moore remrks in his Hindoo

Pantheon, Buddhism melts into Brahmanism.

It is a mistake to suppose that the system called Buddhism only

commenced with the heretic (or reformer, as his followers regard him)

who appeared about b.c. 600, nor did the name " Sakiya" originate

with this last human appearance of the God ; for, we are told that

the primeval God, Sakkiya or Buddha had a prior existence of

indefinite length during which he assumed five hundred and fifty

births ; but, in order that he should attain perfection one more

earthly existence, it is said, was necessary ; and he ice, the reformer

(or heretic) was born of the Sakiya prince Suddhodan king of Kapila

and Maya his wife.f

We find the name Sheshak " the illustrious Buddha" mentioned

in various passages of Scripture. This name was therefore probably

given to the king of Egypt + and to the prince Suddhodan because

they were worshippers of the God Buddha, just as Nebuchadnezzar,

• Pab. Pag. IdoL i, 88. t Moore's Pan. pp. 153—4. + 2 Cbron. xii. 1—9.
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Esar-haddon, and Belshazzar were called after their ancestral Gods.

The appellation existed before the time of the king of Egypt, and was
communicated from the God to a great tribe of his Cuthic worship-

pers who were thence called Sacas or Sachim or Saxons. Some of

these Sachim formed a part of the Indian Shepherd-kings who once

conquered Egypt, and who afterwards founded the kingdoin of

African Ethiopia or Cusha-dwip without. A detachment of these

are mentioned with their brethren the Cushim as serving in the

army of Shishak (2 Chron. xii. 3). Our translators render the

Hebrew, word " Sukkiims" or " dwellers in booths," but this is in

consequence of the comparatiyely modern Masoretic pointing of the

eighth century. According to the Hebrew letters the prounciation

"Sakkiim the plural of Sakki is just as correct.*

Saca or Buddha (or Woden, as he is also called), was equally

worshipped by the Chusas of the Indian Caucasus, the old Iranians,

the Scuths or Chusdim of Babylonia, and the Gothic or Saxon

conquerors of Europe. The prophet Jeremiah speaks of Sheshak as

a well known principal idol of Babylon, and styles him *' King

Sheshak " in accordance with the Heathen custom of calling their

Gods " King " or Lord." f

The Brahmins deijounce the religious adventurer as a teacher of

heretical doctrines ; but they admit that the primeval Buddha was an

incarnation of Yishnou. In an ancient Sanscrit inscription this

primeval Buddha is addressed as "the Lord of the Earth," as an

* incarnation of the Deity, and the Eternal One," and as " the Lord of

the whole universe ;" and he is further addressed by his votary as the

triple God " Brahma-Yishnou-Mahesa, or the Hindu Trimurti.+

Buddha therefore, as an incarnation of the God Vishnou, is in reality

merely the latter Deity under a different name ; and, both Brahm-

inism and the ancient Buddhism are fundamentally one and the

same system, and are regarded as two sects merely in consequence of

their different modes of worshipping the same Deity. Porphyry

speaks of the " Brachmans " and "Samaneans" (or Buddhists) as

being merely two sects of those Indian divines whom the Greeks

include under the one designation of "Gymno-sophists," and neither

he, nor Strabo, nor Clemens give the slightest hint of any animosity

existing between them. It was the heretical Buddhism which was

introduced into China in the first century after Christ.
||

* See Fab. i. 88 and note.

t Comp. 2 Kings xviii, 33-35. Jerem. li. 41; xxv. 26. 2 Chron. xxxii. 18, 14.

—

See Fab. ii. 496 nota.

t As. Ees. i. 286. 11 As. Res. ii, 123 Ac. Fab, ii, 829.
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The Buddhists themselves, in opposition to those wlio would

ascribe a later origin to their system, insist that it existed from the

very beginning ;* and, taking it's history into account, we certainly

cannot assign to it a later beginning than the apostacy at Babel,

where the truth of God was changed into a lie, and the First Ancestor

of the human race set up in the place of the true God Jehovah, as

the chief object of worship.

Although therefore there is such a fundamental and substantial

agreement amongst the systems of the pagans, notwithstanding minor

differences which are the result of endless division into separate

colonies, and other causes, yet, we can clearly detect a grand division

of the heathen into two Primeval Sects which have their common
origin in the highest antiquity. Epiphauius who derives his infor-

mation on this point from ancient documents calls these two leading

Sects Scythism {i.e. Buddhism) and lonism (i.e. Brahminism) from

their supposed founders. Epiphanius, Eusebius, and the writer of the

Paschal Chronicle treat of Scythism and lonism or Hellenism as two

successive heresies or forms of false and apostatical religion, the

former of which they state lasted from the flood to the building of

the Tower, while the latter commenced from that period. This state-

ment as to Scythism commencing from the flood, with the exception

of placing this heresy rather too high, in no respect contradicts the

Scriptural statement. Gen. x. 10, which makes the settled Cuthic

empire begin at Babel, or Trogus, who had learned from old

documents that it lasted 1500 years and was then succeeded by an

Ass}Tian Monarchy.f

Mr. Joinville in his Essay on " the religion and manners of the

people of Ceylon," states that from the similarity, which exists

between Brahminism and Buddhism, the one is doubtless the child

of the other. And, while be acknowledges that is difficult to deter-

mine which of the two is the mother, he yet assigns that place to

Buddhism as being, in many respects, " monstrous and unformed"
while Brahmanism is more finished and systematic. + Both, in con-

sequence of their universal prevalence must be carried back to the

era of the tower of Babel, but Buddhism, seems to have been the

first corruption of Patriarchism, and the commencement of what
Epiphanius calls the Scythic heresy, while Brahminism is the perfect

completion of that heresy. Some of the architects of the tower

preferred the former, some the latter, and others combined the two
together, which was easily accomplished as the same great Father
(Adam-Noah) was worshipped in both system.

||

* As. Res. vi, 429. f Fab. iii. 407.
""

X As. Res. vii, 398, 400.
[j Fab. ii, 330.
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lonism or Yonism was a more complicated system than that

more simple heresy Scythism which preceded it. In this system,

which is indifferently styled Brahminical, or Osiric, or Bacchic, was

worshipped the Great Mother from whom not only all things, but

even the Grreat Father himself together with his triple offspring, the

mystic Shem, Ham, and Japhet were supposed to have been produced
;

she was the " Bona Mater," the personification of the Earth or the

female principle, who is Ge or Ila the consort of Buddha. * Many

of the leading Cushites remained firm to the principles of the most

ancient heresy in which the pre-eminence was given to the Great

Father Buddha or Adam-Noah, while the adherents of the new

heresy gave the chief honour and worship to his consort the Great

Mother from whom all things sprung. This Great Mother was

regarded not only as the Earth, but as floating on the chaotic waters

in the shape of the ship Argha, or theArk, f and as at length flying

away in the form of the mystic lona or dove. The Goddess Juno, for

instance, is pronounced by Mr. Wilford to be the same as the Hindu

female principle, Yoni or Yuui, which at the time of the flood assumed

the forms both of the ship Argha and the dove Capoteswari. + Janus

was called also Junonius, and not only had his ship or Ark, but was

attended by a dove either holding a branch in its bill, or a chaplet of

olive leaves, as appears on the reverse of his Sicilian coins. ||.

Buddhism has always been the favourite religion of the unmixed

Cushites who have shown their dislike for the literal worship of idols

by destroying the images and slaying the sacred Bull of Ionic theology

in the invasion of Hellas by Xerxes and of Egypt by Cambyses. §

There is an old and curious legend in the Servarasa 1[ which,

while it confirms the great antiquity of these two systems, at the

same ' time describes lonism as supplanting the older heresy of

Scythism. Mahadeva (or Siva) and Parvate, like Jupiter and Juno

once disputed about the comparative influence of the sexes in

producing animated beings ; and each resolved, by mutual agreement,

to decide the question by producing separately a new race of men.

Those produced by the God devoted themselves to the worship of the

male Deity, and those pruduced by the Goddess adored the female

Deity only. But, the intellects of the former were dull, their bodies

feeble, their limbs distorted and their complexions of different hues

;

while the latter were all well shaped, with sweet aspects and fine

complexions. The worshippers of the male Deity were called Lin-

* Fab. ii, 444. t As. Res. iii, 363.

X As. Rea. vi, 522. ||
Bryant's Anal. ii. 260. plate.

§ See also Smith's " Chaldean acct. of Genesis/' p. 7. IT Moore's Hindu Pan. p. 304.
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gajas or adorers of the male principle, and the others were called

Yonijas or adorers of the female principle. Between these two a

furious battle took place in which the Lingajas were defeated, which

so irritated the male Deity that he would have instantly destroyed

the Yonijas hut for the intervention of the female Deity. The latter

were spared only on condition that they should leave the scene of

action never to return, which they accordingly did and settled

according to the Puranas partly on the borders of Varaha-dwip, or

Europe, where they became the progenitors of the Grreeks, and partly

in the two dwipas of Cusha, Asiatic and African. They were also

protected by their tutelary Goddess Yoni, and eventually became a

flourishing nation. * These Yonijas (or Yavanas) were clearly the

votories of the lonism or Hellenism of Epiphanius ; while the Lin-

gajas were the votaries of the Scythic or Buddhic heresy, supplanted

by the former. Their contest terminated in dispersion, as we know
was the case at Babel, after which the Yonijas colonized Greece and

the African Ethiopia, and founded a powerful empire in Cusha-dwip

within, or the Asiatic Ethiopia which coincides 'geographically with

the ancient Iran. Here then we have again the old scythic or

Cushite empire founded by Nimrod, which was situated within the

limits of Iran, and which flourished until the rise of the later As-

syrian monarchy.

The pure Scythians or Cushites who branched off from the Tower
of Babel, first occupied the Armenian Caucasus together with the

Indian Caucasus, and venerated the Great Father Adam-Noah under

the names of Buddha, and Saca, and Teut, and Saman, and Cadam ;

while those who remained in centrical Iran, and who established the

great Scythic empire continued to be the zealous votaries of the Yoni

or lonah or navicular female principle, assuming the form of a Dove*

The Souths, or Cushites, of Iran in addition to their family name took

the title of lonim, or, according to the Hindus, of Yonijas, from their

favorite Goddess ; and Nimrod eminently called himself Ion or lonan,

or the principal Yonija. The author of the " Paschal Chronicle, "as

quoted by Faber, states that the lonim were the chiefs of the Scythic

empire, and that they were the descendants of lonan who was one of

the leading architects of the Tower when the languages of men were

confounded. Hence the lonah or Dove (Gen. viii, 12) was the

national banner of the Assyrian empire, as it had already been of the

Scythic empire, and as such it is alluded to in Scripture.f This ban-

ner was the " sign " or " token " adopted at the commencement of the

• As. Res. iii, 361. •

t Jer. XXV, 38; xlvi, 16; 1, 16, "oppressing" or "oppressor" ought to be rendered
" of the Dove."
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building of the Tower, and which served as a rallying point lest the

huge heterogeneous multitude should be scattered abroad upon the

face of the whole earth.* Moses tells us that the builders of the

Tower encouraged each other by saying " let us make us a

name, lest we be scattered abroad upon the face of the whole earth."

The word here translated " a name " is Shem which signifies, accord-

ing to Gesenius, " a sign." The Dove (Yonah) mentioned in Ps.

Ixviii, 13. "covered with the (Heb.) silver, and her feathers with

yellow gold," was the representation of that bird as the emblem of the

Great Mother, or female principle, the consort of Adam-Noah, on the

ancient standard.

The early unmixed Cushites, as hue been already shown, were

determined opposers of all image worship ; and hence the destruction

by them of the Bull Ishtar so frequently depicted on early Babylonian

gems. The earliest form of apostacy was the worship of Nature or

what was visible, in which the deity was confounded with His own

creation. The heaven, the earth, the sun, moon, and stars were all

endowed with life, and were regarded as living beings, possessed each

o a portion of the one soul of the world, or God. In this material

system of Buddhism, Mind constituted the soul and Matter the body

of the being worshipped. Man was considered to consist of two

ports united together in one being, and this idea was transferi-ed to

tne world at large. Here again we see the first Ancestor of mankind

thrust, by the whole pagan world, into the place of Jehovah, and

worshipped and served in preference to the Creator, in strict ac-

cordance with the doctrine of Avatarism, which took it's rise from

the saying of Eve already quoted. Thus we are told throughout the

heathen world, that the World, which is always styled " Heaven,"

is a Great Man, and man a small world ; the World and the first

Man, Adam-Noah, being in fact regarded as one and the same, both

appearing from the same chaotic waters, and both being endowed

with life by the inherent Soul or God. This soul was supposed to

pervade every particle of the universe.;

Mens agitat molem, et maguo se corpore miscafc.

Virg. ^ncid VI, 727.

All souls were decerpt portions from the soul of this Great Father

Adam-Noah, and all bodies were derived from his body; and each-

body and soul returned at death to it's source ; so that this Great Man,
or God, was always regarded as being " one, yet all ; all, yet one."

]b'rom this theory arose the definition of the chief God of the Egyptians

mentioned in the writings of Hermes Trismegistus, " God is a circle

* F^b. iii, 411,

^
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whose centre is everywhere, but whose circumference can nowhere be

found," Thus of Adam-Noah under his designation " Jupiter " it is

said that Heaven was his head, the sun and moon his eyes, the all-

productive Earth his sacred womb, his body the universe, and the pure

ether was his intellectual soul, the Mind or God inherent in this

Great Man. As the Great Father Adam-Noah had three sons, so this

Great Man is said to have mysteriously triplicated. Also, it was well

known to the ancient apostates that the family of the Great Father

Adam-Noah consisted of eight persons, father, mother, three sons and

their three wives, and hence the Great Man or World, their chief

Avatar or Deity was everywhere supposed to divide into exactly eight

portions. The sura total of each division in the heathen systems is

always eight, but the enumeration of these Ogdoads is never the same

in any two; showiug clearly that the number eight was chosen

arbitrarily—not because the World naturally falls into these eight

parts, but because the number eight was previously determined upon,

and the universe was made to bend to the division whether congruously

or inongruoush^

But, tliis union of mind and Matter was not conveyed only under

the idea of body and soul ; it was also represented under the image of

the conjugal ailidnce. In this case Heaven or the subtle ether was

regarded as the male or husband, viz. Adam-Noah, and the Earth or

Matter was bis wife. Hence the marriage of Heaven and Earth who
begat tliree sons at first.* These two were everywhere regarded as

the most ancient of all the Deities and were Avorshipped throughout

heathendom under the names of Coelus and Terra, Osiris and Isis,

Taautes and Astarte, Saturn and Ops, Woden and Frea, Isani and
Isi, &c., &c.t

The worship then of all heathendom is plainly Ancestral worship,

and the Man worshipped and served by the pagans rather than the

Creator, in each system, is the First Man, the common ancestor from

whom the whole human race has sprung, and who, as he bears the

characteristics of both, is the Adam-Noah of Scripture. Thus have
all the Heathen, as the Apostle says, deliberately taken the truths of

Patriarchism and turned them into " a lie/' and by this means
introduced that fearful apostacy which to this, day includes within its

meshes so great a portion of the human race.

* Hefiiod, Theog. Ver. 146. + As. Ees. i, 253.

Thos. McClatchie.
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STATISTICS OF ROMAN CATHOLIC MISSINOS IN CHINA,

TN the "Records of the General Conference" of 1877, are those

statistics up to the year 1870. In the "Annales de la Sainte-

Enfance" for April 1877 I find the following up to 1873 which

are said to-be the result of the last census made with great care and

on authentic documents. If they are therefore not recent, they are

at least the most recent obtainable.

Name of Provinces.

Shantung,
Shan si,

Shensi & Kan-soo,

Hoonan,
Hoopeh,

( East
Szechuen,

|
West

(South
Yunnan,
Kweichan,
Kwangtung and

)

Kwang-si, j

Chekiang.

Kiangsi,

( North
Pechili, S.-W.

( S.-E.
Kiangnan,
Fokien,

Honan,
Hongkong,

Bishops.

& 2 proT. apost

2

1 prov. ap.

1 pref. ap.
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These Christians were under the care of 278 missionaries, 233

native priests, 21 bishops, 3 apostolic provicars and 1 apostolic prefect

not sacred. Total 536. Since, Hoopeh has been divided into 3

apostolic vicariates, and Honan and Hongkong have got an apostolic

vicar each.

The bishopric of Macao reckons onl}'^ some hundreds of Christians

;

when the see gets free, it is from the archbishop of God that the

general vicar receives his '* pouvoirs."

Literally translated by

ClI. Pll"ON.

NEW EDITOR—NEW KECOBDEB.

TXTHY is it that the Recorder exercises so little influence over the

foreign resideeuts in China of any circle ? Look at the articles.

Some very careful articles on early foreign intercourse with China

have appeared, and others on interesting subjects, but, as the name is

** Missionary Journal," let the missionary character be more fully

sustained. If the interesting pen that writes about Mongolia, and

others that write on subjects that bear very indirectly on our work

were to choose missionary subjects then much would be gained.

Then again the treatment of subjects might have some modification

that would prove of incalculable benefit For instance we have had

accounts of journeys upon journeys, which, with but few rare excellent

exceptions, if the dates and proper names were changed, are simply

repetitions which no busy man can endure to read.

Then as the to important missionary subjects raised for discussion,

while rejoicing in the enlightened views of some still a large propor-

tion of writers, owing to the partial view taken, either from so-called

logical deductions (which are notoriously different when handled by

different individuals) drawn from a single text, as if for the time

being no other text in the Scripture had a right to be heard, or from

observation confined to one age or one field of action, give us

unsatisfactory essays on the subject in hand. For an age like the

present when it has pleased God to open to our view His law from

the consciences of heathen sages and the discoveries of science as well

as that higher law from the revelations made to Jewish sages, and in

an age when the historical developements of each are universally

studied by the educated, we who profess to propagate the highest law
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should be accurately acquainted with the main excellencies of each,

and especially with the multitudinous ways of adaptation which

Christianity has manifested in different ages and different countries.

That prejudice which will not bear looking at a different view of a

subject than that held by the individual, be he Protestant, Roman
or Greek Church, is practically akin to that spirit of Omar manifested

by the memorable destruction of the Alexandrian library. There are

others again who are liberal enough towards foreign views, but are

intolerant of any modification of their views or habits to meet Chinese

wishes. " They must bend to us," they say. Missionaries should be

the last to entertain such conceits. How different from the mind that

was in Jesus !

In future instead of having articles from those who only dip into

subjects to have a sentence or two to back up this favourite idea, shall

we have articles written by those who have made a careful study of

their subject as held by the best men in all ages and all countries ?

If so, we shall soon find the Recorder becoming a new power in our

midst, making religion to be what it has been in most ages and

countries, the greatest and noblest power amongst mankind.*

N.

REPORT OF THE OPITJM REFUGE AT PEKING FOR 1878 79.

rriHIS Refuge was opened on the 17th day of the first Chinese month

of Kwang Hsii, 4th year, (February 1878). It is a small

Buddhist Temple, situated inside the Hata gate, immediately to

the south of the American Methodist Episcopal Mission. The purchase

of the Temple was effected of Dr. Dudgeon who owns it and for

which the native Anti-opium Society pays a small rent annually.

To make the guests' rooms inhabitable some outlay in repairs and

purchase of furniture was absolutely necessary. The two tiens or

halls occupied by the idols have not been disturbed. The building

consists of three courts and the rooms will accommodate 40 or 50

patients. The Refuge is conducted by a committee composed of one

member from each of the five protestant missions in the Capital.

Religious services are held regularly each day by members of the

various missions, each mission taking a fixed day. The Sabbaths are

allotted in the same manner. The two men in charge are

[* We stall be glad to receive "N's" first article following out the suggestions

made above, Ed.]
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Christians, and are chosen in rotation from each of the mi.ssions and

a change takes place every three months. TFiese men also conduct

religious exercises morning and evening with the in-patients. The

native churches took up the subject warmly at first and the members

put down their names for a fixed amount each month, the

representative of each mission on the committee, acting as treasurer.

This committee met once a month at the Refuge to receive a

a statement of the past month's working, examine the books, audit

accounts, and generally to superintend the working of the establish-

ment. A written statement of accounts, was prepared each month

and one copy forwarded to each mission. A large number of the

foreign missionaries who take an interest in the anti-opium agitation,

willingly subscribed, either a monthly sum or promised to give a yearly

donation to help forward the work. A large placard was prepared in

Chinese by the committee, printed and widely distributed over the

city. The following is its substance.

" Opium has now been in the country for many years, and in

proportion to the number of years, the smokers have increased and

the injury inflicted has been correspondingly great. What injury ?

Why! have not wealth and substance been squandered, reputation

destroyed, fathers, mothers and relatives been injured? Has posterity

not been cut off, wives and children sold and the smokers them-

selves killed dead ? You have all heard of and seen the evils and

therefore no need that you should be infcrrmed.

Although all, however, know the injury, still there ai-e many

stupid people who cannot get rid of the vice and who treat it as some

precious thing. The smoker finds that his life depends upon the pipe
;

when he gives up the latter, he loses the former. Why cannot he

give up the pipe ? He says it is on account of friends. But when

there was no opium, were there no friends ? Is it only by smoking

that one can have and keep friends ? Can friends not be made by

eating and drinking good and harmless things ? Is poison alone the

only medium by which friendships can be formed and cemented ?

Or is your reluctance to give up opium because it elevates the

spirits ? If you really nourish your constitution, does it not improve

daily and does not this so-called raising the spirits tend daily to

destroy and diminish ? In the one case it increases daily in strength,

in the other it is daily impoverished, until there is no life. To

nourish the body and live is bad but to elevate the spirits and die is

good ! But you tell us, that you have had recourse to the pipe to cure

disease. This must be a mistake for have you not heard of opium

poisoning, and although smoking is not so dangerous as eating and
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Swallowing it, the only difference is that the one is quick and the

other slow. Must people die in order to get their diseases cured ?

The opium devotee takes injury for benefit; the false for the

true, the shadow for the substance. Whether intelligent or stupid,

men and women both smoke and all suffer. There is no head nor

end to the business. The smokers go on till death, without change

or repentance. Use violent language and he takes no heed to it

;

caution him and he does not listen. So we have consulted together

for the opening of a Refuge in order to afford an opportunity for the

cure of this injurious habit. The Western Doctor and Teachers of

various Missions at the Capital have established this Refuge. The

medicine employed to cure the smokers is from the West and so

combined as to meet the wants of the smoker. Should the smokers

have any other maladies or should any illness result from the cure,

the Westera Docter will be in attendance. Make up your minds

now and at once, you smokers. Do not put it off and say you will

consider about it. Put down your name ; bring a surety, make prepar-

ation for your food in the establishment and within ten or more days

you may wipe out a generation of misery. What we now wish and

hope for, we have great hope you will set about doing. See that you

go straight about this business and that it is done without delay."

1. Put down your name ; as the place is not too large, and then

the persons will be introduced in order.

2. Without a surety no one will be admitted and no Christian of

any of the Missions is to become surety.

3. The Refuge supplies water—all else must be provided by the

smokers themselves.

4. The anti-opium western medicine will be given according to the

yin (habit) whether great or small.

5. If the smokers have any other disease, or if any disease should

develop itself on account of giving up the opium, the Western Doctor

will attend.

6. The Western Doctor will regularly visit the Refuge and when

the cure is effected, the patient must leave; he cannot longer remain.

7. During the cure the smokers are not allowed to leave, the

Refuge, in case they be found resorting to an opium shop. Should

they go outside the surety must be responsible.

8. Those inside will be treated gratuitously but any who prefer

to treat themselves at home can buy the pills at the Refuge, at a cost

of 60 cash per pill.

9. The men in charge of the Refuge are honest, quiet men, and

therefore the smokers must behave themselves and if they observe
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the rules of the establishment, the keepers will have nothing to say

to them.

10. The Refuge is irrespective of class and rank and all are

treated alike.

In these circumstances and under these auspices, the Refuge was

opened. Numbers soon flocked to make enquiries or to put down their

names. The first keepers were chosen from the London Mission.

During the first few months affairs went on favorably. There were

always a dozen, more or less, in the Refuge at one time. The rules

were strictly adhered to. The Refuge supplied fires and some sundries

as well as water. In fact the only expense incurred by the in-patents

was that for their food. A good impression was produced throughout

the city. Numbers of opium smokers came to buy the medicine at

the Refuge, seeking to throw off the habit at their own homes.

Religious services were held daily, morning and evening. The various

Missions sent the men appointed for their respective days. A service

was held on- Sunday afternoon. In the morning the in-patients went in a

body, under the escort of one of the keepers, to the adjoining Methodist

Mission services. The keepers took their turn, as often as was

found convenient in attending at their own mission chapel further

off. During the week and on Sundays in particular several of

the foreign missionaries visited the Refuge. "When medical aid

was needed for any of the patients, the Medical Man either

resorted thither or the patients under escort were brought to the

Hospital. The native church was greatly delighted at the result of

the undertaking. They subscribed willingly and liberally during

the first month. Before a second call was necessary, it was found

that the sales outside brought in a profit sufficient to meet all

the ordinary expenses. The native church from this moment began

to lag in its interest. One or two among the natives and foreigners

kept up their subscriptions, but all the others fell into abeyance, not

from any unwillingness to contribute but simply because no calls were

made upon them, the revenue from the sales of pills becoming greater

and greater. This income was derived from two sources. When the

Refuge was started, it was feared that the indoor expenses would

entail continued heavy payments by the church members. They were

encouraged to proceed by two offers, beside other and liberal foreign

contributions ; one, from the Rev. W. H. Collins of the Church Mission,

who promissed to supply gratuitously the pills used inside for one year

;

the other by Dr. Dudgeon who offered to supply a very effective home-

made pill, after a receipe of his own and which had been tried success-

fully for many years, at a reduction of 30 p.c. or about 15 cents profit
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in every hnndred pills. As the balance sheet shews, a very con-

siderable revenue, in fact the bulk of it, was derived from this latter

source. It was arranged that the white pills (or) Mr. C.'s. should be

used exclusively inside, and the black ones (Dr. D.'s) should be ex-

clusively sold outside. It might have been expected, although at the

time it was not foreseen, that the white pills would also come to be

in demand outside among the friends of those who had been cured in-

side, and of others who had been cured outside through their report.

And so it was. This demand of course increased in proportion to the

success of the Refuge in regard to its in-patients, and although all the

possible evils that might flow from it soon became evident, the native

committee did nothing to guard against its possible evil consequences.

The whole question has been an exceedingly difficult one. What was

at first a great boon, became ere long a serious stumbling block, and

almost made shipwreck of the institution. The outside sale of the

inside pills could not well be stopped. At this time when these

difficulties were cropping up, one of the most active of the native

committee, the representative of the L.M.S. withdrew, when he saw

that his watchfulness was resented by the keepers and likely to cause

an unfriendly feeling. The idea got hold of the minds of some that

a very lucrative concern had been established, which was going to

benefit the keepers and committee. No feasible plan presented itself

to the committee to correct, or guard against, the supposed evils. It

was suggested to make both pills of the same colour and thus restrict

and prevent the sale of the inside pills ;• to forbid the keepers from

going in person for the pill mass ; the pills to be made at the Hospital,

in a pill machine, and a careful record of the numbers to be kept.

Enquiries were to be made of the patients to find out whether their

consumption and the daily record of it agreed. The pills were only

once made at the Hospital, the new rules failed to be strictly enforced

by the committee and so affairs were not much improved. It was a

great mistake not having one or two foreigners on the native com-

mittee. This mistake was made from a desire not to appear to inter-

fere, and to make them feel that the Refuge was all their own. The

institution being connected with the native Christian churches and

the keepers Christians, it was supposed that • the good ' of the

Christian cause at large would be the uppermost idea and that all

notion of personal advantage would obtain no place.

But experience has proved that the early anticipations could not

be realized. The whole difficulty lay with the white pills used

inside. The pill mass was given to the keepers, . out of which so

many pills were to be made by themselves. The bulk of the mass
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too, frequently varied, although the pills to be made were always to

consist of the same quantity of the active ingredients. They had no pill

machine on which to make them. There was a temptation to increase

the number of pills, either by making them smaller, and thus

producing a larger number, or of increasing the material by way

of augmenting the bulk of the mass, which by the way, was left some-

times ia their hands to do. Another possible opportunity for falsi-

fication lay iu the number of pills given daily to each patient. At
this time there was no fixed table for the diminution of the dose of

the pills to guide the keepers and to enable checks to be kept over

them. I am not aware that any misdemeanour existed under this

liead. With the facilities for increasing the bulk of the pill mass or

the number of pills to be made, the temptation to falsify the books

and record an incorrect number of pills as consumed daily by each

patient, was exceedingly small. Altogether there was too much power

put in the hands of the two keepers ; Mr. Collins was too much
occupied to give much care to the preparation of his pill mass or the

making of his own pills and keeping a record of the same. When
the native church ceased to contribute, the native committee relaxed

their efforts of oversight. Their superintendence was only very

Hominal after all. It was difficult to get all the members together

at one time, to consult and act, and on the absence of any one

member, all the others declined to take any action. The keepers

were masters of the situation. The committee's rule, too, changed
men every three months and to select two men in rotation from the

different Missions was perhaps prompted by some fear of this sort.

However good such rule might be to prevent irregularities and to

make the committee hold a check over the men, it was not calculated

to work well in some other respects. Experience is most valuable in the

conduct of such a Refuge, and no sooner are two men qualified for

the post, than to prevent possible evils, they are turned adrift and
their places taken by two new men. A hard and fast rule of this sort>

was to be deprecated^ When the men gave satisfaction and no
charges were made or found against them, they ought to be allowed

to remain. Dismissal in this way, although according to rule, was not

calculated to reflect credit upon the dismissed men, who would be
liable to be suspected of irregularities as the cause of their suspen-

sion. The affairs of the Eefuge were thus conducted for the first

eight months. The white pills which continued to be sold outside at

the same price as the black ones, realized a sum sufficient to pay
for the original cost of the ingredients and at the same time for the

entire inside gratuitous consumption. Any surplus was I believe
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handed over to the Refuge. The inside pill was by Mr, C, and appears,

under the number of pills sold, considerably cheaper by virtue of its

ingredients, but the price to outsiders being the same for both, a

smaller sale suflSced to gain a profit, sufficient to pay their expense and

the cost of the inside consumption. No limit of any kind was placed

on the keepers either as to obtaining the white pill mass or in selling

them outside. Financially this was a state of matters deserving of

congratulation. Certain charges of tampering with the black pills,

were also insinuated. The upshot of the whole affair was that the

keepers were changed in the 8th month and replaced by two new

men, members of the Church and American Presbyterian Missions

respectively. During the two previous months there had been no

in-patients, owing to the great heat. "When the cooler weather set in,

a new proclamation was issued by the Refuge committee ; the follow-

ing is a translation of it.

" This Refuge is founded on the living-men-heart system. Since

its foundation on the 17th day of first moon, that is half-a-year and

more, there have been cured several tens of persons. The four

quarters have all bought our medicines outside. Some irregularities

inside have taken place and on this account the number of those

wishing to give up the habit have been fewer, and from the 10th of

the 8th moon, the committee has reconsidered the whole question.

Those who are convinced of the injury which this vico, is inflict-

ing and wish to repent must bring their sureties and enter the

Refuge."

Of the two new men placed in charge, the first is a particularly

able administrator and an excellent book-keeper. He possesses

sufficient of the fortiter in re combined with the suaviter in rnodo,

desirable in a Refuge keeper. His colleague possesses the latter

quality only and maintains his position, not from any remarkable

fitness for it, as from the sheer necessity of having two men in charge,

to superintend the in-patients, to permit of their alternately attending

religious services, keeping books and transacting the other business of

the Refuge, such as chequing notes, purchasing food, fuel and sundries,

fetching the medicine, enquiring into sureties, placarding bills, report-

ing to Medical Officer, etc. Of the first two men in charge, one had

good managing qualities but was ignorant of letters and was too much

of a bully. Among the violent class of a lunatic asylum, his services

might have been invaluable. He was rather apt to lose his temper

and quarrel with the patients. No doubt as a class, smokers are hard

to deal witli, but compared with lunatics or drunkards, they are the

personification of quietness and order. If the patients thought they
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were being supplied with the pills short of satisfying the habit,

through the fault of the keepers, they might prove troublesome.

Gambling and other vices require to be put down with a strong hand.

The rules of the Refuge require to be rigorously enforced, especially

No. 7. During the two years there has been only one case calling for

expulsion, where the in-patient was found secreting the pills up his

sleeve, instead of taking them all at once as delivered to him by the

keeper. In other respects he was unworthy, as he was living at the

expense of one of the in-patients and his sole reason for entering the

Eefuge was apparently to tide over difficulties in regard to food and

opium.

The two new keepers began under less auspicious circumstances

than their predecessors. No charges of harsh treatment, of tampering

with the pills or falsifying accounts have been brought against them.

The old system in regard to the white pills was continued—any change

being found difficult and irksome. It was hoped that the dismissal

of the former keepers would have a salutary effect on them. They

were also Christians. They kept their books well, presented monthly

statements and in other respects gave satisfaction. The existence of

the two men of different Missions was supposed to exercise a mutually

healthy check.

In looking back upon the first year, it was evident certain

important changes would require to be inaugurated in regard to the

constitution of the committee ; the scale for diminishing the dose for

the smokers, etc. A table was drawn out and hung up in the Refuge

as a guide to the keepers and a guarantee to the patients that this

action proceeded from the committee and the medical man. Mr-

Collins and Dr. Dudgeon were added to the committee and hence-

forth the entire control of the temporalities of the Refuge in all

its aspects was to be directly in their hands. The spiritual control

was to remain as before. These measures were only carried out

towards the end of the second year, owing to the absence in Japan of

Mr. Collins ;iud the absence of patients during the hot weather of

1879. The Chinese have a dread of attempting to throw off any

habit in very cold or very hot weather. Spring and autumn are the

most suitable periods. In the middle of winter the Chinese New Year

holidays interfere largely with any attempt at reformation of morals.

Immediately after the New Year, when the people are poor, having

borrowed money to pass over the year and spent their money in fire

crackers and shrines, they then begin to think of turning over a

new leaf.
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At the time of the commencement of the difficulties in the s])nng

of 1878, already referred to, I ought to mention two circarastanees

which tended greatly [to precipitate the difficulties and prevent a

watchful care being extended to the operations of the Refuge. These

were the long continued illness in Mr, Collin's family, preventing

him from giving the oversight needed, and the famine fever by y\\ncib.

Dr. Dudgeon was attacked.

At the end of the first year a full statement of income and

expenditure was presented and an abstract read at the last meeting

of the "Week of Prayer, where the subject of intemperance always

finds a place in the yearly programme of exercises*

The Refuge was conducted during the second year on the same

lines as already indicated. A sheet for both years is appended

below, and the statistics there given, will explain better than we
can express, the result of the Refuge and the good it has accom-

plished. Instances are almost of daily occurrence, of in or

out-patients having been cured of their long standing habit. That

some relapses will eventually take place is what may naturally

be expected especially among young men who are particularly prone

to fall. So much did this appear to be the case to one of the keepers,

that he suggested the exclusion of young men from the institution.

To this, of course, it was impossible to accede. One of the Refuge

patients has been baptised as a Christian by the American Methodist

Episcopal Mission and has already stood the test of nearly 18 months.

He was lately found by a relative, assisting in preaching in one of

their chapels and on returning home, his relative being now thoroughly

convinced of his having adopted the Christian religion, gave him

a black eye. He appeared at the Hospital on this account, and from

others I learned the circumstance. The fame of the Refuge has spread

to inland towns, and in one, immediately beyond the inner loop of

the Great Wall, we have had a succession of batches of smokers for-

warded to the Refuge, the funds for their support in many cases

being contributed by friends, relatives and townsmen to enable them

to get cured. Such a curse do they look upon it that many places

are most willing to do what they can'[to extirpate the evil that has

crept so stealthily into their quiet centres.

I must not omit to mention the application of 4 or 5 women in

1879 to be taken into the Refuge for the cure of opium smoking.

The rules however did not admit of their being received. Immediately

adjoining the Refuge the Methodist Mission has a small hospital for

women. If female smokers could be admitted there, the difficulty

would be met and much good effected. One of the applicants was a
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widow. Both she and her husband had smoked but after his death

she did not deem it respectable to continue the practice. The senior

keepe'i' made arrangements to take her into his own home, of course

outside the Refuge, (they are not allowed to have their families in

the establishment) when she got cured. Among the out-patients

were 8 or 9 women who purchased the pills. Two of them ate opium.

One was a principal wife who contracted the habit on account of

disease and was obliged to keep increasing the dose. Hearing of the

Refuge she sent a friend to buy 20 pills on trial and finding them

beneficial she bought largely afterwards until the cure was completed.

Her name was Shen, a Mancliu. Another, a concubine, who did not

wish her master to know of her habit, sent her nurse for the pills and

by and by she also was cured.

During 1879, 5 or 6 persons, have come to buy 2 or 3 pills

at a time. They said it was to cure coughs and not opium and

they had found them useful in such cases. One pregnant woman

came enquiring if she could give up the habit without endangering

her condition. The keepers were unable to advise. The danger is

not great, if cautiously gone about.

As I am writing a special paper on the establishment, manage-

ment and results of Opium Refuges, I shall reserve what further I

have to say in elucidation of this subject. The plans adopted for the

more effective conduct of the Refuge during its third year of existence

will more properly come for review a year hence, when the report is

presented for the current year. Many of the suggestions in the forth-

coming paper are being carried out. The greatest stringency in the

execution of all the rules is being enforced. It is now practically

directly under foreign management, the native Committee ceasing to

take any active interest in it. Many of the foreign missionaries have

responded to a call for further help, to enable some necessary repairs

to be executed to add to the greater efficiency of the institution. New
placards with enlarged and amended rules for its guidance have been

printed, and placarded throughout the city. All pills for consumption

inside are to be made on the pill machine at the Huspital and not at

the Refuge ; they will be uniform in colour and size ; Mr. Collins and

Dr. Dudgeon have agreed to extend their liberal offers over another

year ; a stringent diminution dose table has been drawn up and hung
up in the Refuge—a vigilant scrutiny is observed each month when
the account is rendered and squared. In other respects the Refuge
will be conducted as hitherto.

The following statistics drawn from the I^ecords kept in the

Refuge may be of interest.
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STATISTICES

No. of In-patients in the Peking Refuge for 1878, 78.

1879, 68.

Largest No. of Patients in at any one time 13.

Smallest „ ,, „ ,, „ 2.

No. of pills consumed by the patients during 1878, 20,090.

„ ,, ,, ,, each patient on an average 263.

„ „ „ „ „ during 1879, 46,6c)9.

„ ,, ,. „ each patient on an average 686.

The extent of the habit stood thus ;

—

1878

43 smoked 2 mace\
22 „ 3 ,,

8 „ 4 „

o ,, ,,

average 2. 6.

78
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average 28 days.

The time spent in
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ITINERATION IN THE PROVINCE OF NGANHUEI (Continued.)

By Edward Pearse.

TTAYING already given some account of our work (In the Recorder

for Sept.-Oct. 1879,) in the south of Ngan-huei I now purpose to

speak of the northern part of the province. As we have no

stations north of the Yang-tse, except in this city, (Ngan-king) our

work in that part of the province has heen necessarily more desultory

in its character than in the south ; Mr. E,andle and myself have,

however, made several longer or shorter journeys and have visited in

all eighteen cities, besides a number of large towns and villages, on

the north side of the " great river." In some of these places we
have preached and circulated books on more than one occasion, but

the majority of them have only been visited once. Other of our

missionaries have been to Poh-cheo, Meng-cheug-hsien, and several

other cities on their way to Honan and Shan-si. The longest

journey was made by myself in company with Mr. Thorn, of the

American Bible Society, in his foreign built yacht. "We travelled

together on that occasion over 3000 li and visited thirteen cities,

including Feng-iang, Ing-cheo, and Lii-cheo-fus and Lii-sheo, and

Luh-an cheo. The remainder were district cities.

Groing by Yang-cheo and F'ing-kiang-p^u on the " Grand

Canal," we crossed the " Hong-tsi " lake and then travelled on the

Hwai river as far as Ceng-jang-kvvan ; traversing the entire breadth

of the province from east to west. Thence we went on to Luh-an-

cheo, from which city we came over land to Lii-cheo-fu and Ngan-

k'ing. On ariving at T'sing-kiang-p'u we experienced some difficulty

in getting forward, and almost thought at one time that we should have

to turn back and take another route. Not that any difficulties really

existed except in the imagination of our boatmen, who being unw 1-

ling to proceed saw many lions in the way. They prophesied that

the boat would certainly be smashed In passing through the locks in

the canal, of which there are four just above T'sing-kiang-p'u or being

fortunate enough to get through the locks with our lives, we should most

likely come to grief in the lake, for the water, they assured us, was

too shallow to admit of our crossing to the other side ; and further, as

there were over 500 boats conveying tribute rice to Peking, all waiting

to pass through the locks, and all other boats going up the canal were

on their account stopped for the time being, they augured that the

delay would be very great, so that we, having to a wait our turn

with the rest, might possibly be detained there a fortnight before we
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could proceed on our way. Moreover one of our boatmen declared his

intention of returing to Yangclioo, and the " lao-pan " intimated that

we had better seek for another man to take his place. Altogether

it did not look promising for a speedy departure ; however we have

learned that it does not do to take too much for granted in China, and

that usually the best course to pursue is to go forward nntil you come to

a full stop, so we determined to go on as far as we could; and by
dint of a judicious use of the " silver key " and by sending in our

cards to the officials in charge of the several locks we succeeded in

getting through all of them in one day without meeting with any

worse mishap than rubbing a little paint off the sides of the boat.

The rest of the suy posed difficulties proved to be equally imaginary as

we came near to them. It was rather an exciting business passing

through the locks. The water sweeps down an incline at a fearful

pace, and the boats are pulled up by means of windlasses placed on

the canal banks. Of course there is plenty of shouting, and when
the right moment arrives for turning the windlasses, gongs are beaten,

crackers fired, and signal flags waved by those who superintend the

matter, and in a few minutes you are over the rush of water and
quietly pursuing your way. At one of the locks we had no less than

sixteen tcindlasses at work with over 100 men to pull us through.

The rice boats extended for a distance of some fifteen or twenty
//'. They were divided into ten distinct fleets, each consisting of fifty

or more boats and carrying 10,000 piculs of rice between them. Every
boat has one or more large bright colored flags flying at the mast-

head ; the fifty or more boats of each several fleet, carrying the same
flag. At the time we passed them there was a good strong wind
blowing and the effect of this large number of gay-colored flags flying

in the breeze was very pretty.

About the same quantity of rice is, I understand, conveyed to the

capital from this locality every year. It is shipped at a large town
called Fang-shui. The boats take several months to complete the

journey.

The " Hong-tse" lake is from 300 to 400 li across from east to

west, and except at certain seasons of the year when the water is

lowest, large boats are able to cross at almost any point. The "Hwai'*

is a fine river averaging, I should judge, about 300 yards wide along

the whole length of its course from Wu-ho to Ceng-jang-kuan a

distance of about 1000 li. At Ceng-jang-kuan it is joined by several

smaller streams, one coming from Luh-an-cheo, 360 li further south,

and another from Ing-cheo-fu in the north. Whilst the main river

still continues to flow-from the west ; but, it is considerably dim-
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inished both as to width and volume of water. The northern branch

is navigable to the borders of Honan. We went only to Ing-cheo-

fu. As far as that city it is a considerable river being generally

about 100 yards wide and with plenty of water for good sized boats.

The tributary of the Hwai river flowing from Luh-an-cheo is a

mountain stream, very shallow ; with a sandy bed and broad stretches

of sand-bank on either side, which, after heavy and continuous rains,

are covered with water ; the current then becomes so rapid as to

render the river almost unnavigable, as it was we found it exceedingly

slow work travelling up the stream. We were obliged, owing to the

shallowness of the water to leave the yacht at Ceng-jang-kuan and

take a flat-bottomed boat to Luh-an-cheo. A large number of bamboo
rafts are employed to convey tea and hemp, which are the chief

products of Luh-an-cheo, from that city to Ceng-jang-kuan, there

to be shipped for their final destinations.

Boats of this particular build, and different from any I have seen

elsewhere, are very generally used in this locality. They are very

long and specially adapted for shallow water, each boat being in fact

tico boats joined together stern to stern. They look as if the hinder

part of each boat had been sawn off in order to make them fit close

together. But I understand this is not the case, they are built so

and the two parts are not intended to be used separately.

The largest cities in the north of the provinces so far as we have

been are Ing-cheo-fu, Hwai-iiew-hsien, and Luh-an-cheo. Sheo-

cheo, Ho-cheo, and Wii-uei-cheo are also places of considerable impor-

tance. Beside these cities Sing-Hwai-kuan (the port for Feng-Iung-fu)

and Ceng-jang-kuan are, especially the latter, large and populous

towns. At Ceng-jang-kuan, there were, at the time we were there,

some hundreds of salt junks waiting to pay duty, before proceeding

to their several destinations. Ing-cheo-fu is one of the very few

cities in the province, that did not fall into the hands of the rebels, con-

sequently it is in a much more flourishing condition than the majority

of places which I have visited. But none ol the cities in the north

can at all compare with these south of the Yang-tsi both dwelling-

houses and shops being for the most part poor and mean. I have

already mentioned, in my former paper, the fact that in the south of

the province the houses are all built of brick or stone ; in the north^

on the contrary, but few brick buildings are to be seen ; and there

being no hills, worth mentioning in the district to which I am refer-

ring, that is all along the course of the Hwai river, and southward to

Shii-ching-hsien, stone is very scarce, and consequently stone built

houses are almost unknown. Mud is the principal (and in the villages
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the only,) material employed in building. The houses are mostly

thatched with straw but in the larger cities tiles are also in pretty

general use. Feng-iang and Lii-cheo-fus are desolate and deserted

looking in the extreme. A large proportion of the space enclosed by

the walls in the latter city is overgrown with rank grass and weeds.

This is also more or less the condition of some other cities beside

Lii-cheo-fu, but the houses being built so largely of mud, they are

erected at comparatively little cost, consequently the marks of ruin

and desolation resulting from the Tai-ping rebellion are perhaps

somewhat less apparent than in the south. However this may be it is

certain either that the population of the districts through which I

have travelled has been less scattered or that many of the people

have returned to their homes, for while south of the Yang-tse

immigrants from other provinces have been encouraged to come and

cultivate the land, and even to this time much of it remains untilled,

in the north, generally, so far as I have seen, every acre of arable

land appears to be cultivated and that too by natives of the locality ia

which the land is situated.

The crops this year are for the most part good and there are many
signs of prosperity and contentment. Until you get beyond Luh-an-

cheo, coming southward, rice is but little cultivated, wheat and barley

being the principal crops. Opium is also grown to a considerable

extent between the cities of Luh-an-cheo and Pu-cheo-fu. • There

appeared to be none however within about ten miles of either city.

This may probably be accounted for by the fact that the manderins

have issued proclamations forbidding its cultivation. But notwith-

standing this prohibition, for a distance of some forty miles on the

road we saw small patches of the poppy growing in every direction.

This is the first and 0)ihj opium we have seen in tiie province. Of

course there may be more in other districts to which we have not yet

been, but I do not fancy it is cultivated to any great extent. At
Ing-cheo-fu I was told that last year the prefect of that city had sent

men to root up all the opium to be found growing within the limits of

his jurisdiction, threatening at the same time to confiscate their

land and severely punish those persons who persisted in its cultivation.

I cannot vouch for the truth of this story, but I did not see any

opium growing there although I walked several /*' to and from the

river bank to the city. It appears that proclamations had previously

been issued on the subject, but no notice was taken of them so active

measures were set on foot to root out the evil. It would be well if all

those in authority in India as well as in China could be persuaded to

follow such a worthy example.
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The people of north Nganhuei are generally supposed to be

exceedingly rough. The natives of Poh-cheo, Sheo-cheo and Ing-

cheo-fu especially have the reputation of being very fierce and unruly,

and I have repeatedly heard it stated in this city that in these districts

every man carries a knife or some other weapon upon his person,

and that they are not slow to use it. However this may have been

in former times, it is not the case note. I saw no one, excepting of

course soldiers, carrying a weapon of any kind ; and in the course of

cur several journeys in the north of the province we have as a rule

been treated very well.

Owing to the fact that but few if any foreigners have visited

many of the places through which we passed on our recent journey,

large crowds were often attracted and a good deal of curiosity

was manifested. In some places we were freely bespattered with

uncomplimentary epithets, and Mr. Thorne had his hat knocked off

once or twice, at other times books were snatched from his hands or

the people demanded them without payment. A few stones too were

thrown, I think however more to intimidate us than with the idea of

doing us any injury. I, wearing the native dress, came off more

lightly than my companion.

It may be interesting to those who knew Mr. Johnson to learn

that we passed the spot where he is said to have been murdered.

We were told at Ing-cheo-fu that he was allowed to leave that city

unmolested after selling books there, and had proceeded some 130 li

down the river on his return journey when he was attacked by men
from two gun boats sent after him hy the fu-tai, who was then living

at Ing-cheo-fu. The soldiers (so we were told) came on to his boat

under the pretext of wanting to buy books, when not only Mr.

Johnson and his native helper but the boatman including one or two

women were all killed, and the boat broken up and sunk in tbe river.

It is difficult of course to know how for this story may be believed,

especially as it conflicts somewhat with what has been previously

reported as to the manner in which Mr. Johnson met his death.

As regard the natural features of the country through which we

have passed ; it is particularly flat and uninteresting so far as scenery

is concerned, all along the course of the Hwai river, but coming

further south there are some pleasant spots notably from Ilsii-

cheng-hsien to within some 60 li of Ngan-king, where the road is in

several places enclosed by high hedges of trees and bushes overgrown

with honey suckle and wild roses, making it almost like an English

country town. Trees too are plentiful and wheat and barley, which

were just being gathered in as we came down, are cultivated to a great
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extent. In addition to this tliere are some nicely wooded hills in the

background, so that altogether the scenery was home like and pretty,

and at times we could hardly realise that we were in China at all.

Nearing this city you get amongst the hills again, and the general

aspect of the country differs hut little from that of the south of the

province. The road from Sii-cheo-fu to Ngan-king being the " great

road" to Pekin from the south, there are inns and villages every few

li, but the accommodation is miserably poor. At the road-side inns

visitors do not even get boards to sleep upon but have to lie on the

dry mud floor on a bundle of straw which is heaped up in a corner

during the day and spread on the floor at night.

The guests all sleep in one common room. Mr. Thorne and

myself generally managed to secure tables or doors to lie upon. In

the cities the accommodation is somewhat better. For the last part

of our journey we hired barrows. Those worked by two men are long

enough to recline upon and are tolerably comfortable when the roads

are good. But in this instance that was not the case. We have met

several persons who have listened to the truths we proclaimed with

apparent interest, but it is a solemn fact, that amongst all those to

whom we spoke in north Nganhuei during the course of my journey

with. Mr. Thorne, tec did not meet xcith one person, who, so far as

we could tell, Jcnew anijthing about the gospel or had ever heard

it be/ore.

Although no permanent work has yet been undertaken in the

northern half of Nganhuei, what has been attempted will, I trust,

prove to be but the beginning to the work yet to be done there. These

occasional journeys will, I hope, soon be followed up by more regular

and systematic efforts for the evangelisation of these districts of

which I have been writing, and whether this be undertaken by our-

selves or others is of little moment so that the work be done.

Meantime many thousand have heard more or less of the gospel or

received Christian books, and, since God has promised that our
" labour shall not be in vain in the Lord," we look for some results to

be produced to the Master's glory from the little that has already

been done in that part of the province.
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THE CHINES-E RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY.

By Eev. J. M. W. Farnham, D.D.

rpHE CHINESE RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY, held its Second
Annual Meeting in Shanghai, the first week in May. The Rev.

Dr. Ilapper, of Canton, who has been elected president in place

of the late At. Rev. "W. A. Russell, D.D., was present and the series

of meetings were attended and calculated to give the promoters of the

Society great encouragement.

There were two principal meetings, one conducted in Chinese and

the other in English. Both of these services were well attended by

ministers and Christians of various denominations in Shanghai and

some from the outports.

The Rev. Mr. Bao, of the Presbyterian Mission, preached the

annual sermon in Chinese.

After speaking of the character of the works the Society was

prepared to publish he dwelt at some length upon the part the native

church members were called upon to take as voluntary, unpaid distri-

butors. He said :
—""We do not intend to use any paid agents but

hope the churchs will organize the work, and enlist voluntary distri-

butors. Each local society should have its own chairman, secretary,

treasury and distributors. The distributors should go to each family

in his or her district at least once a month ; if there is an opportunity

to read and pray with the family it should be eagerly embraced.

If he can furnish any book or tract to meet the spiritual necessities

of any member of the family he should esteem it a privilege. Each

distributor should have a well defined district, and go regularly

over it. The local society will settle for itself the amount each

member shall contribute per month, whether 200 cash, 100 or only

50. The distributor can go out any evening or at a time when it

will not interfere with the regular service on Sabbath. There are

then the following advantages to be derived from this work :

—

1st.—The tract selected to meet the spiritual needs of the family

is calculated to do great good.

2nd.—The exhortations of the distributors are one of the very

best means of doing good. He not only leaves a book but carefully

adapts his instruction to the wants of his hearer, urging those among

whom he goes to read the Bible and pray.

If he meets the poor and needy he may administer to their wants

and bring them the comforts of religion. The great doctrine to be

held up to all is, Christ diedfor ns, and entreat them to believe in him

and serve him.
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3rd.—If the distributor goes forth with prayer for God's blessing

on his labors, he will surely be blessed himself. Some fast and pray

before going forth on this errand. These labours make the Christian

self-sacrificing in seeking the good of others. It enables the Christian

to know the spiritual condition of those around him, and use the best

means to bring them to Christ. It makes the church member feel

his own weakness and ask help of God in spreading the gospel ; it

leads all to activity in their duties. As to the organization of such

societies, if the members are in earnest it can be accomplished ; if

undertaken in faith and prayer there is no church in which an

auxiliary may not be formed, and earnest-hearted distributors found.

There is no church so poor that it cannot afford the few cash to

purchase the necessary tracts.

This is a work in which the women may engage. It is no

unusual sight to see women in China going from house to house to

sell small articles of value. Our native Christians can follow this

exanple and go from house to house bearing the gospel. In every

country, women are the first to accept Christianity. They receive

the greatest blessings and ought to help spread the joyful news. The
auxiliary societies should meet at least monthly, to hear the reports of

the distributors ; the distributors should be familiar with the doctrines

of our religion that they may be prepared to explain them to all they

meet, whether high or low, rich or poor, learned or unlearned. They

should be familiar with suitable passages of Scripture to assist them

in enforcing the truth. If the words are selected with care and the

work engaged in with interest and faith, souls will be saved. They

will certainly meet, as they go from house, to house those who have

not heard the gospel before, to whom they can bear the message. The
distributors should be filled with the Holy Spirit and a love of souls,

be constant in prayer, self sacrificing, and full of faith. They should be

patient, and bear with those who hate and abuse them, showing forth

the principles of the gospel they profess, as the Lord Jesus Christ did.

If the principles of this society are carried out, all the church

members, male and female, may be set to work. Therefore we trust

every church will take an interest in the organizing of auxiliary

societies. If they consider this method is a good one, they will

certainly help to set up these local societies. The heathen are so

numerous that it is impossible for the pastors and preachers to reach

them all, but the church members can help to teach them and invite

fhem to come and hear the gospel preached.

The pastors cannot be ignorant of the fact that most of their

members are doing nothing to spread the gospel. Let them organize
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these tract societies and their membcr3 will be set to work. No one

need excuse himself because he lives in the city or country ; the tract

society is adapted to all places. Already we have one local society

organized in Kiuchow by the native members, another is being

organized in Peking, and still another talked of in Shanghai, and we

hope many more will follow their example. Some of the daily papers

characterised this discourse as an able effort.

On Sunday evening, May 2nd, Dr. Happer delivered a very able

and eloquent sermon in behalf of the Society in Union Chapel.

On Wednesday May 5th, the president delivered his inaugural

address in Union Chapel before a large and attentive audience of the

members and friends of the Society.

He spoke of the Board of Trustees being composed of one half

foreign missionaries of the various denominations and one half native

Christians, this being the only organization in which the 15,000

native Christians could have a common interest and a share in its

control, and said the fundamental principle of the society was a union

of the disciples of the Lord Jesus to effect an object dear to all who

love the Lord. That it commends itself to the Christian feeling of

many is evident from these facts :

—

1.—That the position of Trustee has been accepted by so many

esteemed brethern.

2.—The great Eeligious Tract Societies of England and America,

after which it is so closely modeled have given it the right hand of

fellowship, in making liberal grants of money to help start its work.

3.—A banker of New York city, seeing some notice of its

organization, unsolicited sent $500 as an expression of his good will.

But the most gratifying evidence that it has met a want in the

heart of Chinese Christians is the fact that many have come forward

and paid their three dollars for annual membership and have paid the

second year's subscription without being asked, one having paid $6 at

one time, three for himself and three for his wife.

If we could recall all the difficulties and discouragements which

were experienced in the commencement of those great Parent In-

stitutions in our native lands, whose wide spread operations cover the

whole land and extend most beneficently to foreign countries, we

would see that they made but slow progress at first. They met with

indifEerence from many—some saying they were premature—others

that existing organizations were sufficient. But they were "plants of

righteousness which the Lord had planted," and " they have yielded

their fruits monthly, and their leaves have been for the healing of

the nations."
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The express object of tlils Society is to unite native Christians in

managing and supporting the preparation of books and tracts explaining

the Christian religion. What we labour for and hope in the end to

see effected, is a Society managed and supported by the natives

themselves. We hope it may be with a printing establishment,

owned directed and worked by themselves, with depositories under the

management of agents of the Society, located in different parts of the

Empire. We hope to see them publishing tracts written by them-

selves, in which the great fundamental doctrines of our religion shall

be stated in their own modes of thought and with their own illustra-

tions and style, so as to reach the minds of their countrymen. It is

hoped that these tracts full of the love of Jesus and good will to men

will be carried into the the innumerable towns, villages and hamlets

of this widely extended land, and on the mulitude of vessels and

boats that thread the numerous rivers and canals of this tra£B.cing

people. In other words what we want to see is a Eeligious Tract

Society here which will be to China what the Religious Tract Society

of London is to Great Britain, and the American Tract Society is to

the United States of America. I take it for granted that there is

not a single one in this audience who would not rejoice to see such a

result—not a single friend of the gospel, or one who desires the con-

version of China, who would not rejoice tu see such a result. We
ask the co-operation of all, we seek the counsel and suggestions of all.

We have sought to make the basis wide and well chosen so as to satisfy

all. We have solicited the co-operation of all and endeavoured to get

those to act as trustees in whose wisdom and prudence all would have

confidence. If there is anything objectionable in the organization

as it now exists, we will gladly receive suggestions from any one to

improve and correct them.

To effect such a result there must be a commencement; the

natives cannot always be kept in leading strings, and we think the

time for such an effort has fully come.

It was the concurrent opinion of the missionaries of Shanghai, as

expressed in conference last night, that the native Christians con-

tributed so little because they had not been properly instructed.

The most striking instances in which the native Christians have

been introduced to joint conducting of Christian work is in the annual

Methodist Conference at Foochow—in the Classes of the Reformed

and Presbyterian churches at Amoy, in the Ningpo Presbytery and

the Synod of China, in connection with the Presbyterian church. In

all these four ecclesiactical bodies, the native members largely exceed

in numbers the foreign missionaries, and the work is carried on with
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the best results and with the most gratifying order and decorum—and

from these examples of the safety and success with which the native

brethren can aid in the regular work of ecclesiastical bodies, we have
the best grounds of encouragement to seek to give them greater

facilities and opportunities for such co-operation, feeling assured that

thereby there will come great enlargement and expansion of Christian

work. As an instance of their readiness to enter upon new work of

their own, I may mention the following :—The ministers, elders and

members of the churches in the Ningpo Presbytery are planning to

commence a boarding school in which their own sons can secure a

Christian education, that will fit them for the discharge of the duties

of life. Who can say but that a Christian college or high school may
yet grow out of that contemplated school? Harvard and Yale

Colleges, in the United States, had a very small commencement.

In accordance with present usage the native Christians are not

associated with the missionaries in the disbursement of home funds.

How then can they be better trained in such work than by organizing

a society in which they will be joint, and in the end, sole contributors

and directors ? There is now in China a body of some 15,000 native

Christians in more than 300 churches. There are more than eighty

ordained native preachers, more than 500 assistant preachers, nearly

100 colporteurs—more than 100 Bible women. Is it wise and

expedient that these 15,000 native Christians and more than 800

native Christian workers shall have some society in which they can

have a common interest and which shall be to them a symbol of the

union and communion which subsists among all the followers of the

Lord Jesus ? Besides this Tract Society there is no other union

Society now in existence in Cliina. We claim that here is a

common ground on which we can all meet, a blessed work to which all

may contribute, as God prospers them, and in the carrying out of

which all may co-operate ; and in planing for which all may take

counsel together, and in praying for which all may with one heart and

voice unite in asking God to bless the united efforts of all his

servants in these labours to make known " the only name given among
men by which we may be saved."

Those who have taken the initiation in the organization of this

Society have not done so because they feel they have any claim to be

leaders, but simply because they felt desirous of doing that which

they felt would be for the glory of God and the extension of his

kingdom.
They most cordially invite all their brethren to unite with them

n the effort to accomplish a most important result. If others will do
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the work, and they are fully aware of the fact that there are others

who could do it better, they will gladly yield the labouring oar to them.

If all the four hundred and seventy three foreign missionaries in

China, male and female, will in their several spheres and places

cordially co-operate in the work, state the object and aims of the

Society and give the native Christians the opportunity of contributing

to it and then receive for them the tracts, which the Society is ready

to supply to all contributors to half the value of the contributions

;

we feel that it will be a very easy work to effect most desirable results,

and that it will be a most important means of training the native

churches in the grace of giving and also of labouring personally

for the salvation of their fellowmen. For while there are many of

the native members who cannot preach the gospel, there are few

indeed who could not hand a tract to those they meet and ask them

to read it. If each Church would contribute a sum to this Society

and thus get a supply of tracts, those who are willing to engage

in the voluntary distribution would have the means at hand. It

thus presents a most feasible plan, (a plan which in the experience of

the great Societies in England and the United States, has produced

the most gratifying result) for developing in the native Church the

germs of giving and personal effort for the salvation of others, and at

the same time increasing their love to their Lord and Saviour and

their fellow Christians of every name and denomination.

"With this statement of the principles of the Society, and its

objects and aims, I wish to thank my brethren, the trustees, for their

Christian esteem and confidence which led them to elect me to occupy

the position of president of the Society which has such high and noble

Christian aims. I do not feel that 1 have any more adaptation and

capability to discharge the duties of the office to which your partiality

has called me, than many others of our number. But having accepted

the office, I will endeavor to discharge its duties faithfully and to the

best of my ability. I ask and [confidently expect the most earnest

co-operation of all my fellow trustees, in the efforts to make this

Society a blessing to the native Churches and to the multitudes in this

land, who are yet without the knowledge of the Gospel. In depend-

ence upon the assistance of divine grace, and praying for God's abund-

ant blessing upon our joint effort, I accept the office to which you

have called me."

For reasons, which were fully set forth, the Society was not in

a position to begin the publication of tracts and books till near the

close of the year. The equivalent of 1,160,000 pages of tracts was

reported as the amount printed in the past year. Arrangements
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had been made to open depositories in different parts of the

empire.

A Chinese pastor in the Sandwich Islands has written to express

his pleasure on hearing of the formation of the society and promising

to become a life member by the payment of fifty dollars.

The Treasurers report showed the receipts for the year to be

$1,639.40 and the expenditures $424.75.

torcf^pfliiljBitte.

A Correction.

The Editor Chinese Recorder,

Dear Sir,—
Kindly give currency to the following correction for the benefit

of those of your readers who may have a copy of "A guide to the

Tablets in a temple of Confucius."

The last sentence on page 67 is wrong. Chou Tun-i was buried

near Kiukiang and not at Tan-tu.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) T. Wati'ers.

Itineration in Shantung

Dear Sirs,—
I was away from home 61 days, walked over 400 English miles,

and preached in 457 villages. Labored only in Tungchow Foo and

Laichow Foo prefectural districts. The difference in our reception in

these two prefectures is most manifest. In Tungchow Foo prefecture

I was only very rarely called " Yang Gwei Dz " and stools were

brought to me and my Chinese companion nearly every day. We
rarely had seats brought us in the Laichow Foo prefecture, and the

opprobrous epithet was heard very frequently. It was not often used

with an evident intention to offend, even then. In the four Hicn

districts of Tungchow Foo which we visited the way is fully prepared

for the careful preaching of the Gospel The superiority of this Foo
district to the other, is due to the greater familiarity with us and our

work here, which has been very much promoted by the reports
_
of

literary candidates who have been to our houses or chapels during

Examinations. I heard the opium cavil very much more this year
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tlian last or indeed than any time I can recollect. I did not forget

the suggestion in the Reconler to keep a case book after the manner
of medical practitioners. My experience is that of very great same-

ness. Spiritual stupor is the sad characteristic of ninety-nine

hundredths of the many thousands to whom I commended God's re-

medy for sin. I will specify a few cases of a different nature. No. 1.

A serious looking laborer at a village near Laichow Foo. Heard the

statement both of Law and Gospel with close attention. "When we
had done " Alas " said he, "to change a man's heart is indeed hard."

Directed him to apply to the Holy Spirit. No. 2. A clever, talkative,

keen-witted man who made his appearance at a Temple on the steps of

which we were preaching in a large country village. " "What about

Confucius ?" he ejaculated as I was going on with my discourse. "He
only taught the duties of the present life," I replied, " He ignored

the Life to come." After some time I heard him say to a companion.
" This does square with the teachings of Confucius. He taught

the duty of offering sacnfices to the gods." To this I made no
reply. No. 3. A shrewd, disputatious farmer in a large but
remote village amongst the hills, in Laichow Foo. " "We Chinese

are in duty bound to worship Kwan Lao Yay. It was he who
protected all these villages during the last raid of the local rebels."

No. 4, A good naturcd, credulous old man of very considerable

intelligence, by profession a cattle doctor who staid at the same inn

with us at a large fair. " The virtue of Kwan Lao Yay " said he
" was so great that he was not only termed god by the Emperor but

was actually made such by Heaven." This person, whenever I said

anything of the Heavenly Ruler immediately said the same thing of

Heaven and Earth, a symptom which I observed in many other cases.

No. 5. An ignorant old farmer taking his nooning before his very

comfortable dwelling at a small village in Che Hsia. " Buddha was
before Heaven and Earth," said he. " That is an outrageous false-

hood " said I " Buddha's father was, as is very well known, an Emperor
in India." No. 6. A middle aged woman of some intelligence at a

pretty village in Chao Yuen just at the foot of a hill on which is a

temple where the worship is specially fanatical. " We must worship
the kitchen god ; if we do not he will send on us dire calamities.

Moreover we owe our crops to him." I assured her of her mistake.

Are you not from Tungchow ? Yes. Oh, you know Bessie's Mamma
then." And then she described to the women near her the style of

head dress of Mrs. S., whom she had seen in that lady's visit this

spring to a vDlage a few miles distant. And so argument was left

to discuss fashions. No. 7. A cold, cynical laboring man met at

noon-time of the same day with the last. " Death is inevitable and
there is no use in fearing it. Sin can not be expiated. I do not
fear death." And he left me in a pet unwilling to hear more of the

matter. So much for the case book. As to results I grieve to

say none appear as yet in connexion with our Shantung village work.
I celebrated the Lord's Supper twice during my tour and baptized 3
persons, but all at places where Christians have lived for some years.

An old woman in a village near one place where we have a church
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ran after me up tlie hill as I left the pretty little seaport where she

lives, not overtaking me till I had gone a full quarter of a mile.

" I am a doer of good deeds and you are a preacher of good doctrine,

I want to hear you and to get your books." Thinking she had too

good an opinion of herself I gave her the ten commandments.

She did not seem self-righteous. When I reached the 4th

commandment she requested mo to make a paper giving a list

of the Sabbaths for this year that she might keep God's day.

I promised to leave her a calendar at the inn a few miles away

where I was stopping. When I had explained the ten command-

ments Mr. Lan gave her a very plain statement of the Gospel. As
he proceeded to explain the name and character of Jesus " I can

never forget that name" said she, "It is now nigh ten years since I

first heard it and whatever else I forget I shall never forget it." I

asked her if there was a village inn there, or any place where Mrs.

C. or Mrs. S., could stay, and whether she would like to learn more.

She said there was no inn in her village : that she had heard of

foreign ladies coming to the Christian village of Nyong Kiu and had

thought before of trying to go and be taught ; that she had failed

hitherto but the next time the ladies came she must certainly go

to Nyong Kiu and be taught by them. Mr. Lan and I have walked

over a thousand English miles during the last two-and-a-half years,

and have preached in over a thousand villages. We have never had

such another hearer as this old Mrs. Chung. Telling the story at

Nyong Kiu, we learned that the grandmother of one of our Christian

women who lives in that village has been much persecuted on her

grand-daughter's account and we were led to believe old Mrs. Chung
was tlie woman. The incident cheered us greatly.

Yours in the Gospel,

Chas. R. Mills.

One Bible for China.

Dear Sir,—
As a call to special supplication, extracts from a few epistles in

reference to the above topic are given.

The Nestor of the Presbyterians writes "My only wish in these

last days of my work for the Master is to do what shall be for His
glory. I have no personal will or wish. My prayer is. Lord, what
is thy will ? With all the sentiments about union and co-opera-

tion, I entirely agree When Mr. was in a year ago, I

had full conversation with him, and were all the friends of that

version of the same mind, it would bo easy to come to some arrange-

ment for a joint effort for a conmon version I am very willing

to correspond with any gentlman of those who use the other version,

and will be animated in such correspondence with the Spirit of Ps.

cxxxiiT. 3, Praying that God may give you to see the desire of

your heart, I am &c."
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A Father of the A.B.C.F.M., says; "The matter seems to me
to lie in a nutshell, as thus,—not the slighest prospect of all mission-

aries uniting on either of the existing versions, ergo better combine
and make use of the valuable aid to be got from these old versions

and get up a union work. This [seems reasonable and Protedant.

If it is said, * No, better wait till we agree on some terms for the

divine names,' I reply,—that is just one strong reason for union in

work on a new version. Such union in work, with the expected
blessing of Christ, the Head of the Church, and of the Spirit, the

Author of the Word, will tend powerfully to union in all things

The M. E. Mission vote approval of the scheme of uniform
version."

The aged Mercurius of the L. M., whose preach tree has borne

much fruit, writes ;
" Altogether it seems as if such a work as the

translation of a perfect version is not the thing to be looked for in

these early days of Missionary work I have pleaded for a
simpler version, which would be thoroughly appreciated -by the

literary class, and more open to humbler scholars Still if it is

thought desirable and possible to make the version in question, it will

have my sympathy and encouragement. There can be only one opin-

ion as to the importance of a single version of the Scriptures amoilg

all the Missionaries If that time is now in immediate prospect,

and it is in accordance with the will of God I shall pray that He
may prosper the work done to His own praise and glory."

A brother of the same Mission, a good man and full of the

Holy Ghost and of faith, speaks thus ;
" I think the matter is one

of the greatest importance. The present state of things is gi-eatly to

be deplored in many respects. Here we have two versions in

Mandarin ; one on the whole pretty faithful to the original, but very
unsatisfactory in point of style ; the other, excelling in style, but
abounding in inaccuracies as a translation. Neither the one nor the

other can be regarded as satisfactory, and both must pass away. One
great want, however, is a standard version of the Bible in the ' Wen-li'

a version that shall be faithful to the original, intelligible to the

ordinary reader, and throughly idiomatic.

I am convinced that such a version is possible, and that there

are men on the field, who are quite equal the task of bringing it out.

Neither of the two versions, which divide the Missionary Body in

China at the present time, can possibly be regarded as final. Whilst
they have great excellencies, and whilst they will be found of

incalculable value as helps to future works, they are hopelessly

defective in one or more of the essential qualities, of a standard

version The Wcn-li version must be the standard one. It is

the only one that will command the respect of the Chinese intellect,

and it is the only one that will be committed to memory extensively.

I do not undervalue the Mandarin."
The representative of the Scotch Bible Society, who speaks with

authority, wrote just before he left ; "Don't give up the idea of a

Uniform Bible in Chinese. We will carry the point (D. Y.) at the

next Conference. All the Young men are in favor of it."
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The Agent for China and Japan says ;
" The general position of

the American Bible Society is that the Missionaries must decide these
matters, for they are the ones who use the versions."

The Agt. B. and F. B. S. writes ;
" Another version in low

Wen-li and one that could be generally used would be very valuable
for poorer readers besides being helpful to all. And if it could
become the universally received version, it would be a great blessing.

... .1 am glad to be able to say that in speaking of this matter to

other Missionaries, I met with approval of the plan from three of the
more prominent, older British Missionaries."

A Presbyterian brother says ; "I would be delighted to see one
version of the Scriptures, and will gladly favor any reasonable

measures which look to this end. . . .If the Committee will agree to

have a faithful translation of the word of God, I will gladly favor the
plan I would like to know if those who are dissatisfied with the
present Bibles, have carefully examined the B. and C. translation,

and if so, what objections they find to it ?
"

After twenty years labor, a Chehkiang Missionary speaks ;
" I

am glad a movement is set on foot for an easier version of the
Scriptures. . . .even the Delegates Version, notwithstanding its

conciseness and clearness, is, in my experience, too high a style for

the thousands of readers, and after we have sold out our present stock

of this version I intend to sell no more I am glad to know
that the Bridgman and Culbertson version is being revised, as it

sadly wants it. neither sell nor use this version now ; the sentences

are so involved, and rare characters, or such as are used in the

highest style of Wen-li are brought and put together in such a
manner as is most objectionable to the native taste, and the

redundancy of words is distasteful to common sense."

China's philologist, who has been recently so successful in his

labours, thinks " There is no great harm in having two versions

. . . .The versions do not exist to keep up divisions, nor are they a

mark of separation but they are the signs of the faith and opinions

of the Protestant Missionaries who prepared and use them. After all,

is not the vigorous pushing forward of the Mission work the great

want at present ?
"

A Presbyterian voice from Chefoo ;
" It is the question that now

concerns Missionaries, and it does seem to me that the time has come
when an effort should be made to secure such a version There is

scarcely one, perhaps, who does not admit the importance and
desirability of union in this matter, and yet each is unwilling to

concede what is necessary to effect this union. Let us hope that

better counsels will prevail.
"

An American follower of Wesley says ;
" I consider it a flagrant

shame that there should be two Protestant versions of the Scriptures,

besides innumerable local versions in China I think almost

every Missionary has been embarrassed more or less by having so

many versions, classical, mandarin and colloquial I confess

one is bewildered at the great variety of versions in use among us

Protestant Missionaries. I would favor a new version, to be gotten
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out by a strong committee, appointed from different Missions, English

and American."
A Missionary of the Episcopal Church, of near a quarter of a

century's experience, says, " Let the English now bring out three

men to act with the American translators."

A distinguished scholar thinks the new version had better be made
by one man, and then let it stand (or fall) on its own merits.

The Foochow Editor of this journal wrot^ ; "We heartily agree

as to the importance, the desirability, and feasibility <=> f having a

standard classic version of the Bible in Chinese. The lack of such a

version is an obstacle to progress in many respects. Although we
all feel the need of a Concordance, no one is willing to undertake

it while such different versions are in use We know of noth-

ing that would be of greater advantage to our common work at

present or that would more redound to the glory of God^ than the

accomplishment of this most desirable work."

The sweet Psalmist of Israel sung ; "Behold, how good and how
pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in unity For
there the Lord commanded the blessing, even life forevermore."

The Exalted Head over All Missionaries prayed ;
" That they all

m ay be one ; as thou, Father, art in me, and I in thee, that they also

m ay be one in us ; that the fcorld may believe that thou hast sent me."

JUVEXIS-
Jnite 2lst, 1880.

Tenure of Property,

To the Editor of the Chinese Recorder

^

On May 27, 1878, I bought a piece of ground at the Treaty-porfe

of Chow-chow Fa intending to use the same as a building-site for a

residence. In consequence of the distance from Swatow and the con-

sultation needed with the vai-ious parties to settle the terras and

arrange for the payments, it became necessary for me to employ an

agent, just as merchants continually employ agents in purchases made
for them, the fact of his acting as my agent being perfectly well

known to the parties. Five local middlemen were also engaged in

assisting and as witnesses either on the other side or on mine. A deed

was executed transferring the land to my agent. Three old deeds were

also delivered to us, among which was one dated 1826, bearing the

official red seal and " deed-end, " transferring the land to the grand-

father of the man who was now selling it. There was a stipulation

that the land should pay annually 1200 cash (§1,10) to a neigh

boring Buhdist monastery. In buying the land I accepted this

condition and ifc was incorporated in the deed then made.. The
two otlier old deeds boi-e dates prior to 1826, and although not
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stamped, they, together with the one which liad been stamped, showed

the repeated transfers to which the land had been subject.

The deed made out to my agent was taken to the Yamen to be

stamped. Being retained there longer than necessary, inquiry was

made, and it was fonnd that they intended refusing to issue the deed

because the land was wanted for the use of foreigners. However,

an official offered to get it stamped and issued if I would give him a

"present" of $225, which, being an extortion, I declined to submit to ;

whereupon he threatened, as I heard, that my deed should not be

stamped. My agent, in order to secure and protect me to the best of

his ability, drew up a lease-deed transferring the land to me for a

term of years, and further pledged himself that when the stamped deed

should be obtained from the Yamen it should be given to me for

me to take any further action necessary. This change I was willing

to make in oi'der to avoid the pi'etended scruples of the mandarins.

This lease-deed was sent into the Yamen through the American

Consular office in July with the request that it be stamped and

returned. This request was refused, and the officials at once took steps

to prevent ray getting that place or any other. An adjoning piece of

land which I had bought about the same time was declared to be

government property, although the parties from whom I bought had

held it for over a hundred years. Finding that the title of this second

piece was not so clear but that by being strained it admitted of a

possible dubious construction, and out of regard for the sellers who
were being made to suffer severely, I allowed them to take it back,

although I know that if a Chinaman had been the purchaser the title

would have been ample and would never have been disputed.

At the same time that this was being done a Buhdist monk in

charge of the monasterv was encouraged to bring in a charge that

the seller of the first piece of land had fraudulently sold land belong-

to the monastery. We know this to be true because afterwards when

expostulated with upon setting up an improper claim the monk con-

fessed that all he had hoped for was a little present, but that he could

not recede because the mandarins would not allow him to. Without

even the pretext of an examination, the magistrate issued a warrant to

his runners to eject the man who had sold the ground, give the ground

back to the monk, and set up stones marking the land as monastery

property.

A protracted correspondence with the mandai-ins ensued, in which

they brought forward a great variety of protests for not stamping

my deed. It was in the first place asserted that Chow-chow Fu was

not an open port but an " interior place " where we had no right to

buy or build except by publishing notice of such intention and other-

wise conforming to regulations that would render nugatory the right of

purchase conferred by the French and other treaties. Afterwards it
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was alleged tliat to build on the place would seriously impair the

fimfj-shui of the city ; but the mandarins . were never willing to

suggest any less objectionable site instead of this one, although re-

peatedly requested to do so. In the next place it was objected that

the seller had presumed to "sell" (^) the land, whereas the deed by

which he himself held it would give him power only to "convey it"

(P.a ^)* ^ ^^ once expressed my entire willingness to have the word-

ing of the deed changed so as to rectify any alleged mistake ; all I

wanted was to have the man's officially recognized right and title

in the land conveyed to me. But then again a charge was brought forward

that the seller of the land was only a " tenant " (^ ^) and that the

land belonged to the monastery, although the stamped deed of 1826,

explicitly declared him to be the registered owner (|^ _^). Except

the yearly payment of 1200 cash, which is easily susceptible of other

explanation, there is no evidence whatever that the land was or ever

had been the property of the monastery. On the other hand a

certain stone tablet which was claimed as having been set np by

mandarin authority to perpetuate their title to the land, was found

on examination to have been set up without any official sanction

;

and the limits of the monastery premises as defined by the tablet

were found to exclude instead of- include the place in question.

Finally fearful apparently that the mark might weaken and admit our

right to the land, the mandarins again changed their position and

asserted that the place in question was government land.

In reply to this and other equivocations I again appealed to the Eed
Deed : Here is a deed asserting in plain words that a certain man is

the owner of this piece of land ; this deed bears the red stamp of the

Yamen. "What is the value of a stamped deed, and where is the security

of property, if a magistrate can, on any frivolous pretext, set aside au

official gi-ant made by a predecessor ? If it were purely a transaction

between Chinese no one can imagine that the slightest objection would

be made to the transfer ; the various deeds show that the land has beea

transferred repeatedly ; what is the value of treaty stipulations if any

petty mandarin can debar us from exercising the fundamental privilege

of the treaty ?

It would be ridiculous to suppose that the corps of officials at Chow-

chow Fu and Canton, (for the case was brought before the Canton

authorities also,) were moved to this unwonted activity simply to

secure the alleged rights of the Buddhist monk, the sole remaining

tenant of a tumble-down old monastery. TJieir evident object was to

beat foreigners out the right of purchase and residence at Chow-
chow Fu.

About the last of August the man Lim who sold the land was brought

before the magistrate, and by threat and intimidation was compelled to

sign a paper of whose contents he was ignorant, containing a promise
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to get the land back from me and give it over to tlie monk. It was

expected that this would end the ease, but on finding that I was

not disposed readily to yield the mandarins proceeded to put in ex-

ecution a threat often made.

They siezed Lim, beat him a thousand strokes, (my information is

reliable,) and put him into prison. They issued warrants for the arrest

of the middlemen, all of whom with some of their relatives had to seek

safety in flight. The Viceroy at Canton had pointed out the man
who acted as my agent as the one to be secured and summarily punish-

ed. As he was in mission employ the mandarins made repeated

demands upon us for his rendition. At last, unable to help the man who
was in prison, or to protect my agent or the middlemen who must

inevitably soon have been siezed, mulcted, beaten, and imprisoned,

solely in order to avert further suffering and avoid precipitating a

tragedy, I consented in December of last year to receive back the

money, give up the old deeds, and relinquish my claim to the land

become justly and legally mine by the purchase of eighteen months before.

Several questions present themselves.

1. Is Chow-chow Fu an open port ? It is named as one in all the

treaties. The English government maintained a vice-consulate there

for several years, and still keep up a large consular building for use on

occasions. Two lines of foreign trading boats plied regularly for a long-

period between Chow-chow Fa and the anchoi^age here at Swatow.

If the Imperial Government have established it as an open port why
should they not rebuke the presumption of local and provincial authorities

who are trying to close it ?

2. Granting that Chow-chow Fu is an open port, had the man Lini

any transfei-able interest in the land ? His family had held it for three

generations. It had been secui-ed to them by the^magistrate's red seal for

w^hich a large fee had to be paid. Why could not his interest be

transfei-red to me just as the same interest had been repeatedly transfer-

red before ? Or has a district magistrate power to auual red deeds made

by his predecessors ?

3. Granting that Chow-chow Fu is an open port, and that Lim had

an interest in the land which he could lawfully transfer to me, can it be a

crime for my agent to do that which under the treaty it is my own

privilege to do ? Is it in keeping with the treaty that a mandarin should

refuse to place Ids seal upon a deed to my agent avowedly for the reason

that my agent expects to transfer the land to me ?

These are questions on which it would be desirable that we should

have the expressed judgment of our diplomatic authorities.

W. K. MCKIBBIN

Swatow, April, 1880.
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EDITOR lAL.

TT7HEN entering 'upon the duties of Editor of the Chinese Recorder
'* and Missionanj Journal, I avail of a well established

usage to make a few remarks to its readers, explaining

my views in undertaking these duties in addition to those already-

incumbent upon me, and to make kno wn to them the assistance

which I wish and expect from them. I enter upon the duties of

the Editorship with a deep sense of the importance of this journal

as a means of communication, and interchange of views, between

those engaged in a common work. "Whilst rejoicing in its success

in the past, I jdesire to make it more useful in these respects in

the future. I desire that it may be more and more a bond of

Christian sympathy and love to the toilers in the field, and of assistance

and encouragement among them. All who were present at the

general Conference at Shanghai, in May 1877, expressed great gratifi-

cation at meeting and getting acquainted with fellow laborers from

different parts of the Empire, and spoke of the great advantage they

derived from the papers and discussions before the Conference on the

modes of labor and the result thereof. This journal should be in a

measure a continuation of the misnionari/ Conference. The interest

and success of the Conference were the result of the combined efforts

of all the membei-s. For months before the meeting, those who had
been requested to prepare papers on given subjects gave attention and

research to make them profitable discussions. These papers then

gave suitable subjects for the oral discussion which followed the

reading of them. The volume in which these papers and discussions

are preserved has taken its place as a standard work of reference.

The same effort and research by the members of the missionary body

would furnish this journal with a continuous supply of equally interest-

ing and useful papers. The subjects there considered were not

exhausted, and they are capable of further elucidation. There are

other plans of policy and labor that were not touched on, in that

Conference, and which wait discussion. I earnestly request every one

to take up some subject in which he is interested and send the result

of his researches to the members of this Conference who are the

readers of this Recorder. All who were present rejoiced that the

number at the Conference of 1877 was so large. But the number of this

Conference is three-fold the size of that one. It is therefore a most
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mterestinrj audience to wliich I invite you to present your most mature

thoughts and preparations.

It is now more than tliree years since the results of the

lahors in China wore collected and made known through the Con-

ference. Since that time much fruit of previous planting has ripened,

the results of some new modes of work have developed themselves,

and very many new fields have been opened and new work has been

commenced. This is especially true in regard to the outcome of the

labors in the famine regions of Shantung, Shensi and Chihli provinces.

As yet only the most meagre accounts of the Christian work in these

regions connected with famine relief have reached the public. In

behalf of the Christian public in England and America, I solicit

carefully prepared accounts of this work. I also request carefully

prepared summaries of the plans and results of missionary work for

every station in China during the lad three years, in continuance of the

statements which are found in the Hecords of the Conference of 1877.

The communications for the Recorder hitherto have been almost

entirely from Missionaries and others in China. I wish that this

journal shall be a medium of communication for the Missionaries in

all Eastern Asia. I desire to receive communications suitable for its

pages from those laboring in Japan and Siam as well as from those in

China. As in those countries great social, political, educational, and

religious changes have been in progress during the last ten years,

which have not yet been chronicled in brief, and yet succinct state-

ments. I most earnestly solicit contributions from those resident in

Japan and Siam, on these various interesting themes.

This journal is not restricted to matters connected with missions.

There is a wide field of research in regard to the government, language,

literature, mythology, population, manners and customs, natural history,

arts, sciences, and manufactures &c. &c., of the people of these lands. I

will welcome carefully prepared articles on all these different matters

of investigation, not only from Missionaries but from residents engaged

in the various pursuits of life, especially from those who are connected

with the diplomatic and consular services of the various Western

nations, and the customs, educational and constructive services in

these Eastern lands ; many of whom have special opportunities of

acquiring accurate knowledge on these various subjects of investigation.

It is well known what a valuable storehouse of facts and history,

connected with Eastern Asia, the Chinese Repository is. The twenty

consecutive volumes of that magazine now sell for three-fold the price

at wliich they were published. The contributions to that journal

were furnished by a comparatively few Missionaries and merchants
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and government officials who had hut few facilities for research as

compared with those which the residents in these lands now have.

Every reader must feel a desire that we of this generation should

leave to our successors as valuable a record of passing events and in-

formation in the Chinese Recorder as our predecessors have left to us

in the Chinese Bepositor//. This can easily be done by the combined

efforts of a great number of the readers of the Recorder. I request

the earnest cooperation of its readers to effect such a desirable result.

I, in accepting the position of Editor, express my willingness and

purpose to do my part. But that result cau only be effected by the

conjoined efforts of a large number. To that end I solicit the

cooperation of the friends of the Recorder. Do not wait for any

more special invitation. Select your own subject and when you

have prepared the discussion please send it to me. I ask for fresh,

crisp, lire articles on live subjects of Mission work and experience ; I

solicit articles also on any of the various subjects that come within

the wide range of this periodical.

To the gentlemen of the Press in these lands, I present my
greetings, and my best wishes. I rejoice in all the influence for good

which all their publications exert in moulding and educating a correct

public sentiment. Though this journal occupies a different sphere

from that of any other one, I wish that the relations between it and

them may continue to be of the same courteous and pleasant kind

which have hitherto subsisted.

Having thus expressed to the readers of the Recorder what I

wish to see accomplished by this magazine, I have only further to say

that I will use my efforts to realize them. I will gladly receive

suggestions from any of its friends how to increase its usefulness. I

will gladly utilize every assistance that is offered. But I am deeply

sensible that these wishes for its increased usefulness can only be realized

by the earnest and continued assistance of those whose assistance

I have requested. "Without further preliminary remarks I enter

upon the duties of Editor.

A. P. Happer,
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BIRTHS.

At Japan, on March 7th, the wife of
Dr. Berry, A.B.C.F. Mission of a
son.

At Japan, on April 10th, the wife of

Dr. Taylor, A.B.C.F. Mission of a
son.

At Newchwang, on tlie May 23rd,

the wife of the Rev. John Macintyi-e,

of a daughter.

At Ningpo, on the 15th of June, the

wife of Rev. J. B. Ost, English
Church Missionary Society, Shao-
hing, of a daughter.

MARRIAGES.

On May 13th, at Peking, Rev. Chauncy
Goodrich to Miss Clapp, both of the

A.B.C.F. Mission.

On May 31st, Rev. John Gulick to

Miss Fannie A. Stevens, both of the

A.B.C.F. Misbion, Japan.

Akeivals.—On June lOrh per

Hiroshimo Maru, Rev. T. C. Carter

and family to join the American

M. E. Church Mission at Kiu-

kiang.

On June 17th per Tukio Maru
Miss Roberts, to join the American

P.E. Church, Mission at "Wuchang.
* *
#

Departukes.—Per M.B.M.S.S. Go's

s.s. Tohio Maru, on May 1st, Rev.

and Mrs. D. N. Lyon and family, of

the American Presbyterian ]Mission,

North, Hangchow, for U.S.A. Home
address Doylestown, Wayne Co.

Ohio.

Per Genhai Maru, on May 11th,

Rev. W. A. P. Martin, D.D. LL.D.

President of the Tung-wen College,

Peking, and Mrs. Martin, for U.S.A.

Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Lambuth,

Am. M. E. Mission, South, Shang-

hai, for U.S.A.

On June 30th per M.B.M.S.S.

Co's s.s. Tahasago Mai-u, Rev. and

Mrs Geo. F. Fitch and family, of

the American Presbyterian Mission,

North, Soochow for U.S.A. Home
Address,Jcare of J.F. Fitch, Esq.,

Redwood City, California.

***

Kobe.—Bro. Jencks,of the A.B.C.F.

Mission, writes us as follows,

under date of June 11th ;
—

" The
total number of baptisms in our

sixteen churches, from the first, is

557 ; total for last year, 121 ;
present

number of members 513 ; amount

contributed by the churches last

year, yen 2,032.92."

* *
*

SooCHOW.—A Reading Room has

been opened in connection with the

^ W ^ Chapel. Many valuable

works were purchased ; others were

presented by Drs. Martin and

Williamson, and Rev. Messrs. Muir-

head and Lambuth. It is crowded

nearly all of the time as the
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light is not Hid under a bushel or

on a back street. 1. Tliis is an

accepted form of Churcli work ; e.g.

Church Librai'ies and Y.M.C.A.

Rooms. 2. The walla may be made
attractive by colored maps, &c. 3.

As a native is all day face to face

with his brethren according to the

flesh, hearing and answering ques-

tions, it puts his influence at tBe

maximum. 4. The man (a Christian)

is employed on native money at

$2.00 per month. When I have

had no native preacher " Why don't

you use a teacher to preach for

you f" When I had one, "How
much do you pay that teacher

to preach for you ?" 5. A number
of easy, literary and scientific books

nailed to reading desks or shelves

around the room is better than well

filled book-cases. 6. The daily,

weekly and monthly periodicals

attract. Good sale is found for The

Child's Paper, whose Classic style

pleases the scholars. 7. There is a

moderate sale of gospels and tracts.

!Many more are read. This easy

form of work, is commended as

an auxiliary.

***
Encouragement in Soochow.—Rev,
John W. Davis, of the Southern
Presbyterian Church U.S.A. writes

that the missionaries in Soochow
have had some recent encourage-

ment in their work. On the 16th of

May, he baptized a woman and her
son a child six years old. At the

same time a young man was restored

to full standing in the church.Since
October 1st, 1879, there have been
five additions to the church, viz.,

three adults and two children.

We are indebted to Mr. D. W. C-

Jencks,A.B.C.F.M. forthe following

news items from Japan, which came
to hand just after the missionary

news columns in the last Recorder,

had gone to press.

Rev. and Mrs. 0. H. Gulick, left

for U.S.A. on March 7th.

On April 4th, seven persons

united with the church at lambari,

the only church we have on the

Island of Shikoku. Six joined at the

previous communion and this church

has nearly trebled its numbers since

its organization seven months ago

The churches are active in reference.

to self-support.

* *
#

The Publishers of the Chinese

Recorder and. Missionary Journal

take pleasure in stating that they

have svicceeded in securing the

services of Rev. A. P. Happer D.D.

for the Editorial Department of the

magazine. It is hoped that this

announcement will be satisfactory

to the readers of the Recorder as it

is to the Publishers.

Contributors will please note

that all articles and contributions

from persons residing in Foochow
and all places north of that city,

should be sent to the American

Presbyterian Mission Press Shang-

hai, south of Foochow, to Rev. Dr.

Happer, Canton.

Wanted.—The Chinese Recorder,

Vol. I. No. 4. The China Revieio,

Vol. I. Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6.

Vol. ii, No. 1.

Apply to the Amerian Presby-

terian Mission Press.
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The Gospel in all lands Illustrated. Conducted and puhlisTied by Albert

B. Simpson, 40 Bible House, New York.- Vol. 1. No. 2. March 1880.

This ia a new Monthly Missionary

Jonmal, 4to. of 56 pages in each

number. We think we do many of

onr readers a favonr by publishing

the main points of the Prospectus.

It is a Monthly Magazine devoted to

•nhiversal Missions. It is evangelical,

undenominational, and catholic ; in

cordial sympathy with all our Pro-

testant Boards and Evangelical

Churches, and designed to present

in an attractive form by the aid of

handsome typogi-aphy, numerous

illustrations, and careful papers and

selections, the most comprehensive,

interesting and recent accounts of

the progress of the gospel in all

lands : and to advocate the grand

cause of the worlds evangelization

from the widest and loftiest point

of view. It will contain from

month to month a summary of cur-

rent events in their bearing upon

the progress of Christianity ; a

graphic and pictorial account of

Bome missionary land and its Mis-

sion Fields, with the most careful

statistics that can be obtained;

sketches of Missionary Biography ;

Paper's on Woman's Work; Mis-

sionary Monographs from prominent

writers ; careful digests of Mission-

ary and general religious news ; and

reviews of the best works on Chris-

tian Missions, and Missionary lands.

Foreign Missionaries residing within

the ordinary p^&tal circuits, will be

supplied at the rate of SI,00 per

annum, on their own orders, or

those of their friends in this

country.

Orders, and subscriptions should

be addressed to " The Publisher of

the Gospel in all lands." No. 40

Bible House, New York City, N.Y.

The second number fulfils all the

promises of this prospectus. It is

especially devoted to China as a

mission field. The summary is very

full and readable. The illustrations

ai"e in good taste and well executed.

The typography is such that it is

a pleasure to read its interesting

pages. We had subscribed for it

before we saw the reduced rate at

which it is afforded to Foreign

Missionaries. We have noticed it

thus fully because we supposed

that many of our readers will wish

to subscribe for it.
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Proceedings of the General Conference on Foreign Missions held at tJi>a

Conference Hall in Mildmay Park, London, in October 1878. Edited by

the Secr-etarie§ of the Conference

This volume of 434 pages tas been

late in reaching ns ; but it is of such

importance that we notice it even

at this date. • The work is carefully

edited and printed. It contains a

great many and very full details of

Missionary work and the results.

The papers are carefully prepared

and the statements are clearly made.

The discussions that followed the

reading of each paper were able and

they are well reported. Many of

the officers of the leading Mission-

ary Societies in Europe and America

were present as well as some of

the influential and distinguished

friends and supporters of Missions,

in Germany, France, England, Scot-

land, Ireland and the U.S.A. !Mis-

sions in China were represented by

Rev. Dr. Legge, Rev. F. S. Turner,

formerly of Hongkong. Rev.Arnold

Foster, Rev. Hudson Taylor, Rev.

J. MacArther and Dr, Maxweld.

Dr. Legge read an able paper on

this theme, " What impression has

the gospel made on the people of

China, and what are the prospects

of its success in relation to the

existing forms of unbelief." In his

paper he incorporated the statistics

of results in Chiua, as presented

in the " Records of a General Con-

ference of Protestants Missionaries

of China " held in 1877. He shows
" that the results thus far obtained

are sufficient to justify ourilission-

ary enterprise, and sus'iain us in ex-

pecting its complete success." Mr.
Taylor presented in a clear and
striking light the great extent and

the needs of China as a Mission field

London. John F. Shaw, 1879.

and the difficulties, to be overcome

in the prosecution of the work.

The Rev. F. Stevenson gave his

impressions of China as a Missiou

field and of the results of Christian

work in a very interesting and

effective address. The opium trade

as a hindrance to Christian work
and the inj ury it inflicts upon China

was fully presented. From these

statements it will be seen that the

most important parts of our work
in this land were ably presented and

we may suppose that the state and

prospect of Christian work in all

other Mission fields were equally

well presented at the conference

;

The work of the British and Foreign

Bible Society, and of the Religious

Tract Society, was clearly presented

by the secretaries.

We would advise all our readers

to get a copg of this book. Ifc

is most desirable reading especially

for Missionaries, who are often

.tempted amidst atJieir own personal

difficulties to feel discouraged.

This volume takes the reader up
to an altitude that enables him
to look over a wide landscape and to

see the results of long continued and
widely extended labors. An observer

whose range of vision is limited to

a small part ocf some great work cau

see but little progress from day to

day. But when ho is taken to a

high position where he can see the

results over a wide extent of the

work he sees that a very gratifying

progress has been made and that

the prospect is yet more favourable.
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The Great Famine.

This is the title of a pamplilet of

158 pages issued by "The Famine

Eelief Committee of Shanghai " as

a Report of its Work. The first

chapter is a general Introduction,

referring to the circumstances which

led to the formation of the com-

mittee and the nature of the work
that it was to do. The second

chapter contains the history of the

work which has been done by the

Committee, followed by an official

statement of the account of the

moneys received and their disburse-

ment. The largest part of the

pamphlet is in the form of an ap-

pendix in which is printed Reports

of money of those who were engaged

in the distribution of the funds. As

a general remark we would say that

the Report is one which will be

eminently satisfactory to the con-

tributors ; it is a record of a very

remarkable charity. The community

is greatly indebted to the genllemen
i

who were on iha Committee for the

time and attention which they gave

to the management of such an im-

portant trust. As a general state-

ment nothing can be more appro-

priate than tlie one which is made

by the Chairman of the Committee

W. S. Wetmore Esq., in the Preface

to the Report. All readers will

cordially concur in the import of

these remarks as eminently just and

proper. The Chairman writes: "The

total amount of funds received

by the Committee, as will be seen

from the statement of the Honorary

Treasurer, has been Taels 204,560.37

and the distribution of this large

sum has been almost entirely effected

J>y the Protestant and Catholic Mis-

sionaries who have voluntered for

the purpose. The Committee desires

here to express its warm apprecia-

tion of the self-sacrificing spirit

which has induced them to pene-

trate portions of the Empire hitherto

almost unknown to foreigners, in:

curring the great hardships and
privations, and braving the many
dangers to whicli they have been

exposed. It is quite safe to say

that without the aid of these noble

men it would have been impossible

to have brought foreign charity to

bear upr.n the terrible calamity, and

in the history of Mission labor in

the East, this great work will stand

without a parallel."

The accompanying report on the

famine and the steps taken by the

Shanghai Committee to assist in

relieving it has been drawn up by

the Honorai'y Secretary, the Rev.

W. Muirhead, of tiie London Mis-

sion ; but the Record would be in-

complete without mentioning the

leading part wliich he has had in

the work, and the Committee wishes

to bear witness that to his great

zeal and untiring efforts is largely

due the success met with in raising

funds and arranging for their satis-

factory distribution. Thanks are

also due to F. W. Lemai-chand,

Esq., the Honorary Treasurer of

the Committee, for his kind and

efficient services in connection with

the work.

While presenting this brief

summary as made by the Committee

we wish to avail of the statements

made in the pamplilet to put a more

extended notice of the famine and

the efforts for its relief in our pages
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It may, with sad propriety be de-

signated The Great Famine. For,

so far as reliable records of tlie

past are known, no such appalling

calamity has previously fallen upon

any country, whether we consider

the vast multitude of the population

affected by it, the extreme severity

thereof and the loss of life caused

by it. The famine extended over

portions of five provinces, of Shan-

tung, Chihli, Shansi, Shensi and

Honan. The number of people that

was distressingly affected by the

calamity was at least thirty millions—
and the number who died of star-

vation or from fever caused by

insufficent food as stated at the

lowest estimate to have been nine

millions, other estimates make the

number to be thirteen millions.

Every humane person must be

apalled at the consideration of such

an overwhelming calamity. Thii'ty

millions of people exposed to all the

horrors and distresses of a time of

famine and nine millions of our

fellow men dying in consequence of

it. This calamity should impress

upon every heart the conviclion

how dependent mankind are upon

the providence of God which gives

the fruits of the earth in their sea-

son to the various peoples on the

earth.

While referring to the contribu-

tions from other lands more fully

it is proper to state that the Chinese

Government and people contributed

large sums of money to the relief of

the suffering. There is no reliable

record of such contributions at

hand. But it is perhaps safe to

say that the money contributed by

the Government and people of

China must have been some where

near the sum of ten millions of

dollars. When the statements which

were made in the papers at the

time, of the quantity of rice that

was collected on the wharfs and

warehouses at Tientsin for the relief

of the sufferers are considered, it will

be evident that the great mortality

was not for want of a readiness to

provide relief for the starving, but

because of the impossibility of trans-

porting such immense supplies by

land over such miserable roads for

such a distance. Tientsin was the

nearest seaport to the famine

stricken region and the distance to

the places where the supplies were

needed, varied from three to four

hundred miles, and some of the

routes traversed were over moun-

tain passes. These roads serve the

purpose of transportation in or-

dinary times very imperfectly but

in cases of emergency when there

is the necessity of transporting

immense quantities of supplies

they are utterly inadequate to

meet the case. And millions of

lives were lost in consequence

thereof.

The report of the Hon. Treasurer

shows that the larger portion of

the contributions were from great

Britain. There were Taels 124,43 1

.

Contributions were received from the
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foreigners resident at every open port

in China, tlieso amounted to Taels

27,207. A list of the countries from

which contributions were received by

this committee shows how deeply

sympathy was felt for the suffering

and that it was among the English

speaking and protestant peoples.

These countries are great Britain

$500,000. While writing of contribu-

tions it is pleasant to refer to a part

stated by Rev. D. Hill that he knew
of two Chinese officers at T'ai-yuen-

fa each giving Taels 4000, for the

relief of the starving.

It is also most pleasant to refer

to the fact that the committee state

that from H. E. Ts^ng, Gov. of

America, Canada, Australia, New Shansi, and from H. E. Li, Viceroy

Zealand, Tasmania, India, Singa-

pore, Penang, Hongkong, twenty-

two places in China and four cities

inJapan. The sum of Taels 204.560,-

39, or in dollars $284,102 does not

include all that was sent from

Christian lands. There were monies

sent to missionaries without passing

through this committee. Such mo-

nies were sent by the Church Mis-

sionary Society and the Gospel

Propagation Society of England and

the Board of tlie Meth. Epis. Church,

theA.B.C.F.M. and the P.E.F.M.in

the S.to their i-espective missionaries.

Inclusive of them the sum received

was little sliort of $500,000. From a

statement made on page 88 of the

report, we learn on the authority

of the late Rev. Pere Aymeri that

the Roman Catholic missionaries

received, in answer to their appeals

for aid, from Europe and other

places the sum of Taels 135.479, (not

including the 50,000 received from

the relief committee) equal to §183-

971, This makes the sum received

from abroad from Protestant and

of Chihli, the committee and distri-

butors received every assistance that

could be afforded in the work of

distribution and that H. E. Kwo,
Chinese Ambassador to England,

wrote the Foreign Secretary the

Marquis of Salisbury, in behalf of

the Tsung-H Tamen and the Grand

Secretary Li thanking Englishmen

in all parts of the world for their

liberal contributions for the starving

multitudes in China.

The impression made upon the

Chinese officials by the self-sacrific-

ing labours of. the distributors wa

very great and very favorable

This is manifest from one incident

among many others. H. E. Gov.

Tseilg placed at the disposal of Mr
Richards the sum of Taels 400 to

send the remains of Rev. Mr
Whiting, who died of famine fever

to America. When the Governor

was told that the friends of the

deceased did not wish his remains

sent to America, he then gave

ground to be used as a ceme-

tery where the remains now

Roman Catholic peoples nearly ^'epose.
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The names of thirty Protestant

missionaries are given as having

been engaged in the distribution of

the famine fund besides one, who,

having visited the district and seen

the destitution went home to Eng-

land to urge the collection of funds

to meet the emergency. Of these

four are reported as having died. It

is stated that upwards of forty namesi

of Roman Catholic missionaries are

represented as on the list of distribu-

tors. No full and corrected accounts

of the work done by the distri-

butors has been prepared, nor any

tabulated statement of the number
of people that were reached by

their benefactions. It is probable

that it would be very difficult if

not impossible to prepare any such

statement. The circumstances under

which the work was done was not

favorable to making the necessary

records. But as many of those

who were engaged in the relief

work are now engaged in evange-

lizing labors in the same districts

or near them they are" now favor-

ably situated to give accounts of

the results of Christian woiks
among the population which still

remain, and which accounts Chris-

tian friends will be very glad to

receive.

The appendix is largely made up
of the statements of the distributors

of and other eye witnesses of the

the terrible evidences of the severity

dStress which they saw. Desolate

and untilled Belds, deserted vil-

lages, and dismantled houses were

everywhere seen. Unburied corpses,

and bony skeletons were strewed

along the roadsides and corner

places. In many of the houses that

were still standing the number of

corpses exceeding the number of

those yet living. The living all

presented that lank, gaunt appear-

ance that indicated the ravages of

gnawing hunger. It came to the

knowledge of many that human
flesh, in the utter destitution of

other food, was sold for consump-
tion. The living were not able to

bury the dead. Parents deserted
their children leaving them to die

of starvation. Every evidence of

the most terrible effects of the most

appalling destitution and want was
seen on every side. Every reader

of these most harrowing details as

given by the observers, feels thank-

ful that such a measure of relief

was afforded to some—and the

knowledge came to many that their

fellow men of other lands commis-

srate and desired to relieve their

sufferings. Praise be to God that

the refreshing showers came to the

parched ground, and abundant

crops gladdened the hearts of the

survivors—and that the labors of

the Famine Relief Committee were

ended because there was no longer

any need for them. May abundant

success attend all the efforts to

make known through these districts
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the blessed gospel which gives

eternal life and they be thereby made

spiritually "bud and blossom as

the rose."
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THE NEED FOR MOB.E MISSIONAItlES IN CHINA,

A2v'D THE FACILITIES FOR MISSIONARY LABOR AMONG THIS PEOPLE, .

Mr. Ediix)r,

n^HE suggestion in your EJIfx)rial of the last number of Hccorder

that the missionaries should continue and enlarge the discussions,

which were commenced at the General Missionary Conference of

1877, is one that should be favorably received and carried oui I

wish to refer to one matter that was considered and acted upon by

that Conference, It appointed a committee of some twenty-one

members to prepaix;, in behalf of the Conference, an eaj-uest appeal *

to the various missionary boards, colleges, and churches foi* more

missionaries for China. The appeal was prepared and widely circu-

lated in Great Britian and the United States of America. In look-

ing over the state of the missionaries in China of the various mission-

ary organizations represented in this Empire now, as compared w'ith

what they were three years ago, there does not appear to have been

any increase of the foreign staff of laborers of any organization, except

one. During 1878 and 1879 the Inland Mission sent out more than

twenty missionaries. The other Societies scarcely maintained their

working force. In looking over the whole missionary field, which is

the world, there has been during these years general enlargement

;

but in Africa there has been special developement in the missionary

enterprise. The interest excited in that dark conthient b} the ex-

plorations of Stanley and Cameron led many churches and societies to

direct their attention to the inhabitants of Central Africa. Several

large gifts varying from $15,000 to $25,000 to different Societies for

• See " Becords of Shanghai Missionary Confortnce." Page 475.
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eommencing new missions in that continent enabled these Societies

to commence at once new missions amongst these newly discoverd

populations. Hence we have missions from the Church Missionary

Society, the London Society, the Scottish Churches, the Baptist

Missionary Society of England,, in addition to the University's Mission

with full equipment of men and means entering upon the work of the

enlightenment of that dark land. Every Christian heart rejoices in

this manifestation of Christian love and zeal which can put forth at

once such vigorous effort in a new field, wlien the work in that field

is attended with such great difficulties, hindrances and dangers.

Every one must wish that these new enterprises may be continued

and enlarged so as to secure the desired result and success. This

sudden and prompt commencement of large missionary labours in

Africa, involving such a large outlay of men and means,, manifests to

all that there are abundant resom'ces at the disposal of the churches

to enable them greatly to enlarge their efforts for the conversion of

the world to Christ, if their interest is sufficiently awakened in the

great cause.

It would appear then that the great reason why the churches

and societies have not inoreased their efforts, and enlarged their

operations in this great Empire has been, not for want of means

to do so, but because their interest and attention have not been

sufficiently awakened to the need of a larger number of missionaries

for this people and the facilities for prosecuting such labors.

One thing that greatly awakened, in the minds of the churches

©f Great Britian and America, an interest in Africa, was the extent of

its population- as made known by the recent explorations. The
population of Africa has been counted at 100,000,000, now it is

estimated at 200,000,000. Here was an increase of 100,000,000 of

popHlation, who needed the blessed gospel of salvation. These

populations were reported as existing under separate governments,

which afforded a eertain amount of protection to life and property.

They had some knowledge of the manufactures necessary in a low

state of civilization. One of the ni<^t powerful rulers had expressed

a readiness and desire to receive Christian teachers. It is true that

the climate was known to be very insalubrious, the temperament and

disposition of the rulei^s and the people were uncertain and unstable,

and the difficulties and dangers from the want of any facilities lor

travel in getting to the places of operation and for residence after

arrival, were very great, but the great fact, that 100,000,000 of people

were brought to the knowledge of the world awakened such an

interest in the minds of the churches and of individuals, that dangers
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and difficulties were little counted of. Tlie churclies with a strong

purpose and blood earnestness entered upon the enterprise in the face

of dangers and difficulties. Though many have fallen victims to

disease or accidents and fatigue, othei'S have come forward to take

their places. May God crown their labors with abundant success,

and may Africa soon be enlightened by the glorious shining of the

Sun of Righteousness.

We wish so to present the state and condition of China as shall

awaken an enlightened interest in its population and lead to the

employment of the appropriate and adequate instrumentality for its

conversion. The population of Chiu« at a moderate estimate may be

placed at ^00,000,000, Oa the supposition that the existing mis-

sionary labors along the whole sea e®ast and some points in the

interior lightly touch 100,000,009 of people it leaves 200,000,000 of

the population, as yet utterly unreached by any evangelizing agency.

Here is a population equal to the whole estimated population af

Africa. This vast multitude of people is living under a regular

established Government with which western nations have diplomatic

and treaty relations. They have a knowledge of all the arts and

manufactures connected with civilizod life ; they have a written

language which is common to the population of all the provinces, and

a spoken dialect which is understood over the northern half of the

Empire. The climate is in all parts of the land, to a wonderful degree,

salubrious to the European constitution. The country is everywhere

threaded by navigable streams and canals and these are traversed

everywhere by native boats, interchanging the various commodities

and productions of the country so that it is possible to reach every

part of the country.

The missions a;lready established can ajQFord assistance and a

basis of supplies for new stations that may be located in every inland

district The whole of the Bible has been translated into the book

language of the Empire, into the colloquifd dialect that is most widely

spoken, as well as into several merely local dialects. There is an

extensive Christian literature prepared, consisting <sf eomnaentarles on

some of the most important books of the Sacred Scriptures, evideaces

of Christianity, compilations of systematic theol<jgj% aiad a large num-

ber of tracts. From amongst the present staff of native Ohristiau

workers, in connection with the existing missions, assistants could be

furnished to new missions to almost any desirable extent. Thus

in the facilities for acquiring the language : in translation of the

Sacred Scriptures ; in supples of Christian literature; trained native

assistants ready to go into new localities, and a basis of supplies from
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wlilch every part of the field could be easily reached, there arc

Tinequaled facdlitics for a great enlargement of missionaiy work at a

comparatively small expense of mcans^ if the necessary men are

furnished by the eimrches to take the lead. There are a great variety

of instruraentalities producing changes and working towai-ds the

renovation of China, which the churches woald do well to rightly con -

sider. Some of these are as follows ;

—

The customs service. This is a service for the management of the

customs received from the whole foroigu commerce of the Empire. Ifc

has its head office in Peking with a commissioner and staS o^f assistants

at each of the open ports. The inspector general holds his appoiutment

from the Chinese Imperial board of foreign affairs and has constant in-

terconi-se with the highest officials of that board. The duties on foreign

imports and exports are collected according to a tariff agreed upon by

the several nations having treaty relations with China. There are more

than one hundred educated men from western lands, most of whom
speak Chinese, brought in constant intercourse with Chinese officials

merchants at the various ports. The offices are closed at all the

ports on the Christian Sabbath. This gives to Chinese the opportunity

of observing the effect of keeping a rest day in every seven, in an

important department of public business. This service has entirely

superseded the old method of collecting duties on foreign commerce.

During the twenty years of its operation, it has been managed with

very gi-eat ability and wisdom. The dues have been collected with

an exactness and regularity hitherto unknown to the Chinese. This

system indeed, lies at the foundation of the stability and solvency of

the Chinese finances. On the security of the customs receipts the

Chinese Government can go into the money market of the world and

secure loans at fair rates of interest. Eveiy one can readily under-

stand the wide spread ramifications of this institution among the

Chinese, and its influence in training a large body of employees and

others in systematic management and official integrity.

The Chinese have almost entirely discarded their native

armament and naval vessels, and have now a fleet of nearly thirty

men-of-war, either built in England or in China after European

models. Eight of these were built last year in England after the

very best models of men-of-war architecture. These vessels are nearly

all commanded by European naval officei-s.

While the great portion of the Chinese army remain under the

old system of military training, they have a large body of men trained

according to European military training under European officers.

These men arc all furnished with the latest stylo of guns and
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implements of war—their forts are largely supplied with the best

cannon of European manufacture. They have also supplied them-

selves with torpedoes, and have organized a school for training men
in the use of this new and destructive instrument of war. They

have established some five or more arsenals for the casting of

cannon, shot, and shell, and other implements of war, and the

construction of engines. Most of these were at first under the

superintendence of foreigners, hut as those trained under their

instruction have become able to manage them, the Government has

ceased to employ the foreigners in all except two.

In the two largest establishments foreigners still exercise some

superintendence. Some of the guns turned out by the Shanghai

Arsenal, have endured the experimental trials very well, and have

been proved to be of very good workmanship. The Chinese

Government have had mining engineers prospecting for deposits of

coal, and iron, and although they have not engaged much in mining

operations, conducted according to the principles of Western science,

they have been assured by capable investigators that their country is

rich in these minerals, which are so necessary for the developement of

national wealth and manufactures. These minerals will soon become

a necessity for the progress of this nation in the course of improve-

ment upon which it has entered. Befoi-e this necessity, the supersti-

tion of geomantic influence, which now hinders the opening of mines

and building railroads will gradually disappear and thus these great

instruments of civilization will come quietly into operation.

The lubberly and slow moving Chinese junk has long stood

among Western people as an emblem of Chinese progress. This class

of vessels is rapidly disappearing from the Chinese seas, and in their

place there is found a numerous fleet of foreign built steamers. These

are owned by a company of Chinese oflicials and merchants. This

change indicates to what an extent progressive ideas have pervaded

various classes of the Chinese people.

In order to prepare officers to command the vessels of their

naval fleet, and to take command of their foreign drilled soldiers, they

have sent some naval and military cadets to European military and

naval schools. These cadets will not only have the advantage of

European schools but through international courtesy they will have

the opportunity of practice on board naval vessels, and in military

camps. y

China, havinging come into diplomatic intercourse with Western

nations, the Government has taken some of the necessary steps to

prepare some of her statesmen for performing with skill and wisdom
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the duties connected with such international intercourse. The Govern-

ment has established in Peking an Imperial University for giving

instruction in Western science, philosophy, and law. There is an

able European faculty under the presidency of a learned Dr. of Laws,

giving instruction in the various branches of natural science, mathe-

matics, international law, jurisprudence, and diplomacy. There are

now over a hundred students in the various classes. Some of the

students from this institution are found in the Chinese legations at

European Courts. In addition to this the Grovernraent has sent

ninety youths to America to remain there for a period of fifteen years,

to obtain the best education possible in the Euglisb language, in

natural science, engineering, mining, law, medicine, international law,

finances, education, and diplomacy.

There are a large body of European and American people resident

at all the open ports of China, engaged in all the various businesses

of mercantile and seafaring life, and employments. They are exercis-

ing a wide-spread influence at all these ports.

The Chinese Government have diplomatic representatives at the

Courts of England, France, Russia, Prussia, United States and Japan.

Their Ambassadors and the members of their respective legations will

bring into the circle of Chinese thought and reading a vast amount

of information, in regard to the civilization, naval and military

armaments, wealth, luxury, power, and government of "Western lands.

Many of these observations will be calculated to confirm the statement

made by the Queen of Great Britian when she gave a Bible to an

African chief saying " the Bible is the foundation of the greatness

of Great Britian," and- lead them to see that the Christian religion

is the great cause of the prosperity of Western lands.

There are now resident in Peking, ministers from the various

nations of Europe, United States and Japan. These accomplished

and able representatives of foreign nations are giving the high officials

of this land, practical and efficient instruction in the science and arts

of diplomacy, national intercowrso, national comity and rights and

international law.

Thus it appears that the Chinese Government is modifying and

improving all the more important institutions of the country, except

its religion. When the Government is thus fully aware that all these

other institutions need alteration and improvement it would very

naturally occur to many inquisitive minds among them whether their

religion does not also need to be modified and changed. There have

been internal influences at work directly calculated to undermine their

confidence in their recognized form of worship. The great Tai Ping
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Rebellion spread devastation through nearly half of the fairest

provinces of the Empire. Other rebellious in the south-west and

north-west devastated those parts of the land. In the last few years

a most terrible famine afflicted a large part of five adjoining provinces

causing a terrible lose of life. These, which are regarded as Heaven-

sent calamities, have destroyed, in some measure, their belief in the

power of their gods to afford them protection and deliverance.

Since 1842 when the treaty of Nankin gave protestant mis-

sionaries the right of residence at the open ports of China, missionaries

have been diligently at work seeking to disseminate a knowledge of

the Gospel among this people. They have established themselves at

all the open ports and at other large cities where they could aflPect a

quiet residence. There are now some two hundred and fifty ordained

ministers laboring as missionaries in China, most of whom are

married, and more than sixty single ladies, besides the married ladies

laboring for the women in China. There are more then eighty

ordained native preachers, and more then five hundred unordained

assistant preachers, nearly one hundred colporteurs, and about one

hundred Bible women. There are about fifteen thousand professing

Christianswho are gathered into some three hundred organized churches.

No estimate can be given of nominal adherents. The gospel has been

preached very widely through nine of the provinces, and has been

preached some in the other nine by itinerants passing through

them. The Bible and religious tracts have been extensively distri-

buted and sold. The effect of all these evangelizing efforts cannot

be known, but those who believe God's promise that his word shall

not return unto him void, will accept it as a certainty that a wide

spread and strong impression has been made upon the minds of many
people. This is an imperfect statement of the present state of things in

China, and from it, it will be evident to every one who has considered

the subject, that God in His providence has most wonderfully prepared

ihe way for the spread of His Gospel in this Empire, and that there are

many influences at work to produce great changes in the institutions of

the country. We take it for granted that the church is not only

ready but desirous to follow wherever God leads the ,way in His

p rovidenee for the spread of the Gospel.

We now proceed to state to the churches and missionary Societies

in Western lands what is urgently needed, for the prosecution of the

missionary enterprise amongst this •Inultitudinous people. There are

missionaries needed to reinforce the laborers at the existing stations,

in order to keep these missions up to an efiicient working standard.

Besides these, there axe fifty ordained men needed in 1881 to commence
new work ya. new localities. It is desirable io locate these new men
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in the unoccupied districts of tlie partially occupied provinces, and

make permanent locations in the provinces which have hitherto been

traversed by itinerants. These new locations should be selected so

as to be within supporting distance from other stations, and so as

successively to spread evangelizing agencies throughout all the

different parts of the country. To do this efficiently and coopera-

tively, at the very least twenty-five additional will be needed each

successive year for ten succeeding years. If the missionary Societies

wish to set about efficient labors, let them enter into correspondence

with each other, making known to each other their respective plans and

purposes for enlargement, and agree upon some well matured arrange-

ment for cordial cooperation in this great Christian enterprise.-

Hitherto each missionary Society represented in China has prosecuted

its labors with little reference to the plans of the other Societies.* How
very different this is from the manner in which the world prosecutes

great worldly enterprises. Now when the necessity of a ship canal

across the isthmus of Panama is felt ; after the proper surveys have

been held to obtain the information which is necessary to form

estimates of the character and extent of the work to be done, and the

length of time and amount of money which would be necessary to

complete it, it is sought to enlist the conjointed interest and supervi-

sion of all commercial nations in an enterprise which is so connected

with the commerce of the world. The sum of $150,000,000 and ten

years time is not considered an extravagant outlay of time and money

representing as they do the labors and lives of thousands of men, for

such an important enterprise.

The churches of the Lord Jesus Christ regard the kingdom of

this world as given to Christ for his inheritance, and the heathen for

his possession, and that it is given to them to carry out his last com-

mand, to " go into all the world and preach the Gospel to every

creature." Will the churches fully awake to the glorious and sublime

character of this sacred trust ? Will parents consecrate their children

to this bleseed service ? Will the young men who have the education

and talents to lead in the enterprise, say to the churches, " Here are

we, send us" ? Will the men of wealth contribute their hundreds of

thousands and millions of dollars for the great and glorious work of

the conversion of the world to Christ ? Let the various missionary

Societies hold a conference to devise and agree upon some well

matured plans for the prosecution of the missionary enterprise in some

measure adequate to the greatness of the work to be done. Let those

matured plans of operation be made known to the whole body of

disciples of the Lord Jesus in all lands, and their earnest and con-
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tinued co-operation in the work solicited. This plan of consulting

between the different missionary societies was resorted to in arranging

the parts of Africa which should be occupied by different Societies..

Let this plan of consultation become a recognized system by the

different missionary Societies in the prosecution of the mis-

sionary work in all lands. How vain it would be to expect a

satisfactory completion of an inter-oceanic canal across the isthmus of

Panama if the different nations interested in the enterprise, instead of

agreeing upon some common plan for the work and arranging for a

joint effort to effect its completion should each send its own engineers

to work at some part of the work on their own plan and system. It

is evident to all that such a work can only be accomplished by the

joint efforts of all in completing some matured plan which is known
to and concurred in by all those interested in the enterprise. The
missionary enterprise has long rested under the obloquy of endeavor-

ing to carry out the most grand and sublime purpose that ever engaged
the attention of mortal men with utterly inadequate means and

instrumentalities, and without any well considered plan of operation,

or combined efforts on the part of those engaged in it. Hitherto every

Society has arranged its own plans and work with but little reference to

the operations of other Societies. There have been but few if any efforts

on the part of the different Societies to unite their forces for com-

bined efforts, and the results have not been such as have been expected.

The whole world is now open to the evangelizing efforts of the

church. Nearly every country has been explored and the facilities

and opportunities in such are comparatively well-known. A vast

amount of knowledge has been acquired by the observation and ex-

perience of missionaries. The greatness of the work is in some measure

apprehended. The difficulties and hindrances are in a good measure

understood. Under these circumstances is it not highly expedient

that a Conference should be called of those who have a knowledge of

these things, and representing the different missionary Societies to

prayerfully deliberate and adopt some wise plan for co-operation in the

prosecution and enlargement of the missionary enterprise. These are

thoughts which have occurred to me in the consideration of the great

and important field of China, and I throw them out for the

consideration of all those who pray " Thy kingdom come."

But to return to the individual wants of China, besides planting

new stations. In China men are needed to undertake new plans, and

enlarge some new work already commenced. Hitherto, by reason

of the fewness of men and the urgency of the most immediate and

simple means of evangelization, little attention has been given to the

establishment of schools of a high order. Schools, which will give a
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thorougli training in "Western Sftience and philosophy, making the

Bible the great text book in moral, social, and political philosophy as

well as in all Christian doctrine are greatly needed. "We want a Duff

and "Wilson with associated professors to establish colleges such as

they established in Calcutta, and Bombay, giving to Chinese students

the same thorough mental training, and the same complete instruction

in the Bible, in the English language and in the "Western sciences

and philosophy. No human intellect could estimate the influence for

good of three such schools with 1000 students in each, (me at Peking,

one at Shanghai, and one at Canton. "We need Chinese of higher

education for all departments of Christian work among this people, as

in translating, in composing books of Christian evidence, apologetics,

and systems of doctrine, and religious tracts ; for preachers, pastors and

itinerants. Thousands of Chinese mem of thoroughly trained minds,

and Christian principle are needed in every department of business and

literary life, and in every department of the government in its

extensive and varied ramifications. Every one who has read the

history of this people or has known the life and influence of the

government officers, still living or recently passed away, knows that

in no country do disciplined minds and individual talent make their

influence more felt than in China. It is very common here for- the

leading and most influential statesmen to rise from subordinate

positions to the highest offices by their talents. It might be invidious

to mention names by way of example, but they will readily occur to

those familiar with Chinese matters. Examples are very numerous of

Chinese in commercial life rising by their talents and enterprise to

positions of great wealth and influence, as for instance the late Hon.

Mr. Whampoa of Singapore. The leader of the late Tai Ping in-

surrection in China is an instance of how a man imbued with new
ideas can spread them among his countrymen, and obtain wide, ex-

tensive influence over many of them. Hence there is no country

where schools which impart a thorough education and mental training

will exercise a more important influence in changing and elevating

the population than in China.

No one acquainted with the needs of China will consider the

request for fifty additional men, in 1881, an extravagant one. I

have asked a number which I think the chnrehes may possibly send,

rather than the number which is needed. I commend the

request to the consideration of all the Missionary Societies in Europe

and America, who are seeking " to undertake great thin'gs for God,

and to expect great things from God," and continue to " pray the

Lord of the harvest that He would send forth laborers into this great

harvest.^* Evangelist.
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BIBLICAL BESEABCHES. NO. III.

Noah in China, or -jj^ — ^ A-

By Rev. J S McIovaine.

rPHE Bible says that the ark rested " on the mountains of Ararat."

Later tradition has made the passage to read " on Mount Ararat

in Armenia." But the steep mountain peak now called Ararat,

was originally called Baris, and Gesenius, Heb. Lexicon, tells us that

the name Ararat is derived from the Sanscrit Ariavarta the Hindoo

designation for the lofty central plateau of Asia. The passage in

Jeremiah (11. 27) plainl/ indicates that Ararat is a region of country

distinct from Minni {i.e. Armenia), yet geographically related to it, in

the north and abounding in horsemen. This all agrees well with the

original Ariavarta, and in interpreting so old a document as Gen.

VIII., we should certainly take the original and not any secondary-

sense of geographical terms. When men moved " from the East"

into the plain of the Euphrates, they may naturally have carried the

name Ariavarta along with them, and used it to denote the mountain

country north of them, just as the Greeks carried the mountain of the

Gods over into Europe, and gave the name and traditions of Olympus

to the mountains north of Greece. Modern scholars question, if they

do not reject, the claims of Mt. Baris. It is more probable that the

name Altai is a modification of Ariavarta. In any case the statement

of Gen. XI. 2, that after the flood men *' journeyed from the East,"

forces us to put the resting-place of the ark up in central Asia, and

there is no place where it would so naturally have rested, guided by

the hand of God, as on that apex of the earth's surface.

The claims of Armenia to have been the dwelling place of

Noah's old age must also be rejected. It is easy to see that after the

tradition concerning the resting of the ark gained currency, Noah's

residence might follow as a corrolary. But the traditions of the

nations are decidedly against Armenia, and in favor of China. The

tomb of Noah in Armenia can not be taken as at all decisive. The

tomb of Moses, on the west of Jordan, shows that such monuments

in the east may be utterly false.

The clearest traditions that have come down to us concerning the

period immediately following the flood are those of the Babylonians

as recorded by Berosus B.C. 260, and transmitted to us at second

hand by other historians. The detailed account given of the flood

and the subsequent building of the tower leave no possible doubt that
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Xisuthrus is Noah. I have met with two quotations from Berosus

which at first appear contradictory, hut by collation give us important

truth. One quotation says that Xisuthrus and his wife, before the

migration to Babel, were translated to hevaen and became the God^^

of their posterity. McClatchie, from whom I borrow, understands

that Noah's death is referred to, but it will accord better with other

traditions to find a place on earth called ovpavoa, (heaven) where

mythology ascribed divine honors to men. The second quotation

from Berosus, is given by Moses of Chorene, an Armenian historian,

" Before the tower and the multiplications of language among man-

kind, after that Xisuthrus sailed to Armenia, Zervan, Titan and

Japhetos were the lords of the earth &c." See Lenormant's Anc't

Hist, of East. Vol. 1. 504.

The Armenia in this passage cannot be reconciled with ovpdvoa

in the other, because no nation ever placed the home of the gods in

Armenia. This Moses has evidently been influenced by the traditions

of his country. The ovpavoo of the Greek language, by dropping its

terminal becomes ovpav. The Latin equivalent is coelum, and the

language being more antique than the Greek, we may infer that the

original root from which both forms are derived had an
,
initial

G. We thus come very near to the name K*unlun, given by the

Chinese to the dwelling of the gods. By other arguments which

cannot be given here, it may be proved, that ovpavoa, and coelum in

the west, like ^ (t4en) in China were originally used of a region in

central Asia. I have somewhere seen an account of the Oceanus,

which stated that its source was in ovpavoa, from whence it flowed

around the whole world. We may therefore conclude that when

Noah separated from his sons, he must have gone Eastward, rather

than Westward.

I make bold to use also the traditions of the West concerning

Saturn. The Theogony of Hesiod, as well as the popular myths, give

abundant proof that this is but another name for Noah. It is easy

also to identify Xisuthrus with Saturn on the one hand, and with Noah

on the other. In the traditions concerning Saturn, just criticism is

constrained to set aside the claim of Italy as a local myth, and accept

the account which puts the place of his retirement beyond the moun-

tains of East on the banks of raging Oceanus ; see Anthon's Classical

Dictionary. But in the first number of these BiV)lical Researches

{^QQ Recorder for 1876,) the ox,^.-i.v > was the Kiang of China; which

was supposed to skirt the whole of Southern Asia and to appear

in Egypt as the Nile, I know of no other western traditions bearing

on Noah's place of residence. Perhaps the Hindu traditions concerning
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Brahm and Satyavrata miglit give some light ou this point. All fear

of confutation from that quarter is allayed by the oxprossfd opinion

of the learned Sir William Jones that Noah came to China. I have

seen another name, I think it is Fletcher, quoted for the same view.

I infer also that this was believed by some Roman Catholic

missionaries in China, and lately Canon McClatchie adds his

testimony. All these writers however identify Noah with Fu Hi.

I hope to present evidence sufficient to prove not only that T^ii I

is a title designating Noah, but that he (T'ai I) is a distinct

historical character in Chinese tradition. -

The term Hun Tun (^ ^) in Chinese literature seems to

include both the original chaos and the flood. But ^ ^ and ^ ^
point utimistakeably to a destructive deluge, since f^ and ^ both

have that meaning. Perhaps the most explicit statement in extant

Chinese literature concerning the Flood is that of Lau Ze in the Tau

Teh King. He says, there was something, produced before the heaven

and earth, but submerged. This is a classical text with the Tauist

sect in regard to the (^ 5c) Sien-t'ien, so that we come at one step

to the conclusion that " previous heaven" means the antediluvian

world, Hun^ Hwang, the flood itself, and After Heaven (^ ^c) the

post-diluvian world. That ^ 5? with Tauists and even Confucianists

has come to mean man's proper moral nature is entirely consistent

with the etymology just given. The Tauists often interchange with

3fe 'ji the expression i^WijIt ^ (t^^ ^^'^^ ancestor's original nature).

A little study of their system also shows that the mysterious Tan (f^)

is nothing else than Adam, to whose pristine purity and longevity

the religious among the Chinese were even seeking to return, until

Buddhism threw many upon another track.

The Confucian Classics contain no historical details as to the

^ 5^ except the river diagram of Fu Hi consisting of 55 dots

arranged in groups numbering from one to ten respectively, distributed

about a quadrilateral, two and seven being at the top. The reader of

'the Bible will be apt to interpret this riddle by saying that the ten dots

mean the ten generations before the flood. Seth and Enoch, whose

names are most honored being made promiment. The eight diagrams

(A ^) of Fu Hi are also said to belong to the ^ ^ and later

writers have been extravagant enough to ascribe the whole 65 Kua

of the I-king to the ^ 5c- -"^"^ more authentic and rational specula-

tion brings ithe 64 Kua down into the Later World. McClatchie has

taken ground, which further discussion can only confirm, in making

the eight diagrams refer to the family of Noah. Those who newly

approach this subject will be surprised to find in the introduction to
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the I-kiug a diagram distributing these 8 Kua as a family of eight

persons, father, mother, three sons, and three daughters. Yet that

diagram only exhibits to the eye what Confucius says in his com-

mentary. The combining of 8 Kua in various ways to make out 6i,

suggests at once the idea of intermarriage, and the deriving of all

existing things from these is a characteristic Chinese exaggeration of

the fact that all men are descended from Noah. If now we observe

what Wen Wang {% 3£) sJiys in the text of the I-king concerning

the Father of this family, we find simply the life of Noah divided

into six periods. I give what I consider an exact translation with

my own remarks in brackets.

I.—First nine—Dragon in obscurity of no use. (McClatchie is

wrong in finding in j^ a reference to an abyss of waters. The word

is currently used in Chinese for the early obscurity of great men and

is so explained by Confucius in his commentary on this text. I think

Chinese scholars sustain me in saying that McClatchie's translation is

unsatisfactory, both here and in other places.)

II.—Dragon in open field, sees to his advantage a great man.

(The life of many a man is lifted out of obscurity by contrast with

some great one. In Noah's case Jehovah manifested Himself giving

warning of the flood.)

III.—The superior man labors diligently all the day. In (the

evening as it were fearful, in dangerous circumstances but no) harm,

(Noah is preparing for the flood.)

lY.—Though plunging about in the abyss no harm. (The flood

upon the earth but Noah is safe.)

Y.—The flying Dragon in heaven, (or in Eden) sees to his

advantage the great man, (Noah quitting the ark in Ariavarta enjoys

a second divine manifestation.)

YI.—Dragon at summit of his fortunes has cause of regret,

(Perhaps refers to Noah's drunkeness, but Chow Kung interprets

prosperity cannot be long continued. Confucius makes it mean
honorable without authority, lofty without subjects. This sense also

agrees with the facts concerning Noah, since the traditions of the west

prove that he early retired from the headship of his family.)

Wen Wang says. Great indeed is K'ien the origin. All things

have their beginning from him. (near the end of the first section of

the I, we notice the following, ) In the former world (^ ^t) heaven

was not hostile to him. In the after world (^ ^) he obeyed

Heaven's seasons," (perhaps an allusion to the promise of regularity

of seasons in Gen. Aaii. 22). In connection with K4en (Noah's wife)

occurs the famous passage. "The family which accumulates virtue
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will have superabundance of good-fortune. The family that accumu-

lates iniquity shall have superabundance of calamity."

It was apparently the aim of the first authors of the I-king to

use the records of the past for the education of posterity, so that this

ancient book preserved with such superstitious reverence, must become

in the hands of Western scholars one the most valuable historical

monuments of the heathen world. The basis of the book seems to

have been a document called ^ "]§;—the three fen—probably identical

with the threefold genealogy in the tenth chapter of Genesis.

A writer of the Sung dynasty Loa Pi (of whom more presently)

in an eassy on the I, says that these Kuas refer to men, to what are

called peach-blossom, mei-blossom and apricot-blossom men, the three

classes (3 ::^) complete, {i.e. three races distinguished by color.)

It would seem that in the I-king the names given are mystical,

not historical. But K'ien ^ has its equivalents ^ 1^ and ^ — in

one of which we find a definite historical person, well-known in tradi-

tional literature. McClatchie (in JRecordet' of November, 1877) brings

evidence to show that the name ;ic
"^ i^ applied to the source of all

existence. One quotation is from the Li-ki (v. 60). "Ceremonies

date their origin from T'ai I, (the great one). He dividing, constituted

heaven and earth, revolving, produced darkness and light (Yin and

Yang), etc., etc. The commentator says, "That which is .infinitely

great is called -j^; that which is undivided is called — . This is

the principle by which ^ ;g in; ludes three and is one." Other

quotations are given to the same purport. I may add a passage from

Hwai Nan Ze (fH ^ •^) under the heading ^ "g ^J|.

" The entire heaven and Earth in its chaotic state, as mere
material not organized into forms, is called ^ — . All proceeds

from one. If we inquire into antiquity, primeval man was bom in

the sphere of the supersenual, but took form in the sphere of existence.

Having form he came under subjection to the material. He who can

revert to his state at birth, as though he had iot taken form, is

called a true man. The true man has not separated from Tai-I."

That P*an-ku was the first man is a vulgar tradition, which
when examined, takes the modified form that he was the first settler

of this countr5\ Literature makes ^ — and not P'an-ku, the
equivalent of -j^ ^.

In a former paper it was shown that P^an-ku-shih was a real

person no other than Gush, whose name is spread from Abysinnia to

China :
in the forms of Bacchus, Manu and Osiris. It may also be

shown that T'ai-I, is not an abstract philosphical term, as might be
suspected^ but a i^ person.
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The mythological history (|i^
Jilj )§ ^) has a few lines on

Tai I, but these are all repeated in the 8u Shih (which I shall quote)

except the introductory and concluding sentences, by which he

is absurdly made to take position in a dynastic succession.

The greatest storehouse of ancient Chinese traditions that I have

found is the Su Shih. The author Loa Pi lived in the Sung dynasty.

The design of his work is to give all of early history which is

not found in the Confucian literature. He adds little speculation,

but accumulates a vast amount of material, both good and bad.

Ho has no theory to prove, and seems to have done his book

with equal diligence and honesty. His account of T'ai-I is as

follows, (I use rectangular brackets for the commentary and circular

brackets for my own remarks). "T'ai-I. This was the Imperial

man (^=Baal of the Hebrew), [Tauists say the heavenly true

imperial man was T^ii-I. Tu Fu says, 'T'ai-I, respectfully leads

the way. Fu Hi is on his right and left, Yau walks, Shun goes

quickstep, Yu trots, and T'ang runs'. (An absurd account of the

succession of sages]. He laid out the map, established tbe dynastic

succession, grasped a comprehensive policy, harmonized nature and

adjusted the relative position of the gods. For this reason the nine

Emperors {i.e. A M the Japhetic family) handed down his doctrine.

(From Chinese tradition it seems that the original location of the

Medes was in the Emodi Mts. west of Szu Chuan. Their receiving the

doctrine of Noah accounts for the comparative purity of their religion,

often noticed by western scholars, but hitherto unexplained) investi-

gating the spontaneity of his birth which reverted to original passivity

(notice the allusion to the name Noah meaning rest and compare

y. 29.) and the begining of heaven and earth. [See Heh Kwan Sze.

The three Hwang classic says the Imperial man was located by T'ai

Ti (:iC •!&) at Ngeh Mei mountain. Hwang Ti went and received the

'true one doless doctrine'. This Tai Ti is by some identified with Fu
Hi, but wrongly

;
probably means the Nine Emperors.] Informer

times Shen Nung recieved his art from T*ai I's youngest son (what

does this mean?), but Hwang Ti and Lautze both got their principal

doctrines from the primeval prince himself (so Tausim claims the

authority of Noah) in as much as he was cognizant of the supersensu-

ous, and especially could fix atteutiou long on one thing, got control

ot the art and perpetuated his existence. (See |^ jQ |g, Su Hung
says, I have the doctrine of Tai I, To Hvva speaks ot the ' Diluvian

doless doctrine ? Pan P'oh tze and Heuon Lu both say that T'ai I

swallowed the golden essence and became a spiritual man
; (flJj).

The scholars of Poh (in Honan) wrongly record that Tai I was the
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most honorable of the gods. (Our author seems to mean that they

were wrong in mistaking a man for a god.) The Emperor "Wu

of the Han dynasty was led by the representations of Li Shau

"Weng, to offer sacrifices to T'ai-I at Kan Chuen C^* ^.) But

what the Tauists say of T'ai-I having the name ^9, and of there

being a T'ai-I without man's body has no sufficient proof]. There

have been books bearing T'ai-I's name, entitled the Art of War,

Miscellaneous Authors ; Yin and Yang ; Clouds ; Imperial govern-

ment and Writings of T'ai-I. The Art of War and Clouds are

occasionslly quoted in books, but the Imperial Grovernment and

Miscellaneous Authors do not appear after the Han Dynasty.

(The prefixing of the character -JJi^
— to the title of a book was,

I may affirm, no indication of its authorship, but simply a claim

to antiquity.)

The writings say that Hwang Ti went to Ngch Mei (in Ssu

Chuen ) and saw the heavenly true impoial man. [The three-one

classic says that Hwang Ti rambling about the aetherial terrace

beneath the steep precipices of Tsing C^heng mountains, saw there

the heavenly true imperial man. But Jl in IB> fl S^ M.*

^^M% ^ % H ^, and % Ijv :p all say Hwang Ti went to

Ngeh Mei. This fact is very clearly established. Some say that

he saw at Tiding Cheng, Niiig Feng who sent him to T'ai-I at

Kgeh MeiJ.

After making his obeisance, he inquired about the three-one

doctrine, (Three-one was originally a term symbolizing the unity

of the three races of men—Hwang Ti's question is answered in

the text by a page of turbid moralizing so manifestly unauthentio

that I will not quote it. But the next paragraph is worth

translating.)

** T'ai-I's discourse was concerning the affairs of fire, water and

the great deep. [Yang Ku Show Tau Ki says Hwang Ti had seen

T^ien Hwang's True-one Classic, but was not satisfied, and therefore

travelled about until he found T'ai-I at Ngeh Mei, and asked about

the true-one doctrine. The burden of his discourse was concerning

water, fire, the brown palace (probably meaning the ark, though the

term has been transfered by the Tauists to man's body,) and the

great deep, (doubtless the flood)."

There follows in the Lu Shih an essay of more than two pages,

asserting the longevity of the ancients, but insisting upon the

universality of death and the uselessness of aspiring to immortality.

A note says that 120 years is a long life, but that by temperance man
may live 1000 years. Foirther on in the body of tha essay the cases
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of Woa T'seuen and P'eng Tsu are mentioned, tlie former attaining

1000, the latter 700 years. The mortality of men is corroborated by

the perishability of the material world as shown by cataclasms,

which have left their traces on mountain tops and in deserts. The
essay is exceedingly interesting but too long to be translated. Our

author does not explicitly identify this historical character with the

^ — which he makes equivalent to ;;:;^ ;^ (the great extreme) on the

first page of his book. Indeed the secti)n just quoted stands some

pages below the Three-Hwang. Yet the repeated assertion that

Jen Hwang received the doctrine of T'ai-I, shov/s that the section is

misplaced. The reader should ^observe (1) The "do-less doctrine"

ascribed to Noah—agreeing so well with his Hebrew name, and with

the Hindu doctrine of the inertness of Brahm. (2) The allusions

to a deluge. ('^) The place, agreeing exactly with the traditions

concerning Saturn. (4) The longevity which has made a lasting

impression upon the Chinese mind ; and (5) the name in relation

to names current in the West. Those who used the Hebrew
language came early to apply the term Baal to their ancestoi-s

especially when deified. There were many Baalim, yet one person

seems to have been Baal, |;rtf/' exeUence. The use of the Chinese

word Hwang (^), which as written appears to denote a white

haired prince, i.e. a patriarch; is very similar. It was used

without qualification of T*ai-I. And if we restore to the Hebrew

word Baal the middle consonant ayin which the English spelling

emits we get in Bamjal a sound sufficiently near to the Chinese

Hwaug to prove a literal identity, the Chinese being derived

from the Hebrew. The Hindu name Brahm would seem to represent

a Hebrew term Baal Adam, corresponding ta Chinese Hwang Jen

Still further identity of names is found by taking the full Chinese

title
:;fc
— ^ A .R- The initial T changes to S in going Westward.

Parallel cases are T*ien-chu (India) becoming Sindu, Tien-Hia

becoming Siuae, Tien Hwang becoming Zervan, and (on the map of

India)^ the ancient Hind Dekcl (Indu river) becoming Sind Sagar.

The second character, now read / in the mandarin dialect, was

anciently read Yat (= Heb. ahad), making these changes the name

we are discussing becomes Sayat hwang jen shih, or Saturnus. The

Hindoo, Satiavrata and the Babylonian Xisuthrus are doubtless

derived from this same root form, but more remotely than the Latin

in name. If the reader be sceptical about such etymological identifi-

cations, he is invited to study out those already mentioned in these

essays, to which others may be added. But to return to the view
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advocated by some that Fu Hi and T*ai-I are one person, it is an

idea which would never occur to any reader of Lu Shih or other

hooks of tradition. We have already seen T^ai-I to be a well-

marked historical person. The accounts given of Fa Hi are more

ample. A few points of contrast miy be raantioned. Fu Hi lived at

Chen chow in Honan—Tai-I only appears on the borders of China.

Fa Hi leaves a large family, in Honan. He is an ac!;ive mm develop-

ing the industrial arts, whereas T*ai-I is famous for his quietado. Fa
Hi is on all hands said to have died young, about 190 ; it is said

before his father, whereas, T^ai-I is as notoriously a long lived man.

If we look into the I-king or other philosophic books, we fiad a broad

and explicit distinction between the KUen Kua {i.e. the great father)

and its equivalent % on the one hand, and the sages, represented by

Fu Hi, on the other. The sage is not a creator or progenitor, but

conserves and promotes the work of heaven. It follows therefore

that the identification of Noah with Fa Hi mast be given up as

utterly untenable.

Since Noah lived 350 years after the flood, the reign of Hwang

Ti may be put down at 300 after the flood. His reign was followed

quite closely by that of Yau (a full growth of tradition to the contrary

notwithstanding) and Chinese history begins. -Making the flood

2600 B.C. (as may be done by extending Usher's chronology so as to

allow 430 years in Egypt and 480 years from the crossing of the

Jordan to Solomon's temple,) there need be no difficulty about the

chronology, 2200 B.C. is early enough for Yau Wang. The sum of

the matter is that China brings forward an overwhelming testimony

to the truth of the Bible, gives us a clue for unravelling the post-

diluvian traditions of all nations—and supplies the missing liuk of

Philology. Lot the christian thank God and take courage.
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A BECORD OF THE FAMINE RELIEF -WORB:

IN LIN FEN HIEN.

Teanslated by David Hile.

TN the third year of the Emperor Kwang Sii, there was a strange

succession of calamities in almost every Province in China.

Waiting at that time for an appointment in the city of Tai Yuen

Fu, I saw, from the Peking Gazettes, that there had been disastrous

floods in the Canton and Fuhkien Provinces, typhoons in Kiangsu and

Chekiang, the plague of locusts in Hoopeh and Hoonan, and that a

severe drought had extended over parts of Shensi and Honan to the

Province of Shansi, which Province had suffered more than any of

the preceding.

Exclusive of the Leu Ngan Prefecture, where light crops were

gathered, upwards of 80 Hien districts sent up reports of Famine but

none suffered so severely as those in the Ping Yang Fu.

The chief city of this Prefecture, named Lin Fen, having been,

on two successive occasions, completely devastated by the ravages and

incendiarism of invading armies, once in the 3rd year of Hien Fung,

and again in the 6th year of T^ung Ch*e, these years of continuous

drought pressed much more heavily on this city and neighbourhood

than upon any other.

It was in the early winter of this year, that I was appointed to

the Magistracy of this District and immediately on my arrival, to

assume office, I set about raising subscriptions without a moment's

delay. My predecessor, Mr. Hii had already opened Famine relief

offices, and appointed a central committee, consisting of 10 members,

selected from the leading gentry and merchants, to take general

management of relief affairs.

On taking over the seals of office, I carefully examined the books,

and found that the subscription lists had already been made up, and

that the number of famine sufferers at that time receiving relief

amounted to upwards of 30,000. After a few days however, the news

of relief distribution having been spread abroad, large numbers of

persons returned home, and so vastly was the number increased, that

it was thought advisable to divide them into two classes, one consist-

ing of the very poorest, and one of those a little better off, and thus

the total number, including both those whose names were first entered

and those added afterwards, was now raised to 67,761, in addition to
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'891 Shiu Ts^ai (literati) and 3000 soldiers, who were being supplied

with grain from the Government Granary.

Seeing then the overwhelming numbers of those ia distress, and

the insufficiency of the supply of grain, I called together the principal

inhabitants of the District, and night and day I urged them to

increase their subscriptions.

The apartments occupied as the central relief offices were the

side rooms of the Fu Ch'ing Hwang Miao, (i.e. The city temple for

the Ping Yang Prefecture,) where the poor from the city and suburbs

and the adjoining villages were relieved, this being the most conve-

nient point. "With regard to those in more distant places, seven of the

most central villages were fixed upon as relief stations, so that the

poor people might not perish on their way to the grain stores, through

the long distance they had to travel, the distance between one station

and another being only 10 li or a little over.

The plan of distribution which was adopted, was to appoint

members of the central committee, to take general supervision of these

stations. A day was fixed first of all, on which to supply each

person, whose name was on the Relief Register, with a pass

ticket, stating whether an adult or a child ; the latter only receiving

half the amount of grain supplied to an adult, then on the day of

distribution, the Headmen were ordered to be in attendance, and to

bring with them all the poor of their Tillage, who received relief,

on preseating their pass ticket. It was my practice to take a quick

horse, and with only one or two attendants, ride over to the Relief

station to oversee the work, and after each distribution, to publish

a list of those relieved, and of the amount they received, so as to

prevent any "squeezing." I was so constantly occupied at that time

in arranging and managing these Relief affairs, that, I had not a

moment's leisure, and in the meantime, reports reached me from all

quarters, of burglaries and highway robberies, and from the cases

reported at my yamun, it appeared that men were going about the

country in companies of, in some cases, from 3 to 5, in some, from 10

to 20, and in some, as many as a hundred or more were reported. I

therefore requested a brother official to act as my deputy in hearing

cases in court, that I might in this way, be free to go into the country

with a few soldiers and runners, for the purpose of apprehending

these men and bringing them to justice. Besides the 8 or 9 men,

who were sized at various times, brought to trial, and sentenced to

death, the number of those who were dealt with summarily on

the spot, or thrown into prison and starved to death was beyond

computation.
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At this time, tlie distress of the people was growing more serious

every day. Fowl, dogs, horses, cattle, and everything of the kind

was killed for food, until hardly any were left. The roots of the

flag rush, growing on the banks of the river Fen, were dug up and

conveyed away both by coolies and in carts ; as many as a thousand

persons or more being so employed day after day. • These were then

ground up into meal, and sold at above 40 cash a catty ; sawdust also,

and dried mud, were devoured, any thing in fact that offered the slight-

est hope of sustaining life, though those who took them did really

only hasten their death.

But worse still was the cannibalism reported. The story now is

strange and monstrous enough ! Several youths in the city made their

living day after day, by the sale of human flesh, and when after a

while men's suspicions were [aroused, they [tracked thera to an old

temple, where they found a cofiin, full of human bones, which

explained the whole, and thus it came out that, for some time past,

they had sold nothing but human flesh. Another case was that of a

woman from the Village of Tu Mun living in the Ur Sz Fu street,

who, together with 4 beggar-women and two youths spent their time

in clandestinely carrying off the corpses of those starved to death in

the streets, and when they had brought them home, boiled, and ate

them as also the bodies of a boy and a girl they themselves had killed.

These were all brought to justice and summarily executed. There

were cases too, in which little children were decoyed away and eaten,

others in which lone travellers were carried off and slain, indeed the

details are all too painful to narrate, for the people were in such

distress, and the outlook was so terrible, that as time went on the

account only grows more revolting. Men brutally butchered their

own kin, mothers devoured their children, elder brothers their

youngest, a grandson chopped his grandmother to pieces, a niece

boiled and ate her own aunt. The mangled remains of those thus

cruelly murdered were brought in evidence to my Yamun again and

again. "Well may men say that for hundreds of years there has not

been known so strange a calamity.

It was a saying among the ancients that " when a country is in

a state of anarchy punishments must be severe ;" and yet although

in the cases I met with, I did bring to bear the heaviest punishments

I could, men rushed heedless on to death, and in spite of the execu-

tioner's knife, they went on utterly regardless of law, as though they

had no wish whatever to live. Was it that this dire calamity was

fated so to be ? or was it that we failed to do our utmost to

relieve it ?
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Moreover, the criminals who were charged with eating human
flesh, or committing highway robbery and murder, when brought to

trial had such a livid, haggard, look, and such an emaciated,

skeleton-like figure, so little in fact the appearance of human beings,

that -it was enough to terrify any one to look at them.

After the winter of the 3rd year of Kwang Su, when the princi-

pal military Temple of Ping Tang, was occupied as the central

depot for the relief grain, carts, horses and camels, poured in one

continuous stream, and grain was piled up mountains high. In Lu
Chan also, a depot for the sale of grain, at reduced rates had already

been' opened, so that some hope was now enlertained, that things

would at last take a turn, but up to the 3rd month of the 4th year of

Kwang Sii, no rain had fallen, and consequently flour had risen to

180 cash a catty, and millet to 4800 cash a teu (=10 pints) whilst

the rate of exchange had fallen as low as 1000 copper cash per Tael

of sycee. Thus the price of food was now three tim^s higher than

when I first took ofiice here. Oh how can the people survive when

brought down to such straits as these ?

Yet although the sufferings of the people had reached to such

a pitch. Heaven still repented not of the sore distress.

Exhalations from unburied corpses rising up to heaven, pollute

the air and so fruitful showers still fail to fall in their season and

epidemics spread on every hand, hence the famine was not the

only calamity which overtook the people, but the rich even caught

the infection of this epidemic, and could not escape the darts of death.

Ah me ! the poor had already been carried off by the famine, and now

the rich are swept away by disease. There surely is no limit to these

disasters ! "Will there really be any of the people left ? Pitiable

indeed is it to see how both in the city and the suburbs, men and

women, who 10 days ago, were begging bread there are now entirely

changed, for none of them could last out longer but died off through

sheer starvation. As to the corpses which strewed the streets, there

could not be less than several scores of them every day, hence a large

plot of ground outside each of the four gates of the city, was

purchased, as a public burying ground, and myriads of the dead were

cast into one common grave ; shrouded corpses and scattered bones,

thus found interment day by day, and over each of these graves of

the myriad dead, small tomb stones have been erected to their memory.

Those who, in days to come, hold office in this District, knowing

now how severely the people have been scourged by the Famine, and

how difficult it was. to do anything to save them, are bound to take

precautionary measures for the future.
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As to the liousebold effects of tlie people, they were worth

almost nothing at all. Day by day, in city and suburbs, so many were

offered for sale that they were like drugs in the market, and any

price that was offered would he taken. Ping Yang is said to be one

of the most noted places in the Shausi Province; the oldest and- most

renowned families in the Empire, wealthy merchants, and large

traders, are all congregated in the neighbourhood, and thus it comes

to pass, that both ancient and modern books and drawings, bells,

tripods, and all kinds of valuable curios, were to be found here, but

now, through the distress, which everywhere prevailed, all these

were entirely cleared out, having been bought up by any common

huckster, until of late it has come to be quite a saying that there is

not a valuable curio left, and pity it is that it should be so !

Then as regards house property, and landed estates, they could

be had for a mere song : in one instance, I heard of a house of three

rooms, that was pulled down by the owner, that it was sold for 180

cash ; in another instance, a house was exchanged for two or three

cakes ; in another, an acre of rich land was disposed of for 200

cash. Taking a rough estimate of the whole of the District,

there cannot be less than 5/lOths or 6/lOths of the house property

destroyed, and the number of Temples, both in the city and on the

East suburb, was even greater still. At first private houses in back

streets were pulled down, then the shops on the great thorough-

fares were clandestinely destroyed. But when the distress was so

severe it was impossible to prevent it, though the attempt was made

several times.

The extremities to which the country people wore brought still

more defy description. Villages of 5 or 600 families were reduced to

30 or 40. Others numbering between 1 & 200, now contain no more

than 10 or 20. One family, which farmed above 600 acres, and

contains more than 20 persons, has perished entirely out of existence,

so that there is not even a little child left, and if such was the case

with families, which, before the famine, were esteemed affluent and

well to do, what must the condition of the poor have been ? For

with the exception of one corner of well watered country to the South-

West where only l/5th of the property was destroyed, every village

you come to, throughout the whole District, is in such a state of ruin,

that one-half is covered with the debris of houses, which have been

rased to the ground, and if you should see a house left standing in

the midst, you will find, on nearer approach, that it is nothing more

than four black,walls. Then as to the hill country to the West of

the River, where there was originally but a scant population, you may
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pass through village after village, and not find a single family, until

you turn away from, the sight, sad and sick at heart.

In regard to the Famine Relief, to none is the Province of

Shansi more indebted than to H.E. the Governor Tseng for the

petitions he presented to the throne for a Government grant, and for the

variety of plans he devised, to rescue the people from starvation

during this unprecedented Famine. For example, in Lin Fen Hien

no end both of money and of grain was poured in, and yet in spite of

this, people seemed to die off just as fast as ever. Fearful indeed,

are the judgments of Heaven, when they reach to such a pitch !

About this time, the English Missionaries, Hill, Turner, Richard,

and others were entrusted with a large sum of money, and requested

to proceed to this Province, and engage in the work of Famine Relief,

this was brought about by the reports of sundry Chinese Merchants,

who had gone over to England for purposes of trade, and who, seeing

that the English people were both wealthy and polite, spoke to them

of the Famine in Shansi, and this led to the opening of a public

subscription on behalf of the sufferers.

They commenced their work here in the summer of the 4th year

of Kwang Sii, going themselves round to the villages to make

personal inquiry and inspection, and distributing to each person 1, 2 or

3000 cash, as the case might be. Again in the 2ud and 3rd months

of the 5th year of the present reign, they made a second distribution,

disposing altogether of upwards of £50,000, a full account of which

was forwarded to the higher officials in Tai Yuen Fu. The desire to

alleviate suffering, and the feeling of compassion for one's fellow man,

is the same all the world over ; in the present instance, men from a

distant land, touched with generous feelings, braved the dangers

and toils of travel, and journeyed myriads of miles by sea, to join in

relieving the famishing. How profound then and how long continued

must have been the influence of the virtue and beneficence of his

sacred Majesty the Emperor, that they should thus be moved by the

call of Heaven

!

Again in the 4th month, of the present year, Mr. Sun Sung Tsing

the present Magistrate of Shang Ho Hien, in Shantung, (who was

originally a Tsiu Sze (ll.b.) of Kao Ting, in Chekiang) despatched

his Secretary, Mr. Shun K^i Sung, also, a Chekiang man, with a sum
of money, which had been accumlated by a Society for preserving

written paper which society was formed by a few friends, at the time

they were studying for their degree at home ; to this amount, the

above Magistrate added the whole of his own salary, and the leading

gentry and literati of the place also contributed largely. It was
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from this source that the Tls.3,000, so unostentatiously distributed in

this District, was drawn. These facts I communicated to my superior

officers in Tai Yuen Fu, and on mentioning the same to Mr. Siin, he

said that he had only done what it was his duty to do, and that it

was not with any idea of seeking the praise of men, or with any

desire that such return should be made him.

Further, in the 8th month, a Mr. Yieu Tsoh Lin, and a Mr*

Yang P'ei, with 5 others, who had been pressed to undertake the

distribution of Tls.300,000, contributed by the leading gentry in the

Kiangsu and the Chekiang Provinces, taking the Hien Districts in

Southern Shansi in regular order, came to Lin Fen, and distributed

upwards of Tls.10,000 in this District. In their plans of work they

were exceedingly minute and particular.

Besides these, several other benevolent enterprizes were set on

foot, such as the burial of coffins still uninterred, the dispensing of

medicine to the sick, and in fact every plan that could be devised, was

adopted and carried out, as circumstances called them forth. In the

winter of the 4th year, I opened a subscription list to supply clothing

to the poor, and the officials and merchants subscribed altogether

Tls.lOOO, with which sum, 2000 pairs of wadded trowsers and jacket

for adults, and 500 of the same for children were made. These were

given away as needy cases turned up, but even with these, there was

a good deal of distress, which had to be left unrelieved. As for bones

of those who had perished from starvation, they were left, strewn

about on the roadways, in all directions. I therefore invited the co-

operation of some of the gentry of the place, and, dividing the District

with them, I took soldiers and runners, and went myself into the

country parts to see to their interment, and within the space of two

months, there was not a single one to be seen, I have further to

acknowledge the newly repeated assistance of Mr. Yien (mentioned

above) so opportunely given, by [which I am enabled to carry out

some of the above projects, for which my own resources proved

insufficient It is said that in times past, a certain scholar, named Lii

Sin "Wu, was in the habit, of saying, " There's not a good man to be

found anywhere." Painful indeed, and odious, are such words as

these ! For why should any man, because of his own closefisted

stinginess, which renders him unwilling, to part with a single cash out

of his own abundance, for the benefit of the distressed, turn round in

this way and malign to death every one else in the world ; what can

such a man think of himself I should like to know ? For, considering

the strict integrity and public spirit of the above gentlemen, whose one

idea was, saving the lives of their fellow men, we may even compare
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them to Hii Yung, that virtuous scholar amongst the ancients, who
disposed of all his property for the relief of the poor, or to Su Mei San,

who contributed 3000 acres of his own fertile land, and thus saved

innumerable lives. And do not these men, who have laboured in the

Famine Relief rival those ancient worthies ?

On my first arrival in this city, it was commonly reported amongst

the people, that the rats had all decamped to other places, but in the

summer of the 5th year of Kwang Su, they suddenly appeared in such

numbers, that no one could tell where they came from, and they

multiplied to such an extent, and devoured so much of the standing

corn, as to merit the name of the plague of rats, for in the houses

they would not only eat up all the grain, but they even attacked the

clothes, or anything else they could get at, and in open day they

hardly tried to make their escape. Then if you wished to find a good

cat to catch them, there were very few indeed to be met with, for they

had almost all been eaten up during the famine, so that young kittens

came to be prized like precious jewels, and as much as 1400 or 1500

cash was given for a single one, and even at that rate there were very

few to be had.

But besides this, there was the further plague of wolves, which

suddenly appeared, and that in such numbers, and to the injury of so

many persons, that Official Proclamations were issued, offering rewards

to those who would hunt and capture them ;—thus as though the

sufferings from the Famine were not enough, these additional disasters

overtook the people. I have further to record that from the winter of

last year, right on to the spring and summer of the present one, no

rain had fallen, I therefore went on foot to the cave of the Ku Yi
Sien to pray for rain and there erected an altar, when suddenly a

youth, named Tan K4n, who reported himself as coming from Tsun Yi,

in the Province of Kwei Chow, made his appearance in the district,

affirming that he had got possession of a secret form of prayer for

rain, which had been handed down to him, and that he would
guarantee an abundant rainfall within 7 days. I was somewhat

surprized, but gave orders that his plan should be tried, and on the

€th day above 2 inches -of rain did fall, and on the 7tli sure enough,

there was quite a heavy shower^ so that now for the first time,

throughout the whole of the district farmers were able to sow their

grain. But after all these years of drought, the land lying waste was
so extensive, and labourers so few, that 3/lOths or 4/lOths of the

district was simply a barren waste, all overgrown with weeds, and

this although the Imperial Grace had again and again made liberal

grants of seed-corn, horses and oxen, in answer to the Governor's
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repeated repesentations, for the fact is, a large proportion of tlie people

really had not the means to cultivate and sow their lands. In regard

to this matter, schedules hare recently been printed and issued with

the request that inquiry be made as to the present extent of

uncultivated land, and the result so far, is that including both the

original waste land, and that recently left so through the famine, there

is between 1,400,000 and 1,500,000 acres ; this inquiry will shortly be

completed : in the meantime, I have received appointment to the

Magistracy of the Tso Yuen District, and hence shall not be able to see

it through, a matter which I much regret. My earnest desire therefore,

is that my successor will enter into the benevolent purposes of His

Imperial Majesty, and the kindly intentions of the Governor, by

devising and carrying out further plans for the relief of the people,

and that thus my highest hopes may be realized.

With regard to the Local Subscriptions towards the Famine

Jlelief, the total amount, excluding those still unpaid, whether entered

in the subscription list of the District Magistrate, or other mis-

cellaneous ones, is Tls.4 1,300 odd. In addition to this amount, Tls,7000

was receive from the Famine Relief Committee in Tai Yuen Fu,

making a grand total of Tls. 48,200 or a little more.

Besides this there was the grain supplied by the P'ing Yang Fu
grain depot and that received from the branch office at Liang Ma amoun-

ing in all to 13,270 piculs. The first arrival of this grain dates from

the 10th month of the 3rd year of Kwang Su, and it was continued on

until the end of the 5th month of the 5th year, when distribution

both of grain and money ceased.

The name of the relief stations in the country are as follow,

—

On the East of the river, Ta Yang, Hien Ti, Tung K'ang, and on the

West Lung Sze, Liu T'sun, Tien TVsuu, IIo T'sun, and the names of

the committee of management are the following,—Shen Yu Slmn,

Sii Kiai P'ing, Chang Pang Ilwa, Chia Lien Ch'ing, Kang Lien K'o,

King Ling King, Tso Ting Kai, Li Ting Cliing, Chang Yang, Ch'tm

Koh Ling, Sii Chung Ling, Wang E.'ang, who represented the Gentry

of the disti'ict, and Hung Meu Yuen, Teh Chang Ho, Ta Yiu Hing,

She Shang Yih, Yung Ch'ing Tang Jeh Hing Tang, the Merchants.

This record was prepared by Tsiang Lien, the sub-prefect of the

Tso Yuen District, and acting Magistrate of Lin Fen Ilien. It was

revised by Chang Ngan a Ku Jan (Provincial Licentiate) of the year

Yeh Yiu, and a candidate selected by the board of Civil Office for the

post of District Magistrate.

It was correced by Sii Kiai Ping, a Kii Jan of the year Kang Wu,
selected byilie Board of Civil office for the post of District Magistrate.
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It was collated and examined by Wang Yuh T<ang, of P<oo

Chow Fu, a literary graduate of the year Kw'ei Yin, and ex-

pectant Magistrate of an independent department.

It was transcribed by Shen Yu Sban, a Kii Jan of the Examina-

tion by Imperial grace, in the year Yih Hai, selected by the Board

of Civil Office for the post of District Magistrate.

This stone was auspiciously erected in the 12th month of

the 5th year, Yi Men, of the Emperor Kwaug Su of the Ta

TsUng Dynasty.

The characters t^'ore engraved by Lo Sze Yuen of the city of

Tsih San.

NONGOL STORIES.

THE RECLLSE.

By Hoinos.

TXTHEy the Mongols want to encourage any one in a life given up
* *

to the pursuit of the higher things of their religion, they some-

times tcH the following story, which is, of course, the popular version

of one of their multitudinous religious legends.

A lama once gave himself up to meditation, prayer, and study,

on a mountain side. For three years he prayed assiduously, hoping that

Borhan would reveal himself to him, but the three years passed and

no vision came. Disheartened, worn out, and impoverished, he

quitted his mountain abode to return to the haunts and occupations

of men. On his way he came to the foot of a precipitous hill of rock,

where he beheld a man sawing away at the hill with a hair. " What
are you up to?" asked the lama. "I am going to saw through

this liill" replied the man. " What" said the lama, " with that hair

!

It is impossible !" ** Ah no " said the man, "it is not impossible"

" patience and perseverence will enable me to cut through this

hill with this hair." At this the lama wondered much and turned

away musing thus :
—" This man is content to sit and work away at

" the hopeless task of sawing through a hill with a hair. I^ should

" not then be discouraged. I have striven for three years to have
" a revelation of Borhan and am discouraged because I have not

" yet succeeded. Compared with this man's case my three years are

" nothing. I am ashamed of myself for being discouraged. Ill go
" back and try for other three years."

Back he went and had another three years trial, with all its

many hardships, and still no revelation. Again discouraged he gavo
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up the attempt and set out to return to the world. On his way he

come to a hill where he saw a man with an enormous cauldron, into

which, every now and then, a drop of water descended from a rock.

"What are you doing?" asked the lama. "Filling my pot

** with water," said the man. " What " said the lama, " fill such a

** pot with a stray drop of water that falls now and again ? " " It's

" a slow process," said the man, "but it will fill in time."

At this the lama wondered, and mused thus :
—" I have spent

** six years striving for a revelation of Borhan, and am discouraged

" because I have not got it. If this man can contentedly wait till his

" pot is filled by this slow process, I ought not to be discouraged

" because I have waited in vain six years. I'll go back and have
** another three years at it."

Back he went, three years passed, and still no revelation.

Utterly disheartened, he gave up the whole thing finally, and took

his way back to the world. At the foot of a mountain he saw a poor

female dog covered with sores which swarmed with worms. The

lama stopped and considered what he was to do. If he freed the

dog from the worms and cast them on the ground they would die.

If he did not free the dog it would die. In this dilemma he

conceived the idea of giving half the flesh of his own thigh to the

worms and half to the dog. He*just in the act of doing so, when,

above him there appeared a glory and an apparition—it was Mitra

Borhan appeared to him at last ! Looking towards the dog—it

was gone ; it had only been an apparition.

Mitra asked the lama who and what he was. The lama com-

plained, that though an earnest seeker, he had been left in the dark

and without any vision or revelation for nine long years. Suddenly

the splendid dress of the apparition changed in appearance and. Mitra

said " Foolish man that you are, I have never been more than two
" inches from you ail these years. Look, don't you see how your

" spittle and snuff have bespattered all my robe ?" Thus spake

Mitra, and the lama suddenly and at once attained to the status of

Borhan.

THE GOOD KING AND THE BAD KING.

"\i7nEiS' the Mongols wish to encourage virtue and discourage vice

they tell such stories as the following.

There was a good king who was liberal to the poor and to begging

lamas. He was liberal to every one and gave away so much that

latterly he had little left. He had one only son whom on his death-
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bed, he instructed to follow his example and do as his father had

done. As long as he had anything at all he was to be careful to give

to those w^ho had nothing.

The father died and the son succeeded to the kingdom. His

inheritance was a poverty stricken one, and, by following his father's

precepts, the young king was soon reduced to the most abject poverty.

His father's instructions were explicit. "If you have a yard of cloth

** and meet a man who has none, give him half. If you have two
** cups of millet and meet a man who has none, give him one."

Following these instructions the young king had at last only ten cash

left. A begging lama come and to him he gave five cash. Having

now only five cash left, he proposed to follow the fortunes of the

begging lama. The lama was well pleased and the two set out together.

There was a bad king who by continual oppression and robbery

had amassed great wealth. He had three sons, ^nd, on his death

he charged them to continue his policy of robbery and oppression.

He had grown rich by it, and by it they would keep rich, so their

father had done. They followed their father's advice and example

and kept on increasing in wealth.

The poverty stricken son of the good king, following the fortunes

and hardships of his master, arrived at the court of the three sons

of the bad king, and was an object of curiosity and scorn to them

all. They said among themselves " Our father was right to warn us

" against the policy of the king whose son is now reduced to the

" state of a beggar," So they called their father wise and them-

selves happy. Meanwhile an idea struck the youngest, and he said

to his two elder brethren : suppose I join the lama for a lark, and
" travel with him to see the suffering of the penniless king I Do you
" approve or disapprove ?" " Capital," they said, " by all means
" do so, and came back and tell us all about it, that we may divert

" ourselves with the story of his sufferings." So the youngest brother

joined himself to the lama, and the ]>arty of three, the lama and his

two disciples, set out on their travels. They had the usual hard-

ships and consolations of such a lot ? hunger, and thirst, and sore

travel ; eating, drinking, hospitality, and rest. Finally they came to

a great mountain at the foot of which was a single tent poor, ragged

and black. The only inhabitants of the tent were two old people.

There the travellers put up and rested. The old people having no

children of their own, begged the lama to give them one of his

scholars. The lama ordered the son of the good king to remain. To

this the youth would not agree. He had given himself up as a

scholar to his master, and from his master he would not part on any
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account. The son of the bad king, tired of the roaming life consented

to remain there, and leaving him behind, the lama and his disciple

began to ascend the mountain. They had already gone a good way

when the lama said :
" Ah, I have left may rosary in the tent, it is

" on the west side, go you and bring it, don't enter the tent but stand

" a good way off outside and call for it."

After awhile the scholar returned to liis master trembling

and pale. " What's the matter ?" asked the teacher. The scholar

•* replied, oh I saw the old man and the old woman transformed into

*' horrible creatures, sucking the blood of the son of the bad king."

" Just so" said the lama, " he came here to see your distress, and in

" place of that you saw his."

Arrived at the top of the mountain the lama said, I " must now

go away and leave you." The scholar was in great grief and begged

his teacher to wait and teach him something before he left. The

teacher consented and spent some days^ in instructing his disciple,

teaching him, among other things, the art of flying.

After he had made good progress in the art of flying, his teacher

" said : Go away there to the eastward, see what that is and come

again." The disciple went and saw. It was huge place, colder than

cold, in which people were being frozen hard, then broken across,

this process being repeated unceasingly on the same persons. Among
the sufferers he recognised the bad king being put through his tortures.

" Fly away now in the other directions," said the teacher, " see what
** that is there and come." The disciple went and saw a place full

of trees and green grasses, and flowers, and fruits and delights. Ho
also saw his parents, seated in yellow sedans, borne along in state,

followed by a crowed of adoring lamas. He called to his father but

he would not regard him, he addressed him but he would not answer.

He recognised them well enough, but they would accord him no

token of recognition, so, having, waited till he was satisfied with

seeing, he returned to his master. " Yes," said the lama, " you have

seen your parents enjoying the reward of their virtuous and meri-
** torious life on earth. For their good deeds they have attained to

" the state of Borhan, and are enjoying the happiness you saw."
'* But why," asked the youth " would they not recognise me nor
** speak to me." " Because" said the lama you have not yet changed
" this body of yours." Thereupon the lama left him. The lama was

not the mere begging priest he seemed but Sakyamuni.
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IN MEMOR I AM

The Late Mrs. Edkins;

By J. Dpdgeon M.I>.

"11 FRS. EDKINS, the wife of the well known missionary and sinolo-

gue, died at Peking on the evening of December the 11th, 1877.

She was born at Eaglesham, near Glasgow, on the 26th March, 1833,

and was therefore only 44 years of age at the time of her death. Her
family, of whom there were one or two sons and several daughters,

removed early to the great commercial capital of Scotland where her ^ .-^

father was a well-known citizen and conspicuousl^^by a tall and manly J^- ,^ *

form. The family belonged to be United Presbyterian Church and

sat under the mim'stry, first of Dr. King and latterly of Dr. Calder-

wood (now professor of moral Philosophy in the University of

Edinburgh) the ministers of Grefriars church. Mrs Edkins took a

lively interest in all matters connected with" the church and became lady

superintendent of the large and flourishing Sabbath School in con-

nexion with it. It was from this school she was transferred to

mission work in the capital of far Cathay. During her last two

years at home she was actively engaged in teaching Alexander's

School, Duke-Street, Glasgow. Her cousin the wife of the

Rev. Dr. Williamson, of Chefoo, (then of Shanghai) had preceded

her as a missionary to China, and through her she alternately

became acquainted with her future husband and sphere of labour.

She left England in the autumn of 1862, and was detained in London,

just previous to sailing, by an attack of fever. On her recoveiy, she

sailed on the " Min" via the Cape of Good Hope, the common route

in these days to the east, in company with Mr. and Mrs. Laughton,

of the English Baptish Mission, Chefoo. (Mr. Laughton after labour-

ing most energetically for several years died, at Chefoo, in the spring

of 1862). The small coasting steamer Island Queen (now a Chinese

gunboat) in which they sailed North from Shanghai, was nearly

wrecked in Chefoo harbour, and Mrs. E's life was placed in peril.

Great credit- was accorded to her for her calmness and presence of mind
in the midst of such danger. She reached Tientsin, at the end of

March, 1863, and was married by the Rev. H (now Dr.) Blodget, on
the 9th May, to Rev. J. (now Dr.) Edkins, who was then labouring at

Tientsin, having pushed Noi-th from Shanghai after the cessation of

hostilities in the last war, and first at Chefoo for a short time, then at
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Tientsin and finally at Peking where he has laboured so energetically

and successfully as an honored missionary of the London Missionary

Society. At this time the capital had no representatives of the

protestant mission. It had been opened by treaty to the residence

of ministers of the treaty powers. Dr. Edkins, while stationed at

Tientsin, and waiting for the favorable moment to push towards the

capital, paid several visits there. On the first occassion, in company

with Dr. Blodget, he did not venture, in fact was not permitted to

enter Peking, but took shelter in the very monastery, at the western

hills, where the present writer is jotting down these facts. Dr.

Lockhart, also of the the London Mission, had preceded Dr. E. and

from his connexion as Surgeon to the Legation, was the means of

opening Peking to missionary residence and labour ; having founded at

the same time the hospital, still existing, in connexion with the London

Society. Immediately after their marriage. Dr. and Mrs. E. started

for Peking and resided with Dr. L. at the old hospital adjoining the

British Legation (now included in the Legation proper). There they

were joined by the present writer and his wife in March 1864, also

from Glasgow. They, too had come North in the same little coasting

steamer and had experienced a severe N.W. gale towards the end of

1863, which completely debarred them from entering the river at

Taku by reason of ice. They were obliged to winter at Chefoo, and

did not reach the capital till the end of March. Dr. L. was thus

relieved and at once proceeded home. A daughter, liizzy, was born to

Dr. and Mrs. E., on March 18th, 1864, which lived only 22 months. A
mission chapel was started in No 2 Lane about ^ a mile distant and

there Mrs. E., early began to interest herself among the women and

girls, ably seconded by Madame Morache, the mother of the physician

to the French Legation, a wonderfully active, philanthropic and good

Christian lady. They had a woman's meeting every Sunday. Some

girls and women gathered round them and the nucleus of the future

school with which Mrs. E's name and labour were henceforth to be so

intimately connected began here, in the person of a girl, who per-

sonated a boy, in order to take advantage of the school for boys

already established by Dr. E. At this time the writer opened a dis-

pensary in connexion with the West Chapel in Mutton Lane, and

large members of patients flocked to the new dispensary. The evan-

gelist in charge was able to gather, partly from among the patients,

and partly from among fiiends and neighbours a very large congregation

of women. Mrs. Edkins and her husband went there every Sunday

afternoon, the one preaching in the street chapel to the men, the

other in the back building talking with the women, 'and medical work
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was attended to in the side house. This kind of work was carried on

for several years with more or less activity, until gradually by the

death of many of the leading members, catcehist, etc., at the West, and

finally by the departure of Mrs. E. for England, the work ceased and

it was not till after a considerable interval that a suitable chapel could

be secured on the "West great street. IN^umerous tablets put up at

that "West chapel testified to the gratitude of the people. In Dr.

Mullens' report of the China mission, Dr. Edkins is pictured as

preaching the Prodigal Son, to this large room-full of women gathered

about Mrs. E. This work, especially in the summer, and in a crowded

room, after a rough cart ride of 3 or 4 miles and as many back again,

over rough roads, was no light task. During the first two years or so

Mrs. E, rode frequently on horse-back to her work. This was one of

her grand features—resolute determination, and undaunted courage to

go through and face any kind of work. After their return from their

well-won furlough, Mrs. E. resumed the same kind of work at the

new chapel, and carried it on till obliged to leave Peking for home for

urgent surgical aid. Her last public efPort and one undertaken only

three days before her departure was to meet with the women at the

West, when every movement in our springless carts must have given

her intense pain. It is said that on her return on this last occasion

she stopped and spoke earnestly with a group of men near one of the

palace gates. But not alone was the West chapel moved into a more

public locality, the mission hospital was also removed to more com-

modious premises in the autumn of 1865, and a school was not long

hereafter established at the new premises. A converted Mahommedan
took charge of the girl's school, a brother having charge of the boy's

school. The mother became matron of the former school. The girl's

school teacher turned out to have been addicted to opium and this

was fatal to his usefulness and Christian character. Upon his dis-

missal the school was discontinued for a short time. But this adjunct

had been found so useful to the mission and a centre for the women
coming to church, and a nursery for wives to the young male converts

that ejfforts were put forth to resuscitate it. A reading woman was
finally secured. She appeared at the hospital one day with a person

suffering from cataract, and negotiations were begun which resulted

in this woman with her promising daughter becoming school mistress.

She had been formerly employed in reading novels and plays to ladies

in the houses of the wealthy Chinese. . Many of the early pupils are

now married to members of the church, one, to one of the preachers,

another to one of the dispensary assistant ands so on. A drawing of

the school appeared in one of the illustrations of the London Neics,
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from the pencil of Mr. Simpson the artist, sketched while here during

the festivities attending the marriage of the late Emperor. So anxious

was Mr. S. to get a glimpse of the chair that night as it passed into

the palace with the young Empress in it, and it being forbidden to

appear on the line of route, Mrs. E. secured permission to visit a

shop en route where they spent that night. Mr. S. has acknow-

ledged Mrs. E's kindness and energy, in his book " Meeting the

Sun." Mrs. E. did similar kind offices to Mr. Thomson, the author of

and Illustrations of China its people. The views in the last volume of

Chinese and Manchu head dresses, marriage garments etc were all

provided by Mrs. E. from girls in the schools and the back ground

represents the rockeries in her garden. These too, are but samples of

her self-sacrificing labours of love to assist friends and visitors. She

herself wrote an interesting account of the Emperor's marriage which

appeared in Leisure Hour in 1873. Her second daughter Sarah

was born in October 1867, but she two was short lived, having died

in April of the following year. The two children are buried in the

British cemetry and she herself planted a mimosa at the head of

each of their graves and she proposed to erect a stone with the simple

inscription "Our children." About a month before she died, she ex-

pressed a wish to be buried between them, which wish was carried

into effect. Her third and only surviving child—Isabel—was born

in June, 1871.

Mrs. Edkins, left Peking in May 1873, on her return to Scotland.

She joined her husband at Shanghai. He had preceded her a month,

having left the capital in company with Dr. Legge on a visit to the

birth place of Confucius. The writer will never forget the parting

that th€n took place. The entire church and schools had assembled

to say good bye. It was a grand sight. The whole assembly was

moved to tears. Mrs. E. attempted to say a few words but she

broke down. She took an affectionate adieu of each of them and

we escorted her out of the city. At the city gates other members

of the church were met to take farewell and after all had left but

myself, she wept like a child. She never could have believed that the

Christians could have exhibited so much feeling. She felt a yearning

love for them and a strong desire to return and not go home at all^

More than once on the road to T^ungchow, and on the river, and

again on the ocean, her heart went back to Peking and she longed to

have the women and children round her. She expressed her regrets if

ever she had spoken harshly to them and she resolved if she ever

returned to her work to love and trust them more thoroughly and^ to

do more for them than she had ever before been able to accomplish.
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The writer on taking his departure two years afterwards Ir.ul prctt}'

much the same experience and amidst tears and sobs and long drawn
sighs, he left the compound hearing nothing but kwai hivci M, k>cai

htpei lai, come back quickly, come back quickly. On leaving Shanghai,

Dr. and Mrs. E. visited Japan, and then crossed over to America,

where several months were profitably and pleasantly spent, partly in

visiting objects of interest and friends, and in holding meetings chiefly

in Canada in relation to mission work in China Here Mrs. E.

began her addresses which she followed up in England and Scotland,

which won her golden opinions and were so much relished by the

ladies and Sabbath schools she had the honor of addressing. Mrs. E.

had a very slow 'passage in the winter season, of 19 days, across

the Atlantic, some accident having occurred and great anxiety was
felt at home for the safety of the vessel. Dr. E. followed by a

succeeding steamer and both nearly reached the shores of old England

together. They were at home in Great Britian » little over two years

and were all that time busily employed in missionary deputation

work, for the Society, in various part of England, Scotland, Wales
and the Channel Islands. Those who followed in this sort of work

can testify to the high estimate formed of both Dr. and Mrs. Edkins,

of the interest in mission work among Chinese women elicited by Mrs.

Edkins' spirited addresses and still more interesting and entertaining

conversation. She was instant in season and out of season, travelling

by day and night, one day in London, the next in Glasgow, and

on the following day back in the metropolis again, holding meetings,

forenoon, afternoon and evening, answering letters, attending ladies'

committees, bazaars, etc., and carrying on a voluminous correspond-

ence all over the Empire on female work in the East. Wherever she

spoke she drew great numbers and kept them rivetted for hours and

hours together—the audience often rising and asking her to go on.

Her theme was mission work among the women and children of

China. Through her representations and the interest in this subject

especially among friends of missions in London and Bristols is due

the formation, previously however seriously entertained, of a Ladies*

Committee or Auxiliary in connexion with the L.M.S. She took home
with her many articles of interest from China, illustrating the customs

manners, and trades of the people, and samples of embroidery, etc.,

of the girls of the school and thus an interest was excited which

made her addresses and meetings popular, interesting and instructive

and which resulted in large addition, to her funds for the support

of the school. So -much w^as this the case that on her return to

Peking in 1876, she was enabled to purchase a small property
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adjolnlng the mission compound and her own house, on the East,

to erect suitable premises and to carry on the work most efficiently

under her very eye. She found certain friends and Sabbath schools

throughout England and Scotland who undertook by means of collect-

ing cards, bazaars, etc., to support one or more girls. The cost of the

maintenance and clothing of a girl per annum is $30 including all

expenses.

Just a year after her return and in the midst of her various works

of usefulness, a malignant disease which had existed for several years

previously in an incipient condition and which in England was not

thought to be serious, suddenly grew with great rapidity, and for the

treatment of which she was advised to return home at once in the

hope that a surgical operation might extirpate the diseased growth and

give her a better chance of recovery. This was a sad blow to all her

hopes of work and within a very few days she had to break the sad

news, bid farewell to friends native and European—arrange about her

school and general work among the women, put her house in order and

arrange for her only daughter being left behind with one of the

English missionary ladies. These were trying days but soon all was

accomplished and she cheerfully submitted.

The writer was not at the station when she left but he can

imagine the feelings she must have had and those entertained regard-

ing her in Peking—the loss of a directing head to the church and

mission—a mother and a friend to the foreign community. Mrs.

Collins has given us a most charming appreciative and discriminating

view of her many sided character,—her wide sj'^mpathies, her nobleness

of heart, frankness, liberality and hospitality and of her great devotion

to her work, in Woman's Work Vol. I. No. 2. "The scene was most

distressing when the time came for her to start. The garden was

filled with weeping women and school girls, and many of the church

members ".

Her husband accompanied her to Shanghai. Here she wrote

on Apirl 21st, to the writer her last letter—nearly all taken up

with proposals for the welfare of a young girl in which she was

deeply interested and she adds " I came down here two days ago on

my way home. All I could say could not induce the Dr. to change

his mind. I had only two days to pack up, arrange all my affairs,

public and private, and be off. Bella I left in Mrs. Collin's care.

Every one did much to help me and sympathize so with me, that

really I had much to be thankful for. It was a trial to tear up the

roots once more and go forth. I shall never forget these two days.

Numerous friends here have offered their kind services .... We
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were hot allowed to stay for Ylng's ordination. They made Mr. E.

go with me so it was a grief to us both. We have 20 girls in the

school. Love to especially We did feel for her and I

wanted to write her to say so but thought it would trouble her.

How short is this life and how many are the trials we are called to

pass through ? We need them all, not one too many. Grant that

they may lead us straight to Himself. Before she left Peking,

Dr. Bushell wrote " Mrs. Edkins has been of invaluable assistance

in superintending the preparation of the diet and the nursing of

the poor patients in the hospital."

At Shanghai the growth had attained such dimensions and was

increasing so rapidly that it was considered advisable to operate there

as giving almost the only hope. The first operation was apparently

successful, but after a time, a second was deemed necessary. Her
strength was much diminished and the approach of the hot season

rendered a change to Chefoo advisable. She was three months in

Shanghai, and the summer was spent at Chefoo in the house of an

ardent friend, where she experienced every comfort that fore-

thought and love could devise. The disease gave her much trouble

and measures do not seem to have been taken to make her

position comfortable and pleasant to herself and friends. In the

beginning of autumn she moved north-wards to Tientsin, on her way
back to Peking or home as she was accustomed to express it. She felt

now that her recovery was hopeless and she had a longing to die in

the midst of her work, and her girls, and be buried beside her children.

She remained at Tientsin in the kind care of the friends of the

Mission there awaiting the arrival of the writer to proceed to the

capital. At Tientsin hopes which proved, however, ill-founded had been

held out which rejoiced her friends, but it was perfectly well-known

that the affection was incurable and was fast undermining her

constitution and bringing her to the grave. She was much reduced

and was unable to move. She was carried on board one of the little

house boats on the Peiho, and Peking was reached on the third day

after starting. She bore the journey well and the old home and

familiar faces seemed to refresh her a little. She reached Peking on

the last day of October 1877, and survived, amidst much suffering

but with great patience and resignation until the 11th of December,

as already stated when she quietly fell asleep in Jesus. The ladies

of Peking, both missionary and otherwise, were indefatigable in their

attentions to their sick friend. Everything was done that love

and skill could devise to make her oomfortable and to smooth

her pillow. ' ^-^^ "'
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Oue Sabbath evening shortly before her death when her end

was supposed to be not far distant, a missionary well-known for his

deep sympathy and Christian love, happened to be the preacher of the

evening and who had taken for his text " who is this that cometh

up from the wilderness, leaning on the ai-m of the beloved" Sol.-Song,

VIII. 5, made the following remarks which are so sweet and appropriate

that they are thought worthy of insertion here. He said " For a

decade and more of years I have been watching here a Christian

pilgrim coming up through the wilderness and leaning on the arm

of her beloved. I have seen her when her heart sang songs and I have

seen her when the thorns pierced her ; in her jubilation and in her

moaning. Twice buds of promise came swelling her heart with joy

and hope as scarce any but a mother knows, and twice these buds were

nipped just as they were blossoming into beauty. Death came and

stood between her and the sun and the world grew black and chill,

a place to long to be out of, not to live in. I have seen her in her

joy when some whom she had taught, had been persuaded to leave

the old wildnerness life and follow in her footsteps with their arm

too resting on the beloved. I have seen her in grief—how well

we know it who have done the same work—when those to whom
she had given her best love and her best work, her very life blood

sometimes turned back and were held the willing captives of Satan

and of sin. I have seen the sunshine and the shadow upon her

face which was an open book to her friends. I have watched the

smiles and tears in her voice. But she had the most of sunshine

and of smiles in sickness or health, in gladness or grief giving always

comfort and help to others.

What buoyant hope, what healthful inspiration what earnest

activity, what faithful love have been hers. I have thought of her

much during these past few months. Who among all the circle of

friends here could be missed as she will be missed. Those for whom
she has lovingly laboured will miss her, young men to whom she has

given helpful sympathy will miss her. Would to God they would learn

to follow her Saviour and catch the spirit of her life. A large circle

of friends from different lands will miss her. Chinese Christians

young and old rich and poor, male and female will weep over her.

And many others who may not have learned the secret of her love

;

will have tears for her. What a large place she has filled, and when
she lays down her pilgrim staff and arrives at the home of her beloved

what a vacancy the loss will make.

Pardon me, my dear friends, if these words seem untimely and

anticipatory. When last night, friends came and told me that her
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pilgrim journey was almost done and her feet seemed to stand hard

by the gates of pearl, for a while I could scarce think of ought else,

heaven drew near to my thoughts, where even now the hills are

ringing and the gates uplifting. This side darkness and weeping, but

that side singing and glory. Such is the end of the pilgrim life, out

of darkness into light, out of weeping in to singing, out of death into

life. Nearly all the foreign residents in Peking attended her funeral.

Most appropriate services were held at the house and at the cemetery.

All the school girls attended in Chinese mourning with many of the

women and members of the church, and outside native friends." The

girl's sang most sweetly "My faith looks up to Thee." There was not

a dry eye to be seen. The poor Chinese gazed into the grave and

broke out with the' wildest lamentation and wailing.

A suitable tombstone has been erected with English and Chinese

inscriptions, to mark the spot where rests the remains of this highly

respected and deeply lamented servant of Christ. Two years after

her death her only remaining child, had joined her mother in the

realms of bliss. The mother had her wish gratified. She lies buried

between her two eldest daughters and the third is interred in the

same grave with herself.

During her last illness and shortly before her death, when

her mind was unclouded, frequent conversation was held with her

in regard to her state and prospects. The writer is indebted to her

husband for some of the following remarks which were made. She

was asked if her thoughts were resting on Jesus, to which she replied,

" Yes Jesus, I rest in Jesus." When a lady visitor asked her, Is your

trust in Jesus, she said "That has long been a settled thing with me.'*

When asked "Can you be resigned to what appears to be the will

of God ?" Ans. " I must be resigned," In what place is it best to be ?

Ans. " I know where you mean, in Heaven." Again, asked, Are you

trusting in him who conducts us there ? she replied, "Yes, in Jesus.

I see him, there he is pointing to the foot of the bed on the

left." What is he like? "What is he like?" she said, "He is

Jesus-like."

The school girls came to see her. She sent for them rather

early in the morning. They were not quite ready. AVhen they came

she advised them to be careful about getting up early, because they

would secure time to look at the chapter to be read at morning prayers

before hand ; also she said, "Be sure to love Jesus r also, Read the

Bible much." Mrs. Collins asked her. Can you keep your thoughts on

Jesus ? She replied quickly "Yes, all the time, but I cannot talk about

it as soiqe do."
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One Sabbath when very low and hardly expected to pass the day,

the school girls came and standing on the verandah outside where she

lay, for she had her bed moved into the drawing room for cheerfulness

and in order that she might see the garden and the school, sang

most beautifully " Safe in the arms of Jesus," " Land of the Blest"

and the ** Great Physician," hymns with which they are so familiar.

She enjoyed hearing them and spoke warmly of it and th6n added,

every one should pray, that none may be lost. Her favourite Psalms

were the 23rd and 103rdi In the new Testament the 14th of John

*«fas a favourite. She sent kind messages to all the Christians both

those she knew and these she did not know.

Ying Shau Ku, the native Pastor, on the Sunday after the

funeral in his sermon confessed his own great obligations to her for

his first acquaintance with Christianity. It was the girl's school as

organised and conducted by her which he first heard of. Herself, and

the school awakened his interest and this brought him to the chapel

in the hospital as an auditor. "When afterwards he became baptised

and ultimately pastor of the native church, be felt that it was Mrs.

Edkins by her school and activity that led him to the Gospel.

She was fond of hearing the hymns "Abide with me," "Nearer

my God to Thee" and "My faith looks up to^ Thee" read to her.

She was much struck with a verse in a hymn for sick persons :

—

Cast as a broken rcsael by
TJiy will I can no longer do,"

Yet while a djuly death I die

Thy power I may in weakness show

}

My patience may thy gloi-y^ raise,

My Bpeechless woe proclaims thy praise.

Her own exhibition- of patience in her suffering was very

remarkable. She would have been' glad to have lived a few more

years, "but" she said "it is the will of God and I must submit."

She drew an argument for resignation from- the fact that "we
live at the best but a few years" as shewn in the 90th Psalm

a portion of the divine Word which she liked to have read toher.

In the early part of her illness she had some doubts, which

later were entirely taken away. One day the words were repeated

to her, "Fear not little flock, it is your Father's good pleasure to give

you the kingdom" She remarked, "Ah ! yes, but I sometimes think it

will not be for me." When asked what should hinder, she said,

"my sin." It was added "the Son of God is mainfested to take away

sins." There seems to have been a cloud occasionally as in this

instance over her hopes. But it passed away. Latterly she had no

such check to joyful ooafidcace in God. Her trust was calmly fixed
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on Christ alone and there was apparent in her no self-confidence.

Then she would say, Oh! Lord how long! come quickly! come quickly!

The interests of her girls' school were much on her mind. She

suggested various things in regard to its management. Her great

desire was that a lady should be appionted from home to the station

who might take charge of the school.

Her affection for her little daughter of six was strikingly shewn

in the fact that when speaking to her in short sentences, she seemed

to escape from the deliruim which seized on her during the last

month of her illness. She spoke to her with special plainness and

deliberation, giving her good counsel.

When near the very end and when Mrs. Henderson of Tientsin,

who kindly volunteered to accompany her to Peking, and who under-

took the charge of nursing her, repeated "Rock of ages" to her she

repeated the words " hide in Thee" " hide in Thee." In the latter

part of her illness, she was usually, when asked if she felt happy,

ready to reply " yes quite happy."

Suitable memorials of her appeared in several Chinese religious

papers from the pens of various members of the native church here.

The present hasty and imperfect sketch was written shortly after her

death but was thrown aside unfinished, and press of work, an attack of

fever, and multitudinous other engagements, prevented its publication

at the time when the great loss, sustained by the mission in China

was perhaps fresher in the memories of most. It has been felt by not

a few that some notice of one so gifted and useful, should not be left

unrecorded and although now over two years since her death, her work

and memory are still so fresh in the minds of many, that it may

not be deemed out of place to put on record these few desultory

jottings.

"We shall conclude this notice with five short quotations from

letters of friends, who wrote condoling with the bereaved husband.

One who saw her but once and then only for about a minute,

writes thus :
—"the warmth and cheerfulness and bright, happy ex-

pression of her face, which I then observed during the very brief time

of meeting, impressed me much and I have at times recalled that

brief meeting with no little interest."

Another says " she was a noble women." Another writes " I

always felt better for having met her and seemed to receive new

impulses to labour more faithfully when hearing her speak of the work

that so much filled her heart. I am sure others have also been helped.

She will live in many memories in China no less than at home outside

of her near relatives and friends."
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A fourth writes " we must ever tliink of her as a noble ex imple

of devotion to the Master and of triumphant conflict with difficulties

which would have vanquished a zeal not kindled by a divine hand.

As was her fight of faith below so is her song of victory above."

Another referring to the great sufferings in which she was

sustained by an unseen hand of love says—" But for such divine

succour, her physical strength might have endured but the soul would

not have been able to sliow its triumph over the body so marvellously

as she was permitted and enabled to do. Her patience, her trust in

Christ, her self-renunciation and other Christ-like qualities would

not have shewn forth as they have done. 8he did much in her life to

glorify God but in her death, too, she has glorified him in a way that

few would be able to do."

PROTESTANT MISSIONS;; Iir;THE:;CHEH-KIANa PROVINCE.

By Rev. John Butleb.

pHEIT-KIAXG although the smallest of the eighteen provinces, is

in respect of its population, the products of its soil, and the

industries of its people, among the first in the Empire. It is famous

also in Chinese annals, as the theatre of some of the most important

events in the history of the nation. The renowned emperors Yaou

and Shun, who reigned more than 4000 years ago, were either

natives of Cheh-kiaug, or lived within its borders, and their lives are

commemorated in local traditions and names, the river between

Ningpo and Yii-yiao is called after Yaou, and the farmers around

Yii-yiao like to tell of the illustrious Shun, who once worked on his

fathers farm in the neighborhood and from following the plougli, was

called to guide the helm of state. Ilis near successor Yii, who is

supposed by a few sinologues, to be the '* Noah " of Scripture,

because he is associated in Chinese history with the " great flood,"

is said to have lived not far from the present city of Shao-hing

—

where he is commemorated by an imposing structure called the

"tomb of the great Yii." Ilangehow, the capital of the province, is,

according to the Chinese proverb, a " terrestrial paradise." It is

famous for having been once the capital of the Empire—for the

beauty of its scenery, the literary character of its people, and as the

emporium of the silk manufacture and trade in the province.

The area of the province is 39150 square miles, and its popula-
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tion according to the census of 1812 was put down at twenty-six

millions. Having suffered, like several of the other provinces, from

the devastations of the Tai-ping rebels, its population was greatly

reduced by the war. Of late years, however, there has been great

activity in re-peopling the towns and cities desolated by the rebels,

and in building up the waste places caused by the havoc of war, so

that the population of the province is now much larger than it was

twenty years ago. The lowest estimate that I have seen of its present

inhabitants is about twelve millions. The Rev. A. E. ^loule, in the

interesting " story of the Cheh-kiang mission," puts the population

at twenty millions. Having travelled in all parts of the province,

and several times over some of its most populous districts, I do

not think that the estimate of twenty millions is exaggerated.

"It is one of the most fertile and trading provinces of the

empire" says Buhald. Its silks and its teas were early known in the

markets of Europe, and a brisk trade sprang up between the port of

Ningpo and some of the nations of the west. Shortly after the

discovery of America, Portugese navigators found their way to

Chinese waters, and in lo30 there was already established, at Ningpo,

a large Portugese settlement, whose ships carried the products of Cheh-

kiang, to Japan, the Philippine Islands, and to Europe. ISTearly every

product necessary for the comfort and convenience of man is found

within its borders ; the hill sides are covered with bamboo and the tea-

plant, the more mountainous regions produce timber for ship and

house building, and a ric;h growth of underbrush for firt-wood.

Coal, iron and some of the precious metals are known to exist in

considerable quantities but only the two former products are allowed

by the officials to be removed from tlieir native beds.

Many of the fruits and cereals that are known to the semi-tropical

and temperate zones, are grown in Cheh-kiang; of fruits there are the

cherry, the poach, the plum, the pear, the apricot, orange, bi-bo,

arbutus, persimmon, &c.

Of cereals, the principal crop in the low-lands is rice ; among
the hills wheat, barley, maize, and millet are grown. Of other

products there are cotton, sugar-cane, hemp, tobacco, and a great

variety of peas, beans, roots, and cabbages ; of late years, considerable

opium has been grown in the Tal-chow and KIn-hwa destrlcts.

The level county is intersected by numerous canals, which are

used for irrigation and travelling purposes, and the more hilly regions

of the province are all accessible by means of tolerably good moun-
tain roads, and of inns situated at convenient distances, for the

comfort and safety of travellers.
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BEGIXNING OF MISSIONS.

Shortly after the signing of the treaty of Nankin, and the opening

of the five ports for trade and residence of Europeans, Protestant

missionaries arrived at Ningpo, It should he recorded to the honor

of the medical profession that the two first missionaries* to arrive

in Cheh-kiang, were representatives of the healing art. The first

on the ground was Dr. D. J. Macgowan, who arrived in 1843 as a

missionary of the American Baptist Miss. Union. He was followed

in 1844, by Dr. D. B. McCartee, Medical Missionary of the American

Presbyterian Church. A few mouths later in the same year the

Rev. R. Q. Way and wife, of the Presbyterian Board, arrived and

in the spring of 1845, Revds, M. S. Culbertsou and A. W. Loomis

and their wives, and Rev. W. M. Lowrie, of the American Presby-

terian Church.

The same year, Miss Aldersy, a member of the English Presby-

terian Church, and an independent missionary reached Ningpo.

In 1847, the English Baptist Missionary Society was represented

by the arrival of Rov. Thos. H. Hudson.

In 1848, the Rev. W. A. Russell and Rev. R. H. Cobbold,

missionaries of the English Church Missionary Society, reached

Ningpo.

In 1866 the mission of the United, Methodist Free Church, was

commenced by Rev. John Mara.

The China Inland Missionary was commenced in Hangchow, by

Rev. J. Hudson Taylor and eelleagues, in 1866.

The American Presbyterian Church, South, commenced their

Mission in Hangchow, in 1867. The first missionary was Rev. E. B.

Inslee. There are five Missionary Societies labouring at present in

Cheh-kiang, and all but one of these viz., the American^^Presbyterian

Church, South, are represented in Ningpo.

EXPANDING OF THE WORK.

For the first thirteen years, the labors of the missionaries were

confined chiefly to the eity of Ningpo and the country immediately

surrounding it—and it was not till the year 1856, that any success-

ful attempt was made in opening out-stations. In the autumn of

this year the Rev. J. L. Nevius, Presbyterian, and Rev. F. F.

Gough, Episcopalian, made a trip to the then unknown region

of Saen-pQh and this may be considered as the beginning of out-

station work in Cheh-kiang, as well as the beginning of a work in

that particular region which continues in interest to the present day/
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In the Eastern portion of the Saen-poh plain, the O.M.S. has now,

a large and flourishing Church, with its own native pastor, toge-

ther with several out-stations. In the "Western portion the Presby-

terian Mission has four Churches, three of which have native

pastors.

Hangchow, the capitol, 120 miles from Ningpo, was occupied

by Rev. J. L. Nevius and Mrs. Nevius of the Presbyterian Mission in

1859, but their residence was only temporary, as the excitement caused

by the war in the north of China, compelled them to withdraw. Not

until the Tai-ping rebels were driven out of the Province in 1864,

was the work of itineration and the planting of out-stations system-

atically begun. Hangchow was permanently occupied by the Church

Missionary Society in the Autumn of 1864, and by the Presbyterian

Mission in January 1865. The work of expansion has gone forward,

gradually, until now stations are planted in many of the interior and

remote parts of the province. Gyii-chow in the South West, nearly

300 miles from Ningpo, and Wen-chow in the South East, about the

same distance from Ningpo, are occupied by European missionaries of

the China Inland Mission. Kin-hwa, about 250 miles South West
from Ningpo, is occupied by the American Baptist Mission. In the

Pong-yiang district, about 200 miles South of Ningpo, the Presby-

terians have three stations and a very interesting work.

These are but picket posts, planted on the borders of the enemy's

territory, to give information of the extent and power of the

adversary's forces. Notwithstanding the number of out-stations and

churches already planted, the traveller over the hills and plains of

Cheh-kiang, must be struck with the large extent of country that

is still unoccupied. Drawing an imaginary line from Wen-chow,

in the South East, through Kin-hwa and Law-kyi on the Dzin-dong

river, we have more than one third of the province, lying South of

this line, still unoccupied, excepting, perhaps, one or two stations of

the Inland Mission. Moreover the central portion of the province ia

but very inadequately worked at present.

The principal part of the mission work in Cheh-kiang is still

carried on in the populous plains about Ningpo, in the Saen-poh district

and along the main route of travel between Ningpo and Hang-

chow, and along the sea coast. An idea of the work yet to be done

in the Cheh-kiang province, may be obtained by considering the fact,

that of the seventy seven cities of the second and third rank only

twenty one are occupied, and of the eleven cities of the first rank

four are still unoccupied. Add to these the innumerable towns and

villages scattered over the province^ where no missionary, native or
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foreigner, resides and we have some idea of the need there is for

more work and workers in the Cheh-kiang province.

The following summary will give an idea of the present situation.

Foreign missionaries male and female, . . - G9

Native Pastors, . . . . . . 25

Assistant preachers of all classes, . . . . 106

Boarding schools, boy's and g'irl's, * . 14

„ „ Scholars, . . . . 208

Hospitals . . . . . . . . 2

Patients, last year, . . . . . . 20,800

Churches, . . . . . . 50

,, Self-supporting, . . . . 6

Communicants, . . . . . . 2051

Stations, . . . . . . 96

Contributions, last year, . . • • $ 1518.75

Some persons have a strong aversion to statistics in general, and

particularly to missionary statistics, as though they conveyed a wrong

impression of the real state of the case.

As to statistics in general, I will not venture an opinion but in

regard to missionary statistics, my own experience is that they never

do justice to the fubjcct, and I am more than ever impressed with

their inadequacy, in compiling the accompanying table of statistics

for this province.

Take for example the item " 96 stations." What a meagre

idea these figures convey, of all that is included in such a report.

To those who have practical experience in opening stations, these

figures mean, 96 hard fought battles—-96 victories over mob violence,

false rumors, deception, exorbitant charges, and over many other

"ways that are dark and tricks that are vain" of the "heathen

Chiuee."

It has required years of planning, of patience, and of suffering to

get full possession of some of the stations—and after the work has all

been done, the missionary has perhaps written home to his Society,

the simple statement that a new station has been opened in a certain

town or city.

"Fifty Churches." Fifty interesting volumes might be written

about these fifty churches—-the seed-sowing, the watering, the long

waiting, the first fruits, the disappointments, the hopes and fears,

the joys and sorrows, connected with each of these churches would

make a book of thrilling interest.

Six of these fifty are self-supporting. This is a more advanced

phase of mission work, and brings to light both the good and the bad
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elements, of native Christians. When the multitude that followed our

Lord, found that there was no worldly advantage to be gained from

connection with him, but rather that discipleship involved self-denial,

hardship and persecution, many of them followed no more with him.

When the pressure of self-support is brought to bear upon a congrega-

tion of converts from heathenism, it often results in some being

offended and falling away. But it just as often results in bringing to

light, cases of earnestness, zeal and liberality far beyond your

expectations. I have been fully as much disappointed in making

discoveries of prayerfuluess, and earnest piety, and consecration to

the Master's service, among some Christians where these were not

expected, as in finding out selfishness, worldliness and h}^ocrisy,

among others. The labor involved in collecting a congregation of

Christians from a heathen population, and teaching and training^ them

so that they are controlled by the Word of God, not only in the

spiritual matters of the congregation but also in the temporalities,

giving cheerfully of their substance for the support of the Gospel,

and some of them even beyond their ability, can never be understood

except by those who are participants in such labors.

" Ttco thousand and fifty one Christians"—What is this but the

record of so many miracles of grace, so many proofs of the mighty

power of God, working among this heathen people.

When we consider the obstacles in the way of a heathen em-

bracing Christianity it is a wonder that any one ever becomes a

Christian, and when we consider the trials they have to endure after

they become Christians, it is a wonder that any of them hold out

faithful. The days of "rice Christians," if they ever existed, have

passed away in China. Those who become Christians now do it with

the prospect of losing all in this w^orld that they may win Christ.

I shall never forget the scenes that I witnessed during the

excitement that followed the Tientsin massacre in 1870.

In the height of the excitement I travelled among several

of our country stations, and was witness to the threats and insults

that the Christians received. It was firmly believed that the

foreigners were to be driven from the country, and the vengeance

of the heathen would then be wreaked upon the helpless disciples of

Christ. This is what most of the Christians that I met expected.

The Christians of Sfen-poh met together to exhort one another

and comfort one another in view of the trials about to befall

them.

One of the native preachers made a stirring address, in which he

spoke of the persecution that was likely to follow. Said he, " let us
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sliow GUV neighbors and friends that wc are not hypocrites, nor dupes

of the foreigner, but honest and earnest men, who are ready to die for

our religion, ii necessary". My experience of these days, completely

cured me of any doubts in regard to the genuineness of Chinese

Christianity. I did not hear of one case of apostasy during these

trying days.

Among the severest trials that Christians in Cheh-kiang have

had to endure have been the periodical rumors that sweep over the

country. Rumors of war, superstitious rumors, like those connected

with the " genii powder" " the tail cutting," " the paper men"
" the black cat scare," &c. And whether it be a war with England,

or a war with Japan, whether it was the genii powder, and the tail

cutting excitement, the result was the same viz., the expulsion of the

foreigner, and the extinguishing of Christianity. "What, still going to

church, when it is decided that you will all be killed," was the sneer-

ing remark of a literary man to a little company of Christians going

to church on Sabbath morning. Add to rumors, persecutions from

magistrates, from neighborhoods, from relatives. And then survey the

difficulties within the church, disaffections among Christians, disaffect-

ions among native preachers. In most of the districts in Cheh-kiang

where the Gospel is now firmly rooted, many, if not all, of these trials

have befallen the cause. After the trials come bright days, to be

succeeded again by some unexpected out-break of opposition, or some

painful case of falling among Christians. Through such scenes has

been the upward progress of Christianity in Cheh-kiang. The results

now achieved have been achieved through conflicts and trials, through

opposition and persecution, through joy and sorrow. A history

detailing the planting and growth of Protestant Missions in Cheh-

kiang would make a volume of thrilling interest and might well be

called " Trials and Triumphs."

RELATION OF NATIVE AGENTS TO PRESENT RESULTS.

One of the weak points in all mission reports, is the obscure

position given to native assistants. They are numbered in the table of

statistics, and, perhaps, the name of each assistant is given in the

catalogue of the mission, but selckm more than this is said of their

labors. Missions to the heathen will never be fully understood until the

part which native agents have in them is brought more to the front.

In regard to the native agents employed by the different missions

in Cheh-kiang it is safe to say, that the great body of the work

done has been through the faithful, persevering labors of these

co-laborers.
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Of the 96 stations now occupied, I will venture the stiiteMii^nt

that not one of them was opened without the assistance of the native.

In most cases it is impossible to get possession of houses or laud

without the advice and assistance of faithful natives. .

And when the station is opened the principal part of the work

falls upou the native; Yes, and the principal part of the hardship too.

The wrath of the magistrate, the fury of the mob, the vengeance of

relatives is not visited upon the foreigner but upon the native. When
in some interior town or city a 'chapel is opened, the native assistant,

through weai-y months and years, has to endure the sneer of the

literati, the taunts of relatives, and the suspicions of all, because he

is an agent of outside barbarians, and preaching a foreign religion.

Unfaithful ones there are doubtless found amongst them, but

this is ouly saying that they are human. All the weaknesses and the

failures brought to light among Chinese preachers, have existed

in Europeans, and if there be any difference it is a difference of degree

not of kind. Whether it be their capacity for knowledge, their

familiarity with Scripture, their effectiveness as preachers, their

wisdom in managing cases of discipline in the church, and their

patience under trials from their own countrymen.

I have learned more and more to admire their superiority, and

many of them seem to me to illustrate well the remarkable saying

of other own Confucius, " Is he not a man of complete virtue,

who feels no discomposure though men take no note of him."

All honor to the noble body of men, who through evil report and

good report, through storm and sunshine, through persecution and

poverty, have, on the whole, maintained a consistent character, and

labored faithfully for the Master.

I think now only with sorrow of some suspicions I was led to

entertain of native assistants as a class, shortly after my arrival in

China. But the more intimate I become with them, the more I know
the trials they have to endure, and the sacrifices they have to make,

and the little honor they receive of men, the more I learn to admire

and love them.
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SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT CHRISTIAN MISSIONS;

EXAMINATIONS.

By Rev. Timothy Eichards.

1. No nativecouimuuity, or iudividaal, has yet been able to

govern well without rewards and punishment. In Education the

most prosperous communities and nations have examinations by

which all are stimulated by the hope of reward or by the fear of

failure. The plan has its disadvantages liice every other plan, still

no student of history questions, that, on the whole, the examination

system is of incalculable benefit.

2. Though pretending to ability to teach the nations, I fear we

have overlooked this engine to a most culpable extent in China.

Young missionaries come out whose hearts are aglow with enthusiasm

for this work and are soon distributed in isolated stations throughout

the different provinces to learn the language, to study the literature,

and to enquire into the thousand interesting subjects of China, but,

for want of method, an immense amount of wasted energy is spent,

and not a few break down in despair before the magnitude of the task

and go home because the climate does not agree with them, (?)

3. Even should they persevere at their work, it is still a question,

(or rather there is no question at all about it) if much of their

usefuluess is not hindered thOughout their life time for want of right

method in their study.

4. Some missions do hold examinations, whilst others for want

of sufficient numbers to make it important, or for other reasons,

neglect it; so that practically half the missionaries have no real

examinations at all, and the other half have only some make-shift

examinations. Even if this is too strongly stated, would there not be

an immense advantage gained if all the different Societies were to

hold examinations together. For example :

—
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5. (a) Let there be an examination of all who have been in the

country over twelvemonths and under two years.

(J.) Another examination of all who have been in the country

tico years but under three.

There will of course be differences in the papers according

as the students have been long or short in the country. A difference

of a few months will be very great in the first year, but that

is an inevitable difl&culty. By the third year that will greatly

lessen.

(c.) Let there be an examination at the end of three years.

Some would wish to have one at the end of five years, while

others would like to be free at the end of the second perhaps.

6. The first years examination might be held at the most central

station in each province, and so with the second, while the third

year's examination might, perhaps, be well held at some convenient

place for all to meet from every province, and thus give the new mission

aries an opportunity of knowing each other before commencing this

life work of service.

7. The examiners might be chosen by the representatives

of different Societies, and re-chosen every year or every three

years.

8. All that would be necessary in the (a) and (b) examinations

would be sending the questions to each province, and let the

provincial missionaries appoint the vive voce examiners, the written

examination to be prepared only by the national examiners.

9. As to the subjects for the (c) examination, it is difficult to

make a satisfactory classification
;
perhaps the following might do,

of course all from Chinese sources.

(a.) The intellectual, including ;

—

Language, History, Politics, Philpsophy, Jurisprudence.

(b.) The devotional, including;

—

Historical religions. Traditional religions now existing (or experi-

mental and practical ones.) Lives of ideal devout men.

(c.) The aesthetic, including ;

—

Poetry, Music, Ritual, Painting, Sculpture.

10. Owing to the extraordinary difficulty in getting rid of foreign

prejudices which hinder our work as much as anything, it may

perhaps be necessary to make certain conditions, such as

—
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(a.) That the candidates must have done some charitable work

amongst the poor in co-operation with good natives who are not

Christians.

(6.) That they be on visiting and dining terms with at least dcd

natives who are not Christians,—treating them as friends and equals,

so as to encourage peace and good will.

11. If the Bishops and senior missionaries were to take this

matter up and issue a programme for all who wish to be can-

didates, then we might see it begun in 1880. Even if only half or a

third were to go in for it at first, once the subjects are well chosen,

and the examiners have taken up the work in earnest, with God's

blessing, most in time will join, and an immense saving will be

effected, the younger missionaries will get the best guidance of the

elder ones, and God's kingdom will be more efficiently manned here

than ever before.

12. If some such scheme should be found of advantage for

foreign missionaries, it will be equally advantageous for native

Pastors, and if all in China could agree to have a general examina*

tion of Theological Students, as already in some provinces, a grand

step will have been taken not only towards unity but also towards

gi*eater efiiciency. The native arid foreign, (both the provincial and

national) examinations might be carried on at the same time. Would

not some of the missionaries w'ho have laboured long on this subject

of Pastoral education, give us a prospectus of studies, rules for

examinations &c., for the benefit of the many who are so much.

interested in the matter ?

13. The consular and customs service might have men who

would like to join in the examinations.
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THE MISSIONARY'S CALL.

My soul is not at rest : there comes a strange

And secret whisper to my spirit, like

A dream at night, which tells me I am on
Enchanted ground. Why live I here ? The vows
Of God are on me, and I may not stop

To play with shadows, or pluck earthly flowers

Till I my work have done, and rendered up
Account. The voice of my departed Lord,
" Go teach all nations," from the eastern world
Comes on the night air, and awakes my ear.

And I will go. I may not longer doubt
To give up friends and home and idle hopes,

And every tender tie that binds my heart

To thee, my country. Why should I regard

Earth's little store of bom-owed sweets ? I sure

Have had enough of bitter in my cup
To show that never was it His design

Who placed me here that I should live at ease,

Or drink at pleasure's fountain. Henceforth, then,

It matters not if storm or sunshine be

My eai'thly lot, bitter or sweet my cup

;

I only pray, God fit me for the work.

God make me holy, and my spirit nerve

For the stern hour of strife. Let me but know
There is an arm unseen that holds me up,

An eye that kindly watches all my path

Till I my weary pilgrimage have done,

—

Let me but know I have a Friend that waits

To welcome me to glory, and I joy

To tread the dark and death fraught wilderness.

And when I come to stretch me for the last,

In unattended agony, beneath

The cacoa's shade, or lift my dying eyes

From Afric's burning sand, it will be sweet

That I have toiled for other worlds than this

;

I know I shall feel happier than to die

On softer bed. And if I should reach Heaven,

—

If one that has so deeply, darkly sinned,

—

If one whom ruin and revolt have held

With such a fearful grasp,—if one for whom
Satan hath struggled as he hath for me,
Should ever reach that, .blessed shore, Oh ! how
This heart will flame with gratitude and love

;

And through the ages of eternal years,

Thus saved, my spirit never shall repent

That toil and sufFering once were mine below.

De. Nathan Brown.
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THE MISSIONS OF CANTON CITY AND OF THE OENTRAI.

PARTS OF THE CANTON PROVINCE.

By Ret. H. V. Notes.

rpHE province of Kwangtung is the most Southerly of the eighteen

provinces of China. The main portion of it lies hetween 110'

and 117' East longitude, and between 21" 30' and 25" 30' North

latitude. Beyond these lines, there is, at the South West corner, a

projection of the main land towards the South, and also the large

island of Hainan. There is also an irregular extension to the West,

running through nearly two degrees of longitude. . The whole area of

the province is estimated at 79,456 square miles, and its population,

by the last census, at 19,348,896, being an average of 241 to the

square mile, an average about the same, as that of England and

Wales, less than that of Ireland, and a little more than that of

France. Two thirds of this area, and especially towards the inland

boundary, is hilly or mountainous, which causes the population there

to be less dense, and more crowded on those alluvial plains which lie

near the sea, nowhere more crowded than on that great delta, nearly

200 miles on either side, at the head of which sits enthroned the great

city of Canton with its world-wide commerce, and its busy population

of 1,000,000 souls.

It would be difficult to find a better centre than this for

mission work. From the city to the sea, the wide plain is so inter-

sected with a net-work of water courses, that there are few cities or

large villages, which do not either lie upon the banks, or within easy

distance, of some navigable stream. Eastward and Westward through

the very heart of the province, stretch the great East and West river,

the head waters of the one springing near the head waters of thos©

rivers that find their way to the ocean on the extreme South Eastern

coast, while the head waters of the other are hundreds of miles away^

beyond the farthest limits of the adjoining province of Kwangse.

From the extreme Northern boundary', comes the North river, gather-

ing its waters from a hundred streams, and then cutting its way down

through mountain passes, whose beauty and wild grandeur are rarely

equalled, until it joins its waters with those of the East and West
rivers and together, they find their way through many winding
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cliannels to the sea. It is the object of this paper to give a summary

of the present condition of mission work in that large tract of country,

reached by these streams, from Canton as a centre. It is hoped that

others will giye summaries of the work in the Eastern part of the

province, reached from Swatow, and of the work of those missions

located in Hongkong.

Six missionary societies are represented at Canton. 1st, The

London Mission. 2nd, The American Presbyterian Mission, North.

3rd, The American Baptist Mission, South. 4th, The English Wesleyan

Mission. 5th, The Rhenish Mission. 6th, The Medical Missionary

Society. Some of the members of the English Wesleyan Mission

and also some of the Rhenish Mission, reside in the interior. :b

A summary of the work of these Missions is here given undi&r

the following topics.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

There are in all 24 organised churches, with a membership of

1587. Six of these churches, with an aggregate membership of about

700, are in Canton city. The whole number of chapels inclusive of

those where native churches meet, as reported by the various Mis-

sions is 88. To these should probably be added some six more,

recently opened by the English Church Mission, who expect soon to

locate in Canton. These chapels are scatterd through 24 of the 77

districts of the province. Seventeen of them are in the provincial

city. At nearly all of these, and at a goodly number of the others,

daily preaching is maintained.

Let us now traverse the countr)'', by its water courses, and

find where the chapels away from the city, are located. Taking

a Southerly course we soon enter the district of Shan-Tak,

a silk district, whose fields are covered with mulberry trees,

and whose people are both wealthy and proud. Among its

numerous cities and villages, the largest is Ch'an Ts'iin, with

a population of about 100,000. Here is a chapel of the English "Wes-

leyan Mission, the only chapel in the district. South of Shan-Tak is

the San-Ui district from which, every year, millions of palm leaf

fans are sent to all parts of the world. The most important places in

this district are San-Ui the district city, with a population of pe rhaps

250,000, and Kong-Mun, a large trading town, visited continually by

sea going junks, and where not less than 100,000 people live. At

this place, the English Church Mission opened a station last year, and

on©^ was opened tliis yoar by the American, Presbyterian Mission.
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SaurUi city has been occupied eight years by the EnglishWesleyan Mis-

sion, and by theAmerican Presbyterian Mission, who last year organised

a church there. West of San-Ui is the district of Hoi-Ping. Ascend-

ing a stream which enters the sea some 20 miles West of Macao, we
come to the station of the EnglishWesleyan Mission at the large market

town of Shui-Hau, and, 55 miles further on, to the station of the Ameri-

can Presbyterian Mission at Ch'ik-Hom, both in the district of Hoi-

Ping. West of Hoi-Ping is Yan-Ping at whose district city is a chapel

of the English Church Mission. South of Hoi-Ping is the San-Ning

district which reaches to the sea. The English Wesleyan Mission have

bad for some years a station at the district city. Half way between that

aud the sea a chapel was opened a few months ago, by the American

Presbyterian Mission, at the market town of Chung-Lau, and down on

the sea-coast is a station at Kwong-Hoi under the care of Bishop

Burden of Hongkong. The IJnglish Church Mission have opened

chapels at Hok-Shan and Heung-Shan. We thus find that the seven

4istricts, which lie between Canton and the sea, in a Southern

Of- South Westeni direction, have each one or more mission

stations.

Twelve miles West of Canton is Fatshan with a population of

400,000, where are two chf^pels and two organised churches, con-

nected with the Jiondon Mission and the English Wesleyan Mission.

The Wesleyan Mission have within a few years purchased land here

and erected two dwellings for members of that Mission. Continuing our

journey 20 miles farther in a Westerly direction and then ascending

the ls[orth river, we :(ind a Jine of districts occupied as follows ;—1st,

Sam-Shui, occupied at Sai-Nam by the American Baptist Mission

;

2nd, Tsing-iin, occupied at the district city, and at the large town of

Shek-kok, by the American Baptist Mission ; 3rd, Ying-Tak, station

established in 1879 by the English Wesleyan Mission ; 4th, Huk-

kong. Two members of the English Wesleyan Mission reside at the

large city of Shiu-Kwan, in this district, distant from Canton, by the

course of the river, about 250 miles. Still ascending the river, which

here divides, by its North-Eastern branch we come to Nam-Hung. A
member of the Rhenish Mission resides here, a Chinese who received

a thorough education and theological training in Germany and then

returned as a regularly appointed missionary. At the North-West

corner of the province a station has been recently established by the

American Presbyterian Mission at Lin-Chau,. Eighty miles from

Canton, on the West river, is a church and station of the American

Baptist Mission at the city of »Shiu-Hing with chapels at t^o.
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neighboring villages, and still farther away on one of the Southern

branches of the same river is a chapel of the English Church

Mission at Lo-Ting.

Outside of Canton city, but in a district in which a portion of it

is situated, the Pun-ii district, are three chapels of the American

Presbyterian Mission. Farther away to the North East, in the

Tsung-fa district, are two stations of the London Mission and one

of the American Baptist Mission and in the Fa-iin district, to the

"West of Tsung-fa, are stations of the Rhenish Mission.

Along the East river are four occupied districts, two bordering

on the North bank, and two on the South. The Rhenish Mission

have stations at Wai-chau, in the Kwai-shin district, and Tung-kun,

in the Tung-kun district, and also at other points these districts,

and in the Tsang-shing district. Members of this Mission also reside

at Fuk-wing and have stations in the San-on district, which lies on

the sea-coast, North of Hongkong. In the Pak-16 district, whose

Southern border is the East river, the London Mission have a

number of stations and organised churches. This completes the

circuit.

To carry on the work at all these scattered stations there is,

besides the foreign missionary force, a native force consisting of 8

ordained pastors, 63 assistant preachers and 8 colporteurs, nor must we

omit the Bible women who are coming to hold a very important place

in mission work. Of these there are now 25 employed, in daily

visiting from house to house, in holding meetings for women, in rooms

provided for the purpose, and whose work meets with most encourag-

ing success.

SCHOOLS.

These have a prominent place in the work of most of the

Missions.

Theological training schools. There are no distinctively theological

schools, but thorough Bible instruction is given in all the schools,

and a number of them are in part training schools for preparing

preachers and Bible women for their work. Three of the Missions

have such schools and the American Baptist mission has also a class

of theological students, who, though not connected with any

school, meet during certain portions of the year for receiving

careful instruction. The whole number of theological students

is 35.
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. Boarding schools. There are four such schools for males, one

connected with the American Presbyterian Mission with 16 studants,

and three connected with the Rhenish Mission with 40 students. These

numbers include theological students. The English Wesleyan Mission

trains its preachers and teachers in connection with an excellent day

school which has been successfully carried on for many years. There

is a boarding school in Canton, for girls and women, connected with

the American Presbyterian Mission. The number of pupils last

year was 43. A new building for this school is now being erected

which will furnish accommodations for a considerably larger

number of pupils. The Rhenish Mission have also recently com-

menced a girVs boarding school. In the other Missions women
are' instructed, either in private classes, or in connection with

day schools.

Baf/ schools. Of these there are 16 for boys, with 495 pupils ; and

18 for girls with 525 pupils. These girl's schools are most of them,

places where women also meet to hear the gospel, and are thus

women's chayels as well as girl's schools. The work of missionary

ladies, of Bible women and of the teachers of girl's schools, is a very

important department of missionary effort, and its influence here is

becoming more and more widely felt. The large number of female

church members now as compared with that of former years, is due

almost entirely to this influence.

HOSPITAL.

The hospital work is carried on under the auspices of the

Medical Missionary Society which- was established in Canton many
years ago. The funds for its support are subscribed by residents of

Canton and Hongkong, and of late years considerable amounts have also

been obtained from the Chinese. The Society carries on its work,

in cordial co-operation with the other missionary Societies. The
surgeon now in charge is a member of the American Presbyterian

Mission. In the interior there are dispensaries at Tung-kun, Fu-mun,

and San-wai, out-stations of the Rhenish Mission ; and at Sai-Nam,

Shek-kok and Tsing-iin, out-stations of the American Baptist Mission.

The Society owns a large lot in Canton, upon which havQ been

substantially erected, a dwelling house for the resident physician,

buildings with numerous wards for both male and female in-patients,

and a chapel and dispensary. Its beneficent work is widely known

as appears from the fact that the in-patients last year (not one tenth of
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the number of patients) came from 23 districts and 5 Chau of the

Kwong-tung province, and 15 of them from 6 other provinces. The

whole number of out-patients during 1879 was 25,161 and of in-

patients 1,140 .

—

,

The number of Medical students is increasing. TUey find no

difficulty in obtaining good positions after their studies are completed.

The Medical class last year numbered, 19, and a new feature, in regard

to this class, was that three were Chinese Christian women who are

thus preparing themselves for greater usefulness.

Constant efforts are made to being the patients under religious

influence. Religious services are held in the chapel every Sabbath

and with them is connected a large Sabbath school. There are prayer

meetings during the week, preaching on dispensing days, and morning

prayers every day. A regular system of visiting through all the

wards, both male and female, is carried on, and religious tracts

distributed to those who can read. Twelve of the patients joined the

church during the past year.

Statistics.

i<»Ki r ffi.Tyii .

Mitsionare$. :rf^;/^ri.ic<

Name of Mission
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EDITORIAL.

To the many friends who have expressed tlieir good wishes to us

on our accession to the editorship we present our acknowledgement.

To those friends of tlie Recorder who have given their assurance of

assistance in preparing articles and reports of mission work we give

our hest thanks and are greatly encouraged thereby. We are also

much obliged for the suggestions that have been made to us for the

improvement of the magazine. "We will carefully consider them all

and follow such as are practicable. As some of the suggestions apply

to the friends of the Recorder we publish them for their consideration.

One good brother writes, " This leads me to remark that something

like improvement is greatly needed in the conduct of the missionary

magazine if it is justly to sustain the name it bears, or even to

exist at all. The fault is in the little practical interest which is taken

in it by the majority of those who are chiefly concerned in it.

Many do not feel in any wise called to write for it, either from never

being asked to do so or finding that its pages are fully supplied with

matter, they conclude that there is no occasion for them doing any—,

thing in regard to it. But it is highly desirable, if the magazine is^^

to represent the Missionary work in China and be a repository of

information of this kind, that it should be very different from this."

This improvement can only be effected by the joint efforts of many.

"VVe repeat our invitation and request for contributions. Do not wait

for a formal request by letter. It is not possible for the Editor to write

to each one. He is acquainted with but few of the missionaries.

Each one knows tbe subject on which he is acquainted and of

which he would wish to write. We have in the previous number

indicated the wide range of subjects that are open to writers.

In this number, we indicate one line in which we wish to make

improvement. Most of the articles in this number have been prepared

at our suggestion. We command to the notice of all the report of

mission work in the Cheh-kiang province by Rev. J. Butler and the

report of " The missions in Canton city" &c " by Hev. H. V. Noyes

as what is wanted in the way of reports. We will be glad tp review

similar reports from every field in China and Japan and Siam with

variations or greater fulness as the circumstances call for.
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Special Prayer for the New Version of tlie Scriptures,

Dear Sir,

—

A friend has suggested that those who are interested in Bihle

work unite in concerted prayer, that God would control and guide all

the efforts made towards securing a Uniform Version, and if in

accordance with His Will that He bring the work to a successful issue.

In our weekly meetings during the first prayer the petition might bo
presented at the mercy seat " that the word of God may have free

course and be glorified." Perhaps the God of Israel might in

answer to prayer grant also that His people beof "one speech" as they
pronounce His Holy name in the land of Sinim.

For these and many other blessings we might pray when we call

to mind the resolution at the Conference, " That we remember each
other in special prayer each Saturday evening." No doubt our hearts

often yearn towards every member of the Missionary family, most
of whose faces we have never seen, and even names we know not,

scattered throughout fourteen pro^'inces, many labouring alone and
enduring hardness as good soldiers of Jesus Christ, and it is a
privilege that we may have fellowship one with another through
the mediation of our Great High Priest.

H, C. D.
August nth, 1880.

Hanhow Tract Society.

Dear Sir,

—

I have been requested to send you a short summary of the
operations of our Hankow Branch of the London Religious Tract
Society for the two years ending December 31st, 1880 ; and an
account of the gratuitous distribution of Tracts to the students at the
last year's Triennial Kii-jeu Examination in Wuchang.

During the past two years 55,135 Tracts and 66,600 Sheet
Tracts (amounting to 2,409,880 pages), have been put into circulation

by our Society.

With the exception of 325 copies of Martin's Evidences ol

Christianity all the above have been published by ourselves, and with
only one exception have been printed by a native Printer in Hankow.

The publications of our Society have hitherto almost without
exception come from the pen of our senior member and President, the
Rev. G. John. Thev comprise the following Tracts, ^ |JC :^ ^.
i^1^'kn>MMM^f^^,^n^'^m^ f% ^'i"ch have all at
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one time or other been noticed in your Review columns. We have
also published 7 varieties of sheet Tracts, explanatory and hortatory.

We are now engaged in printing a new Tract on Vegetarianism,

^ ^ jg ^—^y ^1^6 Rev. J. Race, and in revising the well-known
old favourite, " The Two Friends." We hope to make a few more
additions to our list before the year is out.

We are laid under great obligation to the English Religious

Tract Society for the aid which they so readily and courteously

extend to us in our work. We are in receipt of a yearly grant of

£50 from them.

The thought of the vast field opening up to Missionary enterprise

in the Western Provinces of China is ever present with us as an
incentive to diligence in this department of Christian work. We do
the work not merely with the idea of supplying our own need of

Tracts, in our ordinary Mission work, but also of helping those who
either go out from us or pass by us on their way to the regions beyond.

In this way Tracts issued by us have been scattered far and wide
through at least 10 of the 18 Provinces. We had further an
interesting proof last year that this work of Tract distribution is not

altogether in vain. Two of our Plankow brethren on a journey to

Chiang Teh-fu, in Hunan, wore visited by more than one enquirer

whose interest in the truth had been awakened by the perusal of

Tracts purchased from another brother on a previous journey.

The great event of our Tract Society work last year was the

gratuitous distribution of 10,000 Copies of the Tract entitled f* ^
\ P^, (specially prepared for the occasion at the request of the

Committee by the Rev. G. John), among the students assembled in

Wuchang for the Triennial Examination for the Kii-jen degree.

To aid us in this special effort to reach the educated classes we sought
and obtained a special grant of £30 from the Home Society.

The work of distribution was entrusted to the Missionaries

stationed in AVuchang, who were requested to form themselves into a
sub. committee for the purpose. The following report from the pen
of the Rev. T. Bryson, gives an interesting narrative of their

proceedings:—"When the proposal was first made many difficulties,

were anticipated by even the oldest and most experienced Missionaries

amongst us. It was feared that the greater part of the books would
be refused, that they would be torn up and thrown away, that the

distributors would be insulted, and possibly an uproar would bo
created in the city. It is therefore a pleasant duty to record our
thankfulness to the " Lord, of the Harvest " for the peaceable

manner in which the work was accomplished, and to note the boldness,

prudence and zeal displayed by the distributors in the performance of

their self-imposed task.

The distribution was undertaken by Christian Chinamen, each of

the four Protestant Missions in the City, including English and
American, having agreed to supply a contingent of five men.
According to offical announcement the students were to leave the

Examination Hall for the last time on the morning of the 16th, day
of the mouth ; but fearing the gates might bo opened somewhat
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earlier, it was arranged that the Christians should meet on the

afternoon of the 15th, and be prepared for a whole night's work,

probably extending into the forenoon of the following day. "We had
hardly laid out the books in order and appointed the men their respective

posts, when the cry was raised, " The gates are open, they are coming,

they are coming." Those who were ready seized the Tracts, filled

their baskets to the full and sallied forth to meet the students.

Unfortunately they encountered only a crowd of illiterate coolies,

yamen-runners and others who demanded copies of the Tract, then

scrambled and fought for them exclaiming " Have we got no eyes that

you refuse us ? If we can't read ourselves, we have others at home
who can."

In this way We fear several hundreds of copies fell into the

wrong hands, and it was necessary to recall the distributors and to

reconsider our plans. The open baskets offered too easy a point of

attack for the mob, and the capacious sleeves of the distributors*

cloaks were used instead. Every one filled his sleeves with 30 or 40
or 50 copies of the Tract, returning again and again to have his stock

replenished. Thus the work went on quietly and effectively till past

10 o'clock when to our great surprise and delight nearly the whole
10,000 copies had been distributed.

The courtesy of the students in receiving the books was very
marked. It is true that one distributor had to report seeing two
copies cast aside with the contemptuous remark, *' Foreign devil's

book !

" and another copy which fell into the hands of a petty

military official was written over with comments of the most scurrilous

character-, and nailed to the barricade in front of tlie great door. One
of the christians seeing a crowd and hearing their railing remarks,

pressed forward to pull the book down. The bystanders threatened

him with violence, but unheeding their taunts and threats, he
succeeded in his purpose, openly exclaiming that if the District

Magistrate himself had been there, he would have dared to pull the

book down.
These instances of hostile feeling however, were quite exceptional.

Most of the students, (doubtless at first unaware of the nature of the

book), received it with thanks. One young man loaded with the

bedding and basket ^^ich every student carries into the Examination
Hall, accidentally let fall the copy which had been handed to him.
He immediately laid his baggage down, picked up the tract, placed it

reverently upon his head as if to propitiate the gods for his carelessness

and then carefully put the book away in his breast. After the first

distribution was over a man came asking for a copy and when told

that they were only intended for students he explained that he had
been sent by his Master, who had hastily looked through the book
and desired a few more copies for circulation among his friends.

Another gentleman from a long distance desired extra copies to give

to acquaintances, and several others who happend to leave the Hall
after the books were all given away, enquired at the Chapels next
day whether copies could not still be had, and expressed their great

regret at finding the whole edition was exhausted.
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On the day after the distribution nothing of an unpleasant
nature could be heard among the gossip of the city. The remarks
were mostly in praise of the great liberality of those who had provided
such a large edition for gratuitous presentation ; and many spoke
highly of the contents and scholarly style of the book. Students were
to be seen leaving the City with the tract carefully stowed away
among their baggage, and there can be no doubt that in thousands of

homes throughout the wide extent of this Province these little books
remain as Evangelists pointing to the wicket Gate of Virtue and
wisdom which leads to Calvary and the Eternal City. And we can
confidently rejoice in hope that the fruits of this effort will be

gathered into the Church of Christ though it may be after many days."

Repeated enquiries after this Tract, and also conversations with

some who have received and read it go to show that some good was
accomplished by this special effort. To say the least it succeeded in

awakening interest and exciting enquiry in some minds, and the Tract

has won a name and established itself as a book to be sought after, on
which account we are now bringing it into general circulation and
anticipate for it a wide sphere of usefulness.

The great majority of our books are sold, giving away a book
being the exception with most of us. The selling price, generally

about one-third of the cost price, is fixed by the committee, and all

members of the Society, i.e. the Missionaries stationed in Hankow,
Wuchang, Wusueh and Ichang arc supplied with Tracts at the selling

price with a further reduction of 20% to cover gifts and losses. "We
have received several applications for Tracts from other and distant

places ; the Funds at our disposal being barely sufficient for the

supply of our own local wants, we can only afford to supply applicants

from a distance with Tracts at cost price. These applications however
liave strongly impressed on my own mind what a great help it would
be to many of our brethren, especially those on distant and solitary

Stations if a General Tract Society* could be formed which could

extend to the whole of China the benefits which we locally derive

fz'om our Hankow Tract Society.

I have been moved to send you the foregoing account of our

Society in the hope that brethren engaged in similar work in other parts

of China will let us know through jotxv pages something about the

work done by their Societies or committees, ^he operations of our

various Local Tract Societies may be on too limited a scale to warrant

the expense of printing separate yearly reports &c : but I doubt not

the columns of "the C/iiiiese Recorder" will ever be open to us for the

purpose of letting each other know what we are doing either in Tract

work or in any other department of our manifold operations, and so

to some extent meet the need we all feel of mutual help, encourage-

ment and guidance in our work.

J. W. Brewer, Secy.,

HanliOio Tract Society.

Hankow, July, 1880.

(» See the notice of the 2n(l Annual meeting of ChincBe Religious Tract Society in

last number of " Recorder." Ed.)
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i^^iunarg Mtk%.

%lxi% W^xxlmt m^ s^m.

BIRTH.
JuKB 2nd, at the Loudon Mission
Home, Canton, the wife of tlie Rev.
J. C. Edge of a daughter.

MARRIAGE.
On the 24th of August at Trinity

Cathedral, by the Very Rev. Dean
Butcher, the Rev. J. Tate Kitts, of
the English Baptist Mission, Tsing-
cheu-fu, to Margaret Ann, third
daughter of Robert Greenwell, Esq.,
of Sunderland, England,

DEATH.
At Sharp Peak on August 17th, D. "W.

Osgood, M.D., of the A.B.C.F. Mis-
sion, Foochow.

Departures.—On July 14th, per

M.B. M. S.S. Cos. s.s. HirosJiima

Maru, Rev. and Mrs. W. P. Spragne,

A. B. C. F. Mission, Kalgan, for

U.S.A. Home address, 1022 Myrtle

Street, Erie, Penn.
*#•

Peking. The annual conference of

the A. B. F. M, C. met as usual at

Peking at the end of April. More
than usual business came before

it in regard to taking up the

work which is opening out so en-

couraging]}' before the Mission and

for the allocation of their various

missionaries. Mr. Roberts, of Pe-

king,hasgone toKalgan; Mr. Sprague

of that place goes to U.S.A. on
account of the health of his wife. Mr.

Araent of Pauting-fu, comes to Pe-

king to be colleague to Dr. Blodget.

Messrs Smith and Porter are deputed

to a Dew station to be opened in

Shantung where the work has been
specially blessed of late. More new
men are expected out to reinforce

some of their stations and two of

the familes home on leave at present

will be returning either this autumn
or next spring.

The Church Mission is to be given

up here. Mrs. Collins who is in very

delicate health has just returned

to Europe with her family. Mr.

Collins remains for a few month's

longer to complete the transference

sale of the Mission buildings

to Soc. Prop. Gosp. which is

expected to be i*epresented here

by Canon Scott, as Bishop. The
Church Mission buildings are suita-

ble for two families. One of the

houses is quite new and built in

foreign style. The Mission has an

excellent chapel at the "West single

arch on the great street. As a

street chapel it is one of the best in

Peking. The entire value of the

buildings, with chapel, amounts to

Tls. 10,000

The Methodist Episcopal Chui-ch

of U.S.A. has parted with its chapel

in the Peking Paternoster Row, on

account of long continued official

opposition and has received as a quid

pro quo, a better and larger place on

an adjoining great street. The
change has made for peace, but it

has yet to be seen whether larger

audiences can be brought together

at the new chapel. Their former

place as a chapel and book sliop was

excellent.
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The American Presbyterian Mis-

sion has received a Medical Mis-

sionary within the past few months

and dispensary, and hospital work

will soon be in operation at the

Back Door of the Palace.

The London Mission has divided

out their field. The East and West

city station, being respectively under

the charge of Dr. Edkins and Mr.

Owen ; the country stations, to the

immediate South of Peking, are

placed under Mr. Meech ; while Mr.

Gilmour still follows his nomadic

life, dwelling in tents among the

Mongols. The present difficulties

between Russia and China it is

feared will prevent his advance into

Mongolia this year, if they do not

interfere with Missions generally in

thelforthof China. Dr.E's, new work

on Chinese Buddhism is just out.

***

Tientsin.—The hospital work under

the charge of Dr. Mackenzie which

began a year ago has greatly

enlarged. The regular dispensary

work at the Tai-wang Temple,

near the Governor-general's Ya-

men, and which temple is given

by the Governor-general, and the

expenses of which dispensary are

provided by him continues and

the place is thronged on dispensing

days. The new hospital buildings

at the settlement are making rapid

progress. These, beside the accom-

modation for in-patients comprise

waiting room, operating and drug

room &c. They will cost some

$2000, much of which is already

subscribed by Chinese. Many pro-

minent officials manifest an interest

in this enterprise. The medical

work for women under the care of

Mias.Dr.Howard is in a like flourish-

ing condition ; and it is expected

that a permanent building will soon

be erected for its accommodation.
*#*

Osaka.—A General Convention of

all native protestant churches

was opened on the 13th, July.

At this meeting, a committee of

five was appointed to draw up, and

present to the Government, a petition

that the privilege of christian burial

be allowed to such as desire. The

cemeteries are all controlled by the

Buddhists, private burial places are

forbidden, and it is very annoying,

when burying our dead, to be

obliged to wait and listen to repug-

nant heathen services. In the open

ports we can usually avoid this by

paying the priest a bribe larger

than his fee, which leads him to

have business in another place, or

to be sick, at the time of the burial

!

Item for consideration of all

about, P.O. 1st, stamps of " Local

post" are not recoginzed by English

P.O. south of Shanghai. 2nd, stamps

of China Customs are not recoginzed

by English P.O. anywhere on the

coast. If letters with such stamps are

delivered to the Customs service at

any open port in China, the Customs

will deliver them on their passing

through the English P.O. 3rd, MSS.

for " Recorder " are passed by Eng-

lish P:0. at book post rates if open

at both ends. 4th, printed circulars

or any printed matter, if sealed up

in an envelope or cover are charged

as letters. If thrown into the P.O.

unpaid the postage is collected from

the receiver of the cover. In send-

ing such matter put in unsealed

cover and prepay the circular rate.
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THE BIBLE IN JAPANESE.

The following interesting history

of the translation of the New
Testament into the Japanese

^language is taken from a paper

read by Dr. J. C. Hepburn,
of the Presbyterian Boai-d, at the

public meeting held at Tokio,

Api-il 19, 1880; we are glad to

publish it.

In 1872 the Rev. Charles

GutzlafF, a Prussian, came out to

Siam iu connection with the

Netherland Mission Society. He
came to China in 1832, was one

of the interpreters to the British

Envoy, Sir Henry Pottinger, dur-

ing the so-called opium war, 1841-

2, and afterwards Chinese Colonial

Secretary at Hong Kong. He
made a translation of the New
Testament into the Chinese. In

1836 or 37 he studied the Japanese

language in Macao with the as-

sistance of a Japanese sailor, who,

had been shipwrecked on the coast

of Oregon, and eventually found

his way to Macao, in 18.35. Mr.

GntzlafE thus made a translation

of the Gospel of John. This was
printed in Singapore about 1838,

at the press of the A.B.C.F.M.

It was printed on blocks, in

the Katakana, without any mix-

ture of Chinese characters.

When I resided in Singapore in

1841, one day, as I happened to

be in the printing office, then

superintended by Mr. North, I

noticed a book printed in very

unusual characters. I was told it

was the Gospel of John in Japanese.

I regarded it as a great curiosity,

And as such sent it to the mus&ttno,

of our Board, in New York, in a
box containing many other curious
things. When I was about to

come to Japan in 185 9, I found
this book in the museum, and
brought it with me thinking it

might be useful. (Here it is ; I

doubt whether there is another
copy in existence.) This is un-
doubtedly the first effort to render
the Word of Life into Japanese

;

and though exceedingly imperfect

and abounding with errors, it

cannot but be regarded by every

Christian heart with respect.

The second translation of any part

of the Scriptures was made about

the same time, or a little later, by
Mr. S. Wells Williams now Dr.

Williams. He translated the book

of Genesis, and, 1 believe, one of

the Gospels. He, like Mr. Gutz-
leff, studied the language, and
made his ti-anslation with the as-

sistance also of one of those ship-

wrecked sailors. Supposing they

might be useful to Dr. S. R. Brown
and myself in getting out a trans-

lation of the Scriptures, he sent

them to us in 1860 or 1861 in

manuscript ; they were never pub-

lished. Dr. Brown had them is

his possession when his house was
burnt in 1867, and these manu-
scripts were unfortunately con-

sumed with the house.

The third ti*anslation of any part

of the Bible into Japanese was
made by the Rev. B. J. Bettleheim,

M. D. He was a Jew, a Hungarian

by birth, and a physician. He was
sent to the Lew Chew Islands ia

1846 as a missionary, by the so-

called " Naval Mission"—a Society
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in England composed of naval

men, wlio had become interested in

those islands from their own visits

to them, and from the description

of Capt. Basil Hall. While in Lew
Chew he made a translation of the

New Testament, as I believe, into

that dialect. While in Hong Kong
he published one of the Gospels

—

Lnke, I think. It was printed in

blocks, in royal octavo size, with

GntzlafE's Chinese translation at

the top of the page, his own into

the Lew Chew dialect, at the bottom,

in Katakana. A revision of the foar

Gospels and Acts was offered to

the British and Foreign Bible

Society, and purchased by them.

It was printed at Vienna in 1872,

for that Society, in the Hiragana.

A large quantity was sent to this

country and distributed, and I have

no doubt most of those present

have seen copies. It is, no doubt

an improvement upon the first

version, but faulty and imperfect,

and has very much the air of a

close translation from the Chinese

—

perhaps Gutzlaff's version.

The same spirit that prompted

Gutzlaif, Williams and Bettleheim

to labor to give the Bible to the

Japanese, animates all the Protest-

tant missionaries that come to

this country in these latter days.

This all felt should be their first

and principal work, after obtaining

a very limited knowledge even of

the language. All the first mission,

aries, as Williams, S. R. Brown.
Verbeck, Goble, Ballagh, Thomp-
son and myself, along with the

study of the language, no doubt,

made some effort in this direction :

though from various hindrances,

and press of other work, all have

not been equally successful in

bringing their work to completion,

^[y own first attempt was in 1861,

but such was the prejudice against

Christianity that time, and fear of

the government, that my teacher,

after proceeding a little way in the

Gospel of Mathevv, positively de-

clined to help me, and left my
service. I am glad to be able to

say that that man in now of a

different mind, and is a menber of

the church.

Dr. S. K. Brown set to work

earnestly to translate the Gospels

in 1865 and 1866. But his manu-

scripts were all consumed with his

house in 1867. Messrs, Ballagh,

Thompson and myself constituted

ourselvei into a translating board,

and spent nine months on the

Gospel of Matthew. Mr. Thompson

translated the book of Genesis iu

1869. None of these were publish-

ed. Mr. Goble commenced trans-

lating the Gospels and Acts in

1864. His ti-anslation of Matthew

was published in the fall of 1871

in Hiragana. This was the first of

any of the books of the Bible

published in this country. This

publication led the way to all the

others. He says, in his own words,

"I tried in Yokohama to get the

blocks cut for printing, but all

seemed afraid to undertake it, and
I was only able to get it done in

Tokio by a man who, I think, did

not know the nature of the book

he was working upon."

Previous to 1870 I had, mainly

with the assistance of Mr. Oknno,-
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translated tlie four Gospels. The

translations of Mark, John and

Matthew were revised by Dr. S. R.

Brown and myself with the as-

sistance of Okuno, and published,

Mark and John in the fall of

1872, and Matthew in the spring

of 1873.

In 1872 all the Protestant Mis-

sionaries in Japan were invited to

meet in Convention in Yokohama.

The Protestant Missionary Socie-

ties at that time in this country,

were, in the order of their arrival^

as follows :—The American Epis-

copal ; American Presbyterian ; Re-

formed Board ; American Board

of Commissioners for Foreign Mis-

sions, and the English Chnrch

Mission Society. The Convention

met in September, 1862, in Yoko-

hama and the Societies represented

•were : The American Presby-

terian, the Reformed, and the

American Board. At this Convention

the following resolutions were

adopted :

That this Convention recommends

the appointment of a committee for

the translation of the sacred Scrip-

tures into the Japanese language

in accordance with the following

plan :

1. That the committee consist of

one member from each mission

desirous of co-operating in this

work.

2. That the members of the com-

mittee be appointed by the mis-

sions to which they severally be-

long, and that each mission shall

be competent to supply the place

of its representative by another

whenever it may so desire.

3. That it shall be the duty of

the committee, aside from its own
work of translating, to cfurefully

examine and pass upon any tran-

lastion of portions of the Word of

God which may be presented to

them for that purpose.

4. That all translations accepted

by the committee be furnished to

the several missions in manuscript

or other convenient form, at aa

early a day as possible, for general

examination and criticism : and

that all suggestions as to inaccura

cies, or mistakes in translation, bo

carefully considered, and acted

upon by the committee before final

publication.

It was resolved that the Ameri-

can Protestant Episcopal Mission,

and the English Church Mission and

Pere Nicolai of the Greek Church,

not being represented in this Con-

vention be invited to cooperate in

constituting this committee upon

the above plan.

The following gentlemen were

appointed by the several missions

represented in the Convention, viz.,

Rev. S. R. Brown, D. D.; J. C.

Hepburn, M. D.; and Rev. D. C.

Greene.

This committee did not commence

its sittings until June, 1878, when

the Rev. R. S. !Maclay, of the

American Episcopal Mission ; Rev.

N. Brown, D. D., of the American

Baptist Mission; the Rev. John

Piper, of the Church Missionary

Society; and the Rev. W. B.

Wright, of the Society for the Pro-

pagation of the Gospel, were invited

to meet and participate in its work.

Mr. Piper and Mr. Wright, owing
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5to their residing at such an incon-

venient distance, could not meet

the committee. Dr. Nathan Brown

sat with the committee about 18

months, until January, 1876, when

he resigned, and continued to prose-

cute the work of translation alone.

The four remaining members o^

the committee continued at the

work of translation and revision,

with but slight interruption. Dr.

Maclay being absent about 18

months, owing to other duties, and

Dr. S. R. Brown being compelled,

through ill health, to cease work in

July, 1879.

The committee finished their work

of translation and revision of the

New Testament, on the 3d of No-

vember, 1879, about five years and

six months after they had com-

menced.

Their work was cut on blocks and

published in the following order :

Luke in Aug. 1878

Romans in ..March. 1875

Hebrews Jan. 1877

Matthew (revised) „ „

Mark (revised) April. „

Epistles of John June. „

Acts Sept. „

Galatians Jan. 1878

John (Gospel) revised....May. „

1 Corinthians Aug. „

2 M ...Sept. „

Ephesians ")

Philippians C ...June. 1879
1 & 2 Thessalonians }

Philemon
James
1 & 2 Peter
Jude
Colossians

Revelation J

.April. 1870

It should be here mentioned that

this so called Yokohama Committee,

appointed and organized by the

Convention of 1872, complied with

the recommendation of a Conven-

tion of the Protestant missionaries

held in Tokio in May, 1878, to

confer especially with reference to

the translation of the Old Testa-

ment, and after that time brought

out their work in accordance with

the resolutions adopted by that

Convention and under its authority.

So that the last portions of their

work from Ephesians to the end

especially, and the standard edition

of the whole New Testament now
in the press, has had the benefit of

passing through the careful revision

of the revising committee of that

body, and thus comes forth under

the authorization of all Protestant

missionaries in this country.

In this country, where, from the

earliest times, the Chinese language

and literature has had such a power-

ful influence upon the cultivationand

language of the people, it was, at

the very first, a matter of considera-

ble anxiety in what literary style

our work should be brought out, to

make it most acceptable and useful.

The conclusion was not difficult to

arrive at : that avoidiner on the

one hand the quasi Chinese style,

only intelligible to the highly

educated, scholarly, and compara-

tively very small portion of the

people; and, on the other hand,

a vulgar colloquial, which, though

easily understood, might make the

Scriptures contemptible ; we should

choose that style which, while

respected even by th« so-called
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literati, was easy and intelligible to

all classes. We thus adhered to

the vernacular, or pure Japanese,

and to a style which may be called

classical, in which many of their

best books intended for the com-

mon reader are written. And our

more enlarged experience has given

us no reason to regret our first

determination.

It may also be asked, how it

happened that not until twelve

years after Missionaries arrived in

this country was any portion of the

sacred Scriptures published. This

was owing to the traditional

hostility of the Government to

Christianity, and the impossibility

of getting native printers to under-

take the work. The ancient edict

against Christianity was not re-

moved from the public signboards

until 1872. Indeed, it may be

said that it has not to this day

been officially abrogated, but only

suffered to fall into disuse, and

might be revived and enforced still

as the law of the Empire if the

Government saw fit.

# He
*

As volumes I and II of the Recor-

der are now out of print it is proposed

to reprint them provided there is a

demand which will warrant the un-

dertaking. The price will be $3 per

volume or $6 for the two volumes, •

in plain binding. Any who wish

single numbers of either volume caa

be supplied at 50 cents per number.

Apply to the American Presbyterian

Mission Press, or to the agents for

the Recorder at the various ports.
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*' Grammatical Studies in the Colloquial Language of Northern China. By
J. S. Mcllvaine."

This is the title of a Pamphlet of

one hundred and four pages. It is

"especially designed for the use

of Missionaries." The author is

himself a Missionary, who speaks

the language very fluently. He has

studied the needs of those for whom
he has prepared this little work.

We cordially commend it to the

notice of those for whom it is

designed. We have no doubt they

will find it very useful in the com-

mencement of their studies of the

spoken language. We, however,

think it is to be regretted that the

author did not take moi'e time and

make it more complete. If all

missionaries had the supply of

books, which the author had they

would find his Parnphlet of great

assistance in using them ; but as all

commencing the study of the langu-

age have not such a supply of

Grammars, Mr. Mcllvaine would

have done them greater service if

he had taken nlore time and from

Marshman, Preraai-e, Julien, Edkins

and others made the work more

complete. Sir Thomas Wade has

prepared a very complete series of

books for the use of students o,

Chinese in the Diplomatic, Consular,

and Customs Services. It is very

desireable that some one would

prepai-e a series of books for the use

of Missionaries of equal com-

pleteness. The work is on sale at

the American. Presbyterian Mission

Press, Shanghai.

' La Chine Sa Beligione Ses Moeurs, Ses Missions. Par CTiarles Pitons,

Misbionare."

This is a Pamphlet of 150 pages.

It is sent to us by the author, who
is known to the I'eaders of the

Recorder" by his communications

to its pages. It was printed at

Toulouse 1880. It is divided into

four chapters. First, Religion in

China. Second, Tlie Family in

China. Third, The Mission in

China, in which chapter is given an

account of the German Missions in

South China. Fourth, A Preaching

Tour. We are glad to copy from

its last page the present statistics

of the German Missions. There are

four principal stations as follows.

1st Hongkong, with two out-stations

or as the French expresses it, " two

annexes" with 211 Christians. 2nd

I Le Long with eight out-stations,
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and 589 Christians. At Le Long

there is a Theological Seminary

with twenty etadents. Third

Ichong Ishun with three out-

stations and 392 Christians. Fourth,

Nyen-Hang-Li, with three out-

stations and 635 Christians. There

is at this station a Preparatory

School with thirty pupils. In 1864

when Mr. Piton arrived in China

there were only two stations with

133 Christians and now there are

four stations, sixteen out-stations

and 1827 Christians. This marks
the gi'owth of sixteen years. We
feel assured this book will be a very

gratifying report to the supporters

of the Mission.

" Report ofproceedings of the first general Presbyterian Council Convened at

Edinhttrgh July 1877."

It is late to notice this Publication;

but notwithstanding this, on the

principle that it is better late than

never, we think it best to notice it.

The reasons for doing so are. First,

The interest connected with it is

permanent. Second, In prepai-ation

for a notice of the Second General

Council which is to be held in

Philadelphia U. S. A. in September

of this present year.

The Council was convened in

July 1877 after some three years

conference and correspondence be-

tween the various organizations in

all parts of the world interested in

such a meeting. There were dele-

gates present from all the churches

which hold to the Presbyterian

Polity though called by diffei'ent

names in all countries. Delegates

were present from Austria, Belgium,

France, Germany, Italy, Nether-

lands, Spain and Switzerland, on

the continent of Europe ; from Eng-
land, Ireland, Scotland and Wales

in G. Britain ; from U. S. A. and

the Colonies of G. Britain, in

Canada, S. Africa, Australia, New
Zealand. The number of Delegates,

Minister and Lay, was three

hundred and thirty five. The meet-

ings continued through seven suc-

cessive days and were of surpassing

interest. Besides the attention given
to consideration of the Confessions

and Polity of the Presbyterian

Churches, a large portion of the time

was devoted to the consideration

of the interests of religion in the

various countries represented in the

Council and in regard to increased

efforts for the promotion of religion

in these lands and also in the con-

sideration of the missions to heathen

lands from these churches. The
statistics show that there are 679 or-

dained ministers from these churches,

laboring as missionaries in heathen

lands. This is more than one

fourth of the whole number of mis-

sionaries from Protestant Churches

and yet it is only about one in

thirty of the ordained ministers

connected with these churches. The
whole number of ministers in con-

nection with Presbyterian organi-

zations represented at the Council

is 19,790 and the number of the

charges or congregations connected

with these bodies is stated to be

21,498.
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" Chinese Researches, first part, Chinese Chronology and Cycles. By Thomas
Fergusson, Member of the North China Branch of Asiatic Society,

Shanghai 1880."

This is a 16mo. Vol of 273

pages. We are pleased to note it,

as to those who are interested in

studying Chinese Chronology it

will prove a very useful com-

pendium. It is a compilation of

the views of different sinologists

who have written on this subject

for the last 300 years. In its pages

will lie found the views of the old

Jesuits and modern writers as Drs.

Ijegge and Chalmers, Canon Mc-

Glatcbie and the late Mr. Mayers.

"We express no opinion as to the

views of the different writers, but

commend this volume to all who are

interested in the subject. Part,

Second to follow this will be

Researches into Chinese History.

We would especially note that this

volume is by a gentleman engaged

in commercial pursuits. It mani-

fests that any one while engaged in

commercial pursuits can at the same
time pursue historical researches.

We commend the example to the

many from Western lands, who are

resident among this strange people.

If foreign residents would generally

study the ancient history as well as

the present manners of this people

and publish the result of their

studies, they would soon become

fully known to the people of

Western lands.

" The China Review " May and June 1880.

This number of this well got up

periodical is quite up to the average.

As so many of the articles are in

continuation they do not present

much calling for any particular

notice. We would however call atten-

tion to the Canton Syllabary by

Edward Harper Parker. Mr. Parker

deserves great credit for the

diligence with which he is going

over the syllabaries of the different

dialects to correct the mistakes

of previous efforts in this line. His

suggestions will be of great advan-

tage to those who may be able to

avail themselves of them. There are

some dialects in the S.W. of the

Canton province which have not yefc

been studied by any European.

It would be interesting if Mr.

Parker would take up some of them

and compare them with the Can-

tonese and mark their variations

from it. Some of the items under

Notes and Queries are of exceptional

intei'est.
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THE MISSIONARY ENTERPRISE.

BY A MISSIONARY.

pPtOTESTANT FOUEIGN MLSSIOJ^S ; their present state, a

Universal Survey. By Professor Cliristleib, D.D., Ph.D.

Protestant Missions in India. By Rev. M. A. Sherring, M.A.

(London, Triibner & Co. 1875.)

The ITistory of the Nineteenth Century. By Robert Mackenzie,

liondon ; T. Nelson & Sons, 1880. The Chronicle of the London

Missionary Society, 1875-1880. The Missionary Herald of the

American B.C.F.M. Boston, 1875-1880.

We avail of the appearance of this valuable and reliable book

by Prof. Cliristleib to present some thoughts on the Missionary

Enterprise ; and to present some testimonials from well-known and

impartial witnesses in regard to the work of spreading the knowledge

of the gospel in heathen lands. The object which the missionary

enterprise proposes to effect is this, to make known the blessed gospel

of Jesus Christ in every heathen land, thereby leading all people

to abandon their vai'ious heathen customs and superstitions, and to

receive Jehovah, the Creator and Preserver of all things, as the one

true and living God, and Jesus Christ as the only Saviour of sinners,

and the Holy Spirit as the Sanctificr of the heart. Those engaged

in this blessed work expect that the heathen will renounce their idols,

and " all the unfruitful works of darkness," and learn to live in

accordance with the moral precepts of the gospel, lives of purity,

honesty and truthfulness. They expect that, in the progress of this

moral renovation, the places of the earth, which are now polluted
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with the impurities of idolatry and heathenism, will become as

enlightened and virtuous as the best portions of Christian lands,—the

best portions of Germany, Great ]>ritain and the United States of

America. " This res\ilt of Christian Missions is fully and frequently

promised in the Sacred Scriptures. In the S.S. we find many such

passages as the fallowing ;
—" For the earth shall be filled with

the knowledge of the glory of the Lord, as the waters cover the

sea." Hab. 2 : 14. "For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is

given ; and the government shall be upon his shoulder ; and his

name shall be called wonderful, counsellor, the mighty God, the

everlasting Father, the prince of peace. Of the increase of his

government and peace there shall he no end, upon the throne of

David, and upon his kingdom, to order and establish it with judgment

and with justice from henceforth and forever." Is. 9:6,7. "And
there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a Branch

shall grow out of his roots: And the Spirit of the Lord shall rest upon

him, the spirit of wisdom and. undcretanding, the spirit of counsel

and might, the spirit of knowledge and of the fear of the Lord

;

And righteousness shall be the girdle of his loins, and faithfulness

the girdle of his reins: The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb, and

the leopard shall lie down with the kid ; and the calf and the young

lion and the fatling together ; and a little child shall lead them. They

shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain : for the earth

shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover the

sea." Is : 11 : 1, 2, 5, 6, 9. "The wilderness and the solitary place

shall bo glad for them ; and the desert shall return and blossom as

the rose. It shall blossom abundantly, and rejoico with joy and

singing ; the glory of Lebanon shall be given unto it, the excellency of

Carmel and Sharon ; they shall see the glory of the Lord and the

excellency of our God, and a highway shall be there, and a way, and

it shall be called the way of holiness : the unclean shall not pass

over it ; but it shnU he for those : the wayfaring men, though fools,

shall not err tJierein. No lion shall be there, nor any ravenous beast

shall go up thereon, it shall not be found there ; but the redeemed

shall walk there : and the ransomed of the Lord shall return, and

come to Zion with songs and everlasting joy iipon their heads

;

they shall obtain joy and gladness, and sorrow and sighing shall

flee away." Is. 35 : 1, 2, 8, 9, 10.

This expectation of a period of universal peace and happiness, at

some future period of the world's history, has been found not only

among those who receive the Bible as the revelation from God. But

many of the noblest men of our race of various nations and ages have
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likewise indulged in fond fancies of such a period of bliss and joy.

These expectations have been recorded in poetry, in legends, and in

in)'ths. However men maj^ differ in their opinion as to the certainty

of such a result, all must agree in the opinion that such a period of

happiness and peace on this sin cursed earth is most devoutly to be

desired, and that all will consider labors and efforts to bring about

such a glorious consummation are most praiseworthy, and ought to

be encouraged by all persons who love their fellow men.

The Christian Churches use, in the prosecution of this enterprise,

the instrumentalities which experience has proved to be efficient in

carrpng out the commands of the great Head of the Church. His

command is, " Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them
in the name of the Father, and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost

:

Teaching them to observe all tliings whatsover I have commanded
you : and, lo, I am with you alway, even unto the end of the world.

Amen." Math. 28 : 19, 20. "And he said -unto them, Go ye into

all the world, and preach the gospel to every creature." Mark 16

:

15. In obedience to this command the Churches have sent forth

preachers of the word into every land to preach the gospel, to trans-

late the Bible into the languages of the various people, to establish

schools, to baptize those who receive the Christian faith, to organize

those who believe into Christian chur<;hes-; to call such of the converts

as possess the proper qualifications of heart and mind, to assist them
in teaching the young, in preaching the word, in distributing Christian

books and tracts, &c. They have estahlish-ed schools of every grade

from those which are designed to impart the first elements of kuow^

ledge, to the college which has a complete curriculum of arts and

sciences. Prof. Christlcib, from his survey of Protestant Missions in

heathen lands, reports as follows :

—

" There are 70 Protestant Missionary Societies organized to send

Missionaries to the Heathen. Of these 27 are in Gieat j.iritain, 18 are iu

America, and 9 are in Germany. The enrolled converts from lieathenism

amount to ] ,080,800 ; a larger number having been brought

from idolatry in 1878 than the whole number of Christian adherents

on Missionary fields at the comraencemeiit of the century. The ordained

Missiouai-ies from Christian lands number 2,.[>00. [Thei'e are also

from Christian lands, inclading laymen, as Physicians, Printers,

&c. and Christian women, the wives of Missionaries, and single Ladies

engaged in Missionai-y work, more than 3000 other Christian workers

beside the ordained Preachers.] The native preachers and cat-echists

number 23,000. The income of the Protestant Missionary Societies

Prof. C. places at about 85,762,000 annually of which sum one half

comes from Great Britain. A Christian litemture has been given

in more than iM barbarous languages, and (jOJ^OJO scholars are iu

Mission schools."
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We propose now to give the testimoTiy of some eye witnesses as to

what has been accomplished by the labors oB Missionai-ies in various

lands. We commence with the Sandwich Islands—because of their

proximity and of the fact that the work of Christianizing them is

completed. All who have read the voyages of Capt Cook, know of the

state and condition of these lands when they were discovered and before

the introduction of Christianity among them. They were savages sunk in

the lowest depths of ignorance and heathenism ; cannibals without the

family organization. Christian Missionaries went there in 1820. What
has been effected by 50 years of Christian instruction ? The Mission-

ries at the Sandwich Islands were from the Congregational and

Presbyterian Churches of the U.S.A. A writer in a paper of the

Methodist Episcopal Church in U.S.A. thus writes

;

" Read the Histoxy of the Sandwich Island Missions by Dr.
Anderson, and see how sorry a failure Modern Missions can be. These
cannibals, who ei'owhile would cook and carve a merchant or mariner,

and discourse on the deliciousness of a " cold slice of missionary"

—

those semi-devils—have now 3250,000 worth of church property built

with muscular Christianity and pious self-denial, which shame us out
of all self-complacency. Think of it, 150 persons dragging each timber

for a charch eight miles; diving for coral ten to twenty feet, reducing

it to lime and carrying on their shoulders seven miles, to cement
stones, cari'ied one by one an eightli of a mile ; women subscribing

$200 to a church erection, payable and paid by making mats at eight

cents a week ; and subscriptions by men payable and paid by the

profits on fire-wood sold at eight cents a stick, after ferrying seven

sticks in a canoe across the twenty-mile-wide channel ; then 2,000 miles

away beginning a "foreign mission " on the Micronesian islands—why if

this were' not facts it would be counted the silliest of all possible

romances the improbable of the improbable, the impossible of the

impossible, compared with which, Jules Verne's expeditions would be

stale sobriety itself.

—

Northern {AfetJiodixt) Ckrlstian Advocate.

The Rev. George Leonard Cheney, fromerly pastor of the Ilallis

Street Unitarian Cliurch of Boston, in a vciy light and cheerful book

styled <'Aloha, a Hawaiian Salutation" bears this independent testi-

mony to tlie wonderful success of Christian Missions in these Islands.

In a Missionary Chapter the author says ;

—

" If I am asked how the Hawaiian Christians average in life and
character, and whether they illustrate very bi-illiantly the Christian

virtues, I must admit that they arc hardly more successful in that than
the average Christian in our own country. Why should they be ? And
is it not enough to justify and glorify all that has been done for

them that in half a century they have risen from supei'stition, war,

and ignorance, to a condition of peace among themselves, and with
all mankind, freedom from idolatry and human sacrifice, general com-
fort, and the neai'est approach to universal education known among
any people ? N"early every adult upon the Islands can read and
Wjite,"
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A MIssachusetts gentleman, of high standing, wrote from San

Francisco to the Treasurer of the American Board, in August, sending

a liberal donation, and saying:

—

" We returned from the Hawaiian Islands last week, having had a

delightful visit and seen the wouderf al progress the gospel has made
there. I visited the native churches and Sabbath Schools, and spent

some time with Mr. Parker in visiting in the families of the natives.

There can be no doubt that a nation has been brought into the kingdom
of our Lord. I can now believe that the Sandwich Islands are as much
Christianized as is New Eiujland. In some respects they excel us. I

went with Mr. Parker to one of the village churches, four or live miles

out, to attend a communion service. We were the only whites present.

Everthing was conducted with as much propriety as in a New England
church. We shall all meet at the one great supper, I trust, in a better

land. Missionarij Herald, October, 1878.

Men are supposed to be careful in seeing that they get the worth

of their money. This gentleman, who would appear to have been

a regular contributor to the funds of the American Board of Missions,

of Boston, under whose care the Missions at the Sandwich Islands were

carried on, having made personal examination by visiting in' their

families, in attending at their churches, worshipping with them,

hastens Jto send further contributions for prosecuting the work else-

where. It is proper to state that the government is a constitutional

monarchy, is admitted into the comity of Nations as a civilized and

Christian nation ; the churches have educated natives as Pastors

;

they have a system of common schools for the education of all

;

they have a college for giving a liberal education to native students

;

a Theological school for imparting full instruction to those who are to

act as Pastors of their own churches, or go abroad as Missionaries

of the Gospel to the Islands that are yet unevangelized ; and, as the

last outcome of their Christianity, the Churches have a Missionary-

Society to send out those who go as Missionaries from themselves to

their heathen neighbors in adjoining Islands.

Madagascar is a large Island situated on the South-east coast of

Africa. Missionaries arrived at this Island in 1820, from the London
Missionary Society. They were favorably received by the then

reigning king Radama, who, though a warrior king, was desirous to

introduce among his people the arts of civilization. He had made a

treaty with England in which there was a provision that he would

receive men to teach the various trades. The Missionaries established

schools, reduced the language to writing, preached the Gospel,

translated the Sacred Scriptures into the language of the people, had

printing presses and printed school books to supply the children in

the schools. Many were learning the most common and useful

mechanical arts : and many professed to receive the gospel and were
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reccived Into the cliurclies wliicli had been established. On the death

of Radama, who was comparatively a liberal minded man and desired

the iraproTement of his people, one of his wives conspired to seize

the throne to the exclusion of his son, who was a promising youtli and

had been under instruction in the schools. This woman killed this

youth and his mother. She was a devotee of idols. She soon com-

menced persecuting the Christians. The Missionaries were ordered to

leave the island, the schools were broken up, the printing presses

destroyed, or scut away. All meetings for prayer or Christian instruc-

tion were forbidden under penalty of death. All who had professed

Christianity wore required to renounce it, and in 1836 there was

commenced a persecution against the Christians the like of which for

cruelty and severity has not been exceeded by any since the days of

the most cruel of the Roman Emperors. All of every size, age and

condition, men and women, nobles and slaves, old and young were

mercilessly put to death, if they refused to renounce their faith

in Christ. Meetings for prayer could only be held in secret places as

in caves .or the recesses of the mountains. The Scriptures and

Hymn books were only saved in small numbers, by being concealed

under ground or in the unfrequented places in the hills. They were

passed about, from Christian to Christian, in siugle leaves that they

might get strength and support from some passage of God's precious

truth. This terrible persecution continued for 28 long years. It

might have been supposed that among converts so recently converted

from the grossest idolatry, such persecution would have stamped

out every vestige of Christianity among the people. But it was

not so. It was there literally " a bush ever consuming but not

consumed." At the end of the 28 years of terrible ordeal, the num-
ber of those who professed the gospel was greater than at the com-

mencement of the period. Near the end of it first a nephew of the

persecuting Queen, then her own son became Christians. In this case

the natural love for her son triumphed over her hatred to the gospel.

The persecution was relaxed ; and On the accession of this son, at the

death of his mother, it entirely ceased. And since 1861 there has

been a toleration of Christianity. But during the persecution more

than 2000 persons received a definite punishment because they

believed on Jesus. The present Prime Minister stated in the presence

of a public assembly, assembled in the very spot whore it occurred, one

incident which showed the relentless feelings that actuated the actors

one of the actors being the narrator's own father. He said "standing

on this spot years and years ago, there were gathered together officers

of the kingdom. My Father was there, and a little girl was brought
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before him. My Father said, " Take the child away ; she is a fool."

The little girl raised herself, and said, " No, Sir, I am no fool ; but

I lore the Lord Jesus Christ. Throw me over." Over the precipice

to be dashed to pieces by the fall. My Father the second time said,

" Take the child away : she is a fool." She said. " No, Sir, I am
not a fool : but I love the Lord Jesus Christ. Throw me over."

And over that little child was thrown because she loved the Lord

Jesus Christ. This was the spirit that animated the hundreds that

suffered death for the same cause. What a testimony to the power of

the gospel when the son of that Father stood on the same spot, and

addressing a large company of native Christians assembled to provide

means to send out Missionaries to some unevangclized parts of the

island, said, " If a little girl in those dark times could give her life

for the love of the Saviour, shall we hesitate to give of our substance

to send these Missionaries to the heathen."?

"With the death of the persecuting Queen toleration was granted.

Missionaries were invited to come to the Island, and to reopen schools

resume preaching, commence the distribution of the Scriptures,

and the restoration of the churches : and all the usual labors for

the evangelizations of the people were resumed with very gratify-

ing results. The Christians that came out from their hiding places,

were like gold tried in the fire. But since the accession of the

present Queen, in March, 1868, greater enlargement and prosperity

have come to the Church. She has favored Christianity. She has

lived in the purity of married life with her husband. She, after con-

forming to the usages of the Church in regard to receiving new
members, being examined as to the sincerity of her faith in the Lord

Jesus Christ was formally received into the Church and baptized in

February, 1869. In September of that year, the heathen party

insisted that she should conform to the old heathen customs and

worship the state idols. After taking counsel with her nobles and

husband, who is Prime Minister, she resolved to take a bold step and

ordered that these state idols should be publicly burnt, and declared

that henceforth she would only worship the God of the Bible. By
reason of the wide spread knowledge of the Bible, many of the people

were prepared for this step, and they followed the royal example

and burnt their household idols, and since 1869 there has been such a

spread of the gospel among the people as has not been known in

modern times. There is no coercion by the Rulers. The Queen and
her husband give their active influence and support to the efforts to

make known the gospel, but every one is free to exercise his own
choice. So rapid lias been the spread of the gospel, and &xuih
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wonderful manifestations of the converting power of the Holy Gliost

have been given, that the present state of tlie churches in connection

with the London Mission Society, as given in May, 1880, is as

follows ;

—

" There are more than 250,000 people who assemble, sabbath

after sabbath in the churches, to hear the preaching of the gospel.

There are 70,000 persons who are the professed followers of the Lord
Jesus Christ and are members of the churches. Many of them are very

ignorant, many know nothing but the most elementary truths of the

gospel but still they express the desire, however feebly and however
im])erfectly, to follow the Lord Jesus Christ. There are 890 schools

with 50,000 scholars. There are now 25,535 adults, from this late

barbarous, people, that can read ; 25,365 among the children who
can read: and there are 36,245 complete copies of the New Testament

or of the Bible, in the hands of these readers. There are 1,142

churches. These buildings have been erected by the labors and con-

tributions of the people themselves. And while it is not to be
supposed they were all erected with a full and clear desire to worship

the true God, yet, the chapels have been built by the people them-
selves, and they crowd into them, from week to week, to receive

instruction in the knowledge of the blessed gospel."

In the review of such wonderful and unheard of changes in

that Island we may well exclaim, "Behold what God has wrought."

Of course, among a rude and barbarous people there is a groat

deal yet to be done in the way of education, and establishing Chnstian

usages and customs. And it will be years yet before the people will

abound with the fruits of a Christian civilization. But to that end

every thing is moving with a wonderful rapidity ; in the establish-

ment of schools of eveiy character, common schools for the masses,

training schools for preparing teachers male and female for their

common schools ; schools of a higher grade for the education of the

officers of government, the judges and magistrates of the people,

and the education of those who are to be the Pastors and instruc-

tors of their churches. One incident that is stated in connection

with a local insurrection which required the central Government

to send a military force to quell it shows the extent to which

Christian sentiment pervades the government. In the days of their

heathenism such expeditions were attended by fearful loss of life

and rapine, sometimes they killed 20,000 men and took 20,000 or

30,000 women and children prisoners. The Prime Minister, address-

ing the soldiers and officers sent off by this Christian Queen, six years

ago said to them?
" Remember you go as Christians and not as barbarians, and

you must go into that country and subdue those rebellious tribes

;

and you must not repeat those cruel practices of former times."
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The churches in the capital met, day after day, in prayer meetings

for the soldiers : subscription lists were opened for funds to buy
quinine and other medicines that the soldiers might be provided for.

The soldiei's themselves when they encamped for the night, met for

prayer, and they assembled every morning for the same object.

They prayed that God would keep them from shedding blood and
from pillaging the country. They arrived there, they fired not a
single gun to hurt a man, they slew not a single ox, they paid for

every fowl which they had, they burnt not a single village, they

subdued the country, and they went back again without carnage

and without capturing a single slave."-

—

The Chromcle of the London
Missionary Society/, June, 1880.

We conclude this notice of Madagascar with the following inter-

eating letter giving an account of the dedication of the state church.

The following statements, which record the declaration of the

present Queen of Madagascar on the completion and dedication of

a Christian church within the palace grounds in which the Royal

Household may worship ; and a statement by the Prime Minister in a

written paper, in reference to the Queen's conversion to Christianity,

are of surpassing interest to all the friends of the gospel. The Prime .

Minister read from a printed paper the words el the Queen as

follows ;

—

" By the power of God, and the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, I,

Panavalona Queen, Ruler of Madagascar, laid the foundation-stone

of this house of prayer, on July 20th, a.d. 1869, to be a house
of prayer, and praise, and service to God, the King of Kings and Lord
of Lords, according to the words of S.S., in the name of Jesus

Christ our Lord, who died for the sins of all people, and rose again

for the justification and salvation of all who believe in and love him.
" Therefore, no one shall be at liberty to destroy this stone house

which I build as a house of prayer, whoever may reign in this land of

mine, for ever and ever, for if any one destroy this house of prayer '

to God which I build, then he cannot be sovereign in this my land

of Madagascar.
" In proof thereof, I herewith sign my name with my own

hand, and affix the seal of my kingdom.

(Signed.) " Ran'avalomanjaka, Queen of Madagascar."
The Prime Minister subsequently read as follows :

—

" It was not through any human instrumentality that the Queen
first became a Christian, but through the influence of the Word of

God, blessed by the Holy Spirit ; and I will show you the very Bible

by which she was led to believe. The speaker then took up, from a

table in front of the Queen, a much used copy of the Bible, printed by
the British and Foreign Bible Society in 1865, and holding it up
said :

" This Bible was in the house of Rasohcrina (the Queen who
succeeded Radama II and preceded the present Queen) and was
considered of no importance. When Rasohcrina died, the present

Queen remained within the Palace, as is customary at a time of
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mouming, and she took up this Bible and read it ; and, as she had
then a good deal of leisure at this time of sorrow, she read it fre-

quently. That very Bible was blessed by the Spirit of God to change
the mind of the Queen, and make her love the praying ; and the word
in Is. 55:11 was accomplished, which says "so shall my word be
which goeth out of my mouth ; it shall not return unto me void, but

it shall accomplish that which I please, and it shall prosper in

the thing whereto I sent it." Soon after this, the Queen sent for the

three eldest officers and told them that she was convinced that there

was a God, who made the heavens and the earth, and she was
going to pray to Him. The three old heathen officers thanked her

and said it was good. Some of the Pastors were sent for, and regular

instruction in Christianity was given to the Queen and the Prime
Minister ; a service was commenced on Sundays within the Palace,

attended by Her Majesty and a few of her slaves and children ; and
that was the beginning of the Palace Church and congregations, for

which this present stone building has been erected.
'* Soon after this change the time for the coronation of the

young Queen came. The day before the coronation," said the Prime
Minister, " my friend, Mr. Cameron and I were conversing about

the canopy under which the Queen would sit at the time of corona-

tion, and he suggested that as the Queen now believed the Bible

to be the "Word of God, it would be well to have some text from
it put upon the canopy when she appeared before the people." The
Queen was much pleased with the suggestion, and the words, "Glory to

God in the highest, and on earth peace, good will to men" were placed

in large letters round the canopy, and a copy of the Bible was placed

upon the table beside which the Queen sat during the ceremony."

Every one will be interested in reading this account of the

conversion of the Queen of Madagascar, and pray that she may long

live to bless that land.

Some of the earlist efforts of the London Missionary Society to

• extend the gospel, were in the South Sea Islands. The Missionaries of

this society wore subsequently joined there by those of the Wesleyan

Missionary Society, the Church Missionary Society and of those of

the Presbyterians of Australia. Rev. Dr. Mullens, late the able

Secretary of the London Society, who rested from his many labors

while endeavoring to establish the Missions of that Society in the

region which had been explored by Dr. Livingston, in Africa, gives

us the summary results of the labors of these four Societies in the

South Seas as follows :

" In Polynesia seven great groups of islands have all become
nominally Christian : in these and their attached groups some

four hundred thomcnuh, including eighty thousand communicants, have

been brought into Christ's church ; these are largely under the

instruction of native pastors, j;a/rf by themselves ; and four aggressive

Missions are now at work in western Polynesia, one chief element of
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which is the strong force which they contain of native Missionaries."

The Chronology of the London Missionary Society.

In another place. " Ecclesia " at page 558, Dr. Mullens says ;

—

**In more than three hundred islands of Eastern and Southern

Polynesia, the Gospel has swept heathenism entirely away. Perhaps

the most remarkable successes in Polynesia are those of the Wesleyan

Mission in Fiji. The Fiji Islands, eighty in number, contain a population

of two hundred thousand people. Thirty years ago they were all

cannibals, and they were cruel and degraded in the extreme. The
volume written by Capt. Erskine, R.N., describes blacker horrors and

vices as prevalent among them, than among any other tribes which

the Savannah visited. But the Wesleyan Missionaries have met
all the difficulties of their position with self-denial and courage. One

half the native population is professedly Christian ; twenty tioo

thousand are church members : thirty thousand are in the schools.

Cannibalism, polygamy and infanticide are fast passing away."

Dr. Mullens gives us testimony to the change wrought upon these

barbarous people as follows ;
" The late Admiral Fitzroy, R.N., writes :

* To the exertions of the London Mission Society I for one can bear

the most ample testimony, for I have seen the effects myself. I have

been with the natives at the top of the mountains, when no eye was
upon them but that of a stranger whom they might never see again,

and the conduct of the natives of Otoheite was just as correct, they

were as sincere in their morning and evening prayer, and in the

manner in which they spoke of the exertions of the Missionaries

among the neighboring islands as in the low country near the sea

where the Missionaries resided.'

Admiral Wilkes of the U. S. Navy speaks as clearly on the same
topic. He says, " The external signs of moral and religious improve-
ment are conspicuous. Many of the natives are scrupulous in their

attention to Christian duties, and are members in communion with the

church. All are strict observers of the Sabbath. Nowhere, indeed,

is this institution more religiously observed than in those Polynesian
islands which are under Missionary influence."

One of the warmest testimonies offered to the usefulness of

Missionary work, is also one of the most recent. -It is given by

a gentlemen who visited the Navigator's Island in H.B.M.
screw steamer, BrisJc, and may be found in the " Blackwood" of

January 1868.

^

^ " We have said that the London Missionary Society has the
spiritual care of the Samoan Islands. The first Missionaries were
established there about thirty years ago. AVith what zeal and devoted-
ness these -excellent men have laboured, needs not here to be enlarged
upon. With respect to the success that has attended their labours it

is sufficient to say that all heathen and barbarous practices have been
abolished. Christianity is firmly established; life and property
are as secure as in England, nay, more so, as theft is almost unknown

;

the morals of the people have been greatly improved ; a general
system of education prevails; the Bible is admirably translated,
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End it is in the hands of every member of the community."

—

Ecclcesia, pp. 560,561.

With these testimonies from Naval men to tlie effect of the

gospel upon the people of the Islands we pass on to other fields.

It has been said by some, and it will be said again by others,

that these wonderful results of Christian work have been effected

among uncivilized tribes ; that it was very natural and easy to effect

changes upon such peoples by the introduction of the arts and comforts

of civilized life; but that such efforts have failed when they have at-

tempted to change the usages and customs of old and established nations

which have a cherished form of religion, and an indigenous civilization

and literature. "We will not stop now to show that it is only by the

preaching of the gospel that the arts of civilized life have been

introduced among these barbarous tribes. We accept the challange

implied in the second part of the sentence, and proceed to show, by

the most unexceptionable testimony, that in just such conditions of

society is the effort of Missionary work most wonderfully efficient. We
proceed to notice the effect of Christian Missions in Turkey, in that

land which has till now foiled the wisdom of the most astute states-

men of Europe. Under the rule of this Mohammedan power there

are several subject Christian peoples who have preserved their forms

of Christian faith and worship since early in the Christian era. In

the long lapse of centuries these forms have become mixed with

vain customs ; and the peoples have lost nearly all the power of

godliness.

The most numerous of these Christian peoples in the Turkish

Empires are the Armenian and the Greek communities. It has been a

long and persevering labor of the Missionaries of the American Board of

Commissioners for Foreign Missions and of the American Presbyterian

Board to disseminate true Christianity among these peoples. The first

'

plan was to seek to do this with out separating the converts from

the established communities. This plan was found impracticable,

as the old form was not willing to receive the new spirit of Evangeli-

cal and Christian living. Hence it became necessary to organize

those who received the gospel in its Christian simplicity into separate

churches ; and eventually into a Christian community recognized as

"The Protestants" by the Turkish government. This community

has increased in the. number of its churches, in the excellence of

the native Pastors, in the consistent and upright lives of the

professing members, in the intelligence and general thrift of its

adherents, in the number and superiority of its schools of every

grade, including common schools for all classes, boarding schools
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for young men and young women distinct and separate, high

schools and colleges, giving full training in arts and sciences, and

medical schools for scientific instruction in medicine and surgerj'-,

Theologicals Seminaries for training up native Pastors and teachers,

till this community has now become a most important factor in the

consideration of the most difficulc question of European diplomacy.

This, the following testimony of outside witnessses, who had the best

opportunity for observing the state of the country, will tiwst satis-

factorUy show. Mr. J. Carlisle McCoan, for many years Editor of the

Levant Herald of Constantinople, and who had thus the fullest

opportunity of becoming acquainted with the state of the Turkish

Empire, in 1879, published in London, a work in two vols, entitled.

Our New Protectorate; Turkey in Asia. In a chapter on the religions

of the country he writes thus of the Native Protestant community.

"Although as yet the smallest of the non-mnsselman sects of the

Empire, such a body,—the growth of less than forty years—promises to

be one of the most potent factors in both its social and religions regenera-

tion. The comparative simplicity of its creed and worship, and the general

high standard of morality among its members, have done much to give
Mohammedan observers j aster views of what Christianity I'eally is, and
to abate the contempt inspired by the corrupt and sparious types of it

with which only they hitherto have been familiar. The movement of

which these are only some of the results, is largely due to the fostering

care of the British Embassy, but for the energetic protection of vjhich it would
probably have been strangled in its birth ; but its suceess is priviarily,

and in a much greater degree, due to the American Missionaries, whose
" marvelous combination of piety and common sense," coupled with a
zeal that in many instances has been nothing less than apostolic, has
done more for the regeneration, not alone of the Armenians,- but of the
Empire generally, f/tuji the efforts of all other agencies combined" Vol. 1.

pp. 187, 188.

In another chapter, on public instruction, he does full justice to

the educational efforts of the Missions, and mentions with strong

commendation the colleges at Constantinople, Harpoot, Aintab and

Beirut. He speaks highly of the native Pastors of the Protestant

churches.

In connection with the interest which was felt in England in

regard to "the Eastern question," The London Times employed
a special correspondent to travel through Asia Minor and report

upon the condition of things in that part of the Turkish Empire.

In an article by this correspondent in The Times for April 19tb,

1879, entitled American Missionaries he writes ;

—

' " These missionaries desire to be the friends of all, to teach and
educate all, to raise all from the degraded state and superstitions
atmosphere in which they live to a higher, holier, and more honorable
condition. The difficulties they have to contend with are great, but
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their zeal and courage remain nnsliaken, and throngli evil report and
good report and disregarding many discouragements they work steadily

on, devoting energies and talents, that, if employed in their own country,
would lead to wealth and honor, to the service of those among whom they
believe it to be their duty and privilege to labor. The people to whom
these men and women are thus devoting their lives, whether Armenians,
Greeks, Jews, Levantines, or Turks, are wholly occupied with an
anxious, if not greedy, desire to acquire money, or the social and
political influence that brings both wealth and power. A greater con-
trast to these people, than are the missionaries, it would be difficult to
find. Receiving a small salary from the Society in America which sends
them out, they are free from any suspicion of trying to increase their
worldly wealth, directly or indirectly. Enthusiastic in what they
consider the good cause, they devote their energies and even their lives

to the education and enlightenment of the degraded races among whom
they labor."

The correspondent of the London Daily Telegraph who was in

Turkey on the same errand of observation, writes as follows ;

—

" These missionaries, Protestants and evangelists, to a man, have
labored in Turkey for about forty years ; they have stations, colleges and
schools all over Asia Minor, as well as European Turkey ; they proselytize,

necessarily, by the fact of their giving a liberal education
; yet they are

left unmolested to leaven masses of the people here and there, with
opinions which condemn Mahommedanism as an imposture and supei'sti-

tion. The reason of their immunity is on the surface. They have been
peaceful, industrious and loyal ; no friends of political intrigue against

the Sultan and, therefore no tools of Russia ; not pati'onized by the

Czar under false pretences and, therefore not suspected by the Porte.

They have, however, done a large amount of good in an unobtrusive

way, as centers of civilizing and refining agencies, which worked for the
material, as well the moral benefit of the people. The labors of these

worthy men has a special interest at present, from the fact that they
give a prospect of success for those reforms in Asia which English
influence is bent upon accomplishing. They have colleges, four theologi-

cal seminaries, twelve seminaries for girls, normal schools, high schools,

common schools, with a present attendence of about ten thousand pupils ;

an educational and religious literature, in English, Armenian, Tui'kish

and Ai-abic ; and from the great central colleges of Constantinople,

Aintab, Harpoot and Beirut, Missionaries are constantly issuing who
evangelize districts around the provincial stations."

A writer in the British Quarterly Review for January 1878,

devotes some sixteen pages to setting forth the results of Missionary

work in Turkey. In the introduction he says ;—

r

" In the following article we shall leave out of view the work of the

religious reformation, and confine ourselves to some of the incidental

and secular results of the labors in which the missionaries in Turkey
have been engaged for the past half century. Our sources of informa-
tion, therefore, [referring to some ttoelve volumes, the names of which
were placed at the head of the article] have been ample and of the best

kind. What then are some of the results of this effort of the men of the

Kew World to introduce modern ideas and modern civilization into the

very heart of the Old World ? We shall endeavor to answer this question
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by giving some account of what they have accomplished in the Turkish
Empire in respect to the following particulars ; 1. Exploration ; including

some notice of the Physical Geography and ethnology of the country.

2. Literature and education. 3 Medical practice ; and 4. The improved
condition of women."

Passing over what is said under the head of exploration we come

to what is said about Literature and Education. The writer says :—
" It is but fair to mention that when the Missionaries began their

work in this department, the modern press was unknown in Turkey.
Not a newspaper was published in the country ; there was not a school

book in any one of the modem languages. We have before us a
catalogue of the books, tracts, and newspapers published by them in the

various languages of the Empire. "We find in this list, publications in

Arabic, Greek, Armenian ancient and modern, Bulgarian, Turkish,
Hebrew, Spanish, and Kurdish, besides what has been issued in the
European languages. Some of the books are published two or three

times in the same language, but in a different character. When it is

remembered tliat these books must be prepared in these different

languages and dialects, and in these different characters, and so correctly,

as to stand the test of the severe criticism of educated men, we can form
some idea of the obstacles overcome, and the amount of labor bestowed
on this department of their work. Newspapei's are published at Con-
stantinople and Beirut, in the Arabic, Armenian, Armeno-Turkish,
Greco-Turkish, and Bulgarian languages. The most important con-

tribution, however, which they have made to the literature of Turkey, is

found in the accurate translations which they have made of the Christian

Scriptures. These translations have been made into/o«r of the impor-
tant languages of the country. We refer to the modern Armenian, the

Ai"abic, the Turkish and the Bulgarian. When we remember that

these translations have all been made from the original Hebrew and
Greek ; and when we remember also that the translations, when put into

their permanent form, have been commended by the best Arabic, Turkish,
Bulgarian, and Armenian scholars of Turkey, we cannot refrain from
expressing our high appreciation, not only, of their high scholarship, but
of their persevering diligence and steadfastness of pui-pose : and we are

convinced that generations of men yet to come will join in this

commendation.
"We gather most of our information in regai'd to the schools from

a paper issued by the U. S. Commissioner of Education. We find the

schools are arranged under the following designation ; 1. Common
schools. 2. Girl's Boarding schools. 3. High schools for young men.
4. Theological schools. 5. Colleges and medical schools. We find that

there are 11,298 scholars in 290 common schools; we find a list of la
Boarding schools for girls. There are 6 Theological schools. The
number of young men in each is small, in no case amounting to more
than fifty but they are chosen from a great many, and for four years they
receive the closest attention. It is not too much to say, that some of

the men who give the greatest promise of usefulness in Turkey, at the
present time, are graduates of these Theological Seminaries."

"In find ourselves embarrassed by the great amount of information
before us in regard to the character extent, and results of this medical
work in Turkey. For a long period of years, well educated physicians
and surgeons from America have been quietly working in all parts of
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Asiatic Turkey. These gentlemen have made extended and interesting

reports in regard to the diseases of the conntry, the climate, the state of

medical practice and their own labors. A medical college is now raising

np educated native physicians to engage in practice."
" The world at large, and especially thoughtful students of social

and political, as well as moral and religious questions, will watch with
deep interest for the ultimate results of the eiforts which the missionaries

are making for the regeneration of Turkey."

Rev. Dr. Clark, the secretary of the American Board of Missions

at the Missionary Conference in London, October 1878, in referring

to these schools in Asiatic Turkey says :

—

" At the last examination of one of the normal schools the Turkish
Pasha was present and several of the high officials the Pasha made an
address to those young men saying to them, " Go, forward in your
studies. We shall want you in the government service ?"

He also wished that his own son might be taken into the school

to be educated. Tlie gospel is the key which is going to solve this

Eastern question. It is through the educated fucn, through the sons of

Turkey, of whom ire have not less than 600 or 700 educated in

tnission schools that will be future leaders of thought, opinion and

action in that land, that it is to be done. See Report of London

Conference, p. 402.

"The action of the Bei'lin Congress in opening the way for the free

development of the work of evangeh'zation in the Ottoman Empire
constitutes an era in the history of modern Missions. It was the recogni-

tion of the Missionary Enterprise on the part of the Great Powers of the

world. Freedom of religions opinioti for all me/?, whatever their nation-

ality or religion, finds acknowledgement in elaborate phrase five times

over in the language of the Treaty. Report of London Covfereace, p. 114.

This recognition of the freedem of religion for all men, by the

Berlin Congress, was largely the result of the efforts of the late Rev.

Jos. P. Thompson, D.D., an American clergyman then resident in Berlin,

who, in behalf and at the request of the American Board of Commission-
ers for Foreign Missions, laid before that distinguished body of diplo-

matists,' in a memorial with accompanying documents, a statement of the

work which had been done in both European and Asiatic Turkey, and
the hindrances to the enlightenment and progress of the people. This
memorial and the accompanying documents were i*eceived with great

readiness by those distinguished members of the Congress to whom they
were presented. One of them gave to Dr. Thompson, "the courteous

assurance that the subject of these papers should be laid before the

Congress, and added his strong conviction that a provision for religious

liberty would be embodied in the new Treaty."

This expectation was realized ; and Dr. Thompson was permitted

to write to the Missionary Society, in whose behalf he presented the

memorial,

" That the Treaty of Berlin, sanctioned by all the Great Powers
of Europe, contains an express stipulation for the absolute freedom and
equalit}' of religion, in each province which has been under the considera-

tion of the Congress." iSce Missionai-i/ Herald, September, 1878.
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In consequence of this beneficent action oi the Congress a time

of increased prosperity and success is looked for in these provinces.

It will be then more and more seen what an important factor thesei

Missionary labors are when considering the future of those peoples.

We come now to consider the results of Missionary efforts iit

India. In commencing our reniarks on this land, we invite the

attention of our readers to a volume published in England by Messrs.

T. Nelson and Sons entitled, The History of the Nineteenth Century,

by Robert Mackenzie. He remarks,

" There are few things in hnman history that wear an aspect of

higher moral grmulenr than the opening of wliat are now our great
Missions. Among the glories of the century there U none greater than

this. All other enterprises of beneficence must yield the palm to this

magnificent attempt to expel debasing superstitions, and convey into

every heart the ennobling influences of the Christian religion. The
success already attained gives sure promise of results the greatness of
whiclx we as yet but dimly perceive."

"We now present the testimony of those who have had the best

opportunity from their official positions, of knowing the results of

these various instrumentalities employed by Missionaries in India.

Sir Bartle Frere, late governor of Bombay, thus presents the

impressions of his personal observations ;
" I speak simply as to

matters of experience and observation and not of opinion
;
just as a

Roman prefect might have reported to Trajan or the Antonines ; and
I assure you that whatever may be told to the contrary, the teaching

of Christianity among the one hundred and sixty millions of civilized

and industrious Hindoo and Mahommedans in India is effecting

changes, moral, social and political, which, for extent and rapidity of

effect, are far more extraordinary than anything your Fathers have
witnessed in modern Europe."

The following extracts are from " A statement exhibiting the
moral and material progress and condition of India during the

years 1871, 1872," drawn up by Clements R. Markham, Esq.

Assistant Sec. to the India Office ; and ordered by the House of Com-
mons to be printed 28th April, 1873. The statements thus reads

;

" The Protestant ^fissions of India, Burmah and Ceylon, are carried
on by 35 Societies besides local agencies ; and now employ the services
of 606 foreign missionaries, of whom 550 are ordained. They occupy
522 principal stations, and 2500 subordinate stations.

" Apart from their special duty as public pi-eachers and pastors,

the foreign missionaries constitute a valuable body of educators : they
contribute gi-eatly to the cultivation of the native languages and
literature, and all who ai*e resident in rural districts, are appealed to
for medical help. Tliey have prepared hundreds of works suited both
for schools and for general circulation in the fifteen most prominent
languages of India, and in several other districts ; they are the compilers
of several dictionaries and grammai-s ; they have written important works
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OB the native classics and systems of Philosophy ; and they have largely
stimulated the great increase of the native literature prepared in recent
years by educated native gentlemen.

" The Mission presses in India are 25 in numher. Between 1852
and 1862 the}'- issued 1,634,940 copies of the Scriptures, chiefly single

books, and 8,604,033 tracts, school books, and books for general
circulation. Between 1862 and 1872 they issued 3410 new works in 30
languages, and circulated 1,315,503 copies of books of Scripture,

2,376,040 school books, and 8,750,129 christian books and tracts. Last
year two valuable works were brought to completion, the revision of tho
Bengal Bible, and the first publication of the entire Bible in Sanscrit.

"The Training Colleges for native ministers and training institutions

for teachers are 815, and contain 1618 students. The training institu-

tions for gii'ls are 28, with 567 students. An important addition to tho
efforts on behalf of female education is seen in the Zenana schools and
classes, which are maintained and instructed in the houses of Hindoo
gentlemen. These schools have been established during the last 16
years, and now number 1300 classes, with 1997 scholars most of whom
are adults. In 1872 the number in the Mission schools was 142,952.

" The high character of the general education given in the college

department of these institutions may be gathered from the following

facts. Between 1862 and 1872, 1621 students from these institutions

passed the entrance examinations in one or other of the three Indian
Universities established by the government; 513 passed the first examina-
tion in arts ; 154 took the degree of B.A. ; 18 took the degree of M.A.,
and 6 that of B.L."

[There are 10 colleges, with a full course of study of arts and
sciences, in which English is used as the medium of instruction, in India,

supported bj* different Missionary Societies of Great Britain.]
" A great increase has taken place in the number of converts the

last 20 years. In 1872, the entire number in the protestant native

churches in India, Burmah and Ceylon, amounted to 74,894 communi-
cants, and the converts, young and old numbered 318,363."

After stating many indirect results of Missions, the statement

published by the House of Commons closes thus ;

—

" The government of India cannot but acknowledge the great

obligation under which it is laid by the benevolent exertions made by
these 600 missionaries, whose blameless example and self-denying labors

are infusing new vigor into the stereotyped life of the great populations

placed under English rule, and are preparing them to be in every way
better men and better citizens of the great empire in which they dwell."

See Slierrimjs History <fec. pp. 461-68.

This statement appears to have been drawn up from full and

accurate documents at the direction of the government of India by

the assistant Secretary and presented by it to tlie British House of

Commons who ordered it to be printed as an official statement of these

matters in this most populous portion of the Empire. The whole

thing is alike creditable to the government which makes the statement,

and Missionaries of whom it is made.

There is one other testimony which we wish to present and we

have done with India. There is one man whom England delighted
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to honor, tlie late Lord Lawrence. At the outbreak of the Sepoy

mutiny he was chief commissioner of the Punjab. By his firmness,

wisdom and untiring energy he not only held that recently subjected

Province under control, but he sent some of the best troops to help

in subduing the rebellion and saving India to England. In recogni-

tion of his distinguished services the Queen appointed him Viceroy of

India, and, at the expiration of his appointment, he was made a Peer

of the Realm. He was fully acquainted with every part of the

country. He was in the civil service from his early years. He was

all through the rebellion. During the six years of his viceroyship, in

connection with his knowledge of the state of the population, when

he entered upon the administration of the Government, he had such

an opportunity of forming a judgment in regard to the affairs of

India, as no other man has had. He knew the Missionaries and their

work from personal acquaintance with many of them. He was

witness to the fact that during the terrible persecution the converts iu

India were exposed to during the rebellion, not one of them denied the

Christian faith nor forsook the government through which blessings

were coming to their native land. He was fully acquainted with all

the' schools. Colleges and.Institutions of every kind, which the Mission-

aries were supporting for the elevation of the people, as well as their

labors in preaching the Gospel. Ho also well-knew all that the

government of Lidia had done in the way of works for irrigation, the

railroads then in operatioB, the other public works and all the

Government schools and Colleges. With this full knowledge of

India and its people Lord Lawrence declared,

" I believe, nQfcwitlistanding all.that the English people have done
to beuetit that coMwtvj, the JU^ssionaries have done more than all other

agencies cotnhined." .

Our space wilLnot permit U8, at this time, to notice the wonder-

ful results of Missionary efforts iu, Persia, Burmah, Africa and

Japan. We will now only further writo of these labors in China,

where, in the opinion of. many, their labors- have been productive of

so few results.. Missions to China.may be properly- said to have com-
menced in 1843, after the signing of the Treaty of Nanking, in

August, 1842, by which five ports were opened to the residence of

merchants from Western lands. After the French Treaty, in 1844,

the toleration of Christianity was granted. This is some 37 years

ago. Dr. Christleib, thus writes; "In 1843 all the English and
American Missionaries assembled . in Hongkong and they numbered
12. In Hongkong they had 6. canverts." At the present time,

"there jare iu China," as stated; in. the previous number, of this
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j.ournal, ''some two hundred and fifty ordained Ministers laboring as

Missionaries in China, most of whom are married; and there are more

jthapi sixty single ladies, beside the married ladies, laboring for the

TirVomen. There are more than eighty ordained native preachers,

nearly .one hundred colporteurs, qind about one hundred Bible women.
There are abo]nt fiftQen thousand ^>ro/<?«6»?^ Christians, who are

gathered iijto some three hundred organized churches," In addition

to these laborer^ and the agencies they employ, there are about . a

dozen Hospitals under the pharge of Christian Physicians, who give

gratuitous Ordvice ai)d medicines to tens of thousands of poor patients,

year by year, thus contributing most efficiently to diffuse among this

people a knowledge of the blessed Gospel of Christ which comes to

relieve the n^iseries that mankind suffer in consequence of sin. While

some consider tlie success of Missions in China to be very small, there

are those, who are skilled in judging of the results of agencies and

instrumentalijtioa which are to effect spiritual results, who consider the

results already effacicd in China as very gratifying indeed : and such

as call fpr great thanksgiving to the Giver of all good. Without

enlarging on this point, we may say that the Missionary work in

China is with the sanction of the great Western Powers who have

Treaties wi^h this country. Great Britain and the United States of

A^neriea placed in their respective Treaties the same article—nearly as

follow^;—" The principles of the Christian lleligion, as professed by

the Protestant and Roman Catholic Churches, arc recognised as

^eaphing nie^ iq. do good, and to do to others as they would have

others to do to them. Hereafter, those who quietly profess and teach

these doctrines shall not \>q harrassed or persecuted on account of

their faith." The Missionaries in China have received testimonies

from Foreign and Native Officials to the uprightness of their conduct

and the self-denying character of their labors, such as Missionaries

have received in other lands ; as when, in 1858, the Chinese Govern-

ment offered to the American Minister, the Hon. W. B. Reed, to give

to Missionaries the free ingress into the country. Such testimony

.was recently given when the encomiums were passed upon their self-

denying labors in connection with the efforts to relieve the sufferings

of the people during the famine. Indeed tlio Missionaries in China

consist of the very same class of men as their fellow Missionaries in

other lands." They come from the very some institutions of learning,

classical and theological, that Missionaries to other lands do. It may
be, that, in a most difficult field of Missionary labor, encountering

difficulties and opposition such as are not experienced in others lands,

with a multitude of people to bp influenced such is not found anj_-
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where else on the face of the globe,—we have not had such a

measure of success as has been enjoyed in other fields. We deeply

lament that our success is not such as we have desired. We how-

ever believe that the want of visble results, in the way of nominal

conversions from among the people, in the way of manifest and

observable changes in the manners and heathen customs of this people,

does not come from the want of devotedness on the part of the

Missionaries in China to their laboi's, nor from the want of adapteduess

in their plans of labor to effect the desired objects. We have in use

all the iustrumentalties used by Missionaries in the lauds of which

we have written ; we have schools of every class except high schools

and colleges ; we have prepared suitable text books for schools to a

limited extent, and we have in the course of preparation a more

extensive series of schools books ; "we have translated the Christian

Scriptures into the Chinese language ; we have an extensive Christian

literature consisting of Commentaries on many separate book^ of the

Bible. Evidences of the Christian Religion ; religious books and

tracts ; dictionaries and grammars, and other works to facilitate the

study of this language have been prepared by Missionaries, a

number of scientific books, on Anatomy and Medicine and Surgery

as understood by medical men in the West, have been prepared by

Medical Missionaries, and others. Converts to Christianity, while as

yet spared the trial of any severe persecution, have endured, in some

cases, persecution even to the endurance of death rather than deny

their Saviour. AVe can write the names of those who were Missouaries

in China, but who have entered into their rest, that would adorn the

records of any Mission in the world. We will be excused for writing

out the names of a few, as Morrison, Milne, Medhurst, Abeel, Boone,

and Bridgeman ; and among the pioneers in Medical Missions Parker,

Hobson and Lockhart. The successors of these, we may say without

any boasting, will compare favorably with the Missionaries to any

other country.

If we are asked why the results in China are nut as great as in

other fields, we answer there are many reasons. 1st. The Missions

in Cliina are more recent than in other large fields. The Missions

have been in Turkey 50 years. It has been 68 years since the

Charter of the East India Company was altered by the British'House of

Commons so that the company could not forbid Christian Missionaries

laboring in India. Missionaries had been laboring in India

before this time under some restrictions. 2nd. In China wo
meet with a homogeneous mass of people, bound compactly together with

suph bonds of superstition and idolatry, and by tribal and family
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regulations such as are not fou^nd in< any other land". We have a

system of education in the doctrines of a, sage and teacher, whose

influence is universally acknowledged and- accepted, whose tablet is

found in every school and college in tlw) country, and is worshipped,

day by day, by every student. We have a body of educated officials,

selected from the vast multitude of students by competitive examina-

tion, located in every city, town and township in the land, who are

unitedly opposed to the introduction of Christianity among the people.

This body of officials is supiwrted a»d encouraged in this opposition to

the introduction of the gospel, by the whole number of literary and

military graduates, of every degree, a,nd by the students who attend the

literary and military examinations every year. These officers, graduates

and students are numbered by f/>c hundreds of thousands: some of them

are found in every village and hamlet ; they are the men of influence

and action in every ncighlwrhood. Whereever we go we meet some

of this literary class to counteract our efforts. IViese are some of the

special difficulties and hindrances we meet with. But we are not

discouraged, nor we arc cast down. We labor on in the full assurance

that we shall succeed. To attain that success we well know will cost

years of patient labor and toll. It will cost the sacrifice of many lives.

We may expect more active and virulent opposition in the future

than any we have experienced in the past. We are deeply impressed

with the conviction that our numbers and agencies are very inade-

quate to the work that is to be accomplished. This periodical has

sent a call to the churches requesting them to reinforce our numbers

and to aft\»rd the means of using additional agencies. It is hoped that

they will respond to this call and avail of the great facilities which

are now enjoyed for prosecuting labors among this people.

The object of our present writing is to address our fellow country-

Hiien resident in China, The China Telegraphy of London, reports that

the total foreign population in China, excluding Hongkong, is 3,814.

Of these i,ft5.3, are English, and 430 are Americans. Of the 351

foj'eign Arms, having establishments in China, 35 are American, 49 are

German and 200 are English. Besides those engaged in mercantile

pursuits there are many of our countrymen in the various honorable

pursuits of secular life. Some fill the high position of Ministers

from their respectiv^e countries at the court of Peking, many aro

in the various consular services ; and in the customs service of the

Chinese Emperor ; and many are in various other callings. Wo
consider that all these our fellow country men arc in situations in

which they can render assistance in the work in which wo are

engaged. Many can render very important assistance. All can give
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their sympathy and encouragement. We greatly desire this co-opera-

tion of the residents from our native lauds. It is for this reason that

the writer.has written out so fully what are the objects and purposes

of Missionary labor. For the purpose of enabling all to see that such

labors are not useless and inefficient he has collected the above quoted

testimonies as to the results of such labors in other lands.

Our desire, as Missionaries, is to renovate China. We expect to

do this not by any sudden change of_its customs and manners, but by

disseminating among the people the knowledge of the doctrines of

revealed truth as contained in the Sacred Scriptures ; by establishing

schools of every class from the lowest to the highest ; in which shall

be imparted the knowledge of western science and arts as well as of

religion ; by raising up from the pupils in the schools and colleges

educated men who shall be fitted for every position in secular life, as

well as in the Missionary work. These are objects and purposes

which must commend themselves to the approval of all considerate

persons desiring the welfare of their fellow men. It of course must

be left to each and every one to consider wherein and how, he can

best promote the good cause, whether by contributions, or by

personal effort. Residents may feel assured that any and all efforts on

their part to assist us will be very gladly accepted. It is much easier

for you to offer such assistance, than it is for us to ask for it. For the

words of our common Lord are of universal application, "It is

more blessed to give than to receive." And however this sympathy

and co-operation may be manifested in the future, we close this paper

with the expression of our assurance, that the Missionary work in

China will hereafter have much more symjyathy and co-operation from

our countrymen than it has in the past, great and important as that

has been. We expect it to be manifested not only in the generous

contributions which have, at nearly every port, sustained the expenses

of the Missionary hospitals and Missionary schools ; but in personal

sympathy and interest in the more spiritual part of our labors ; and

in liberal assistance in the efforts, which we hope may be made in the

near future, to establish and endow colleges for the higher education

of Chinese youth of talent and intelligence in English and western

science, with the Christian Bible as the standard text book of morals

and religion. And with the expected accession to our numbers, with

the additional agencies for the prosecution and enlargement of our

work, and with the co-operation of our countrymen resident in this

land, by the blessing of God, which alone can give success, we expect,

during the next ten years, to see a great increase in the results of

Missionary' labor among this people. A Missionaey.
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MONGOLIAN METEOROLOGY.

B T H O I N 9 .

Wind.

niHE first thing that a traveller going to Mongolia meets is the

wind from the plateau. The wind is from the plateau, but it

receives its special character from the high ridge of hills which, rising

away above the plain itself, forms the south boundary of the table

land. Except in midsummer and early autumn the probabilities are

that these liills are partly, at least, covered with snow and the blast

from them is chilling.

Getting nearer to Mongolia, at the very foot of the great pass

over which must struggle all the traffic between Mongolia and

Kalgan, the traveller, himself sheltered, may sit and hear the tempest

roar away high up above him, and see at no great distance from him

a stream of gravel stones pour, like water, down the face of a steep

cliff. The force of the whid is so great that it dislodges the gravel,

and sends it hurrying downwards in a noisy current. On reaching

the higher levels of the pass the whole force of the wind is felt, and

if the wind be as high as it sometimes is, progression of any kind is

difficult. The dust from the road comes in bitter clouds blinding and

bewildering man and beast, and it is only when well clear of the pass

and away down the other side towards the plain that any sensible

abatement of its fury is felt.

In Mongolia itself wind is one of the commonest and most

persistent phenomena. Spring, summer, autumn, and winter, day

and night, wind is abund.ant. There are times, perhaps even days,

where there is little or no wind, but these times are rare, these days

are few and often far between. It is much more common to have

consecutive days of unintermitted blowing. The prevailing direction

of the wind seems to be from the north-'west, but it blows from all

quarters, and just as likely as not, when you have pitched your tent

facing southwards a south wind will pipe up, persistently blow in at

the tent door, prevent the egress of the smoke, and compel you to

abandon your tent or your fire.

Of all the places in the world wind is perhaps seen to most

advantage in Mongolia. There is nothing to obstruct its free range.

No trees, no bushes, no houses, nothing to entangle and hinder it*
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Away it goes over plain and hill running straight on, swirling round,

shaking the short grass, driving clouds of dust from the roads and

dried up lakes, and meeting no impediment till it falls with full fury

on the quivering tent of the hapless traveller. "Woe betide the tent

that is not firmly pinned down when the blast comes. A good

tent can stand it, but people travelling with poor tents sometimes

take down their tent altogether when a great storm comes, weather it

out as best they can unprotected, and set up their tent again when

the weather moderates.

As to the felt tents in which Mongols live permanently, they

stand the wind better. Being heavy they stand firmer, and being

packed with boxes inside are not in much danger of moving. But in

Mongolia there come sometimes furious whirlwinds, roaring and

spinning with great velocity over the plain, and to provide against

being taken up in such a phenomenon every dwelling tent is provided

with a strong hair rope fastened to the highest part and stowed away

handy, within reach, so that at a moments notice, when the roar is

heard coming over the plain, the inmates can pull it down and

hang on to it, to prevent their little foundationless house from being

taken up as a man lifts a hat from a table. These ropes however

are very seldom used. Occasionally a tent may be found moored

down by this rope fastened to a pin driven into the tent floor,

but on the other hand, in most cases these ropes are furnished with

a coating of soot and smoke varnish which indicate that they have

not been disturbed for months.

Spring is the great time for persistent winds, and as the cold is

then still great, the cattle still weak, and no new grass yet grown,

many of the animals die. But though the vv^inds moderate, they do

no stop all through May. In June even a two or three days hurri-

cane may come along, and it is not till July and August that the

atmosphere gets quiet and reliable. One of the few redeeming

features of Mongolian winds is that many of them, though persistent

during the day, get quiet or altogether disappear in the night. This

remark of course does not apply to the more violent winds which

generally hold at it night and day.

The whirlwind is a great phenomenon in Mongolia. The
country is so wide and bare that the traveller can see it at great

distances, and in summer time, away up about Gobe, several whirl-

winds may be seen at a time, each marked by a huge prependicular

column of brown sand reaching to a great height, leisurely traversing

the vast plain and visible, it may be, for more than an hour before

they finally disappear. The column of sand is of course not solid, but
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merely of the con?isfercy of a cloud and though in a sandy country

they have a most formidable appearance, they are in most cases, in

summer especially, perfectly harmless. Sometimes, though, even in

summer a whirlwind of a different character may be seen, in which

the column is not a thin cloud of loose sand reaching high into the air,

but a great dark solid looking pillar reaching from the ground right

up into low lying dark clouds.

The Mongols have a firm belief that the thunder is the voice of

a dragon, and when interrogated affirm boldly having seen the

dragon itself. An incredulous foreigner was once called out of his tent

that he might, with his own eyes, look upon the dragon he would not

believe in. Turning towards the direction pointed out sure enough

there was something wonderfully like a beast's tail depending from

the clouds, and as the thing moved a little hither and thither it

required no great stretch of imagination to think that some great

beast lay crouched in black cloud, wagging its tail which then hung

through and was seen from below. The Mongol account of this

phenomenon was two fold. Some said it was the dragon^s tail,

others, approaching nearer the real explanation, said it was not the

beast's tail but the beast drawing up water. These little pendent

columns of vapour, abortive water spouts, as they may be called, are

frequently seen hanging from dark clouds in Mongolia and powerfully

move the superstitious sensibilities of the more timid among the

Mongols.

Dust

Is another phenomenon in Mongolia. At times, when the wind

blows, the whole atmosphere presents a hazy appearance. Nothing at

any distance is seen distinctly. The sun even looks dull. Yet there

is nothing visible to cause this dimness. It is a storm of dust so fine

that it is perceived only by its general effect. No dust settles on the

person or clothes ; it is too fine in quality and too minute in quantity

for that but after all it is dust that is caught up by the wind in

some far off region and carried over to Mongolia. These dust storms

are very different from the dust storms that may be seen sweeping

over the plain of Peking. In the latter you can see and feel the dust.

Comparatively speaking they are coarse vulgar dust storms. The

Mongolian dust storm is a refined phenomenon, the dusty ingredients

being almost impalpable. That the atmospheric discolouration is dust

admits of no doubt. After the wind ceases to blow the dust settles

on the grass when, though it hardly admits of handling, it can be

distinctly seen.
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On one occasion in summer the rear man of a caravan shouted
out " the rain is on us." There was instantly a bustle of getting

on rain cloaks, all the more animated as the rain seemed very heavy,

rapidly nearing, and almost up to the caravan. One old Mongol
looked at it a moment, remarked " There is such a thing as red rain

after all" and hurried on his cloak. A few moments more and the

storm broke over the caravan, but in place of being a thunder shower,

it turned out to be nothing more than the beginning of a dust storm

isomewhat different in its beginning from ordinary dust storms and so

like rain as to deceive even the practiced eye of an old Mongol.

Rain

May be mentioned next in order. June, July and August are

the rainy months in Mongolia. The seasons are not quite alike in all

years, but there is seldom much rain-before the middle of June, and

frequently little rain after the middle of August. In this way the

real rainy season of Mongolia does not extend much beyond sixty

days. A rainy season of sixty days suffices for the wants of the

country. If a good deal of snow falls in winter the ground retains the

damp long and a shower or two seems to supply all the needs of

vegetation till nearly midsumner. By the middle of August again the

grass—the one Mongolian staple—needs no rain, is in fact damaged

by rain. If much rain falls late in August it is no uncommon thing

to hear Mongols express their dissatisfaction in language that borders

closely on the irreverent. And sometimes almost no rain falls after

the middle of August. Some years ago a traveller in Mongolia met

with only one fall of rain and that but a slight one between the middle

of August of one year and the middle of June of the next year. It is

only fair, however, to state that the season referred to was

exceptionally dry.

Thunder storms

Are seen to great advantage in Mongolia. The wide expanse of

plain furnishes no obstacle to limit the view so that the eye can range

as far, almost, as at sea, with this advantage that being on terra Jinna

the spectator can look at an approaching storm without fear. In the

rainy season of sixty days mentioned above a great part of the rain that

falls comes in thunderstorms. It is very interesting to watch the

gradual, though sometimes rapid, development of a thunder storm,

and to note from what a trivial IcToking cloud an immense storm may
arise.

If on the alert the traveller may see the storm begin to gather,

may see the dark cloud swell and boil, and thus aware of its approach
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make preparations and have all tilings ready. But more frequently

the first indication noticed of a coming storm is a deafening report as

of a great gun discharged over head or at no great distance. Then

there is just time to run out, drive in the tent pins a little, pick up

odds and ends laid out to dry in the sun, when the whole firmament

catching up the battle signal, joins in the strife of the elements and

in a very short time the tempest rages from horizon to horizon. These

thunder storms are generally accompanied with fierce blasts of wind,

and sometimes with hail.

In the summer of 1878 a spell of dry and excessively hot weather

was closed by a very sudden and very fierce thunder storm, in which

the wind blew so strongly that the rain seemed not to fall but to

sweep past horizontally. In a few minutes the whole landscape was

blotted out ; nothing was to be seen but rain, nothing to be heard but

the tempest. The wind, catching the corner of a tent, tore it loose

and threw it back with a loud report, flinging the iron tent

pin to a great distance where it was afterward found in the

long grass. Later on in the same year a terrible thunder storm was

witnessed on- the south edge of the Mougolijan plateau. A south

wind had been blowing for some days and it was evident that a storm

was brewing. All of a sudden the wind ceased, there was an

interval of quiet when wind from the north^came on driving the mist

before it thick and dark. A few drops of rain then fell and the

atmosphere partly cleared up. Then came a quiet afternoon and an

evening so still that from the top of a hill voices in the plain could

be heard quite distinctly. The clouds however above the hills

around had a most threatening appearance and at dark suddenly the

signal gun of the thunder storm boomed among the hills. In a few

minutes the whole fury of the elements seemed to be let loose, the

thunder seemed continuous and had an awe inspiring, metallic clang

as it crashed in the skies and was reverberated among the echoes of the

hills ; the rain fell in deluges ; the wind, now from this quarter now
from that, drove the rain with such force on the sides of the

quivering tent that it was hardly possible to hear one speak in any

voice lower than a shout ; the waters rushing down from the hills

swept along the lower ground in roaring torrents, and the bright

glare of the lightning lit up the scene of strife at intervals of

only a few seconds. The storm began about 8 p.m. It was pretty

well over by eleven ; next morning everything looked washed

and clean,- and the most of the day was spent by dwellers

and travellers ialiko in drying their sqa^ed clothes and otlioj*

possessions.
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A very fine thunder storm was witnessed at another place in

Mongolia in 1879. As usual a south wind had been blowing

for some days supplying the materials for a storm. All things were

ready and all that was wanted was a beginning. Suddenly a small

cloud stepped out, as it were, among the others, assumed the lead,

fired the signal gun in the shape of a moderate peal of thunder, called

the rest of the clouds around it and the hurly burly was fairly started.

Our caravan was on the march. We were a little ahead and had just

time to fall back and get out our waterproofs when the storm was

upon us. "Wind, rain, hail, one by one and all together kept us

lively for the rest of the march that was before us. In about an

hour we arrived at the foot of a hill where were habitations and •

"where amid the storm we set about making our camp. In a little time

the storm seemed to pass arourad the hill, and the natives came about

us congratulating themselves and us that the storm was over. They

had reckoned without their host. By and by the great black

head of the cloud was seen looking round at us from the other side of

the hill ; it gradually drew nearer, and in a short time was upon us

again in greatly intensified force. The first part .of the storm had

sciemed bad enough. This was much worie. The wind was as

strong as before and the rain was much heavier. In a few minutes

the sloping ground was covered with a broad sheet of flowing water,

and when the hail came, every hailstone as it struck the ground

threw up a splash of water as when a stone is thrown into a pond.

The hailstones too were large, a great many of them being as

great in diameter as the thickness of an ordinary man's thumb.

One icy mass was picked up consisting of a number of hailstones

conglomerated into the shape of a wheel about one inch and half,

or two inches in diameter. Some of the larger stones made a very

sensible impression on the head and shoulders but, happily, this

last was picked up, not felt in its descent.

Hailstorms seldom do much damage in Mongolia. The cattle

and the grass, for the most part can stand them ; but when hail

storms come late in the year they inflict much damage on the crops of

Chinese cultivators on the borders of Mongolia, and occasionally

whole fields of crops may be seen utterly destroyed in this manner.

Temperature.

Mongolia is a cold country. It is warm sometimes but not

often, nor for long at a time. In summer there are occasionally parch-
ing times of drought, there are even times when, after rain, the

weather is mild and warm. But these are exceptions ; oven in mid-
summer a sunless day followed or preceded by a day of rain and
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wind lowers the temperatures so that a skin coat is grateful, and travel-

lers have spent entire summers in the Mongolia sleeping every night

under a great sheep-skin blanke<- and not finding it at all too hot. In

Mongolia the traveller should never be beyond the reach of a good great-

coat. Even in the warmest time of summer the wind may pipe up.

Chinamen in Mongolia seem never to part with their wadded gar-

ments. The summer in Mongolia is long in coming and goes away
soon. There is only one mouth when water may not be seen frozen in

Mongolia. That month is July, and even in July there are mornings

80 cold that the thermometer cannot be much if at all above freezing.

Even so late as May water frequently freezes in the basins and the

* pots in the tent, and in the summer of 1879, good strong ice covered a

basin of water exposed outside of the tent on the night between the

fourteenth and fifteenth of June. By the end of August ice may
again be seen, in the morning, covering the watering troughs and

pools at the wells.

If the summer is such what of the winter ? The cold is intense.

Inhabitants of Kalgan say the thermometer falls in Kalgan to

seven or more degrees below zero of Fahrenheit. Inhabitants of

Kiachta say the cold with them reaches fifty eight degrees below

zero, not below freezing but below zero of Fahrenheit. Kalgan is in

China, and lies much lower than southern Mongolia, and if we estimate

Mongolia as ten or fifteen degrees colder than Kalgan the coldest for

south Mongolia would be about seventeen or twenty-two below zero.

Fifty-eight below zero, if not an exaggeration, is a cold seldom

experienced, and probably the true statement of the greatest cold in

winter in Mongolia would lie somewhere midway between the

calculated twenty-two below zero for the sout'i border, and the asserted

fifty-eight below zero of the north frontier. Whatever the exact

statement in degrees of the cold may be, winter lays its icy hand

severely on the country and is slow to relax its grasp. On the eleventh

of June in the year 1879, a traveller was startled, on looking dowu a

well, to see something resembling a great white ox at the bottom. It

turned out to be the ice of the winter not yet melted ; and a few years

ago, on the twenty-eighth of June, a caravan encamped at a well from

which water had to be obtained by sending a man down with a

luimmer and an iron tent pin to quarry off pieces of ice which were

brought up and melted to make tea and cook food.

Snow.

Considering the great cold and the abundant summer rains of Mongo-

lia, it might be expected that there would be heavy falls of snow in

the winter. It is not so. Snow is abundant but not deep. Three or
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four inches is an ordinary fall, and the action of the wind and sun

usually reduces it before another fall. Ten inches of snow is said to

be very rare and to be sufficient to cause a famine. The Mongols

make little or no preparation for the feeding of their cattle in winter

and when ten inches of snow covers the ground starvation stares the

cattle in the face. In such cases efforts are made to dig the snow

around such tufts of taller grass as may be seen appearing up

through the snow. But it is easy to understand that but few

cattle can be saved thus and when ten inches or a foot of snow

does fall it usually produces such a death among cattle that

the season is remembered and talked of for eight or ten years

to come. It not unfrequently happens that a moderately heavy fall

of snow takes place over a limited region in which case the Mongols

have to lead off their cattle to some neighbouring region where

the fall has been less heavy.

Mirage

Is a phenonmeon frequently witnessed on the plains of Mongolia

confined to distorting and blurring objects seen at a distance. It

makes near objects seem distant ; every thing affected by it seems

uncertain. But this is all ; such pictures of unreal landscapes as

are attributed to it in more tropical regions are unknown in Mongolia.

THE FAMINE IN NORTH CHINA.

Bt J. DUDGBOK, M.D.

n^HE North of China suffered severely from droughts in 1876 and

1877. The result of the first year's drought was principally

felt in Shantung and that of t*he second over a much larger area

viz., the N., of Shantung, S., of Chihli, almost the whole of Shansi

part of Shensi and the North of Honan, embracing altogether a

population estimated at from 15 to 25 millions for each of the above

provinces. It is calculated that from ^"5 to y% of the population

perished and that over large areas. The loss as a whole is stated to

be from 9^ to 13 millions. Regions outside the famine area properly

so called, had also a succession of bad years, and great scarcity and

dearness of provisions prevailed. I myself saw people come to our

Temple at the Western Hills, near Peking, and strip the elms of their

more tender leaves, and collect various grasses, which with chaff

and other seeds, formed the staple food of many people, not only of
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the poorest but of those who in good years, were in comfortable

circumstances. The non-famine stricken area suffered chiefly by the

immigration of large bodies of refugees from the famine regions.

Great numbers flocked to the large cities, particularly Peking and

Tientsin. We know of the sad fire which consumed some 2000

helpless women and children in the mat sheds erected for them at

the latter city. Some foreigners have been inhuman enough to

suppose that it was done intentionally by the officials to save them-

selves and the government the expense of providing for their wants.

I understand that a commemorative temple has been erected by

the officials on the very spot where this catastrophe occurred.

Several tens of thousands found their way to the capital and were

housed and fed chiefly by official and private funds in the Southern

city. Soup kitchens were established in numerous places and a visit

to any one of these places any morning at 8 oclock, and they were thus

opened for months consecutively, would have given one a good idee

of the misery that was so prevalent. I had occasion frequently in

the summer of 1878 to pass through the village of Pali-chwang (8 /*

from the city on the West) and came across crowds of poor emaciated

people, collecting at 8 o'clock from the country all around and con-

centrating on the village. Large numbers of women and children

were among the mournful retinue, each carrying an earthern vessel

in which to receive the daily allowance of boiled millet. The roads

outside the city, on the S.W., were crowded with the poor refugees

on their way from Shansi and South Chihli. Numbers of dead were

daily found on the roads leading to the city from these regions, and

dogs, vultures, crows and swine were often found feasting upon them.

Large numbers died of sheer starvation ; others whose systems had

run too low, were unble to recover, and by for the largest number

were struck down with typhus fever, diarrhoea and dysentery. We
know that these diseases always follow in the wake of famine.

Typhus fever is always more or less prevalent in China but in the

spring of 1878, a wave of this disease seems to have swept over N. China

and carried off thousands. From the reports that have been furnished

of the relief distributors, we find, one stating that 19 per cent in his

district died of starvation and 6 per cent of disease, mostly of typhus.

Some villages lost all their inhabitants and close by owing to a few

moirs of wet land, another village would have but few dead. Another

reports 19 per cent of the whole population as having perished. The

deaths was so numerous in some places that grave pits were dug, into

which on one occasion as many as 200 or 300 corpses were put

within a week in the third month of the year. This would appear to
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have been the most fatal period. Over these bodies a layer of earth was

placed and theu a layer of corpses and so on till the pit was filled up

;

thus reminding us of war and cholera times. All the cities of

Southern Shansi seem to have been compelled to adopt this plan. The
estimated loss of population from a minute investigation has been

73 p. c; 67.61 by starvation and 3.49 by disease. In 10 villages in

Lin-fun-'/isien, Ping-yang-fu, 5525 and 291 were lost of starvation and

disease respectively. The most fatal diseases were typhus and diarr-

hoea. Typhus was very prevalent in the 2nd and 3rd month (of

1878), which agrees with our experience at the capital. By this time

the people had been reduced to the dry roots of the flag rush ; those

who had not stamina sufficient to stand such diet, gradually wasted

away and died.

Another writes, "Few healthy people are seen. The black famine

look still prevails. One sees starving people every day." One R. C.

bishop in Shansi writes, "Who can estimate the people that from

September, 1877, till now have died of hunger and the typhus fever.

I can only say that we mourn over the loss, in these times, of over

4,000 Christians." A protestant missionary writes, "Typhus was still

raging everywhere and carrying off numbers, and he calculates that

about one-fifth of the population had disappeared since he was last

there." Another writes, "Death by starvation and disease are most

common, and in this city, ITo'C/iien-fu, -the rate was very high.

Every day I met individuals, often only a little child, the sole remain-

ing member of what was formerly a large family. In some houses

I entered, the whole family, the dead and dying were lying side by

side, and the impure atmosphere was intolerable," Four American

missionaries, who engaged in distribution, estimate the loss of

population in the district in which they laboured to have been one-

third caused by starvation and disease. Both small-pox and typhus

prevailed. The bishop of Chihli writes, "It is impossible to estimate

the diminution of the population from sickness or starvation. Perhaps

we may say 10^ have died from famine and 20^ from typhus fever.

The latter has not yet ceased." A band of Peking distributors report

as follows : "In 18 villages in the Nari-kung-hsien out of 1958 families,

685 died from starvation, and 358 from disease. The loss from the

above causes, including 740 who emigrated is equal to about 20^ of

the population—that is for this year alone." A R. C missionary in

Shantung writes, "Not many died of starvation but many died of

typhus, and the mortality still continues ; he believes it is the distress

that is the cause of the fatal typhus; many children of both sexes and

especially orphans were received, whose parents died of typhus after
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having been emaciated by hunger/* Another R.C. missionary from

the same province writes, "Died of typhus as far as I know, 4,000 af;

least ; only a few died of hunger." In the Tientsin report it is said,

" Typhus fever was rampant, and in the villages of Ta-cJiih-pn, sefc

apart for the reception of the destitute, it was not an uncommon

event for from 400 to 600 wretches to die in a single niglit after the

setting in of the cold weather." Cannibalism is testified to by several,

and there can be no doubt of its existence in these times of extremity.

It seems to have been confined to Sliansi, and nothing of this revolt-

ing character is reported from either Ohihli or Shantung.

We have had a very full and exhaustive report of this great

famine as presented in the reports of the Shanghai and Tientsin Relief

Committee, and in the publication of the letters of the distributors oi

the fund. The Peking Committee did not issue a report and as a

record of the work done, it is much to be regretted. The principal

object of the pubhcation of the pamphlet by the Shanghai Committee

was to show how, where, and to what extent the funds were applied. A
set of questions was prepared bearing (I) on the amount distributed ;

(2) the number of individuals and families relieved
; (3) the nature

of the relief continuous or sporadic; (4) the places; (5) native

assistance
; (6) present prospects of the different localities as to (1**)

rain-fall
; (2") quantities of grain for sowing and facilities for purchas-

ing the same ; (3°) price of grain and articles of food
; (4°) probable

loss of population by {(t) emigration, {h) starvation and {c) disease ;

(7) existence or non-existence of cannibalism
; (8) amount of money

required to keep up pi*esent relief until the autumn harvest ; (9) the

appreciation of the efforts at relief by the non-recipient residents

;

(10) whither the emigrants have gone ; and (11) your plan of relief.

In a medical point of view No. 6, b, c, 7 and 11, are of most interest,

and they are those from which we have drawn our statement. The
missionanes and others who engaged in the work, did so from feelings

of philanthropy and good-will ; the area and the work were enormous

and more than sufficient to tax all their efforts, time and strength. It

would hardly have been fair to have required extra work from such

self-denying volunteers, with the view of throwing more light upon

the famine and the best means of averting or meeting these in future.

More information of a sanitary, medical and economic character, etc.,

would have been useful. Facts require to be carefully collected and

observations recorded. Such information as we require is not to be

gained by rapid visits, made at intervals, but is the outcome of the

experience and knowledge of skilled observers who live among the

famine stricken populations, and who, duy by day, week by wci>k, and
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month by month, note the effects of insufficiency of food, all the

symptoms of failing nutrition and the stealthy but certain approach

of those diseases and deaths due to chronic starvation. During a

famine it is this that slays its thousands for every victim starved to

death by absolute deprivation of food. The collection of such

information is of course much easier of accomplishment in a country

like India than in China, but still there are so many Roman Catholic

and Protestant residents in the interior, that a great many more

facts bearing on the effects of food, dearth, the social habits and mode

of life of the Chinese poor, might be collected. It would be interesting

to know something of the food, labour and wages in non-famine

times ; if the diet of the people is as simple as is generally supposed
;

what the staple food of the population is ; whether it is millet, or are

rice and flour also largely partaken of ; were religious scruples

observed by any in regard to eating, for example, cow's flesh ; what

are the general and special diseases of famine. We have absolutely

nothing on the early iadications of chronic insufficiency of food, such

as anaemia and undue waste of tissue. The late famine must have

been a splendid opportunity for observing not the tissues primarily

affected, such as the fatty and cellular, but the extreme signs of

chronic starvation as affecting the muscular and other structures of

the body. It is hoped that the publication of this paper may yet

lead some of the distributors to furnish articles on some of these subjects.

In several cases which appeared at the hospital, patients from Ho-

chien-fu, there was that unequivocal and almost universal sign of

chronic starvation, flattening of the nates—the buttocks from being

round became flat with the trunk, muscles atrophied and the joint

projected, like hand knots. The mucus membrane of the alimentary

tract shares in this wasting, and those agencies and structures engaged

in the absorption of nutriment from food also waste away, and when

these changes are carried to such a degree as to affect digestion and

assimilation of food, the danger to life is of course enormously

increased. These fatal changes are slow and insidious, and neithei-

patient nor spectator may have noticed them. From the results ol

careful examination in the Madras Famine of 1870, 1877, to a

review of which in its sanitary and medical aspect I am indebted for

some of the present views, it was proved that " the body gradually

w^astes from an average of say 115 lb for men and 95 to 100 for

women, down to 77 lb and 61 lb respectively at the time of death."

And it is added " Experience in thousands of cases in our relief

hospital, shows how futile are the efforts to deal with the effects of

famine where the people have been permitted to waste away. Public
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money spent on comfort for the sick, while soothing the path to the

grave, was entirely wasted so far as ^ restoration to health was

concerned. The only economical application of state funds in

famine times is in the early help of the able-bodied poor to maintain

their vigour, and the mode of accomplishing this end is a task

demanding the exercise of the highest qualities of famine administra-

tors." These are pregnant words. In the report of the Shanghai

Committee there is an entire absence of any reference to this

important aspect of the subject. The Committee existed it may be

said, simply to pay out monies forwarded to them : the distributors

were men who volunteered to distribute the money to the best of their

judgment. The last question (No. 11) has reference to the plan of

relief and suggestions are asked, for extending tlie usefulness of the

relief funds. In the report we find the nature of the relief described

thus, "That we continue relief to the old people and helpless orphans,

at least until they receive their strength." Another writes, "To take

lip villages round a chosen centre and visit them periodically, as funds

and strength permit, only widening effective relief, and to proportion

relief to what seem to be in present need. Not to attempt anything

like support, but simply so to supplement the resources of the people

as to make existence possible." Another writes, "I prefer systematic

and periodical help to ascertained cases of distress in a given district,

as long as the famine lasts." A 11. C. missionary writes, "Our plan

has been toseek the head-men of each village, and get from them a

list of the persons in distress* The heads of the distressed families got

relief to last for two months, and at the end of that time relief was

repeated according to need, opium smokers excluded ; but in several

cases the wives and children of smokers received some relief because

they were really in fearful distress. The above are the only passages

hearing on this subject. The distributors were guided by the depth

of poverty. One writes of his plan of assembling the people of a

village together and thus relieving several villages in one day and

referring to times when speed is essential such as when the poor are

dying off in great numbers daily. Another writes, " to aid only as

many as our means would enable as to carry through and to save life,

hence they were only to be assisted not supported."

Further the report does not speak of the result of the relief

extended, whether any of those who died later, and what percentage,

had obtained relief. In Shantung, Gliihli, and in districts of Shausi, it

ought to be no very difficult task for the missionaries who are labour-

ing there, or who have stations there which are frequently visited, to

obtain from the hoad-mxiu of the vilhvgos relieved, some uotiou of the
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result of tLe relief, what percentage of the people died even after the

relief and how many are still alive ; of what disease they died, and

how long after relief had been extended to them. We know how
much money was spent, we have had tragic accounts of the misery

and suffering endured, it would be pleasant to know something of the

results of the administration of the relief. I do not make these remarks

in any censorious spirit, but simply to impress upon the reader the

utter futility of saving life among the famine stricken after the system

has suffered a certain amount of atrophy. The force of the observation

was terribly impressed upon my own mind from what I saw of the

condition of the poor refugees. Of course we all know how difficult

it is in the presence of poverty^ suffering and death to withhold

assistance. The distributors deserve our warmest gratitude and that

of the Chinese for unsparing efforts to save life and alleviate misery.

Not a few of them laid down their lives or took them in their hands,

in attempting to save strangers and aliens. The extent and severity

of the famine made it a task almost superhuman and beyond the

power of men or Government to relieve. All did a noble work and

the approval of their own consciences must in most cases be their

only reward. From a perusal of the reports one rises with the con-

viction that the distributors—although there was the entire absence

of organization and plan, and little or no experience to guide them

—

administered the large funds entrusted to them with great discretion,

being m.ost careful, prudent and pains-taking in the selection of needy

cases and in doing everything to prevent deception and squeezing on

the part of those Chinese connected with the work. It is said, on

the whole, the money reached and relieved those for whom it was

intended.

In the Madras report referring to the effects upon the nervous

system, it is said "That the dullness, the apathy, the unfitness for

labour and the unwillingness to use the smallest exertion to better

their condition, so often shewn hy the famine stricken, are a part and

parcel of the disease of chronic starvation." This state is too often

ascribed to idleness or obstinacy.

Other consequences of prolonged privation are also of interest

and importance, such as scorbutic affections, disorders of alimentary

canal, famine skin, arrest of growth and development, retardation of

puberty, diminished fertility of population, and so on. It would be

curious to know what effect it has had on the pigmentation of the

hair—the usual change being from black to red, auburn, yellow or

straw colour. This is owing of course to the pigment cells becoming

atrophied, and the ends of the hair, and sometimes the whole length
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assuming the above tints.
" The disastrous effect of chronic starvfition

on the leproductive system is of serious moment as affecting popula-

tion, and we should look with interest to observe some statement of

the number of children born in such families before and after the

famine. Another important question is, are the ordinary causes of

mortality such as cholera, small-pox and fevers aggravated either by

the depraved condition of health and lowering of vitality from bodily

wasting, or by the circumstances of the food dearth bringing the people

under peculiar insanitary conditions. The reason of such an investig-

ation is obvious, as much of the mortality in such times is apt to be

attributed to disease and not to famine. Such mortality returns ai'e

therefore apt to be under-estimated. The tendency on the part of

distributors, committees, or government engaged in relief, is to make
out that their system of relief was a success. It will readily be

admitted that in famine periods, the effects of the ordinary endemic

and epidemic diseases should be intensified ; food deficient, water filthy^

cleanliness and ventilation not attended to, and so an epidemic, say

of cholera as in India, would be greatly exaggerated and famine

diarrhoia would be apt to be classed as cholera. In the famines of

N. and S. India there was a marked absence of fevers. After the

rains, however, set in, large numbers of the famine stricken were

carried off by malarious fevers. It is remarkable that in S. India

no relapsing or other contagious fever was observed during the famine.

The experience of N. China is I believe quite the reverse. Typhus
fever, if not relapsing fever, existing during the winter and early

spring, and in the autumn after tlie heavy rains intermittent fever

largely prevailed, in this last respect agreeing with India. We want

more light thrown on this point. In India thousands of the half-

starved survivors of the worst period of the famine fell-victims to fever

of malarious type and origin. The best medical authorities of India

say that the mortality due to cholera, fever, etc., cannot be separated

from famine mortality during famine times. Such diseases cannot be

considered as something apart from and uninfluenced by food dearth.

This will be readily admitted when we compare the mortality within

and without a famine area, which are so different, the proportion

being 300 or 400 p.c. above the usual average in a famine area with-

out any excess of mortality occurring outside the famine districts.

The result of a census of selected areas in the famine districts

directed to be taken by the Indian Government showed that at the

close of the famine from 20 to 25 p.c. of the population of affected

areas were amissing, and that in the Madras Presidency alone, the loss

has amounted to more than 3 millions. The result of the Indian
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report is " to demonstrate that chronic insufficiency of food gives rise

to diseased conditions that are more fatal in their effects than all the

pestilential disorders that have ever afflicted the human race, and

thus to bring home to the comprehension of famine administrators,

that chronic starvation is one of the most terrible disasters that can

happen to any people."

MISSION WORK IN CENTHAL SHANTUNG.

By John L. Nevius.

TiURING the Jast four years, above 50 Mission out-stations have been

established in Central Shantung, mostly in the district cities of

Chimj-chcu-fu. They have connected with them about 500 church

members, and nearly as many more applicants for baptism. The work

in this field has had from the beginning some features of peculiar

interest ; and the methods adopted have been in some respects

different from those made use of in other parts of China. It is the

object of this paper to speak briefly of the history of these out-stations;

and of their present condition, and future prospects.

The work of the Roman Catholic Missions in Chi-nan-fu and

other parts of the province had given some general notion of Christ-

ianity to the people of this whole region ; though the Roman Catholics

had no churches established in, and had given little special attention

to, the particular locality of which this letter treats.

The first Protestant Missionaries who visited this region, were

Messrs. Mateer and Corbett of the i^merican Presbyterian Board,

They came here on a book'Selliug tour in the spring of 1866, and

found the people peculiarly accessible and interesting. A man named

Chin who obtained Christian books on this visit, came to Chefoo three

years afterwards seeking for further instruction ;. was baptized by Mr.

Corbett, and returned to his home.

In 1867 a man named Liu-mung^fah living 20 li x^orth of Ching-

cheu-fu, came to Chefoo on business, was brought under Christian

influence, and baptized by Mr. Corbett, after which he returned home,

A few years afterward the Presbyterian Mission established

itself in Chi-nan-fu, and its members in travelling between Chefoo

and that City, took occasion in passing, to visit, instruct and encourage

these two isolated Christians.

This part of the province received several visits also from Mr,

Lilley, of the Scotch Bible Society, and from Dr. and Mrs. Williamson

and Dr. Heuderson of tbe Scotch. U. P. Society ; and Mr. Molntyr©
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of that Mission took up his residence in the city of We^hien, and was
soon widely known in the whole adjacent region. By these different

agencies, a large amount of preparatory work was accomplished along

the main artery of travel, between Ohefoo and Chi-nan-fu, and more

especially in We-hien and Ching-cheu-fu.

In the meantime the writer, who commenced regular and ex-

tensive itinerations in the Central and Southern parts of the Province

in 1872, had extended this itinerating work as far towards the North-

west as Ching-cheu-fii.

In 1874, Mr. Eichard of the English Baptist Mission who had

been seeking for a favorable place of settlement, fixed upon Ching-cheu-

fu, and took up his residence there. Cases of special interest presented

themselves almost from the first, mostly in the country. A little

company of inquirers was collected who assembled every Sunday for

worship in the house of Lia-mnng-fah. In 1876, Mr. Richard had

baptized about 10 converts.

The famine which began in 1876 and reached its intensity in

1877, while it was the occasion in the end of the advancement of the

missionary work, gave a temporary check to it. Mr. Richard, who

was already on the ground, gave the first premoniti<m in 1876 of the

fearful distress and m rtality which might be expected the next spring.

He was also with the help, of his colleague Mr. Jones one of the

largest and most successful of the famine distributors. While he carried

on the work of distribution on the North-western side of the Ching-»

cheu-fu famine region, the writer had the privilege of engaging in the

same work from another centre established on the South-east side, the

work from these two centres almost covering the intervening region.

More than $20,000 were distributed. Not less than 70,000 persons,

received aid more or less, nearly 20,000 of them regularly for about

two months. The relief came just when it was most needed ; a

special providence seemed to attend the work of distribution, and it

accomplished more in relieving sufiFering and saving life than could

at first have been anticipated. The effect produced upon the people

generally was most favorable. Prejudices were softened ; missionaries

obtained as it were a new introduction to the people, and were regarded

by them, (not simply those who received aid, but the people generally)

in a new light ; and those who were interested in the truth were en-

couraged to come out boldly and indentify themselves with us. Difficul-

ties, opposition, and persecution have attended the work as elsewhere,

but they have no doubt been modified and rendered less formidable.

After the famine, the interest in Christianity extended rapidly.

At the close of 1878 the Baptist Mission, which when Mr. Richard
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went to Shansi, was left in the hand of Mr. Jones, numbered 20 out-

stations. Baptized Christians and inquirers were also found meeting

together for the study of the Scriptures and Christian worship in

twelve points on the itinerating district mentioned above.

In the summer of 1879, Mr. Corbett, who had for more than 10

years left his two Church members to be cared for by others, and had
proposed to hand over Liu-mung-fah to his Baptist brethren, was

induced to go to that field by the urgent solicitations of his two

Church members and others connected with them. The result was

that Presbyterian stations were organized in the neighborhoods where

these two converts reside. In connection with these stations, and one

at Lo-ngan, and another at We-hsien, about 50 adults have been

baptized during the last year.

These Mission stations, as will be seen above, had their origin in

distinct and independent enterprises. It was the purpose of those in

charge of them, to carry on their work separately in different fields.

The stations, however, have now become in some points coterminous,

and in others they have overlapped.

Each of these three groups of stations has its own characteristic

features, but they together constitute in many respects one work,

presenting many points of resemblance and identity. This is due to

their existing among tho same general class of people ; these being

influenced in the same way by the famine work ; and then being

carried on by those who-ie plans and methods are in many respects

similar. Free consultation, and cordial cooperation have character-

ized the work thus far, and will we trust continue to do so. But the

limits of this paper will not allow of anything further in the way

of history.

The methods which have been employed in carrying on the work

may be presented as follow :—

-

I. Tlie Voluiitary S//stem.—'The most important nature of this

work is the introducing in the place of what may be called the

" employment system," another which may be called the "voluntary

system." We are all of the opinion that many Christians have been

employed in time past whose influence for good would have been much
greater if they had been left in the calling wherein they were

called ; and that their being employed has been in many cases an

injury to themselves, to the stations with which they have been con-

nected, and to the cause of Christ at large. No slight difficulties

have been enceuntered in repressing desires and efforts towards

getting places, and establishing new precedents, and building on new
foundations.
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The amount of mission money expended in carrying on these 50

out-stations is about $500.00 or an average $10.00 for each. Of the 300

Baptist converts from this field, only three are in regular employment

on salaries of about $4.00 per month. In the itinerating region

occupied by the writer, which is a circuit of more than 1000 li, one

of the 150 converts from the field is in mission employ, on a salary

of about $3.00 per month. In Mr. Corbett's field two of the native

converts are employed on the same salary, $3.00.

In the whole region there are no resident native preachers paid

by the Mission and in charge of an out-station, or a few adjacent

out-stations. The aggressive work among the heathen ; the instruction

of inquirers and church members in the stations, and the conducting

of worship on Sunday, are for the most part attended to voluntarily

by the Christians in the different stations ; the work of paid laborers,

being as a rule that of general supervision. But it may be well

to speak of the character and work of these paid laborers more

particularly.

II. Paid laborers.—The Baptist Mission, besides the three

natives from the field mentioned above have one native laborer,

pastor Chen, a native of Nanking, who was baptized more than 15

years ago. His salary was fixed according to the rules generally

prevailing in China, before the missionaries now in charge came to

the field. He lives on the ground and has the charge of more than

20 stations committed to his care, the work of the foreign missionary

so far as these stations are concerned being principally advisory.

In Mr. Corbett's part of the field, 'besides the two natives men-

tioned above, a native elder from Chefoo, or a colporteur renders

occasional assistance.

In the field occupied by the writer, one man from another part

of the province is employed as a letter messenger and general helper,

on a salary of $4.00 a month, which includes his travelling expenses.

One or two other laborers will probably soon be added from the field

to be similarly employed, and on the same wages.

The work of these general agents or helpers, whether taken

from the field or from other places, numbering in all eight persons,

consists in travelling from station to station ; stimulating, instructing,

and directing the leaders or heads of those stations ; conducting

service where they may be
;

giving what instruction they can to

converts and inquirers; and also seeking out and instructing interested

persons in new places.

It should be added here that other church members are occasion-

ally used for special missions or services, their expenses simply being
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paid. In the Baptist part of the field it is a rule never to employ

them in their own country.

III. The means by which converts have been brought to the knowl-

edge of the truth.—Very little has been done in this field in the

way of street preaching, either by paid nativ^e agents, or foreign

missionaries. Very few conversions, if any, can be traced directly to

the reading of Christian books. The work has been accomplished by

efforts to influence individuals, and especially such as seemed pre-

disposed to the reception of the truth, ratlier than by labors directed

to the masses indiscriminately. Great pains has been taken to con-

vince the people that we are really interested in them, and desire

their good. Promtnent among the means used to effect this end,

may be mentioned the dispensing of medicines, principally by Mr.

Richard and Mr. Jones ; and the famine relief. At first a few

individuals were won to Christ, and afterwards, through them, on this

voluntary principle, the work has spread from family to family and

from village to village.

The converts include persons from almost every class of society.

Very few, in fact hardly any, received aid from the famine relief. A
considerable proportion of them bidong to religious sects proscribed

by the government, and were, there is reason to believe, sincere seekers

after the truth. Nearly half of them are women.

IV. Places of worship.—These are all supplied by the natives

themselves. They are in many cases a room in a native Christian's

house ; in other cases a place rented for the purpose. There is little

to distinguish them from ordinary rooms in dwelling houses, though

as a rule they are larger, and show efforts towards cleanliness and

ornamentation. The walls are generally covered with scrolls, Scripture

mottoes, maps &c. These simple places of worship answer every

purpose in this initiatory stage of the \vork, and we think our

comparative immunity from mob violence which is often directed

against the chapel, is due to the fact that there are no distinctive

chapel buildings.

V. Sundai/ services.—The services differ very little from those

held in other out-stations in China. Sometimes they are conducted

by a trained catechist or preacher from abroad, but as a rule by the

native Christians themselves. Special attention is given by the foreign

missionary or native pastor in charge to instructing one or more of

the more intelligent and earnest church members in each station, who
is charged with the teaching and general supervision of the rest, and

also on ordinary occasions conducts the religious services. In most

of these stations the singing will compare favorably with singing
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among native Christians elsewhere. Tn places where there Is no one

found who can lead an extempore service to edification, forms of prayer

and worship are made use of, taken principally from the prayer

book of the Church of England.

VI. The way in tchich the natke Chn'sfians are taugh.t.--^\\e duty

is inculcated in those out-stations of all church members being

learners and teachers at the same time. The foreign missionary or

native pastor teaches the leaders or heads of the stations, and they

teach the rest, and in general each one communicates what he or she

knows to others less instructed. In the Baptist churches these leaders

are collected together every month for receiving a day's instruction,

and have lessons assigned to them for study, to he examined in at the

next meeting. In the Presbyterian stations these leaders meet in

Chefoo once or twice a year, where they spend from one to three

months engaged exclusively in the study of the Scriptures and learn-

ing to sing, only such come as are selected and invited, and they

receive board and lodgings while engaged in study. Inquirers have

put in their hand a catechism, some portion of the Scriptures, a hymn
book, and forms of prayer, which they are to study, and upon which

they are examined preparatory to baptism. Church members are

expected to continue the study of the Scriptures, or manuals prepared

for them, and are examined as to their progress in study whenever

the missionary or native helper visits them.

YII. Organization,—As yet no churches have been formally

organized. The Baptist churches are modeled somewhat after the

native religious societies, the members of which acknowledge their

allegiance to their Shi^fa (the person from whom they at first received

instruction and regard as their teacher). Unity is given to the work

by these leaders being organised into a kind of Presbytery, which has

a general supervision and control over the M'hole body.

In the Presbyterian churches which are younger and less,

mature, it is not thought to be prudent to select and ordain elders

until the characters of the church members are more thoroughly tried.

For the present all business, including the admission and exclusion of

church members is attended to by the missionary, in consultation

with the whole body of the converts, or with those most prominent

and influential among them. The idea is to make all take a personal

interest and responsibility iu. anything pertaining to the church. In

this initial stage of the church's development, it is our object to

follow the leadings of God's providence ; not to introduce machinery

when it is not needed ; and not to apply foreign methods adapted to a

different state of things, to those who are not yet prc[)arod for them.
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VIII. Probation of inquirers and discipline.—Inquirers are kept

on probation previous to baptism, not less than six months, this

period being lengthened in the cases of those addicted to opium-

smoking, drunkenness and gambling. During the months of probation

the inquirers are expected to be earnest in study and to perform all

Christian duties the same as church members. If there is reason to

doubt their sincerity, their time of probation is extended. Cases

requiring discipline are attended to promptly. The observance of

the Sabbath, according to the commandment as interpreted by our

Saviour, is urged upon all, and the public sentiment and practice on

this subject among the Christians is encouraging. The number of

persons excluded yearly is not more than 3 per cent. A considerable

proportion of them seem to have cherished from the first the expecta-

tion of remunerative employment in the church. When we have

convinced the church members by our practice that no one will be

paid for preaching the gospel who does not preach without pay as

he has opportunity, and that employment by the church means

earnest work and not a high salary, we hope that the number of cases

of discipline will be considerably diminished.

IX. Contributions for benevolent purposes.—In contributing of

their means for the support and spread of the gospel a few have

manifested a liberality most commendable. In the Baptist churches,

besides supplying and furnishing their own chapel, the Christians,

after they are received into the church, buy their books, and some of

them contribute money for printing books for distribution to others.

On the other hand we find not a few who are very slow to contribute

to any benevolent object. More instruction is needed on this subject^

and especially suitable objects calculated to command confidence and

excite interest. Our hope is that when suitable native .pastors are

trained, the native churches will be ready to support them.

In one respect the liberality of these church members is exces-

sive, and we are obliged to use our influence to restrain it. In

addition to exercising hospitality towards persons coming from a

distance to witness Christian worship and inquire about the truth,

which, of course, we encourage, persons connected with the stations as

regular worshippers are also invited to remain to dinner, and accept

the invitation. This involves a very heavy tax on the person enter-

taining, and wo discourage the practice as an abuse likely to result

in great injury to the church. A very pleasant feature in the

Baptist churches, is the observing the Lord's Supper in different

villages in rotation, and the Christians of each village entertaining

those present in turn.
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X. The aggressive character of these churches.—Most of these

churclies have a raavked aggressive influence. As a rule both men
and women regai'd it not only as a duty but a privilege to use their

best efforts to induce all under tlieir influence to embrace Christianity.

By this means the knowledge of the gospel is spreading, and new

points of interest are constantly added. A marked advance is also

noticeable in Ciiristian knowledge. Of those who can read, some are

advancing rapidly in their studies, with very little oral instruction.

Not a few women as well as illiterate men have learned to read the

Scriptures, and old women who could not learn to read, have learned

to repeat many precious portions of Scripture, and many of them to

sing hymns. The change in the lives of some has been such as to

excite the astonishment of heathen neighbors, and to present before

them a powerful argument for the truth and the power of the gospel.

We all feel that the plan of work given above will need con-

siderable modification to suit it to a more advanced state of develop-

ment in these infant churches. What further steps will be taken in

the organization of the churches, and the training of native helpers,

are subjects for future determination.

We occasionally hear very cheering news of the work of our

brethren from Tientsin, in the north western part of the province,

but we and the natives with us have ouly very general information

as to the present condition of the stations there, and the manner in

which the work is conducted.

ARE WE PROGRESSING?

A paper read before a Missionarij Conference, February, 1880.

By Rkv. J. C. Edge.

T DO not limit this enquiry to our own neighbourhood, nor do
-'- I intend to use the word "progress" in a restricted sense. Stated
broadly the enquiry will ruu thus : For many years there has

been a succession of labourers, much money has been spent, and many
varied plans of usefulness have been carried out. Is the result at all

commensurate with the outlay of men, money, and talent ?

I hold that this enquiry is both legitimate and useful. Some
I know think differently. It has been said that ordinary canons of

criticism must not be applied to the work of Christian Missionaries.

We must labor on, whether we are successful or unsuccessful. We
must continue to preach, whether men listen to us or not. We must

teach even if our schools are empty, books must be made though none

read them, we must distribute books though we force them iuto
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unwilling hands, or throw them broad-cast to the four winds of

heaven. Statements like these have often been made. They doubtless

express the convictions of some devout intelligence?. But what
do they mean ? If my weapons of war are blunted or broken, if my
ammunition is expended, and I am forced back behind my own
battlements, I can still throw stones at the enemy, but I shall never

conquer him in this way. The question is
—"How far have we

advanced into the enemy's country ? How many towns have we
captured ? How many prisoners are there ?" Is it any answer or is

there at least any satisfaction to hear in reply, "We are throwing

stones that don't hurt—the foe laughs at us, but we continue to

throw—and will do so for ever ?"

I have said the enquiry I have opened is legitimate and useful,

I go farther and contend that it is absolutely necessary. Take on©

glance at the Christians of to-day, what do you see. There is coming

up on every side a dark heavy cloud that threatens to envelope as all.

Scepticism is the order of the day. It is no longer a single article

of Faith, or a solitary Church that is challenged, but Christianity

from its origin to its culmination is assiiiled as it has never been

assailed before in any period of history, and not Christianity alone,

but the character—the influence on man—the very existence of a

God is denounced in the most unmeasured terms. Now my friends,

we are here in this land to preach, to recommend the doctrines of

Christianity to the Chinese, our experience if carefully and honestly

related becomes intensely interesting and valuable.

"We are not in the reserve, but in the vanguard of the army,

the spirit of Christianity is seen in our efforts, the Church of Christ

points to the Mission tield for one proof of its divinity. We must be

ready to show to the world what is being accomplished in Christ's

name in this land. Let us for the nonce range ourselves with the

critics. We will try to see ourselves as others see us. I will try to

give expression to some of the comments of the day on mission work

among the heathen, and what I fail to see or say will doubtless be

better said by others in the conversation that will follow the reading

of this paper.

We are told those who take any interest in the work of

Missions are roughly divided into two large classes. There are the

enthusiastic admirers and supporters of the Missionary body, those

who send us here and to whom we send accounts of our doings, the

members of the churches' at home and their friends; and on the other

hand, the sceptics. I do not mean here sceptics in rt'ligion merely,

but some who are professc^dly religious men who still do not bclievo
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firmly in Christian agency among heathen people. The sceptics then,

the indifferent, who see little or no power in religion either over men's

hearts or lives, and the still larger class who vote the Missionary an

obstruction and his work a gigantic fraud. Amongst our friends and

acquaintances in the east, we find some who represent all these

classes, we meet them on shipboard as we travel here, and many of

our highest enchantments are often rudely dissolved before we set

foot in China. We hear them in some social gatherings, we see

their hand in the newspapers ; and help and hindrance, encourage-

ment and disheartenment come to us who are Missionaries from

different sources so long as we live and labour among the people of

China. I think you will all admit this.

I shall not seek to represent the first of the two classes of critics,

we all know what our friends think of us. It would not be good for

us to meditate on the glowing eulogies of earnest souls at home,

but I may remark here that the great mass of Christian thinkers

are with us still. These have the work of the Missionary more

plainly before them than the fleeting generations of colonists can

possibly have, and they believe still in the Missionary and in

his work.

But the sceptics, and our opponents must now be heard. For

the present I merge myself and them. It is said then, we claim to

be the messengers of God, to the creatures of God. "We corao here

to promote the welfare of the people of China. The work we do is

indispensable to the happiness of the people. We have a message

for them of absolute truth. If the message is not delivered, if the

work is not done, the greatest woe will be the lot of the people, and

eternal reproach will be on us. Behind us is supernatural power, the

will of the people is under the influence of the Deity. It is the will of

God that none should perish. We are sent of God to do his will. We
live charmed lives, special providences are given us. It is not left

to us to convince men by reasoning with them, but power from above

is bestowed, and is exerted whenever a native of China becomes

a true convert. This is a representation of our own profession, made
not always in the same language but continually present in the minds

of men. Follow on from this and see what results are quoted. The
people of China, as a whole, will have nothing to do with us, a

few follow the Missionary, and these few are more or less influenced

by hope of gain. At the best, they are but a slight improvement on

their heathen neighbours. They take little interest in the word

which is theirs as well as ours. They must be coaxed and threatened

or they will do nothing.
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The tnissionario3 it is said are divided into three classes, the

studious, the enthusiasts, and the idlers. The first of these are the

explorers of Chinese literature, they make books and thus apologize

for their presence here ; the second are indiflPerent to the thoughts,

unmerciful to the prejudices of the people, expound the narrowest of

creeds, and riding rough shod over their followers seek to mould them
into the most unsightly of fashions ; the third , are neither seen nor

heard of. They but dream their lives away in ease and contentment.

Summarized thus, we are practically failures as missionaries, our work

of evangelizing China is not begun, the main of the people reject us,

our few followers are untrustworthy, and worthless. This is our

indictment. But it is not yet complete. Closely connected with these

statements that concern ourselves are other statements, arguments

draw from our numbers, and from the amount of interest in our

work shown by Christian communities at home. Let us glance briefly

at these. It is assumed, assumed fairly I think, that Missionary

Societies do t\unr utmost to maintain an efficient staff of missionaries

;

their resources indicate the willingness and the ability of the various

churches to contribute men and money to the missionary cause.

It a stated in every missionary appeal that missionary enterprise

is the great work, the divinely appointed work of Christian men and

women in every age and of every tongue. We are the crusaders

fighting against the usurpers of our masters dominions. We ought not

to rest till all the nations acknowledge our God and his Christ ; every

minister of a Christian church should be fired with zeal in this great

work; churches should pour out their treasures in the sacred cause and

we must advance unceasing and unwavering till the day is finally won.

But now what are the facts, do they prove sustained interest by

the churches in the work of Missions or is it true that hope has died

out, and the work has lost its charm for men.

I must refer to Statistics here, and I can spea;k much mora

certainly of my own Society than of any other. In the year 1842,

the Loudon Missionary Society had fourteen Missionaries to China.

In 1879, we had twenty, an increase of six you perceive, or adding

three lady Missionaiies, there are twenty-three all told. But then

in 1858, we had sunk from the fourteen of 1842 to eleven only. In

1859, nine. In that year, six new Missionaries arrived in China

making the number fifteen. Well the result of it all is that from

1842, till tliis day the London Mission has increased its staff from

fourteen to twenty-three. An increase of nine in thirty-eight years-.

Some have died—some have retired—and the sum total is what I

have told you.
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I cannot speak with as much certainty of other Missions. I have

not been able to find nominal lists of Missionaries for past years

to compare them with that for last year. But I believe I am right

when I say that having a certain number of men in the field, the

various Missionary Societies have only succeeded in maintaining that

number. In Canton certainly there have not been any remarkable

additions to the staff. Sometimes one Society has been for a time,

like the London Mission at present, strong in numbers in this city,

but generally the retirements have equalled the additions. It is the

same with the Presbyterian Mission, and I think has been with the

"Wesleyan Mission. It is also true that some Missions have withdrawn

after years of wQrk. Let us frankly admit these facts, and let me add

one word before I leave this branch of my subject. If we compare

the visible results of the working of the different Societies in this

neighbourhood I have reason to believe, we shall find that all are in

nearly the same position. Some hundreds of the natives have joined

our ranks, but many of them are scattered now. "Whatever criticism

is .passed, is passed upon all. We are one in our work. We are

one in our apology if indeed we need make any apology for our

continued existence and work in this land.

But, now let us see what is to be said on our own side, what

reason have we for an afiirmative answer to the questions I have

proposed in this paper.

In dealing with criticism that for brevity's sake we may call

hostile criticisms two classes of objections must be carefully distin-

guished. These may be styled in brief, Anti-Christian, and Anti-

Missionary. Let me explain. We profess to work on Christian

methods and with Christian aims. We do not dissent from the

Church of Christ. We claim no new revelation as to the object, we

are to strive after ; the spirit that has actuated Christian men in

the onslaught on heathen powers we say is our spirit also. The

servant is satisfied to be as his master, he expects to be no wiser, no

greater than his Lord. If ever we encounter criticism that can be

shown to be criticism of the character of Christianity or on the

established methods of the Christian Church we can only accept them

and bear them gladly. Our work of course is to prove that they

are really directed not against ourselves, but against our master

and his unchanging commands. But we as men forming our own
plans and working them out are bound to defend ourselves and our

work. If we do that for which we have no reason, if we leave

undone what we might have done, if we refuse counsel, if we

persevere in recklessness and repose in eccentricity, we may expect
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criticism, and if we have no account to give, judgment must go by-

default.

Now, let us take more of the objections, I have already urged,

and try to place them aright.

"We are advancing slowly, it is said, if we are advancing at all

—

Cliina is as Pagan as ever—all the thought and the feeling of the

empire are against us. What do we say to this ? I contend this matter

is no argument against us. It might have been said with equal force

at any time during the first two centuries of the Church'^ history.

Great victories for Christ have never been won except by prolonged

toil and by patient endurance. As it was in Rome—as in Greece—as

it has always been—so is it in China. I do not know—at least, I

cannot say how it came about that the nineteenth century was to

see the first serious effort to win China to the pure faith of Christ.

The battle fields of the church are not of our own choosing. We
believe still in the Holy Ghost which once and again hindered Paul

and his companions as they set about the work of evangelizing the

world. But I ask what had been done, or rather, what had been

accomplished after forty years, work in Gh-eece and in Italy ? The
apostles themselves laboured there. The Faith was preached in its

purest form. Yet for two hundred years and more, the thought, the

feeling of that empire was against the Christian Faith ; there were

men who had seen Christ, who had heard him, who had walked with

him there in the streets of Judsea. These were the Missionaries at

the first, and yet we know how they fared. Friends ; imagine that

the Protestant Faith had been preached in China for three hundred

years, our Mission Work reaching back for that period. What would

be the condition of China to-day ? Sir, the Canton Province as it

is, is dotted with Mission stations, and every station has its adherents,

there are converts everywhere, and thirty years ago, as yet there

was none of them.

I say it deliberately and with its full moaning that never in the

history of Christ's church was progress more rapid than in the nine-

teenth century. I admit that after all it is slow progress, but it has

always been so, and I say it must inevitably be so. God might des-

troy this people at a stroke. We might bribe them into our churches,

but to turn then into earnest, God-like men and women, to make

this mighty empire a nation of little children in heart, this is a work

which the Divine Spirit only can accomplish, and which is not the

work of a day, or of a year, but the work of many generations.

But I must hasten on. To some minds there is something ludicrous

in Christian preaching to the heathen. A foreigner is seen speaking to
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other men who wear queues, these listen stolidly, and sometimes go away

muttering in language unintelligible, and then it is said the foreigner

returns to his home ; Is not this labor lost ? Now if there is any argu-

ment in such comments as these, it is an argument against the great

method of evangelization, preaching. The immediate followers of

the Saviour were all preachers, and most of them were preachers to

foreigners. Paul preached on his Missionary journies, it was his

great work, and the other apostles were found in different parts of

the world all engaged, as we are engaged, preaching to the heathen,

and preaching to their converts. In all the history of the Church,

its missionaries have all been preachers. Is there any new method

that will better reach the people of ChiTia ? I think not. The Chinese

are all orators. They appreciate eloquence. They are affected hy

speech that is clear and forcible. I am sure many here will remem-

her occasions when even a Cliinese angry mob lias been silenced by

an appeal from a Chinese speaking foreigner, and I am sure that

nine-tenths of the Chinese Christians I have met would acknowledge

that there first thoughts concerning Chrifitian truth were suggested

hy some strong appeal, or some forcible argument of the preacher.

We find then here, as it has always been found, that the preaching

of the Gospel of Jesus Christ is all effectual. Are we not progressing

on this line also ? Chinese preachers are growing up all around us.

They know more of Christian truth than did their predecessors. They

know better how to present their knowledge, and if the muttering con-

tinue, I am pleased ; if they changed into loud argument I am better

pleased, for men grumble most when they are pressed most closely.

There is yet another comment on our work that demands notice,

our converts in China are poor, and of lowly rank. They are hard

worked tillers of the soil, hand-labourers who live by the sweat of

their brow. They have not groat influence, many are unlettered men.

Few compradores are among them, and still fewer magistrates, and of

the rulers none. Is not this an echo of the old taunt, " Have any of

the rulers believed in him," and do we not again hear the apostle's

exclamation, " You see your calling brethren, not many wise men,

not many mighty, not many noble are called." God hath chosen the

foolish things of the world. God hath chosen the weak things, the

base things, the things that are despised hath' God chosen. Yea and

things which are not.

This again is the Christian method, we work from the foundation,

Christian truth permeates the masses, it enters the work-room, and

men think of it and talk of it as they labour, it fills the home circle,

it extends from the hut, to the house, to the taadcj-niun's place, it
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rises to the exchange, to the assemblies, it reaches the rulers at last,

and then when the people are ready, the whole empire moves. This

I repeat is the Christian method. It is also the scientific method.

Is it not acknowledged now that reformations cannot be made to

order, the law of the land is first seen, and held in men's minds, and

when the people need it, they ask for it and gain it. Improvements

of condition,—enterprise—must be sanctioned by the masses and they

will be trumphantly carried out.

In the Ilussian war of 1854, I have read how the English heavy

brigade was sent at the charge upon an enormous mass c»f Russian

cavalry and this was what they did : officers and men literally

wedged themselves into the enemy's ranks, and thus split the whole

mass to pieces. It was called accepting the files. On the front, on the

right and on the left the same work was done. They inclined this way,

and that, but struggled on to the same centre, and at last the enemy

broke and fled. That is what we have to do, we and our assistants in

China. We are wedged into the enemy's ranks. We are fighting,

it seems to some madly. But the mass is quivering and wavering and

it must yield, not to us, but to our God and His might.

But is it true that our own friends do not believe in us? I have

heard it argued that the very scarcity of our numbers proves that

we are not advancing. If our work was progressing surely we
would be reinforced—if the churches believed in us, and in their

creeds surely they would send to the field armies of workmen. To this

I reply, that luck of faith is to be deplored. But the argument also is

directed against the universal methods of the Christian church. Wo
do not transplant churches, but we send individual men, to stimulate,

to teach, to lead. More laborers would find work enough, but that

we are few does not prove that the churches at home disbelieve in us.

It rather proves the reverse, anyhow as it is with us, so was it with

the first missionaries, so has it been all through the history of the

Christian church. We cry out for more men ; sometimes they come

and sometimes they do not, but the work goes on and is at lust ac-

complished. There are always enough men; to do the purposes of God.

I say then that so far as these criticisms are concerned the

workers in and the supporters of Christian missions need not be

ashamed. If we acknowledge the divine origin of Christianity and the

divine work committed to the Christian church, and if we can show
that the work of this century is on the same lines that Christian

men have always worked, and if the results are now as they have

always been I claim that my question is answered. The workers of

to-Juy like those of yesterday arc g<)ing on to success aad victory.
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But I must notice yet another kind of ciiticisra. "We who are

missionaries are here as a band of laborers united by a common faith*

and with one great aim. On the score of unity we claim nothing

more than these, one faith, one aim. We are men and women, some

highly accomplished, others less so, some ruled by enthusiasm, others

cool and practical, but all or nearly all are allied with some organiza-

tion in another land whicb prescribes the direction of our work, and

has claim on our loyalty and reverence. It is easy then to see that

many objections may be raised, and many criticisms passed on some

of our doings.

But will you for a moment notice the extraordinary nature of

the work in hand. This great people among whom we live have to

be persuaded that the bent of their life is wrong. We have to show

them, to prove to them that the aims they have cherished, and their

fathers before them, are low and unworthy. They have to learn that

their system of education and training, sanctioned by tradition, and

revei-enced by the masses, is not worthy the name, and in place of this

we present to them a religion which so far as they can see or under-

stand is based on the life of one person who was born some eighteen-

hundred years ago. We bring testimony and we tell the Chinese that if

iu any thing their own writings agree with ours we accept them, but

in the very many instances where their sages fall short of, or contradict

our sacred books, we have the truth and they have it not. To a

great extent we expect our Scriptures . to prove themselves, and upon

the law therein contained, we say, their everlasting happiness,

their salvation depends. But now advance a step: we all know some-

thing of the difficulties that beset the earliest preachers of Christi-

anity. Before they could even gain a hearing, before they could

claim protection of life and goods, they were compelled to apologize

for their own existence. They had to show to the people that

they were not workers of evil, that they did not seek after gain, in a

word, that their work was spiritual and their aims for the good of

men, that they were lovers of men aiid benefactors of the human
race. We, or some of us, have to do the same work here. You
might translate some of the early apologies into Chinese and they

would suit almost exactly our condition iu China. We are not

the barbarians we are said to be. We do not come from uncivilized

lands that render tribute to the emperor of China. Neither are we

unlettered, uncouth strangers the Chinese would make us out to be.

It is possible for us to learn Chinese, and some of our number

have proved that they know Chinese better than the natives them-

selves know it. Here then is suggested to us what kiud of work we
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may do and yet be good missionaries. To be able to take ones place

with the learned men of China, to show to this people what it is that

they and their fathers b< lioved in and have called religion, to be able

for this, I say, may not win renown, it may not elicit the applause of

Exeter Hall, it may even gain the censure of some and the anger of

others, but it is to gain for us all a hearing, and a respectful atten-

tion without which we could do but little. Looked at from this stand-

point are we not daily progressing ? But I need say no more ou

this point. I have said the Chinese have considered us barbarians.

More than this our religion has been calumniated, our Christians

charged with vice. It was so in the earliest times and we have to meet

it as the first teachers of the Gospel mot it. Some of my hearers have

been heie long enough to remember many slanders of Christians that

have been circulated among the Chinese with lightning rapidity.

How hard it has been to rebut such charges. Nothing could be done

but live on quietly, and wait patiently. We know that tyiies are

changing ; now rumors circulate indeed, but they quickly die out, and

the passions of the people are more easily subdued. What has caused

the change do you think ? Simply the lives of the native Christians,

and their teachers which are every day sermons of the best kind.

Here again, I say, our advance is decided and discernible.

I have suggested some of the peculiarities of our field of work

here and I have alluded to our position as Missionaries. We are not

in one organization, bound by rigid rules to follow one course of

action. We are bidden make the best use possible of our time and

our means, and I contend that this we are doing. If some of our

methods do not seem satisfactory, or profitable, if sometimes, some of

us seem to prefer our own plans to those of our neighbours, what is

to be said ? Let us remember the Christian rule that we had so

eloquently expounded last Sunday. We give our account to God
not to one another, and not always to our critics. Perhaps bye-.and^

bye it will be seen that the most doubted method has been after all

the most successful. We have so much to do, there are so many
openings, so many evils to be warred against, that while individuals

are at liberty to choose their own way, we are bound to look at the

general result, and I am not doubtful of the verdict an impartial

observer will give. Well now what is the result of the whole con»

troversy ? We are seeking in China to found and build up assemblies

of men and women who are spiritually minded. Are such churches

to be found here ? Is the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ real to our

converts ? Do they know the love of God ? Have they communed

with the Holy Spirit P The doubt of the day which questioua the
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reality of these must necessarily declare that the Chinese have them

not. But belief in these things and the work, are they found among

the Chinese ? The substance of my reply is, If the churches over

which the Apostles presided had these gifts, then our churches here

also have them.

"We know what the early churches were, and I profess that our

churches are purer than they wore, as earnest as they were, as

ready to suffer as were they, as determined to persevere as they

were. If this is so, then we may say with certainty that sooner or

later Christianity will be dominant in the land. Others may see more

clearly than we can even now, the signs of the coming change,

the newly awakened interest in the outer world, the messengers to the

western lands, the acknowledgement of inferiorit)'^ in the Arts and

Sciences, and other features. AYliat can hinder the advance ? Will

persecution of particular Christians stay it do you think ? That we
knovir Ir impossible. Do not refer back to the fierce and bloody

perscutions of the first centuries. But look at Madagascar where the

church was supposed to be uprooted or crushed out of existence, and

at the end the number of the Christians was greater than at the

beginning.

Is it said that only barbarians can become Christians in these

days. The "Wesleyans in Fiji have triumphed, you say, but the

Fijians were cannibals, were cruel and degraded in the extreme ; that

people might be transformed in thirty years, but the Chinese are too

learned and too shrewd. Search the Karem Mission in Burmah

—

these were better in morals than the islanders—but still a wild race

might suffer terrible persecution from their Burmese masters. These

might increase and multiply till after fifty years of work they number

some tens of thousands Christians. But the sophisticated Chinese are

not as they are. So we may go through the whole Christian world,

there is no people just like the Chinese.

Savages may be converted, but not this people. "Well perhaps

in these latter days, the darkest and the most ignorant peoples are

to be enlightened first. Perhaps in a few years, Madagascar, and

the Islands of the South, and the men from the hills will be uniting,

sending forth their agents, pouring out their money for work among

the wisest of the people. For strange to say the churches will not be

restrained. They are restless, they are ambitious, they covet the fair

lands that God has made for Christ, and the Missionary will not cease

out of the land, till all the world knows our God and his Christ. But

give us time. If forty years will suffice for Fiji, how long may we

ask for China f Have patience. It takes long time to learn to preach
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to this pco])lc, longer to read their books, to write in their own lan-

guage ; longer still to meet them on their own ground and to combat

their thetiries. But now, we are closing for the fight, and Confucius

and Buddah, and Lao Tsz, shall surely go down before the Lord of

Hosts. Friends think for a moment what is before us, the Chinese

are breaking out on ail sides, they are invading Australia, they

demand house-room in America. They are filling the spare lands

adjacent to China. Some go as Christians, more turn now to Gt)d

in a foreign land, their thoughts run in new channels, they arc seeing

with their eyes, hearing new messages. Let this people, so mighty,

so persevering, so laborious, so proud, be converted to God and not a

strong hold of Satan shall be left. I am content that it shall be the

last of the nations to be converted, but if it be not, I prophecy that

messengers will be despatched from God's own throne, and the news

of China's conversion sliall herald the down fall of siu and Satan,

shall bid the world be ready, for the Son of Man is coming to his

own to reigu for ever and ever.

THE POPULATION OF CHINA.

By a. p. Happer, D.D.

'pHE population of so large a country as that of China is a question

of interest at all times. The uncertainty with which it is invested

awakens the curiosity of some. In America, this question has been

considered in connection with the question of the immigration of the

Chinese into that country. There has been a disposition to exaggerate

the numbers, as magnifying the danger of unrestricted immigra-

tion from such an over-populated country. In other countries the

population of China has been dwelt upon a great deal, and it has

been placed at the highest number with the view of increasing the

interest of Christians in the evangelization of such an immense

multitude of our fellow-men. Some writers rejoicing in presenting

glittering sentences have wrung the changes that ever}- third child that

was born into the world was born of Chinese parents &c., &c. This

subject, in the early part of 1879, awakened new interest in the United

States of America, because a paragraph went the round of the news-

papers "stating it as a fact coming from a Chinese gentleman" who
might be reguarded as "exceUcnt attt/iorifi/" that the population of
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China had been over-estimated fourfold and that probably instead of

400,000,000, the true figures would be about 100,000,000. Canon

Geoige Hawlinson, in an article in a then recent number of the

"Princeton lleview," expre&scs the opinion that instead of 414,000,00(>,.

the correct statement would be 300,000,000, Tliese statements so

wonderfully diverse led one of the secretaries of the American Board

of Missions, at Boston, to write to the Hon. S. "Wells Williams, the

author of *' The Middle Kingdom," as an acknowledged authority

upon Chinese matters, for his view upon the question. " We quote,"

say the editors of the "Missionary Herald" for February, 1879, " the

following extracts from his reply"— * I must refer you to "The Middle

Kingdom," Vol., 1, pp. 206-239, for my most detailed examination

of this subject.* [In these pages. Dr. Williams states the grounds

which led him to regard the census of the population taken in 1812

as in the main reliable, which gave the population at 363,000,000.]

" I think the population is less now than it was in 1812, for the Tai-

ping rebellion probably destroyed ttcenfi/ millions of human beings

during its eighteen years of carnage in the fifteen provinces it reached

to. I would not place it much higher than 340,000,000, if I was

asked to prove it by such facts as are known since the census of 1812.

I think few persons in China, com}>etent to judge, have placed much

confidence in the recent total of 414,000,000 given by a Russian, at

St. Petersburg ; at least no one has supported it by an independent

examination. I do not place much reliance upon it. The total of

363,000,000, given in 1812 is not a startling one, considering the

Climate, soil, industr}'-, and economy of the land and the people ; but

the wars of late years must have reduced their numbers. Yet they

recuperate wonderfully." Mins. Her. 1879, p. 51.

We are glad to put this opinion of Dr. Williams' on record on our

pages, for we agree in the opinion of the reliability of the census of

1812 ; and consider the statement that the populati<m of China in

1812 was 363,000,000 quite credible. But we think that Dr.

Williams has underestimated the distruction which has happened to

the population, dui'ing the last forty yeare, from wars, famines and

pestilences, when he expresses the oj)iuion that the population is

still 340,000,000.

We will proceed to examine those sad items in the history of this

country in order to arrive at some opinion as to the diminution of the

population. Dr. Williams estimates the loss of life during the Taiping

rebellion at tirenty millions. This is a very great number of human

lives to be lost in a rebellion. But great as the number is in itself,

we think the number is too few by one half ; and that the loss of life
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during these eighteen years of war was at Icustfortt/ millions. Dv
Williams notices the fact that fifteen out of the eighteen provinces

had been reached by the insurgents and were more or less ravaged

by them. All who knew the history of that rebellion, at the time,

will number the terrible slaughter inflicted on the cities and popubms

towns of Wuchang, Hanyang, Hankow, Kiukiang, Wuhu and Ngnn-

king, on their way down the Yangtsze river till they took Nanking

;

also the destructive and bloody raids, which the)'^ made frequently

into the provinces of Honan, Shantung, Chihli, Shansi, Shensi and

Szeeliuen. But their most terrible visitations were in Kwangsi, where

it originated and where for four years it gathered and organized its

forces at the expense of the lives and property of many of the in-

habitants of that province ; and in the four provinces of Kiangsu,

Chehkiang, Kiangsi and Nganhwui. These four provinces are all in

the vicinity of Nanking which the insurgents made their head-quarters

for 8ome eleven years ; and these rich and populous provinces were

the forage ground from which nearly all their supplies of men, and

means, and food were gathered. These provinces have all been visited

and travelled over in various directions by missionaries and others

since quiet was restored. And though we have not any reliable

census to show with certainty the full loss of population during these

eleven years of merciless execution and murder, yet, we have various

facts which will enable us to form some approximate-estimate there-

of. Some of those who travelled over Chehkiang province, soon after

it was recovered by the Imperial government, estimated the loss of

population, at one-half. After these sixteen years of quiet and the

resumption of peaceful pursuits, in the beginning of this year one of

the provincial officers of the province stated that 3/10 of the ai'ahL

land still paid no taxes. Every one who has passed along the canal

from Hangchow to Soochow, and thence either to Chinkiang, or

Nanking, has noticed the large districts of very good land that is stili

uncultivated. It is noticeable in the large cities and towns anci

villages within this same region, how much of these places ren.aii

unbuilt. Those who- have frequently travelled through Nganhwui.

both north and south of the river, have written of the extensive'

desolation that prevails—whole cities yet in ruins—and towns and^

villages depopulated, and whole districts uncultivated. Some have

estimated that one half the population in Nganhwui had perished.

This opinion was further supported by the fact that many of the

present inhabitants have come in from the adjacent provinces sinc'

quiet was restored. Less has been written of the condition o*

Kiangsi since the restoration of order than of the other provincto
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adjoiuing Thanking. But as it was equally open to the marauding

excursions of the insurgents, we may suppose tliat it suffered nearly

to the some degree. Those who have, within the last few years,

passed through Kwangsi state that large tracts of the country aro

still desolate, and that cities and towns are still in ruins. During a part

of the time the insurgent chief was in Kwangsi it was a war of

extermination. If the chief had been taken he and his followers

would have been massacred, hence the war was very destructive of

life. The aggregate population of these five provinces, before the

outbreak of the insurrection, according to the census of 1812, as given

by Dr. Williams in "The Middle Kingd<mi," was 128, 629, 276. If wo

estimate the loss of life in these five provinces, during this long

continuous butchery of the peaceful inhabitants by tlie insurgents, at

4/10 of the population it will make the number thus perishing to have

been 61,451,080. If we fix on 3/10 as the probable proportion that

perished, (and no one who will consider all the facts in the case will

consider 3/10 as a high estimate of those who perished) it will make

the numbers to have been 38,o88,78l. If to this last number, we

add the lowest possible estimate for the numbers that perished in the

other fifteen provinces, that suff<Ted from the incursions of tlie

insurgent forces, it will make the uuml)crs that were destroyed by

the Taiping rebellion to have been over 40,000,000.

But besides this rebellion which caused the distruction of popula

tion, there have been other causes, within the last thirty years, that Dr.

Williams does not refer to. The most distructive have been the Mahom-
medan rebellions in the South-west and North-west and the recent

famine in the North-east. Those travellers who have passed through the

provinces of Yunnan and Kwei-chow within the last few years all write

of the depopulated state of the countrs'. A gentleman, who is in the

employ of the Chinese Government and who has resided in Kwei-chow

province for several years, said to the writer, in answer to inquiries on

this point, that in some places -j% of the population had disappeared,

in some places Vij were gone. The statements made by other writers

as to the exterminating character of the war to subdue of tbis Mahom-
medan rebellion would lead us to expect to hear of such distruction of

^the population. The French Consul-General M. Theirsant, in his

book in "Le Mahometisme en Chine" as quoted in the Edinburgh

Review, for April 1880, says " The most deplorable conflict between

the Muslims and their neighbors in Yunnan was that which begun in

a quarrel between some miners in 1855, and only ended in 1874, in

well-nigh the extermination of the Musliui population of the pro-

vince." The eame article at p, 374, quotoi? another writer, describing^
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the terrible nature of the war as stating, "that Seventy-seven towns

were taken by assault, and forty of thorn absolutely destroyed, wliiist

the villages and hamlets burnt and pillaged defy calculation." We
have no detailed statements as to the extent of the depopulation of

the country in Kansuh province, by European travellers. But the

population of these three provinces, before the rebellions in them,

according to the census of 1812, aggregated 25,932,644. The war

in Yunnan continued nineteen years, in Kansuh for a shorter period.

It will be a low estimate to suppose that 8,000,000 of the population

perished during these destructive wars, in those three provinces of

the empire.

The other terrible calamity, which has in recent years come upon

China, attended with great distruction of life, is the recent famine in

the five adjacent provinces of Chihli, Shantung, Shansi, Shensi and Ho-

nan. The aggregate population of these five provinces according to the

census of 1812 was 104,803,416. The famine did not extend over all

the provinces, but from the statements of those wh<) were engaged in

the relief work the calamity must have involved nearly one-half oi the

whole population. The Committee at Shanghai gave as an estimate,

that the loss of life from famine and the attending diseases was

13,000,000. This is probably an Hnder-extimofe. It has been stated

that the Chinese officers reported the loss of population as 20,000,000.

liut taking the estimates, as given above, of the loss of population by

those appalling calamities ; viz: the Taiping rebellion at 40,000,000 ;

in the three provinces of the S.W. and N.W. at 8,000,000 and by the

famine in the five N.E. provinces at 13,000,000 and it makes an

aggregate number of 61,000,000.

Besides these great calamities resulting in such a fearful loss of

life, there have been other causes which lessen, the general tendency

to the recuperation of the population. Some of these are as follows :

—

The continued stream of emigration of young and able-bodied men to

all the countries of the Eastern archipelago, to Siam, to Australia 'and

to the United States of America. There have been some limited

regions of China that have suffered from floods and the dear prices for

food. The first war with England from 1839-42 was attended with

very considerable loss of life, at some points ; and the local rebellions

which occuried in the Canton and Fukien provinces, in 1854-5, soon

after the fall of Nanking, were only suppressed after a considerable

loss of life. All will recall the number of executions at Canton city by

the then Governor-General Yeh. But the most wide spread cause,

which has prevented recuperation of the number of the population, is

the u-se ol opium by such a largo number of the adult males. The.
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habltual use of opium, as is known to all, has spread rapidly among

the middle classes during the last forty years.

After considering these causes which affect the population of

China, we think that most of our readers will agree with us in the

opinion, that taking the census of 1812 as a ground of estimate,

300,000,000 is a probable estimate for the present population of the

empire of China. If we accept the number which is given by Dr.

Peterman Mitthellunger as the probable population of the globe

;

viz: 1,429,145,000 to be correct, then China contains a little more

than one fifth of the population of the globe.

In connection with this subject it occurs to us to remark, that

tliose persons in the United States, who are so alarmed at the

idea of the number which might immigrate to their midst from so

populous a country, have uo ground for such alarm. In fact the

emigration from China to Australia and the United States all goes

from some ten or twelve contiguous counties of one province, that

of Cantou. The population of those counties, which afford the

emigrants, does not exceed 3,000,000.

If the American minister and his colleagues, who have come to

effect an alteration of the Treaty betvveen the United States and

China, so as to put an end to this emigration of the Chinese to Am-
erica, could only instruct the Chinese Government in the plan of the

American land registry, and induce it to establish land offices for the

sale of the wide extent of nntilled lands in the provinces of Chehkiang,

Kiaugsu, Nganhwui and Kiangse, and the more distant ones of Kwang-

si, Yunnan and Kwie-chow ; and to establish some feasible plan of

putting purchasers in possession of the land and give facilities for

removing to it, they would do a great good to the China people.

There are hundreds of thousands of acres of the best land, which has

been lying waste for more than a score of years. There is sufficient

of tillable land to receive all the increase of the Chinese population

for scores of years to come, if there were only the facilities of putting

laboring people in possession of it.
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IN MEMORY OF DAUPHIJf WILLIAM OSGOOD, MD.

Of the American Board Mission, Foochoiv, China.

By Rev. C. C. Baldwin, D.D.

rpHE death of Dr. Osgood, from the effects of sunstroke occurred

. at 2 o'clock in the morning of Tuesday, August 17th, 1880.

A notice of his death, accompanied by a feeling tribute to his memory,

was published in the Foochoiv Herald. The first part of this memorial

is taken, with a few alterations, from the published notice.

The late Dr. D. W. Osgood was born at Nelson, N.H., U.S.A.,

where his mother, an estimable lady of great energy of character, still

resides. She is a cousin of the late Dr. Allen of the American Board

Mission, for many years resident at Bombay, and two of whose

brothers are distinguished physicians, one a Professor of Medicine,

and the other in general practice and a writer on medical subjects.

Dr. Osgood's father, and many of his relations, were of a decidedly

religious frame of mind, and one was a self-denying and very success-!

ful evangelist. In his early youth, like the great majority of American

boys, Dr. Osgood was brought up to physical labor, receiving only the

advantages of a common school education. He subsequently enjoyed

some opportunities for classical education at an Academy, but never

the regular curriculum of a college educaticm. He had a natural

taste for medical studies from liis boyhood, and neglected no chance

of improving himself in this branch of learning. His technical educa-*

tion was received at the Medical Schools in Brunswick, Maine, and in

the City of New York, where he received his medical diploma. He
studied his profession at various times under his mother's cousin, Dr.

Nathan Allen, of Lowell, Mass., at the State Charitable Institution,

at Tewksbury, and the State Reformatory School at Monson, Mass,

His experience at these institutions gained him a knowledge of frail

humanity that afterwards proved of much advantage to him, in his

subsequent career as a Medical Missionary among a people so sharp

and unscrupulous as the Chinese of the lower classes. Before coming

to China, Dr. Osgood went through a special course of study in con-

nection with diseases of the eye, which was afterwards of much
service to him. He was at this time a professed Christian, and for

sometime was secretary of the Young 3^Xen's Christian Association a|

Lowell, Mass,
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After a short period of practice in his native town, Dr. Osgood

came to China, as a Medical Missionary, arriving at Foocliow,

January 22d, 1879, where he has ever since resided with the excep-

tion of two visits to North China and Japan. One of his earlier

labors was the establishment of the Foochow Medical Missionary

Hospital, to which he thence-forward devoted so much of his time,

skill, and energy. During the ten years of his labors, medical aid

has been given to 51,838 patients, to the poorer classes gratuitously.

Dr. Osgood also established, in connection with the mission, an

asylum for the victims of the opium drug, and in the course of two

years about 1600 patients underwent treatment. It was in connec-

tion with these institutions that he was more extensively and popularty

known to the great majority of this community : but he never

hesitated to place his valuable services at the disposal of the sick of

all classes, and of every nationality. As a consulting physician he was

frequently called in by his medical confreres, and time alone can show

how great is the loss the whole community has sustained through

his death. His amiable intelligent countenance, and frank, manly

and open address, gained him numerous friends everywhere ; and ho

never failed to establish at once that strong feeling of confidence in

his skill and knowledge, so essential to tJie rocovery and comfort of

every patient. But it is among his many Chinese patients in the city,

suburbs and country, the poor, the sick, the halt and the blind, that

his presence must be most sorely missed ; for never again will they

hear his cheery voice, as he soothed their pain and agony, or pointed

out to them in earnest tones the source from which alone they might

draw true and permanent happiness, nor feel again the gentle touch

of that hand so potent to cure their fleshly ills. It surely need not

surprise us, if among the vast crowd of his patients, many to-day may
be heard wonderingly echoing those words, first heard on Mount
Calvary, "He saved others; himself he cannot save."

The energy, skill, patience, and the unceasijig care and anxiety

manifested by Dr. Osgood, in the management of his Hospital and

Asylum, and the undeniable value of the good work he was so ably

carrying on, fairly compelled the admiration of the whole community

of Foochow, and gained him the sympathy and support of every one.

Liberal beyond most communities in the distribution of their charity,

they never grugded putting their hands in their pockets for such

assistance as they could afford him. It needed not the hearty and

spontaneous cheer that burst from the lips of those who were present

at the recent dinner at the Club (in honor of Mr. De Lano), at the

mention of Dr. Osgood's name, as a representative guest, to prove
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how genuine were the feelings of respect and admiration entertained

for him. How little did we then suspect, as we listened to his

vigorous and manly words in reply, as he seized the opportunity of

referring to the work of which his heart and soul were so full, that

the career so useful to his fellow-men, so full of credit to himself,

and of honor to the great cause he represented, was so soon to

terminate in a torch-lit grave on the banks of the Min.

The death of Dr. Osgood occurred at Sharp Peak Island, at the

mouth of the Min, about thirty miles from-Foochow. The removal of

the remains to this place, and other arrangements, made it necessary

to defer the burial till half-past nine o'clock 'by torch-light. The
last sad rites were witnessed by a large crowd of sorrowing friends,

foreign and native. The burial service was read in English, and an
address was made and a praj-er offered in Chinese.

In our estimate of the life and worth of our departed brother, we
notice that he Avas largely endowed with physical strength and energy.
He was strong both in body and mind. He thought vigorously, and
his mind usually seized and held firmly the vital points of a subject,

while his will moved strongly and directly to the desired end. He
had a clear, practical judgment. He did not care to discuss theories,

but looked at the facts and practical bearings of the subject. This
appeared in all the plans and work of the Mission, in regard to the
management of schools, and the choice and designation of preachers
and colporters, as well as in the routine of his profession as a physi-
cian. His practical judgment often showed itself in a very pleasing
way in our business meetings. If in giving an opinion he had over-
looked some important point, he promptly admitted its force, when
brought to his notice, by a quick movement of the head and a prompt
affirmative. It is not .strange that he was known in the community
as a man of deeds not words.

Though almost a slave to his profession, it is evident from what
has been said that he had a genuine public spirit. His interest
and sympathies were not narrow and exclusive. He loved to see all

good works prosper and rejoiced to see every body hard at work. He
was on this account very sensitive about fruitful results, as his earnest
prayers and talks abundantly prove. He lived intensely, thought and
worked intensely, and so was apt to push matters. He perhaps ex-
pected too much of the natives sometimes, forgetting that phlegmatic
Chinese, in the general average, are not like the best types of the
energetic, driving foreigner. He hated all shams in profession, and
was quite intolerant of all shirking of work and responsibility on the
part of those to whom they properly belonged. *
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Dv. Osgood seemed to be tborougbly intent on the duties of

his profession, as a hetder of bodily disease, yet he was by no means

so in any exclusive sense. To multitudes of the natives he seemed

to give his whole strength, almost his whole thought and time, to the

welfare of the bodies ot his patients. But to his Missionary Associates

and the native Christians, he was well known as a devoted follower of

Christ, who estimated the value of the soul and its salvation far above

the health of the perishing body. To the praise of God's rich grace

we record the precious truth that our departed friend humbly con-

secrated the rich wealth of natural energy and mental endowment, with

all his store of medical knowledge and professional skill to the ISaviour

whom he loved. He strove to lay all at the fc ot of the cross and to

regard himself and all that he had as in direct relation to its claims.

All his plans and unremitting toil were in subordination to the will

of Christ, the Great Physician of souls.

He acquired, amid the exacting demand of his profession, a con-

siderable knowledge of both the Foochow colloquial and the Mandarin

dialects, more especially as spoken, which gave him much facility in

his work. In our annual meetings in Chinese and on other occasions

he often made telling addresses in the Foochow tongue. These were

usually short, pithy ' and to the point—a few practical ideas aimed

straight at the mark. He will be long remembered among us in this

aspect of his life. The speeches reflected the character of the man,

being practical, decided, earnest in tone and delivery. Purely literary

labor was not easy for a person constituted as was Dr. Osgood.

But what he undertook was done well and thoroughly. Besides a

compilation of "Forms of Prayer" and "Responsive Scripture Eead-

ings," he has prepared a work on "Anatomy," to the main text of

which he gave the finishing touches just before his death. It was

an extra "iron in the fire" and a very heavy one to handle. Of course

he threw his energy and devotion into the work most unsparingly.

But I would not dare to say that it was the cause of his jdeath. A
man like Dr. Osgood is very apt to wear himself out in one way, if

not in another. Rust has no chance of cleaving to such a man, and

the overtasked mind and body pay the penalty sooner or later. There

is a sadness which gathers about a loss like this, which requires far

more than human philosophy to dispel. We look forward to other

years of faithful labor which might have been, and try to estimate the

sum of fruit which fresh decades in such a life might be expected to

yield, and then call the death premature, and the life lost. But

there is no chance with God, and the death of His saints is not pre-

matura, out "previous in His sight." The possibilities of the valued
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life will be realized iu the eternity of being of whicli the present is

only a bud of promise. In the meantime the full-rounded ton years'

work of such a man as our deceased brother may exceed the twenty

or thirty years' work of many others, in their grand outcome of

genuine results. It is thus that we read the books of Grod's word

and providence, and gather comfort with fresh faith and courage in

a loss, to human view, so great and irreparable.

In regard to Dr. Osgood's christian traits, I would say that humi-

lity, a conviction of falling below tha grand ideal of faith or perfect

trust, an earnest desire to grow in piety and true consecration were

prominent ones. He loved the Bible, read it constantly, and pondered

its teachings. He taught its history and evangelical truths to his

children, and was anxious to impress the same on the minds of his

numerous patients. One of his favorite thoughts in remark and prayer

was that of "abiding in Christ" and so "bringing forth much fruit."

Among his favorite hymns—often given out informally iu prayer

meetings—were those beginning "All hail the power of Jesus' name,"

" Nearer, my God, to thee," "He leadeth me. Oh blessed thought,"

and " How firm a foundation, ye saints of the Lord." "We mourn the

loss of this faithful laborer, but must not i-epine. " I heard a voice

from heaven, saying unto me, Write, Blessed are the dead which die

in the Lord from henceforth : yea. saith the Spirit, that they may rest

from their labours : and their works do follow them."

" I expect to pass through this world but once. Any good thing

therefore, that I can do, or any kindness I can show to any fellow-

being, let me do it now. Let me not defer, or neglect it, for I shall

not pass this way again."

" Or if on joyful •wing,

Cleaving the sky,

Sun, moon, and stars forgot,

Upward I fly,

Still all my song shall be,

Nearer, my God, to Thee."

" But why this waste ?

Call it not waste. This universe is God's,
And if a transfer He would make from Earth's
Domain of sin to Heaven's wide realm of bliss,

Where the glad soul, unfettered, plumes its wing
To flight beyond all earth-born ken or thought.
Where all its powers, ransomed from thrall of sin.

Do service to the utmost for its <^''m\,

" Twere wrong to call it wasfe.'
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Sflti'wptttrracf.

Dear Sir :

—

If not too late, please witlihold my article on the Babylonian

Dynasties from publication at present. I wish to rewrite it. Since

sending it to the press I have found in the- ancient history of China

the two Tables of Berosus and Genesis in their entirety. I regard

this as a most valuable discovery since by its aid we shall be able to

clear up many heretofore insuperable difficulties in the field of science,

theology, history, and chronology.

I shall bring its substance before the public as soon as possible

in connection with dynastic Tables of Berosus and the 5th and lltb

chapters of the book of Genesis.

T. P. Crawford.

Tdngchow, Sei>t. 27th, 1880.

Union Standard Version of the Bible in Chinese.

Dear Sir:—
In response to the Circular of July 12th, on this subject, between

thirty and forty letters have thus far been received from various

quarters. Nothing as yet from the missionaries in Formosa. In a

few instances, the opinion of Avhole missions, as well as of the

individual correspondents, has been given. But the expression of

opinion on so important a subject is much too limited to warrant the

publishing of results in this number of the Recorder. I publish this

note simply to report progress, and to express the hope that the

many who have not written will be willing to do so promptly, or not

later than the tenth of December. Very brief answers .on the points

embraced in the circular, and on others deemed important, are

prepared, in order to lessen the labor of analysis and compilation.

C. C. Baldwin.

FOOCHOW, Octoher 12th, 1880.
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Aids to understanding the Scriptures.

Dear Sir:—
You will be happy to learn that the National Bible Society of

Scotland have, after careful deliberation, unanimously agreed to allow

the under-noted "aids to understanding the scriptures" to be circu-

lated with the Bible in addition to the headings and references

formerly granted.

(1) An Introduction to the Old and New Testaments.

(2) An Index of names and subjects in 0. and N. T.

(•J) Tables of Jewish weights, measures and coins.

(4) A Jewish Calendar.

(5) The dates of the Patriarchs, Judges and Kings of Judah
and Israel.

(6) A short account of Jewish Feasts and Sects.

(7) Summaries of the Books of the Old and New Testaments.

(8) An Historical Summary of the Interval between Malachi
and Matthew.

(9) Four maps: namely (1.) The World as known to the

ancients : (2.) Palestine during the time of the Kings
; (3.) Pales-

tine at the time of Our Lord ; and (4.) The Travels of St. Paul

with a Sketch of the Roman Empire.

These addenda to be adapted either to Old or New Testaments

or both. The Religious Tract Society of London have also most

cordially agreed to print these helps except the maps which the

Bible Society pay for. They are to be stitched together and bear

the imprint and title page of the il.T.S., but are to be inclosed

in tJie same case tcith the Scriptures in the usual Chinese style.

The Introductions to Old and New Testaments and summaries to

the Books of the New Testaments are already finished : the Indices

were two-thirds ready sometime ago and it is hoped the set will

be fully prepared for circulation with the Scriptures in six or eight

months from date.

It would be a great matter if the other Bible Societies would

likewise grant this boon ; and I hope those interested in the circula-

tion of the Word of Grod in China will bestir themselves to secure

this object ; for there is more than room for all ! As all who have

worked among the Chinese know, the Bible is a strange book to them,

strange in its structure, idiom, style, figures of speech, contents
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and allusions. They stumble afc every page ; and are too often

repelled at the very outset. A substratum of knowledge is indis-

pensible to the understanding of the Bible. In countries where the

Protestant, Iloman or Greek Church have laboured this exists ; but

in heathen lands, like India, China and Japan, there is no such

aid. Friends who cont 'nd for the distribution of the Word of God

pure and simple, forget the wide difference between our privileged

native lands, and other places. We breathe the very atmosphere of

Bible knowledge and allusion and phraseology ; and so the least

literate can understand the Scriptures ; but it is far different in the

countries we speak of. References and idioms which are so simple to

us that we can hardly imagine any difficulty, are not unfrequently

great stumbling blocks there. Rules therefore which are reasonable

and right for the continent of Europe and America are absolute

barriers in the way of the knowledge of the Word of God elsewhere.

This should be prayerfully and solemnly considered, and care taken

not to make the Word of God of none effect by our traditions.

Adherence to such rules as regards China, India and Japan, is simply

to defeat the object for which Bible Societies exist ; and most

seriously to retard the progress of the knowledge of God among

—

if we include India and Japan—about one half of the human race

!

The insertion of tracts and the distribution of books with the

Bible—which formerly prevailed—has not been found satisfactory

for they were constantly being separated the one from the other.

It is therefore hoped that this plan will be eminently efficient and

make God's blessed revelation to man an object of interest to the

Chinese and tempt study and research.

Alexander Williamson.

September 1th, 18S0.
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BIRTHS.

At Kwie-yai)«-fu, ou August 19th, the

wife of G. W. Clarke, of the China

Inland Mission, of a son.

At St. John's College, on the 1st

October, the wife of the Eev. Wm.
J. Boone, of a son.

At "Wuchang, ou the 23rcl October, the

wife of the Rev. Thomas Bryson,

of a daughter.

At Shanghai, on the 31st October,

the wife of Rev. Hampden C. BuBose,
Soochow, of'a son.

DEATHS.

At Boston Jklass., on August 26th,

Belle, eldest daughter of Rev. and
Mrs. N. Sites, American M.E. Mis-

sion, Foochow.

At Hankow, August 20tli, Arthur, only

son of J. W. and K. R. Brewer, of

the Weslej'au Mission, Hankow.
Aged two years.

At Hankow, August 30th, of Typhoid
Fever, the Rev. Joseph Race, of the

Wesleyan Mission, Wusueh. Aged
thirty two years.

Arritals.—PerM.B.M. S.S. Go's.,

s.s. TaJcasago Maru, on Oct. 14th,

sRev.M.L.Taftjto join the American

M.E. Mission at Kiukiang.

Departed.—From Hongkong per

P.M. S.S. Go's., s.s. City of Peking,

Mrs. J. O. Kerr and daughter, of

the American Presbyterian Mission,

Canton, for U.S.A.
* *
*

Amoy Rev. L. "W. Kip, of the

American Dutch Reformed Church

Mission was honored with with the

degree of Doctor of Divinity by

Rutsrers CoUegre at its last com-

mencement.
* *
*

Per M. B. M. S. S. Go's Hlro^'hiiua

Maru, Rev. and Mrs. A. Stritmatter

and two children, of the American

M. E. Mission, Kiukiang, for the

United States of America. Home
address Denver City, Colorado,

U.S.A.

***

Tengchow-foo. Hanover College,

Indiana, U. S. A., at its recent com-

mencement conferred the degree of

Doctor of Divinity upon Rev.

Calvin W. Mateer of the American

Presbyterian Mission at this place.

Dr. Mateer and wife are expect-

ed to return to China early in

December.
***

Rev. S. R. Brown, D.D., Missionary

of the Reformed Church to Japan.

Died at Monson, Mass. U.S.A.
June 20th.

Dr.Brown returned to theU.S.A.,

in 1879, in poor health, and he has

thus soon been taken to his heavenly

home. Dr. B., arrived in China, to

taVe charge of a school for Chinese

youth, in February, 1839. And
remained in charge of it till 1846,

when, on account of the ill-health

of Mrs. B., he returned to U.S.

He came out as Missionary to Japtan

in the full of 1859, and was there

till 1879. We hope to get some

extended memorial of Dr. Brown

for our pages from Japan sooii.
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Tbc statistics of Protestant work

in Japan have just appeai'ed in the

Annual report of our Evangelical

Alliance, showing ' that the total

membership of our Churches was in

December, 1879, 2,701—an increase

of 1,08 1 in a year and a half. There

are IG missionary societies now at

work in Japan, besides the 3 Bible

Societies—the British, the Scotch

and the American. 10 of these

missionary Societies are American,

supporting 140 missionaries, while

the 6 Bi'itish societies support 43

missionaries. Of the 140 Amei'i-

cau missionaries 49 are married

couples, 6 ai'e unmarried men, and

36 are unmarried women ; of the

English 17 are married couples, 5

are unmarried men, and 4 unmar-

ried women. It is interesting to

note the much larger proportionate

number of 'English men, and the

much smaller proportionate number

of women, as compared with the

American missionary force. The

8 open cities of Japan have resident

missionaries. Tokio, the capital, is

occupied by 12 different Boards;

Yokohama by 7 ; Osaka by 5

;

Ragasaki by 3 ; Kobe, Migata and

Hakodate by 3 ; and Kioto by 1.

There are, besides, 76 out-stations.

There ai'e 38 of the 80 provinces of

the Empire in which permanent

missionary work is being prosecuted

.

ioticB.s d! %m\il 10115.

Report of the Peking Hospital, in connection with the London Missionary
Society, for the years 1875, 187G and 1877 : with which is incorporated

the lieport of the Peking Opium Refuge for the years 1878 and 1879.

By John Dudgeon M.D.C.M., etc., 1880."

This title page gives a full state-

ment of the contents in general.

But it does not call attention to one

interesting and vei'y unusual fea-

ture of the contents : viz., a necro-

logical'report of some distinguished

Chinese statesmen, who have died

in the Capital that were known to

Dr. Dudgeon. These will be of the

most interest to the general reader.

It will strike all thoughtful readers

as suggestive of the prevalence of

opium smoking that two Reports

of hospitals for the treatment of

general diseases—each reports as

in connexion with the labors of th©

Surgeon in charge of Opium Refuges

for those who are victims to this

enticing vice—and every friend of

humanity will wish them an increas-

ing success in their benevolent

work. We ask the attention of all

readers to the notice on the fly leaf

of the report asking assistance

towards removing the debt of Tls.

1,300 which rests upon this hos-

pital in Peking that it may not be

hindered in its good work for the

poor and the diseased.
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Report of the Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church of England

for 1879.

The missions of tlie English Pres-

byterian Church are located in the

vicinity of Amoy, Swatowand on the

island of Formosa. The labors of

their missionaries, in all these places,

have been successful. We do not

intend to go into a detailed no-

tice, as we hope for a full report

from these fields, which will cover

the results of all the Christian

work. We copy the membership

at the end of 1879, in all these

places, which was 2228. The adult

baptisms for the year were 179.

The Report has very excellent maps

of the several districts which en

ables anyone, at a glance, to see the

location of the several stations.

There is one explanatory map
aqpompanying these maps which is

quite in correct.

It is stated that "the central part

of the province is occupied by the

Hak-kas, the South and the West
by the Puntis." The Hak-kas

occupy the North-east part of the

province—with scattered villages

in the central part. But the Puntis

occupy the central part, as well as

most of the South and West.

This is the title of a sheet tract

issued by the Chinese Religious

Tract Society, and prepared by the

Rev. E. H. Thomson.

It contains the Chinese feast

days ; an essay on the Sajjbath

;

Maps of the two Hemispheres ; a

description of the Earth and a

diagram representing the Eclipses

of the Sun and Moon

.

Though a sheet 20 inches by 26

inches in size it is sold at two cash

each, meets a ready sale among the

heathen,who buy it wherever offered

and stick it up in their rooms. It

is worthy of notice that the Chinese

Religious Tract Society has brought

out this useful annual on a much
thicker and more substantial paper

than has been used hitherto and at

the same price.

We would suggest that an edition

should be got out on good white

paper with parts of it in red inJc.

If ready in time for the Chinese

new year it would no doubt find

a ready sale at the holidays.

We write to bring it to the notice

of missionaries who have not seen

it that they may send in orders in

good season. As they are only useful

for the current year it would not be

wise to print much beyond the

orders.
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Beport of tlie Foochow Medical Missionary Hospital ; and the Second Bepor t

of the Opium Asylum in connection luitli the A.B.C.F.M. Mission unde r

the care of Dauphin W. Osgood M.D., June, 1st 1880,

It is with a melancholy 1 interest

we notice this Report of a year's

labor. The hand that prepared it

with so much care, and which per-

formed the labor therein recorded

with so much skill, has forgotten

its skill. In a very short time

after the Report was issued the

Physician who had ministered so

successfully to the'l diseases of

others fell a victim to a disease

which no medical skill could arrest.

The examination of this Report

will deepen the feeling of'every one

who reads it of the great loss which

the medical missionary work has

sustained in the early removal of

Dr. Osgood. After 10 years of care-

ful and pains-taking industry in

character, &c. The Second Report

of the Opium Asylum in connection

with the First Report of it shows

how careful he had studied this

prevaling appetite of the Chinese

and the attendant diseases of the

systems caused by it. His mode of

treatment appears to be very suc-

cessful. But when to our view he

was just fitted for more extended

usefuUness he is taken away. Well

may all pray " Spare, Lord, Thy

servants. May their Lives and

health be precious in Thy sight."

We hope that some one will soon

be found to enter into his labors

and continue the work so wisely

begun by him. No department of

. . , , , , . , , labor opens a wider field of useful-
acquiring the language, and in the] ,^ ,,,,i j-iiu

i. J £11, . xu • J- ness than that of the medical labor
study of the people, their diseases

and constitutions he had got into

his new hospital building, which

was built under his own superin-

tendence with every new appliance

adapted to the treatment of patients.

The Report shows the pains-taking

accuracy in classifying the diseases

treated, in studying their exact

in connection with Christian work.

And few more important positions

are open to a Medical Missionary

than the one thus vacated by the

lamented death of Dr. Osgood. We
tenderly and lovingly bear witness

to his earnest and devoted Christian

spirit in his work.

SanUn Papers, or Essays on the intellectual life of the Chinese. By W. A. P.

Martin, D.D., LL.D., President of the Tungwen Colle,£^e, Peking.

This book comes to us from

our respected friend, the author,

through Messrs Kelly and Walsh,

of Shanghai. We are glad that

Dr. Martin thought «of collecting

all these various papers, on such a

variety of subjects, into one volume

or easy perusal, and future refer-

ence. Many of his friends, as well

as ourselves, will be pleased to see

them in this permanent form. The

volume contains in all sixteen dis-

tinct papers, on as many distinct

subjects, which were published at

different times and in different

periodicals sincp 1869. Dr. Martin,
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in his preface says, " The contents

of this volarae, though somewhat

raiscellaiieoas, are yet connected by

a certain' unity ; falling naturally

into three divisions treating respec-

tively of the Education, Philosophy

and Letters of the Chinese ; in a

word of their Intellectual life."

Our readers will get a better idea

of the contents of the book by the

.titles of the papers as given in the

table of " Contents." " The Hanlin

Yuen or Imperial Academy." "Com-

petitive Examinations in China."

" Education in China." " An Old

University in China." " The San

Kiao, or Three Religions of China."

" Remarks on the Ethical Philoso-

phy of the Chinese." " Isis and

Osiris, or Oriental Dualism." " Al-

chemy in China." «fec. These show

what a rich variety of subjects

pass under the consideratioji of the

writer. They are all treated in the

author's best style and present a

clear view of the matter under con-

sideration. As the author has had

special advantages of examining

some of the matters referred to in

essays placed first in the book, they

are of special interest to those who
have not visited the capital of the

empire. It is, of course, impossible

in such a cursory notice as this to

refer to each essay seperately. We
may at a future time refer to some

of them. But in the mean time we

commend these essays to those who
would study " the intellectual life

of the Chinese."

The Chinese Buddhism :
—a volume of sketches, historical, Descriptive, and

Critical. By Eev. Joseph Edkins, D.D., authors " Religion of in China

:

" Introductioa to the study of Chinese characters," etc, etc. London,"
Trubner & Co., 1880.

This handsome volume of 4-53

pages comes to us from the respected

publishers. It is brought out, as

to typography, paper, and general

finish, in their best style. When
they state that Mr. A. Wylie

revised the proof sheets, and pre-

pared the copious and valuable index

appended to the work, our readers

will feel assured that there are few

errors in the text.

- The work is divided into twenty-

six chapters and embraces a wide

range of topics connected with

Buddhism. By grouping the sub-

jects of some of the most important

chapters, we will enable our readers

to form an opinion of the research

which has been employed in its

preparation. Dr. Edkins, says in his

preface, that some parts of the book

were written twenty-five years ago

and that he has availed himself of

the writings of other authors ; he

refers to Dr. Eitel, of Hongkong,

andMr. Thomas Watters as having

written ably on the subject but states

that his acquaintance with this

religion is largely from Chinese

writers, of whose writings he has a

large collection.

There is in the commencement of

the bobk a " Life of Buddha in

four chapters." Chapter V. ** The

Patriarchs of the Northern Bud-

dhists." Chapter VI. " Hi.story of
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Buddhism in China." Chapter VII.

"The schools of Chinese Buddhism."

Chapter IX. " The Buddhist moral

system." Chapter XI. " Relation of

Buddhism to the older Hindoo

Theology." Chapter XII. "The

Buddhist Universe." Chapter XVII.

"Buddhist Literature." Chapter

XX. " Effect of Buddhism on the
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to all who wish information on

this subject.-
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ON POST-DILUVIANS.

^HE History of tlie nations, which occupied the various portions of

tlio earth subsequent to the Deluge shows us that they had an

extensive knowledge of various arts and manufactures and were in a

state of advanced civilization. It has been a subject of much research

to find out, whence they derived this knowledge of Arts and Manufac-

tures, and whence originated their civilization. The history of these

nations makes it kno\^^l to us that these peoples occupying parts of

the earth widely separated from each other had many ideas of religion

in common amongst the several nations, and that many of them

worshipped the same objects. It is also known that they had many
ideas in regard to God, His nature and government, and of the

future punishment of the wicked, which were very similar to those

revealed by Jehovah to the children of Abraham, and yet which could

not have been derived from that revelation. It has also been a mat-

ter of great research to find out whence these nations derived their

knowledge of the matters connected with religion and whence nations,

so widely separated, derived their knowledge of the doctrines of

religion which were only known to the Jews by revelation from God.

It is our object, in the present paper, to present some views in explan-

ation of these questions which have been the objects of so much
research. In ])lacing the titles of these several books at the head of

our pages, it is not our Object to present the views of any one of them

in detail, neither is it our object to criticise or controvert the views

presented by any of them : the object is rather to show some of the

literature of the subject and what a wide range the discussion has taken

^

We write from the stand point of those who accept the account

given in Genesis as a reliable account of the early ages of our race
;
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who believe its account of the destruction of the cartli by a flood,

and the repeopling of the earth by the docondants of Noah and his

sons. We will not occupy our time with any discussion of side issues.

The tenth Chapter of Genesis gives us a list of the sons of the three

sotis of Noah which has come to be regfirdcd as the most reliable-

ctli'nological chart of the various nations'." In the 1st Chapter, we

have the account of the confusion of tongues, and the consequent

wide dispersicm from the plains of Shinar, of the multitude who were

engaged in the futile attempt to build the t6wer that should reach to

Heaven. Subsequent to this dispersion, in the sacred narrative, we
have only the history of one branch of the family of Shem. That

branch from which Abraham descended. We have no account as to

how the people found theiT way into the various parts of the earth
;

but History informs
. us that in the near future nations existed in

Egypt, Syria, Babylonia, India, and China, in an advanced state of

civilization, with the knowledge of agriculture, architecture, the art

of war, with the institution of the family and civil society. Some of

these nations Avere distinguished for excellence in some particular

art as the,Egyptians were distinguished for a special developement

in architecture ; the Babylonians in the art of war ; the Hindoos

for the perfection of their language ; the Chinese for the principles of

civil government and of the family relations and all had made great

attainments in agriculture. The great subject of inquiry is, how did

these nations so soon after their origin arrive at such a state of

civilization and at such excellence in the several arts. Without

controverting the opinions of others or discussing the suggestions

made by man}'- writers on the subject, the point which I wish to sug-

gest is this. All these several nations derived their civilization and

their knowledge of divine truth from the same source, and that

source was the Antediluvians. To establish this proposition it is

necessary to inquire whether the Antediluvians had made great

ad.yaucement in all these ajrts and institutions, and whether there was

a, suitable channel for the transmission of this knowledge to these

_Post-diluvian nations. The Bible presents very incomplete statements

a^.to the social and political condition of the Antediluvians or of

their attainments in civilization. But these incomplete statements

afiord the grounds for surmises in regard to these matters. There are

also obvious considerations which justify us in forming opinions in

regard to what was the progress of the Antediluvians in civilization

and the arts of life. It is accepted by most Bible students that

Adam, the progenitor of the race, was gifted with superior intelligence,

that he not only received from, God, the faculty of speech, and a
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spoken Innguago, but that lie also received such instruction in the

principles of the orpjanization of the family and human society, as

enabled him to establish the principles of family and civil government

among liis posterity. He had the knowledge of keeping and dressing

the garden of Eden, in his state of innocence. This was no ordinary

attainment, we may justly suppose in these Arts. The fruits and

grains were in their primeval excellence, the ground had not yet

suffered injury to its fruitfulness from the deluge. Commencing

under these favorable circumstance, we may justly suppose, that in

the long experience of nine hundred years, Adam attained to uuequalcd

efficiency in tlie cultivation of the ground. It is stated that " Tubal

Cainv:iis an instructor to every artificer in brass and iron," and that

Jubal was the father of all such as handle the harp and the organ.

Cain very soon iffter his removal into the land . of JS'od, built a city.

These statements indicate the cultivation of the arts and manufac-

tures of iron and brass—the commencement of architecture and the

manufacture of the instruments of music, as the harp and the organ.

Having thuse commenced these arts soon after the creation, we may

suppose, in connection with the long lives of those who so early

attained distinction in them, that the people attained to great ex-

cellence during the sixteen hundred years before the flood. The short,

narrative says "that some became mighty men, which were of old

men of renown." This we understand to imply that wars existed

amongst the Antediluvians, that they had instruments of war and

military tactics and those who acquired skill as leaders of their armies.

The construction of the Ark indicates that the people had arrived at

a great perfection in architecture before the flood. Wheu we consider

the great intelligence of the progenitor of the race, the revelation

which he received from God, communicating what was necessary for

him to know in order to fit him to fulfil his duty in the high position

which he occupied, and when we consider the length of their lives

which enabled them from their own experience to carry everything

to the greatest perfection, we may justly suppose that the people who

lived before the flood had attained to the highast jierfedion in all the

arts pertaining to civilized life.

In regard to the second point, was there any channel by which

the knowledge of these arts could be transmitted to the nations which

originated subsequent to the flood. "Wc think there was. jS"oah had lived

500 years before the flood and his three sons had each lived 100 years.

This length of time gave them sufficient opportunity to become more'

or less acquainted with all the arts which were known amongst their

fellow men. The building of the ark gave them practical experience of
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some of the most important of these arts. Iiinnodiately after the flood

the position they occupied as the heads of a new ])opulatioii of the

earth would cause them to be especially solicitous to preser\e a know-

ledge of all the useful arts and institutions which liad existed among
the antediluvian patriarchs. The fact that tliey had been preserved

miraculously by God, whilst the rest of the world perished by tlie flood

would give them prestige with their posterity far beyond that of ordin-

ary fathers and leaders; hence, the information Avbich they imparted

to their children, and grand-children of the fourth and fifth generations

in regard to the arts and manufactures, the customs and institutions

which existed amongst the antediluvians, would be treasured up by

their descendants as a revelation of the utmost importance to their

future happiness and prosperity. As Noah lived after the flood three

hundred and fifty years, and Shem five hundred, and we may suppose.

Ham and Japheth for a like or longer period there was ample time for

these heads of the ne^ race of mankind to communicate to their

numerous posterity all the knowledge of all the various arts and

manufactures which they had preserved from the ruins of the old

world. The boldness of the project which these descendants combined

to execute, namely, to build a tower which should reach to heaven,

and bid defiance to the power of any subsequent deluges is evidence

of the confidence they themselves felt in their own skill in architecture,

and the resources which they had for the execution of their plans.

We may suppose that they had made equal attainments in all the

other arts connected with a high state of civilization. This then was

the condition of the population of the earth subsequent to the deluge,

and at the time just before the dispersion. When their plans for the

erection of the tower were frustrated by the confusion of tongues,

this population, thus acquainted with the arts and manufactures of

civilized life, were dispersed, according to their families, all over Asia,

and Europe, and Africa. Under these circumstances it is the most

reasonable supposition that wherever they went, they carried with

them the knowledge of the institutions and usages of society, and of

the arts which they had in common before their dispersion.

In accordance with this supposition,- history informs us that these

several nations, had in subsequent time, many of the same institutions

and arts existing amongst them. The resemblance which existed in

the institutions and arts, in countries widely separated from each

other aflfords a strong presumption that they received them from one

common source. This may bo made more plain by an illustration

from that which has happened in modern times. During the six-

teenth century, under the influence of a variety of motives and
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circumstauces, emigration occurred from gi-oat Britiau to tlie Eastoiu

coast of North America. These emii^rants were from different elas.>>es

and conditions of society. Some of them went at their own expense

as individuals and families, some by the assistance of patrons and

companies. Without going into any special detail of the difficulties

and dangers encountered from the rigor of the climate, the hostility

of the Indians, their penury and want of supplies, I may state as the

general result, that they, in the end, were organized into thirteen

political communities known as the Thirteen Colonies of North

America. These settlements were formed along the sea-coast having

every variety of climate, from that of the severe winters of New Eng-

land to the mild and balmy weather of Georgia. AVith some .small

diversities, which are easily accounted for by the individual character

or class of the founders of the several communities, these thirteen

different colonies reproduced, in their different homes the various

family, social, educational, religious and political institutions, and the

various arts and manufactures which existed in the country from

which they emigrated. This r^'sult occurred though these several

communities had very little intercommunication between the respective

new settlements ; nor had they any personal acquaintance with each

other in the old country. - The resemblance which existed in the

institutions, arts and customs which they established in their new
homes is sufficiently explained or accounted for by the fact that each

settlement reproduced in its own home, and, in their main features the

institutions, usages, customs and arts, with which they had been fami-

liar in their mother country. It would appear absurd to all students

of history for any one to attempt to account for the resemblance

which existed in the institutions, civil and religious, the customs and

and arts of these thirteen colonies on any other grounds than the fact

of their common origin from the same country. From those con-

siderations it therefore appears to us a sufficient and satisfactory

method of accounting for the resemblance which history informs us

existed in the institutions, arts and manufactures of the nations which

existed after the flood by the fact of their common origin from

the three sons of Noah, and that at the dispersion at the time of the

confusion of tongues, they carried with them to their new homes the

knowledge of the arts of civilized life which had been preserved from

the ruins of the flood. This might be further illustrated by a reference

to the emigrants wliich have gone out from great Britiau and Ireland

to Australia, reproducing in their main features, in their new settle-

ments, the institutions and arts of their native lands, but the above

will suffice by way of illustration.
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I
We come now to the consideration of the second part of the

subject, namely, Whence did the nations wliich existed after the flood

derive their knowledge of Divine things and the usages and modes of

religious worship. The history of these nations makes known to us

that these nations all had some knowledge of Divine things;—as the

existence of a God or gods, the protection and rule which the gods

exercised over men, that the gods heard and answered the prayers

of their worshippers, in blessing the good, and punishing the wicked

;

the knowledge of a future state, of rewards and punishments &c. In

the usage and modes of religious worship, they had the usage of

praying to the gods, of worshipping them at appointed places as at

altars or in temples erected for such purposes, the presentation

of sacrifices and thank-offerings, the observance of appointed times

and seasons for religious worship, as at new and full moon, as at

New Year and at the occurrence of important events, as at marriages,

deaths, and commencing great and important undertakings, as in

removals or wars, &c. They had the usage of seeking Divine direction

by prayer to their gods, and by various modes of divination ; they

had also other religions usages which it is not necessary to mention

in detail.

In the history of some of these nations we find handed down

through the long centuries some knowledge and traces of the most

recondite doctrine of revelation, as of the Trinity in the God-head, as

of the appearance or birth of God in human form, the expectation of

a time to come when there would be the universal prevalence of peace

and happiness upon the earth among men, the idea of a final judge

who was to determine the destiny of all men in the future world. Most

of these nations had one chief god as its special patron god, protecting

and defending it from its enemies. The statements of their ideas of

Divine things had greater or less clearness or distinctness in the

vai'ious countries. In some the attributes,, works and worship had a

great resemblance to those which are ascribed to Jehovah in the

Bevelation to the Jews. In Greece great prominence was given to

the idea that the gods had an interest in, and exercised a control over

the affairs of men both as individuals and as organized into political

societies. In Egypt great distinctness was given to the judging of ^'he

dead, as is abundantly evident from The Book of the Dead which has

been found and deciphered, and which gives the J^ccount of the judg-

ment of thos<5 who have died. This judgment was presided over by

Osiris and forty-two assessors in the hall of truth, and the good were

received into the abodes of bliss, and the wicked were assigned to

everlasting woe. In India the idea of the Omnipresence of God appears
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to have been especially prominent in the minds of the people and

the idea of the Trinity in the Creator, the Preserver and the

Destroyer. The idea of the incarnation of Grod or the appearance

of God in human form was diffused among all these nations. In

connection with this there was the idea of the miraculous conception

in Yirgins; and in nearly every nation there is a myth that some

of their great sages or heroes were born of a Yii-gin from a

conception by Divine power.

Different nations widely separated from each other held the

belief that kings were appointed to rule by the chief god of each

nation : and that when the Ruler of the nation ceased to rule justly

and for the good of the people, the god rejected him from the throne

and appointed others to occupy it. This belief is expressed by the

Chinese in their earliest records ; and it continues to be the national

faith till the present time. In the Shoo King, p. 294, when a new

king was justifying before the people his taking the throne, he says

of the king whom he displaced "and now Show, the king of Shang,

treats with contemptuous slight the five constant- virtues, and abandons

liimself to wild idleness and irreverence. He has cut himself f)£f from

Heaven. He neglects the sacrifices to Heaven and Earth. He has

discontinued the oiferinge in the ancestral temple. Shang-ti will no

longer indulge him, but with a curse is sending down on him this

ruin. Do you support me with untiring zeal reverently to execute the

punishment appointed by Heaven." In a recently recovered cylinder

of Cyrus the Great, as stated by Sir H. Rawlinson in a paper read

by him before the Royal Asiatic Society, is recorded Cyrus' declaration

on his founding the Persian Universal Monarchy, after his capture

of Babylon. Sir H. Rawlinson states thus the purport of the declara-

tion, " Nabonodus had just abandoned his capital, and the intro-

ductory part of the newly discovered inscription declares tJmt the go(.h

have rejected him for his impiety and neglect of their temples, while it

extols the piety, the greatness and the glory of Cyrus, whom the

Heavenly powers have raised up to avenge their cause. The intro-

duction is followed by what purports to be the text of a pi-oclamation

issued by Cyrus on the taking of the city containing a repetition of

these allegations. How wonderfully like a Chinese declaration under

similar circumstances is this declaration of Cyrus.

The expectation of a coming time of great prosperity and

happiness was widely diffused, as was also the expectation of one who
) should save men from the miseries of their present condition. These

expectations which existed in the vicinity of Rome, and which .were

given expression to by Virgil in one of his,odes, may have come from
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tho Jewish Scriptures ; but they existed in other countries where

such origin could not he assigned to them. They existed Avith

great distinctness in India ; and were incorporated into his system hy

the author of Buddhism, and now the Buddhists in China are hjokine:

forward to a time of great peace and happiness on the earth wlien the

third Buddha, which is styled the Buddha to come, shall have come.

While each country gave particular prominence to some one or

other idea of Divine things yet all these countries had the knowledge

of the general system of Divine things, and there was a general

resemblance in the main features of their systems of doctrine.

The matter now to be considered is how wo can best account for

the e^^stence of the same religious opinions in so many cMmntrios so

widely separated from each other. I shall not spend time in stating

the different surmises that have been presented, nor in presenting

objections to them. I confine myself now to stating my own opinion,

and in presenting some reasons in support thereof. I hold that as

these nations had a common origin fnmi Noah and his three sons,

and were dispersed into the various parts of the earth at the confusion

of tongues they carried with them the knowledge of Divine things,

and the forms of religious worship which their ancestors had received

from the Antediluvian Patriarchs, I suppose that the Antediluvians

had the full knowledge of a complete si/sfem of Divine truth and tcor-

Kliip, which God had revealed to them. As this proposition may not

be immediately accepted as true by all my readers, I will first

endeavor to establish its correctness. It is true that in the short

account which the Bible gives of the people before the flood, we have

no full statement of their knowledge of Divine truth or of the forms

of l^ivine worship which prevailed amongst them
;

yet, we have sorao'

very important ])artiealars which give us definite information on some

points of religious truth, and much inova hfj implication in regard to

both points. It is an accepted fact that a skilled naturalist, when he

is supplied with some particular bones of an extinct species of animal

life can, with these bones before him construct a long skeleton of the

extinct aminal. This he can do because of the resemblance which

prevails amongst the forms of animated nature,^ and because of the

analogy in such forms which enable the naturalist to decide from

the bones before liiAi what ffiust be the forms of the absent bones

in order to complete the skeleton of the aminal according to the

regular system of animated nature. It will not therefore be thought

strange that a student of the Divine Truth and Worship which God'

has revealed in the Old Testament should endeavor from the five

interesting and important items which are given in the five chapters
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of Genesis of the religious ideas and worship of the people hefore tlio

flood to complete a system of the religions, faith and worship which

l)revailed amongst them. This should not be difficult when he has

the complete system reproduced in the subsequent revelation to guide

him and when the scattered parts are found among the traditions of all

these nations. Let us first see what items these few chapters give us.

It is admitted by all, that Jehovah revealed to our first progenitor in

his state of innocence, a full knowledge of His own attributes, works,

and worship. This knowledge was continued with him after his fall. In

connection with tlio declaration of the punishment of the first pair, and

of their tempter, God in mercy stated to them that there would be a

Saviour, using the wondrous words that the seed of the woman should

bruise the serpent's head. We may well suppose that God made a full

and complete revelation to them of the nature, miraculous birth, and

offices of this promised Redeemer, but these first words imply a great

deal in regard to his character and work. He was to be in an especial

seme the seed of the woman, implying a birth not by ordinary genera-

tion. He was to bruise the serpent's head which implies that He was

to destroy the great enemy of God and man. After the fall God
instructed Adam to worship Him by the offering of sacrifices, and that

there were appointed times for such worship; for in the Inspired

narrative it is said, that in the process of time it came to pass that

Abel also brought of the firstling of his flock and of the fat thereof.

Gen. IV. 3.-4., And the Apostle Paul teaches us that by faith Abel

offered a more acceptable sacriflce than Cain. Hob. XI. 4. Whether

the expression process of days means the end of the years or the end

week, it implies there was some appointed time for the worship of

God; and as the weekly Sabbath was given to man in the garden,

we may suppose that the observance thereof was continued after his

expulsion from the garden. He continued to observe it as a day of

sacred rest and worship. The supposition is confirmed by the faet that

the division of time into weeks was in use in the of time of Noah

—

a division of time which only occurs with the Sabbath. When
the Apostle says that Abel by faith offered, it implies that Abel
had some revelation from God on which his faith relied. The most
probable supposition is that God having revealed to man that there

was a Saviour to 'come " whose heel the serpent should bruise," which
naturally refers to His suffering in the room and place of mankind,
and having instituted sacrifices, or the offering of the life of innocent
animals. He revealed to Adam and his children the nature and object
of sacrifices. He made known to them that these sacrifices were a
type of the Lamb of God duiu from the foundation of the world.
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whose blood alone could atone for sin, and that it was hy faith in thin

great saerifi/}e, of which the firstling of the flock was a type, that Abel

offered a bettor sacrifice than Cain. This point may be elucidated

hy a reference to a remark which is often repeated, viz ; that " the

Lord's Supper is an epitome of the gospel." This means that an

intelligent observance of this ordinance implies that the worshipper

has a knowledge of the leading doctrines of revelation ; as. The

nature and perfections of God, His relations to man, the provision of

a Redeemer, the death of the Saviour in the room and place of the

Sinner, the forgiveness of sins, man's reconciliation to God througli

the merits of Christ, &c., &c. In the same manner the intelligent

use of sacrifices in the worship of God by Adam and the early

Patriurclw, as typical of a coming Redeemer, implies a knowledge by

them of the same doctrines of revelation. The whole narrative of

God's intercourse with Adam subsequent to the fall, gts well as before

and with his posterity, was of the most familiar, and friendly charac-

ter, implying His hearing their prayers, rewarding their obedience,

punishing sin, giving them council and instruction in the path of duty,

and warning them against the consequences of sin. It also indicates

that God manifested himself most clearly and distinctly to mankind as

in His manifestation of the reception of Abel's offering, and the rejection

of Cain's—the reproving of Cain for his anger at the rejection of his

offering : the calling of Cain to account after the murder of his brother

:

tho remitting of a part of his punishment on his petitioning therefor.

There is no intimation of how this manifestation of himself was

given, whether by audible voice, mental impression, or symbolical

indication ; but the narrative implies that it was real, immediate and

distinct. The narrative in its conciseness does not state that this

manifestation of himself to men continued up till the time of the flood,

but there is no statement that it did not continue,—whilst the

expression in Gen. VI. 3., "My spirit shall not always strive with men,"

favors the supposition that God's special manifestation to men con-

tinued during all the centuries before the flood. This is still further

supported by the fact that when God had determined to destroy the

race, He made known the coming flood to Noah ; he instructed him in

tho making of the ark for his own deliverance and that of his family.

There' is the same minute and special Providence in connection with

, the bringing of all the animals into the Ark, the seeing Noah and his

family within its precincts, and then shutting the door after them, as

was manifested to Cain and Abel. The account of the patriarch

Enoch would lead us to suppose that he had all that knowledge of

God and of His worship, and of the means of growth in grace which
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is necessary to the attainment of the highest excellence whicli is

attainable on earth ; for it is said " Enocli walked with God and he was

not for God took him." The Author of the Hebrews says " By faith

Enoch was translated, that he should not see death : and Avas not

found, because God had translated him ; for before his translation ho

had this testimony, that he pleased God. But without faith it is

impossible to please him : for he that cometh to God must believe

that he is, and that he is a rewarder of them that diligejitly seek

him." Here the inspired writer teaches us that the fact that Enoch

walked with God implied the full knowledge of the character of God.

"We may properly extend it and consider that it implies an under-

standing of the way of reconciliation through the expected Saviour.

His translation from earth to heaven without dying, implies that there

was amongst the people a knowledge of heaven, a glorious dwelling

place of the righteous with God himself. The translation of Enoch

without dying implies the knowledge of this body and soul dwelling

together in bliss. There is reason to suppose that it pertained to the

several Patriarchs and others to be instructors in righteousness. The

duty of instructing children in the knowledge and worship of God

is one which is recognized by all christians as belonging to parents ; and

we are therefore warranted in supposing that the Patriarchs of the

race were faithful in the discharge of this parental duty. But this

expression of sacred writ, that " my spirit shall not always strive with

men " and " of all their hard speeches which ungodly sinners have

spoken against him," and that Noah is styled by Peter "a preacher

of righteousness" lead us to suppose that, beside the instructions

given by the Patriarchs as parents, there was some system or plan of

public instruction in divine things among the people before the flood.

There is one passage of the narrative in Genesis that has never been

satisfactorily explained. It is Gen. IV : 26, last clause of the verso.

In the English text it reads " then men began to call upon the name

of the Lord," and in the margin, "then begun men to call themselves

by the name of the Lord ;" taking the marginal reading as the correct

one, I would suggest that it means that the children of Seth called

themselves by the name of Jehovah, in the sense of regarding them-

selves as the chosen people of God, as the children of Abraham were

subsequently the chosen people of God ; and the political society they

established had Jehovah as its Head and Ruler, as the Jewish

Theocracy subsequently had: reasons for this interpretation will be

given below.

The people before the flood had a full and explicit knowledge of the

future judgment and punishment of the wicked by Almighty God.
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This fact does not appear from the narativc in Genesis. But it is foutul

in the Epistle of Jude, verses 13, 14 and 15. There are wandering

stars to whom is reserved the blackness of darkness forever. And
Enoch also the seventh from Adam prophesied of these saying, "Behold

the Lord cometh with ten thousands of his saints, To execute judg-

ment upon all and to convince all that are ungodly among them of all

their ungodly deeds which they have ungodly committed, and of all

their hard speeches which ungodly sinners have spoken against him."

This is a fuller statement of the doctrine of the future punishment

of the wicked than is found in the revelation which is given in the

Old Testament. If Enoch had such a complete and full knowledge

of the future puuishment of the wicked, we are fully warranted in the

supposition that he had equally as full and complete knowledge of the

future rewards of the righteous. And thus we have inspired authority

that the doctrine of future rewards and punishments, of the glory and

blessedness of Heaven, and the terrible sufferings of hell, were known

to the people before the flood. And when the New Testament thus

makes known to us that the full knowledge of some of the most import-

ant doctrines of Revelation were known to the inhabitants of the earth

before the flood, of which knowledge not the slightest intimation is

given in the narrative in Genesis, I think I am fully warranted in the

supposition, that to the eferlier Patriarchs of our race was given rts/«//

a revelation of divine tncfh, as was given to the Jews under the Old

Testament dispensation.

There is a principle of the divine government, which was taught

by our Blessed Lord, which gives a strong support to this supposition.

Our Saviour says, "and that servant which knew his Lord's will, and

prepared not himself, neither did according to his will, shall be

beaten with many stripes. But he that knew not and did commit

things worthy of stripes shall be beaten with few stripes. For unto

whomsoever much is given, of him shall be much required: and to

whom men have committed much, of him they will ask the more."

These passages teach that the responsibility of men is in proportion

to the light and knowledge of divine truth which they have. The

people at the time of the flood were held to a very fearful responsibi-

lity in that they were visited with such a terrible destruction by the

flood. According to the rule of divine govei'nment as laid down in

these words of our Lord, I think that we are shut tip to the conclusion

that these people had a full and clear revelation of the divine will

for their guidance and rule of life, and that it was by reason of their

sinning against such light, and such knowledge that they brought

upon themselves such a condign punishment. Lot every reader read
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ever the short narrative in Genesis with this understanding of the

knowledge of divine truth which the people then possessed and it will

throw a flood of light upon the narrative which he never saw before.

Maiiv will hesitate to accept this view of the subject because

they find no intimation in the Old Testament that such a full revel-

ation of divine truth had becu previously made to the human

race ; and because there is no trace of such a knowledge of divine

truth coming down by tradition from Noah to the children of Abra-

ham ./bM;^/ in the Bible, With the exception of the prophecy of the

future judgment by Enoch as quoted by Jude, and referred to above,

the fact is readily admitted that there is no direct reference to this

point in the Bible. But that does not prove the fact that no kuow-

k<Jgo of revealed, truth came to Abraham from that source. His

ancestors had been worshippers of the true God and when he was

called by Jehovah to go oat to a land that God would show to him,

there is n^t the slightest evidence in the sacred narrative to show

that he needed any instruction as to who Jehovah was, or as to

His character. His claim to his obedience is readily acknowledged and

though the family in ^tesopotamia continued to worship images, yet

the intercourse which subsisted between the children of Abraham and

their relatives in the old h(nne, shows that they dill rdained among

them the knowledge of Jehovah as Laban did when he erected the

pillar Mispah as a witness between himself and Jacob. Melchisedek,

in Abraham's time, was a Priest of the nujst High God, having his

knowledge of him by tradition, and having his office from the same

srmrce and to tliis Priest of the traditionary faith and of the

antediluvian dispensation Abraham, the called of God, as the head of

the new dispensation paid tithes. Reuel, the father-in-law of Moses, and

his son Jethro were Priests in succession, of the True God, having their

faith and office by tlie traditionary knowledge of the True God, And
Jethro when he came to meet Moses and the children of Israel in

the wilderness took a burnt offering and sacrifices for God: and

Aaron came and all the Elders of Israel to eat bread with Moses*

father-in-law before God. Exodus, 18 ; 12. The Speaker's Com-
mentarj"- remarks on this verse thus, " This verse clearly shows that

Jethro was reoogniKed as a Priest of the True God. The identity of

religious faith could not bo more conclusively proved than by the

participation in the sacrificial feast." Balaam in the land of Moab,

while he did not live according to his knowledge of the truth, yet had

much knowledge of the True God and of revealed truth. Job in the

land of Uz : who probably lived about the same time as Moses, and

who would appear to have received his knowledge by tradition from
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the Patrlarcli?!, and not through Abraham and Moses, had a very ex-

tensive knowledge of many of the deep mysteries of God. His neii/)ibors

also had much knowledge of divine things. Job has left us one of

the clearest testimonies to the fact that the Patriarchs had a know-

ledge of the resurrection of the body, that is found outside of the New
Testament, when he says, " and though after my skin worms destroy

this body, yet in my flesh shall I see God." Job 19 and 26. Such is

some of the incidental testimony which the Sacred Scriptures afford us

of the existence of the knowledge of divine truth which was found

among some of the tribes in Western Asia, as late as the time of

Moses and which knowledge came to them by tradition from Noah
and his sons. Yet it is strange that no special reference is made to

this previous revelation in the Old Testament. But there are two

considerations either of which are sufficient to account for the fact that

this knowledge is not referred to in the Sacred Scriptures, but both

taken together may satisfy even the most doubting. When Moses

received the ])attern in the mount, after which he was to make the

Tabernacle and its utensils, he received this special command, " And
look that thou make them after their pattern, which was shewed thee

in the mount." Ex. 2o ; 40. Wo may suppose that this same

principle was applied to everything as well as to the Tabernacle and

its utensils. By this time some error had mingled with that which

had come down by tradition ; and in reproducing the revelation it

was vitally important that nothing should be received in the Sacred

Text, but that which came by special revelation. The other principle

is this, that when written records take the place of that which comes

by tradition—the tradition is soon forgotten and laid aside by reason

of the more excellent and reliable mode of preserving their knowledge.

Kev. J. P. Thompson D.D. in supplementing the article on Egypt in

Smith's Bible DictioTiary gives the following summary of the important

Doctrines of revealed truth, which are contained in " The Book of the

Dead," which was so long interred with the dead, and recently

recovered to assist us in studying the history of the past. " The

immortality of the soul, the rehabilitation of the body, the judgment

of both the good and bad, the punishment of the wicked, the justifica-

tion of the righteous, and their admission to the blessed state of

the gods."

In a paper which Rev. John Chalmers LL.D., prepared for the

International Congress of Orientalists held at St. Petersburg in Sept.

1876, entitled "Chinese Natural Theology," Dr. Chalmers, amongst

others, notes the following doctrines of revelation as referred to in the

Chinese Classics; viz, "The Omniscience, the Benevolence, the
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Righteousness, the Mercy, the Doorees, the Universal Government of

Shangti. That Shangti is to be reverenced, to be served, prayed to,

and sacrificed to. The llulers are appointed by Shangti, and that

the people are dependent on Shangti. Tliat tlie spirits of the just are

in Heaven. Shangti made man with a good nature. Men in doing

evil vioLited the divine law and their own nature. No man is now
perfectly good." Prof. Tyler in " The Theology of the Greeks Poets,"

thus speaks of the religious views of the Greeks as presented by the

poets. "According to the Homeric representation, nature recognizes

the gods, not as creator, but as Lord and Master." " Nearly related

to the power over nature, is the power which the gods possess to

change at will the human body." " The gods also direct and control

the minds of men at their soverign pleasure." " The gods have the

absolute disposal of the destinies of men." '* A noble wife is from

the gods." " In the early ages of the world, the gods had frequent

and familiar intercourse with men." "Besidas the.se personal ap-

pearances, the gods manifest their presence or their will by signs,

yonders, and prophetic voices." " The worship of the gods is as

universal among men as the feeling of dependence from which it

springs." " The gods claim, as their special honor and prerogative

offerings at the hands of men." '* Punishment is the penalty due to

sin." " As to the punishment of sin in another world Homer is explicife

only in regard to great criminals." In the Cyclopedia of Biblical

Literature in the article on Egypt it is said, " as thei^ are 2>romi)ieiii

traces of primeval revelation in the ancient Egyption religion wo
cannot be surprised to find certain resemblances to the Mosaic law.**

This is a remark that applies with equal force to the religion of every

one of the ancient nations. Thus the late Prof. Lewis in his discus-

sion of the " Primitive Greek Religion " remarks ; This comparatively

pure monotheism or this almost exclusive Jove worship, was a charac-

teristic of the Dodonean Cultus. The worship and belief which
formed so striking a characteristic of the earliest inhabitants of Gaul
and Britain, was essentially the same with the Jove worship of

Dodonea, that had been set up as a memorial of one still more pure
and primitive." The impression made upon the mind of Mr. Layard
when exploring the ruins of the Ancient Babylon is expressed by
him thus ;

" It is found," he writes, " that idolatry wa^ introduced

among the people when men had a better hnowledge of the I^m God
than afterwards prevailed ; idolatry did not grow up as a religion of

nature^ by the ineffectual efforts of men to find the True God. But
idolatry was introduced as an expedient of men, because they did not
like to retain the knowledge of God in their kuuwlcdge, Xhis vs
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shown in the fact that the earliest representations of God in their

sculptures are the best, and iinmpaniirahh/ exceed anything of the

kind existing in after ages : especially in their approach to the true

idea of God.''* Layard quoted in " God in Human Thought."

Thus we have the proof from the best authority that very dis-

tinct statements of revealed truths iu regard to God, His attributes and

worship are found in the earliest annals of the Egyptian, Greek,

Babylonian, and Cliinese nations, as well as among many different

families and tribes of the descendants of Shem, in "Western Asia. In

Babylon, Assyria, Egypt, Greece, Rome, Syria, China, and India we

find a supreme god. At the head of the Assyrian Pantheon stood

" the great god" Asshur. His usual titles are " the groat Lord," " the

King of all the gods." Sometimes he is called " the Father of

the gods," though this is a title which is more properly assigned to

Belus the chief god of Babylon. His place is always first in involu-

tions. He is regarded throughout all the Assyrian inscriptions as the

special tutelary Deity, both of the Kings, and of the country. He
places the monarchs upon their tlirones, firmly establishes them in

government, lengthens the years of their reigns, preserves their power,

])rotects their forts and armies &c. " llawlinsoh's Ancient Monarchies,"

quoted in " God in Human Thought." These ideas of the tutelary god

were nearly the same in all these nations except that in China their

continuance in the possession of the throne, depended upon their

ruling for the good of the people. They are remarkably similar to

those which the Old Testament teaches in regard to the relation that

Jehovah sustained to the Jewish nation. And it is to be noted that

those ideas were prevalent among these nations before the Jewish

Theocracy was established.

The question to be answered is this, How did this knowlege of

revealed truth become known to so many nations so widely separated

from each other P The answer we px'opose for the consideration of

Biblical students is as follows ; A complete revelation of divine truth,

as to the nature and perfections of God, his relation to mankind in

watching over, preserving, and blessing them, hearing their prayers, and

the duties they owe to Him, the worship which He had established

among men, the rewarding of the righteous, and the punishment of

the wicked both in this life and the life to come, the resurrection of

the dead, the blessedness of Heaven, and the torments of hell, the

final judgment of all men before the great Judge of the quick and the

dead, in relation to the coming of the Redeemer of men, who was to

be the seed of the woman, born of a virgin, by the immediate power

of God, that i;a his day there was to be. u period of great happiness
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and peace, was made known to the people on earth before the flood.

This knowledge was preserved by Noah and his sons, and made

known by them to their descendants after the flood, When the dis*

pcrsion came, at the time of the confusion of tongues, and these

people scattered to the several parts of the earth they carried with

them this knowledge of the truth, made known by the revelation

before the flood. Some nations carried a clearer knowledge of some

truths than of others. If we accept the opinion of the late Sir

AVilliam Jones, that Noah went with some of his descendants to China,

this will account for the Chinese having preserved the knowledge of

this early revelation to a greater extent and with greater purity than

any other nation.

"We suppose that Jehovah was in a peculiar sense the God of his

chosen people before the flood ; His name being called upon them, that

He guarded, defended, and blessed them, In remembrance of this

when the various nations had corrupted their way, and made to them»

selves gods, which are no gods, each nation selected the chief god of

its pantheon to be its tutelary god seeking specially his blessing and

protection. As this theory in our judgnient explains all the main facts

of the case, accounts for the fragmentary knowledge of revealed truth

which is found among all ancient nations, for the many myths and

legends that show a knowledge of and a connection with the early

history of the race, which are found among all the nations of the earth,

we conceive that it has a just claim to be received by Biblical students

as the correct theory till a better one is proposed, and as such we
submit it to their thoughtful consideration.

A. P. Happkr.

THE ANCIENT ©YNASTIES OF BEl^OSXTS AND GHIITA

COMPARED "WITH THOSE OF GENESIS.*

Bt Ekv. T. p. Crawford, D.D.

"DEFORE entering on the main part of the subject for discussion, it

will be necessary to give some account of Berosus, the great

Chaldean historian, and how his List of Babylonian Dynasties, both

before and after the Deluge, have come to our times.

Berosus was priest of the Ancient Temple of Belus at the ojty of

Babylon, in the days of Alejfander the Great and his immediate sue*

cessors. He flourished as a man of learning towards the end of the

third century before Christ, Having first acquired a knowledge of

* CUaptCTii 5 autl XI,
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the Greek language in his native city, he afterwards went into Greece

and opened a school of Astronomy. By his assiduous labors there,

he gained for himself distinguished fame and a statue with a golden

tongue erected by his pupils in the Gymnasium of Athens.

While at Athens Berosus composed his celebrated history of

Chaldea in the Greek language for the benefit of his pupils and other

scholars, contained in three large volumes—all of which, except his

List of Dynasties and a few other extracts, were unfortunately lost

at a very early day.

Berosus, as Priest of the temple of Belus, had free access to

all its ancient Records, as well as to all the learning and traditions

of that renowned people. He was beyond doubt a most eminent

scholar, and in many respects well prepared for the work of a

historian. It is said that his books were written with "a serious

regard for truth." Josephus always treats him with the profoundest

respect, representing his works and the Chaldean Records as having a

"great agreement with the Hebrew Scriptures," and gives us several

valuable extracts from his 'lost history.' The most valuable perhaps

of all is the List of Babylonian Dynasties, which is iiot found in

Josephus, but in Eusebius and Syncellus, two Christian writers

of the 4th and 8th centuries of our era. This List however, was

not taken by them direct from the works of Berosus, but from those of

Abydenus, Apollodorus, Alexander Polyhistor, three Greek historians

of an earlier date than themselves. According to their statements,

"Berosus narrates that there were at Babylon the writings of many
authors, preserved with the greatest care, comprising a history

through many myriads of years, in which was contained an account

of the computations of time, the history of the heavens, the earth,

and the sea ; also the birth of mankind, the reiga of kings with

their memorable deeds."

The cuneiform tablets recently discovered and translated by Mr.

George Smith show clearly that the early Chaldeans had such ancient

writings, and that they agreed in many respects with the book of

Genesis. But I cannot dwell longer on these interesting facts, the

only point to which I wish to direct the attention of the reader now
being Berosus' List of Babylonian Dynasties and the length of

their reigns as we now have it through the medium of his various

copyists.

Leaving out all matters not relating to the line of chronology

running through the list, I give it here as taken from the last work of

the lamented Mr. George Smith, called "Ancient History of Baby-

lonia from the Monuments."
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TABLE OF BABYLONIAN DYNASTIES.

(" From Berosus by Abydenus")

" Period Before tlie Deluge."

1. "Alosus of Babylon, the Shepherd of the —
people, for . . . . . . 10 sari,

2. Alaposus, or Alasposus, for . . 3 sari,

3. Amelon, of Pantibibla, for . . . . 13 sari,

4. Ammenon, of Chaldea, for . . 12 sari,

5. Amegalosus, of Pantibibla, for . . 18 sari,

6. Daonus, the Shepherd of Pantibibla, for 10 sari,

7. Eudoseskus of Pantibibla, for . . 18 sari,

8. Amempsunus, a Chaldean of Laranka, for 10 sari,

9. Otiastes, a Chaldean of Laranka, for 8 sari,

10. Sisithrus (or Noah) his son, for 18 sari.

years,

or 36,000

10,800

46,800

43,200

64,800

36,000

64,000

36,000

28,800

64,800

From the reign of Alorus to the Deluge were 120 sari, or 432,000

These enormous figures will be treated of further on.

"Period After the Deluge."

"First Dynasty of 86 kings, for 34,080 years, or for 33,091

years ? headed by Evekous for 4 neri, or 2,400 years ; and his son

Cosmosbelus for 4 neri and 5 sossi, or 2,700 years.

Their five next successors were :

—

Posus for,

Necubes, for

Nabius, for . . .

«

. .

Oniballus, for . , ,

.

Zinzesus, for . .

Second Dynasty of 8 Median kings, for

Third Dynasty of 11 kings, for

Fourth Dynasty of 49 Chaldean kings, for

Fifth Dynasty of 9 Arabian kings, for

1. Mardokeutes

2. Sisismardakos . . . . 28

3. (Wanting) .

.

. . —
4. Nabius .

.

.

.

37

5. Daranus .

.

.

.

. . 40

6. Nabonnabus . . . . 25

Sixth Dynasty consisting of Simisanis.

Seventh Dynasty of 45 Assyrian kings, for

Eighth Dynasty of 2, Phulus and Nabonassar.

35
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These end the two Tables of Berosus as they have come to us

through many hands, and containing many difficulties. Looking at

them as they now lie before me, several things strike my mind with

peculiar force. One is, that their author meant to give a continuous

line of human governments and chronology from the beginning of

Chaldean history down to the reign of Nabonassar, and that therefore

they are of inestimable value. Another is, that the antediluvian

Table has suffered very little in the transmission, and that we now

have it substantially as the author gave it, excepting the after

blending of the human and zodiacal period into one, through the

double use of the 10 dynastic namcsi But on the other hand, the

post-diluvian Table seems to have suffered considerable mutilation,

and therefore it is much more difficult to understand.

The language throughout the two Tables has an ancient flavor

about it, and in various ways evinces the fidelity of the author. For

instance ;

—

1. When the original Documents name the Dynasties he names

them, and when they number them,|he numbers them ; where they

give the length of reigns in sari he gives them in sari, and when they

give them in years he gives them in years

2. The whole time is divided into two grand periods—before and

after the Deluge—and the reign of every dynasty or king given in

years is of a reasonable length, hence the fair inference is that those

which are given in sari are of reasonable lengths also.

3. The succession of Dynasties is clearly human^ every name in

the line being that of a man. No god, hero> or giant ever forms a

link in the chain.

4. The nationality, native city, and other things peculiar to the

founders of most of the dynasties or of the dynasties themselves, are

mentioned in b very matter of fact way, as if the author were

recording, not myth, but history.

I would also call attention to the fact that the 10 leading names

in the first Table are never called ' kings,' or * dynasties,' but simply

Alorus, Alaparus, &c.> &Ci The strong presumption is that they are

applicable to either, being the Titles given to the founders of ruling

families or to their governments, used in a manner which has long

prevailed in China ; as Hia> Shang, CheU) terms designating the

dynasties themselves as a whole, or any individual head of them.

China, I believe, retains very much of the old Chaldean learning and

civilization, such as the naming of dynasties, the divisions of time,

and other institutions or custom.s far too numerous to mention here.

China is doubtless one of the very best fields in which to find antedi-
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luvian remains—far better than the Mounds of Babylonia, as they

are here in a much more perfect state. The early, or what is popu-

larly called the Fabulous history of China, furnishes the means by

which to clear up many difficulties in the science of chronology.

The Chinese evidently obtained their early Records as to the

origin of the world and the successive governments of mankind from

the same source as the ancient Chaldeans and Hebrews. Though

differently grouped they all cover the same ground, and mutually

explain each other. I will now give

THE CHINESE TABLES.

Years.

1. Pwan-ku, or the Reign of Chaos. ?

To this period no definite number of years is

assigned. . . . . . . . , .

.

2. Tien-hwong, or the Reign of Heaven.

This period is divided into 13 successive epochs

of 18,000 years each = 234,000

3. Ti-hwong, or the Reign of Earth.

This period is divided into 11 successive epochs

of 18,000 years each = 198,000

(The same as Berosus) = 432,000

These three together are called the "Former Heaven and Earth."

4. Jiii-hwong, or the Reign of Man.

This period is divided into 9 successive epochs,

together making . . . . . . , . = 45,600

This is a kind of pre-historic, or what may be

called, a pre-Adamic age.

5. The ten Ki, or Periods of Time.

Counting from the Origin of heaven and earth to'the Birth of

Confucius, 481 b.c, the whole space is divided into 10 Ki or

periods, making according to certain versions, 3,276,000 years.

Other versions 2,276,000 „

Some suppose it to be, . . . . ,

.

276,000 „
Others „ „ .. .. .. 167,000 „
Or even, 29,840 „'

The Chinese Records and Commentators having first given their

various speculations as to the origin and united age of Heaven, Earth,

and Man, to the days of Confucius, then drop the whole subject and
take up the historical part in a manner exactly similar to Berosus and
the book of Genesis.
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Thus :—

-DYNASTIC PERIODS, OR GOVERNMENTS.

1. Keu-t'eu ki . .

2. Wu-lung ki . .

3. Sheh-tH ki . .

4. Hwo-loh ki . .

5. Lien-t^ung ki

6. Shii-raing ki

7. Siin-fei ki. . .

,

8. Yin-t'i ki . . .

.

9. Shen-t*ung ki

10. Suh-yih ki . ,

to the Hia Dynasty.
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Daonus .. .. .. 10 sari.

Eudoseskus . . 18 sari.

Amempsunus . . . . . . . . « « 10 san.

Otiastes . . . . . , . , , . . , 8 sari.

Sisithrus , . .

,

18 sari.

From the reigu of Alosus to the Deluge were 120 sari.""

The term 'sari' is the plural of sants, the old Chaldean or Hebrew

word sar Grecianized, and originally meant a "Prince, Ruler,

Chief, or Head-man." It is radically the same as the Chinese Ser or

Sze (^) a "Family—one of a Clan or Gens; after a name, it once

denoted the head of a Clan as an ancient title of honor ; after a princi-

pality it denoted the ruler. (But now after a name, it indicates that

the person is a woman). It is the word which occurs so frequently

in the Table of the Chinese Ten ki above quoted.

It is also the Arabic Sheik, the Persian Shah, the Russian CzaVy

the Hindoo Saura and the English Sire or Sir.

Sar, it seems, was also used among the ancient Chaldeans

for an age or cycle of time—-60 years, not for the average reigns

of the Chiefs, but for the average length of their life-times.

In China 30 years is a generation, and 60 years a life-time by

common consent,

Berosus for some reason or other did not give the length of the

sari in years, but left them as they were in the original annals front

which he copied. This omission put his readers into a state of painful

suspense. To remedy this defect Abydenus or some other of his.

Greek copyists undertook to render them into years. Syncellus (8th,

cent. A.D.) says " Berosus wrote in sari, neri and sossi, of which a saru&

is 3,600 years, a nerus 600, and a sossus 60," Again when quoting

from Abydenus, an early copyist of Berosus' Tables, he has these

vague words :
^^ It is said that the first king of Chaldea was Alosus

who reigned for 10 sari. Now a sarus is esteemed to be 3,600 years, a

tierm 600 and a sossus 60."

Here we have for the first time the length of the sarus and also

the origin of those fabulous periods put opposite the ten names in

the first Table of Berosus, the estimate being made an no better

ground than the vague statement that ;
" Now a sarus is esteemed to

be 3,600 years." By whom it was so 'esteemed' Syncellus does not

stop to tell us, and any one on far better grounds may say it is

esteemed not to be 3,600 years when referring to human chronology
;

for no one in his senses could represent either a man, or a dynasty

of men, as reigning from 10,800 to 64,800 years as in the case under

(ionsidcration. The sum is too enormous for a sane man to wiitO
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under his own name, or for another to believe for a single moment.
Further, the language above quoted proves conclusively that Berosus
did not render his sari- into years ; for had he done so there would
have been no necessity whatever for the two sentences,—" Berosus

wrote in sari, neri and sossi ;" and, "Now a sarus is esteemed to be

3,600 year, a nej'us 600, and a sossiis 60."

Whether Syncellus quoted from Abydenus direct or from some
intermediate writer I am unable to say, but the presumption favors

the latter view since Syncellus flourished nearly 800 year after

Abydenus, whose works like those of Berosus, had long been lost.

But this is not all. Eusebius of the 4th cent, a.d., quoting from

Polyhistor, after giving from him the Table of Berosus and the sum
total of the names as "10 kings" and 120 sari, says ; "Now they say

that these 120 sari amount to 432,000 years, since a sants is 3,600

years."

He then goes on to say ;
" These things Alexander Polyhistor

narrates in his books ; but, if any one yields credence to these books

boasting of so many myriads of years, he must likewise believe many
other manifestly incredible things which they contain." Thus

Eusebius, the great Christian historian, 400 years prior to Syncellus

can put the value of the sarns on no better ground than the indefinite

expression, " Now they say"—meaning, the people say, or the books

of Polyhistor say, which I cannot tell, but of his want of information

as to the length of the sarns and of his utter want of faith in

Polyhistor's vast figures he loaves no doubt in his reader's mind.

Again there has never been any sort of agreement among either

Greek or English scholars on the subject. Africanus (a.d. 231),

and Polydorus (a.d. 400) both reckon the sa?'us at 10 years ; Suidos

(a.d. 900) at 18| years ; Latham at 4 years 340 days ; Roske at 23

lunar months. How many other estimates have been proposed I

know not : but I feel certain that Berosus gave none. It has yet to

be discoverd, a thing not impossible to modern means and modes of

investigation it is hoped and believed.

China holds certain data which, along with others already in

our possession, may enable us to effect the solution. Some knowledge

of her language, customs, and early history, gained during a long

residence in the country has suggested to my mind a possible mode

of ascertaining the value of the sarus and the length of human

chronology. I now bring it before the public for the purpose of

exciting those more favorably situated than myself to pursue the

investigation till a satisfactory conclusion, or "scientific boundary"

has been reached.
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The Cliinese people are the living mummies of the past. They

seem to possesvS the most primitive forms and symbols of humau
thought and speech. Their mission through all ages has been the

same—not development but presei'vation. Hence many things,

tangible and iiitangible, which have long been changed, out growQ,

or lost in western lands, are still found here in actual daily use.

Among these may be mentioned their unique history, their Horary

and Sexagenary cycles for the division and computation of time, their

jmtriarchal forms of government, and their peculiar modes of giving

names and keeping family registers. These, and many other like

things existing still among tliem, evidently had their origin in the

highest civilized ages of the world.

The Chinese divide their history pnor to the Birth of Confuciug

into ten Ki, or grand divisions. In the first or antediluvian portioa

consisting of 8 Ki, they seem to have kept the line of time, like the

ancient Chaldeans, by counting the Chiefs {sze or sari) who hold

successive sway : in the middle portion, by counting the shi, or

generations: In the latter portion by counting the years of the various

reigns, the sze, or sar, standing for a space of 60 years, or the average

life-time of a Chief in the first portion of their annals, the shi for

30 years or a generation in the middle, of the numbered years of

individual reigns in the last. These are the three natural modes of

keeping time which have done duty in the various ages of the world.

After the Flood, both the Chinese and Babylonians, through

the habit of reckoning by generations and the years of individual

reigns, seem to have lost the value of the antediluvian sze and sar or

sartis; and hence the difficulties which they have experienced in

determining the length of that part of their history. We have also

inherited their confusion and fallen into all sorts of errors, some

making the time much too short, others much too long, and many
giving up the question in utter despair.

The original documents from which the Tables of Genesis were

primarily taken doubtless kept time by the sar and shi, but Moses or

some other Hebrew scholar who knew their value translated them
into years. Thus we fortunately have them there as fijfed factors on
which to rely in our efforts to determine the great and important

matter of chronology. The above suggestions will come out more
clearly as we advance with our argument.

There are many reasons for believing that the ancient Chinese

and Chaldeans alike obtained their cycles and general astronomical

knowledge from the still more ancient Accadians ; and they in their

turn from the early portion of their antediluvian ancesters.
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Genesis, chapter first, verse eleven, says ; "And God said.

Let there be lights in the firmament of the heaven, to divide the

day from the night ; and let them be for signs, and for seasons,

and for days and years."

Chinese history says that the " Heavenly Ruler in the beginning

engraved the names of the 10 stems and 12 Branches (certain signs)

by which the position of the years are determined," meaning the

Horary and Sexagenary cycles according to wluch time has been kept

from the commencement of human records. Their histories also

give the ancient names of these Stems and ' Branches ' which are

evidently of foreign origin. Josephus (B. I. Chap. 2. Sec. 3),

speaking of the days of Adam and Seth, says; "They were the

inventors of that peculiar kind of wisdom which is concerned with the

heavenly bodies and their order. And that their inventions might

not be lost before they were sufficiently known, upon Adam's predic-

tion that the world was to be destroyed at one time by the violence of

water, and at another by the force of fire, they made two pillars, the

one of brick, and the other of stone. They also inscribed their

discoveries on them both, that in case the pillar of brick should be

destroyed by the flood the pillar of stone might remain and exhibit

those discoveries to mankind, as well as inform them th'at there was

another of brick erected by them. " He further adds, "Now this

remains in the land of Siriad to this day." Doubtless these old

tables formed part of that inscription.

Berosus says, as before quoted, that the " Babylonians had the

writings of many authors, preserved with the greatest care through

a vast period of years, containing an account of the computation of

time, the history of the heavens, the earth and the sea, also the

birth of mankind, the reigns of kings and their memorable deeds."

Mr. George Smith says that "Our astronomical system came

originally from the plains of Chaldea." He also says that " The

Accadian literature was very extensive ; that the libraries with which

the country was stocked were full of treatises on branches of know-

ledge pursued by the ancient Chaldeans ; one of the most famous of

these libraries was at Agan^ established by Sargon. It contained the

great Babylonian work on astronomy and astrology in seventy books

which was called the 'Illumination of Bel,' and was afterwards trans-

lated into Greek by Berosus." Further on he says. The Legends of

the Creation were brought to Nineveh from the library of Cuthah, and

those of the Deluge from the library of Enech ; that the 'Mythologic

Epic' was divided into twelve books, each answering to a sign of the

zodiac and the Accadian. month which was named after it. The
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account of the Deluge is found in the eleventh book which corresponds

to the sign Aquarius and the "rainy mouth of the Accadian calendar."

Thus we see how very hoary with age these astronomical works

are and how complete was the civilization of that ancient people.

It now remains to show how probable it is that the Chinese

time-tables still in use are but a copy of those Accadian ones which

Berosus translated into the Greek language, and the}' in their turn

only a copy of those inscribed by the sons of Seth on the 'two pillars'

mentioned by Josephus. At all events the authors of the antediluvian

annals found in Berosus, in Chinese history, and in the book of

Genesis all seem to have kept their chronology according to a cycle

of 60 years. This cycle was not originated by Hwong-ti in B.C. 2,637

as some have supposed, but only its ancient terms were translated

and adapted by him to the naming of the years. The Chinese

opinions as to the origin of the time-tables strikingly correspond with

the statement of Josephus, while western scholars generally regard

them ' as the most ancient astronomical productions in existence and
found alike among all the historic nations of the world. In short,

the knowledge of these tables made them historic nations by enabling

them to preserve their public annals in harmony with the revolutions

of time ; and I think I may safely say that they obtained them,

either directly or indirectly, from the same source—those early ances-

tors, who took the precaution, according to Josephus, to inscribe

them on pillars of brick and stone in the land of Siriad, for the

express purpose of preserving the knowledge of them among the

generations of men.

These old antediluvian Patriarchs, it seems, were not mistaken

in their calculations, since by their aid the history of mankind from

that time, as found in the fragments of Berosus, the Chinese annals,

and the Hebrew Scriptures have come down to our late day without

serious break or flaw in the line of chronology.

Further, this old cycle of 60 years has a manifest foundation in

nature—a double foundation I may say— first, in its being the aver-

age life-time of ruling Chiefs, and second, in the conjunction of the

three superior planets, Jupiter, Saturn, and Mars, in the same sign

of the zodiac once in about every 60 years. Their conjunction being

very conspicuous in the heavens it would be eai'ly taken as a cycle or

measure of an age. That such is the origin of it will appear most

clearly from the following quotation. Dr. Burgess in his translation

of a Sanscrit astronomical work called the Surge Siddantha says ; "It

states in reply to a question as to how many modes of reckoning time

tliere are, that there are nine; namely, that of Brahma, of the gods»
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of the Fathers, of Prajapati, of Jupiter, of solar, of cItiI (or tmcra),

of lunar, and of siderial. Of the four modes namely, solar, lunar,

siderial, and civil tima practical use is made among men. By that of

Jupiter is to be determined the year of the cycle of 60 : of the rest no

use 18 made." From this Sanscrit source we find that the cycle of 60

years is called sanra, or cic'd time ; that is, the one by which public

annals or history is kept.

Now this Sanscrit word 'sanra^ is evidently the same, etymo-

logically as the ear or sarns of Berosus and the Hebrew, and also

the same as the sze of the Chinese early annals. Thus a sanra, aar

(sosus) or s£e used as a measure of time is a period of 60 civil years

so called and reckoned because it was the average age of ruling

Chiefs or kings in ancient times. Dr. Williams, in his great Chinese

Dictionary, page 355 says ; "The sexagenary cycle is the only mode

of reckoning years employed by the Chinese."

Now, since ' this is the only one used in China,' India and other

ancient Asiatic nations for historic purposes, we conclude that the

mrus of Berosus and the sze of China as fomid in their ancient

iahtilated annals stands each for a period of 60 'civil' years.

Such great cycles as 3,600 years ; 216,000; 518,400; 3,276,000,

and the like were only used in astrological speculations as to the

revolutions of the ;?odiac, the incarnation and sucession of the gods,

and other notions connected with the doctrine of metempsychosis;

but never in matters of human history.

The Chaldeans, at a very early day exalted their 10 chief

antediluvian Patriarchs to mansions in the zodiac, each section

of which amounting to 43,200 years and the whole circuit to 12

times that number, or to 518,400 years. Mr. Lenormant, treating

on this subject in the Contemporary Review of April last, says;

"Now that we know exactly the Chaldean calendar, we are able

to understand some of the cyclical system which had assimilated

the 12 months of the year to the 12 parts (each of 43,200 years)

of the great period of 518,400 years, and transformed the 10

antediluvian kings into representatives of 10 (out of 12) of the solar

mansions" & 6.

Now 'it seems that Berosus* Greek copyists got hold of this

* great solar cycle,' mistaking the position of the patriarchs as gods

reigning over 10 of its mansions, equal to a total of 432,000 years

there—for that of their actual earthly reigns as men, which we learn

from Genesis were equal to only 7,200 years ; that is to 120 sari of

60 years each. Or they may have gotten hold of Berosus' com-

putations as to the duration of his former heaven and earth which
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were probably very similar to those^of the Chinese annals where the

432,000 years are assigned to the united reigns of T^ien and

Ti-hwang. As Genesis gives only earthly reigns in t/ears, we get

the real value of the snnis and sze and find that their Patriarchal

dynasties were of a reasonable length. We are thus enabled to relegate

all the enormous figures in the Lists of Berosus and China to their

place in the zodiac, the divisions of which in process of time came

(at least in Babylonia) to bear the names of the Head Patriarchs of

the antediluvian age, and this led to confusion among more modern

scholars. Having thus cleared the field we are ready to compare the

actual dynastic periods of the Chaldean and Chinese records with

those of the Hebrews. They all manifestly pass over the very same

time and though dividing it differently, give the same, or parallel

lines of human history and chronology. But before instituting

this comparison it will be necessary to make a few remarks on

THE TABLES OF GENESIS.

1. The First Table of Genesis, or Hebrew chronology, does not

begin with the creation of man (Ch. 1. 28) but with the father of

Seth, (Ch. 5. 3), the great Head of the Jewish race, continuing it

along the chosen line of Seth without a break down to the close of the

Old Testament history.

2. The Antediluvian Table, as we now have it, is a highly

condensed and artificial production, evidently made up from previously

existing documents by some one after all the events had transpired.

It is only on epitome of names and dates.

3. The names in each section should be taken, like those in the

Lists of Berosus and China, as the names of Dynastic Periods going

under that of their respective Founders.

4. Each section is composed of two distinct parts, and a summing
up which is not necessary to consider here since it adds no new dates.

The first part gives the length of the life of the Founder of the

Dynasty, and, as introductory, also the name of the son whose

descendant became the Head of the next dynasty ; the second part

gives the length of the dynasty itself with a mention only of the

*• Sons and daughters " whose additional reigns completed the period.

Thus :—
Adam (the founder of the house) lived 130 years : And he

begat Seth.

And the days (of the house) of Adam after begetting Seth were

800 years.
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And Seth lived 105 years : And he begat Enos.

And (the house of) Seth lived after begetting Enos 807 years.

And Enos lived 90 years, &c., &c.

The verb Hived,'' in the Hebrew, as in all other known languages,

when preceding a given date is always used of death, or a cessation of

being, at or in a place, and of nothing else ; for * lived ' and ' died

'

are correlative terms, the one always implying the other, as 'Adam

lived 1 30 years'—implying his death at that date ; or, Adam died at

130 years of age—implying that he lived to that date. * Seth lived

130 years.* John Smith lived 60 years.' Enos lived 90 years.'

Uncle lived 40 years. Joseph lived 110 years.' (see Gen. 50. 22.)

&c. Examine the use of the verb "lived" preceding dates in all

places where it occurs in the Old Testament. Again, when a

birth or any other event takes place at a given date the verb 'lived

is never used, but the verb was, the adjective old, and the adverb

when, or their equivalents, are always employed to express the

fact ; As "Abraham teas an 100 years old, when his son Isaac was

born unto him." (Gen. 21. 5). Isaac was 40 years old when he

took Rebekah to wife' (Gen. 25. 20), &c., &c. In English as in

Hebrew we never say Mr. Brown lived 30 years and begat a son

;

or he lived 40 years and wrote a book &c. But we would say he

teas 30 years * old ' when his son Seth or James was born ; He
was 40 years old when he wrote a book, built a house, or performed

any other deed. Thus we should understand the words 'lived' in

the Tables of Genesis, and then we shall see that the lives of

the chief Patriarchs as well as the duration of the dynasties which

bear their names are of a natural and reasonable length. But I have

not time and space to dwell on these matters here. The reader cark

see the whole subject discussed iu the little work called, "The
Patriarchal Dynasties."

5. There are four ways of reckoning the dates given in the first

Table of Genesis which are as follows. First, by adding the first

occurring dates together ; second, by adding the middle dates to

gether; third, by adding the last dates together; and fourth, by adding

the middle dates to that of Adam's personal life as the era begins

with his birth, or creation, as every one may prefer to call it. This

fourth mode has the preference over all others, since Hebrew eras

begin from the birth of their Heads ; as Adam, Shem, Abraham,

and Christ, and since this mode makes the length both of human
life and dynastic periods correspond to a reasonable faith and to

probable facta.
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Thus :-

Adam, . . .

.

Seth,

Enos,
Cainau, . . .

.

Mahalaleel,

Jared, . . .

,

Enoch, . . .

.

Methusaleh,

Lamech,. . .

,

Noah,

To the Deluge.

Lived as
A HAM.

years.

130
105
90
70
65
162
65

187
182

LrVED AS
A DYKASTY.

years.

130
800
807
815
840
830
800
300
782
595
500

7,200

Sum or
THE TWO.

years.

930
912
905
910
895
962
365
969
777

I regard this middle column as containing the true chronological

dates and shall therefore compare those of Berosus and China with

it alone. Most persons understand the Deluge as beginning at the

end of Noah's 600th year, but I understand the language to mean

that it began at the commencement of his 600th year, or just one

month and 17 days after his dynasty was 600 years old. The

next 100 years are accordingly associated with the name of Shem
in the post-diluvian Table; but this question does not affect the

general result as the time of the two grand periods united will

be the same an either plan. The year of the flood stands by

itself and may be reckoned with either table ; but I cannot dwell on

all the minute points which present themselves. It will require

a book to do this great and complex subject the justice it demands

The present article is only designed to be a mere outline of a

new and promising mode of studying chronology.

For the convenience of the reader I will now place the ante-

diluvian Tables of Genesis, Berosus, and China side by side, arranged

according to the views suggested throughout this essay ; considering

the names in each as those of Dynastic periods, and multiplying the

^ari and sze by the the cycle of 60 years. We shall thus further

ascertain the value of these terms since their sums will be the same as

that of Genesis which are already given to our hand in terms of years.

This is the standard by which the question must be tested. The
former give the number of principal chiefs or life-times. Comparing
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each dynasty, Genesis gives the number of years. It will also be

well for the reader to bear in mind that Berosus begins his chronology

from Alosus " the shepherd of the people," giving the sum of 120 sari

to the Deluge ; that the Chinese annals begin with Jin-hwong the

Ruler of men ; and give 120 sze to Yung-Ch'ing sze (the service-

completed, consequently, Kest, or Noah) ; and that Genesis begins

•with Adam * the man ' or 'chief man ' the Father of Seth, and gives

to the flood 120 shanah, years, or cycles of years.* The starting and

ending points are therefore the same in all, while the grouping of the

periods are very different—showing that they have come down to us

through independent channels. This is to my mind a very important

consideration.

I will further remark that the Chinese annals during the first

period are almost free from marvelous statements, and carry with

them an air of sincerity as well as a flavor of great antiquity.

ANTEDILUVIAN PERIOD.

According to

Genesis.

Dynastic
Names.

1. Adam, ... (

2. Seth,

3. Enos,

4. Cainan,

5. Mahalaleel,..

6. Jared,

7. Enoch,
8. Methusaleh,
9. Lamech,

10. Noah,

yeai-8

130
800
807
815
840
830
800
300
782
585
500

According to

Berosus.

Shanah, 1207,200

Dynastic
Names.

1. Alosus,

2. Alaposus, ...

3. Amelon,
4. Ammenon, . .

.

5. Amegalosus,.
G. Daonus,

7. Eudoseakus,..

8. Amempsunus
9. Otiaates,

10. Sisithrus

to Deluge,..

Sari,
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Chinese histories before me agree in the names and number of the szo

composing this Table. The names of the sze are given in Wu-lung,

Sun-fei and Yin-t'i ki, but not in the other ki.

After the Deluge the Chinese annals cease to reckon time by sze

or groups, of 60 years, but do so by shi, generations, or groups of 30

years till they come down to Hwang-ti, the Head of the Shii-yih or

last of the "Ten ki." From that point onwards it is kept in years.

the same as in Western lands. Notice that the character shi (|g) is

composed of three-tens (-f-) united, and when used numerically stands

for the definite term of 30 years. The Chinese time table runs as

follows :

—

" 12 hours make one day,

30 days make ono month,
12 months make one year,

30 years make one Shi, (or generation),

60 years make one Cheti" (cycle or life-time).

Now, since the Sheu-t^ung let, or first period after the flood, con-

tains '88 shi ' * and the First dynasty of Berosus *86 kings,' I take

the two as coming from the same source, and as covering the same

space in chronology. I shall therefore count the * 86 kings ' of the

latter as so many shi of the former, and multiply them both by 30

years. In this way we shall get the clue to the meaning of Berosus '

ambiguous phraseology occurring in his first dynasty after the Deluge.

Again, a question arises here regarding the 350 years of Noah
mentioned after the Flood. Shall they be thrown out of the chrono-

logical line or shall they be counted in it ? The meaning of Genesis

is to me uncertain, but on the whole it seems to favor the idea that

they should be counted. As they should be left out only for unmis-

takable reasons I shall retain them in the proposed comparison, and

see what will be the result. Still again, the post-diluvian Table of

Gfenosis adds together the two numbers composing e^ch section to give

the length of the dynasty going under the founder's nama The

portion of his life which had passed prior to his coming to the head-

ship having already been left ofl by the author of the Table, and only

the years of their reigns retained.

f

In this respect it differs fronj the first. Those their whole lives

are given separately, and then the reigning portions are included in the

second or dynastic column as has been already stated. I cannot dwells

The reader must carefully study the three accounts, as put side by

side, for himself.

• Tlicse 88 shi are supposed to iu&lade the 2 shi of the Yong-ohiDg eae in Ftn-t'i ki

after the Deluge,

f The Samaritan Te^ft gives the whole life here, averaging 117 years a pieoe« Th«
Hebrew 31.
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POST-DILUVIAN PERIOD.

According to
Genesis.
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all objects and events must arrange themselves in our minds according

to their relations to each other in time and space. History without

dates is an impossibility while false ones work all sort of confusion in

our language as well as in our conceptions.

The opinion that man has existed only 6000 or 7000 years, and

that the antediluvians lived as individuals over eight and nine

hundred years can be no longer accepted by the students of history

and science. The Hebrew Scriptures teach no such thing;', as the

little work called the " Patriarchal Dynasties" previously mentioned

clearly shows.

Putting the periods together, we have,

From the beginning of historic dates to the

Deluge, 7,200 years.

From the Deluge to Christ . . 5,290 „ .

From Christ to the present . . 1,880 „

grand total = 14,370 „

The above mode of treating the subject and its results are not

offered to the public as conclusive, but for the purpose of provoking

further research in the suggested direction, and with the conviction

that abundance of material for the final settlement of the question

is still in existence. I wish to collect all the Chinese histories and

other records relating to the ages prior to the Hia Dynasty, collate

them so as to ascertain the true text, with a view to a literal transla-

tion. I feel anxious that Western scholars should have the means

of knowing and studying the notices of antiquity which have come

down to us through the Chinese medium. The collection of these

documents will be a long and difficult task. The writer will therefore

be very thankful for any books or information bearing on the subject

which the missionaries or other Chinese students may be so kind as

to furnish him.

The two histories which I have followed in this article are called,

the one, Fung Cheu Kang-kien {M. M ^ M) ^J Wong Shi Ching

(a£ iS M)'^ the other, the Lu-Sze [^ ^) by Lu Ling-loh (^ ^ i|).

AVoug Shi-ching was " a celebrated scholar and historical

compiler" of 1526—1590 a.d. Lu Ling-loh was a celebrated scholar

of the Sung Dynasty and collector of notices relating to ancient times,

some where between 420-477, a.d.
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THOUGHTS ON CHINESE MISSIONS;

DlFFlOtfLTlES AND TACTIOS.

By Rev. Timothy Richaed.

tntroductory.

npHE lawyers of France during the French Eevolution thought,

and some of the leaders of science of to-day think, that when
they have cited several instances of folly and error amongst

theologians, religion is no more worthy of the honour once paid to it

;

and when they have exposed the weakness of others they seem to

take it for granted that they have firmly established their own
position. But this kind of one-sided argument, with which the press

too frequently teems, will deceive none but the ignorant. The
frightful barbarities of the Revolution itself, the tricks of alchemists,

astrologers and geomancers are as inseparably connected with law

and science as is the Inquisition with religion, still the wise will not

give up law, science or religion because of these errors. So in the

following pages if the weaknesses and errors of mission work be

pointed out, let it not be thought for a moment that our missions are

useless, or our plans altogether in vain ; but rather let it be borne in

mind that re-exaraination into principles is what must be continually

going on in every livijig enterprise and the changes proposed need not

involve any reflection on the sagacity of our predecessors. They

laboured for their time and under fJieir circumstances, but we prepare

for ours. With this remark we enter on the subject of the Difficulties

and Tactics of the China Mission field.

What mission work involves.

That mission work consists of nothing more than declaring that

" God so loved the world that the gave his only begotten Sou that

whosoever believeth in him should not perish but have everlasting

life," is only the thought of the most romantic of missionary tyros.

That it involves extensive travelling for the distribution of books,

daily preaching of the ' cross,' and a constant testimony against the

sin of idolatry, is evident from the lives of most missionaries. But

that it should invol.ve much study of native books, much giving up of

personal feelings for the sake of intercourse with the heathen, and

much humble learnitnj from many of their most devout minds, is not

thought so necessary. Still in war nothing can be more disastrous

than to underestimate the enemy's forces and power. It is no less so

in religious conquest. Yet this often happens, partly out of our
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partial systems of education at home,, and partly from our having

little leisure for study after commencing work in China. Knowing
the true strength of the enemy, success will be on the side where

numbers, ability, virtue, spirituality and art are on the whole the

stronger.

Compartson of Christian and Heathen iwioer. The ordinary meets the

extraordinary.

I.—Let us look then first at the relative position of the combatants.

The missionaries are men who are neither better nor worse than

their fellow-students for the Christian ministry at home ; while the

Chinese bring to oppose us their picked forces, their sages, philoso-

phers, poets and pious men of all ages. It is true missionaries can

now call to their aid, the best books of the ablest men of the "West, still

practically this is of less value than some think, for most of the books

were meant for a special time and country, and will suit no other as

well. What was sufficient evidehce of the truth of Christianity to the

Jews was not so to the Gentiles ; what was sufficient evidence to the

Fathers was not so to the Middle Ages ; what was sufficient to the

Middle Ages was not enough for the 18th Century, and what was

sufficient for the 18th Century is not altogether suitable for the

present day. As scientific men must have new science primers

from time to time, so must Christian missionaries bring new books to

show progress in divine knowledge and in the interpretation of the

Word of God. To plant the truth in new soil is no small difficulty,

but this the missionaries must do in the midst of the teaching of men
whose imaginations are filled with exaggerated ideas of the great

scholars of their native country, whom they think of with unbounded

veneration and respect. We have thus the ordinary to combat with

the extraordinary.

Knowledge Political.

These leaders whom the Chinese follow are not lacking in know-

ledge more especially of Politics. We need not dwell on this as the

cliief aim of the millions of essays written constantly is jp ^ ^3^T»
and any-one who has studied the classics from a political point of

view cannot but be stinick with the justice of their maxims and the

breadth of their views, so unlike the pernicious errors of Machiavelli

which prevailed so long in AYestern countries; nor are they like the

despotic ideas of feudal times; and we doubt if there be a Christian

ruler of the present day who would not profit by a perusal of them.

Historical.

Many of us on first arriving in China are in danger of

undervaluing Chinese education, because they are not acquainted
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with the sciences and religion of the West, and because they worship

idols. Before pronouncing too decidedly on the question we might

well consider, that though Spencer advocates a far greater study of the

sciences, Arnold, Seeley and others advocate a more historical course.

Law and politics are subjects scarcely yet introduced into general

education in the West. It is only now that scientific Text-books for

this purpose are being written. As for Biography, it occupies but a

very minor position in secular instruction. Moreover, it would be well

to weigh the relative importance of different subjects' as estimated by

English and Continental Universities, by Mill, Duff and others in

England ; and we should probably find that the Chinese though

behind in some very important matters, may after all be ahead of us

in others ; at all events, if not so general in their historical research,

yet more thoroughly acquainted with special parts, a plan recom-

mended by our leading men now.

International.

As to International intercourse they are not so devoid of preced-

ent as too many foreigners are apt to suppose. Whilst we in the West
have the histories of the different nations of Europe to study, they

have the Jl) ^ whose histories are far from being uninstructive as to

the success of different principles. They can verify the truth of their

principles by appealing to results in their international intercourse,

for the principles are the same whether in large or small states. Nor
should we think that China is small because it is now but one nation.

Its historical studies cover a third of the human race, and can our

universities at home boast of a much greater proportion marked out

for careful study ?

Moral.

Moral teaching is another fort of theirs. On the integrity of this

the Chinese base their politics, and however far they may be often

from exemplifying it, still it is their ideal. One of the best foreign

students of Confucianism says that its teaching is of '* virgin purity."

Nor is their virtue confined to their books.

Here we may remark that the first impressions of foreigners, or

the impressions gathered from the majority of Chinese met at the ports^

are very misleading. Foreigners have been looked upon in China

somewhat as atheists and infidels are looked upon by the best people

at home. It is only when the missionary knows the language and

has adopted their habits and customs, in some considerable degree,

that he has any chance of meeting the best as a rule, and therefore he

alone has an opportunity of giving a correct judgment on the subject.
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Virtues,

But to resume. In every province there are many officials who
after tens of years hard service retire to their homes in poverty

because they have been upright and honest. Some of these are ver y
charitable when in office, helping many needy but worthy scholars.

The same officials, who, owing to prejudice, treat foreigners badly,

, often treat their own countrymen well, just as good foreigners often

through prejudice and ignorance treat the Chinese badly. Some
Chinese lend to those in need, and when they cannot get back their

money they prefer to burn the papers to going to law ; others

subscribe to every priest that comes to beg ; some fast from meat all

their life time ; others print moral books for distribution ; some have

private chapels, and others support missionaries of their religion ;

some make long pilgrimages, and others worship as regularly as any

Christian ; some retire into solitude, some burn their limbs, while

others rise several times a night to pray to their gods. There is far

more devotion and self-sacrifice among the Chinese than is generally

supposed. As instances we might mention that some leave home,

friends and property, and live on charity all their lives ; spend hours

daily in prayer for the living and the dead ; declare the wonder

working power of their gods ; build new places of worship for them

;

give advice to their neighbours in every emergency, comfort them in

death ; spend many years in hard study ; rise daily before daylight

;

travel on foot with bundle on shoulder ; live on a few tens of taels

a year ; undergo examination till old age ; obey superiors as good

subjects, and their king as good children do their parents ; distribute

religious books
;
give no offence to any as far as they can ; acknow-

ledge what is good in every religion ; sit for Ijours daily in meditation
;

extend their reverence even to lettered paper ; are hospitable to

travellers ; have music as well as prayer before each meal ; fare on the

same food as their inferiors ; teach for nothing the rising priesthood

;

pray without ceasing. These are only instances I myself have

met with.

Chinese estimate of us.

Perhaps their opinion of us is :—that we are faithful against

idolatry ; have powerful influence ; are true to our word ; but are

extravagant, independent, pray but little, love little (e.g. controversial

tracts) ; dont make ourselves at home by adopting the habits of the

people ; learned and yet unlearned, because not learned in what
Chinese consider important, viz, the art of winning people's good-will

;

too self-asserting, proud, unyielding ; we are enigmas to them, be-

cause our sympathy is not at all in proportion to our charitable
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organizations ; and by not making weak consciences tbe limit of our

liberty, wbich as good Christians we ougbt to do, we do not show

ourselves possessed of greater forbearance and larger charity than

they. Also by claiming to be all equal among ourselves, which we
are not, we thrust wisdom from its throne, and crush humility from

our midst. It must also be a painful reflection to all who are

inclined to be friendly with us, to find, that although we do not take

upon ourselves official authority, we get into trouble far to often with

their country-men. The fault can hardly be on the same side always.

Faith.

When speaking of the virtues of the Chinese we have anticipated

much which pertains- also to their Faith. Their temples adorn almost

every street, their priests mingle with every crowd, their papei'-money

and incense are sold by every grocer, their funerals are never without

prayers, their illnesses are seldom without vows, their officials never

neglect the days of worship, marriages are always celebrated by the

worship of Heaven and Earth, offspring are prayed for at the shrines,

children are frequently charmed by wearing priestly robes, young men
and women make vows for their parents, and parents for their

children. The ignorant worship trees and propitiate the weasels, the

educated burn incense to g |§. and obtain oracles to decide them in

perplexity, and all wish to propitiate ^ j^!!- Believing like religious

people of the West, that the distribution of religious books to strength-

en peoples faith is acceptable to God, every large religious gathering

has its devout people gratuitously distributing the best they have to

the eager crowd. These contain accounts of incarnation after incar-

nation, of miracle upon miracle, of proof of the living power of

their gods to procure answers to prayers for children, for wealth, for

health, honour, and even life from the dead ; and lest there should be

any doubt about it, the names of places and individuals are given for

reference.

What then are the myriads of temples, these clouds of incense,

there incalculable heaps of paper-money, and these innumerable

instances of answered prayer but the evidence of a faith that is all

pervading from the Emperor to the beggar, from the Amoor to Canton?

Ritual need of.

On the question of ritual, it is generally admitted that the

Chinese surpass the Westerner in politeness of manners, but the

question of form in Worship is shelved by many by simply saying

that it is unimportant. Now are we Protestants right in this ? Is

not ritual or manner a language addressed not indeed to our ears but

to our ey^es ? Suppose wc dispensed with tho forms of social inter-
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course, the world would not understand us. Are there no outward

forms or visible expressions which Avould fitly represent the devout

heart within ? We have at last admitted music which pleases the

ear to be a fitting instrument of worship. Is there any inconsistency

iu admitting a fitting form which will recommend itself to onlookers

ins reverential ? Surely between no ritual and over-ritual, between

starvation and satiety there is a medium which will recommend itself

io the coflseicnce of all tlie intelligent,

Importmice of.

As the words Shang-ti, Shin, Tien, are names of the highest

import in China though only jargon in Durope, so are their form?

of worship unintelligible to us at first. Their meanings, like those of

words, are not to bo found iu our foreign notions, but in the meanings

which thef/ themse/ves give to them. "VThen we have learnt the words

and phrases of China we are not to suppose that we understand

Chinese accurately, or that we can make ourselves accurately under"

stood. How often have we met Chinamen who talk very politely and

are, we think, altogether friendly, but our teacher would say, "all

that did not mean anything, did you not observe his manner ?" His

real meaning was in his manner. And so we often insult Chinamen
wben we intend to be most civil for to be intelligible to a China-

men we must use Chinese manners as well as Chinese words. But I

need not enlarge on this, for those to whom I write well know that

the world can no more get on without rules of etiquette or ritual

(both conveniently expressed by one word in Chinese) than it can get

on without sp^ch.

Forms of.

Both East and West agree that the highest form of adoration is

to bend low. Prostration is certainly not less reverential than kneel-

ing, or to kneel toward the pulpit than toward the door. As to

incense, it is more agreeable to a Chinaman to have it than not. He
is not satisfied with having a clean room and good clothes, but wants

to add a sweet fragrance in honour of his god. We would think it

profanation to worship with hats on and so would Mohammedans to

worship with shoes on, but surely these are only different languages

to express the same idea of reverence and adoration.

Liturgies.

The various I^iturgies of Alexandria, Georgia, Russia, Rome,

Britain, Germany, China, and the various forms of worship in vogue

amongst Kpisooplians, Methodists, Congregationalists, Baptists &c.t

aro sufficient evidence of no catholicity in any one liturgy. Since,

then, Christianity has laot suffered by the composing of national
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liturgies, any more than the Psalms have suffered by the introduction

of Hymns; and since one Liturgy cannot express the desires of every

nation, it is probable none translated literally from the "West will

be the fittest for China, and that Christianity will not suffer but
assert its universal capacity by application of its principles—though
in different forms, to all the nations of the earth. When liturgies

are once formed then to change them needle&sly may do great

mischief, but when the foundations have to be laid as in China now,

they must be laid on true and fundamental principles.

Music.

The Chinese cultivate sacred music but little. Still what they

have will suit the Chinese far better than most of our foreign tunes,

which are taught, not because of any special fitness in them for the

Chinese be it remembered, but because they are the most familiar

to us. Though they have let music fall very much into disuse, we
might, were it not so patent to all, have dwelt on the supreme

importance attached by the Chinese to ji||. "We have preferred to

show to some extent our weakness on this point, for if we do not

admit what the conscience of the whole world, except a section of

Protestants, demands as so necessary, then it would be preposterous in

us to expect success while sinning against so many.

Want of system in our toorh.

Then as to systematic work. The Government distributes its

power into proAances, circuits, prefectures, and hiens, and who is there

that does not admire the system as far as it goes ? And what is our

system ? It is nothing but an absolute chaos, scarcely shewing a trace

of being the work of men with a common aim, except in the few

reforms that have of late been made in the southern ports. For

instance : I was once foolish enough to take a three days' journey

after one convert who lived in the same village with converts of the

Presbyterian church, as though I could not trust my brethren to give

him all, essential advice. I have known others go an eight days*

journey to look after converts who lived within a couple of hours' walk

of another missionary. The same with colleges, schools, mission

stations, medical missions and book-making ; instances might be

multiplied to any extent to show waste of power.

In the face of this, what sensible Chinaman can be expected to

help us with funds to travel hundreds of li on such conceited errands ?

Nay, what sensible foreigner would do so either unless blinded by

habit and conceit of his own denomination's surpassing excelleneo ?

It was refreshing to see the Conference calling attention to the

neccossity of greater unity of action, and it is to be hoped that the

suggestion will bo carried oiit by all throughout China.
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Liquirt/ into the reasons of the dommancT/ of certain religions.

II.—Whatever be our own estimate of our relative position, if

we find that the Chinese claim a superiority in many points, and it is

safer in such an enquiry to over estimate that to under estimate our

opponents,—then we have only to look back into history for a clue

to the issue. Of all religions in the old and new world the surviving

ones remain because they recommended themselves on the whole as

superior to the former ones. We can imagine what freedom Bud-

dhism originally gave to the caste-bound Indians. It recommended

itself to the Chinaman by dwelling on the vanity of all that is

temporal compared with what is spiritual and eternal. One of the

last writers on Buddhism dwells also on the power of its superior

organization. We can well imagine how suitable such would be to

the turbulent tribes of Central Asia. Again, we read in Arabian

history that Mohammedanism was light compared with the darkness

which prevailed there before. We can understand that in spite of

the cruelties of the Europeans, the red Indians would prefer human
Christianity to the cruel Aztec-sacrifices of their own religion.

And so long as Zoroastrianism retains its loathsome rites, no other

religion need fear its power. We trace in all the prevailing systems

of religion, a reason for their dominancy. When we compare the

three dominant religions of the world, we observe that though

Buddhism is minus the power of a supreme ruler, it transcends

Mohammedanism in the depth and purity of its morals. Since Chris-

tianity combines the excellences of both by supreme devotion towards

God and deepest solicitude for perishing men, we need not fear about

the doctrim of Christianity. When in the youth of Christianity and

in times of reformation and revival we see men of one idea carrying

forth single truths to the dark places of the earth, and in their burn-

ing zeal kindling lights on every mountain top within their reach,

how much more may be expected when all its truths are brought out

harmoniously before the world. But lest we should be theorizing

too much on this subject let us briefly look at the conquests of Christ-

ianity and see if there are no clear land-marks to guide us in the race.

Early Ghristiauitij.

Christianity sprang out of Judaism. Judaism had a laborious

ritual and burdensome sacrifices. It required punctilious adherence

to the letter of the law, and attendence at feasts which it was impos-

sible for distant merchants and emigrant Jews to give. These heavy

chains were let fall and Christianity like a living spirit rose to move
among new nations giving a new and divine life to all. It lost nothing

that was most excellent in the old, but brought forth into clear light
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what was only dimly seen before. And wlien it crame in contact

with Gentile nations it permeated them like ne\? leaven and trans-

formed all. it met the philosophers of Alexandria and Greece, and

said to them—"what ye ignorantly adore that I declare unto you j

whatever is dirine in any or all of you will not perish ; I come, not

merely to accept yanr highest aspirations, but to give you a com-

pleteness which none of yoti separately possess." To them as to the

Jews it came to fulfil. It made fnendships even with the sybils who
Were anything but welcome to the " chosen race/'

Later Christianity

<

And later on, whethet We look at the Irish scholars taming

down the barbarity of the Saxon kings, or the Benedictine monk,'?

subduing the feudal warriors, it is all one tale of " piety and learning"

carrying all before them. It was so in Homey in Egypt, in Bysantium,

in Spain, in England, in Italy, in Germany, when TertKllian, Origen^

Athanasius, Chrysostom, Ambrose, Augustine, Ximenes, Las Cassas,

Dede, Dunstan, Ansehn, Gregory, Leo, Hyacinth, Boniface, and other

saints and bishops threw themselves into the work. It was so when

the Jesuists were in their glory, it is so now with the Protestant mis-

sionaries in the Indian and Pacific Oceans. And indeed how can it

be otherwise, when the chief aim of the wisest and best in the land

is at much labour and self-sacrifice to benefit their fellow-men,

looking for no higher (nay no less) return than to see gratitude shown

by them to Him from whom all blessings flow. One might for a

moment think that the overflowing of Europe with the friars was

an exception, but when they went forth we should remember

that their message was to the masses, and ignorant as the friars were

compared with the monks or the learned, still they were travellers,

and travellers know more than home-staying people ; and therefore

the ordinary friars knew more than the ordinary men. Add to

this the zeal and piety that made them satisfied with less than

adequate food and clothing. When Dominic started his order his

memorable words were—" Zeal must be met by zeal, lowliness by low

liness, false sanctity by real sanctity, preaching lie by preaching truth."

Christianity in China.

But when we look to mission work in China, Catholic or

Protestant, we fear we have not endeavoured to excel in higher

learning and self-sacrifice as much as we have done in Scientific and

Mechanical studies. The Chinese say so, andj)erhaps there is more

truth in it than we like to confess. We do not mean to say that

little has been done, or that the Chinese are invulnerable, for few

Chinese now advocate idolatry pure and simple', and on many points
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of education spasmodic efforts have been made at reform ; still we

must not forget that the Protestant and Greek churches during the last

80 years have not made more than 20,000 converts in China, nor should

we forget that of these very few are scholars besides those who are

directly or indirectly employed by the missionaries. And why is it so?

Gh'uiese relujions still d-uminant.

We have a strong power to contend with, and a power centralized

and somewliat skilfully arranged; and if in addition to ably and spiritu-

ally written books, eloquent preaching, sound doctrine and divine

power, tiuity and o/Y^er( which by the way are divine too) were necessary

in ages past before gaining much success, now much more so when our

books, our preaching, our doctrine, our spiritual power and so called

evanglization are so far from what they might be and should be.*

Mode of u'urJc in Aticient Britain.

Before closing my remarks on the teaching of experience I will

cite an instance from missionary life in Britain to illustrate the

advantage of method and graduated teaching, as inculcated by

St. Paul. The story is well told in Greene's admirable "history of

the English people." It happened during the reign of Oswald king

of Northumberland. The king himself was a Christian and was anxious

that his subjects should be converted to Christianity, so he sent to lona

for missionaries. The first despatched in answer to his call obtained

little success. He said on his return that among a people so stubborn

and barbarous, success was impossible. "AVas it their stubbornness, or

your severity," asked Aidan, a brother sitting by ; "did you forget

God's word to give them milk first flicn meat ?" All eyes turned on

the speaker as fittest to undertake the abandoned mission, and Aidan

sailing at their bidding undertook the work ; afterwards during the

reign of the anti-christian king Penda, Aidan, still by the same policy,-.

made the faith of the cross to triumph even in the midst of opposition.

Principles laid down hi) our Lord,

III.—-Now let us look at the principles which our Lord himself

laid down and see if they agree with what we draw from experience.

In the Sern^on on the mount after the glad music of the first verses

addressed to all those described as child-like, repentant, meek,

hungering after righteousness, merciful, pure, peacemakers, brave for

godliness, who are the light of the world and the salt of the earth,

lie tells them he came to show them a more excellent way. The
key to all the music on the mount is in surpassing the past. lie in

substance says, dont be alarmed, I am not come to destroy what you

• Is not our smnll sncccss then owing to the Chinese still surpassing us in many
points, and thcrcforo thoy Imv© niaint*ia©d their ground in epit© of our guperior
doctrine*'
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hold most sacred, but to fulfil. The rigliteousness of the kingdom of

Heaven must exceed that of the scribes and Pharisees; listen to the

comparisons, it is not something less but ever something more that

He expects of His followers :

—

Ye have heard I say

Thou shalt not kill. Make reconciliation.

Thou shalt not comailt. Ye must not lust, rather pluck

adultery. out the eye.

Must not swear by this or that. Yea, nay, truth 9,lways.

An eye for an eye. Endure wrong.

Love thy neighbour and hate Ijove your enemies and pray

thine enemy. for them.

And so on to the end. "VVe can imagine sincere Scribes and

Pharisees, even a Gamaliel, listening to that and saying, "Yes, such

doctrine is divine ; if Thy Kingdom be so, let Thy kingdom come

and Thy will be done on earth as it is done in Heaven."

Apjdicafioii. of the principles to our finie.

My object in writing this is to ascertain who are prepared to

say,
—"we will guard against the insidious but wicked habit of run-

ning down the Chinese, wo will give them fair play, we will make

ourselves acquainted with all they value highest, and will shew them

higher knowledge in every branch of education ; we are prepared to

undergo greater self-sacrifice, we will not expect partial verdicts

because we are foreigners ; we will exhibit a higher faith and greater

devotion. In a word, we shall take the Sermon on the Mount as our

text, and for motto, that we have not come to destroy but to fulfil

;

not to expect to be considered worthy of the kingdom of Heaven

except we exceed the best in China, endeavouring to be perfect as

our Father in Heaven is perfect; looking to the Chinese for support

rather than to our over-partial friends at home ; and may our

blessed Father baptize us with the spirit of fire until we see all the

land prostrate before Him. If then we are prepared to "exceed" in

every branch it will require much grace from God and severe discipline

of our own hearts to conquer by love and not by treaty, and to

abide in this spirit in every struggle preferring rather to die than to

abandon It.

Our aim.

IV.—Having furnished ourselves with these principles, let our

aim be to establish churches in ecery Chou'hien of the JEmpire within

20 years. Every Foo might be occupied within the first 5 or 8 years.

"We do not see why this might not be effected if we establish superior

education, exercise more self-sacrifice, have greater co-operation, and
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more reliance on native help by developing all tbe good they have.

Many will feel themselves already fully occupied, but I venture to ask

if the care of any church of a few hundred members is to be compared

for a moment with our responsibility toward the millions. Though

these millions have not declared themselves Christians our duty to

do our utmost to save them is none the less.

Union necessary.

It is hardly to be expected that all the missionaries will unite,

but if sOme from each of the different Societies would unite for this

great end, the seniors might help by writing new books, leaving the

juniors to be engaged in the more active part of the work. And if

we all remember that we are members one of another we may find

that what appears impossible at first, becomes by faith and. love an

ordinary and easy work.

Steps already taJcen towards union.

The new series of books about to be published according to the

suggestion of the General Conference will be most valuable. We hope

that a devotional series will soon follow. "Unitas" suggestion for a

general college at Peking is admirable. One way of utilizing the

vast literary power now lying dormant in the country will be seen

from Mr. Hill's important letter which goes by the same mail as this.

It is to be hoped the views expressed in this article will agree in the

main with those of the promoters of the "New Missionary Society"

as published in the Celestial Empire, of April 29th, 1879.

Conference proposed.

It is to be hoped that those who agree on the whole with the

aim in view will communicate at once through the Recorder express-

ing their views on any of the subjects connected with the work, but

especially on the advisability or not of having a Conference during the

year to discuss some of the many topics necessary before such a

scheme as contemplated can be made practicable, and thus learn

much of each other before attempting an enterprise so vast.

If in this hastily written paper I have not been sufficiently

guarded in some parts I trust my brethren will bear with me, or il

I am mistaken I shall be glad to be corrected.
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COREAN TONE BOOK.
By Rev. John Macintyrk.

nnilEIlE is a misleading statement in the former paper which I beg

here to eorrect. It is there said—" Considering the value

attached by the Coreans to the anolcnt pronunciation of Chinese,

which is tliere declared to be the standard, it may be useful to give

these headings with their equivalent in Corcan." The fact is the

sounds given in the Tone Book are the sounds of K'anghi's Dictionary

whereas those I have given in the first column are the modern Corean

pronunciation of Chinese, which it should have been my object to

prove is the more ancient of the two.

But one of the interesting features of this ?^ ^ ^ :^ ^ b1

^ ^ is the light which'^it throws on the pronunciation of Chinese by

the Coreans. As I have said, the book follows K*anghi throughout for

the Chinese sounds, and we have a zealous attempt on the part of the

Coreans to reproduce these sounds by means of their own alphabet.

Thus where the Coreans read "^ as tong they know it was read

tung in the Chinese Dictionary, and write it so in the circles reserved

for the Chinese sounds. The study of these circles, reveals, interest"

ing facts regarding the syllabaries of the two languages. To take a

few instances.

(1.) The Coreans have no letters for v and / and no means of

representing these sounds other than by b and ]), orp, and jy^ according

as one may choose to write. But in the book before us they have

invented a combination of signs evidently meant to supply this

deficiency as having v and / before them in the Chinese syllabary.

Where v existed in Chinese, the Coreans write a circle which

represents a breathing after, i.e. under the consonant, and where

/ is intended they double the consonant and add this breathing.

Thus j^ is written phung (bhung) as if for vung, and \$, is written

pphung as if for fung, the modern Corean pronunciation being p'ung

the simple aspirate in both cases.

2. An interesting field of enquiry is opened up by the presence

in these circles of the distinct method of writing aspirates. We find

one set written with the proper Corean aspirated consonant, and

another with a simple reduplication of the unaspirated consonant.

Thus there is a distinct letter for the aspirated p^- 1^ ¥ &c., but we

find long lists of words which are unraistakeably aspirates in Chinese

written for Chinese sounds with pp, tt, kk, &c., while others apparently

of the same class are written with the proper aspirates, p" t, Ic\ ts*

&G, I have not yet found any clue to the distinction, unless it be a
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proof that the aspirated cousonant Is a late invention. In modern

books the doubling of the consonant has never this force. It

simply represents an acute accent as if there had been some original

association with tones. The dialects again have discarded this as a

sign of the acute accent, and where we have reduplication of the con-

sonant in books printed in the metropolitan, we have invariably a
' siut' or s in the northern dialect,

(3). One of the marked irregularities of the Corean Chinese

syllabary is that tn is in one set of words confounded with w. But

in these circles we invariably find the above breathing written under

tn when it represents w in Chinese as in ^ which is written mhun,

so to say, for the Chinese, and mun for the Corean.

(4). This circle is further utilised as follows. "With a horizontal

Jine aver it, thus 5, it invariably represents the drawling or reduplica-

tion of the yowel so that where it precedes ing it sounds like a j' ^s

ping, and where it precedes u if sounds like a. w sls u-ung (for weng

or wang of Modern Mandarin).

(5). The letter y as now heard in Corean is simply the insertion

of t before another vowel. But here we have a sign invented to

represent it in Chinese, viz, a simple point written over the cii-cle thus

6. Thus for 3^ we have the Chinese sound given as yao, which the

Coreans could not thus accurately represent by any natural combination.

By this means also two classes are distinguished, one in yi as gf

and another in i as ^ where the point is not written.

(/3). 4-nother sign, which has no existence in modern Corean,

would seem clearly intended to represent the sound j of the Peking

syllabary, but rather the r than the j side of that peculiar combina-r

tion. It is a simple triangle or delta, following the ordinary law

of the consonants in its position. We have it in such words as ^ ^ |||.

(7). It appears that when the Tone Book was made the Coreans

did not consider their A to be a fair representative of the Chinese

sound, and accordingly we have those words marked with a double

Ji in which the Coreans heard a strong breathing, As far as I have

heard Corean the breathing is much lighter than the Chinese, and

is altogether devoid of the strong marked gutteral force which we
hear in the North of China. There seems to be a doubt whether or

uot the Coreans heard sh in the syllabary. Sometimes the double

s would seem to represent it ; and sometimes again the double s might

be taken as representing only the s sharply hissed.

(8). The Coreans have no ch and must represent the Chinese

sound by adding an i after their compound consonant ts (ds). Thus

to vrite fj"
bamboo they writp tisu for the Chinese sound, evidently
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hearing it as cliu. So also with their aspirated consonant ts' as in

ts^iung which they clearly mean for ch*ung, since for their own pro-

nunciation they write simply ts'ung—where the ch sound is rejected.

(9). It is noticeable also that this t before another vowel is much
lighter that in Chinese, so much so that wherever the '

i is heard in

Chinese, the Coreans resort to an unnatural combination to represent

it. Thus they have a compound vowel iUy by which they might

write such sounds as liu, niu &c. But either they write /, «, and «,

or they write, /, *', and iu (the compound vowel) evidently meaning

that the i of the compound vowel is too much slurred to represent

the i of Chinese in similar combination.

(10), Some of these vowel combinations show how alien certain

Chinese sounds were to the compilers of the Tone Book. Thus ^
which they mark as ts'ak for their own pronunciation, they write with

a reduplication of the compound consonant U (to represent the

aspirate) under that the vowel o, at the side the vowel a, and again

intending to represent the Chinese sound as t*soao, or ts*wao, a

combination impossible in Corean. So we have |^ written with two

compound vowels as if it were k'iuion, or k'iuien—the force of the »

before u being simply to give the u the sound marked u in Williams,

as in k'iien. It is worthy of notice in this connection that the

Chinese ie is always written by the same compound vowel in Corean

which Mr. Ross renders iu and which in the above paper is io.

representing something of the ko sound, No. 158 of Wade's syllabary.

It would appear therefore as if the metropolitan dialect which the Tone

Book follows, had more distinctly an ie sound in this combination :

which I would infer also from the transliteration of certain names in

French in the Bishop of Corea's narrative of his imprisonment. Thus

in No. 29, which should be read No. 30 (there being an omission of

^ as No. 11 and which occurs only in the ^ ^) we have the class

H all read in the same way as if ending in en and ien while in the

^ ^ we have for the Chinese sounds, yie ^ hie ^ kie ^ &c.

Such are a few only of the salient points. The book reveals th e

existence of a sterotyped pronunciation of Chinese in Corea before

the time of K'anghi, and it reveals the gulf between the two styles of

Chinese by the fact that it can barely transliterate that of K^anghi' s

Dictionary so as to make it pronounceable by a modern Corean.

But we gather nothing as to when the Coreans first had their Chinese,

and from what source. It would be interesting to know what was

the standard anterior to the compilation of this Tone Book at the

beginning of the present (Corean) dynasty. Everything would seem

to indicate that the Coreans have preserved some portion of what we

uaay dall the ancient of original language of China.
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A BKETCH OF THE WOKC OF THE BASEL MISSIOII'.

IN THE PROVINCE OF QUANGTUNG.

rriHE Evangelical Missionary Society of Basel, in Switzerland, com-

menced operations in China in the year 1847. Two missionaries

then arrived in Hongkong, together with two others of the Rhenish

Mission, to join Dr. Guzlaff, who had asked for help from the German

Missionary Societies to carry on his work, which was believed to bo

of considerable extent. The connection did, however, not last very

long, and the home Societies approved of their agents working on

their own account. In the beginning the two Basel Missionaries

continued to work in the direction which had been assigned to them

by Dr. Giizlaff. Mr. Hamberg took up his abode among the Hak-
kas, whilst Mr. Lechler went to the Prefecture of Ch^au-chu to labour

among the Hoklos. In course of time this separation was felt to bo.

unprofitable, and Mr. Lechler after five years solitary sojourn in

Ch'au-chu, and after a vain struggle to get a fooling there relin-

quished that field, and joined Mr. Hamberg with the object to work

together with him among the Hakka people of this province.

In 1852, Mr. Hamberg had succeeded in establishing a station

in Pukak, a market-town, about 12 English miles inland from Deep

Bay, where he rented a flight of shops and converted them into a

dwelling place, a church and a school.

Unfortunately Mr. Hamberg died in 1854, and Mr. Lechler,

who had been joined by Mr. "Winners continued his work till 1856,

when the war between England and China caused a temporary cessa-

tion of Mission work in the country, the missionaries being obliged to

flee for their lives to Hongkong.

In God's good providence the treaty of Tientsin opened new
doors for Missionary work in China, and the missionaries were en-

abled in 1859, to reoccupy the field, from which they had been driven.

The market-town of Pukak was, however, exchanged for the

more suitable village of Lilong, where before the war a pTeaching

place had been erected, as most of the Christians were living there.

Mr. Winners now built a dwelling place for himself in connec-

tion with the existing chapel and provided also room for schools to

instruct the children of the Christians. Numerous emigrations to

Demenara had at that time considerably reduced the number of Christ-

ians in Lilong, but the gospel had at the same time found its way

to more distant places through a native Evangelist from C hong-lok,
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who had been baptised by Mr. Hamberg in Hongkong, and had pro-

ceeded to his native place, to communicate the glad tidings of the

gospel to his countrymen in that mountainous and far oflE district*

A more circumstantial account of the work in Ch^ong^lok having

already been given in the Recorder (See Vol, YII. p. 278.) a

repetition of the same is consequently here avoided. The reader may

likewise be referred to Vol. VIII. p. 46, of the Recorder for a

"historical Sketch of the Basel Mission station at Lilong.**

Since those accounts were written, some enlargement of the

Work has taken place and two new stations have been opened, or

rather branched off, one from Lilong, and the other from Nyen*

hang-li in Ch'ong-lok. The present aspect of the Basel Mission in

China is therefore as follows :

—

1. Station on the Island of Hongkong established in 186L

Missionaries, R. Lechler, married, Q. Reusch, married*

Out-stations, . . . . . . . . .

.

2 •

• One on the island, in the village of Sau-ki-wan.

One on the mainland in the Tsing-yuen District.

Number of, communicants altogether, . . . * 145

Number of children, . « » . . .

.

73

One girls boarding school, number present> »

«

55

One boy's days school, . . . . . . 31

Native assistants and schoolmasters, 4 males and two females, 6

Amount of Church and School Fund, . .

»

$710
'

„ „ Poor Fund „ „ . , .

,

,,632

2. Station Lilong in the "Western part of the Sin-on

district since 1852.

/ Charles Piton, marriedi

,,. . . 1 Martin Schaub, „
Missionaries

^^^^^^ Morgeii-ath, single.

\ Li Shin Eu, home educated, married.

Outstations in the districts of Sin-on and Tung^kon, 6

Number of Communicants altogether, .

.

. . 375

Number of Children, ,

.

.

.

.

.

, , 225

Applicants for baptism, . . .

.

. , . * 25

One boy's boarding school with elementary and 1 -^
secondary Classes, number present, J

One girl's day-school, numbers present, .4 . . 9

One theological Seminary, students present, .

.

17

There are besides day-schools on several of the out-stations, the

numbers of scholars can, however, not be given exactly.

Native assistants and schoolmasters 15 males, one female, 16
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51

17

5

$28

„17

Amount of Church and School Fund, .

,

. . $698

„ „ Poor Fund „ „ . . ' . . ,,387

3. Station lS}ii Ch*ung branched off from Lilong in

1879, in the East of Sin-on.

Missionary—P. Kammener, single.

Out-station—Shong-thung in Mirsbay.

Number of communicants, » »

„ „ children.

Applicants for baptism,

Native assistants and schoolmasters, )

three males and one female, )

Amount of Church and School Fund,

„ „ Poor Fund „ „

4. Station Foo*chulj-p'ai, in the district of Yun^on,

branched off from Nyen-hang-li, in 1879.

Missionaries—R. Ott, married.

Out-stations—2.

One in Yun-on and the other in Kwai-shen.

Number of communicants,

„ yj Children,

Applicants for baptism.

One boy's day-school, numbers present,

Native assistants and schoolmasters.

Amount of Church and School Fund,

„ „ Poor Fund ., „

5. Station Chong-tshun in the district of Ch*ong-lok,

established in 1864.

- ,. . . f H. Bender, married.
Missionaries^

(^j^,j^ Min-syu, home educated, married.

Out-stations, . . . . . . .

»

. , 3

One in the prefectural city of Ka-yin-chu.

„ „ district of Ch'ong-lok.

„ „ ,, » Lyung-chhou.

Number of communicants, , . .

.

,

,

260

„ „ Children, . . . . ,

,

.

.

158

One girl's boarding school, numbers present, . . .

.

25

„ boy's ,, „ „ y .

.

15

Day-school in one of the out'Stations, numbers present, 18

Native assistants and schoolmasters, .

,

.

.

7

Amount of Church and School Fund, ,

.

.

,

$708

„ Poor Fund ,, „ .

.

.

.

,,724

Applicants for baptism, . . , , ,

,

,

,

17

95

29

30

30

3

$55

,,38
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6. Station Nyen-bang-ti in Ch^ong-lok established 1865.

fGt. Gussraaun married.

Missionaries ^^^^J-t^r^r
^""""^ educated, married.

1 J), ochaiblel • _i

iRZiegler }
^^^^le.

Ont-stations, . . . . . . . . 3
One in the district of Yun-on.
Two in the district of Ch'ong-lok.

Number of communicants, . . . . . . 320
„ Children, . . . . . . . . 209

Applicants for baptism, . . . . . . 25
One seminary for the education of teachers, number of students, 3
One middle school preparatory to the seminaries,

number of students, . . . . . . . . 25
One elementary boys boarding school numbers present, 60
Amount of church and school fund, . . . . $722
Amount of poor fund, . . . . . . . . 584

There is also a fund for the benefit of invalided catechists,

their widows and orphans, to which the employes according to

their salaries contribute a certain sum annually and which fund at

present amoimts to $1332.

Number of native assistants and schoolmasters, . . 8

A summary of the above would give to the Basel Mission

in Hongkong and the province of Quangtung.

Principal stations, . . . . . . . . 6

Out-stations occupied, .

,

. . . . . . 17
European missionaries, . . . . . . 11

Home educated ordained Chinese missionaries, . . 3

Ordained Deacons, . . . . . . ... 4
Assistants and schoolmasters, . . . . . . 36
Female assistants, . . . . . . . . 4
Communicants, . . . . . . . . 1246
Children, .. .. .. ... .. 711
Male scholars in the different schools, . . . . 259
Female scholars, . . . . . . . . 89
Applicants for baptism, . . . . . . . . 102
The Church and School Funds have an aggregate capital of $2922
The Poor Funds, . . ' . . . . . . 2382
The Invalid Widow and Orphan Fund has a capital of, 1332

Besides these permunent funds each communicant pays annually

20 cents for the spread of the Gospel. This sum from each of the

1246 Members makes $249.20 each year which goes to the General

Mission Fund. And further each member, children included, pays

two cents annually which for the 1246 members and the 711 baptized

children makee $39.14 which goes to the Local Mission Fund,
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THE EMPLOYMENT OF NATIVE CHRISTIANS

BELONGING TO OTHER MISSIONS.

By Rev. John L. Nevius, D.D.

rpHIS subject is one of much delicacy, and on that account has not,

perhaps, been treated with that freedom and candor which it

justly deserves. It is believed that obvious and important principles

underlying it, are sometimes, through inadvertancy, lost sight of,

and that, in consequence, serious injury results to the cause which

all alike have at heart.

In the view of the writer, among the most important of these

principles are the following ;

—

I.—Every Mission will itself employ, as paid agents, all its

members, whose emploj/ment would in its judgment, be for the advance-

ment of the mission cause.

The work to be done is so great : the supply of foreign laborers

is so inadequate : natives have so many special qualifications, physical,

intellectual and social for working among their own people ; and

christians at home are so ready to contribute money for their support;

that a varity of motives combine to bring all the available native force

into the field as soon as possible. Native helpers are the great want

:

and in no way can the money of the church be expended so cheaply

and effectively as in their employment, that is, if they are what they

ought to he. Few Missions, if any, have been backward in making

use of all the native force they could command. There can be little

doubt that it will be the judgment of most Missions, after experience

of ten or twenty years, that if they have erred it is in the matter

of employing too many and not too few.

II.—It follows that if a native Christian is not employed by the

Mission to which he belongs, it should be inferred that there is a good

and sufficient reason for it.

(1). Among these reasons, the fundamental question as to a

divine call to engage in the work of preaching meets us at the outset.

While the words of our Saviour " The harvest truly is plenteous,

and the laborers are few," never had a deeper significance than at

present, it is equally true that there never was more occasion for

heeding and emphasizing the injunction that follows, "Pray ye the

Lord of the harvest." In the pressing emergency before us, we are

to do what the early disciples did, pray and icait. If in our impatient

haste, we endeavor to save time by oui'selves sending forth laborers
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into the harvest, without good evidence that the Master has sent

them, we will probably lose time instead of gaining it, and the persons

chosen and sent will in the end be of little use, if indeed their in-

fluence is not, on the whole, positively injurious.

However the fact may be accounted for, the impression is very

general both among the Heathen population of China, and among
Chinese Christians, that almost any one is qualified to preach. How
many there are in our churches who, if they have the ability, have
not the industry, or the disposition to earn a living by some honest

employment, (but can talk) who arc waiting to be employed as

preachers, thinking that they are fully up to the standard which
has generally been adopted.

(2). Further, there are to be found in nearly every Mission

young men of good ability and apparently of an excellent spirit, and

men of whose future usefulness high hopes are entertained, who are

not put into prominent positions or employed on full wages, for the

same reasons for which young men in similar circumstances ^re not

employed at home. Some have not completed their course of study
;

others are perhaps teaching a country school with a small salary, in

order further to test their capabilities, mature their characters, an4

give them more knowledge of the world and themselves. It is hoped

that they may fill important positions in the future ; but at the same

time it is feared that by premature employment these hopes would

be frustrated.

(3). There is a another class of persons, gifted and having many

qualifications for usefulness, who are out of employment because they

have thrown themselves out. Perhaps some one has an extravagant

idea of hi^ worth, and strikes for higher wages, thinking that if he

cannot gain his purpose in his own Mission he will be eagerly caught

up by some other ; or, some one who declares that he must have more

money to support his aged parents, or wife ftud children, and must

leave the Mission to go into business, is told that if the circumstances

of his family are such that he must devote his life to making money

for their support, it may be his duty to enter some calling or

profession, the professed end of which is to make money. Such a man

may, if he has the right spirit, be more useful, engaged in business,

than he would be employed as a preacher : or he may learn by an

experience in business the important lesson, that there is no place

in the world where a man can have everything as he could wish,

and after learning this lesson, (if he is left alone long enough, which

he could learn thoroughly in no other way, he may be a contented

and useful laborer in the Mission for the rest of his life*.
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(4). Tliere is another class, similar and still different, composed

of men who perhaps do not ask for larger salaries, and who are willing

to work in a certain way, if the work suits them, and is not too hard.

They can man an out-station where they have a settled, quiet home,

and regular meals to their liking, and their duties consist in conduct-

ing one or two services on Sunday, and preaching as often during the

week as the people are willing to listen to them : but when such work

is needed as characterized missions in apostolic times, and is no less

required now, involving tiresome journeys, lodgings where they can be

had, and such food ai is set before them, they do not feel equal to it,

at least unless they are well supplied with boats or donkeys. That

persons should be found without employment, occasionally, is most

natural ; that tbey should be left so, until they take a different view

of their relations and duties, is the best thing that could happen to

them and to the cause of missions.

(5.) There is another class of Christians, the very hope of the

church, who might, perhaps, be useful in different positions in the

employ of the Mission, who are left unemployed because it is thought

they would be far more useful abiding in the same calling wherein,

they were called. Nothing is more to be desired in any church than

Christian farmers, business men, and artizans remaining in their

homes, and engaged in their original callings, each showing forth the

beauty and power of the truth as a living epistle known and read of

all men. Very marked and clear should be the reasons which would

warrant the calling of such a person from a position of certain use-

fulness, to occupy a new and perhaps artificial one, when it is not

certain that the change will promote his usefulness ; or that it will

not result in positive injury to him, and the place he leaves, and the

one to which he is sent.

III.—The effects which follow under these circumstances, from
one Mission employing the church members of another, without a

full consultation and understanding, may be summarized as follows :—

•

It interferes with the plans, and cripples the efforts of missionaries

and native pastors : it unsettles the minds of church members, and
introduces restlessness, discontent, a mercenary spirit, and hypocrisy.

It interferes with salutary discipline, both in churches and schools

:

stops the healthy expansion of out-station work : and presents the

church before the heathen as a kind of employment agency.

There are probably very few of the older mission stations ia

China which will not confirm the above statements, to a greater or

less degree. It has often happened when the first converts have
been gathered into the out-stations of a Mission, that there ay© found
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among them farmers, business men and artizans, who, though

comparatively ilHterate, manifested a more than ordinary zeal and

earnestness, and were making their influence felt for good in their

homes, and among those with whom they had business relations,

giving good reason to hope that they would be permanent centres

of Christian influence in their different neighborhoods. But it has

occurred to some missionary brother that these men might be useful

as chapel-keepers, colporteurs, or preachers, and one after another of

them has been taken away and employed. They have exchanged

their rustic habit for the long gown, and conformed to their new
relations and duties as best they could.

As churches haye been organized in our out-stations, and church

members multiplied, applications for helpers of different kinds have

become more frequent. These applications are sometimes made
indirectly through those who had already been obtained from that

field ; sometimes by writing to the native pastors ; and sometimes by

writing to the foreign missionary in charge. When the native

Christians have found themselves in demand, those who had any

special gifts, (and most think they have) have not waited to be sought

for, but applied to their native pastors, or helpers, to recommend them

and find a place for them, and some have, perhaps, felt that they had

just cause for grievance if their claims were not promptly attended to.

Native pastors and helpers have been sorely tried by the frequency,

and urgency of these applications ; by the difficulties which they have

given rise to ; and by seeing men whom they had hoped would be

their l\elpers in the work of the Lord, and pillars in the church,

leaving their homes and sundering their church relations. But what

could they do ? In many cases neither they nor the foreign missionary

are consulted. "Why should they be ? Is not every man his own

master ? When consulted, it seems perhaps ungenerous not to assist a

missionary very much in need of a native assistant, by giving him

such material as can be found, and equally ungenerous not to

sympathize with the native brother who has an opportunity to improve

his circumstances pecuniarily : and then, who can tell whether the

person sought for might not be more useful in some other position or

calling ?

It naturally seems a grave responsibility on the part of the

missionary applied to, to discourage a movement which might be

providential; and the missionary making the application, possibly

never thinks of the question of responsibility, or that there could be

any reason against the course pursued.
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There is great reason to fear that the demand has, in some cases,

helped to create a supply not altogether genuine ; a desire to get a

place acting as a motive, both in making a Christian profession and

in manifesting a seemingly earnest Christian life, without such a

motive being suspected, either by the person seeking for a helper, or

the native pastor, and hardly by the native Christian employed.

A sufficient time has elapsed to form some judgment as to the

result of the changes referred to. In places where it was supposed

there was a good evangelizing work commenced, the work has been

stopped, and it is hardly known that a Christian ever lived there.

Some who left their places have made shipwreck of the faith and

gone back to heathenism : others have been tried and found wanting,

and after various trials as unsatisfactory and disappointing to

themselves as their employers, have come back to their homes,

unfitted for the position and work which they left, if indeed they are

not unfitted for anything ; of others very little of a positive nature

can be said. In a few cases, hopes of usefulness have been in

a measure realized, but the question still remains, would these

men not have been more useful abiding in their several callings?

Of others, the end is not yet.

In some of the newer mission fields of Shantung, some account

of which was given in a late issue of the liecorder, the missionaries in

charge, deeply impressed with the evils of what may be called the

employment system, are endeavoring to introduce in its place, from

the very first, the independent or self-supporting system. The native

Christians remain in their homes and callings, and are doing a great

deal of voluntary work of the most satisfactory and efitective kind.

It will be seen at once that the drawing off of prominent and useful

church members in this field, by promise of employment elsewhere,

especially if higher wages should be offered, would unsettle the very

foundations on which the whole work is built ; introduce at once a

powerful disorganizing element; and, in a great measure, render futile

the efforts of those who are trying to carry on the work. Such an

event would be regarded as more to be deprecated, and a greater

misfortune to the cause of Christ, than another famine, or a violent

heathen persecution.

IV.—Let us now consider how far other acknowledged general

principles tend to modify the views and principles presented above.

(1.) It is sometimes said that it is unreasonable and impractic-

able to think of interfering with the individual liberty of missionaries

or native Christians. Both will plan for themselves and do the best

they can. Admitting all this, it is equally true that the exercise oi
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Christian liberty is limited by the rights of others, and among
Christians, should be by the law of Christian courtesy and Christian

charity. We are accountable in the exercise of this individual

Christian liberty to Him who will render to every man according to

his deeds* It is possible to condemn ourselves iu the things which

we allow. It is even possible to wound the blessed Saviour in the

house of His friends; by interfering with and hindering their work to

hinder His : and in sinning against them to sin against Him.

(2.) It is said again that this whole subject must be regulated

by the law of demand and supply. Every man will find his place

and command his price. This principle has even been avowed as

applicable to the case of one man securing the services of another

man's trained teacher or assistant, by offering him what he thinks he

would be tcorth to him. In a less artificial state of things, or rather if

teachers and native assistants had been trained and educated for their

work without any labor or expense on the part of those with whom
they are connected ; and if native churches had the appointment and

pay of these teachers in their own hands, this rule would be more

applicable. It should be remembered that a missionary church or

boarding school represents perhaps the result of a life of labor and

care ; and he who has, iustrumentally at least. Wrought out this result

has a kind of proprietorship in it. Though this proprietorship is not

protected by law, (as in the case of apprentices for instance) it certainly

should be protected among missionaries by the golden rule. There is

no law to secure a person in the possession of an adopted son, whom he

has reared and educated, because no such law is thought necessary.

The idea of making proposals to such a son to leave his benefactor

for a position of more ease, or dignity, or wealth, would hardly be

thought of ; and one who would respond to such a proposal would

not be thought a very desirable acquisition. It is not meant that the

cases of a boy trained in a boarding school, and an adopted son are

exactly parallel, but that they are analogous.

(3.) It may be asked again may not a Chinese Christian change

his religious views as Christians do at home ? The writer during an

experience of more than twenty years has met with not a few of this

class. Their views, if as a rule they really have any, change very

readily, in obedience to a higher law or ruling principle, but there is

much reason to fear that these views, in most cases, relate to things

temporal not and to things spiritual. Some of these persons, when

they learn that change of views will be followed by no material

results, reconsider the subject and resort to their old views and make

the best of them, or give up their Christian profession altogether.
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The writer hopes he is not behind his brethren in respect and

sympathy with all those in China, or elsewhere, who, from consciea-

tious convictions, intelligently and sincerely change their religious

views, and he does not doubt that such cases will occur and may
already exist in China, but would only say that in the case of recent

and imperfectly instructed converts, such professed changes shonld be

regarded with suspicion, and treated with great care and discrimination.

(4.) Perhaps another reason for disregarding the feelings of

missionary brethren, and possible consequences which may result

to their work, may be mentioned, especially as it is not only

entertained but sometimes avowed. This reason would probably

be stated by those who would present it much as follow ;
—" I am

thoroughly conscientious in my views and I believe my way to be

the right way, and that the spiritual and eternal iutei'ests of those to

whom I am sent can only bo secured, or at least best secured, by

receiving and adopting the view I hold. How then can I be faithful

to those to whom I am sent, and to God, and ray own conscience, and

to all whom I may meet, whether heathen or professed Christians,

without using all available and justifiable means to induce them to

adopt my views and join my church ?"

"While each one of us holds his individual views conscientiously

and firmly, we should bear in mind that every other missionary also

thinks that his way is the right way, and that he has the same right

to his views and the same liberty in propagating them that we
have. Suppose that the consciences of all Christians should be

brought into exercise in the direction and to the degree above

indicated, and that each should, instead of preaching the gospel to

every creature, devote himself principally to drawing converts already

made, into his own fold ? What a spectacle would Christianity present

before this heathen people ! How long would the Holy Spirit dwell

in such confusion, and can we suppose that He whose judgments

begin with the house of God, looks upon such efforts, professedly

prosecuted in His name and by His authority, otherwise than with

the severest disapprobation ?

This paper has been extended beyond the limits at first assigned

to it. It is not presented to the reader of the Reconler because the

writer believes that there exists, to any considerable extent, unfriendly

feelings or conflict of views among missionaries on this subject, but

because he believes that the evils spoken of are far from imaginary

!

That Christian brethren have in some instances, though unwittingly,

been the cause of injury to other Missions, because there is a strong

temptation to hasten on the work by seeking for native agents without
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carefully inquiring into their characters, gifts, and qualifications:

because principles and individual rights are often asserted which

suggest grave possibilities for the future ; and because it is thought

that the presentation of considerations which may not have occurred

to the minds of some may not be inappropriate.

So far from the above article being intended to discourage one

Mission helping another in the work of evangelization, the writer

would, on the contrary, insist on the paramount duty and privilege of

doing so in every possible way, not simply in acquiescing in others

taking from us such persons as we do not care to use ! but by helping

brethren with such agents as are worth using, gladly consenting to a

curtailment of work in one field, with the hope of accomplishing an

equal or greater work elsewhere. More than that, we can help each

other by mutual sympathy, jQonsuUatiou and co-operation, by adopting

as far as possible the same plans and methods, by treating with

deference and Christian courtesy the plans and methods of those who
may differ from us ; and by other ways which will readily suggest

themselves, if we realize the unity of the Spirit, and feel ourselves to

be co-laborers in the one work of our common Lord.

IN MEMORIAM
THE LATE EDMUND WHEATLEY.

By Rev. John Butler.

MR. WHEATLEY died at Ningpo, September Lst, 1880, after an

illness of about two weeks. Though not a Missionary he was so

well-known to a large portion of the Missionary body in China, and

was so fully and heartily in accord with the objects they have in

view, that a brief account of his life and labors will not be out of

place, in a journal devoted to the interests of Missions.

Mr. "Wheatley was born in London, December 29th, 1839. When
a boy he conceived a passion for a sea-faring life, and while yet a

mere lad, he found an opportunity to gratify his youthful ambition of

being a sailor. Eleven years of his early manhood, were passed on

board ship amidst the excitements, the dangers, and temptations

that beset the sailor in different parts of the world. Though
the common experience of men seems to be that the sailor's life

does not furnish a good preparatory school for other pursuits,

aside from the life aboard ship, yet I think it will be seen in

the course of this narrative that the training which Mr. Wheatley
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received while a sailor, was just the kind that was needed to fit

him for the remarkable career of usefulness upon which he was after-

svardp, in the providence of God, permitted to enter. When God has

special work for men to do, He prepares them for it, not always by

processes which the wisdom of this world would approve, but by

methods which He in His own infinite wisdom sees to be suitable for

the end to be attained. Possessed of a good elementary education

and natural powers of a high order, he acquired during his travels in

different climes, an amount of knowledge both of men and of things

that was of immense advantage to him in the particular sphere of

labor which he afterwards filled, and gave him a power over certain

'

audiences, which was equaled by few. In the year 1864, he came to

China and soon after his arrival entered the service of the Chinese

Government as a member of the out-door staff of the Chinese

Mari time ustoms, at Shanghai. Here he came under the preaching

and personal influence of that veteran Missionary and successful

preacher, Rev. Wm. Muirhead, under whose ministry he was con-

verted. He united with the Church towards the close of the year

1867. I met him for the first time in January 1868, in> Bible class

of young men conducted by "William Gamble, Esq., at the Presby-

terian Mission Press and was much impressed with the energy and

earnestness manifested by him thus early in his Christian course.

From that day to the close of his earthly life I have followed his

career with increasing interest and admiration. After leaving

Shanghai he was stationed for a short time at Ningpo. From thence

he was transferred to Fuochow, where he commenced his Christian

labors for sailors. But not till he arrived at Tientsin, did the particular

form of work in which he was afterwards so successful, take a definite

shape. From the first he took an interest in sailors, and tried to

save them from the effects of intemperance and sin by showing them
the advantages of a life of temperance, and pointing them to Jesus

Christ the Saviour. Like a great many Christians, he believed then

that " temperance " consisted in the moderate use of intoxicating

liquors ; and on this basis he went to work to raise the drunken sailor

from the mire, and make a sober and respectable man of him. But
he found it a most difficult work to induce " Jack," to use with

moderation those stimulating beverages for which he had a strong

craving, and he soon gave up the task in despair.

At this time the truth dawned upon him, like a new revelation,

that the-only way to save the sailor, was to completely and. radically

cut off every form of intoxicating drink, and thus put him entirely out

of the way of temptation. It is from the time he became couviuccd that
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the temperance reform in order to be successful must be based on "total

abstinence," and " religion," that the most interesting portion of his

life begins.

From the years 1870 to 1880, the amount of work which he
performed in the cause of temperance and Christianity—-ever united

in his mind—was enormous. Tientsin furnished a wide and hopeful

field for his labors. It is customary for one or more of the war^

vessels of each of the great treaty powers to pass the winter in the

ice-bound port of Tientsin, and here, during the winter months, ther^

are always some hundreds of sailors who have but little to do and

as a consequence are exposed to all the temptations which the low

groggeries and vile dens of such a port hold out, in order to get the

money of the sailor. In all ports where sailors congregate, there are

always found numbers of those who are zealous in the work of lead-

ing them into the paths of vice and ruin, but very few who show

equal zeal in leading them into the paths virtue and sobriety.

While at Tientsin Mr. Wheatley had a new illustration of what

he had often observed in his sailor life, that intemperauoe is the great

curse of sailors, as it is of multitudes of others, in all lands ; and being

in a situation which bi-ought him in frequent contact with them, and

where he could do them good, he threw himself with all his energy,

into the work of saving the sailor, body and soul. In his labors he

was warmly encouraged and aided by the Missionaries at Tientsin,

who from the first had been doing a good work among the sailors.

But one who had been himself a sailor and knew the best and

the worst traits in their characters, as well as the peculiar kinds of

temptation that were most dangerous for them, had a readiness of

access to them, and a power over them which no one else could have.

He held gospel meetings ashore, where the sailors attended nightly,

and through his earnest and vivid presentation of the claims of

religion, numbers were converted. He organized Temperance Societies

on board of the Men-of-War, and through these two agencies, he

accomplished wonders among the sailors at Tientsin. So thorough

was the work that the residents both European and Native were

astonished at the changed conduct of sailors ashore. Instead of being

a terror to the one and a disgrace to the other as they used to be,

from the time that the temperance reformation was commenced

among them, they behaved themselves like men, and henceforward

were justly regarded with pride by their countrymen.

When the labors of that first winter drew to a close, and return-

ing spring invited the mariner to quit his wintry home, not more

wonderful in the power displayed and results achieved, was the
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phenomenon of the relaxing of winter's icy grip from the waters of

the " Pciho," than was the breaking of the fetters of so many of the

unhappy slaves of the demon Intemperance, and causing them to be

cheerful and happy in the new life of liberty and temperance upou

wliich they had entered. After the winter's campaign was over,

among the first of the fleet to leave their winter quarters was H.B.M's

ship Leven. She had on board, as the result of the winters work, an

active Christian and Temperance band. On arrival in Shanghai, they

souglit without delay, to establish a temperance organization on shore.

They found some of the friends of the cause in Shanghai already

stirred up on the subject, and the men on shore in union with the

men on board the Lercn formed the nucleus of the present large, and

influential Temperance Society of Shanghai. Other gun-boats, as they

left Tientsin, went to other ports, and the temperance men aboard of

them carried with them their temperance principles, and wherever an

opportunity offered, avowed them on shore. The change that has

taken place in the character and conduct of sailors on the coast of

China, is a subject that has attracted the attention of almost every

observing foreigner in China. The " typical sailor," who was so very

good when he was sober, and so very bad when he was drunk, is grow-

ing scarce and even these veterans of the bottle are gladly exchanged

for the new and better type of cold water men. The experiment of
^

having temperance men, both ofEcers and sailors, to uphold the honor

of the national flag, and to direct over the broad seas, the lives and

property entrusted to them, has proved so satisfactor}'-, as a matter of

economy and as a life saving measure, that all ship owners and

commanders much prefer to have temperance men in their employ-

ment, other things being equal, than the tipplers or even moderate

drinkers, that were almost universal some ten or fifteen years ago.

To the Christian and philanthropist it is one of the most cheering and

hopeful signs of progress, to see the temperance reformation take so

strong a hold, of "all those who go down to the sea in ships," and to

sec the happy results of temperance principles in the lives of sailors.

It used to be, not many years ago, that the entrance of a Foreign

gunboat into Chinese ports, was regarded with mingled feelings of

joy and fear. The sight of the national flag was always pleasant and

inspiring but the sight of drunken sailors was a disgrace and a terror.

I have seen European ladies who walked the streets of Chinese cities

without fear, rush in terror into native shops or houses, to get away

from men wearing the uniform of their own country. Happily such

things are now almost unknown especially among the crews of those

vessels which have spent some time in Chinese waters,
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I was present at some of the first gatherings of the Shanghai

Temperance Society, when they held their meetings in the little Street

Chapel of the London Mission. Only the most pronounced advocates

of temperance would attend. Those who valued their social standing

in the Settlement, did not want to be in any way identified with so

insignificant and revolutionary an organization as a Temperance

Society. It was but little noticed at first by the papers, and then

chiefly to furnish a subject for ridicule.

Behold what a change nine years have brought. A large and

(substantial building in the heart of the Settlement is now leased by

the Society. "Weekly Bible meetings of a most interesting character

are held in the fine Temperance Hall, and on its platform appear

week after week, as Amateur Singers and Speakers, ladies and

gentlemen of the highest social position and culture. Nothing in the

shape of talent or social standing is now too good for the Temperance

Society ; and the daily papers could no longer afford to omit a report

of its proceedings. In almost every port in China there is a "Temper-

ance Hall " or " Sailors Rest," and a goodly number of active

Temperance "Workers, who are always ready to greet the sailor

with true Christian hospitality. "What has brought about this great

change P It is the fruit of the agitation and discussion of the

Temperance reform on the platform and in the newspapers, in the

social circle and place of business, by a few staunch friends of the

cause and chief among these stands the name of Edmund "Wheatley.

He began his labors in the ice-bound harbor of Tientsin, in the

winter of 1871, and the work not only spread to the other ports

in China, but was carried back to Christian England and America.

In 1873 Mr. "Wheatley took advantage of his well earned

furlough, and made a visit to his home in London. Here he was

married in August, 1874, to Miss Louise Hobson, daughter of the

late Rev. Jesse Hobson of London. Early in 1875, they sailed for

China reaching their new destination at Ningpo in the month of

May. Mr. and Mrs. "\\'^heatley identified themselves at once with the

Christian society of Ningpo, and from the first took the stand of

decided and active Christians. He commenced a Sunday evening

"Bible Reading," at his house, soon after his arrival, and kept it up

to the close of his life, and it proved to be one of the most profitable

and attractive of the religious services held in the place. He called

on every person in the Settlement who was not in the habit of

attending the regular preaching services in English, and invited

them to his house on Sunday evening. In this way he induced many

persons to oorac to his meetings, who rarely, if ever entered a
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church. These meetings became so interesting and profitable, that

they were largely attended by the Christian residents of Ningpo both

Merchants and Missionaries.

The five years of "home life " which Mr. Wheatley passed in

Ningpo were the happiest of all his days. He enjoyed greatly the

blessings of a " home." He was singularly favored in his companion,

a lady of superior education and deep piety, who entered warmly into

all his plans for Christian work, and greatly aided him in his many

labors. The sailors he regarded as his special charge, and whenever

a gunboat came into port, he lost no time in visiting it and arranging

for temperance and religious meetings, and seldom did one of these

boats leave the port without a number of conversions to Temperance

and Christianity. I have known more than one instance, where a

gun boat came into port, with not an avowed Christian nor a teetota-

ler aboard, and after a stay perhaps of two or three weeks, carry

away an active band of Temperance and Christian men. He followed

the new converts with prayers and Christian counsel. He received a

great many letters from sailors, who were converted under his teaching,

many of them full of expressions of the warmest gratitude, for what he

had done for them. He answered all these letters, and thus kept up a

most extensive correspondence with persons in all parts of the world.

He was not only gifted as a speaker, but he wielded also the pen of a

ready writer, as his extensive correspondence-, and numerous articles

for the newspapers will show.

Besides frequent news articles for the Shanghai daily papers, he

was one of the Editorial staff of the Shanghai Temperance Union

writing a quota of its editorial and a good share of its news articles.

In addition to all his other literary labors, he made each week

a most through preparation for his Sunday evening Bible Reading,

All these labors of the head and the heart must needs demand pre-

paration. One who gave out spiritual and intellectual food so fresh

and stimulating, must take in large supplies for his own wants.

He spent much time in the private study of the Bible and in

prayer, and herein was the hiding of his power. The effects of

private study of the Word were seen and felt in all his conduct, and

more especially in the prayer meeting. The very tone of his voice and

his earnestness of manner, were often enough to dispel the dullness

and despondency that sometimes hung over the weekly prayer-

meeting, just as a gleam of sunshine dispels the damp and chill of

a cloudy day. Besides the Bible, Christian biography and temperance

literature were his favorite studies and in each of these his acquire-

ments were of a superior kind. While he loved especially to read
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of devoted Christians who labored faithfully for God in the cause

of religion and of temperance ; he was also a diligent student of

history and an intelligent observer of passing events.

There were some features of his character so strongly marked,

that they are deserving of special attention. His thorough going con-

secration to the service of God. This did not show itself in sanctimo-

nious air or in a reserved and solemn demeanor. He was one of

the most cheerful and vivacious of men, and enjoyed highly the

pleasures of Christian society and was himself one of the most

entertaining of men in all social and literary gatherings. Neither

did his idea of consecration induce him to seek the cloister or

to connect himself with some religious or missionary organization,

in order to work for God. He believed that God needed men in

the pursuits of this world who desire in all things to be governed by

the principles of Christianity, and thus he cheerfully accepted his

calling, and from the midst of a busy occupation, illustrated how a

Christian ought to live. Taking all things into account, he was the

best example I have ever met of the scriptural idea of complete con-

secration. His spirituality of mind never left him. From the midst

of the most perplexing duties of his office, and these oftentimes were

very trying to the patience, he could turn aside and engage in prayer,

or in religious conversation almost instantly, thus showing that while

occupied with business, i-eligion had the uppermost place in his mind.

In regard to that question which perplexes so many Christians, viz.,

the relative claims of business and of religion, his life was a model.

He was a thorough business man, most faithful in all the minutest

duties of his office, so that he always won the approbation of his

superiors, for his skill and fidelity. He felt that a Christian, in all

lawful worldly persuits, ought to be superior to the non-christian

for he has the promise of the life that now is and of that which is to

come. He gained the praise of men, but he did not seek it, for he

labored from a higher motive—^to gain the.approbation of his Master in

heaven. Business with him was only a means not an end, and whatever

his occupation, he kept the chief end of man always before him, viz.,

to "Glorify God, and enjoy him for ever."

Besides the consecration of his time and talents to the Lord, he

also devoted his substance. His study of the Bible convinced him that

Christians, as a rule, ought to give at least one-tenth of their income to

the Lord. This rule he observed with religious care, seeking out with

great pains those objects that were deserving of charity. Both he and

his devoted wife, sought out cases [of want and suffering among the

Chinese and relieved them. They also made themselves familiar with
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the mission work in its different branches, and contributed for its

support. They maintained at their own expense, a girl's day-school,

and a chapel for Sunday preaching, the latter designed especially for

those Chinese in the employ of merchants and other Foreigners, and

in the Chinese Customs. He sought out this class of persons, obtained

their employers consent, and invited and urged them to attend church

on the Sabbath. In this way he brought under the influence of

Christian teaching servants of Foreigners who had never been in a

Christian chapel before.

(2) He was a man of strong and positive views about religion

and the temperance reform. In some of his temperance speeches and

religious addresses he was sometimes thought to be dogmatic and not

sufficiently considerate of the views and feelings of those of opposite

opinions. To understand this part of his character, it is necessary to

bear in mind that his convictions were based on personal knowledge.

When he spoke of the evils of intemperance, and of the miseries of

sinful life he had a broad field of experience from which to draw

his facts. Though a young man, he had seen much of the world

and was able beyond most men, to speak with positiveness on tho

advantages of religion and temperance. Though a man of strong

convictions and deep feeling he was singularly free from prejudice,

and bitterness. He loved those who differed with him in opinion,

always showed a kindly disposition towards them, and tried in every

way to do them good. He was a man raised up of God for the age and
sphere in which he was called to labor. He was not only qualified

for successful work among the sailors, but was also singularly fitted

by nature and by grace, to influence for good the European popula-

tion, engaged in mercantile and other persuits in China. His religion

was so deeply rooted, and his conviction of duty so clear, that he

Was never in danger of lowering the standard of morality or obscur-

ing the claims of Christianity to suit the views and practice of

those with whom he had business relations. His life was a constant

protest against the low views of religion and morality entertained

by many of the Europeans in China. In any society where his

lot was cast, he never thought it necessary to apologize for being a

Christian but always assumed that the Christian was right and that

those who disregarded the laws of God were wrong. Conscious that

his faith was not based on the wisdom of men, but on the power

of God, he was ever ready to argue with the skeptic, comfort the

sdrrowful, exhort the indifferent, save the inebriate.

A life so completely consecrated and so filled up with work for

God, could not be otherwise than happy at its close. His end was
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peace. Death had no terrors for him for he trusted in the Almighty

Saviour who was victorious over death and the grave. His mind had

long been familiar with thoughts of his " Heavenly Home" and

its unspeakable glories, and when the moment of transition came,

he was ready to depart and be with Christ.

"And I - heard a voice from heaven saying unto me write.

Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord, from henceforth, yea

saith the spirit that they may rest from their labors and their

works do follow them.

®0ri'£S}i0ii'ijnite.

A Record of Famine Relief Work in Lin-fen Hien,

Ping^yang Fu, Shansi Province China.

To the Editor Chinese Recorder.

Dear Sir,—
In the July-August, number of the Recorder an article on the

above subject appears, purporting to be a translation of some record of

the famine, but what, or where, that record is to be found, your
readers are not told. Through some oversight, the note forwarded
at the same time, giving these particulars has been omitted. As this

however gives its main interest to the articles, it may be well to add
a line on the points, even in a later number. The record in question,

is that of the District Magistrate of Lin Fen, the Hien in which the

city of P'ing Yang is situated, and from which the relief operations

of the protestant missionaries in Southern Shansi radiated.

It is engraved on a large stone Tablet, which stands some 6 feet

high, and which has been erected in the Ch'ing Hwang Miao, or city

temple of P'ing Yang. The account it gives of the famine is the most
accurate, vivid, and concise of any I have read, though of course it is

confined to the one Hien of Lin Fen. Its errors have to do cheifly

with the foreigner :—-The origin of their work it misstates, both as

regards the opening of subscription-lists in England, and the voluntary

offer of service on the part of the distributors, and the amount of

money dispensed to the famine sufferers in Lin Fen is overstated

^50,000 being given, instead of $10,000. "With these exceptions

and the curious glorification of the Chinese Emperor, the record is for

the most part reliable, and may be looked upon as the Chinese mode of

expressing gratitude for the help rendered them from foreign sources.

The Translator.
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Union Standard version of the Bible in Chinese.

To the Editor Chinese Recorder.

Dear Sir,—
The lollowing Circular Letter on this subject was communicated

to Protestant Missionaries in China in July of the present year.

Dear Brother,—
You are probably aware of the movement being made to secure a Union

Standard version of the Bible in Chinese in plain Book Style or easy Weu-Ii.

In view of recent evidence, it may not be thought premature to solicit a full

expression of opinion on the subject by all our Protestant missionaries. I trust,

therefore, that you will excuse the liberty I take in addressing to you a few
inquiries. An answer, however brief, will help to furnish a summary for a page
or two in the Chinese Recorder which may prove satisfactory to us all.

It is unnecessary to ai'gue the question in this circular. Your own mind
has canvassed the whole ground of argument and objection. I only venture a

thought or two. It seems evident that our Chinese missions, including native

preachers and membership of the churches, will never unite on either of the

extant classic versions. There is also the danger that delay may carry us
farther apart in our views on some important points than we were at the

Shanghai Conference. If, then, we desire union in one Protestant Bible in the

general language, we must make a vigorous, determined effort for it, tnisting

in our Christian good sense and in the Divine blessing to surmount all obstacles.

The old versions, the Mandarin, and even other colloquial versions, will give

translators most invaluable aid. Under such favoring circumstances, the new
Bible ought to be an improvement on the others, while it would possess in

addition the inestimable advantage of being the offspring of union. And may
we not reasonably hope that union in such a grand enterprise will work power-
fully toward union and wise adjustment in other things.

While I cannot expect and surely would not choose, at this late period in

my missionary life, to engage personally in work on a new version, I would
f;ladly aid in starting an enterprise which seems to me to concern so deeply the

full efficiency of our Protestant missions to a heathen people. This is my best

apology for presenting these inquiries.

1. Do you favor the proposal to bring out a new Union version of the Bible?

2. How many in your Mission favor it ?

8. Do you think that the work should be done by a Translating Committee,
fairly representing the interests of the different Societies and chm-ches engaged
in evangelistic work in China ?

4. Cannot each Mission in its collective capacity—viewing its different

fields as one—choose its delegate or delegates to such Committee on a previously

ai'ranged basis of representation ?

6. Is it your opinion that the Committee should be chosen and prelimin.

arie3 arranged now ?

6. Should the T. C. proceed to work, as soon as the arrongements are

made, it being understood that in the final revision of their work they will avail

themselves of critical aid from the forthcoming Revision of the English Bible ?

7. Have you any suggestions to make as to place, methods, and means for

carrying on the work ?

In response to the Circular—including two opinions on the same
subject handed to me before it was issued—forty-six letters have been

received. One or two were from gentlemen, formerly missionaries,

but not now in the service. The forty-six letters are from various

stations, from Hongkong to Kalgan in the extreme north. Of the

whole number, twenty-five are from those south of the Yangts^z the

remaining twenty-one from stations in the north and on that river. I
furnish only a digest of the opinions expressed in the letters. To
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give all shades of view in full detail would occupy too much space,

and seems at present unnecessary.

In regard to the frst question of favoring or not favoring the

scheme of a new union version, ahoufc fhree-fourt/is of the writers

may be regarded as in the affirmative, and about one-fourih in the

negative. But between the extremes of unqualified affirmative and
and unqualified negative, there is considerable border laud, occupied

by those who see many and great difficulties in the way of success,

and who therefore question with more or less emphasis the practic-

ability of the scheme. Of those in the affirmative, a few, while

expressing decided approval, speak warningly of the obstacles, but

hope for the best, if the work should be undertaken. The large

majority of those in the affirmative seem to be more sanguine. They
are found at stations in central and north China, as well as in the

South. In expressing their opinion, they do not enter into any
labored arguments. " The subject is one of supremo importance

and should be pressed forward by every lover of the Bible."

** Heartily in favor of it." The plan "has my sinoerest and most
cordial approval ; a new translation ought to be in as low a wenli as

the language would allow without getting coarse, so that even those

of our Christians, who possess only a minimum of knowledge of the

characters, could be able to read it." ** I feel strongly the need (of

such version) and have felt this for years." " A most desirable

blessing for the native church." " Am delighted to see the move-
ment set on foot to secure a U. S. V. of the Bible in Chinese and
wish the noble enterprise the best success : only such a one fit for a

standard version, and intelligible for the thousands of ordinary readers

in whole China." " In the present advanced state of Biblical

Criticism, it is high time that the results of the labors of Tischendorf,

Tregelles and others should be embodied in the Chinese Bible, and
therefore I exceedingly rejoice in the proposal for a new Union
Standard Version."

Those who take the negative of the question regard the scheme
either as needless, or as hopeless. They argue that it will involve
" waste of time and money," that " Missionaries will not be able to

unite, and that the effort will lead to heated controversy on old sub-

jects." " The Older Missionaries will not undertake the work, and

younger ones are not yet prepared to improve on their labors." TJiey

maintain that "a Wenli version would be of very limited use," that
" native Christians in 7/10 of the Empire prefer the Mandarin Ver-

sion, and that the remaining 3/10 must have vernacular versions."

Again, " it will be several years " before it can be ascertained whether
" the Anglo-American Revised Bible " will meet *' the general

approval of the Churches." Again, " it is more important, now to em-
ploy our men and money in preaching the gospel directly than in

making new books. The book business has been overdone." Again,
" Philological studies are on the increase and will yet throw great

light on the religious terminology of China : a translation now would
not (be likely to) stand the test of time." The meeting of the next

•General Conference in 1887, will be soon enough to consider a Union,
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version." " Unless there are men of equal or superior soholarship

to those who made the existing versions and who would command the

support of the Missionary body, then we doubt the wisdom of under?-

taking such a prodigious enterprise." Wait for *' the ne^t generation

of Missionaries, who, while inheriting the labors, and capable of

appreciating the efforts of their predecessors, will yet be comparatively

free from the prejudices of older men, who have been cast into the

thick of the fight, and who feel themselves forced—if only for consiss*

tency's sake to fqljow QUt a certain line of translation. ' Ten years

he^ce will be quite tiu^e enough reasonably to eitpect any satisfactory

combination."

Those who regard the scheme desirable, but who fear that it may
be impracticable, say that - the experience of the past twenty years

"

shows it. " Better (one says) to revise the Delegates" vs., then
there will be "a foundation for a good Union vs." "We fear that

'the ultras will not conjbjue," and continued conflict may imbue our
successors \^ath the same spirit, and "put off a union version twenty?

^ve years." "Get good revisions of the present version and p-

complete set of commentaries, then a few of our choice native

preachers themselves might attempt the next Version. Possibly

revision may land us in a Union vs. sooner than we expect." Anothep
T\Titer forpibly puts the case in a series of interrogatories—" supposing

pertain objectioiis all removed and the way open to choose a Com-
piittee, representing different nationalities and different Missions, all

jn due proportion, has each Mission which would be represented, a
member fitted to engage in the translation of the S,S. ? Can such

q, person, in sou;e cases the most valuable member of his Mission, be

spared to engage in a worlj (demanding so many years of pareful

labor ? If we can only hope at present for a work of temporary
value, a contribution to something better in the years to con;e, when
Chinese scholars of high standing shall have learned the Scriptures in

their original languages, is it worth while to withdraw so many valu-

able laborers from their all important work of building uP ^^^ native

Church "
f It is also to be remembered (he adds) that ^' we are not

without the ^, S. in Chinese. There are already four versions iu

pommon use, and a consjdprable part of 3. fifth, not including the vs.,

of the New Testament by the Greek Church. The case is not as

though the substance of the S.S., were not already brought before the

Chinese mind in thp versions already possessed. And the fact that

the style in these versions is so different is not without its value in

po large a country as Chiua, where n^iuds so differing in culture are

to be met and instrupted. The language allows of different versions,

each in its owu style, and each having its own value. So far as those

versions are revised au4 made faithful to the original, as well as in-

telligible to the Chinese, the cause of truth is advanced, and approacl^

is made to unity,"

In answer to the Second question of the Circular " how many
iu your Mision favor the scheme," seventcv^n writers report the viow3
of the local Missions to which they belong. Of these, ten Missions are

reported as favoring the scheme, if it prove to be practicable, three are
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reported as opposed ; while four are supposed to be in the affirmative

though some doubt is expressed on the point.

The Third and Fourth questions of the Circular may be conven-

iently taken together, as the writers to some extent have so treated

them. These relate to the choice of delegates to a Translating Com-
mittee or Convention. While some of the writers reply categorically,

others propose in detail their plans, and state their views at some
length. There is of course room for wide variety of opinion on such a

subject. I give a mere outline of the strictures and proposed plans in

consecutive paragraphs, which may at least serve the purpose of

future reference, if there should be occasion for it.

(a.) The mode of selecting delegates, proposed in the Circular,

is not fitted to ensure success in completing the translation ; for

the persons really qualified for such work are not numerous. It is

notorious that there are differences amongst us as to fundamental
principles on which such work should be conducted, as wide to-day

as they were at a time past.

(b.) Each Mission in its collective capacity cannot satisfactorily

choose delegates. The representation must be sectional as well as

denominational.* Some of the methods pursued by the Revision
Committee of the English Bible might be profitably followed.

(c.) Not necessary nor desirable that the Translating Committee
fairly represent the various Societies at work in Cbina. Scholarship
and orthodoxy, the chief requisites, are not equally distributed among
the different Societies, hence it would be a mistake to have each
Society choose a delegate to represent its interests in the Committee.
Let each missionary have two votes one for England, and one for

America.
(d.) The plan of universal suffrage not good. Men fitted to deal

with such delicate subjects as Bible Translation will not be brought
forward by representative election. There are Missions in which only

colloquial has been studied. Are such to send representatives? There
might be a wider Committee to receive suggestions and be a medium
of communication between the different Missions and the Translators:

but the Translating Committee itself should be small and select, not

formed on any geographical or denominational principle, but composed
of men for whose Chinese scholarship we have substantial guarantees,

and who at the same time are devout students of the New Testament
in the original Greek.

(e.) Each Mission need not be represented, but five or six of the

leading Protestant Bodies. One Central Committee to go over and be
responsible for the whole work and have power to give out to scholars

the books or parts of books (to translate); but the Committee to revise

and settle all the work. The Central Committee not more than five

men. Too many will never finish the work.

(/.) Let Denominations, instead of Missions, be the basis of repre-

sentation, as these six—Methodist, Baptist, Episcopalian, Lutheran,

and two Presbyterian. As a minimum, choose three American
Translators, three EngHsh, one Baptist and one GermaUr
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{g.) Let a large Committee go over the work first, eacli person

taking an assigned part and preparing it after a style previously

agreed on. A small Sub-committee to revise and unify the work. The
larger committee to consist of seventy, if they can be got ; the smaller

one of from_^'t'e to ten, and two of the number making a final revision.

(A.) Each Mission should have the privilege of expressing its

choice as to delegates and preliminaries. Each translator to work at

his own station, and general meetings held a few times, as at begin-

ning, middle, and end of the work. Divide the Books among all,

first the New Testament then the Old Testament each to have a

portion (to translate) and send to others for criticism. Finally a

majority to decide, the translator of the portion having the casting

vote, in case of a tie. The Committee may consist of eight or twelve

members, willing to unite and holding moderate views. Else all fail.

(t.) Each Mission in its collective capacity—viewing its different

fields as one—choose one or more delegates, according to a previously

arranged basis of representation, to a meeting to be held in Shanghai
in May, 1881, which may called a Translating Convention. Choose
from its own members from five to nine to compose the regular

Translating Committee. If possible, let these reside temporarily iu

S., meet daily and give themselves wholly to the work till done.

(y.) Each Mission, or group of Missions choose its delegate or

delegates, it being distinctly understood that no Mission is restricted

to clioice of delegates from the members of its own Mission, Younger
Societies, which have lately entered the field and have fewer com-
petent Chinese scholars, may nominate those of an older Society. The
qualifications, sought iu the translators, not so much Hebrew or Greek
Scholarship, as a wide and thorough acquaintance with the Chinese
written language. Divide the English Missions into five groui)S

—

London Mission, Episcopalian, Presbyterian, Methodist, Inland Mis-
sion and Baptist—each group to nominate two members, either of its

own or another Mission. Supposing the last two groups to send up
the names of one or more already chosen by the others, the total

would probably not exceed six or seven. The same number should
be chosen by the American Missionaries, one delegate for each of

the four societies—American Board, Baptist, Protestant Episcopal,

Methodist—and tico allowed for the large body of Presbyterians.

{k.) Let each Mission Society be'invited to send a representative

to act on the Translating Committee ; not necessarily chosen from its

own Mission, but one whose acquaintance with the Scriptures and
knowledge of Chinese are likely to be useful in securing accuracy of

interpretation and elegance of style. Let two of the Translators be a

Sub-committee to receive suggestions from persons not on the Board
and to lay before the whole Board whatever may seem to them worthy
of consideration. The Bible divided up among all ; and when each
has finished his portion let him read it to the others for criticism,

copies of his Mss. having been previously placed in their hands.

(/.) A Translating or Revising Committee of experienced men,
faithfully representing the leading Missionary Bodies. A single mcm»
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ber may represent a distinct Societyj or even two or more Societies.

The subject to be fully canvassed now, and correspondence opened
with the home Societies. On their apjjroval the retjilisite arrange*

ments to be made here. Better to do the work at Shanghai by
delegates there assembled^ than by distant and Uncertain correspon-

dencei Let a President be appointed to prepare a draft to be duly
submitted to the others. A very large Committee not desirable. A
few of the best scholars and sUch as are likely to act in harmony
would suffice.

(w.) Great difficulties ih the plan of a Committee of "Tfan^latioil

appointed by the different Missions. Each member would be supposed

to take a portion of the Bible and silpply a first draft for the rest

to criticise and revise. Then the Committee must meet at some
central place, not merely to consider each other's di'iticisra, btlt to go

through the whole of each one's draft and settle the text verse by
Verse—a tedious process lasting perhaps for. years—^to secure any
degree of Uniformity of style out of so many different drafts; Would
the men best fitted be willing to leave their stations for an indefinite

time ? Would the amount of uniformity arrived at be likely to satisfy

either the Committee or the Missionaries ? CoUld some seven oi*

eight really good Translators be supplied) each one from a different

Mission ? The work exceeds that of the Revision (not Translation)

which is being done in London by some of the best scliolars of the dayi

Better entrust the work for a first draft to one person (his name
given by the proposer of this plan), and in order to make the work a

Union version^ let it be submitted to a representative Committee of

Missionaries for their criticism, which would be Carefully considered

and adopted) as far as possible) by the Translator. For the rest of

the criticisms and final settlement of the text, two or three of the

Committee can meet with the Translator.

(w). Some one has suggested that the draft be made by one man
to secure uniformity of style. But would all the rest be willing to

take the place only of critics ? And would it be just to require each

to go carefully through the entire Bible in the original languages,

examining the translation of every verse> the version being at the

same time that of another ? Would their criticisms be authoritative oi*

only advisory ? A small Committee of six or seven would be more
likely to succeed than a large one and would do equally well. The
versions now existing would take the place of a " first draft" of a

new translation and very great help would be derived from themv

Not advisable to have the draft of the translation of the entire Bible

committed to any one man, much less to have the whole work in his

hands. The question of " terms " to be left to those who print and
use the version.

(o). The work should be done by a Committee> not by an

individual, the Committee repi'esenting, as far as possible, the different

Nationalities, Churches and Societies. All the Denominations to be

represented, if they have men capable of undertaking the Work : but

no incompetent man should be selected> even thoUgh that should

involve the uon-representutiou of a Society, or even of a Denomina-
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tion. We want the best version that the Protestant missionaries can

produce, and the best men must be sought and pressed into the service.

No considerations of courtesy in respect to Church or Society should

induce us to elect an inferior man to the exclusion of a more coni-

JJetent one. The Committee should be small. Six able men would

do better than twelve^

The answers to the jifth, sutth, and seventh inquiries of a Union
Version, think that the work should be undertaken at once, or as

Soon as the preliminary arrangements can be made. There is also a

like unanimity in regard to following the interpretation of the new
Knglish Revision and accepting its critical decisions. " That revision

should be regarded as final, so far as the meaning of long disputed

passages is concerned," I do not quite understand some of the Writers

ttnd fail to see the application of what they say to the case in hand.

One says in substance that, as the English Revision is not published,

^e may go forward without having any regard to it. Others say

*'wait till the English Revision is issued, then begin the Union
Version." But is not the Revision of the New Testament certain

to appear within a few months ? And will it not take a year or

inore to select delegates, correspond with the home Societies, and

Settle preliminaries before the work on a Union version can be

fairly initiated ? In regard to place, Shanghai is u^^ually suggested.

One writer says Shanghai, or Chefoo. Others speak only of " some

central place." As to methods and means for carrying on the work,

some of the writers anticipate these points in their discussions about

a Translating Committee, as will be seen above. Others are more brief.

One has significantly and tei'sely jotted opposite the seventh you

of circular, "Shanghai, Prayer, Bible Societies." Another remarks,

"'place, method and means best decided by members of the translating

Committee^" A third says " Let the American and English Bible

Societies divide the expense" equally: while a fourth suggests

that the travelling expenses to the place of meeting may be met
immediately by the different Missions, and that salaries with expenses

«f teachers and houses may be equally divided by three Bible

Societi'ess It is also suggested that expenses may be met by the

Bible Societies and j:roportionate contributions from the various

Missionary S'Ocieti"es.

In regard to this scheme of a Union Standard "Version, one of the

oldest and most experienced missionaries makes some remarks which

deserve careful notice as a Utting sequel to this report. " The
possibility of such a work being donc> so far as the British and Foreign

Bible Society and various Missionary Societies are concerned, will

depend on the strong representations that may be made on the sub-

ject, and the form to be taken on the matter. For instance, the

Urgent necessity that is said to exist not only for a revision, but for

a new version, must be clearly shown, both to warrant the with-

drawment of any from their proper missionary work, and the expendi-

ture that would be incurred in the proposed service."

To close this report, I may add that two of the letters received,

tMie from the South and one from the Nortli, contained interest-
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ing and valuable remarks on subjects aside from the immediate
aim of the circular. The one related to the proper rendei'ing into

Chinese of the Hebrew word for which Jehovah is used in the

English : the other to principles of translation, nomenclature, and
right arrangement of the Books of the Bible. The writers can
readily state their views on these subjects in the columns of the

"Chinese Recoi-ckr" now or hereafter, in the event of a favorable issue

of the movement for a Union version.

In review of the subject, I add a few remarks. Only eight of

the writers gave express permission to use their names in this report.

Probably many others would not object to such use. But as they

have failed to say so, it seems to me best to withhold all the names.

It is a disappointment that so small a number of the missionaries

have given their views, and some may think that the aim of the
circular is thus defeated. The 47 writers (including author of

circular) may, however, be taken as fairly representative. Twelve
have been in the field ten years or more ; twelve, twenty years or

more ; and six, over thirty years ; leaving seventeen who have been ia

tlie field less than ten years. Of the thirty-year class, there remain
only three or four who have sent no answers to thfe circular. Assum-
ing then, that these writers are representative and reckoning on such

a basis, it follows that three-fourths of the missionaries are affirma-

tive, and one-fourth negative, on the question of a Union version.

One of the writers, who speaks of the great obstacles, says "still

the proposal for a Union version in easy wen must meet with
general favor. I cannot oppose a movement looking toward a

Union version for all our Missions."

, But what about the one^fonrth negative votes. A good degree

of unanimity must be secured before such a work is undertaken. It

will never answer the desired end to enter upon it with a decided

negative of one-fourth of our number. Some, though comparatively

few, insist that a new version is not needed ; that the Mandarin with

revisions of the classic versions, are all that are required for our work.

Others seem to be appalled by the obstacles and risks, and say

that the scheme is utterly impracticable. But may not the most or

all of them even, be induced to modify their views, when they find so

large a majority as three-fourthR, ready and hopeful ? One sanguine

writer says, " the rock upon which the original delegates split is sunk,

and I see }io good reason why a new Union version sliould not be made
and printed as the Tract Society prints its books with each set of

terms." Whether that rock is sunk or not, those who undei'stand

the art of navigation should be able to keep clear of it, and of the

shoals that appear in its neighborhood.
Again, some fear that the movement will lead to the evil of

drawing young missionaries into heated discussions on various points.

I do not so read the signs of the times. Is there not a different spirit

abroad in our ranks ? One writer, who has been only four years in

China, says, "I have, personall-y, a horror of seeing the tertn question

brought up again, or any wrangling on principles of translation."

Does not a like spirit prevail to a very large extent among the
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younger men ? And are the older men, who have seen their fifteen,

twenty, or thirty years of service, at all disposed to enter again the

arena of controversy ? A few perhaps, but not many.
Some think that the term question must be first settled, others

say that it will not be a Union version, unless only one set of terms is

used. In a strictly logical and absolute sense this view is correct.

But the aim of the Circular does not reach so far, though it looks hope-

fully toward it. And it is presumed that missionaries, who favor a
new version, have the same aim and hopes. One writer, already

quoted, thinks the version will be a Union one, though the " question

of terms is left to those who print and use it." In a second letter,

he says " the arrangement in regard to tenm, T'ien chu for God, and
Sheng-ling or Sheng-shen for the Holy Spirit, at the option of the

missionaries, is unity." I agree of course with the first, and, if the

occasion should arise, could vote cheerfully for the arrangement
suggested in the last quotation, as good for a Union version.

Some again, seem to overlook the fact that the call is for an easy

icinli version, in which all can unite, and not merely or only for an
improvement of the old classic version. The new version would be
the foundation for a concordance and for commentaries in the same
easy, plain style, current throughout the empire among the moderately
educated classes, while it would eventually commend itself even to

the literary class by the perspicuity and simplicity of its style.

The policy of *' withdrawing valuable laborers fi'om regular

missionary work" is also questioned. Much might be said in reply.

In brief, the work on a Union version is so important as to justify it.

Missionaries generally do more or less literary work. Without it,

results would be more meagre, and success not fully assured and
permanent. Older men find themselves unable to itinerate as much
as they did in their younger days, but their ripe experience and
scholarship fit then for the indispensable literary work at hand.
Besides, an arrangement might be made by which translators could

do most of the work at their own stations. This would allow them to

spend part of the day in the study, and the rest in more active mis-
sionary labor to the advantage of their health and their wider useful-

ness. The outcome of a consecrated spirit and faithful work on
translations and commentaries effective in the teaching, training, and
building up a Christian Church in China, might not be less valuable
than all the eager, unsparing service of their earlier years.

There are indeed obstacles in the way of a Union version. They
are many and great, and we ought not to shut our eyes to them. We
must avoid the risks of undue haste, and go over the whole ground
carefully and prayerfully, before we undertake so great an enterprise.

But, at the same time, we need not unduly magnify difficulties. These
are met and overcome in many hard undertakings, else the wheels of

progress would be blocked and " the world cease to move." We
trust that the discussion on terms, principles of translation, etc.,

will never be injuriously revived. We want Union. If there could
he a conference of well chosen delegates to arrange for the translation

of a Union version iu easy weu-U, it would iu our opinion be an
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immense gain to the cause of Christ in this land. And if a single set

of terms to designate God and the Holy Spirit could be agreed upon
to be used in that version, the gain would be still greater. I very
gladly put my name on record in favor of the movement.

C, C. Baldwin.

A Present

Deak Sib,—
Mr. T. Watters, the author, has left with me a number of copies

of his work on "The Tablets in a Temple of Confucius." I am at

liberty to present a copy to such Missionaries as would like to possess

that valuable book. Any who wish to avail of Mr. patters' generous
offer, will receive the volume upon application to

Yours truly,

W. S, Hoi>T.
SHAxpnAT, 18 PsKiNfS Roa4.

17th Dtc. 1880.

EDITOSXAl,,

1 T has frequently been referred to in the pages of the Recorder that it

would be desirable to know what tracts or boolvs were in prepara.

tjon. At the request of a friend we now open a column with the

heading " Current Literary Projects" in which to record the proposed

plans of all who wish to send them to the pages of the Recorder for

the information of others, in hope those who have any literary work
in hand or near completion will send the title and the purpose of the

work and when it is likely to be completed to be entered in this

column.

We return thanks to those friends of the Recorder who have
sent in papers for publication and the reports from the di^ereut fields.

We hope to receive a still greater ijumber that we may enter upon the

new year with a large stock in hg-nd. We will be glad indeed to see the

Recorder increase in e:^oeIlence with every succeeding number. It is

the proper time at the close of the year that the agents at the several

!Ports see to the renewal of the subscriptions for the next year. This

and the preceding number may be presented as specimens of what the

subsquent numbers will be aud as much better as the friends of this

Journal will make it. Thej'e is room for the increase of the number
of the subscribers if the proper effort is made by its friends. It is not

those who are published as Agents at the different places who may
solicit subscriptions, All are requested to get new subscribers as well

fts to renew their own subscriptions,

A- p. IlArPER.
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UMUMV, lelHjS.

girtH §tniU mA W^uxxi^L

BIRTHS.

A-T Taiwan-foo, Formosa, on the 18tli

of August, the wife of the Eev.
David Smith, of a daughter.

At Hankow, October 4th. 1880, Mrs.
Eace, of the Wesleyau Mission, of a
son. Posthamous.

At Peking, on the 25th October, the
wife of Eev. W. Brereton, of a son.

At Tientsin on October 30th the wife of

Eev. H. D. Porter, M.D., A.B.C.F.M.,
of a son.

At Shanghai, on the 31st October, 1880,
the wife of Eev. C. DuBose, Soochow
of a son.

At Ningpo, on the 6th November, the

wife of Wm. A. Wills, C.I. Mission,

Hang-chau, of a son. (still-born.)

At Tsinan-foo, on November 7th, the
wife of Eev. J. Murray, American
Presbyterian Mission, of a son.

At Tientsin, on November 8th, the
wife of D. Stenhouse M.D., of the
English Methodist New Connexion
Mission, of a son.

At Ichang, on the 10th November,
the wife of Edward P. McFarlane
Medical Missionary, of a son (still-

born.)

At Ningpo, on Friday N ovember 26th,
the wife of Eev. J. Butler, American
Presbyterian Mission, of a son.

MARRIAGE.

On the 23rd of November at ^ Grace
Church in Ningpo City, by the Eev.
J. Bates, E. J. Landale M.A. (of the

China Inland Mission,) only son of

E. Landale Esq., of Edinburgh, to
Mary Jones, stepdaughter, of the
Eev. F. F. Gough of the Church
Missionary Society.

DEATHS.
At Ningpo, September Ist, 1880, Mr.
Edmund Wheatley of the I. M.,
Customs.

At Owatonna, Minnesota U.S.A. Sep.
14th, Mr. E. C. Holt, younger
brother of Eev.W. S. Holt, Shanghai.

At Kwie-yang-fu, September 25th,
Ebenezer William son of Mr. and
Mrs. G. W. Clarke, of the •' China
Inland Mission."

Arrived.—On October 21,Rey. and
Mrs. Absalom Sydenstricker to joiu

the American Presbyterian Mission,

South, at Hangqbow,

Ok October 29th, at Hongkong,

per P. & 0. s.s. Teh'eran, Rev. J.

Campbell, Taiwan-foo, on his return

and Mrs. Campbell, Rer. J. Watson,

for Amoy. Rev. Wm. Thow for

Taiwan-foo, Mis3 E. Murray for

Taiwan-foo all of the English Pres-

byterian Mission.

On iN'ovember 19th, Sigourney

Trask, M. D. of the Am. M. E. Mis-

sion, Foochow, on her return.

Misses Sears and Yates to join the

Am. M.E. Mission in N'orth China.

On December 9th, per Takasago

Maru, Rev. and Mrs. Royal and
child, and Rev. and Mrs. Maclean,

and Rev. Mr. Loeher to join the Am,
M.E. Mission, Soatb, Shanghai,
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On December 14tb, per Mirza-

pore, Rev. A. Williamson LL.D.,

of the United Presbyterian Church

of Scotland Mission, Chefoo, on

his return.

Per p. & 0,8.3. Mirzapore, Rev-

and Mrs. A. Dowsley and two

children to join the Church of

Scotland Mission at Ichang.

Peb s.s. Oceanic, about Dec. 18th,

Rev. L. W. Kip, D.D. and Mrs. Kip

American Reformed Mission, Amoy;

Rev. and Mrs. S. B. Partridge, and

one child, American Baptist Mis-

sion Swatqw, on their return. Rev-

and Mrs. Mason and one child to

join the American Baptist Mission,

Ningpo. Rev. and Mrs. Stout and

two children, American Reformed

Mission, Nagasaki, on their return.

Pjsr Hiroshima Maru, Dec. 22nd,

Rev. Dr. and Mrs. C. W. Mateer of

the Am. Presbyterian Mission, Teng-

chow-foo on their return.

Per s.s. Gaelic, in December,

Rev. and Mrs. White and Rev.

Mr. Fulton to join the American

Presbyterian Mission, Canton.
***

Departed.—On October 30th, Mrs.

R. Nelson and three children, Am-
erican Protesant Episcopal Mission,

•Shanghai, for the United States.

Japan.—Mr. D. W. 0. Jencks, of

Kobe, writes us as follows ;— An-

other Christian periodical has been

started, this one in Tokio, Mr. Ko-

xaiki, pastor of a Church there, con-

nected with the American Board

Mission, being the editor.

Mr. De Forest ha» recently made
a tour in the interior and has

repeatedly had audiences of 1200
to hear the preaching of the Gospel.

At Imabari, where our Mission
has organized its first Church on
the island of Shikokee, 700 yen have
been raised for a Church building
and the Church and pastor are do-
ing a good and growing work.

The Buddhists are making great
efforts in opposition, through preach-
ing and the press, they having
started a newspaper to advocate
their faith.

Peking.—The American Methodist
Mission here has had a very different

ending to a vexatious delay from that

of Rev. Mr. Mc'Kibben at Swatow.
In the Sub-prefectural city of Teun-
haw-chau, three or four hundred U
North of Tientsin and East of

Peking. " Property was purchased

in immediate proximity to the Chou
Yamen, to the transfer of which

objection was made by the Magis-

trate. On appeal to the Governor-

General, it was decided that this

should be exchanged for other pro-

perty in the city equally eligible.

Several vexatious delays occurred

before the matter was consummated,

but at the recent visit to the city

^e deeds were made over to the

Superintendent of the Mission dulj

stamped, and possession taken.

Cases of this kind ehow that what-

ever may be the theoretical interpre-

tations of treaties, right of foreign

residence in the interior is official-

ly conceded in the very highest

quarters, although unfriendly local

officials can often render it difficult

and dangerouB."
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Western Healing Gazette. Canton. Medical Mission Hospiial 1880.

This is the coraraeticement of a

very interesting and important

Periodical. It meets a great want.

The wonder is that something like

it was not commenced long since.

The object is to improve the readi-

ness of the Chinese to read anything

in the form of a newspaper to dis-

seminate among them some know-
ledge of the advantages of western

science and skill in the healing of

diseases. It of course will serve as

a most admirable advertisement

of the Hospital of the Medical

Missionary Society in Canton.

The first number contains fourteen

short articles on as many different

subjects all 'timely and adapted

to diffuse useful knowlege. A list

of the subjects will show the wide

range of topics. (1) On Hospitals.

(2) The Medical Missionary Society.

(3j New discussion of internal dis-

ease. (4) Some Notice of a Native

Benevolent Association. (5) Method

of treating scalds and burns. (6)

Genuine and False Quinine. (7)

The commencement of inflamma-

tion in the eyes. (8) Amputation

of the leg. (9) Amputation of the

Arm. (10) Difficult cases of

Tumoui's. (11) Aneurisms. (12)

Treatment of the Insane. (13) In-

ternal piles. (14) Externalpiles.

We wish every success to this

publication designed to extend the

knowledge of western healing among

the Chinese.

China Review, July and August, 1880.

Tmsfir.st number of a new volume

of this Periodical appears with an
usually rich table of contents. The
first article by E. H. Parker is on
a very interesting subject, " The
educational Curriculum of the

Chinese." For it must be a matter

of great interest to all students of

the human mind what are the

studies which are used to develop

and train the mental faculties of so

large a portion of mankind. The dis-

course delivered by Dr. L.P. Marques
on the occasion of the celebration

of the Ter-centenary of Louis

[

de Casnoens is of exceptional

interest from the fact that the

Poet was for a while a resident

of Macao. All the readers of

i

the Review will be interested iu

I the continuance of the successive

I

numbers of " Modern Biography iu

j

China." This number is also

above the average in the extent and

variety of its notices of New Books.

We are especially gratified to give

increased publicity to the opinion

of the Review in regard to the use

of opium which it expresses in

noticing the report of tho opium
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refuge at Peking as published in

the Recorder. The Review says

;

" We cordially side with the mis-

sionaries in believing that opium

is an unmitigated curse in China.

It may be a question whether the

revenue of India, or British interests

would not be imperilled were the

opium trade suddenly abolished, but

we consider that every sane and
straightforward man should admit

that opium is an intolerable curse.

The political side of the question

may be taken at leisure but let ua

have the truth at once."

It gives us much greater pleasure

to call attention to matters in which

we agree with our contemporariea

than to notice the points in which

we do not agree. We. wish the

China Revieiv every success.

The number for Sept.-Oct., is a

full number. A number of the

articles are in continuance of those

from the last number with the same

characteristics and excellencies.

The India Svangelieal Review, A Quarterly Journal of Missionary thought

and effort. Vol. VII. No. 1. July 1880. Calcutta. India.

This Review was formerly printed

at Bombay, but with a change in its

Editor, the place of publishing is

also changed. The present Editor,

is the Rev. K. S. Macdonald. Mis-

sionai'ies in China will be interested

in seeing what subjects occupy the

thought and pens of their Brethren

in India. The contents for this July

number are as follows ; I. Chi'ist,

neither Easteim now Western, but

the Son of Man. II. The Santals.

III. The later Hindu Translations

of the Bible. IV. The Primitive

Religion and the Rig-veda. V. Hindu

Widows. VI. The Independence of

the Native Church. VII. Among
the Chundals of Gopalgunge. VIII-

Bible Distribution. IX. The Pro-

visions of the Education Dispatch

of 1854 : what they are and how

far carried out. X. Notes and In-

telligence. From this list of the

subjects discussed in this number,

it will be seen that some of the sub-

jects engage our attention here

;

but there are others that do not

come within our range of thought.

The article on the Education Dis-

patch of 1854, which has been

spoken of as the charter of Edu-

cation in India is written with

greater vigor of thought and diction.

It points ottt wherein the Indian

Government' has failed to carry out

the very excellent principles Which

were laid down in this celebrated

dispatch. The new Viceroy of In-

dia, was called upon by an influen-

tial Deputation in London, before he

left for India to press upon him the

desirability of carrying out the pro-

visions of the Dispatch in their

integrity. The Deputation was in-

troduced to the Viceroy by Lord

Halifax, the Author of the Dispatch.

The answer of the Viceroy was

highly favorable to the views of the

Deputation. And a great advance

in the education of the Masses of

India is hoped for from the action

of the New Viceroy. This Review

is conducted with ability, and there

are many articles in its several

volumes that are valuable to all

Missionaries.
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Report of the Rev. L. H. GiJick M.D., Agent of the American Bible Society

for China And Japan, respecting the Bible for 1879.

This is a very complete and inter-

esting account of the Bible work

as carried out by the agents of the

American Bible Society in these two

countries during the year 1879. The

work of that Society in China has

three principal centres, Peking,

Shanghai and Foochow, respective!}'

in Northern, Central and Southern

China. The Sacred Scriptures are

printed and kept in store by the

Mission Presses at each of these

places.

The Chinese Scriptures, as print-

ed by this Society, are in seren

different dialects and form a Cata-

logue of ninetij one different volumes,

of which thirteen were published at

Peking, thirty three at Shanghai,

twenty six at Foochow, thirteen at

Amoy, one at Swatow and five at

Canton. The amount expended for

the manufacture of books during

the year has been §3,455.09. The

number of pages has been 11,711,000

pages in 70,000 volumes. The

amount put in circulation was as

follows; Bibles, §2,2215, Testaments

4,290, Portions of S.S. 67,980.

This distribution has been effected

by Missionaries in connection with

their regular work, by native la-

borers in the same way ; but the

largest part by Messrs. Thome and

Bagnall, and a number of native

colporteurs who have been under

immediate supervision of some Mis-

sionary. The report gives many
interesting incidents of the result of

Bible distribution in leading indi-

viduals to the knowledge and recep-

tion of the salvation made known
in the Gospel. These statements

also show that there is an open door

for the circulation of the Bible or

portions of it by sale and by gift

throughout all this populous land.

It is stated that " the great want of

the work is to find men, both native

and foreign, adapted and called of

the Lord to the laborious work of

distributing the Sacred Scriptures

now so abundantly provided."

The event of the year in Japan,

was the completion of the Trans-

lation of the N. T. into Japanese.

The total publication in Ja-

pan was 19,408 volumes making

1,642,792. The circulation has been

of Bibles 200, Testaments 1,967,

Portions of S. S. 23,945. A most

important fa^it exists in Japan

giving great facility for the dis- .

semination of the S. S. It is this,

several of the largest booksellers of

the capital are willing to keep on

sale the S. S. and send them to their

correspondent houses in the coun-

try. It is stated that the S. S. are

already kept for sale by nearly 150

different booksellers about Tokio.

May each succeeding year witness

a greatly increased extension of this

blessed work.
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The Missionary Conference, South

Madras, Addison & Co.

The Report of the proceedings of

this Conference fills two volumes

one of 475 pages the other of 516.

The papers prepared for the meet-

ing were of two kinds, the one

historical, gi\ing an outline of the

several Missions, which were not

read but which are published in

the second volume. These are of

great use for reference and as giving

an account of the work from the

beginning in connection with each

Society. The other papers were on

topics for discuR.sion. The discus-

sion occurred after the reading of

the paper on each separate subject.

The names of one hundred and

nine men are given as merabei's of

the Conference, of whom some were

natives, some were civilians, but

the great majority were Missionaries.

The arrangements for the accom-

modation of such a large number

were very convenient; the facilities

for holding their meetings enabled

them to get through a great amount

of work in .seven days as the meet-

ings were held from June 11th to

the 18th in 1879. A list of the

subjects on which papers were read

preparatory to the oral discussions

will shosv the wide range of Mis-

sionary topics that came before the

body. It will also perhaps present

some points, on which some of our

readers will wish to present tlieir

views to their Brethren in the pages

of the Recorder. I. Vernacular

evangelistic work in town and

country. This was divided into three

items, viz ; Itineracy, Street preach-

ing and preaching in Rooms, and

India and Ceylon, 1879.—Vol. I, II.

work in town and country. II.

Accessions to the Christian Church.
There were four papers one on each
of the following topics : New Con-
verts; Motives of the Catechumens;
The mode of dealing with new con-

verts, and How to deal with New
converts in things temporal. III.

The Higher Education ; Its value

as a Christianising agency. IV.

Educated Hindoos ; Their attitude

to their own religion and to Chris-

tianity, and efforts to reach them. V.
Middle and Lower Class Education

VL Female Education. Under
this head papers were read upon
three several topics. Day schools

for native girls, day schools for

different classes, Zenana Teaching,

work among Mohammedan women.
Vll. Sunday schools,—under the

heads of Sunday schools for Native

Christian children and Sunday
schools for non-Christian Hindoos.

VIII Orphanages, and Industrial

Establishments. IX. Medical Mis-

sions. X. The Native ChurcJj. Papers

were read and discussed on these

topics, viz; Present Condition of the

native Church in South India and

means of progress : The dangers

of a Christian community emerging

from Heathenism ; and the relation

of Foreign Societies to' Native

Churches. XI Mahommedans. XII.

The native ministry, (a) Training of

native agents
; (6) The relations of

native ministers to Missionaries and

to local governing bodies : (c) The

principles which should regulate the

salaries of native ministers so long

as they are dependent upon foreign
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support. XIII. Colportago. (a)

Tract colportage
;
(b) Bible colpor-

tage. This list of subjects shows

what a wide and comprehensive

range the discussions passed over.

Thej were all very practical and

apposite, referring to the every day

work of Christian workers. It

must be evident to every one, that

such meetings of Missionaries, from

different fields and different Mis-

sions, to confer over the practical

details of the great work of diffusing

the knowledge of the Gospel musfc

be greatly beneficial to all who are

able to participate in them and next

to this fe the reading of the carefully

prepared report of such discussions

and papers. Where there is such

a number of topics passed in review

we cannot dilate on them. But we

recommend to all who can to get a

copy of the Report.

'^^
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